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Art. I 1. Cesar Birotteau. Par M. de Balzac. Nouvelle

Edition. 8vo. Paris: 1841.

2. Histoire de M. Jobanl. 8vo. Par Cham. Paris : 1842.

"]\ r Birotteau is a worthy citizen, who, impatient at the
^ -^' slow results of industry, resolves to make his fortune at a

bound. M. Jobard is a simple-minded believer in Advertise-

ments. Which of us does not, in some respect, resemble a Birot-

teau or a Jobard ?—was the question we asked ourselves as we
laid down the works in which their adventures are recorded, and

took up the extra-sheet of the Times. Here, within the compass
of a single Newspaper, are above five hundred announcements
of wants or superfluities—remedies for all sorts of ailments

—

candidates for all sorts of situations—conveyances for those who
wish to travel, establishments for those who wish to stay at home
—investments for him who has made his fortune, and modes
of growinir rich for him who has that pleasure yet to come—elixirs

to make us beautiful, and balsams to preserve us from decay

—

new theatres for the idle, new chapels for the serious, new ceme-

teries in pleasant situations for the dead:—carriages, horses, dogs,

men-servant«, maid servants, East India Directors, and (lover-

VOL. LXXVII. NO. CLV. A
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nesses,—how is all this to be disregarded or disbelieved, without

wilfully shutting our eyes to the progress of society ; or living

in an habitual state of apprehension, resembling that of the late

Mr Aceum of ' Death in the Pot' celebrity, who believed that

every thing he ate was poisoned more or less, and regarded

every butcher as a Caesar Borgia, and every cookmaid who boiled

a potatoe for him as a Marquise de Brinviiliers in disguise ?

In short, there is no disguising it, the grand principle of mo-
dern existence is notoriety ; we live and move and have our

being in print. Hardly a second-rate Dandy can start for the

moors, or a retired Slopseller leave London for Margate, without

announcing the ' fashionable movement ' in the Morning Post

;

and what Curran said of Byron, that ' he wept for the press,

and wiped his eyes with the public,' may now be predicated of

everyone who is striving for any sort of distinction. He must not

only weep, but eat, drink, walk, talk, hunt, shoot, give parties,

and travel, in the newspapers. People now-a-days contemptu-

ously reject the old argument, 'whom not to know argues your-

self unknown.' The universal inference is, that, if a man be not

known, he cannot be worth knowing; and any attempt to couple

merit with modesty, is invariably met with the well-known apho-

rism of the Reverend Sydney Smith, that the only connexion

between them is their both beginning with an m. In this state

of things it is useless to swim against the stream, and folly to

differ from our contemporaries : a prudent youth will purchase

the last edition of ' The Art of Rising in the World, or Every

Man his own Fortune-maker,' and sedulously practise the main

precept it enjoins—never to omit an opportunity of placing your

name in printed characters before the world.

It may be argued, that, when every body takes to puffing,

it comes to nearly the same thing as if nobody puffed at all

;

but the well-known aphorism holds good

—

' Be not the first to lay the old aside,

Be not the first by whom the new are tried.'

Besides, in the lottery of life as at present managed, though

the blanks may be more numerous, the prizes are proportionably

rich. When means of communication were restricted, and skill,

taste, or talent was made known with difficulty beyond a narrow
circle—a street, a village, or a town—it was comparatively easy

to gain a livelihood, and almost impossible to become a million-

aire : fame and profit were distributed among the community
much in the same manner as Greek among the inhabitants of

our northern part of this island, where (according to Dr Johnson)

all have a mouthful,~few a bellyful; and for this reason we have

always entertained some doubts of the authenticity of the anec-
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dote regarding ' the great Twalmly, the inventor of the Kevv
Floodgate Iron.' Either Dr Johnson invented the story to

tease Boswell, or Mr Twalmly had formed an undue estimate

of the extent of his own celebrity; though, to be sure, the

daily press was even then beginning to exercise an undue influ-

ence ; since the Lexicographer says, in 1776, that he should have
visited Mrs lludd, ' were it not that they have now a trick of

putting every thing into the newspapers.' At the present time,

assuming greatness to consist in notoriety, the inventor of a new
fire-iron for smoothing linen (for such, neither more nor less, was
Mr Twalmly's discovery) might fairly earn a title to name him-
self 'the great;' not simply for the reason suggested by the

Bishop of Killaloe ( Dr Barnard)— because he would rank
amongst ' Inventas aut qui vitam excoluere per artes,' but be-

cause within a iQ\y hours the whole United Kingdom might be
talking of him. We pardon the tailor who tells us to reform

our bills, and the pastry-cook wlio writes us a private (printed)

letter to commend his rout-cakes, when we recollect that a lucky
hit might enable the one (like Gunter) to return thirty thousand
a-year to the income-tax, and the other (like Stulz) to purchase
a feudal castle and a barony.

With so much to stimulate energy and reward eloquence, no
wonder that invention has been racked for topics, and km-
guage for terms, to arrest the attention of a busy and l)ust-

ling, but observing and intelligent public; and here, again, it

is remarkable how ingeniously the style of address has been
adapted to the taste or fashion of the hour. When Scott,

Byron, Moore, Rogers, Wordsworth, Southey, &c., were
in their zenith, or whilst the horizon was still in a blaze with
their descending glory, the most attractive vehicle was verse,

and the praises of blacking were sung in strains which would
have done no discredit to ' Childe Harold' himself, even in his

own opinion—for when accused of receiving six hundred a-year

for his services as Poet-Laureat to Mrs Warren,—of being, in

short, the actual personage alluded to in her famous boast,
' We keeps a poet'—he showed no anxiety to repudiate the

charge. The present, however, is an unpoetic age—though, by
the way, we should be exceedingly obliged to any one who
would mention an age that was not described as both unpoetic
and wicked at the time

—

' Nos nequiores, mox daturos

Progeniem vitiosiorem.'

To change the expression, then, the present age decidedly
prefers prose to poetry ; nay, unaccountable as it may appear to

the person principally interested, and after all the good advice
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both he and we have wasted on the point, there can be no doubt
whatever that ' The Excursion ' is more than ever caviare to the

vulgar; and, notwithstanding the gallant stand made by Mr Henry
Taylor and Mr Sergeant Talfourd in its defence, has no chance

at all against the 'Pickwick Papers' or 'Oliver Twist.' Mrs War-
ren, consequently, has been obliged to pension off her poets; arid

the ingenuity of inventions, the excellence of elixirs, the won-
der-working powers of pills, the beauties of estates on sale, the

rain-repelling powers of York cloth, the advantages of rail-roads,

the comforts of steam- vessels, the hopes of the living, the virtues

of the dead, are now almost invariably set forth in that humble and
ordinary form of language which M. Jourdain had been employing
all his life without knowing it. Far be it from us to say that

there is the less scope for imagination on that account ; and
imagination, be it remembered, has been proved by Mr Words-
worth to be the essential, elemental, fundamental, characteristic

quality of poetry. If we adopt Locke's definition, the writers

are equally distinguished by wit ; for they discover hidden simili-

tudes, and associate things apparently unconnected with the most
startling and enviable facility. Let any one who is sceptical as

to the degree of talent employed and required for the purpose,

try U> find out the point of analogy between Dante's Inferno and

Holloway's Ointment, or the likeness between Archimedes and

Mr Wray, the vender of gout pills.

Mark, too, the skill with which the mode of attack is varied ;

one dashes at once in meclias res, or puts on an imposing air of

frankness ; another trusts the result to inference, reserves the

point for the postscript, like a young lady's letter, or lures you
on imperceptibily, like Bishop Berkeley's ' Essay on Tar Water,'

which concludes with rejfiiections on the Trinity.

On the whole, there is no denying that Advertisements consti-

tute a class of composition intimately connected with the arts

and sciences, and peculiarly calculated to illustrate the domestic

habits of a people. Porson used to say, that a single Athenian
newspaper would be worth all the commentaries on Aristophanes

put together. Surely, then, a brief analysis of modern puffery

will be no unacceptable bequest to posterity. W^e shall show,
before we have done, that no trade, profession, walk, or con-

dition in life is entirely free from it ; and it will be an instruc-

tive exercise for moral philosophers or metaphysicians to fix the

degrees and ascertain the causes of the varieties.

It would seem that pain, or the fear of pain, is the most ac-

tive stimulant, and vanity the next; for the boldest appeals to

credulity are made by those who profess to cure diseases or im-
prove personal appearance. Our first specimens shall be bor-
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rowed from a class usually, though we hope unjustly, denomi-
nated quacks

—

* Surprising Prophecy of Dante.—How liftle was it imagined
that those celebrated h"nes of Dante, " And Time shall see thee cured of
every ill!" would be literally fulfilled in Eng-land, and in the nineteenth

century ! Yet so it is. The disorders of man, however complicated they

may be, are now subdued with surprising- rapidity by that incomparable

preparation, " Holloway's Ointment," in combination with its powerful

auxiliary, " Holloway's External Disease Pill." It is truly surprising to

witness the innumerable cures performed by the special qualities of the

Ointment, and the alterative and tonic properties of the pills. Nor can

we too earnestly recommend their adoption in acute and chronic rheu-

matism, gout, cancer, paralysis, scrofula, piles, glandular complaints,

wounds of every kind, and, in brief, in all external disorders.'

This is a good example of the art of association ; but Mr Hol-
loway is fully equalled by Mr Wray

—

* Archimedes, while bathing, solved a difficult problem, which so de-

lighted him, that he jumped out of the bath, and ran through the streets

of Svracuse, exclaiming, " I have found it, I have found it !" There are

many problems in medical science very difficult to explain. Mr Wray
of Flolborn-hill, has, however, by the pre-eminent virtues of his Balsamic
Pills, solved a very perplexing problem in the art of healing; an article

of greater excellence and utility the annals of medicine do not record,'

To extend the fame of his Eye-Snuff, Mr Grimstone, rather

injudiciously in our opinion, has resorted to the old custom, and
appends a rhyming- tribute by a customer

—

* Great was the power that did to man impart

Creative genius and inventive art ;

The second praise is, doubtless, Grimstone, thine!

Wise was thine head, and great was thy design I

Our precious sight, from danger now set free,

Wives, widows, fathers, praises sing to thee.

' ElIZ. IlOBSON.
< 19, Bell Street, Edgeware Road, Marylebone.'

Mr Mannering, the rival of Mr Grimstone, states that a box
oi his snufi'is always ready for the gratuitous use of the public

;

but it is suggested that those who do not like a crowd, had bet-

ter provide themselves with a box to be used at home. Mr
Propert speaks plainly and concisely to the point

—

' Propert's Embrocation for Gout.—This invaluable article has
been for many years used in Private Families ; and though ap|)lied in

many of the most desperate cases, has never once been known to fail :

—

it gives instantaneous relief, and in a few applications effects a cure,

without injury to the health.'

The Balm of Syriacum, ' a sovereign remedy for both bodily
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and mental decay,' is recommended in an address to her Majesty

:

—
' It is a peculiar satisfaction, too, for us to consider, that the

* Royal Household, as well as the public at large, have expe-
' rienced the benefit of our Medicine, of which we have been
' favoured with testimonies highly flattering to our reputation and
' future fame.' This kind of loyalty may be spared.

Mr Cockle's Antibilious Pills are recommended by a long list

of patrons, containing ten Dukes, five Marquises, seventeen
Earls, eight Viscounts, sixteen Lords, one Archbishop (Armagh),
fifteen Bishops, the Adjutant-General, the present Attorney-
General, the late Attorney-General, the Advocate-General, Sir

Francis Burdett, Sir Andrew Agnew, Alderman Wood, and Mr
Sergeant Talfourd, who may be regarded as representing both
literature and law. This list might give rise to curious specula-

tions as to the comparative biliousness of the higher classes. We
only hope the preponderance of Bishops will not be made the

groundwork of any insinuations against the Church. Fortu-
nately, the English Archbishops have not lent their names ; and
we understand that the Bishop of London did not put down his

until after the publication of a certain Letter from a Canon- Resi-
dentiary of St Paul's.

One of the testimonials to Congreve's Balsamic Elixir runs

thus :
—

' Notwithstanding I had been lately married, I found it

' impossible to sleep on the same pillow with my husband, but
' was obliged to be supported with bolsters in nearly an upright
' position. This, to a person in the situation I then was, icas

* extremely unpleasant.'

The concluding proposition is undeniable. She was enabled
to lie down in bed (as attested by her husband) after "taking a
quart bottle of the Elixir.

Another grateful patient says :
—

' My cough, which had broken

^fifteen bloodvessels, was completely subdued. I may now say
' I am a miracle in the eyes of all those who were in the habit of
' seeing me.'

Baker's Patent Antidote for the Prevention of Sea-Sickness,
has proved so efficacious that the stewards of steam-vessels,

we are confidently assured, refuse to distribute it for fear of its

diminishing the call for brandy and water. This is very silly on
their part, since the demand for eatables and drinkables would
increase. Perhaps it was this conviction that induced the bene-
ficent steward of ' The Ocean' to bear testimony to the pitiable

condition of a female passenger when relieved

—

' This is to certify, that Baker's Patent Antidote was taken hy a

young lady going to Rotterdam in the Ocean, who found great relief
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from a single dose, having a heavy sea on at the same time and like-

wise several gentlemen. I think myself that the Antidote is a very

excellent medicine to take.—F. Willis, Steward.'

Mr Willis is apparently not much used to writing, but the

statement is highly satisfactory ; and it is a comfort to know
that great men may in future be saved from a malady which

renders them not only wretched but ludicrous.

' Who (says Mr Baker, in a passage reprinted from Blackwood) has

not suffered from Sea-Sickness ?—that remorseless fiend, who, sparing

neither age nor sex, intelligence nor respectahility, makes a point of

setting at defiance all the decorums of etiquette, all the grace of attitude,

all the claims of humanity. I have seen dignified statesmen, lovely

women, poets of the most romantic, divines of the most spiritual cast

of countenance, all huddled together at a ship's side with confusion

truly humiliating, yellow as daffodils, and moaning as dismally as a north

wind whistling through the keyhole of a hack attic. Sea-Sickness !

The very word is an emetic; and 1 heave while I write it.'

For example, a statesman and author of no mean order is

thus described by his friend

—

I w * * muttering fearful curses.

As the hatchway down he roll>-,

Now his hreakfast, now his verses.

Vomits forth, and d—ns our souls.

" Here's a stanza

On Braganza

—

Htdp ! " "A couplet ? "—" No, a cup

Of warm water"

—

" What's the matter ?
"

" Zounds, my liver's coming up!" ' *

At the same time we must not be too ready to believe stewards

and packet-owners, who may tell a flattering tale to decoy pas-

sengers. Many persons not wanting in acuteness have been

induced, in defiance of probability, to expect state in a state

cabin, and privacy in a private one. IVIr Dickens entertains us

in his ' American Notes' with some complaints of a delusion of

this kind ; and Lord Byron was similarly misled

—

' Heyday ! call you that a cahin ?

Why, 'tis hardly three feet square.

Not enough to stow Queen Mab in

—

Wlio the deuce could harbour there ?
'

The Riga Balsam is the wonder of the day

—

* Verses printed in Moore's Life of Byron.
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' N.B. The trial of the described Balsam is this : Take a Hen or a Ram,
drive a Nail through its Skull, Brains, and Tongue, then pour some
of it into the Wound, it will directly stop the Blood, and cure the

"Wound in eight or nine Minutes, and the Creature will eat as before.'

• A Stoop costs two Rixdollars, and it is sold in smaller portions ; at the

Sale every person gets a Direction which describes its surprising Virtues,

and how it is to be used. The Glasses, Jars, and Bottles, are sealed up
with this Seal (^A. K. Balsam,^ to prevent counterfeits.

' Ecclesiasticus, Chap, xxxiii. Ver. 4. The Lord hath created Me-
dicines out of the earth, and he that is wise will not abhor them.'

The Carlton Club is naturally associated in the minds of the

public with aristocratic habits and their consequences, which, it

seems, have descended even to the domestics. From an adver-

tisement in the ' Times,' headed ' Carlton Club, Piccadilly,'

we learn that Mr Newton, the head waiter, has been cured of

j^out by Beach's Herb Draught. Unfortunately, the Carlton

Club is located in Pall-Mail, and only separated from the

Reform Club by a small opening, which the wits say is left for

the Whigs.
Dr Morison's Pills are indebted to their inherent virtue, or ac-

cidental circumstances for their celebrity. Amongst one or both

of these causes must be ranked the death of the inventor, who
died a martyr to his own fame. When the cases, necessarily rare,

in which his pills had failed, were mentioned, he invariably said

that the patients wanted faith, and should have gone on taking

them till they got well. In his last illness his practice corre-

sponded with his theory ; he rejected all other medicine, took

more pills as he grew worse, and was in the very act of calling

for a fresh box when he expired. These celebrated pills are a

composition of gambouge. The late Dr Brodem confessed to a

friend that his were composed principally of bread ; yet won-
derful cures are recorded of them, and, as he sagaciously

observed, they could do no harm.

Mr Rowland holds a deservedly high rank amongst the pur-

veyors for the toilette table. His Kalydor for preserving the

complexion, and his Macassar Oil for the Hair, command an ex-

tensive sale, and form the subject-matter of an endless variety of

advertisements, remarkable for the confident tone of conscious

superiority, and the seducing expectations they hold out. Where
is the lady who would not wish her complexion to be ' delight-

fully soft and smooth?' where the gentleman who would not

gladly prevent his hair from * falling off or turning grey to the

latest period of life ;' particularly when approaching that period

so graphically described by Crabbe ?

' Six years had pass'il, and forty ere the six.

When Time began to play liis usual tricks

;
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My locks, once comely in a virgin's siglit,

Locks of pure brown, now felt th' encroaching white.*

There are other advantages. ' A whimsical occurrence (tluis

* runs a paragraph) took place a short time since. A person iiad a
' writ out against him ; he escaped John Doe and Richard Roe
' by having made use of Rowland's Essence of Tyre. The
* bailiffs passed him, and one said to his comrade, " That's the
' man." " Why, you fool, (rejoined the other,) that gemman
' has black hair, and you know Mr has grey." I'his is

' one among the thousand instances of the beneficial effects of
' Rowland's Essence of Tyre, in changing the colours of the
' hair.'

The best puff for the Macassar Oil was an experiment tried

by the late Joseph Grimaldi upon the stage, who, with the

aid of one double bottle, turned a deal box into a hair-trunk ;

though even this was equalled, if not exceeded, by the first

vender of Bear's Grease, who cautioned his customers to wash
their hands in warm water after using it, to prevent them from
assuming the hirsute appearance of a paw. Perhaps this was
the enthusiastic tradesman mentioned by Mr Samuel Weller in
' Master Humphrey's Clock'—

' His whole delight was in his trade. He spent all his money in bears,

and run in debt for 'em besides, and there they wos a growling away
down in the front cellar all day long, and ineffectually gnashing their

teeth, vile the grease o' their relations and friends wos being retailed in

gallipots in the shop above, and the first floor winder wos ornamented
with their heads ; not to speak o' the dreadful aggrawation it must have
been to 'em to see a man always a walkin' up and down the pavement
outside, jvith the portrait of a bear in his last agonies, and underneath, in

large letters, " Another fine animal was slaughtered yesterday at Jenkin-
son's !

" Hows'ever, there they wos, and there Jenkinson wos, till he
wos took very ill with some inward disorder, lost the use of his legs, and
wos confined to his bed, vere he laid a wery long time ; but sich was his

pride in his profession even then, that wenever he wos worse than usual
the Doctor used to go down stairs and say, " Jenkinson's wery low this

mornin' ; we must give the bears a stir ;" and as sure as ever they stirred

'em up a bit, and made 'era roar, Jenkinson opens his eyes, if he wos ever
so bad, calls out " There's the bears !

" and rewives agin.'

He died immediately after requesting to hear the voice of the
greasiest bear, in a state of religious belief resembling that of
Goldsmith's Indian

—

* And thinks, admitted to that equal sky.

His faithful bear will bear him company.'

There is now, however, hardly a perfumer to be found who does
not boast himself the inventor of some hair-reviving grease or
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other ; and a Mrs Harden, in particular, holds out an inducement
which can hardly fail of attracting visitors

—

' Patronised by the Court and Nobility A Preparation for

CHANGING Red or Grey Hair to a beautiful black, brown, or light

brown, which far surpasses any now in use ; can be used without the

tedious and unpleasant process of brushing it out, permanent in its effects,

and free from tlie disagreeableness of rubbing off on the hands, caps, &c.

Sold with every direction for use, at 10s. 6d. and 7s. 6d. per bottle. The
dye supplied by Mrs Harden, and the effect seen on her own hah-, at

her private residence, QQ Newman Street, Oxford Street; or at ladies'

own residences if preferred.'

This sounds fair enough ; but the fate of Mr Titmouse, the

hero of ' Ten Thousand a-Year,' holds out a warning which it

were infatuation to neglect. As the passage in question is one

of the cleverest in the book, and admirably adapted to throw

light on the subject, it may be advisable to extract a part of it.

Mr Titmouse enters a well-known shop in Bond Street, where he

finds a gentleman with redundant locks of raven black sitting

behind the counter. ' You'll find the fullest directions within,

' and testimonials from the highest nobility of the wonderful effi-

' cacy of the Cyanochaita7ithropopoio7i'* He hastened home
with the inestimable fluid, rubbed it into his hair, eyebrows,

and whiskers for half an hour, and went to bed. When he woke
the next morning, his first movement was to spring breathlessly

to his little glass, which revealed to him the astounding fact,

that hair, eyebrows, and whiskers had turned green. The inter-

view with his landlady, the first witness of his misery, is inimi-

table in its way

—

' " Stop at home a bit, and be quiet, it may go off with all this wash-

ing, in the course of the day. Soft soap is an uncommon strong thing

for getting colours out—but—a—a—excuse me, Mr Titmouse—why
wasn't you satisfied with the hair God Almighty had given you ? D'y(i

think He didn't know a deal better than you what was best for you ? I

am blest if I don't think this is a judgment on you."

' '< What's the use of your standing preaching to me in this way, Mrs
Squallop?" said Titmouse, first with amazement, and then with fury in

his manner—" A'n't I half mad without it? Judgment or no judgment

—where's the harm of my wanting black hair any more than black trow-

sers ? That a'n't your own hair, Mrs Squallop—you are as grey as a

badger underneath
—

'pon my soul ! I have often remarked it."

'"I'll tell you what, Mr Himperance!" furiously exclaimed Mrs

* The use of unintelligible Greek compounds for advertising purposes

is a curious fact in the history of language, and can only be accounted

for on the omne ignotum pro magnifico principle.
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Squallop, " you're a liar ! And you deserve what you've got ! It is a

judgment, and I hope it will stick by you—so take that sauce, youvul;^iir

fellow! (snapping- her fingers at him.) Get rid of your green hair if

you can. It's only carrot-tops instead of carrot-roots, and some folks'

like one, some t'other— ha, ha!"'

Poor Titmouse hurries off to the curly-haired shopman for

consolation, who coolly assures him that his hair is simply in a

transitive state, and that he has only to persevere. ' One lady

* gave me a picture of herself in her black hair, to make up for

' abuse of me when it was in a puce colour—fact—honour.' Tit-

mouse invests an additional three-anrl-sixj)ence in ' Damascus
Cream,' and turns his hair purple. This, the shopman assures

him, is the middle colour between g^reen and black, and, with the

aid of a third filtre, the desired effect will be produced within

two days

—

' " But it will do sompthiu"; in a niiiht's time—eh !—surelv ?"

' " I should ihink so ! But here it is—called the Tetaragmcnon Abra-

caddhra."
' " What a name !

" exclaimed Titmouse, with a kind of awe. " 'Pon

honour it almost takes one's breath away "

'" It v.ill do more, sir; it will take your red hair away! By the way,

only the day before yesterday, a lady of high rank, (between ourselves.

Lady Caroline Carrot,) whose red hair always seemed as if it would have

set her bonnet in a blaze—ha! ha!—came here, after two days' use of

the Cyanncluiitanthropopoion, and one day's use of this Tetaragmcnon
Abracadabra—and asked me if I knew her. Upon my soul I did not,

till she solemnly assured me she was really Lady Caroline!"'

He tries it on his eyebrows and whiskers, and they become as

white as snow. It is beside our purpose to go on with the his-

tory of the outside or the inside of this gentleman's head; but

we earnestly recommend it to all who may feel induced to try

any similar description of experiment. Even ' the chemical Balm
of Columbia' should be used with caution, notwithstanding the

solemn assurance of the proprietors. It runs thus

—

* Copies of certificates from gentlemen in England, America, 8cc., who,
' after being bald a nvimber of years, have received a new growth of hair,

will be shown by the proprietor, and by all venders. The signers' char-

acters are supported by his Britannic Majesty's Consul, Philadc'lpbia,

who thereto has prefixed his seal, and the royal arras of Great Britain;

also the Mayor and the Mag;istrates, who are personally acquainted with

the signers, certified to their high respectability, and have likewise an-

nexed their seals, with the arms of Philadelphia.

* Patronized by the British Peers. One bottle, price 3s. 6d., will prevent

the hair from falling otf in forty-eight hours from its first application.

A bottle, price 6s., not only stops the hairs from falling- off, but likewise

in three weeks causes a new growth to appear ; and one bottle, price lis.,

gives a good head of hair to a young person.'
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According to this ratio, a bald man has only to buy a twenty-
two or thirty-three shilling bottle, and he might grow hair for

sale.

It is generally thought genteel and interesting to be slim.

Lord Byron lived days together on biscuit and soda water to

escape the disgrace of obesity—a regimen occasionally embar-
rassing enough to his acquaintance ; witness the reconciliation

dinner between himself and Mr Moore at Mr Rogers'. ' Neither
' meat, fish, nor wine,' says Mr Moore, ' would he touch ; and
* of biscuits and soda water, which he asked for, there had been
' unluckily no provision. He professed, however, to be equally
' well pleased with potatoes and vinegar ; and of these meagre
' materials contrived to make a hearty dinner.' The ladies sub-

mit to still more galling privations ; and Mrs Pursy, in the

School for Scandal, is hardly a caricature:— ' Yes, I'm told she
' absolutely lives upon acids and small whey, laces herself with
' pullies ; often in the hottest day of summer, you will see her
* on a little squat pony with her hair plaited and turned up like

' a drummer, and away she goes, puffing round the ring at full

' trot."

All this trouble may now be saved by taking a wine-glass of
' The Imperial Etherealizing Syrup' every morning, which ' con-
' fers the figure of a sylph within a fortnight, without affecting
* the health or endangering the constitution.'

The Raccahout des Arabes is a French discovery or impor-

tation, for the prevention or cure of leanness, to which the

women of Paris are more prone than to obesity. It is the pre-

paration on which the Dey of Algiers fattened his Harem, and is

held in high esteem throughout the East. An English traveller,

Captain Harris we think, mentioned a country in the interior of

Africa, where the wives of the sovereign, fifteen in number,
were weighed once a month and took rank accordingly. This

statement has been turned to good account ; for an advertisement

states that one of them, having accidentally become possessed of

a stock of Raccahout., kept precedence of the other fourteen till

it was gone, and one clear month afterwards.

Henry Heine tells a story of a chambermaid, who, having

remarked that her mistress possessed an elixir which restored

youth, took advantage of her absence to try it, and drank so

much that she not only became young again, but was changed
into a little girl. The secret of this elixir must be lost, as we
hear nothing of it; but this hint may be useful to the enter-

prizing.

The next best thing to securing beauty for ourselves, is to

secure it for our children, and the means are fortunately within
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our power :
—

' Ladles desirous of ensuring beauty to their children,
' may receive adequate instructions by addressino^ (post-paid) let-

' ters to Mrs Henderson, widow of the kite Dr William Hendcr-
' son, 13, Spring Street, Montague Square, London.'

Auctioneers have a prescriptive claim to a little harmless
exao;-oeration ; and their advertisements are models of the Irish

or flowery style of composition- Mr George Robins takes a
high rank amongst them ; yet even he must yield the palm to

INIr Christie, of hanging-wood notoriety. To his eloquence we
are indebted for one of the late Lord Erskine's cleverest speeches,
made on behalf of a client who had purchased a farm on the faith

of Mr Christie's description ; in which an extensive lawn, a com-
manding situation, a view of the Needles, and a billiard-room,

were mentioned :

—

'To show you, gentlemen, how egreg-iously my client has been de-
ceived by the defendant's rhetoric, I will tell you what this exquisite

and enchanting place actually turned out to be, when my client who
had paid the deposit on the faith of Mr Christie's advertisement—went
down, in the fond anticipations of his heart, to this earthly paradise.

When he got there, nothing was found to correspond to what he had
too unwarily expected. There was a house, to be sure, and that is all ;

for it was nodding to its fall, and the very rats instinctively had
quitted it. It stood, it is true, in a commanding situation ; for it com-
manded all the winds and rains of heaven. As for lawn, he could find

nothing that deserved the name ; unless it v.as a small yard, in which,
witli some contrivance, a washerwoman might hang half-a-dozen shirts.

There was, however, a dirty lane that ran close to it; and, perhaps, Mr
Christie may contend that it was an error of the press, and therefore,
for "lawn," we must read "lane." But where is the billiard-room?
exclaimed the plaintiff', in the agony of disappointment. At last he was
conducted to a room in the attic, the ceiling of which was so low that a
man could not stand upright in it ; and therefore must, per force, put
himself into the posture of a billiard-player. Seeing this, Mr Christie,
by the magic of his eloquence, converted the place into a billiard- room.
But the line view of the Needles, gentlemen, where was it ? No such
thing was to be seen ; and my poor client might as well have looked for
a needle in a bottle of hay.'

The result proved that it is useless to snatch a grace beyond the
reach of art, unless it be also beyond the reach of law.

It is a humiliating confession to make, but Authors undoubted-
ly come next ; and we are by no means sure that they would
not take precedence of even quack-doctors and auctioneers, if

the amount of charlatanry were estimated by either the money or
ingenuity expended on it. It is considered hardly worth a jmb-
Jisher's v/hile to publish a cheap or single-volume book, since
forty or fifty pounds must be laid out in advertisements to give
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any publication a chance. Large sums also are frequently paid
for paragraphs, which most of the newspapers insert for about a
third more than the price of the ordinary and avowed advertise-

ment. When an author has succeeded in getting a few favour-

able opinions from the press, whether purchased in this manner,
procured by favour, or spontaneously afforded, he puts forth an
advertisement like the following: *

' In octavo, handsomely bound,

' George Stephens's Dramatic Poem, the Hungarian
Daughter. By the Author of the Tragedies of Gertrude and
Beatrice, the Vampire, Montezuma, the Patriot, &c. <' We are

confident it would have eminent success on the stage."—Salopian

Journal. "Would, we doubt not, be popular on the stage."—United
Service Gazette. " Effective situations. If well acted, it could not

fail of success."—New Bell's Messenger. " Worthy of the stage in

its best days."—The Courier. " Greatly to be regretted that there is

not a fair field for the representation of such plays as this."—Conserva-

tive Journal. " If performed, would confirm and establish Mr Stephens's

fame, and hand it down to posterity."—Liverpool Mail. " The plot is

deeply interesting,"—Hereford Journal. " We are satisfied, if it were

acted, it would be considered one of the most intensely interesting of our

stock plays."—Liverpool Standard. " A few practised playwrights ex-

clusively possess the ears of managers. This play was rejected, not on

account of deficient merit, but because there was no likelihood of an

opening."—.Gloucester Chronicle. "We regret that the condensation of

this drama, which received the most flattering recommendation of Mr
Macready, has not been permitted to delight an English audience."

—

Cambridge Chronicle. " The character, powerfully delineated by George
Stephens, yields to no character produced on the modern stage. The
story is well conceived, highly wrought, and related in the warm earnest

language of true poetry."—The Courier. " We have no doubt that it

would prove successful, were the stage open to the productions for which

Mr Stephens's genius is so well adapted."—The Kent Herald. " For

plot, incident, character, and style, a valuable addition to our available

stock of dramas for stage representation, an ultimatum recommended by

our highest living stage authority, Mr Macready."—Worcester Journal.

" An excellent acting play ; deeply interesting plot ; incidents striking,

and full of dramatic stage eifect."—Manchester Courier. " Mr Mac-
ready interested himself warmly for a play in which are fine opportuni-

ties for the development of his histrionic powers."—Bell's New Messen-

ger. <' This dramatic poem only requires compression to be eminently

successful on the stage."—The Britannia. " It is our opinion that

several of Mr Stephens's plays are eminently fitted for the stage, and

that the genius which is apparent in all would ensure them triumphant

Times, March 2, 1841.
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success."—The Argus. "We are sure that it contains sutiicient pas-

sion, character, and incident, to cut up into half-a-dozen such plays as

we have lately seen produced."— Britannia. " A first-rate, spirit-stir-

ring-, soul-deep tragedy."—Monthly Magazine. C. Mitchell, Red
Lion-court, Fleet- street.'

Mr Stephens evidently differs from the author of the ' Rivals,'

who thought that an accumulation of indorsements rather tend-

ed to throw a doubt upon the Bill. It is observable that he

has made ample use of the rejection of his play and the high

authority of Mr Macready, who has unaccountably sufi'cred

two seasons to pass away since he became manager without

bringing ' The Hungarian Daughter ' upon the stage—a cir-

cumstance well worthy the attention of Mr Stephens, and pro-

per to be noticed in his next preface. The edition of ' The Iron

Chest' in which the late John Philip Kemble is attacked,

went off" with unprecedented rapidity, and book- collectors are

now giving four times the original price for copies.

When Mr Stephens succeeds in getting his play upon the

stage, we recommend him to imitate the late Dr Valpy's method
of attracting an audience

—

' Lord Whitworth has a curious conversation to relate, which passed

between himself and the Chief Consul, and in which the latter, it is said,

repeatedly exjiressed his determination to invade this country. Dr Val-

py's alteration of ' King- John,' or ' England Invaded,' shortly to be exhi-

bited at Covent-Garden, contains several highly poetical and animated

passages, which will aftord the public an opportunity of expressing- the

indignation and contempt which this menace of Bonaparte must excite

in the breast of every Englishman.'

Surely there must be passages in the ' Hungarian Daughter,' or

indeed in every judiciously composed play, which might afford

an audience an opportunity of expressing every sort of sentiment

that might be popular at the time.

What Sir Lucius O'Trigger calls 'a pretty quarrel' is always

an assistance to a book ; so is a prosecution, or an execution.

For example, an officer of rank was tried for alleged disobedience

of orders, and acquitted. He ordered three thousand copies of

his trial to be printed, fifty to be distributed amongst his friends.

At the end of a few months, being in want of cash, he went to

settle with his booksellers. The account was very simple. Debtor
—the cost of paper, printing, and advertising. Creditor—fifty

copies given away ; sixteen sold ; 2934 on hand, and ready to be

delivered to the author. * Why, how can this be,' he exclaimed,
* when five editions of Byng's trial were sold in a fortnight?'
' Very true, sir, but the Admiral was shot.'

As an author may naturally wish to enjoy his immortality, it
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will hardly answer to get shot or hanged in striving for it; but a

little persecution might be endured. The author of some satiri-

cal verses on the Chancellor Maupeon, in 1775, wrote as follows

from England, where he had been compelled to take refuge

—

' My Lord— I have never wished for more than 3000 francs
' a-year ; my first song, which displeased you so much, has
' gained me—simply because it displeased you—a capital of
' 30,000 francs, which, placed out at five per cent, makes half of
* my sum. Pray, show the same resentment against the new
' satire I send you ; this will complete the revenue to which I

' aspire, and I promise you I will write no more.'

It is generally thought that authors have gained in respecta-

bility since they ceased to depend on patrons, and looked solely to

the public for support. The gain is extremely problematical

when so many are found resorting to the most shameless arts of

puffery; and the practice of begging subscriptions is nearly as

rife as ever.
' He for subscribers baits his hook,

And takes your cash, but where's the book ?

No matter where ; wise fear, you know,
Forbids the robbing of a foe ;

But what, to move our private ends,

Forbids the cheating- of our friends.'

It is also not uncommon to find the Court Circular announ-
cing the presentation of Mr So-and-So, to deliver a copy of his

book ; and the number of publications forwarded to her Majesty
and Prince Albert has been so great, that orders have been given
to receive none. The author of the ' Pleasures of Hope,' not be-

ing aware of the regulation, and actuated by a genuine spirit of

loyalty, wrote a note proposing to present a copy of the last edi-

tion of his works. The offer was rather slightingly declined by
an officer of the Household, evidently unacquainted with the

works, claims, or reputation of the writer, who was not the man
to be put down in this manner. He took care that the matter

should be mentioned to the Queen herself, who instantly caused

her acceptance of the offer to be notified in the most compli-

mentary and gracious terms.

The Puff collusive, as described in the ' Critic,' has been con-

stantly employed, of late, to aid the sale of fashionable Novels
and Memoirs, like those attributed to Lady Charlotte Bury.

* The Puff collusive is the newest of any ; for it acts in the disguise

of determined hostility. It is much used by bold booksellers and en-

terprising poets. An indignant correspondent observes, that the new
poem called Beelzebub's Cottillion, or Proserpina's Fete-Champetre, is one

of the most unjustifiable performances he ever read ! The severity with
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which certain characters are handled is quite shocking ! And, as there

are many di^scriptions in it too warmly coloured tor female delicacy, the

shameful avidity with which this piece is bought by all people of fashion

is a reproach on the taste of the times, and a disgrace to the delicacy of

the age ! Here you see the two strongest inducements are held forth ; first,

that "nobody ought to read it ; and secondly, that every body uses it;

on the strength of which the publisher boldy prints the tenth edition be-

fore he had sold ofT the first, and then establishes it by threatening him-

self with the pillory, or absolutely inditing himself for *caw. vutg.'

We cannot qnit this branch of the subject without alluding to

tlie extraordinary device hit upon by Ue Foe, to assist the sale of

a book which had fallen still-born from the press. With this

view, he published a pamphlet entitled, ' The True History of

' the Apparition of one Mrs Veal, the next day after her death, to

' me, Mrs Bargrave, at Canterbury, the 8th day of September
' 1/05, which Apparition 7'ecommends the perusal ofDrelincourt's
* Book of Consolation against the Fears of Death' He contrived

to give such an air of reality to the narrative, that it was univer-

sally believed; and a dead person's opinion of a book on death

being deemed infallible, the whole impression was rapidly sold off.

The advertisements of north country schools were amusing

documents until the public became familiar with Do-the-boys'

Hall and Mr Squeers ; since which they have become diminished

in numbers and moderated in tone. The following was proba-

bly concocted before Nicholas Nichelby—
* To Young Women.—Wanted, in a genteel private Seminary for

young gentlemen, a young person of respectability, fully competent to

the charge and entire superintendence of twenty-five little boys. She

must be able to instruct them in reading, spelling, Avriting, and the rudi-

ments of history and geography. She will be expected to give her con-

stant attention to the children ; and, as the manners and deportment of

young boys are matters of importance, it is requisite that she shall have

moved in a genteel society. She will be expected to remain in the Esta-

blishment, on approval, for the first three months without salary, l)ut

her washing will be found her. If she stops after that period, her salary

will be twenty-five pounds a-year, when she must find her own laun-

dress. She will have to wash the children's faces and hands every morn-

ing, and walk out twice with them daily ; to keep their wardrobes in re-

pair, and mend their stockings in the evening, ofter ivhich her time ivill

be her oivn, and she will mix with the family. On Saturdays she will

have to comb their heads with the small-tooth comb, and after the ser-

vant has washed their feet, she will cut their toe-nails ; but on no account

must she chastise the children

—

the ladies of the Estahlishment reserve

to themselves that privilege, having a peculiar method of their oivn. In

matters of this sort it is best to be explicit ; and therefore it is right to

mention, that during the Christmas and Midsummer vacations she will b»;

allowed three weeks to visit her friends, but will not be permitted to be

VOL. LXXVII. NO. CLV. B
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absent on any pretence during the half-years. She will have the advan-
tage of visiting the parish church twice on a Sunday with the children,

and hearing them say their prayers every morning and evening. Unex-
ceptionable references will be required as to temper, character, and re-

spectabihty. Address, post-paid, L. L. 51, Poultry.'

Here is another, little less exacting

—

' A Cook-Housemaid, or Housemaid- Cook is wanted, for the ser-

vice of a single gentleman, where only one other, a man-servant, is kept.

The age of the woman wanted must not be less than 25, nor more than
40 years ; and it is requisite that she should be equally excellent in the

two capacities of cook and housemaid. Her character must be unex-
ceptionable for sobriety, honesty, and cleanliness. The sobriety, how-
ever, which consists in drinking deep without staggering, will not do

;

nor will the honesty suffice which would make up for the possible ab-

sence of pilfering by waste. Neither will the cleanliness answer which
is content with bustling only before the employer's eyes—a sure symptom
of a slattern. The servant advertised for must be thoroughly and truly

cleanly, honest, and sober. As it is probable that not a drab out of place

who reads this advertisement but will be for imposing herself, though
pei'haps incapable of cooking a sprat, and about as nice as a Hottentot,

all such are warned not to give themselves useless trouble. On the

other hand, a steady clean woman, really answering the above descrip-

tion, will, by applying as below, hear of a place not easily equalled in

comfort; where the wages are good and constantly increasing, and where
servants are treated as fellow-creatures, and with a kindness which, to

the discredit of their class, is seldom merited. Personal application to

be made, from one to three o'clock, to Mr Davvers, perfumer. No. 16,

Craven Street, Strand.'

' Where are you going?' said George Selwyn to an acquaint-

ance. ' To see a friend.' ' Well, I'll go with you, for 1 never

saw one yet.' It seems that his curiosity might have been grati-

fied with little difficulty

—

' It is the general desire of princes and opulent men to live friendless

—they gain obsequiousness, adulation, and dependents, but not friends;

the sycophants that surround them disappear when the lure that at-

tracted them is lost : beguiled by blandishments, deceived by hypocrisy,

aud lulled by professions, they do not discover imposture till adversity

detects it. The evil is unbounded—they never obtain a sincere opinion,

whether regarding pecuniary embarrassment or domestic dissension—in

any perplexed and unhappy event they receive no counsel but that which
benetits the sinister views of him who gives it. Of what advantage is for-

tune if it transforms friends into parasites, and we are to live in constant

delusion ; or, isolated and secluded, we must exist like hermits, to shun
intercourse with our fellow beings, and escape perfidy ? One whose af-

fluence precludes speculation, who has proved himself undaunted in dan-

ger and unshaken in fidelity, proffers his friendship to him who deserves

it, and will know how to appreciate it ;— his reading has not aftordtd

mere abstract knowledge, but has been rendered auxiliary for a vast in-
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tercourse with the living woilil ;
years have furnished experience, reflec-

tion hus improved it ; his advice and aid he hopes is not insignilicant, be

the station of him who requires them ever so elevated. As there can

be no independence where there is not equality of circumstances, no one

of inferior condition can be noticed.'

From the zeal with which the following advertisement was

repeated day after day, it is to be presumed that the writer was

in earnest

—

« To Independent Gentlemen.—Wanted, by a respectable, mo-

dest young man, who can produce a cubic yard of testimonials, a living

without a master—that is, he wishes to become a companion to some

gentleman, and be \\\&factotum. He can ride, shoot, sing, tish, (but never

better than his patron, without he is wanted,) keep accounts, see that

servants do their duty, do twenty other things equally necessary in this

life, and make it his whole duty to please and be pleased. Any one

seriously wishing such a person, may address, post-paid, to Z., to be

left at 41, Haymarket.'

It is much to be regretted that led Captains have gone out of

fashion. This gentlemen would have made an excellent one.

A marriage advertisement is now generally regarded as a hoax

;

but a prospectus put forth a year or two ago by a Mr and Mrs
Proudfoot, looked like business, and was certainly not intended

as a joke. It professes to be composed for this worthy couple

by a clergyman of the Church of England and graduate of the

University of Oxford. He begins thus

—

' The success which in other countries has attended E'^tablishments

for the purpose of promoting INIatrimonial Alliances, !":.oC inspired the

idea of undertaking a similar project here. It is well known that in

the cities of France, Holland, and Germany, such Establishments ex-

ist, and have been, for a long course of years, productive of the great-

est benefit. If, in the comparatively limited circle of the population of

these cities, it has been found advantageous that means of introduction

to that state of life which the language of religion styles *' holy," and

the voice of all ages and nations pronounces to be " honourable,'' should be

rendered easy of access—how much more necessary must they not appear in

such a population as that of London, the very vastness of which acts only as

a barrier against the formation of intimacies or friendships ? It is pro-

verbial, that people may live here all their lives in utter ignorance of

their next door neighbour ; and the experience of every one will suggest

to him how narrow and circumscribed are the limits of the circle in

which he moves.'

Something of the sort has certaiidy existed at Paris. In a

country where matches are frequently made up by the families

or friends of the parties, without much regard to piior inclination

on either part, it is no great step to call in the assistance of

strano-ers. One instance has become notorious. Monsieur

Lufarge procured his wife through a marriage-broker; but
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possibly Mr Proudfootwill not tbank us for the precedent. The
clergyman, after a few judicious observations on the artificial

state of society, and the difficulty which is experienced by young
ladies, particularly clergymen's daughters, in finding husbands,
proceeds to describe the constitution of the establishment

—

' It is conducted by a gentleman and his wife, both persons of the

highest character, respectability, and connexions. They have separate

houses at some distance from each, at which the husband gives interviews

to gentlemen, and his wife to ladies. The negotiations are conducted in

conformity with printed rules, from which not the slightest deviation will

he allowed, and everything is managed in a manner which cannot offend the

most fastidious delicacy, or deter the most easily excited diffidence. Jt is

quite impossible that ladies or gentlemen applying to the establishment can

see each other, until a meeting be finally and satisfactorily arranged, and all

effects of idle curiosity are effectually checked. The rules are to be purchas-

ed for ten shillings—the price is set upon them for no other reason than as

some guard against the thoughtless, the idle, or the ill-disposed—at Mr
Proudfoot's, 63, Mortimer Street, Cavendish Square, and they entitle the

purchaser to a speedy interview. In these rules will be found a thorough

explanation of the whole system, which, the Director is happy to say, is

succeeding in a manner far beyond his most sanguine expectations.

' In conclusion, he has only to add, that untiring zeal and implicit

secrecy may be depended upon, both upon his own part and on that of

his lady. He reflects with much pleasure, that he has been already in-

strumental in procuring honourable connexions and sincere happiness to

many, who otherwise might have spent their days in degrading attach-

ments, or unhappy neglect ; and as he knows that his own feelings are

pure and spotless, he can fearlessly assure any lady or gentleman, whose
eye this may meet, that there is nothing in the slightest degree impro-

per or indecorous in their employing him as an humble agent in en-

deavouring to guide them prosperously in taking what must always be

considered the most important step in life.'

This prospectus was put into circulation two or three years

ago. An advertisement which appeared within the year, proves

the continuance, if not the prosperity, of the establishment

—

' Matrimonial Alliance.—The Pamphlets, Rules, and Regula-

tions of this Establishment, for promoting matrimonial alliances,
may be obtained by applying to A. B., care of Mr Proudfoot, 63, Mor-
timer Street, Cavendish Square. Price of the pamphlet. Is. The Port-

folio of February is now ready, containing letters from gentlemen in

every sphere of life, possessing property from L 400 to L.3000 per

annum, and may be purchased or inspected by ladies, free of charge, at

the agent's, 63, Mortimer Street, as above.'

The favour shown to ladies is sufficiently exemplified by the

fact, that the portfolio, which they are allowed to inspect gratis^

is charged two guineas to gentlemen.

A single specimen of the regular matrimonial advertisement

ms*v be allowed

—
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1

'Wanted— A Young I.adj, about 17 or 21 years of age, as a

wife. She must he Well acquainted with the necessary accomplishments

of such; she must understand washing and ironing, baking bread, mak-
ing good coffee, roasting beef, veal, &c., boiling a fowl, broiling a fish,

making tarts, plum-puddings, and desserts of all kinds, preserving

fruits and pickles, expert with the needle, keeping a clean and snug

house ; must know reading, writing, and arithmetic ; never been in

the habit of attending the ball-rooms ; she must have been taught

true and genuine principles of religion, and a member in a Church of

good standing. She must not be addicted to making too free use of her

tongue, such as repeating any report that is injurious to her neighbour;

or using any taunting language to any person about her house. Any
lady finding herself in possession of the above accomplishments, will

please address to Alphonso. It will not be required that she should ex-

ercise all those requisites unless a change in fortune should take place,

at which time it will be necessary, in order to live with such economy
as to prevent a trespass on our friends, whose frowns and caprices we
otherwise must endure, which every man of noble mind will despise.

At present, she shall have a coach and four at her command, servants in

abundance, a house furnished in the first modern style ; shall always be

treated with that tender affection which female delicacy requires, and

nothing shall bo wanting that will be necessary to contribute to her

happiness.'

Our next, we well remember, excited no inconsiderable sen-

sation amono^ the fair

—

' Count Sarsfield Lucan, lineal descendant of the royal line of

Lorraine and Capets, and other Sovereigns of Europe, desires to join in an
alliance of marriage with a Lady whose quality and abilities will enable

her to support the rank and titles she will obtain by this honourable

alliance. Address.to Count Sarsfield Lucan, Posfe liestanle, a Paris'

The next may also be placed under the head of matrimony

—

' Run away from Patrick M'Dallagh—Whereas my Wife,

Mrs Bridget M'Dallagh, is again walked away with herself, and left me
with her four small children, and her poor old blind mother, and nobody
else to look after house and home, and, I hear, has taken up with Tim
Guigan, the lame fiddler—the same that was put in the stocks last Easter

for stealing Barday Doody's gamecock.—This is to give notice, that I

will not pay for bite or sup on her, or his account to man or mortal, and

that she had better never show the marks of her ten toes near my home
again. ' Patrick M'Dallagh.

' N. B.—Tim had better keep out of my sight.'

We will now set down a few of a miscellaneous character,

which appear well adapted to throw light on manners and
society. Amono;st the most inveterate of vulgar errors is the

one regarding the sale of wives in this country; and a learned

friend of ours was not long since requested to write an article on

the origin and precise nature of the law, for a foreign Judicial
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Review. He replied that there was no such law ; and a copy of
the following advertisement was forwarded to him, with an
earnest desire for explanation, by the Editor

—

' To be Sold for Five Shillings, my Wife Jane Hebband. She
is stoutly built, stands firm on ber posterns, and is sound wind and limb.

She can sow and reap, bold a plough and drive a team, and would answer
any stout able man that can hold a tight rein, for she is damned hard-

mouthed and headstrong ; but, if properly managed, would either lead or

drive as tame as a rabbit. She now and then, if not watched, will make
a false step. Her husband parts with her because she is too much for

him.—Enquire of the printer.

N. B.—All her body clothes will be given with her.'

An advertisement for Rats and Weeds will be admitted to be
an anomaly

—

' Wanted Immediately, to enable me to leave the House which
I have for these last five years inhabited, in the sante plight and condi-

tion in which I found it, 500 I^ive Rats, for which I will gladly pay

the sum of L.5 sterling ; and, as I cannot leave the Farm attached thereto

in the same order in which I got it without at least Five Millions of

Docks, Dockens (weeds), I do hereby promise a further sum of L.5
stei'ling for said number of Dockens.

(Signed)
' Dated 31st October 1816.

< N. B.—The Rats must be full grown, and no cripples.'

This was a thoroughly conscientious tenant, fully aware of

the obligations imposed upon him by the ordinary covenant, to

leave the premises in the same state of repair in which he found
them. This covenant, by the way, suggested the chief objection

to Lady Mary Wortley Montagu's favourite scheme, for putting

the marriage contract on the same footing as a lease, and m.aking

it for seven, or fourteen years at the pleasure of the parties.

' How,' asked Mr Cheney, ' is the gentleman to put the lady into
' good and tenantable repair at the end of the time ?'

Sir Joshua Reynolds is reported to have scraped more than
one Titian bare to the canvass, and analyzed the scrapings, in

the hope of discovering the secret of that great master in colour-

ing ; but it seems that the required richness and mellowness of

tone might have been obtained at a cheaper rate, by scraping or

pounding a mummy

—

' Egyptian Mummy for Painting—Those who practise the supe-

rior style of oil-painting, may be supplied with a perfectly genuine
Egyptian Mummy in its original state, at Mr Hawe's, chemist, Long-
acre.'

Fashion has varied as much with regard to the canine race as

in any other object of feminine fancy or caprice

—
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< Just come fuom Flanders.—Some of the most bcantifiil Docs,

of the Lion, Spanish, and Dutch breed?, so very small tliat ladies may
put them in their muff's or pockets.

< N. B Some all white.'

This is clearly a diflferent race of animals from those now in

favour, which Landseer is immortalizing-.

The superstition connected with cauls is well known

—

* A Child's Caul to be disposed of, particularly recommended to per-

sons going to the Continent on pleasure or business, officers in his Ma-
jesty's navy, merchants trading to the East and West Indies, and all

other parts of the globe, being exposed to the danger of the seas, having

the Caul in their possession, their life will most assuredly always be

preserved from any similar danger that recently befell those unfortunate

persons at Rochester. Address by letter only, pre-paid, to Mr W.,

Temple Chambers, Falcon Court, Fleet Street.'

What could be the motive of the individual who inserted

this?—
< Wanted, a Second-Hand Coat-of-Aums of her Royal Highness

the Princess Augusta. Address, post-paid, to A. B., 13, Skinner Street,

Snow Hill.'

A friend recently arrived from Calcutta has given us a speci-

men of the kind of composition produced by the blending of the

Irish with the Oriental style. The native liveliness of the writer

appears to have been little, if at all, affected by the locality

—

' Notice.—Mr W. M'Cleish begs to state to his friends and the pub-

lic, that he has received by the most recent arrivals the Prettiest Waist-

coat Pieces that ever were seen: really it would be worth any gentle-

man's while even to look at them. It surpasses his weak understanding,

how man, who is born of a woman and full of trouble, could invent such

pretty things; it strikes him forcibly that the patterns and texture must

have been undoubtedly invented by some wise philosopher.

" Ladies, although my shop's small, I pray you won't fear.

I turned out my pelisses, the first of the land sure may wear;

If they are not well finished, or the best of trimmings,

I will undertake to eat backs, breasts, sleeves, and linings."

< No. 39, CossitoUah (Calcutta.) Jan 4, 1824.'

Innumerable advertisements may be traced to vanity; but we
have only met with one that implies the entire absence of it

—

' Artificial Teeth—Lost, about fourteen or fifteen days since,

fixed in bone, from four to six in number. W^hoever will bring or send

them on Wednesday next, at twelve o'clock predsely, to Mr Mickham,
tobacco and snuff manufacturer, 180, Fleet Street, will receive half-a-

guinea for the trouble.'

It is not uncommon to hear a wealthy citizen, or retired grazier,

when complimented on his daughter's proficiency on the Piano,

observe, that she ought to play well, for she had cost him a
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mint of money. Henceforth there will be no occasion for an
extravagant outlay

—

' Music.—An extraordinary opportunity for being instructed in music
either in town or country. The advertiser has found out a method by
which he teaches to play on either the pianoforte, violin, or guitar, in

the completest manner, by only the practice of one single lesson, which he
does on the most reasonable terms.'

It really makes one tremble to think of the consequences to

society if an engagement of this sort could be fulfilled.

Our collection would be clearly incomplete without a speci-

men of the old Lottery advertisements

—

* A laughable circumstance occurred at the Opera House a few even-

ings since. The Honourable Mrs H C , in the confusion that

takes place in the lobby on quitting the theatre, dropped her reticule,

and was some minutes before she regained it; when, on looking at

its contents, she exclaimed, " I have lost my duplicates !" This created

surprise, not that the company had any doubt when the lady pledged her

word, but they thought she had pledged her jewels. However, on
encpiiry, it was found that the lost duplicates were Two Tickets of one
number (which she had purchased that evening) in the Lottery to be

drawn the next Tuesday ; luckily she soon after found them, and anti-

cipated getting L.20,000, as she had procured them at a well-known

office at Charing- Cross.'

Perhaps our readers are not aware that the Newspapers are

frequently employed for the purposes of intrigue. We once

heard of a long correspondence carried on in cipher through
the advertising columns of the Morning Chronicle. The key
was discovered by a celebrated scientific character, who gave the

alarm just as the aifair was approaching a climax. It seems,

however, that an assignation may be made without the aid of a

cipher :

—

' If the Gentleman who does not like tlie moon, will be at the same
place on Sunday next, and at the same hour at which he was to

have met a Lady last Sunday, he shall not meet with a second disap-

pointment.'

A gentleman who does not like the moon ought always to be
disappointed, for he does not understand his vocation or his

interest

—

' There is not a day,

The longest, not the twenty-first of June,

Sees half the business in a wicked way.

On which two single hours of moonlight smile

And then she looks so modest all the while.'

The dift'erent points of view in which the moon strikes lovers

and philosophers, is well illustrated by the scene in * Tom
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Jones,' where, when the hero falls into raptures at -her beauty,

Partridg-e irravely observes, that the moon may be all very well,

but that just then he should be better pleased at the sight of a

round of beef.

We quote the following, for the sake of its naivete—
' May the Wings of Extravagance be Clipped by the Scis-

sors OF Economy—Was the constant toast of a person \yho knew very

well the value of a sixpence. To all good economists would Romanis

wish to be recommended, though but a had practitioner himself, (he is a

little like the clergy—" Don't do as I do, but as I tell you to do.") VVhen

you want real good Stockings at a low price, come to the Sign of the ,

Regent, 33 in Cheapside—there you have them in perfection, and I am
certain sixpence in a pair is worth saving ; and any one that is possest

of the least spark of parsimony will give their assent. Frugality is cer-

tainly a good thing—it enables a people to pay taxes—to pay their

armies

—

to thresh the French—to make peace on good terms—to extend

commerce—to make people live long and comfortable:
' For Stockings,

< Romanis against the whole World, at his Mart, 33, Cheapside.'

Mr Romanis understands the character of his countrymen.

Who could refrain from buying stockings at a shop where such

temptations are held out ? We only wish another Romanis would

appear to enable us to pay the income-tax.

The following appeared about twenty years ago : The time

is important, as Mr Monkton Hall might chance to be brought

to the bar of the House of Commons and questioned by the

member for Bath

—

' Elevated and Important Seat.—A man of honour and fortune

may immediately obtain an Elevated Seat, upon liberal terms. Address,

with real names, to Mr Monkton Hall, No. 7, St James's Place.'

The next illustrates the audacity with which the law against

gambling w as defied in the good old times of Faro

—

' Faro at Routs As faro is the fashionable circular game in the

haut ton, to prevent the company from being sunk into melancholy

by whist parties, a gentleman of imexceptionable honour will, on invi-

tation, do himself the honour to attend the rout of any lady, nobleman,

or gentleman \Aith a Faro Bank, and adequate funds from fjUO to 2000
guineas. Address to G. A., Esq., at Mr Harding's, Piccadilly, nearly op-

posite Bond Street. N.B.—This will not be advertised again.'

The art of talking with the fingers was once in great repute,

but lost its value as soon as it became general

—

< The Digitalian Language I have had an opportunity for some
time of communicating to the world my acquirements in this science;

having thought that language distinct from speech would be both useful

and desirable to ladies in the higher circles ; but at the present mumenl,

liken the tongue is lihclij to he curtailed of its creativefimction, it may,
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perhaps, be more particularly, as well as generally necessary. I there-

fore do myself the honour to inform ladies and gentlemen wlio may be

desirous to acquire this new mode of conversation, that the attainment

of it is by no means arduous, and by receiving their commands will be

waited on, and particularly explained by, ladies and gentlemen, your obe-

dient servant,
' G. Hayes.

< No. 11, St Clement's Churchyard. Mr H. will wait on the ladies,

if requested.'

The words in italics enable us to fix the date of this gentle-

man's announcement. He evidently flourished about the time

of what were called the late Lord Londonderry's Gagging Bills.

Our rapture with China naturally put tea-dealers on their

mettle, and many elderly females invested a large portion of their

savings in Souchong, in order to be provided against contingen-

cies. Captain Pidding occupied a conspicuous place amongst

the interested alarmists, and made the most of the panic—

' KE-SHIN, '' THE DREADED HOUR."
' If there be any thing in a name, that of Ke-Shin, the Chinese

Commissioner nominated to meet Elliot at Canton, is, in its Chi-

nese definition given above, ominous of sad results. Our previous

knowledge of Ke-Shin's opinion of the best " Mode of Managing the

English," gives us reason to " dread the hour" when he shall sit in

judgment upon English commerce. Ke-sbin, in a IMemorial addressed

to the Emperor in Dec. 1838, recommends him to " put an entire stop

to all foreign intercourse for ten years, when," he says, '* the English

will pay gold and silver for tea and rhubarb." " The foreigners,'' says

Ke-shin, ^^ subsist, day hy day, upon heef and imitton, and every day

after meals they take this divine medicine, (i. e. tea and rhubarb,) in

order to get a motion in their bowels? This is the advice of Ke-shin,

the most influential minister at the Court of Pekin, and now appointed

Examiner of the English.'

Ke-shin's policy may be read with a smile, but ' mutato no-

' mine, de te (in a double sense) fabula r.arratur.' It is an exact

imitation of Mr Percival's, who gravely enumerated the straiten-

ino- of their materia medica as one of the inconveniences likely to

incline the French to peace. The inimitable Peter Plymley has

embalmed the memory of this plan

—

* At what period was this great plan of conquest and constipation

fully developed ? In whose mind was the idea of destroying the pride

and the plasters of France first engendered ? Without castor oil they

might for some months, to be sure, have carried on a lingering war ;

but can they do without bark ? Will the people live under a Govern-

ment where antimonial powders cannot be procured ? W^ill they bear

the loss of mercury ? " There's the rub." Depend upon it, the ab-

sence of the materia medica will soon bring them to their senses, and
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the cry of Bourbon and Bolus burst forth from the Baltic to the i^^Iedi-

terranean.'

Sir Lucius 0'Tri<^ger, after very properly laying before Bob

Acres tlie chances of a fatal result, enquires: ' How, if that should

* be the case, would' you choose to be pickled and sent home?
« Or would it be the same to you to lie here in the Abbey ? I'm

' told there is very snug lying in the Abbey.' This is much the

style in which tlie propriety of choosing a Cemete'ry is pressed

upon the public by rival companies. The one expatiates on snug

lying in a quiet situation ; the other on picturesque lying_ in a

romantic one ; whilst both agree that no time is to be lost, if the

purchaser partakes of the same feeling as the Somersetshire

squire, who strictly enjoined his heir to bury him in a field with

his favourite dog and best horse, so that, when the last trump

sounded, the horse might enable him to get a good start, and

the dog keep off the crowd.

V/hen Sir Lucius spoke of ' snug lying,' he spoke without

the fear of resurrection-men before his eyes. Since his time, a

new source of apprehension has sprung up, from which none of

us can be altogether free, unless we think and act like old Dr
Mousey, (old enough to know better, for he was more than

ninety when he died,) who directed his body, after undergoing

dissection, to be crammed into a box icith holes, and flung into

the Thames. As many, particularly women, feel a sort of creep-

ing and shivering at the idea of a post-mortem examination, they

may not be sorry to hear that there is a mode of averting this

exposure

—

« Patent Coffin for the security of the Dead.—As the time

has arrived when the grave-robbers commence their depredations, the

proprietors beg leave to inform the public, that the Patent Coffins are

on such a principle as to prevent their beinj;;' opened, and that they have

been generally approved by the great nwnber of ladies and gentlemen

tcho have seen them'

An assembly to inspect coffins must have been a grave spec-

tacle.

The advertisement of Tanner's pens is a curiosity of the first

water. It is headed by a shower of mottoes

—

* II faut saisir I'occasion aux chevaux.
' Probatum est—Bona tide—Utile dulce—Ne plus ultra—Summum

bonum—Credenda. Upon improved, self-renovating, philosophical prin-

ciples.

" II faut casser le noyau pour avoir I'amande,

II n'y a que le premier pas qui coute."
'

Then comes the philosophical explanation of the instrument

—

' Depicting ideas into vision in the portraiture of conception, by legi-
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ble characters, is tlie noblest invention of which mankind can boast, and
such is the characteristic reputation of this beautifully finished instru-

rrient, in accomplishing' with perfection the above desired object—indeed

no pen ever shed fluid with such pre-eminent qualities, which its excel-

situdinal station sufficiently attestates ; therefore Richard Tanner is

proud to acknowledge that a discerning public has presented the most
gratifying tribute to its merits in an extensive and still increasing con-

sumption.

" But yet you draw not iron, for my heart

Is true as steel, that bends with gratitude."

—

Fmis corondt opus.

'Richard Tanner's celebrated, resplendent, unparagoned, caligraph, in-

comparable, pre-eminently approved graphometrical, prophylactic, parallel,

trichotomical, coadjuvant pliancy, unparalleled, self-renovating, ever-

pointed, emendated, denticuled, spheroidical, transilient rectifications,

mathematically serrated, of octagonal angulations, amalgamated of alma-

dine, zigzag, magnetic, trigonal, oblong, four-springed Tannerian Pens.'

This is hardly worthy of Mr Tanner. Any one can write

down a string- of hard words at random. But the large and
respectable class of the community who refused to consume
home-made sugar, will be compelled, by the following paragraph,

to forswear the employment of the quill

—

' The stripping of geese, as practised in Lincolnshire and Cambridge,

reflects a reproach on the imperial despot of the world, as well as upon
our moral and philosophical pretensions, which are accounted the most

perfect and excellent to be imagined, and this cruelty is apologized for

by utility ; but what plea can be offered for such preposterousness, whilst

creation is agonized and tortured in order to afford a scanty supply of

that which Art abundantly furnishes us, and this of super-excellent

qualities. Were a disciple of Descartes to witness the streams of im-

purpled dye, and the half-expiring contortions of these birds, he would
recant alliance to that vain reasoner ; however, the intelligent majority

form a powerful rampart in our favour, who, by their example and influ-

ence, produce more charity than volumes of humane eloquence. The
geese are plucked five times a-year for feathers and quills: the first of

which is at Lady-day, and the same renewed four times between that and

Michaelmas ; the old ones submit quietly to the operation, but the young
are very noisy and unruly. I observed that goslings of six weeks old

were not spared this bleeding process, to habituate them early to wJiat

they were to come to. If the season prove cold, numbers hereof die by this

barbarous savage custom. / recently addressed one of the operators,

who complained, with affected sensibility, how di^icult it was topossess

the plumage tvithout the life! which the expiring contortions of several

birds indicated. Cannot the Science of Writing be improved and increased

without inflicting such violence ? The Roman and Spartan historians

descant upon their jurisprudence code, advocating greater lenity to the

dumb than to man ; and in the present refined state of society, we antici-

pate the system of mercy (^. e. the use of Tanner's Pens) to be adopted

generally, and this hope of reformation arises from the intelligent ma-
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jority, who recognize and resjiect tl)e feelings of creation that vibrate in

ourselves, and who endeavour by practice to lesson the preponderation'

of torture imposed on its happiness. But Great Britain, rich in arts and

sciences
!

'

The abruptness of the conclufling- apostrophe proves ]\Ir Tan-
ner to be no mean proficient in rhetoric, though the grammatical

structure of his sentences might be improved. The argument

ad misericordiam is unanswerable, and will probably bring not

only steel pens but iron beds into general use immediately. Can
any thing be urged in defence of the present system of pluck-

ing? It has been said that the geese get used to it, and that it

even becomes an agreeable excitement towards the latter period of

their lives; like the flesh-brush, or hair-glove, employed to quick-

en the circulation of old men. But the kindred fallacy regard-

ing eels was formally demolished by Mr Bentham in his very

last pamphlet, entitled Boa Constrictor

:

—
' The eel,' said the

sage, ' is not used to be skinned successively by several persons ;

' but one and the same person is used successively to skin several

' eels.' Use cannot avail the goose in his first and worst pluck-

ing ; and it must be a consciousness of this that makes the young
ones so ' very noisy and unruly.' The complaint of the opera-

tor reminds us of the fishmonger who was overheard cursing an
eel for not lying still. Neither is the behaviour of the elderly

geese a proof that they do not suffer pain, any more than the

composure of Guatimozin was a proof that he was really on a

bed of roses. The JStrasburg goose is fixed near a great fire,

with its feet nailed upon a plank, crammed with food, and deprived

of drink; yet ' when he reflects that his liver, bigger than him-
' self, loaded with truftles, and clothed in a scientific paste, will,

' through the instrumentality of M. Corcellet, diffuse all over
' Europe the glory of his name, he resigns himself to his destiny,
' and suft'ers not a tear to flow.' * A Lincoln goose may surely

equal a Strasburg goose in fortitude, when he reflects that his

down may form the couch of beauty, and the noblest productions
of genius be transmitted to posterity by his quill.

Mr Tanner's pens are classified by numbers, from which the

purchaser is recommended to select. No. 5, is the Fine Ladies'

Pen ; No. 6, is the Solicitor's Pen. The other numbers are dis-

tinguished by the hardness or softness of the instrument.

Mr Tanner is also the sole inventor of a wonderful ink, the

only ink which can be used with his pens without disgracing

them

—

* Almonach des Gourmands,
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* Tobago Permanent Anti-corrosive Limpid Ink, and Immarcessible
Atramental Fluid—That facilitates writing', by flowing- from the pen
ill a certain gradual stream to the paper, obviating the unpleasant ob-

struents which are so justly complained of in other inks.

' Unmindful of controvertists, we declare that this succedaneum must
supersede all others! Why? For obvious reasons. During a Five

years' residence in the Island of Tobago, I observed the sudden exsicca-

tive effect that the climate produced upon Inks imported : this induced

me to experiment upon the indigenous plants, w'oods, and barks there,

in which, after a lengthened perseverance, I discovered ingredients that

produced a cerulean atramental Limpid Fluid, and which preserved its

fluency without absorption under the sun's verticality ; the transcendent

superiority hereof stands unparalleled in the annals of record, for resist-

ing arefaction, refluents, concretion, sediment, tenacity, greasiness, and

every chemical and atmospherical agent, and for combining denigration,

limpidness, permanency, fluidity, to perfection. The possessed written

documents, performed with the same seven years since, will abundantly

demonstrate this Credenda.'

A late Member for Southwark was once pleased to talk of a
phenomena in the House of Commons. ' This Credenda ' may be

justified on the same principle. We hope Mr Tanner will soon

be sent for five or seven years to some other island, for ink has

not yet been brought to perfection.

The advertisement of 'Goodman's Vale Sauce' is a regular

literary olio, a sort of prolusio academica, as much within our

critical jurisdiction as Dr Hawtrey's Trilogy, in which the same
sentiments are clothed in three languages. Mr Goodman's in-

vention is celebrated in four ; English, French, German, and

Italian. The English, we learn from good authority, is from

the able pen of ' Duller of Brazennose,' a well known contributor

to Blackwood's Magazine. It seems that Mr Goodman diff"ers

in one respect from Homer. His birthplace is well known,
being Uffington in Berkshire. The first stanza places this fact

beyond dispute

—

* Dear is the vender's native town,

Though cheap this product of his skill

;

Here Alfred battled for his crown.

And graved his white horse on our hill.'

Does the writer mean that Uffington is dear to Mr Goodman,

or dear in opposition to cheap ? Did Alfred bury his horse, or

engrave its figure on the hill ? We proceed

—

< Our hill, of pic-nic spots the chief,

Where fair ones, couched on flowery moss,

Enjoy our matchless vale-fed beef

Married to Goodman's matchless sauce.
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* The bold Uffinga's bones repose

Beneath our ancient Minster's cross
;

On our rich soil the mushroom grows
That lends a zest to Goodman's sauce.'

The first of these verses throws a pleasing light on the habits of

the UHingtoii beauties, who, it appears, eat beef reclining on

moss, like Roman beauties on their cubicula. The second rather

indiscreetly discloses a main ingredient in the condiment.

' Great Conde's cook fell on his sword,

Despairing at his fish-cart's loss :

A proof that Conde's princely board

Lack'd such resource as Goodman's sauce.

For when cold scraj)s provoke his spleen

On washing-day, the husband cross

Shall wear again a brow serene,

Soothed by a taste of Goodman's sauce.'

Madame de Sevigne tells us that Vatel fell upon his sword

because the sea-fish did not arrive in sufiicient quantities, des-

pairing not at the non-arrival of one but many fish-carts ; and

we do not exactly see how Mr Goodman's sauce could have

averted the catastrophe, unless indeed it could convert pike and

perch into sole and turbot, or (which is the same thing)

make it impossible to distinguish one from the other. The Jor

is rather bold, though warranted by the practice of modem poets.

* The goose that on our Ock's green shore

Thrives to the size of Albatross,

Is twice the goose it was before,

When washed with Neighbour Goodman's sauce.

And ye, fat trout and eels, may feed

Where Rennet's silver waters toss,

Proud are your Berkshire hearts to bleed

When drest with Goodman's prime Vale Sauce.'

The concluding invocation is beyond all praise. The readi-

ness of the Kennet trout and eels .to bleed for the honour of

Berkshire, is only to be paralleled by the Strasburg goose afore-

said, who was probably in the mind of the poet.

The French tribute comes next

—

* Dans un roman que m'a cont6 ma tante,

J'ai oiii dire d'une certaine "Sauce Robert,"

Avec laquelle, taut elle est ragoutante,

L'homme mangerait son resj)ectable pere.

Mais muni de la sauce appetissante

De Goodman, on pent manger tout entiere,

CommeJ'cu Saturne, sa famille bien-aimee,

Lu chaste epouse, et I'unique htritiere.'
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This Is signed ' Achille Perigot, Membre de I'lnstitut Gastro-

nomique de Paris
;

'—probably a misprint, for Perigord, the inventor

of the Perigord pie, though he would hardly talk of the ' Sauce
Robert' as first mentioned in a story by his aunt. ' Feu
Saturne ' reminds us of the worthy alderman who lett his card at

Paris ''feu Lord Mayor,' and feu Saturn only ate up his male
offspring. It is a pity M. Achille Perigord did not hit upon
the story of the King of the Bantams, who, when he goes to war,

takes no provisions beyond cayenne pepper and lemon juice, and

lives upon his enemies. For ' cayenne and lemon juice,' read
' Vale Sauce.'

The Italian is in a less ambitious style

—

' Se vuoi, amico mio, ben osservare

I giorni di Quaresima in contento,

lo ti consiglio di cercar comprare

Del Signer Goodman il bel condimento.

Non v'e un pesce che I'uom puo niang^iare

Si buono, o si cattivo (come io sento)

Che questo non sa render saporito.

Gusta, e convieni ch' io non ho mentito.'

The topic is well adapted to Italy ; but we doubt the prudence

of urging, for the second time, that fish are reduced or raised to

a common level by this sauce.

The German contributor is Johann Balthazar Leckerbissen,

(a nom parlant,) Oberkiichenmeister von Frankfort

—

< Die Bratvvurst die man isst zum Weissen Schwan
1st die merkwiirdigste erde Deutschland's Speisen ;

Das Schwarzwild das una Florenz geben kann
Der Reisende gpnug mag niramer preisen ;

Der Fisch von England, ach ! das lieblich schmeckt
Mit Goodman's Rossthahviirze wohl bedeckt.'

According to Mr Leckerbissen, then, the sausages of the

White Swan at Frankfort, the wild boar of Florence, and the

fish of England, well covered with Goodman's sauce, are the

three great delicacies of thp age.

In one of the early Numbers of this Journal we gave a few spe-

cimens of the mode of advertising amongst what are termed serious

people, or Methodists. A glance at any of the late Numbers of

the Evangelical Magazine^ will show that the practice is unal-

tered

—

' Wanted, by a serious, respectable Widow, a member of a Chris-

tian cliurch, without incumbrance, a Situation as Housekeeper in a

respectable Farmer or Tradesman's Family, where a Servant is kept.

Remuneration not an object. ReUgious principles indispensable. Ap-
ply personally, 11, Union-road, Trinity-square, Borough; if by letter

(post-paid,) E. M., Post-office, East Grinstead.'
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* Wanted, an Assistant in a respectal)le Drapery Concern, an

active, obliging: Young- Man of decided Christian principles, who has a

thorough knowledge of the business. Ap|)!y (pre-paid) to F. and C.

Harrison, Luton, Reds. All applications must state age, salary, refer-

ence, &c. ; and no one need a[)ply who does not wish a permanent situ-

ation. A member of an Independent Church would be preferred.'

This connexion of ' decided Christian principles* with an ' In-

dependent Church,' may well excite the suspicions of the Esta-

blishment ; and we regret to add that a large number of these

advertisements contain such intimations as the following

—

' To Parents and Guardians.—Wanted, an Apprentice to a

Watchmaker and Jeweller, in a healthy and pleasant Market-town in

Norfolk. Me will have an excellent opportunity of acquiring- a prac-

tical knowledge of the Business, and be treated as one of the family. A
Premium is required, and a Dissenter will be preferred. Address (free)

to L. M., at Mr H. C. Wiggs, Bookseller, East Dereham.'

Young laiiies of evangelical principles may not be sorry to

hear of a young gentleman of the same way of thinking,

strongly disposed to Matrimony

—

' A Young Gentleman, not yet of age, with consideral)le expect-
ancies, and who is of Evangelical principles, and has the advantage of a
professional education, wishes to meet with a young Lady of prepossess-

ing person and moderate fortune, who may be disposed to enter into a
correspondence which may lead, after the party is of age, to the com-
pletion of their mutual happiness. This Gentleman is about tive feet

seven inches, and he flatters himself his other qualifications are equally
corresponding. Address (post-jiaid) to E. F., at Mr Jean's, Hatter,
Bridge Street, Westminster.

It is unnecessary to multiply examples. All, more or less,

still mingle up the mundane and supermundane considerations, in

the fashion of the well-known announcement— ' Wanted, a por-
* ter who can carry two hundred-weight, and walk with the fear
* of God before his eyes.'

Occasionally, the ' Elect,' as they call themselves, take ad-
vantage of the profane portion of the Press. The following
precious specimen appeared the other day in the Times—

' To THE Lord's Peofle,—A dear Christian tradesman, who about
four months ago drew from the Savings' Bank L.60, his all therein, to
give to a fellow-Christian who urgently required that sum, "thus lending-

and hoping for nothing again" but from a bountiful "God, whose name
is Love," is now in Want of Forty Pounds to pay all demands upon
him, ere he accepts a call to the ministry of the Everlasting Gospel, ivhich
he believes his Heavenly Father is about to make known unto him. A
lady, his friend in Christ the Lord as revealed, in the power of God the
Holy Ghost, thus ventures in simple faith to try the door of Providence

VOL. LXXVII. NO. CI.V. t
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in his behalf; and would leave the issue in the hands of Him who has

heart, hand, breath, and purse of men at sovereign command. The
smallest help will be gratefully acknowledged by the Advertiser. Address

to B. B., care of Mr Evans, butcher, Store-street, Tottenham-court

Road.'

Need we say that this dear Christian tradesman, with his lady-

friend in Christ the Lord as revealed, deserve to be whipped at

the cart's tail for their impudence and profanity ?

In the second volume of his ' American Notes,' Mr Dickens

gives some pages of advertisements like the following

—

' Ran Awav, Negress Caroline.—Had on a collar with one prong

turned down.'

' Ran Away, the Negro Ham.—Has a ring with iron on his left foot.

Also, Gresi, his wife, bearing a ring and chain on the left leg.'

* Ran Away, a Negro Woman and two Children ; a few days before

she went off I burnt her with a hot iron on the left side of the face. I

tried to make the letter M.'

' Ran Away, a Negro named Arthur.—Has a considerable scar across

his breast and each arm, made by a knife : loves to talk much of the

good?iess of God.'

This man Arthur must be as complete an optimist as ' Can-
dide's' tutor. It is impossible not to agree with Mr Dickens, that

such a state of things is disgraceful to a country which claims to

be considered the greatest and most enlightened in the world ; but

we regret that, with so many unanswerable topics within his

reach, he should have rested the chief strength of his argument on

a fallacy. It is a fallacy to attribute duelling, as practised in the

slave-holding states, or many other brutal practices that prevail in

them, to slavery. The Greeks and Romans did not fight duels,

nor was it customary for the planters in our own sugar islands to

shoot or stab each other in their Houses of Assembly.

In the volume of Essays by which the same gifted author,

under the signature of ' Boz,' first fixed the attention of the

public, is an Essay on gin-shops, at the commencement of which
he takes occasion to mention the liabihty of trades to run stark-

staring mad, periodically.

' We will cite two or three cases in illustration of our meaning :

Six or eight years ago the epidemic began to display itself among the
linen-drapers and haberdashers. The primary symptoms were, an inor-

dinate love of plate-glass, and a passion for gas-lights and gilding. The
disease gradually progressed, and at last attained a fearful height; quiet

dusty old shops in different parts of town were pulled down ; spacious
premises, with stuccoed fronts and gold letters, were erected instead

;

floors were covered with Turkey carpets ; roofs supported by massive
pillars ; doors knocked into windows ; a dozen squares of glass into one

;
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one shopman into a dozen ; and there is no knowing what would have

heen done, if it had not heen fortunately discovered, jnst in time, that

the commissioners of bankrupts were as competent to decide such cases

as the commissioners of lunacy, and that a little confinement and g^entle

examination did wonders. The disease abated. It died away ; and a

year or two of comparative tranquillity ensued. Suddenly it burst out

again among the chemists ; the symptoms were the same, with the

acldition of a strong desire to stick the royal arms over the shop door,

and a great rage for mahogany, varnish, and expensive floor-cloths.

Then the hosiers were infected, and began to pull down their shop-

fronts with frantic recklessness. The mania again died away, and the

public began to congratulate themselves upon its entire disappearance,

when it burst forth with tenfold violence among the publicans and

keepers of wine-vaults. From that moment it has spread among them

with unprecedented rapidity, exhibiting a concatenation of all the pre-

vious symptoms ; and onward it has rushed to every part of the town,

knocking down all the old public-houses, and depositing splendid man-
sions, stone balustrades, rosewood fittings, immense lamps, and illumi-

nated clocks, at the corner of every street.'

These are the standimj advertisements of blue, and other sorts

of ruin,— ' liquid lire and distilled damnation,' as the late Robert
Hall was accustomed to denominate the refreshments that are

sold in them under such a tempting variety of names :
—

' The
< Cream of the Valley,' ' The No Mistake,' ' The Regular
' Flare Up,' ' The Butter Gin,' ' The Genuine Bread Gin,'

&c. The Bread Gin probably suggested the well-known baker's

advertisement, ' Bread with the Gin in it.'

Unfortunately, the madness of speculation is not confined to

trades. There are strong grounds for suspecting that the classes

most removed from the risk of infection, have been bitten by
it. The majority of the sufferers by Mr Cave's bankruptcy

were Clergymen, who had intrusted him with large sums upon
the faith of the most preposterous statements ; and Sir C. F.

Williams (the bankrupt commissioner) took occasion to make
severe reflections on the proneness of the Clergy to be led astray

by the filthy love of lucre.

The Political Economists suffered most from the failure of the

United States Bank. The losses incurred by other instances

of American insolvency and bad faith were pretty equally dis-

tributed ; nor can any one be blamed for not supposing that

such a barefaced system of robbery would be attempted by
States pretending to the honours or advantages of civilization.

The top of the second column of the Times is devoted to

advertisements of the pathetic, appealing, interesting, remon-
strating, despairing, or denouncing order

—

' Fon God's sake return or write.—Do, dearest Billy, do.'
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* F y and M e are implored to return to their home, and
sorrowings parents.—K'

< To Charles.—What can be the good of plaguing us ? At all

events you might give us a line.'

^ ^^ Thus I sueforforgiveness " The writer is desired to return im-
mediately to the port at which he shipped himself; he will go to an inn

and report himself instantly by letter, addressed to A. B., 5, Museum
Street, Bloomsbury, who will there see him ; or he can write an uncle,

(a new, but idiomatic expression.) He will communicate his wishes.'

' How can C. T. prefer wandering amongst strangers to a quiet and
virtuous home ? If he will come back, the greatest care shall be taken

of him during his mental aberrations.'

' To R. E. L You have only a week more. Repent and reform

within this time, or we cast you off for ever.'

The two following are well known—

.

' If William will return to his affectionate parents, he shall not be

snubbed by his sister, and be allovved to sweeten his own tea.'

' To M. N.—If you don't choose to come back, please to return the

key of the tea-caddy.'

These are probably paid at a high rate. Indeed, no sort of

sentiment is cheap. Dr H. called at the Times ofhce to enquire

the charge for inserting the death of a relation. A surly clerk

said, ten shillings. Dr H. remonstrated, and said he had only

paid seven shillings for the last : ' Oh,' said the clerk, ' that
* was a common death, but this is sincerely regretted.' ' Well,
' my friend,' said the Doctor, laying down the ten shillings,

' your executors will never be put to that expense.'

We wish the ' sincerely regretted' cost ten times as much; for

nothing can be more preposterous than such a mode of paying

compliments to the merits of a dear defunct. The bare fact is

the most touching of records ; and we have heard that Mrs
iSorton's beautiful ballad of ' The Exile's Return,' was suggested

by the plain announcement of the death of a young man on his

return from India, in the Downs.
The following are rich specimens of this sort of necrological

eloquence. The widow of an eminent composer states, that

' He has left this life, and gone to that blessed place where only
* his harmony can be exceeded.' The widow of a famous pyro-

technist adopts the idea with a variation : ' He is gone to that

* blessed place where only his fireworks can be exceeded.' Still

more expressive is the parting tribute to the merits or demerits

of a Jamaica slave-driver :
' He is gone to a place vvhere he will

' find little difference either in the climate or the complexion of

' the company.'
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The labour English people undergo to appear fashionable, or

something else which they are not, is the constant subject of

satirical reflection on the Continent. The most ludicrous fic-

tions are founded on this supposed weakness. P'or example

—

< There exist in the suburbs of London establishments which are

called "Splashing- Houses," (^maisons d'eclaboussures.) A man of fashion,

who possesses neither houses, lands, nor kennels, but who has credit

with his tailor, announces to all his acquaintance that he is about to

leave town for a few days' hunting. He quits the sumptuous hotel in

which he lodges at the west-end, gives notice that he will be absent

eight or ten days, and hides himself in an obscure inn situate in the other

extremity of the city. The proper moment having arrived, he dresses

liimself in an entire and complete hunting costume of the newest fashion.

That done, he gets into a hackney-coach and drives to a " splashing-

house," where, for the moderate sum of seven shillings, he is splashed

from head to foot. These establishments have mud from all the coun-

ties, particularly those of them renowned for hunting, and are provided,

moreover, with a wooden horse. The attendant who performs the func-

tions of a groom asks, with the utmost gravity, if the gentleman desires

to return from Buckinghamshire—from Staffordshire—from Derbyshire,

&c. When our " fashionable" has made his choice, he mounts the auto-

maton quadruped, which, by the most ingenious mechanism, raises his

hind and fore-legs, ambles, trots, gallops, and bespatters his rider with

as much mud, and with the same regularity, as could a real horse cross-

ing the fields in full chase. The operation terminated, the elegant gen-

tleman, his cutting-whip in his hand, reascends Bond Street, Regent
Street, Piccadilly, Pall- Mall, Sec, and thus impresses all the world with

the belief that he has been one of a superb hunting party.'

—

Almanach
Prophetique for 1843.

We made diligent enquiries for this establishment, but in vain.

It is certain, however, that many gentlemen parade the streets

in fixed spurs who never possessed a horse, and would find it no
easy matter to stick to him if they had one. ' Jack Brag' paid

so much a-year for the rent of a few square inches of a door in

Grosvenor Street, that, by aid of a brass plate, he might gain the

credit of living there ; and if we turn to the ' Court Guide,' and
read over the names of those who are supposed to live at the first-

rate hotels, we shall find several who have no better claim to a

well-sounding address than our friend Jack. A still more curious

fancy was that of a wealthy tradesman, who bore so striking a re-

semblance to the late Duke of Devonshire, that his grace's most
intimate friends often bowed to his double, by mistake. It

was this man's pleasure to dress exactly like the Duke, and then

stroll through Pall- Mall and St James's Street, for the purpose

of receiving as many of these mistaken marks of attention as he
could. W^e know an artist of reputation who dresses as the con-
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queror of Waterloo; Count d'Orsay has three or four doubles ;

and there are few Park equestrians who have not been cheated
out of a respectful bow by Mrs L.'s fraudulent imitation of the

royal carriage and outriders.

Every one has heard the story of the man who, when Pitt

enquired what could be done to forward his interests, simply re-

quested the Prime Minister to bow to him in public. There was
some sense and knowledge of the world in this request ; nor was
it altogether an unmeaning aifectation in Brummell, when, in

reply to a nobleman of the highest rank who accused him of in-

veigling his son into a disreputable gambling transaction, he ex-

claimed,— ' Really, I did my best for the young man. I once

gave him my arm all the way from White's to Watiers'.' The
value still set upon modish or noble acquaintance is proved by
the pages of the Morning Post; where we are informed that Mr
Thompson has just returned from a visit to the Duke of , or

that Mr Jackson entertained a distinguished party (naming the

best of the persons invited) at his mansion in Portland Place

;

each of these insertions costing from seven to ten shillings.

Sometimes an aspirant kindly incurs the same expense to inform

us how he intends to dispose of himself during the next month
or two.

None of the learned professions are altogether free from

charlatanry ; and the Medical profession, after making all due

allowance for popular prejudice, must be admitted to contain a

great deal. In fact, a young man commencing the practice of

physic, must be very singularly (we will not say happily) con-

stituted, if he does not find it advisable to appear different in some
respects from what he is. An extreme gravity of deportment is

indispensable; and it is generally deemed expedient to wear spec-

tacles. We have even heard it contended that a physician ought

to begin, where others are content to leave olf, by setting up a

carriage and a wife. He ought not to go to church above once

a quarter, and then be called out in the middle of the sermon or

the communion service. He should ride or drive remarkable

horses, so that bystanders may exclaim ' There goes Dr — ;'

and he should never attend, or never stay out a dinner-party

until his reputation is firmly established ; when his being seen

mingling with the world will rather add to his fame, by making
people wonder how he manages to do so many things at once.

An oddness, or surliness of manner has succeeded in two or three

remarkable instances, but of late years has been rather overdone.

In the Standard of the 7th November 1842, among the

regular advertisements, this will be found— ' Dr Granville is

* returned for the season to his residence in Piccadilly from
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' the Continent, and a professional tour in the north of Eng-
' land.'

This was probably intended for insertion amongst the ' fashion-

able movements,' and slipped into its actual position by mistake.

At all events, it must not be regarded as a precedent. Physi-

cians who wish to announce their arrival, should do so indirectly,

in the manner of the late Dr Brodem. He was in the habit of

exhibiting a magnificent gold snuff-box inlaid with diamonds (or

Bristol stones,) which (he said) was a present from an Emperor.
An advertisement appeared in a Salisbury paper, stating that the

box had been left in the chaise which brought Dr Brodem to the

hotel, and offering five hundred guineas for its recovery. A
friend calling on him just afterwards, began condoling with

bim on the loss of his box, when the doctor produced it from

his pocket and requested the visitor to take a pinch. ' Sare, it

' was no lose at all,' (his accent and idiom were slightly foreign,)

' —dis was one little drick to make you know I vas come.'

Surely Dr Granville could have lost one of his foreign orders for

the nonce, instead of scandalizing the whole College of Physi-

cians by an advertisement.

Members of the Bar are more under the surveillance of the body,

which is exceedingly jealous of its dignity. Still, there is truth

in the remark incidentally hazarded by the sagacious Peter

Peebles, when he is describing the effect produced by the calling

on of his cause. ' A' the best lawyers in the house fleeing like

* eagles to the prey, some because they are in the cause, and
' some because they want to be thought engaged

—

-for there are
* tricks in other trades by selling muslins.' A Barrister whose
briefs are like angel's visits, must make the most of them when
they do come, and gloss over the deficiency by a show of active

occupation when they do not. Some contrive to keep up the

delusion without any briefs at all, by a sedulous attendance in

the Courts, or rather in the adjoining robing-rooms and coffee-

houses, though the initiated are well aware that this, intellectu-

ally considered, is a most deteriorating sort of idleness. The only

allowable mode of advertising is one instanced by Lord Broug-
ham—the publication or even announcement of a book, which
has been sadly overdone, and now affords slight prospect of suc-

cess. When Lord Loughborough first joined the English Bar, he

solicited Mr Strahan, the printer, to get him employed in city

causes. The propriety of such conduct being doubted in Dr
Johnson's presence, he declared— ' I should not solicit employ-
' ment as a lawyer, not because I should think it wrong, but
' because I should disdain it.' Professional etiquette is quite
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clear upon the point : any canvassing for business, particularly

amongst attorneys, is denounced under the denomination of

huggery. As some of the rules adopted for the prevention of this

offence have been ridiculed on the score of undue fastidiousness,

we are tempted to extract a defence of them by Mr Sergeant

Talfourd, from his admirable Essay on the Bar, recently repub-

lished in America amongst his Miscellanies

—

< Men who take a cursory view of the profession, are liable to for-

get how peculiarly it is situated in relation to those who distribute its

business. These are not the people at large ; not even the factitious

assemblage called the public; not scholars, nor readers, nor thinkers, nor

admiring audiences, nor sages of the law, but simply Attorneys. In this

class of men are, of course, comprised infinite varieties of knowledge and

of worth ; many men of sound learning and honourable character ; many
who are tolerably honest and decorously dull ; some who are acute and

knavish; and more who are knavish without being acute. Respecfalde

as is the station of attorneys, they are, as a body, greatly inferior to the

Bar in education and endowments ; and yet on their opinion, without

appeal, the fate of the members of the profession depends. It can

scarcely be matter of surprise that they do not always perceive, as by in-

tuition, the accurate thinking, the delicate satire, the playful fancy, or

the lucid eloquence, which have charmed a domestic circle, and obtained

the applause of a college, even if these were exactly the qualities adapted

to their purposes. They will never, indeed, continue to retain men who
are obviously unequal to their duty ; but they have a large portion of

business to scatter, which numbers greatly differing in real power can do

equally well ; and some junior business, which hardly requires any talent

at all. In some cases, therefore, they are virtually not only judges but

patrons, who^ by employing young men early, give them not merely fees,

but courage, practice, and the means of becoming known to others.

From this extraordinary position arises the necessity of the strictest eti-

quette in form, and the nicest honour in conduct, which strangers are

apt to ridicule, but which alone can prevent the Bar from being pro-

strated at the feet of an inferior class.'

Among the varied qualities of advertisements, we must not for-

get the bold personifications contained in them. The other day we
saw one from a musical composer, who proposed to make a musi-

cal circuit for the purpose of giving concerts— ' Wanted, Five
' Voices, who will be boarded and kept at the expense of the

' Advertiser.' In another, the friends of a youth desirous of

apprenticing him, add— ' No chemist need apply, or any very labo-

' rious employment.' Sometimes the language is calculated to

encourage surmises that cannot be intended. Thus :
—

' Paut-
' KER Wanted Any person who can command from L.2000
' to L.HOOO, may join tlie advertiser in his business, tJie principal

' of which isfor transportation,' Equally striking, though in a dif-
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fevent way, was what appeared newly painted over a shop-door

in Exeter one Sunday morning a few years since :
' Mrs M.

' deals in all sorts of Ladies ' The whole place was in a com-

motion ; a special meeting of the Dean and Chapter was con-

vened by the Bishop, and a summons to attend the Ecclesiastical

Court was ordered to be served the next morning; but when the

apparitor presented himself at the door of the culprit, he found

a painter in the act of adding ' Wearing Apparel.' The mischief

had been occasioned by the painter's leaving his job half-finished

on the Saturday. Fortunately both for him and Mrs M., Dr
Philpotts was not then the Bishop.

Foreigners naturally enough make strange mistakes when they

try their strength in English. We saw posted up in a shop

window in the Rue de St Honore— ' Here they spike the Eng-

lish.' M. Boulangeat once circulated the following card in two

languages

—

' Au Gout des Parfiims, Rue du Temple pres S^e. Elizabeth.

' Boulangeat, Partumeur dii Prince de Galles, a Londres, tient Maga-

zin de tout ce qui toncerne la Parfutnerie, la Ganterie, juste prix a Paris.'

' On the Perlume's Taste, Temple Street, near St Elizabeth.

' Boulangeat, Perfumer from the Prince of Wales, at London, keep a

Magazine, from all what the whole perfumerie relate, at the first price.'

The following appeared in the English Newspapers, verbatim

et literatim—
' I, Jean de Merion, bein trownecessite oblige to teach la langueFran-

caise to de peuple, I be glad you send your child's a moi. Je demeure

toder ind, Second Street. All my leisiere hour I make sausage a vend.

Oh! I forget to tell how much I ave for teach de school—4 crowns a

quarter for teach de plus polite langue of Europe.*

There is hardly any art of civiUzed life in which we have not

heen anticipated by the Chinese. They have carried the art of

advertising to a high degree of perfection ; but we can only aftord

room for a specimen. The original document, which has been

literally translated for this Journal, formed the envelope of an

ink-bottle

—

' Very good ink, very fine, very old shop; grandfather, fi\ther, and

myself, make this ink; fine and hard; picked out very fine and l)lack,

before and now. Sell very good ink. Prime cost is very dear. Tiiis

ink is heavy; so is gold; no one can make like it; the others that make

ink do it for money, and to cheat. I only make it good for a name.

Plenty of gentlemen know my ink. My family never cheat. Always

a good name. I make ink for the Emperor and all the mandarins

round. AU gentlemen must come to my shop, and know my name.
' Ungwanchi Locce.'
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Notwithstanding the eloquence displayed in the composition
of the various printed appeals to the public, few speculators rest

satisfied without calling in the aid of the pencil, to point and illus-

trate the flights and fancies of the pen. Thus the wonder-work-
ing powers of ' Holloway's Ointment' are brought home to the

meanest apprehension by a tablet, at the top of which stands an
Esculapius distributing pots or boxes to a gentleman in a brown
coat on crutches, a gentleman in a blue coat with a bandaged
leg, a lady in a yellow shawl who is making wry faces,

and a little boy in a puce-coloured jacket who has lost his

hair. At the bottom, in one corner, stands a finely-dressed

woman with a blue scroll, inscribed, ' Cancer, Burns, and
Scalds,' worn like the ribbon of the Garter; in the opposite

corner, is a finely dressed woman wearing a red ribbon (like

the order of the Bath,) inscribed ' Lumbago, Bunions, and
, Soft Corns.'

t Oldridge's ' Balm of Columbia' is recommended by two pic-

I
torial embellishments ; in one, an Amazon, with hair reaching

\ below the girdle, is leaning on a bow, to the end of which

I
is attached a streamer, with ' For the Hair' printed on it; in

I
the other, the Falls of Niagara appear in that fulness of grandeur

I which so many aspirants in the line of ' fine writing ' have pain-

fully taxed their powers to portray.
' Balm of Syriacum ' again, is stamped in large letters on the

girdle of Fame, who is blowing her trumpet over the heads of vari-

ous respectable Orientals employed in restoring their ' nervous and
debilitated constitutions' with the medicine. A bear, worthy of

Schneyder, surmounts a list of testimonials to the efficacy of

Bear's Grease; and Atkinson's Infant Preservative, ' of which
forty thousand bottles are annually disposed of,' is forced on
public attention by the portrait of a female, far gone in the

family way, in the act of pouring the anti-Malthusian fluid down
the throat of a struggling baby with a spoon.

English artists complain that they are not encouraged ; and
the utmost the legislature has been able to do for them of late

,^
years, is to create or confirm a copyright in designs for calicoes.

\ Surely their genius would range more freely in the almost
'i boundless field of advertisement. As for degradation, there is

j none. Canova came out in butter; in other words, he first

attacted notice by a design for an ornament in butter, required

for the centre of a supper-table. Who can say that the next

P. R. A. may not owe the patronage of a discerning public to a

fancy-piece, illustrating the healing properties of Antibilious Pills,

or the beautifying efi"ects of Kalydor ?
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Space permitting, we would endeavour to trace tKe progress

of the Advertising System through the other leading countries of

Europe, if only for the purpose of showing how it has invariably

kept pace with the progress of intellect. The best things are

often most liable to be perverted to the worst purposes ; and

constant exposure to the assaults of charlatanry is probably a

part of the price we must be content to pay for the blessings of

education and the freedom of the press. But then comes the

question, how, or where is all this to end ? Are we to sink back

into stolid indifference with each his bushel over his light, or to

rush madly through the streets announcing our merits and pre-

tensions— as Boswell ran about at the Shakspeare festival with

' Corsican Boswell' inscribed upon his hat? We have had spe-

culations enough regarding the advantages of living in the Palace

of Truth. Lord Bacon says, ' A mixture of lies doth ever add
' pleasure. Doth any man doubt, that, if there were taken from
' men's minds vain opinions, flattering hopes, false valuations, ima-

< glnations as one would say, and the like vinuvi Damomim^ (as a

' Father calleth poetry,) but it would leave the minds of a number
' of men poor shrunken things, full of melancholy and indisposi-

' tion, and unpleasing to themselves ?' It would now be more to

the purpose to enquire, what is likely to be the effect of living in

an atmosphere of falsehood ?—where nobody says what he means,

or means what he says—where every thing is seen through the

smoked glass of interest, or the Claude Lorraine glass of flattery

—where copper gilt passes current for gold, and Bristol stones for

diamonds of the first water—where the best and wisest may come

in time to resemble the maniac, who mistakes his straw chaplet

for a crown. Those who feel confident in the strength of their

heads may follow up this train of speculation. For the present,

we will rest satisfied with having supplied the materials and

suggested it; since our most strenuous efforts to solve the pro-

blem have simply brought us to that disagreeable state of the

mental faculties in which

—

' Thinking' is but an idle waste of thought,

And nought is every thing, and every thing is nought.'
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Art. II.

—

Homerus. By tbe Rev. John Williams, A.M.,

F.R.S.E., Archdeacon of Cardigan, Rector of the Edinburgh

Academy. 8vo, Part I. London : 1842.

MID the obscurity which involves the history of early Greek

literature, the first fact that can "clearly be ascertained, is

the existence of a voluminous body of Epic Poems, the whole, or

the greater part of which passed generally current under the

name of Homer. When collected and arrangesd in later times,

these works were found, with the aid, it seems, ofbne or two more,

recently composed for the express purpose of fiUing up vacancies,

to form a continuous series of fabulous history—hence called

the epic or Homeric cycle—extending from the origin of things

to the death of Telemachus ; that is, to the period immediately

preceding the Heraclid conquest of Peloponnesus, which termi-

nates the heroic, or purely mythical age of Greece.*

At the epoch, however, when literary criticism first began se-

riously to occupy the minds of the Greeks, two among these pro-

ductions, the Iliad and Odyssey, were found to be distinguished

from the rest by so many broad features of superior antiquity,

originality, and excellence, and by so close a resemblance to

each other, as entitled them to be set apart (about the time of

Aristotle) as the exclusive offspring of the genius of Homer

;

while the others were allotted, partly on traditional, partly on con-

jectural evidence, to various authors, real or fabulous. The same

surpassing attributes of the Iliad and Odyssey led to their adop-

tion, by the general suffrage of the Hellenic confederacy, as the

popular standards of national religion, history, and geography ;

and their recitation, by persons professionally employed for the

purpose, formed, from a remote period, a leading ceremony of the

great public festivals. As the mode of transmitting poetical com-

positions, in very early times, was little favourable to the purity

of their text, the correction and restoration of that of Homer be-

came, with advancing culture, an object of considerable interest;

and editions were compiled under public sanction for the use of

individual states. Pisistratus, the learned and accomplished

usurper of his country's liberties, is more especially celebrated

* Their number and order, according- to Welcker, {Epische Cyclus

p. 37,) was as follows :— Titanomachia, Danais, Amazonia, CEdipodia,

Thebais, Epigoni, Minyas, GEchalia, Cypria, Ilias, ^thiopis, Lesser Ilias,

Iliipersis, Nosti, Odyssea, Telegonia.
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for his exertions, aided by those of four contemporary men of

letters,* in the fixing of a standard text for the use of the

Athenians.

The high state of purity and integrity, however, in which

the Iliad and Odyssey have been transmitted to us, is due

mainly to the Alexandrian grammarians, under the munificent

protection and encouragement of the Ptolemies ; by whom the

more accredited old editrons were procured, often by very un-

scrupulous means, from every part of the Hellenic world, and

lodged in the royal library for their use. The edition prepared

by Aristarchus, the most celebrated chief of this school—who
seems to have combined a singular degree of acumen and saga-

city, with more good taste than usually falls to the lot of the

verbal critic—was subsequently adopted as the standard text of

the poems, and is substantially that which we now possess.

During the flourishing ages of Greek literature, boundless as

were the conjectures concerning the age, birthplace, or charac-

ter of ' Homer,' the progress of critical enquiry relative to the

original form, connexion, and composition of the Iliad and Odys-

sey, was limited to doubts as to whether both poems really

were by the same author. This question was first mooted by
one Xenon, a critic of an early period of the Alexandrian

school. Among his followers—familiarly called, from the tenor

of their doctrines, the Chorizontes, or Separatists—the only one

recorded by name is Hellanicus, a scholar of the sect of Zeno-
dotus. But their theory found but little favour or attention

from the leading ancient grammarians of that or any subsequent

epoch. Aristarchus, however, devoted a special treatise to its

confutation,f which seems, in fact, to have given it its death-

blow; for, amid the bitter wars waged between himself and his

rivals in the arena of Homeric controversy, or their respective

* Conchylus and Onomacritus of Athens; Zopyrus of Heraclea; and
Orpheus of Croto. These names have lately been elicited from a very

curious Scholion to a MS. of Plautus, in the Vatican Library, publisbed

by Professor Ritschl of Boim, in his tract, Die Alexandrinischen Biblio-

theken. Breslau : 1838; p. 4.
'

t Entitled Hah; ro Ssvojvog 'Tra^ddo^ov, or, Hi^i r^g 'iXiddog y.ai ryjg

'OdvG(fs!ac Schol. Venet. ad II. ix. 349; xn. 435. The term Chori-

zontes, with the Ancients, is limited exclusively to those who ' separated'

the authorship of the Iliad and Odyssey. Among- the moderns, it has

been extensively misunderstood and misapplied—even in high quarters

—

(l)y F. Schlegel, for example,) as referring to doctrines similar to tlio?o

of the Wolfian school; but which, it is certain, were never entertained

1)V the old Greek critics.
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followers, no difference of opinion seems here to have existed.

Longinus alludes to none; and Seneca mentio)is the question as

one of the useless subtleties which gave occupation to the minds
of the Greek Sophists.

The historical interpretation of the poems formed, as may be
supposed, as favourite a pursuit, with the literary public at large,

as the critical treatment of their text with the practical gram-
marian. Nearly simultaneous with their adoption as the stand-

ards of early Hellenic history, was the rise of a school of illus-

tration, which seemed to strike at the root of their value or

authority in this respect. The license in which the poet indulged,

in his treatment of the character or conduct of the national dei-

ties, seemed so inconsistent both with his own credit and their

dignity, that, as a salvo to each, recourse was had to allegorical

interpretation. The earliest recorded labourer in this held ot

subtlety is Theagenes of Rhegium, contemporary of Pisistratus
;

and so congenial were such speculations to the lively fancy of

the Greeks, that the symbolic school founded by him—although

discountenanced by both Aristotle and Aristarchus—continued

to maintain its popularity in every subsequent age. A certain

basis of matter of fact does not seem ever to have been alto-

gether denied to either poem ; but the form in which their de-

tails were worked up, was pronounced a great mystical allegory
;

and both heroes and gods, with the principal occurrences in heaven

and earth, were interpreted as so many types and shadows of at-

mospherical phenomena, or moral and metaphysical abstractions.

On the revival of letters in modern Europe, the grammatical

treatment of the poems continued very much the same as

amongst the old commentators, viewed through the medium of

the fragments of their works or doctrines, transmitted by the

scholiasts of the dark ages. The system of allegorical exposition,

however, besides being zealously followed up on its previous

basis, was extended in a new direction more congenial with the

popular bent of our own religious mysticism. It now became a

favourite theory, that the Heathen mythology w'as but a disguised

or corrupt version of the truths of Scripture history, still dimly

recognized by the light of a primitive common fountain-head of

divine knowledge ; not extinguished even among the multitude in

the early ages of Greece, and which continued to be reflected

through the Hellenic mysteries, with m.ore or less distinctness,

during every period of classical Paganism. Homer was natu-

rally considered the chief organ of promulgating, under the

usual mythical veil, the arcana of this Heathen branch of Reveal-

ed religion ; and the arts of symbolical divination were zealously

directed to the discovery of supposed analogies between the ad-
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ventures of the Iliad and Odyssey, and the doctrines and facts of

the Old and New Testament. The poet's divinities and heroes

were identified with such angels or patriarchs, good or bad, as

might seem most apposite ; or with the personifications introduced

in the figurative types of Scripture; and the esoteric truths of the

Jewish and Christian dispensations were discovered under the

disguise of the events or imagery of the Pagan poems. The

Aristarchus of this cabalistic school was a Dutchman, of the name

of Gerard Croesius ; who, in a most elaborate treatise, entitled

Homerus Hebrmis,* has fully expounded its more recondite

mysteries.

Towards the close of the seventeenth century, amid the con-

troversies concerning the respective merits of ancient and modern

literature, certain novelties of opinion began to transpire, in the

more practical schools of Homeric criticism, relative to the ori-

gin of the poems, or the character of thv'n author; tending to

place this whole question in a new and different light from any

in which it seems ever to have been contemplated by the leading

grammarians of antiquity. These speculations took their rise in

sundry ambiguous allusions, by writers of the Roman period, to

the services rendered by Pisistratus to the text of the poems

—

implying, as was maintained, a greater amount of previous dis-

location or confusion in their component elements, than the mere

disorder consequent on an imperfect state of the art of writing

;

and hence a greater degree of merit on the part of the Athenian

tyrant, and his confederate scholars, in their compilation and ar-

rangement. The first attempt to embody these floating surmises

in a distinct form, is contained in the Scicnza Nuovd of Vico,-]-

an original thinker of no ordinary stamp; whose opinions, as

remarkable for novelty and ingenuity as they are deficient in ac-

curacy and solidity, though overlooked or neglected in his OAvn

day, have anticipated theories which have procured for some
subsequent suggestors the fame that attaches to originality. In

the case immediately in point, Vico's attainments as a classical

scholar or historian were little equal to the proper treatment of

so obscure and complicated a matter; and even his more rational

views, blended as they were with much error and extravagance,

failed to attract attention. It was not until about seventy years

afterwards, towards the close of the last century, that the ques-

tion was again seriously taken up, by F. A. Wolf, the greatest

Hellenist of his age; and his opinions, reduced to the form of

* Dordraci, 8vo, 1701.

f I.. III. Del Vero Omero, conf. Perizonii Aniinadv. Histor. c. vl.

p. 203. sq.
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an elaborate dissertation, exhibiting an array of deep learning

and subtle criticism, became the foundation of a new school, and
the source of a controversy which, for the last fifty years, has

agitated the republic of classical literature to its very centre.

The substance of Wolf's theory is, (as all scholars know,) that

the component parts of the Iliad and Odyssey formed originally

unconnected songs or ballads, which, composed by various poets,

and transmitted for long solely by memory, were, about 550 B.C.,

first collected, reduced to writing, and arranged in the form of

two continuous epic poems, by Pisistratus.

It is far from our intention to expiscate either the details or

the merits of the Wolfian controversy:—a task, the proper exe-

cution of which would vastly exceed the limits of a single article.

We shall be contented to wind up our slight compendium of the

history of the Homeric poems, with a simple indication of the

phases through which the discussion had passed, and the shape

it had assumed, at the period when the volume which has

attracted our attention to the subject was presented to the

public.

Although such was the general tenor of Wolf's conclusions, as

gathered from the somewhat indefinite terms in which they were

expressed, he himself admitted that the tendency of his argument
was rather to subvert the ancient fabric of opinion, than to con-

struct any new or solid edifice in its stead ; and the result in a

great measure justified the accuracy of this illustration. The
publication of his Prolegomena may be compared to the sud-

den distribution of a pamphlet, containing specious revolutionary

doctrines, in a hitherto tranquil state, at the moment when the

minds of men were ripe for political change. Unanimous in re-

jecting their previous institutions, still, scarcely any two citizens

can agree as to the new form of government to be substituted

for the old.

That portion of his theory which denied all written preserva-

tion to the poems prior to the age of Pisistratus, found but few

supporters ; nor were the claims of the Attic prince to have first

imparted to them their integrity of form, very generally acquiesced

in. But in proportion as the historical authorities appealed to

by Wolf were less regarded, greater stress was laid on the inter-

nal evidence of dislocation of parts, and discrepancy of matter or

style, as evincing an original want of integrity, at whatever

epoch that want may have been supplied; and the detection and
exposure of these flaws and blemishes, real or imputed, became
a favourite field for the display of critical and grammatical acu-

men.
For long, the adherents of the old orthodox creed scarcely ven-

tured to lift up their voices. The war was cunied on chiefly by
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contending- factions of the opposite party. Of late years, how-
ever, a gradual but steady reaction has taken place. Even in

the sceptical schools, the doctrines of the complete dislocators or

dissectors have yielded, in a great measure, to those of the sepa-

ratists— tlie authority of Wolf and Heyne to that of Xenon
and Hellanicus ; and while but a few sturdy veterans of the

lately triumphant party persist in denying a basis of epic unity

to either poem, a disposition has been shown, by the rising genera-
tion of scholars, to return to the opinion of Aristotle, Aristarchus,

and Longinus, which assigns both to the same author. Nearly all

the great Hellenists of the Continent have taken a more or less

decided part in this controversy ; and although comparatively

few of our native critics have formally entered the lists, yet the

influence of its vicissitudes in the German schools, now unc|ues-

tionably the most authoritative in Europe, has been very exten-

sively felt in our own.* In as far as critical ingenuity, working
on existing data, can be made available in any such case, the ar-

guments on either side may now be said to be exhausted ; so that,

without the discovery of some new fact or authority, of deep im-
port or genuine antiquity, the task of the pioneer of literary his-

tory, as the speculative grammarian may be called, is at an end.

Now, therefore, seemed the time for some acknowledged master
of the higher department of the critical art to take up the subject,

and, embodying the chaos of controversial matter at his disposal

into a new historical creation, to place this most interesting

question on a permanent and satisfactory basis.

The announcement of a volume entitled Ilomerus, from the
pen of a writer of such well-merited reputation as Archdeacon
Williams, understood to be but the commencement of a series on
the same subject, naturally led us to look for a work of the
nature alluded to. In this hope, however, we have been
completely disappointed. The Homerus, as was to be expect-
ed of any production emanating from its author, is that of a
scholar, and a man of learning. It is written with great free-

dom and» vivacity of style, displays boldness and originality of
thought, and contains, in the details, various ingenious illustra-

tions of the spirit and connexion, as well as of the language of
the Iliad. The greater, therefore, has been our mortification to

find, that the grand scope of his researches—although ushered in

with all the pomp and circumstance of new discovery, is virtually

* Among- the leading; supporters of Wolf may be enumerated Ileyne—Hermann—Herder— F. Schlegel—Niebuhr— Thiersch. Among those
who have held middle or opposite views:—Voss— Payne Kniglit .

Cesarotti—Weliker—K. O. Miiller—Nitzsch.

VOL. LNXVII. NO. CI.V. D
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little more than a resuscitation of the dormant mysteries of the
' Hebrew Homer.' The poet is, with Archdeacon Williams, as

with Gerard Croesius, the inspired org'an—whether conscious or

involuntary does not appear—of inculcating^ pure patriarchal and
evangelical truth, under the disguise of heathenish fable and
symbol. The only vital difference between the two systems is,

that while the Archdeacon is less minute and specific than his

predecessor, in his application of the sacred to the profane, he
greatly extends the principle of analogy. With Croesius, Homer's
allegory, comprehensive as it is, is limited to the past, and to the

details of Mosaic history. He contents himself with demon-
strating—historically and etymologically— that Troy is Jericho

—Agamemnon and the Greeks, Joshua and the Israelites; He-
len, the harlot Rahab. Nestor is Abraham. Ulysses, as a ' ver-

satile' man, (-roXur^ccroir,) is Moses, Abraham, Lot, or, as

occasion may suggest, each in his turn. Penelope is tSarah ;

her insolent maidens, Hagar ; her geese, che7ies, (;^53!.ic,) are

the Chan-aanites ; the eagle that destroys them, the Divine Wis-

dom. Alcinoiis in his garden is Adam in Paradise. Mr Wil-
liams's views, though less minutely developed, embrace a wider

and more comprehensive range of hiero-didactic mysticism. Al-

though satisfied with tracing, in the action of the Iliad, the evan-

gelical principles of atonement and retributive justice, in their

* exoteric' application to the single case of ' sinful and accursed

Troy,' he assures us (p. 427) that it is but ' a striking repre-
' sentation of many a drama which has since been acted on the
' theatre of the world—and that the fate of Athens, of Syracuse,
* of Carthage, and, above all, of Jerusalem itself^ is only a real

' form of this shadowy representation.'*

* Cesarotti, in the Ragionamento Storico-critico, prefixed to his ver-

sion of the liiad, (Part I. sect. 4,) gives a curious list of authors who
have held that the theology of Homer was only that of the Bible dis-

guised ; and of the works—some of them very rare—in which their

doctrines are propounded. There is seemingly but a small quantity of

matter of this kind in Archdeacon Williams's volume, which will not bo

found to have been advanced by one or other of these ingenious inves-

tigators. Among their names figure several of some distinction in the

annals of Homeric criticism—for example, of the French, Dacier, and

our own Joshua Barnes. The latter arrived at the conviction that

Homer was Solomon ; and proved the fact by reading his name Omeros,
after the Hebrew fashion, backwards, Soremo ; by metalepsis Solemo
—Solomo. The Archdeacon's opinion, that the Fall of Jerusalem was
figured under that of Troy, was maintained nearly 200 years ago by Ja-

cobo Ugone, in his Vera Hisloria Romana. Roma. 1655, The pa-

triarch, however, of this school is Pelagius, a Roman patrician of the
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The contents of the Homerus are divided into four sections:

I. Tlie Preface, in which the general scope of the work is an-

nounced : II. The Introduction, offering a sketch of the previous

history of the poems: III. A critical examination of certain Ho-

meric terms more immediately bearing on the author's theory

:

IV. A detailed analysis of the text of the Iliad, with special re-

ference to the same theory.

The Introduction, though placed second in order of the con-

tents, suggests itself in the first place to the consideration of the

critic; inasmuch as a right understanding of the previous state

of a question is, or ought to be, preliminary to the exposition of

any new views or opinions affecting it. This portion of the

work will hardly prove satisfactory to the reader whose own
studies have kept pace with the late vicissitudes of Homeric re-

search, owing to the little apparent familiarity with them which

it betrays on the part of its author. Mr Williams, in the outset,

as a sort of apology for his own eccentric views, informs us, (p.

2,) that ' the scholar of the present day, who has mastered all

* that is valuable in the works of his predecessors, can with jus-

* tice say, that he is older and better than those of another age;

' and that the superior advantages which he enjoys, from ad-

* vanced position and inherited knowledge, justly entitle him to

' occupy the judicial seat, and to reverse their decisions.' With
the exception, however, of a single passage to be considered pre-

sently, the Historical Introduction offers little indication of a

more advanced knowledge of Homeric literature, than might

have been enjoyed by a scholar of the commencement of the last

century. We are not so unreasonable as to exact from a critic,

about to expound some new and bold theory of his own upon

any given subject, the obligation to pass in review all the opi-

nions of his predecessors. Perhaps in any such case, the most

effective, as well as the most dignified course is, without any

allusion to opposing systems, to place his own in so broad and

convincing a light, as may prove, at the same time, a virtual

confutation of all others. But although he may not care to dis-

play, we agree with Mr Williams that he ought to possess, a

correct knowledge of what has been already said and written

on the subject. Had the author of the Homenis, therefore,

abstained from all allusion to the late fifty years' controversy,

or expressly declined entering on its details, tho very nature

fifth century, whose Centones Homerici, or Life of Christ in verses ex-

tracted from Homer, were completed by the Empress Eudocia. They

were published by H. Stephamis in 16°. 1578; also in the Bibliotheca

Patrum.
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of his own work—an attempt to trace a single spirit of moral
and religious unity pervading the whole Iliad—might have

been taken as an earnest, that his reserve arose from the strength

of his cause. This apology, however, is precluded by the tenor

of the only direct allusion he has made to the doctrines of the

German school : ' Wolf,' says he, ' with his powerful mind
* and profound learning, nearly persuaded all Europe that the
' Iliad owed all its unity and spirit to a judicious collocation of
[its parts by] ' Pisistratusand his sons, and that, before that act,

*• tiie now Iliad was nothing but a collection of unconnected
' ballads. But since the labours of Payne Knight, and the
' searching investigations of Fynes Clinton, we can fling aside

' the splendid paradox, and show, that long before the acme of
* Pisistratus, Solon could refer to the Plomeric catalogue as

' a document of universal celebrity among the Hellenes.'

—

We have a great respect for Payne Knight, who, in spite of

his Fil Fias, was, in his day and generation, an able and useful

scholar and antiquary. We have a still greater respect for Mr
Fynes Clinton, whose fame, indeed, rests on a broader and more
solid foundation than that of speculative Homeric criticism.*

But we cannot give either of these learned rnen credit for

having been the first to discover the fact recorded by Plu-

tarch, and numerous other well-known authors of antiquity, that

Solon, before the acme of Pisistratus, had deferred to the

authority of the Catalogue. Still less can we see how such

a discovery would entitle them to the honour of having

given the death-blow to the Wolfian theory; or, indeed, what
Solon's reference to the Catalogue has to do with the question.

W^hatever extravagances of opinion may have been broached by
the lesser combatants in Wolf's ranks, we feel satisfied that it

never entered into his own head, or that of any of his more in-

telligent followers, to deny that the Catalogue may have been

an authoritative document long before the time of Solon. Mr
W^illiams himself is, we presume, from the tenor of the above

* We are, however, highly sensible of his merits even in regard to

this more hraited branch of his great subject; and few, xipon the whole,

have treated the question with equal accuracy or impartiality. But we
are the more surprised that he should have been thus appealed to by

Archdeacon Williams; since, while he differs with Wolf in respect to the

period at which the poems were first committed to writing, he appears to

agree with hitn in the substantial groundwork of his system—that, under

the Pisistratidae, the 'detached parts of the Iliad and Odyssey were per-

haps first collected and arranged in their present form.'

—

Fast. Hellen,

vol. i. p. 372.
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citation, aware, that Wolf never advanced any claims in favour of

Pisistratus as the composer, but merely as the com{)iler, or col-

lector of the various independent poems out of which he assumed

the Iliad to have been formed, and which had for ages been in

general circulation in their separate state. One of these was

the Catalogue, or muster-roll, of the heroes who took part in the

siege. Such a document therefore, may, quite consistently with

Wolf's views, have existed, and enjoyed extensive celebrity from

a very remote period. In so far, therefore, as Mr Williams's reasons

are concerned, the splendid paradox of Wolf remains very much
on the same footing where it was placed by its author; and if

lie consider its removal—as he seems to imply—essential to the

establishment of his own doctrines, he ought to have adduced a

few more weighty facts or authorities in refutation of it. Apart

from all this. Me need scarcely repeat, that the more properly

Wolfian view, which ascribes the first compilation of the jioem

to the age of the Pisistratidte, was never generally adopted iu

the subsequent stages of the question as an essential basis of

the new sceptical theory—a fact which the Archdeacon's remark

also overlooks.

Another point in which Mr Williams's Homeric studies seem
scarcely to have kept pace with the spirit of his age, is the super-

cilious contempt with which he treats the Alexandrian critics.

It may here be proper to remind the reader, that the entire com-
positions of the leaders of that celebrated school are lost ; and
that the chief or only means we have of appreciating their con-

tents, is through confused and garbled extracts transmitted by
the scholiasts of the lowest and most corrupt period of Greek, or

rather of Byzantine literature; who themselves rarely had access

to the original texts of their authors, but borrowed at second-

hand from an intermediate race of grammarians. Hence, with

the advancement of Greek learning in modern Europe, the in-

tellectual pride of our own critical scholars led them, naturally

enough, rather to despise the labours of the great masters of the

court of the Ptolemies, than to seek to profit by them ; and the

following anathema pronounced against them by the author of

the HomeruSi on the first occasion where he considers them
worthy of j^articular notice, represents very accurately the views

of the school to which, we regret to find, he still professes his ad-

herence :
—

' The authority of men criticising on such principles,

' is worse than useless ; and therefore, I pay no attention to

' their critical annotations, unless where they furnish us with
' various readings, which they often do, to the great advantage
' of the student.'—(P. 135, conf. p. 118.) We were the more

startled by this denunciation, having been led to suppose, from
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the terms of Mr Williams's previous allusion to Wolf's Prolego-

mena, that he appreciated the real merits of that work ; the

soundest part of which is its able analysis, and just estimate, of

the services of these very grammarians, especially of Aristarchus
;

to whom, it satisfactorily shov/s, we are mainly indebted for the

pure text of both poems which we now possess. The life and
labours of this celebrated personage have since been treated in

a separate form, and with much ability and learning, by another
German scholar;* the result of whose researches exhibits his

critical authority in a still more conspicuous light. But, in fact,

the best evidence—if not of the real excellence of the Alexan-
drian critics—of the futility at least of Mr Williams's condemna-
tion of them, is to be found in the sequel of his own text; where,

in the face of his previous resolution, they are continually cited

at great length, and with marked approbation, wherever they

happen to be favourable to his own opinions. For example, we
read (at p. 184) in support of his view of the part taken by
Achilles in the council of the First Book of the Iliad— ' It M-ill

' be sufficient at present to give the note of an Alexandrian critic

' on this point.' A long citation follows, precluding the neces-

sity of any argument on the part of the author.

P. 204.— ' Still the king ofmen does not seem to have sinned
' against the letter of the law, as was seen by the Alexandrian
' critic, who wrote the following note.' Here avc have a full page
of extract, as a substitute for Mr Williams's own comment.

At p. 209, in a long citation of the opinions held by different

professors of the same school, relative to the Dream of Aga-
memnon, they are treated with similar deference— ' The M'hole

' case is well stated in the following note of an Alexandrian cri-

* tic sub loco : " Men are puzzled, how even Jupiter does not
' tell the truth," &c Zenodotus, however, says that
' Troy was actually taken on that day ; . . . . but Apion says,

' that Jupiter, who Avas before in doubt, did on that day yield

' the destinies of Troy to the importunities of Juno .... This
' last observation evidently presents the solution of the diffi-

' culty.'

P. 294. ' One of the Alexandrian critics has so distinctly,

* with certain limitations, seen this, that the application cannot
' be more appositely made than in his words.' Here another

half page of citation ensues.

P. 388. ' And here may be advantageously introduced an ob-

* K. Lehrs. De Arixfarc/ii sti/diis Homericis. 8vo. Regionion-

tani Prnss. 1833.
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' servation of an Alexandrian critic, which of itself proves that
' much ofiohat 1 am noio advancing, was known to that school.^ (!)

Confer pj3. 346, 410, 421.

_

Here we have ten citations of Alexandrian critics, either in

support of the Archdeacon's own views, or as evidence that much
of his theory was known in their school. On various other occa-

sions where their opinions are quoted as at variance with his

own, they are yet considered of sufficient weight to be analyzed

and combated. Nowhere are they appealed to as authorities for

varieties in the text of the Iliad. How is this to be reconciled

with his previous dechiration, that their authority is worse than

useless, and that he will pay no attention to them unless where

they furnish us with various readings ?

The Homenis oft'ers several other examples of this species

of inconsistency or self-contradiction, evincing that, apparently

through the author's over-ardent zeal in pursuit of his all-en-

grossing theory, his researches have been less deliberately and
carefully embodied than was consistent with the proper treat-

ment of so complicated a subject, or with his usual caution and
critical acuteness.

It is time, however, that we proceed to consider the new sys-

tem of Homeric interpretation which the Archdeacon claims to

have discovered. We shall, in as far as possible, state it in his

own words, as given in the Preface, and supplementary remarks

interspersed throughout his text.

' If we look to the Scripture account, we cannot bylieve that the

children of Noah should either have been themselves ignorant of the

covenant established between God and their father, or that they should

have failed to transmit to their descendants the wisdom and knowledge

inherited from him.'—(Pref. p. v.)

' The probability is therefore strong, that the patriarchs, amongst
others, of Grecian race, should have, in their migrations westward,

brought along with them the same doctrines and knowledge, and trans-

mitted them to their posterity.

' It appears to the author, that this probability is fully confirmed by

an appeal to the Homeric literature, and that there we can trace most of
the essential princ'qjles hy which the Christian religion is distinguished.'

—(Pref. p. vi.)

The Iliad, accordingly, is ' a splendid and harmonious whole, con-

structed for the express purpose of vindicating the justice of the Deity,

and displaying the inseparable connexion between sin and eventual punish-

ment.'— (P. 109.)
The subject selected for this great moral -drama, is < the decline and

ultimate ruin of a monarch and a community, described by Jupiter him-
self, anterior to the national sin and impenitence^ as favoured and
llourishing ; but now displaying- an obluseness of moral feeling which
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nothing but the knowledg-e that it is a truthful representation of our

corrupt nature, could have justified the poet in placing- before us. He
makes no general charge of corruption against the nation, but selects

one oifence, and one offender, (Paris,) and tests the character of the

monarch, and of the whole community, by their mode of dealing with

this one gangrened member of the whole body.'— (Pp. 126, 132, 390.)
But although tbe off"ence selected was that of Paris, the ' greatest

culprits were the King and Qaeen of Troy, who loved iniquity, and
hatedjustice, until their consciences icere seared as ivith a red-hot iron.

Priam was the arch off"ender, whose blind partiality to his own children,

and refusal of justice to an outraged prince, had brought on himself,

family, and people, the vengeance of ofi^ended Jove.' To the last, ' he
remained harsh, obstinate, and impenitent ; no gracioxis injtuence was
rained down upon him ; and, under the most heart-rending vicissitudes,

he continued the same hard and impenitent old man. Even his grief

for the loss of Plector is of that unsanctified character which softens

not : and the melancholy truth presses itself on our conviction, that, with

him and his worthless sons, the day ofgrace had passed cnvay, and that

nothing now remained but afearful looking outfor punishment'—(Pp-

393, 413, sqq. 419.)

Hector himself, although not quite so bad as his father and
mother, is also a great sinner ; but his iniquity is excused on the

score of patriotism, love of glory, and martial ardour.

* He was conscious of the injustice of his cause, and of the certain

destruction that was to overtake him, and his family, and nation. Yet
still he would not take the only step which could avert the impending
misery, and only prayed to be personally delivered from it by an early

death. He felt not the least compunction for the gross violation of

the treaty sanctioned by himself. But he expiated his faults by a con-

dign punishment;' and, in his last combat with Achilles, by promising,

if victorious, to abstain from such useless barbarities as those inflicted

on his own body by the Greek hero, ' he freed his soulfrom tlie guilt

attendant on the indulgence of the same bad feelings on former occa-

sions.'—(Pp. 253, sq. 401, 392.)
' But although Priam, his immediate race, and the great body of the

Trojan people perished, a chosen remnant were saved. In the awful day

of retributive visitation, mercy, as well as justice, found its appropriate

objects. iEneas was a distinguished member of the royal family, the

least offending of the Trojan chiefs.* He takes no direct part in their

guilty proceedings, and hence the prophecy of Neptune, that although
' the race of Priam is hateful to Jove, Tineas should hereafter reign

over the Trojans, and his children's children.'— (P. 247, 424, sqq.^

The Greeks, however, selected as the instrument of retribu-

tive justice against this offending race, are not themselves ex-

empt from the crimes and sorrows consequent on human corrup-

tion. Both Agamemnon and Achilles, more especially, fall for

a M'hi}e completely under the dominion of sin. But, unlike the
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hardened and reckless Dardanians, tlieii' minds are open to re-

pentance, and its results, atonement and justification.

* Agamemnon, in the indulgence of an absorbing- passion, is guilty of

a deed of foul ingratitude and iniquity. His selliah decree to seize

Briseis, was virtually tbe voice of the whole community. The guilt was
common, so consequently should the punishment be.' But when ' jifHic-

tion calms his passions, the subdued and thoroughly chastened king of

men completely frees himself from the dominion of Ate, (Sin,) and his

humbled spirit and strict attention to his duties obtain their reward.'

—(183, 5^^., 204, sq., 275, 32.5,309, 326.)
' Achilles,' on the other hand, ' merging in his undistinguishing rage

every sentiment of humanity, is also subjected to the evils which arise

from sinfuUii giving way to malignant passions. Rejecting with scorn

the peace-otierings of Agamemnon, he exhibits a sad picture of moral
corruption. His reconciliation is brought about not by any spirit of re-

pentance ; the passive form which his spirit of malignant revenge had
hitherto borne, is only changed into a passionate desire of inllicting ven-

geance upon all who had grievously wounded him in his friend's death.

But Achilles was too good to be always left a prey to this hardened and
impenitent spirit. He was already a man doomed to die—one whose
days icere nu)uhered, because he had sinned so deeply aga.iwf.t the lives of

his countrymen. Still, before death was to overtake him, he was to be

purijiedfrom this stain, and to have every soul- affecting trace of his dis-

astrous wrath utterly effaced ; so that when he fell he was to be a/xi/xiji',

stainless—Homer's favourite epithet for his favourite hero. His tiery

wrath is extinguished— compassion for the aged king moved him, and he
proved once more gentle and humane. . . . Thus ends the anger of

Achilles, and its hurtful consequences to his oicn soul. Henceforth, pu-
rijied by his sufftM'ings, he was j>repared to enter tipon another life'—
(Pp. 284-, 294, 801, 306, 353, 401, 410, 412.)

Before entering upon any comment on this series of texts, we
must be permitted to offer one or two general remarks on tlie

elementary principles of epic or poetical ethics, common to Ho-
mer and other authors of the same class.

Perhaps the best practical illustration of that primary axiom
of every sound theory of moral sentiment— that there exists in the

breast of the natural man, even in the most corrupt state of society,

an instinctive approl)ation of what is right and condemnation of
what is wrong, is supplied by the history of narrative composition,
in every age and country. Even in tbe records of real events,
where the actual facts are most stubborn, we can trace a pervad-
ing tendency to interpret success as the reward of virtue, disaster

as the punishment of crime. But in works of fiction the opera-
tion of this principle becomes a fundamental law ; any broad de-
parture from which is sure to involve, in a corresponding degree,
the credit of the author or his composition. The rule holds good
more cKpecially, perhaps, in the literature of a primitive age,
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when the social relations between man and man are more direct

and obvious, than in periods of greater refinement; where, in

proportion as they are more complicated in themselves, the spe-

culative theories concerning them become more subtle and
abstruse.

Among profane poets, ancient or modern, Homer, the most
ancient of all, is the one whose excellence in this department of

his art shines pre-eminent; owing, no doubt, in some degree to

the favour of his age, mainly, however, to the bent of his own ad-

mirable genius. To trace in detail the moral mechanism of the

Iliad has, accordingly, at all times entered largely into the plan

of the illustrators of that poem, and now forms the grand scope

of Mr Williams's investiy-ations. In order the better to judge of

the success with which they have been attended, we must beg
the reader's indulgence to one or two additional remarks on the

elementary metaphysical principles to which our attention has

just been directed.

That the natural perception of right and wrong above alluded

to, as embodied in the belief of an all-wise superintending Pro-

vidence, the rewarder, in this life or the next, of virtue, and the

chastiser of vice, forms the common basis of all religion natural

or revealed, is a doctrine which will not probably be disputed in

any quarter.

It may also be conceded, that the primary source of this belief

is the scriptural tradition of a corrupt but responsible human na-

ture, perpetually liable to be seduced, by the passions consequent

on that corruption, into reckless sin or confirmed depravity ; its

deliverance from which can only be effected by repentance, and

the atoning propitiation of divine grace. From which it in some

sense results as a corollary, that the less perfect notions of

morality and religion, common under various modifications to

the heathen, reflect a more or less polluted emanation from this

purer fountain-head.

Thus far we are able to go along with Mr Williams. But he

has failed to convince us—as we think he will fail to convince his

other readers—that because Homer, in conforming to the com-

mon, we might almost say the universal, law of his profession,

has succeeded in inculcating the simple and fundamental truths

of natural morality in his narrative, in a more forcible and ele-

gant manner than most, or indeed any of his successors and rivals,

he must therefore be held up as a sort of Pagan Job—Moses

—

or Abraham, reflecting through a glass darkly the ' essential prin-

' ciples by which the Christian religion is distinguished.' As Mr
Williams has not entered into any formal line of speculative argu-

ment, either in exposition or defence of this view, we shall will-
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iiigly abstain from any similar attempt to confute it. He rests

the strength of his case solely or chiefly on the internal evidence

of the text of the Iliad; as illustrated by his own running com-

mentary and translation of the cited passages. We shall, there-

fore, limit our demonstration of its weakness to a counter attempt

to place more distinctly before the reader the true spirit of those

fundamental portions of the moral machinery of the poem, of

which he has, in our humble opinion, made so entire a misappli-

cation.

In regard to what may be called the bare matter-of-fact of

Homeric morality, the Archdeacon's views differ little from those

of the critics who have preceded him. He has shown, accurately

and ingeniously, that the Trojans were from the first the aggres-

sors, tiie Greeks the injured party; that the primary offence of

the Trojans was aggravated, and the cause of the Greeks strength-

ened, by the determined rejection, on the part of the former, of

the fair and moderate terms of accommodation proposed by the

latter; and that the destruction of the city, consequently, was a

just retribution for this accumulated load of national offence. In

respect to the transactions in the Greek camp, he has also rightly

characterized the behaviour of both Achilles and Agamemnon in

their quarrel, and of the other chiefs with reference to that aft'air,

as highly reprehensible ; and, accordingly, all parties are made
to smart severely for their misconduct. The only vital difference

between his commentary and those of the ordinary ' sons of the

grammarians' is, that in conformity w'ith his peculiar views, he

forces all the poet's simple doctrines or exemplifications of Pagan
morality into violent connexion with the mysteries of revealed

religion, by carefully embodying them in scriptural phraseology.

For example : the more rational and familiar view of Homer's
object in the last scene between Achilles and Priam, is, that after

having contemplated the impetuous and inflammable, but always

generous mind, of his mighty hero, successively agitated by the

stormy passions of rage, remorse, grief, revenge, Ave should part

from him under a delightful impressio.n of those softer and more
amiable qualities which make up the fulness of his extraordinary

character, tempered by the melancholy reflection, that this same
magnificent being was himself soon to be as nothing :

—

' et de tarn raagno restaret Achille,

Nescio quid, parvam quod non bene compleat urnam.'*

Whether this view of the case, or that in which the Arcli-

OviD, 3Iet. xii. 615.
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deacon has presented it to us, of a penitent ' whose days were
' numbered, purified from every soul-atfecting stain, and ready to

* enter upon another life,' be preferable, the reader's own taste

may decide. To our old-fashioned Presbyterian ears, we confess

that this, and a good deal more of the same kind above quoted,

sounds not only very uncritical, but somewhat unclerical; and
will hardly, we should imagine, be much more agreeable to those

.of the author's own orthodox brethren on the other side of the

Tweed.
But placing religion and metaphysics out of the question, Mr

Williams's views are the more to be lamented, as having blinded

him to many points both of the historical and poetical value of

the Iliad, which, if rightly apprehended and elucidated by so able

a scholar, might have proved a source of new and valuable light

on this interesting subject. It is not very clear, from the author's

own text, whether he assumes the adventures of the poem to be

arbitrary fictions, invented by Hom.er to suit the purpose of his

mystical allegory; or that, according to the more common and
rational opinion, the poet has merely availed himself of a mass
of previous popular tradition, relative to a great war, mythical

or real, between the eastern and western shores of the iEgean.

We shall prefer, however, the latter hypothesis. Considered in

this light, the Iliad possesses a moral interest altogether distinct

from that of its vicissitudes of detail, as afibrding the earliest and

most striking illustration of a feature common to all traditional

legends of warlike adventure, the record of which has fallen,

solely or chiefly, into the hands of the successful party. It is

the invariable policy of the victor in such cases, to represent the

vanquished rival as an old and heinous delinquent, or, as Mr
Williams would express it, ' a hardened and unsanctified sinner,'

whom divine retribution has overtaken ; himself as an aggrieved

party, the rightful instrument of well-merited vengeance upon
incorrigible guilt. Such as is the tale of Troy, so is the tale ot

Thebes and of Argos—of Sabina and of Samnium. The Cad-

means of Thebes and the Pelopidae of Argos are, like the Dar-

danians of the Hellespont, impious criminals or oppressive

usurpers ; because their fate has been recorded by their successful

rivals, the Achseans and Heraclidte. Even in historical times,

the same rule holds substantially good. It was notoriously a part

of the systematic course of Machiavelism, by which the Romans
prosecuted their career of universal aggression and usurpation,

to stigmatize the vanquished nations as proverbial for those very

vices, to the exercise of which they themselves were chiefly in-

debted for their success ; and from our own Conquest and Cru-

sades, down to the French revolutionary war, each people in its
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national annals does its best to make itself out to be altogether

in the ricrht, and its adversary altogether in the wrong. All

heroic or popular history is, in fact, but a running commentary on
the fable of the man riding on the lion. This is the wliole

mystery of the matter; and that which ArchdeaconWilliams holds

out to us in the especial case of the Iliad, we must consider, with

deference, to be but his own further mystification of it, by means
of the cabalistic phraseology under which he has thought fit, in

his version, to disguise the simple language of its author.

Still more to be regretted are his eccentric doctrines, as affecting

his judgment of the individual characters of the poem, which are

distorted or exaggerated in order to square with his favourite

theory. In that of Priam, for example, as really conceived and
portrayed by Homer, (one of the finest and most delicately

drawn of the poem,) we see the generous, easy-tempered, kind-

hearted, old oriental sultan, worn out in mind and body by an
accumulated load of affliction, consequent on the disastrous war
in which he Inid been involved by over-indulgence to the sensual

pleasures of a favourite son, and to the ardent spirit of martial

rivalry on the part of his people towards a proud hostile confede-

racy. This amiable, though weak, no doubt, and faulty prince,

is converted, to suit the Archdeacon's views, into a ' hardened,
' impenitent, unsanctified, and godless old man, who hated jus-
' tice, and loved iniquity, until his conscience was seared as with
' a hot iron ; for whom the day of grace had passed away, and
' nothing remained but a fearful looking to of punishment!'
Hector, on the other hand, the man of chief influence in the state,

and bearing the highest pretensions to judgment and decision of

character—the real guide and governor of the nation—is certainly

the one whom both his fellow-countrymen in his own day, and
the sound critic or moralist of the present, ought to hold more
especially bound to deliver his people, by an equitable and con-
ciliatory line of policy, from the evils which the crime of his

brother and family had brought down upon their heads. Yet this

same Hector, who, although (as described by Mr Williams)
' conscious of the injustice of his cause, and of the certain de-
' struction that was to overtake himself, family, and nation,
* would not take the only step that could avert the impending
' misery, and only prayed to be personally delivered from it;'

who trampled under foot in the forenoon, amid the most aggra-
vated circumstances of treachery and assassination, the treaties

solemnly ratified by himself in the morning ;— this most unprinci-

pled Hector, is made to ' free his soul from guilt, and expiate
' his faults,' by the strangest kind of death-bed repentance we
have hitherto happened to read of—an attempt, namely, to drive
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a bargain—and a most unfair one—with Achilles, whom he was
on the point of engaging with scarcely a hope of success ; to the

effect, that if that hero will abstain from mutilating his corpse

after death, he (Hector), if victorious, will treat the remains of

Achilles with similar respect.'*

But the mischievous influence of Mr Williams's theory is here

chiefly exemplified in his misapprehension of the characters of

Achilles and Agamemnon ; which, in their connexion and their

contrast, supply the finest moral feature of the Iliad, and the

most conclusive argument of a single master-mind pervading the

whole. Before entering, however, upon this point, we must di-

rect our attention for a moment to the third section of the Ho-
merus, (p. 23, sqq.,) illustrative of certain phrases which, as

employed by the poet, the author considers of especial import-

ance as bearing on his system. These terms are Themis (Law
or Justice), Dike (Right or Equity), Time (Honour or Price),

Poine (Payment or Retribution), Hybris (Insolence), Litse

(Supplication or Propitiation), Ate (Sin or Evil). We shall re-

serve one or two remarks on the verbal or etymological element of

this analysis for the sequel. Upon the whole, we are not sensi-

ble that it has added much to our stock of knowledge previously

derived from Damm, Passow, and Buttmann. Nor, indeed, do
we see in what respect the fact that the heathen Greeks, in the

days of Homer, possessed terms equivalent to those rendered

Justice, Propitiation, &c., in our version of the Jewish or Chris-

tian Scriptures, can avail much in proving any immediate con-

nexion between the heathenism of the one, and the Judaism or

Christianity of the other. The last in the above list, Ate, is

the most important, as regards either our own or Mr Williams's

conception of the two leading characters ci the Iliad, on which we
now proceed to offer a few observations.

The chief of the Atridffi belongs to that numerous class of

persons, in whom good and evil, strength and weakness, are so

nicely blended, that their conduct, in any given case, seems to

depend as much, or more, on the external influences to which
they may happen to be subjected, than on their own free jucig-

ment. Chief of the first reigning family in Greece, and unani-

mously chosen to the supreme command of her armies in a great

* The better to appreciate this ilhistration of Mr Williams's Homeric
doctrine of moral responsibility, the reader is referred to his own text,

p. 260, sq., for an account of Hector's mode of honouring the remains of

the ' sacred dead,' when without the fear, or rather the certainty, of his

own death before his eyes.
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national enterprize—of royal presence, and distinguished both

for valour and skill in the art of war—he united many of the

requisites for a proper fulfilment of the duties of his office ; and a

patriotic anxiety for the welfare of his army is evidently, in his

better moments, the thought uppermost in his mind. But with-

out firm principle or decision of character, as easily elated by

prosperity as cast down by misfortune, he is misled, by the blind

caprice of either state of mind, into conduct, the folly and wicked-

ness of which—the moment some change of destiny occurs to

remove the delusion from his mind—^^he is himself the first to

acknowledge and to lament.

At the period when Agamemnon is first introduced to our no-

tice, in spite of the tedious duration of the siege, the conquest of

the neighbouring region, with the rich accumulation of spoil, and

the increased hope of the speedy fall of the city, placed him in

the position of a conqueror at the head of a victorious army. The
transactions of the first book, accordingly, display the vain-glori-

ous man, impatient of opposition or control, and blind to every

consideration but that of his own personal honour and enjoyment.

Hence his unfeeling and imperious conduct to the venerable

priest and afflicted father, and his unmanly attack on the augur

Calchas, each for presuming to interfere with his objects of sen-

sual indulgence. Hence his reckless quarrel with the hero to

whom he had been indebted for all or most of his previous suc-

cess ; and had still chiefly to look for a fortunate issue of the ex-

pedition. Yet, in the progress of the altercation, and after the

breach between him and Achilles was fairly formed, as there were

faults on both sides, we cannot help sympathizing with his rigid

maintenance of his imperial authority, unawed by the sword of a

furious and invincible adversary. In the sequel, his military and
diplomatic duties are discharged, down to the disastrous termina-

tion of the second day's engagement, in a manner worthy of the

experienced commander and prudent politician. But in his ra-

pid reverse of fortune, despair as rapidly succeeds to confidence.

\\\ the abject humility of his distress, he is penetrated by a sense

of his misconduct towards Achilles—as unreasonable as his former

blindness to the danger of provoking him ; and, in the end, our

previous respect is changed into unmingled contempt for the

pusillanimity he displays, not merely in his hurried anxiety to

conciliate the Thessallan hero on the most humiliating terms, but

in his proposal of immediate flight home, on the failure of his

negotiation, checked by the zeal and spirit of his officers.

This joint ascendency of the weak and wicked elements of our

nature, of which Agamemnon's character furnishes so fine an ex-

ample, is typified in the mythology of Homer under the moral
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abstraction, Ate, who also appears as a female deity in his Pan-
theon. The term has been well interpreted by Mr Williams,

(p. 83,) as indicating- 'a judicial blindness, inflicted on erring
' mortals, under the influence of which they commit deeds which
' finally induce' [tend to] ' their own destruction.' As personi-

fied, however, in the Homeric mythology, Ate may be character-

ized as the evil genius, the Tempter or Deceiver, by whose se-

duction, in unguarded moments, not only frail mortals, but the

gods themselves, are supposed to be misled against their better

judgement, into actions productive of future shame and remorse.

Nowhere, therefore, had the poet a fairer opportunity for the

exercise of that singular tact which he displays, of individual-

izing his portraits through the medium of his dramatic action,

than in the selection of Ate as the proper type of the influ-

ence to which Agamemnon was habitually subjected. Ac-
cordingly, out of the thirty-two occasions* on which the term

is introduced in the Iliad, whether in an active or a passive sense,

it has been used in no less than twenty-four with reference to the

conduct of that hero. The greatest proportion of these exam-
ples occur in his own speeches, where he appeals to her power

in palliation of his errors ; according to the practice, so familiar

with Homer's heroes, of shifting the blame of their misconduct

from their own shoulders to those of their objects of superstitious

worship.—We now pass on to Achilles.

The grand poetical feature of the Iliad is the character of this

hero. In its conception we discover the highest flight of the

genius of the Hellenic muse. In its full delineation, all the ef-

forts of Homer's art are concentrated. The protagonist of the

Iliad, like the statues of Phidias, is an ideal being, of which all

the component parts are human ; but in their combination pre-

sent a whole creature, far surpassing in the splendour of his at-

tributes any living example of humanity ;—a type of heroic gran-

deur, uniting in his person the full measure of those qualities,

which, in the spirit of his age, constituted the sublime, the

beautiful, or the terrible, in mortal nature. Beyond this gene-

* Inclusive, namely, of the cognate verb aaw. Of the remaining- eight

occasions, it is used twice with reference to the rash valour of Patroclus

as the immediate cause of his death, through the hostile agency of his

divine enemy Apollo ; once, in each case respectively, to characterize

the crime or folly of live other personages—Helen, Paris, Plioenix, Do-

lon, Agastrophu^ ; and once, in a general sense, without reference to

individuals. We do not here take into account the derivatives araff-

6a7.(i; and ara(j6a7.ia, (of the use of which the Iliad offers in all five

examples,) as referring rather to the pernicious effects of actions, than to

the pernicious influence under which they are performed.
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ral outline, it is more easy to feel tlian to define wherein the

splendour of this portrait consists—owing- to the wide difference

between the moral impressions which many of its most prominent

features are calculated to produce on the reader of the present

age, as compared with the public for whom they were originally

intended. His valour—his generosity—his thirst of glory—the

warm affections of his heart—the graces of his person—his phy-

sical strength—his elegant accomplishments—he possesses in

common with most other personifications of heroism in ancient or

modern romance. But there is a grandeur which attaches to

Achilles alone—a power of exciting awe and admiration, which

seems to influence us in. the ratio of the less obvious nature of

the sympathies through which it operates ; and which can only

be understood by identifying our own feelings with those of the

age in which the Iliad was composed.

Among the various theories by which speculative metaphysi-

cians have attempted to illustrate the origin of our moral judg-

ments, there is one, we believe, which would account for the

favourable or unfavourable nature of those which we pass on
certain of our habitual passions or aff"ections, not so much by re-

ference to any essential difference in their quality, as to the mode
and degree in which they are displayed ; in other words—that

certain virtues, when carried to excess, become vices. Thus,
liberality, when it exceeds the bounds of prudence, degenerates

into extravagance ;—a proper sense of personal dignity into

pride;— a keen spirit of retributive justice into vindictiveness.

The right application, however, of this principle, depends on the

faculty of distinguishing where the transition from moderation to

excess takes place : a faculty very imperfect, or altogether want-
ing, in the moralist of a primitive age. The estimate which the

mind of man, in a simple and semi-barbarous state of society,

forms of many of those modes of conduct which, when carried to

extreme, excite, in a more advanced stage of culture, unquali-

fied disapprobation, is regulated, mainly, by a previous estimate

of the motives in which they originate. Such as can be traced

to an amiable impulse, claim sympathy or admiration ; and the

degree in which they are displayed, tends less to alter their es-

sential value, than to enhance the grandeur of their eff"ect. Of
this generous, though defective principle of primitive morality,

the character of Achilles embodies the very form and pressure.

All his affections were in their origin noble and generous; this

was essential to his heroic excellence. That all should be exhi-

bited in mighty and overwhelming excess, was indispensable to

his heroic grandeur. A lofty sense of his superiority to all around
him, renders him impatient of control— irascible—self-willed,

VOL. LMXVII. NO CLV. £
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Resentment against insult and ingratitude effervesces into impla-

cable wrath—involving in its indiscriminating fury a temporary
suspension of all the gentler affections which form the habitual

characteristic of his nature. The conflict of generous feelings

excited by the loss of his friend—grief, remorse, anger, shame

—

leads to a bloodthirsty and ferocious spirit of revenge against his

destroyer. In order, however, rightly to appreciate the full ex-

cellence of the portrait, these darker traits must be contemplated

in their contrast to the softer touches by which they are so finely

relieved ; as the thunder-storm passing over the face of a beau-

tiful landscape, imparts new freshness and brilliancy to the re-

turning serenity of the scene; or, as the inundations of the moun-
tain torrent disturb, but cannot permanently corrupt, the purity

of its waters. What a mighty sj)irit of resentment must that

have been, which could suddenly overcome all his patriotic zeal

for the national honour, and affection for his favourite compa-
nions in arms ! What a fearful excess of vindictive rage, which
could extinguish that gentle spirit of sympathy with affliction,

and mercy to the Vcinquished, by which the poet describes him
as habitually distinguished above his fellow warriors ; and of

which so beautiful an example occurs in his last interview with

Priam !

Now, it was of the very essence of the poet's conception of this

singular being, that its passions and affections, its virtues and
its vices, should be the genuine impulse of its own free-will

—

the offspring of its own mighty bosom ; not, like those of Aga-
memnon, of that contemptible species of secondary influence,

compounded of selfish pride and sensual passion, acting upon
weakness and infirmity of purpose, which the poet has typified

under the figure of Ate. The best evidence, therefore, how fa-

tally Mr Williams's theory has blinded him to this noblest ele-

ment of the ethic spirit of the Iliad—tlie character of the Pro-

tagonist, in itself, and in its contrast Avith that of the rival chief-

tain—will be found in the systematic subjection of Achilles, equal-

ly with Agamemnon, to the degrading ascendency of this demon.

It formed, in fact, a necessary element of the plan of confounding

the profane with the sacred, developed in the Homerus of the

Archdeacon, that the reign of Ate—the tempter to sin—Satan,

as it were—should be universal, and equally exemplified, without

respect of persons, in every class of human delinquency or delin-

quent. Such, however, is not the plan of the Homerus of the

Iliad, who makes not the smallest allusion to the exercise of any
such influence on the mind of Achilles. In his breast one mighty
impulse drives out another : compassion gives place to wrath

—

wrath to grief and remorse; remorse to revenge; and, finally,
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revenue to mercy ; but Ate has neither part nor lot in the mat-

ter. We here state not a theory but a fact, which may be veri-

fied by an appeal to the text of the poems.* So that, when the

Archdeacon talks of Achilles being- ' under the domination of

Ate'— < purifying himself from the stain of Ate,' &c., (pp. 307,

a38, 3G4, 370, 391,) he misinterprets Homer's text as broadly

as he misunderstands the genius of this noblest creation of his

muse.

In drawing these remarks to a close, it yet remains to offer a

word or two on the lesser details of Mr Williams's composition ;

—

his analytical versions of the poet's text, and his verbal and ety-

mological investigations. Nearly one half of the whole volume

consists of prose translations of passages of the Iliad, with the

original of each appended at full length in the margin. The
object of this mass of citation is not very apparent ; comprehend-

ing, as it does, a large portion of matter altogether extraneous

to the author's argument, which a comparatively small part of the

whole would have sufficed to illustrate more concisely and eft'ec-

tively ; so that the task imposed on the reader, of wading through

these voluminous extracts of the routine or commonplaces of the

poem, deprived, in their insulated capacity, of the value wliich

attaches to them in the general connexion of the narrative,

seems as profitless in the results as it is irksome in the perfor-

mance. As regards the style of the version, the author's

aim seems to have been to show how literally the Greek

of Homer could be rendered into the English of the present

day. In making this experiment, he has occasionally been

fortunate in embodying the poet's images in terse energetic

language. Upon the whole, however, it must be admitted that

he has overshot his mark, and sacrificed a large portion, not only

of the spirit, but even of the literal sense of the text, to his scrupu-

lous enforcement of its literal etymology. Mr Williams appears

* It mubt be evident, to every impartial interpreter, tliat the Ate to

v.hich Achilles alludes (in v. 270, lib. xix.) is not his own, but that of

Agamemnon. Even Mr Williams has scarcely ventured—if we under-

stand liim aright—to put a different construction on the passage.

The epithet ardeda'hoz, applied by Priam to the Greek hero, (1.

xxii. 418,) apart from what has been said at note to p. 0'4, cannot

here be taken into account. An abusive epithet, placed in the mouth

of an enemy, can rarely, with Homer or any other poet, be held to con-

vey their own conception of the character of the person to whom it is

addressed. Hecuba, elsewhere, (xxiv. 207,) calls Achilles u--isro;—
thus stigmatizing him for the very vice from which he v>"as most exempt,

and for which her own family were so notorious.
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to have forgotten the rule, that where the idiom or the genius at

large of two languages is very different, the substitution for any-

given phrase of the one, of its exact etymological equivalent in

the other, may be in many cases the surest means of conveying,

not, as he seems to suppose, the same, but a very opposite idea

to the mind. Another defect of this version, attributable, partly

to the above cause, partly to a certain straining after naive sim-

plicity of expression, is, that it is apt throughout to degenerate

from prose into prosaic. Even a prose translation of the Iliad

ought to be, in sense and phraseology, if not in metre, poetical.

Of this defect we here subjoin one or two examples, out of a

much greater number that might be accumulated. The follow-

ing, (p. 275,) while it excited both astonishment and horror,

operated, we confess, at the same time, not unpleasantly upon
our risible faculties :

—

' My good sir,—Do you really entertain the expectation, that

' the sons of the Achseans will be unwarlike and cowardly, as you
* suggest?'

The classical reader will hardly believe that these words are

offered to us as a translation of the two following lines of Dio-

med's energetic denunciation of Agamemnon's proposal to fly, on

the fatal night after the rout of the Greek army :—(11. ix. 40.)

d'7Tro7.;fJ>o'jc r 'iij^ivat xai dvdX-/.idac, wg dyo^svug
;

Congenial with the foregoing is the subjoined exordium of

Agamemnon's own address to his army, on a high and solemn
occasion :—P. 366. (II. xix. 78.)

' O friends ! Danaan heroes, servants of Mars ! While a man
' is on his legs, it is but fair to listen, nor is it right to interrupt
« him.'

The step from the sublime to the ridiculous could not have
been more nimbly performed.

The two noble lines of the Iliad, ii. 203, sq.

:

—
ou /j/ssi TWg 'Tuvrig jSagiXsvffo/j^iv svddd' ' A^aior

ovK dyadhv 'TroXv/.oiPaviy]—ug xoi^avog g'crw.

—

z r.}..

are rendered :
—

' We, ihe Achaeans, are by no means to be all

' kings here. To have many heads is not advantageous.'

—

(P. 211.)

This prosaic effect is imparted, in a greater or lesser degree,

to the whole narrative, by the frequent recurrence, even on the

gravest and most dignified occasions, of such quaint common-
places as,

—
' comparatively speaking'— ' in this respect'— ' on

' that head'— ' by no means'— ' under any circumstances'—'have
* ye had enough of it?'— 'personally'—'individually'—'on the

contrary,' &c.
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The Archdeacon's Homeric use of the last of the above phrases

may possibly remind some of our readers of a late Scottish peer,

who had acquired an inveterate habit of introducing it, on all oc-

casions, often with very burlesque eftect, as a conversational com-

monplace, expressive of dissent. His lordship had a brother, a

captain in the navy, who, while in command of a vessel on the

N.W. coast of America, fell a victim to the rigour of the climate.

An acquaintance of the family, ignorant of this event, happening

to meet Lord not long afterwards, the following dialogue

ensued:— ' Where is your brother, Captain , now, my lord?
' I hope he was quite well when you last heard of him ? ' ' On
' the contrary—he was frozen to death on the coast of Labrador.'

If we may trust the Archdeacon, the same trick was common to

Homer's heroes and heroines. Thus Achilles, in one of his

violent ebullitions of wrathful eloquence against Agamemnon,
is made to say — (p. 193)—'Do you wish, in order that you
' may keep your reward, that I, on the contrary, should sit

* quietly without one ?'

And Helen, in lamenting her forlorn state— ' For now there is

* not one in the broad Troy kind to me ; all, on the contrary, shrink

« with horror from me.'— (P. 143, conf. 182, '278.)

At p. 129, Priam, in talking of his 'fifty sons,' says, ' Violent

war has destroyed the majority oj these' It might be a question

whether this implies that they had been killed before they came
of age, or that the greater number of them had perished.

The substitution of you for thou, throughout the whole dia-

logue, while a sin even against the letter, we must consider also

a serious detriment to the spirit, of the text, for the sake of the

same prosaic effect, of which the Archdeacon seems to be so great

an admirer Ex. gr.

P. liJOO. ' O yon, bloated by wine.' * . . .

182. 'Do not you be angry with me.'—235. ' O Either Jove

!

' not one of the gods is more destructive than you are.'—296. ' It

' does not become you to love him ; so take care that you do not
* incur the hate of me who love you. It is right for you to re-

* gard that man who regards me '
! ! &c.

*
' O yoii' here represents nothinj^- in the original text,— (II. i. 225.)

oi]/oi3aosg\ -/.-j'^og o/Ji,/j,aT sp/wi/, x^abirtv oiKa(poio\ and is consequently

as superfluous as it is a tasteless addition. The verse might be both more

simply and poetically rendered,

' Drunkard !—dog in countenance—deer in heart !

'

For estimating- the force of the first e^)ithet, the reader will call to

mind C.xsar's celebrated denunciation of Clodius, the adulterer of liis

wife l\)nip<'jii.
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The author might, we think, have been satisfied with the au-

thority and example of our own great epic bard. Had Milton
written— ' O you, who with surpassing glory crowned,' he would
have written English, (although even that perhaps is doubtful,)

but not poetry.

In regard to the more strictly grammatical element of his

translation, Mr Williams, as was to be expected, has left fewer

openings for critical animadversion. We shall venture, how-
ever, to point out one or two among various passages which
might have been more accurately rendered.

At p. 125, the two verses commencing dXX' oUv nvd (pv.si ....
q,re an exclamation ; and the best editions consequently have,

after &-Jix.oXsovra, a note of admiration, not of interrogation. Of
Mr Williams's English version of the passage, we confess our-

selves unable to discover either the import, or the syntactical

construction.

At p. 364, the verb 'i-irXiro, (1. xix. v. 57,) is rendered ' is,' in

the face of the grammar, and with a complete sacrifice of the

sense of the original. sVXsro is here the aorist indicative vsith

conditional power, for which the Archdeacon's version substi-

tutes the simple present. The Greek idiom is here not very

tractable ; but the following represents pretty faithfully the tenor

of the passage :
—

' O Atrides ! this [conciliatory spirit] had,
' indeed, been better for both thee and me, at the time when we
' contended in heart-gnawing strife for the maiden.' ....
The author's etymological researches display his usual acute

powers of verbal criticism, with occasional blunders, to be attri-

buted here as elsewhere, no doubt, in a great measure to the

inadvertence consequent on his impetuous ardour in pursuit of

his one all-engrossing theory. It is, however, but an ungrateful

task to scrutinize defects of detail in the work of a really learned

and ingenious scholar. We shall be satisfied, therefore, with

directing his attention to a single example, which, involving as

it does, like some others previously quoted, inconsistency as well

as error, it may be agreeable to himself to rectify in the future

edition of the Homerus ; to which, from a passage in the Preface

(p. vii.) to the present edition, we feel entitled to look forward.

In the course of a long train of subtle disquisition on the roots

rioi, rifj^Yi, and others of cognate import, the author takes occasion

to fall foul of those devoted victims of his critical spleen, the old

Greek grammarians—of Apollonius Sophistes more particularly

—for deriving the verb ard/J.oj from the adjective draXog, with

which, according to Mr Williams, it has * no connexion.' ' To at-

' tempt,' says he, ' to derive drdXXoj from dra/.oc, is a blunder for

' which nothing can account, except a total ignorance on the part of
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* its author, of the very principles of his own language. In no verb

' is Xw, added to q, root, found to make a v^fb. A verb formed
' from ara7Jjg must have ended in '^w, a^w, tw, or some other cqui-

' valent term.'— (P. 60.) On reading the first portion of this

passage, it immediately occurred to us, that such verbs as r'i'K'/.oi

— da'K/.'ji—^a/j.M, &c., comprising a very numerous family, have

been classed, even by the most accredited modern grammarians,

as formed by the addition of /-w to the simple roots tea— t'a/.— /Sa/.,

&c., (T-iXof, 6dXog, &c. ;) and it will require some stronger argu-

ments than any urged by the Archdeacon, to convince us of the

inaccuraty of this principle. Had he, indeed, limited his case

to the rule laid down in the latter portion of the passage, that a

verb, formed of such an adjective as a.ru'/Jj;, would not end in /-w,

but in a^w—/^w—sw— we might, perhaps, have been disposed to

go along with him. But, strange to say, in the sequel, he him-

self gives a broad contradiction to this, the oidy plausible part of

his canon, by adducing (p. 94, sqq.,) a^n adjective a-us^a'/.oz and

a verb Kracda/./.w, as standing in the same ratio to each other,

which Apollonius has been censured so severely for assuming to

exist between ara'/Jjz and ard'/J.'j). His final proposal to extricate

himself from the dilemma as to the real etymology of drd'/JM, by

pronouncing it (p. 62) to be a false reading for dydXXu, is un-

fortunately a very common, but not, in the present case more
particularly, a very satisfactory expedient.

In conclusion, it may be proper to remind our readers of what
we remarked at the outset, that Mr Williams's volume is appa-

rently but the commencement of a series of Dissertations, illus-

trative of the system of which he professes for the present to

have merely explained the first principles. Under these circum-

stances, it might, perhaps, seem hardly fair to pass judgment as

freely as we have ventured to do in the foregoing pages, on
views as yet but partially developed; and for the full justification

of which the author may himself be looking, and expecting that

the public should look, to the sequel of his researches. (Jn the

other hand, the general tone and style of his Homerus is that

of a production in itself complete, as far as it goes, and openly

challenging criticism ;— a challenge which we have felt it but due
to Archdeacon Williams's reputation as a scholar to accept.

Should the result of his future lucubrations be to convince us

that he is right and we are wrong, "\ye shall be willing in our

turn to stand corrected ; and as ready to acknowledge that we
have acted under the influence of an intellectual Ate in rejecting

his system, as we are now satisfied that, in conceiving and pro-

pounding it, he has himself been a victim of the delusive arts of

that mischievous sprite.
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Art. III.— The Recreations of Christopher North. Three vols.

8vo. Edinburgh: 181.2.

THESE are in every way remarkable volumes, whether regarded
as illustrative of the character of the writer, or of the tenden-

cies of the criticism of the time, to which his influence and example
have given so general and decided a direction. It is not indeed
easy to say, whether the interest which their perusal excites is

chiefly to be referred to the very singular combination of moral
and mental powers implied in their composition—where qualities

which are generally deemed incompatible are found to be united
in harmony—or to the strong feeling of the influence which this

combination, expressing itself in forms of such originality and
power as to arrest the attention of literary men, and at the same
time, to appeal to the ordinary tastes and sympathies of the pub-
lic, by the use of instruments at once familiar and powerful, must
have exercised upon the taste of the time, and the whole tone
and spirit of our criticism, as well as its form.

The Essays which are collected in these volumes, and which ori-

ginally appeared in a scattered form in Blackwood's Magazine, arc

now united by a slender tie. They are announced as ' The Recrea-
tions of Christopher North.' We need say little, we presume, of

the imaginary personage who claims their authorship, except
that, notwithstanding the palpably incongruous assemblage of

qualities with which he is invested, such are the vivacity and
picturesque truth with which his sayings and doings have been
here depicted, that few creatures of the imagination have suc-

ceeded in impressing their image on the public with more dis-

tinctness of portraiture, or a stronger sense of reality. Few in-

deed find any difficulty in calling up before the mind's eye, with
nearly the same vividness as that of an ordinary acquaintance,

the image of this venerable eidolon—who unites the lire of youth
with the wisdom of age, retains an equal interest in poetry,

philosophy, pugilism, and political economy—in short, in all the

on-goings of the world around him, in which either matter or

spirit have a part ; and who passes from a fit of the gout to a feat

of gymnastics, and carries his crutch obviously less for purposes
of use than of intimidation. Most writers who felt that they pos-

sessed the power of imaginary portrait painting, have been fond of

interposing such imaginary personages between themselves and
the public. So Cervantes borrows the playful shafts of his kindly

satire from the quiver of the sage Cid Hamet BenengeM ; Swift

launches his more envenomed arrows from behind the broad
back of Cnptain Lemuel Gulliver; and Sir Walter Scott often
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lingers over the Clutterbucks, Dryasdusts, Tintos, and Patti-

sons, who were intended to be the mere heralds and pursuivants

of his main pageant, till they became leading personages in the

procession ;—making the prologue not un frequently threaten to

banish the piece itself into a corner.

These fantastic creations, in a case like the present, serve a

double purpose. They give a unity to detached thoughts and

scattered views, and awaken a kind of personal interest on

the p:irt of the reader ; who, although he may have little diffi-

culty in detecting the incongruity of some of the traits intro-

duced, and easily perceives that the portrait is not intended to

be received as a daguerreotype likeness, for the fidelity of which

the Sun himself is answerable, yet is satisfied that the fea-

tures of the imaginary being whom he contemplates are drawn

from an original existing in nature ; and represent, though in

a playful spirit of inttntional caricature, much of the real mind

and peculiar character of the writer : — While the author

himself thus obtains the means of giving expres-sion to many
thinjis which he miijht have otherwise hesitated to utter with-

out such a mouthpiece. Nor need the mask for this purpose

be a very close one. As Aristophanes could venture, in the

wildest days of Athenian democracy, to personate and ridicule

upon the stage the demagogue of the day, with merely the

thin disguise of a painted face ; so a few whimsical and grotesque

exaggerations superinduced upon the true features of the char-

acter, are, by a kind of tacit understanding between the author

and the public, held sufficient to perplex the question of identity

—

to take from the imaginary representative all inconvenient re-

semblance to his prototype ; and to entitle his caprices to that

immunity which is conventionally accorded to the sallies of a

masqueiade. With these convenient phantasms, too, the writer

can play as he pleases ; bringing them prominently forward, or

banishing them into the background, as occasion requires. In

the present case, where some startling transition from grave to

gay is in contemplation—some outburst of a wild humour that

haply might frighten the groves of Academe from their propriety;

some feat to be described, more congenial to the wild gaiety of

youth than to the gravity of Budge Doctors of the Stoic fur,

'attired in black, sage wisdom's hue' — forth steps, insolent

with animal spirits, and attired in the garb of a realit}'', the joy-

ous aj^parition. When, on the contrary, the writer is to give

utterance to the lessons of wisdom, to the strains of pensive

reflection on the mixed nature of man, to the eloquence inspired

by strong sympathy with all created things—to any of those en-

nobling thoughts, in sliort, with whicli a g()(Ml mnn would fain
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in life associate his name, and in death his memory—then the

poet and moralist comes forward to speak in his own character

—

the obedient spirit hies to his confine, and Christopher subsides

into a shadow.

Considerable changes, we perceive, have taken place on these

Essays since they first appeared in a periodical form. Lar^e
retrenchments are here and there perceptible; considerable ad-

ditions have been made in other parts; greater rounding and
compactness are generally discernible ;— yet in all, essentially

—

and wisely we think—they retain their original character. For,

unquestionably, not a little of their peculiar charm was deriv-

ed from the contrast between the occasional nature of their

origin, and the depth and permanent importance of the views
which many of them embodied;—from observing how frequently

it happened that slight hints, caught up as if by accident, and
handled in a spirit of sportive dalliance, were made by some secret

and cunning alchymy to change their nature and to expand into

speculations of deep and wide significance, connected with human
nature, or the principles of poetry and art; and how, from a founda-
tion that seemed at first slender and unsubstantial, if not mean
and misplaced, a stately fabric of philosophic truth, studded with

imagery and stored with wisdom, rose before us like a bright

and noiseless exhalation. Thus the sight of a solitary starling,

among the decaying remains of an old castle, is found to lead to

a majestic passage on Ruins, their deep hold on the imaginative

mind, and the sources of that influence. The note of the cushat,

during a walk in the depths of a dark and primeval Caledonian

forest, is the prelude to reflections nnt less striking on the terrors of

conscience, and the longing after immortality. Under the play-

ful guise of a eulogy on illicit distillation, are insinuated views

equally kindly, just, and practical, on the character and condition

of our Highland population ;—while in the ' Soliloquy on the

Seasons,' what a world of solem.n and touching association lies

beneath that covering of wit and humour which invests the

strain and disguises its deeper meaning—like the flicker of a

sunbeam on the surface, hiding the depth of some perennial well.

From this perpetual interchange of humour and earnestness,

playful trifling and sound philosophy, these volumes stimulate

the feeling of curiosity in a high degree. We soon feel that we
have resigned ourselves into the hands of a companion and guide,

the eccentricities of whose course it is impossible to calculate.

The line of curves by which Sterne illustrates the no-progress

of Tristram Shandy is its only parallel. Start with him from

what latitude you may, no one can foresee in what zone the ex-

cursion is to terminate, or through what strange scenes or devious
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wanderings we shall be led. The title of the essay, or the na-

ture of the subject, throws but the feeblest light upon the proba-

bilities of its treatment. It is soon perceived to be not in the least

unlikely that a criticism on Wordsworth may merge in a riotous

description of a Highland Still ; or that a dinner with Dr Kit-

chiner may produce discourse that would have more fitly graced

a banquet with Socrates. Indeed, in the perusal of the ' Recrea-

tions,' we can scarcely say we are reasonably assured of any one

thing beforehand ; except that in all probability every mood of

mind in which the subject can be viewed will be run through,

and in quick succession : the note of mirth suddenly passing into

the mournful, and again, by delicate resolution, modulating back

into the key of cheerfulness. Experience soon teaches us that

the presiding influence under which these volumes were composed
is Mutability; and ' that nothing here longstandeth in one sway.'

Often, when we have fixed our eyes upon what appears to be the

veritable form of Traged)'-, the outlines of the figure begin to

tremble and waver, till, when they settle themselves into shape,

we find that, by some mysterious ocular deception, we are con-

templating the features of her comic sister ; or while w'e have been
listening to the strains of Contemplation, suddenly enters, with
blithe step and changeful vesture,

' Sport, that wrinkled care derides,

Or Laughter holding both his sides.'

There are some classes of minds to which these rapid changes
of scale, and this blending of diflferent elements within the same
composition, mayappear illegitimate and barbarous;—particularly

the dopartrT)ent of literary criticism. Many seem to think, like

the French critics and dramatists of another day, that humour
and pathos cannot dwell together in unity, and consequently in-

sist on a separate maintenance for those whom nature has joined
together. A jest jars against their sense of propriety. They will

not allow the even tenor of an argument to be quickened even
by a flood of humorous illustration. "With them the course of
criticism must be a kind of royal progress—measured and deco-
rous as a Spartan march.
We are not at present enquiring how far in these volumes the

transitions from grave to gay, and indeed from the extreme of one
to that of another, may not at times be too violent ; or w^hether the
writer may not occasionally have resigned himself too unhesitat-
ingly to the guidance of that ' Friar's lantern' of wild humours
which he follows, till he leaves both himself and his readers some-
what wide of the mark ;—or may not at other times have allowed
himself to be less inspired, than overmastered, by that passion of

sympathy with which he regards all forms of nature, animate or
inanimate

; so as on the one hand to accumulate, with a wasteful
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excess, the materials of the ludicrous ; and on the other to give
vent to his strong sensibilities in words and images too glowing
tor the colder temperament of his readers— unprepared for such
rapidity of transition between the extremes of contradictory
emotion. On these points, opinions will probably remain much
divided in regard to these ' Recreations :' they are certain, in fact,

to differ, according to the varying dispositions and susceptibili-

ties of the reader: one person, from habit and education, pre-
ferring the so-called classic style of criticism, which views every
essay as a treatise to be composed in one key, and according
to rules of rigorous deduction ; another leaning more towards
the romantic, by admitting the blending of many elements, and
employing without scruple the agency of the imagination, or of

the sportive faculty of humour, even in addressing the reason. But
surely, in any view, that principle must be erroneous which
would exclude from the criticism of poetry and art—or from those
views and observations on life, and character, and morals, which
are generally, though rather vaguely, classified under the term
Essays—a wide field of humoui-, an extensive range of excur-
sive fancy, and a union of the comic and serious elements,

such as meet us daily in every scene of life itself.

In poetical creation, even the sternest and most formal of cri-

tics admit the legitimacy of such a union. Dr Johnson, however
little he may have extended the rule in practice to his own criti-

cal investigations, fully recognised its application to the dramatic

representation of characters and events. No one saw or felt more
strongly the absurdity of that contracted view of tragedy, and
its aim and instruments, which excluded from its province the

resources of the comic, the low, or even the common, and which
reduced to one regular and conventional march, the desultory

and unequal movements of that world of life, ' where good and
* evil, joy and sorrow, are mingled in endless variety of pro-
' portion, and innumerable modes of combination ;'—where the

most startling extremes are constantly meeting each other face to

face— ' in which at the same time the reveller is hasting to his

' wine, and the mourner burying his friend.'* No one has more
completely proved the justice of transferring to poetry combina-

tions found so effective in life itself; or more triumphantly

vindicated the success of the union as displayed in the crea-

tions of Shakespeare. ' Whatever,' says he, ' be his pur-
' pose, whether to gladden or depress, or to conduct the

* story without vehemence or emotion, through tracts of easy

< and familiar dialogue, he never fails to attain that purpose:

* Jnlinson'fi Prefncp to SI)al\speare.
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' as he commands us, we laugh or mourn, or sit silent with quiet

* expectation, in tranquillity without indifference.'
^

But if this be so, is not much of the same latitude and va-

riety of view which is here conceded to poetical and imaginative

creations, to be admitted also as legitimate in the critical estimate

of such productions? Will not the province of high and origi-

nal criticism be enlarged by recognising in the critic a right to

deal with them in the same plastic spirit in which they were

conceived ?—To arrest and pour out with a congenial warmth and

homely strength of expressioo, the shifting feelings—elevated,

pathetic, or ludicrous—which present themselves to a many-

sided mind, in the contemplation of a great work of art, as in

the observation of nature ?

No doubt, this variable and imaginative style may be un-

suited to formal treatises, and systems of criticism, of poetry or

art. When the main object is to arrange and systematize long-

established results; to present these in a compact shape; to compile

a Hand-Book of Criticism for everyday use, we grudge every ex-

cursion of fancy, and press on ' as one who bates not till his jour-

ney's end.' The goal being plain from the first, the object is to

make the highway to it as short and smooth as possible. But

it is otherwise with the non ini^enta sed qucsrenda:—Where
criticism comes to deal with new products of imagination ; to

sound and fathom the currents and tendencies of a new litera-

ture, springing up out of the changing aspects of things ; to

point out tiie mode of its growth, the probability of its direction ;

its relation to that which preceded it ;—in what respects it is the

independent expression of the individual mind, in what the result of

a mere social necessity ; what in it is likely to be permanent and

unchangeable—what the mere reflection of temporary tastes and

fashions and prejudices, soon to be superseded by other modes, as

transitory, in their turn ;—fully to perform this task, criticism

must be indulged with a Poetry no less than a Pliilosophy. Not
breadth of view alone, or clear logical deduction, but deep and

luminous insight into men, is necessary; the critic must not only

look around, but into, and even beyond the things with which

he deals. He must strive to penetrate the true nature of that

complex and perplexing whole which he contemplates; not by

the mere application of the judgment and the reasoning faculties,

which will at best furnish him only with its outward measurement

and proportions, but by flashing upon it also the light of imagina-

tion, nay, testing it at times in the fire of ridicule and playful

•\vit,—till, under the influence of so many combined forces, its

true essence is yielded up, and its vital spirit apprehended.

Hence, almost all our great or original ciiticism has been the
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production either of poets, or of those who, though they never
' penned their inspiration,' had in them much that was akin to

poetry. It is by such discoverers that the first meridians are

drawn across the map, and tlie first passage made into unex-

plored climes. Afterwards the new country is soon occupied, and

its cultivation or further survey may be safely committed to infe-

rior hands. Judgment, scholarship, patient study of prior models,

will do much where the great landmarks have been once set up

by minds of inventive power; but when the path was first to be

sought through the wilderness, imagination and sympathy, the

main constituents of genius, were necessary to raise the critic to

something of the level of the poet, and enable him ' to see as

from a tower the end of.all.'

We believe, then, that it is to those thinkers who have ap-

proached the criticism of poetry or art, in this spirit—and have

viewed the great productions of literature, not as mere combina-

tions of dead elements, joined together by dexterous apposition,

but as so many living forms, in v/hich the spirit of humanity,

under a divine guidance, has found expression—and have applied

to the study and appreciation of these, the same variety of view

and range of emotion which they would have permitted to them-

selves in poetical representation—that most of what is original or

valuable in our criticism is to be traced.

It will perhaps be said, that though this may be true as a

general principle, the objection, in this case, lies rather to its

application ; that, on the one hand, the test of the ludicrous, as

applied to the criticism of literature, is too systematically employ-

ed, and urged beyond its due bounds ; and, on the other, that the

opposite feeling of admiration and reverence which great works

awaken in the minds of poetical spirits, though vivifying the

composition with the eloquence of conviction,, is apt to over-

power the judgment, and to result in vague eulogy rather than

discriminating criticism. Either would be a formidable objection

if it existed ; and we are prepared to expect, that to some minds

both may seem apparent in these volumes. To our own, it

appears very plain that the two charges in a great measure-

neutralize each other—that they are, in fact, inconsistent in their

nature ; and that in neither case does there exist any substantial

ground of objection.

If, indeed, the writer of these volume^ had applied his

power of presenting what he pleases in the most irresistibly

comic light, to things \vhich, either in nature or art, should

be exempt from ridicule, we should be the last to vindicate

such a perversion of talent. But from this charge he is com-

pletely free. Those feelings which the human heart consecrate
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as holy, are sacred to him. Religion, love, honour, self-devotion—
all the charities of the soul—are cherished and embalmed by him

in words of music. In no instance, so far as we are aware, is

that which is truly good or great presented by him under a ludi-

crous point of view. Even in dealing with the great creations of

art, the same feeling of veneration is perceptible. When he

seeks to fathom their spirit, or explain their structure, the Reve-

rence of his words denotes his consciousness that a certain sacred-

ness resides within. But all compositions in poetry and art are

wot great compositions; few, indeed, are entitled to the name,

though they may have enjoyed a wide popularity, and perhaps

may have been entitled to it. Nor are even, those which may
be justly included in the class of great works, without flaws and

blemishes, some of which strike deep into, and deform their whole

structure. But more particularly among the productions of our

own age, or of a comparatively recent date, how strangely min-

gled in general are great beauties with great faults;—strange mis-

conceptions of human nature as a whole, with partial exhibi-

tions, which are both true and beautiful ; or limited and exclusive

views as to the nature of poetry or art, leading to erroneous,

though often ingenious and plausible theories of style—aftectation,

mannerism, monotony of execution. Are such compositions,

powerful, brilliant—or better than brilliant, it may be—to be

entitled to the same immunities as those which we accord to the

great poets of antiquity, or the elder worthies of our own coun-

try — ' the dead but sceptred sovereigns, who still rule our

spirits from their urns ?' The thing, if it were desirable, would

be impossible; for by no effort can we invest the present with the

same feeling of reverence with which we regard the past. Let

their force, then, their freedom of movement, their beauty, be

admitted, in a spirit of generous acknowledgment ; but let their

affectations, either in thought or style, their perverse theories,

their false vehemence, their philosophical commonplaces, their

occasional gross ignorance of human nature, be exposed with the

same openness and candour. And how is this to be best done, if

n.ot by directing against them the same weapon by which in real

life such follies most effectually are exposed ? Against a grave

argument addressed to a man's follies or prejudices, some show

of argument can always be opposed ; sometimes, in the opinion

of others, the party challenged may even leave the field a victor;

but present the obnoxious weakness in its naked absurdity, sur-

round it with all its comic accessories, cover it with a pile of

ludicrous absurdity,—and it shall go hard but that conviction

will be produced, if not in his own mind, at least in those oi all

who witi ess the gentle Passage of Arms.
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He who does this, as it is done occasionally in these volumes,

and still more so in other compositions of the same kind, (not

included here—only, we hope, because they are reserved for a

Second Series,) does an essential service to literature. A bold

and sweeping application of ridicule does more to clear it of

false taste, conceit, or exaggeration, than all the sapping and

mining of subtle argument, or logical deduction, could ever effect.

Let us make sure that the subject is one which deserves ridicule

;

that we are not presumptuously pointing our shafts against mail

of proof, from which they will recoil upon ourselves; but, that

being once ascertained, why should not our criticism avail itself of

all the resources of ludicrous combination;—that weapon which in

society itself, and in the dealings of man with man, is found, like

the dagger of mercy in the days of chivalry, to be the shortest,

sharpest, and most conclusive end of strife ?

Does the power of this weapon, or the consciousness of the

effect with which it can be wielded, lead necessarily, or even

probably, to its abuse ? We do not well see why it should be

so ; for, in general, tlie very minds in which the sense of the

comic most readily arises, are those which are the first to appre-

ciate the solemn, the sublime, or the profound. For both spring

from one power, and rapidity of apprehension, which, in its own
nature, embraces all the elements of nature with indifference

;

and though, like streams which have flowed from a common foun-

tain, they in some cases diverge widely enough, so as never

again to be brought within the same range of vision; yet, in other

and happier instances, they flow on in channels which run side by

side, and which, by a thousand currents on the surface or under-

neath, are perpetually intermingling their waters. But, as the best

practical refutation of such belief, we would ask with confi-

dence, in the present case, whether the author's almost unequalled

command of the humorous and the ludicrous has tended in any

degree to impair his sensibility to what is really elevated or

poetical ? or, whether the consciousness of his power of ridi-

cule has led him to use it tyrannously or like a giant ? Has
its tendency been to convert the writer into a critical Dragon,

treating the field of literature as a province bound to supply him

with an annual contingent of youthful victims?

On the contrary, towards true poetry, or even the very germs

and indications of poetry—and towards all who cultivate it in

sincerity and truth, however unknown to fame, or of however

little mark or likelihood—there never, perhaps, was criticism

so indulgent and encouraging. Justly is he entitled to the

praise he claims for himself, of ' guarding from mildew the

laurels on the brow of the Muses' sons.' If, amidst the
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noisy Babel of ephemeral strains which assails his car, he

catches the melody of the simplest verse that embodies in truth-

ful words a true emotion, he does not willingly let it die. It is

to him a labour of love to preserve it, to prolong- its echo into the

world ; to find for it, by graceful and kindly introduction, ' fit

audience, and that not few.' And where beauties are seen strug-

gling with faults, but a true poetical instinct is nevertheless per-

ceptible under the false taste with which it is superficially en-

crusted, or errors of theoretical belief with which circumstances

and education have encumbered it; while he pours out upon the

latter a merciless flood of merriment, that compels even the sub-

ject of the criticism, like one of the spellbound dancers under
the influence of Oberon's horn, to join in the infectious laugh

against himself, with what a tolerant and gentle spirit does he at

the same time recognise and point out to others those redeeming
traits of genius with which these blemishes are associated, aufl

lend his aid to the young poet as he climbs ' with difficulty and
labour hard' the steep of fame. A momentary burst of a more
truculent character—a qiios ego—may escape him, when, on the

strength of a little good-natured commendation bestowed on a

copy of verses, some young bard will insist on rushing before the

public with an impotent octavo ; or when another, quietly ap-

propriating the praise received as a matter of right, flings back
the good advices he had received along with it in the face of the

critic;—but even these displays of presumption or petulance do
not long ruffle the temper of his mind, or materially affect the

tenor of the criticism. We are told it was not always so—and
some imperfect recollections of our own, point back to times when
off"ences against the code of good feeling and good taste did not

escape so easily ; but years and experience have in this case pro-

duced their usual effect, in softening down those early asperities.

For, as we grow older, the knowledge of the pain which even one
harsh word can inflict on a sensitive mind, seeking, after the best

of its ability, to win respect from the respected, perpetually gives

us pause ; and makes us hesitate to employ the language of cen-

sure even where conscience tells us the censure would be just.

In criticism, as in other things, the views we form and express

after the close of our Eighth lustre, are widely diff'erent from
those we took under the consulship of Plancus.
The absence of another element which is too apt to trouble our

views of literature, is remarkable in these volumes. It is true that

Political feeling, whatever may be the extent to which, in such
a country as Great Britain, it must always aff"ect society, now
mingles far less than it did with the criticism of literature. The
courtesies of honourable warfare, at least, are generally observed ;

VOL. LXXVII. NO. CI.V. i'
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and not unfrequently, nor ungenerously, is the tribute of praise

paid to the successful efforts of a political antagonist. But in

the criticism of these volumes, and of those kindred essays to

which we have alluded, there is not only nothing harsh or un-
kind towards those of opposite sentiments ; but, we might more
truly say, an absolute negation of the very feeling of political dif-

ference. Genius is revered and embraced as of no party ; for the
domain of poetry is here regarded as a peaceful and hallowed
ground—a Gottes-acker where, if nowhere else on this side of
time, politics may cease from troubling, and the agitation of ali-

enating questions may be at rest—and contending parties may
lower and fold their banners as if beneath the roof of a common
sanctuary, or above some honoured and lamented grave.

Thus much for the spirit in which these observations on art

and literature are composed. As little foundation is there, we
think, for the other supposition, that the criticism they contain is

exaggerated in its praise or censure, unaccompanied with definite

reasons, or leading to no sufficiently tangible result. Indeed, as

regards the contents of these volumes, and generally all the later

criticism of the same writer, the supposition would be eminently
inapplicable. In the paper entitled, *An hour's talk on Poetry,'

the manner in which the works of the great poets of the present

age are dealt with, in considering the question whether any
of them have produced a work entitled to be called a great

poetn, sufficiently shows with what discrimination of good and
bad—of performance and failure—the claims of contemporary
genius are estimated. But above all, the manner in which the

critic deals with Wordsworth, is in itself a sufficient refutation

of the idea of that indiscriminating style of criticism which can

-see no blemish in a favourite, as it can recognize no merit in

an opponent. No one has laboured so assiduously as the au-

thor of these Hecreations in the task of conversion of the public

mind, first to tolerate, and at last to admire, Wordsworth. His
earliest efforts were directed to open the eyes of his countrymen
to the deep meaning of his poetry, avoiding as it did all the ordi-

nary and popular means of excitement, and to attune their ears

to its solemn and soothing harmonies. He states no more than

the simple truth, when he says, with a just pride in having

achieved what he believes to be a high and useful end, that he has

been the means of diffusing Wordsworth's poetry not only over

this island, but the furthest dependencies of the British empire,

and throughout the states of America. ' Many thousands,' he

adds, ' have owed to us their emancipation from the prejudices

* against it under which they had wilfully remained ignorant of

* it for many years ; and we have instructed as many more, whose
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* hearts were free, how to look on it with those eyes of love
' which alone can discover the beautiful. Communications have
* been made to us from across the Atlantic and from the heart of
' India—from the Occident and orient—thanking us for having
' vindicated and extended the fame of the best of our living- bards,
' till the name of Wordsworth has become a household word on
' the Mississippi and the Ganges. It would have been so had
' we never been born, hut not so soon.' But as it was the labour

of his earlier years to teach the public to understand and admire
this great poet, so it becomes the duty of his maturer age to take

care that the admiration which he has thus been the main cause

of instilling into the public mind, shall prove not a blind idola-

try, but a discriminating devotion. Accordingly, with the re-

spect due to great ability employed in the cause of virtue for

upwards of half a century, yet with the candour and dignified

sincerity with which one man of genius ought to deal with
another, he points out, in the course of these volumes, not a few
defects of omission and commission in the works of this great

artist :— Sometimes, indeed, as in the instance we are about to

quote, where he ventures to bring into question Wordsworth's
claim to the character of a religious poet in the Christian sense,

and censures, in the ' Excursion,' the absence of any thing beyond
a kind of natural-religious creed—such as might have been enter-

tained under a system of refined mythologies—or at best (to

quote an expression of Bentham) a species of poetical Church-
of-Englandism ;— in a manner so plain and uncompromising as

may not unlikely appear startling, as it certainly will be new to

the students of Wordsworth ; the religious character of his inspi-

ration having been always taken for granted as one of those bases

upon which all argument as to his merits must proceed. We
are not prepared to say that we as yet fully acquiesce in the

remarks we are about to quote ; but believing that they must
have proceeded from deep consideration of the subject— and
coming, as they do, from a mind certainly not disposed to regard

the poetry of Wordsworth, or its influences, in an unfavourable

spirit, we extract the passage as one well worthy of mature study

on the part of his warmest admirers :

—

' Among' the great living poets, Wordsworth is the one whose poetry

is to us the most inexplicable—with all our reverence for his transcen-

dent genius, we do not fear to say the most open to the most serious

charges—on the score of its religion. From the first line of the " Lyrical

Ballads" to the last of the " Excursion," it is avowedly one system of

thought and feeling, embracing his experiences of liuman life, and his

meditations on the moral government of this world. The human heart

—the human mind—the human soul—to use his own fine words—is

<« the haunt and main region of his song." There are {^iw, perhaps none
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of our affections—using that term in its largest sense—which have not
been either slightly touched upon, or fully treated, by Wordsworth. In
his poetry, therefore, we behold an image of what, to his eye, appears to

be human life. Is there, or is there not, some great and lamentable de-
fect in that image, marring both the truth and beauty of the representa-
tion ? We think there is—and that it lies in his Religion.

* In none of Wordsworth's poetry, previous to his " Excursion," is

there any allusion made, except of the most trivial and transient kind, to
Revealed Religion. He certainly cannot be called a Christian poet.
The hopes that lie beyond the grave—and the many holy and awful
feelings in which on earth these hopes are enshrined and fed—are rarely
if ever part of the character of any of the persons—male or female—old
or young—brought before us in his beautiful Pastorals. Yet all the
most interesting and affecting ongoings of this life are exquisitely deli-

neated—and innumerable of course are the occasions on which, had the
thoughts and feelings of revealed religion been in Wordsworth's heart
during the hours of inspiration—and he often has written like a man
inspired—they must have found expression in his strains ; and the per-
sonages, humble or high, that figure in his representations, would have
been, in their joys or their sorrows, their temptations and their trials,

Christians. But most assuredly this is not the case ; the religion of this

great Poet—in all his poetry published previous to the <' Excursion"

—

is but the " Religion of the Woods."
* In the " Excursion," his religion is brought forward—prominently

and conspicuously—in many elaborate dialogues between Priest, Pedlar,
Poet, and Solitary. And a very high religion it often is ; but is it Chris-
tianity ? No—it is not. There are glimpses given of some of the Chris-
tian doctrines; just as if the various philosophical disquisitions, in which
the Poem abounds, would be imperfect without some allusion to the
Christian creed. The interlocutors—eloquent as they all are say but
little on that theme; nor do they show—if we except the Priest—much
interest in it—any solicitude ; they may all, for any thing that appears
to the contrary, be deists.

« Now, perhaps, it may be said that Wordsworth was deterred from
entering on such a theme by the awe of his spirit. But there is no
appearance of this having been the case in any one single passage in the
whole poem. Nor could it have been the case with such a man—a man
privileged, by the power God has bestowed upon him, to speak unto all

the nations of the earth, on all themes, however high and holy, which
the children of men can feel and understand. Christianity, during almost
all their disquisitions, lay in the way of all the speakers, as they kept
journeying among the hills.

" On man, on nature, and on human life,

JMusing in solitude !

"

But they, one and all, either did not perceive it, or perceiving it, looked
upon it with a cold and indifferent regard, and passed by into the poetry
breathing from the dewy woods, or lowering from the cloudy skies.
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Their talk is of " Palmyra central, in the desert," rather than of Jerusa-

lem. On the mythology of the Heathen much beautiful poetry is be-

stowed, but none on the theology of the Christian. * * *

This omission is felt the more deeply—the more sadly—from such

introduction as there is of Christianity; for one of the books of the
*' Excursion" begins with a very long, and a very noble eulogy on the

Church Establishment in England. How happened it that he who pro-

nounced such eloquent panegyric—that they who so devoutly inclined

their ear to imbibe it—should have been all contented with

" That basis laid, these principles of faith

Announced,"

and yet throughout the whole course of their discussions, before and after,

have forgotten apparently that there was either Christianity or a Chris-

tian Church in the world?
' We do not hesitate to say, that the thoughtful and sincere student

of this great poet's works, must regard such omission—such inconsis-

tency or contradiction—with more than the pain of regret ; for there is

no relief afforded to our defrauded hearts from any quarter to which we
can look. A pledge has been given, that all the powers and privileges

of a Christian poet shall be put forth and exercised for our behoof— for

our delight and instruction ; all other poetry is to sink away before the

heavenly splendour; Urania, or a greater muse, is invoked; and after

all this solemn, and more than solemn preparation made for our initia-

tion into the mysteries, we are put off with a well-merited encomium on
the Church of England, from Bishop to Curate inclusive ; and though
we have much fine poetry, and some high philosophy, it would puzzle

the most ingenious to detect much, or any, Christian religion. * *
' This utter absence of Revealed Religion, where it ought to have

been all-in-all.—for in such trials in real life it is all-in-all, or we regard

the existence of sin or sorrow with repugnance—shocks far deeper feel-

ings within us than those of taste ; and throws over the whole poem to

which the tale of Margaret belongs, an unhappy suspicion of hollowness

and insincerity in that poetical religion which at the best is a sorry sub-

stitute indeed for the light that is from heaven. Above all, it flings, as

indeed we have intimated, an air of absurdity over the orthodox Church-
of-Englandism—for once to quote a not inexpressive barbarism of Ben-
tham—which every now and then breaks out either in passing compli-

ment—amounting to but a bow—or in eloquent laudation, during which
the poet appears to be prostrate on his knees. He speaks nobly of

cathedrals, and minsters, and so forth, revereiidly adorning all the land;

but in none—no, not one of the houses of the humble, the hovels of the

poor into which he takes us— is the religion preached in those cathe-

drals and minsters, and chanted in prayer to the pealing organ, repre-

sented as the power that in peace supports the roof-tree, lightens the
hearth, and is the guardian, the tutelary spirit of the lowly dwelling. Can
this be right? Impossible. And when we find the Christian religion

thus excluded from Poetry, otherwise as good as ever was produced by
human genius, what are we to think of the Poet, and of the world of
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thought and feeling-, fancy and imagination, in which he breathes, nor

fears to declare to all men that he believes himself to be one of the

order of the High Priests of nature ?

'

So far, indeed, from being of too vague and generalizing a

kind, we should rather say that the character of the criticism

contained in these volumes and similar essays, is mainly distin-

guished from the greater part of the popular criticism of the day,

by its combination of analyses of parts, often very detailed, with

general views as to the plan and spirit of the work reviewed. In-

deed its minute dissection of particular passages, both as to

thought and diction, carries us back to the school of Johnson and
Addison, rather than to our own time. In criticism, as in politi-

cal opinion, and in many other speculative questions, there seems
to be a periodical oscillation ; and in proportion to the height to

which the pendulum had been carried on the one side, is the force

of its recoiling impulse towards the other. The grasp and com-
prehension of Dr Johnson's mind, no doubt, prevented him from
yielding too much to the current which had then set in favour of

mere verbal criticism ; and though we may often think that his

principles of criticism were too purely rationalizing, and his sym-
pathies with the higher efforts of the imagination cold and unim-
passioned, yet he certainly combines, in a manner which, we think,

would at the present day be Avell worthy of imitation, the criti-

cism of generals with particulars. But with Johnson the manly
and philosophic criticism of the last century may be said to close.

After him it took the direction of mere judgments of detail—exa-
minations of fragmentary passages—censures of broken metaphors
—eulogies of mere polish and correctness of expression—till all

sympathy with a happy daring, either in design or execution, dis-

appeared. The evil having thus reached an extreme, it was
natural that the tendency towards an opposite system should be
carried too far. It has been usual to ascribe that greater latitude

of view and warmth of tone which characterizes the criticism of

the nineteenth century, to the influence of Germany; but al-

though the spirit of our criticism was unquestionably materially

influenced, at a later period, by the study of German literature,

we are convinced that, in its origin, it owed little or nothing to

that source. In truth, in both countries the change took place

about the same time, and was owing to the same cause, viz.

the natural reaction which followed against an effete and worn-out
system. In the commencement, the change was certainly most
beneficial to literature. The point of view from which we were
taught to regard the productions of poetry and art was raised

;

while, at the same time, it was not sublimated to such an extent
as to render every thing misty and indistinct, or to substitute for
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a criticism dealing with the common feelings that interest huma-
nity, the vapours of a shadowy system of metaphysics. But by
degrees it was found to be much easier to deal with these generali-

ties and abstractions, than to descend to particulars ;—to frame a
theory, or write a philosopical essay having the slenderest appli-

cation to the case in hand, than to direct the criticism to the real

appreciation of the work to be reviewed. The poet or the au-

thor seemed to disappear entirely from the scene; leaving nothing
behind but a cloudy background, on which might be traced a

maofnified imatre of the reviewer. At best, our criticism became
in a great measure limited to some sketch of the general design

of the work, and its relation to the particular theory patronized

for the time by the critic ; often praising or blaming empirically,

and without statement of reasons at all ; and generally without
any due thought bestowed upon tliis enquiry—whether upon any
theory or upon any plan whatever, the execution of the work was
careful, classical, and compact ; or, on the contrary, slovenly, dis-

jointed, inharmonious, or even ungrammatical.
We do not here mean to say that our Periodical Criticism

has not been distinguished by many admirable exceptions from
this general censure,—we shall not at present indicate particu-

larly where they are to be found,—but we are satisfied that, as

applied to much of the criticism of our last dtcennium, the remark
is just. Now, to this system of general blame and praise, un-

accompanied by a due application of critical particulars, the prac-

tice of the writer of these Recreations stands completely opposed.

Witness the following observations, which form the commence-
ment of a v-ery beautiful paper, entitled, ' A Few Words on
Thomson :'

—

' Thomson's genius does not so often delight us by exqin'site minute
touches in the description of nature as that of Cowper. It loves to pitint

on a great scale, and to dash olijects off sweepingly by bold strokes

—

such, indeed, as have almost always distinguished the mighty masters of

the lyre and the rainbow. Cowper sets nature before your eyes—Thom-
son before your imagination. Which do you prefer? Both. Be assured

that both poets had pored night and day \\\)on her—in all her aspects

—

and that she had revealed herself fully to both. But they, in their

religion, elected different modes of worship—and both were worthy of

the mighty mother. In one mood of mind we love Cowper best, in

another Thomson. Sometimes the Seasons are almost a Task—and

sometimes the Task is out of Season. There is delightful distinct-

ness in all the pictures of the Bard of Olney—glorious gloom or glim-

mer in most of those of the Bard of Ednam. Cowper paints trees

—

Thomson woods. Thomson paints, in a few wondrous lines, rivers from

source to soa, like the mighty Burrampooter—Cowper, in many no very

wondrous lines, brightens up one bend of a stream, or awakens our fancy

to the murmur of some single waterfall. But a truce to antithesis—

a
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deceptive style of criticism— and see how Thomson sings of Snow. Why,
in the following lines, as well as Christopher North in bis Winter Rhap-
sody

—

" The cherish'd fields

Put on their winter-robe of purest white.

'Tis brightness all ; save where the new snow melts

Along the mazy current."

Nothing can be more vivid. 'Tis of the nature of an ocular spectrum.
' Here is a touch like one of Cowper's. Note the beauty of the epithet

*' brown," where all that is motionless is white

—

<' The foodless wilds

Pour forth their brown inhabitants."

That one word proves the poet. Does it not ?

' The entire description from which these two sentences are selected

by memory—a critic you may always trust to—is admirable ; except in

one or two places where Thomson seems to have striven to be strongly

pathetic, and where he seems to us to have overshot his mark, and to

have ceased to be perfectly natural. Thus

—

" Drooping, the ox
Stands cover'd o'er with snow, and then demands
The fruit of all his toil."

* The image of the ox is as good as possible. We see him, and could

paint him in oils. But, to our mind, the notion of his " demanding the

fruit of all his toils"—to which we freely acknowledge the worthy ani-

mal was well entitled—sounds, as it is here expressed, rather fantastical.

Call it doubtful—for Jemmy was never utterly in the wrong in any sen-

timent. Again

—

" The bleating kind

Eye the bleak heaven, and next the glistening earth,

With looks ofdumb despair."

The second line is perfect ; but the Ettrick Shepherd agreed with us

—

one night at Ambrose's—that the third was not quite right. Sheep, he

agreed with us, do not deliver themselves up to despair under any cir-

cumstances ; and here Thomson transferred what would have been his

own feeling in a corresponding condition, to animals who dreadlessly fol-

low their instincts. Thomson redeems himself in what immediately suc-

ceeds

—

" Then, sad dispersed.

Dig for the wither'd herb through heaps of snow."

For, as they disperse, they do look very sad—and no doubt are so; but

had they been in despair, they would not so readily, and constantly, and
uniformly, and successfully, have taken to the digging, but whole flocks

had perished. « «- «

' Did you ever see water beginning to change itself into ice? Yes.

Then try to describe the sight. Success in that trial will prove you a

jioet. People do not prove themselves poets only by writing long poems.

A line—t'.vo words—may show that they are the Muse's sons. How
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exquisitely does Burns picture to our eyes moonlight water undergoing

an ice-change ?

" The chilly frost heneath the silver beam,

Crept gently crusting o'er the glittering stream !

"

Thomson does it with an almost finer spirit of perception— or concep-

tion

—

£>T memory—or whatever else you choose to call it ; for our part,

we call it genius

—

" An icy gale, oft shifting, o'er the pool

Hreathes a bluejilm, and in its mid career

Arrests the bickering stream."

And afterwards, having frozen the entire stream into a " crystal pave-

ment," how strongly doth he conclude thus

—

" The whole impriso7i^d river groivls below."

Here, ftgain, 'tis pleasant to see the peculiar genius of Cowper contrasted

with that of Thomson. The gentle Cowper deh'ghting, for the most
part, in tranquil images—for his life was past amidst tranquil nature ; the

enthusiastic Thomson, more pleased with images of power. Cowper
says

—

" On the flood.

Indurated and fixed, the snowy weight

Lies undissolved, while silently heneath,

And unperceived, the current steals cnvay." * * *

< All those children of the Pensive Public who have been much at

school, know Thomson's description of the wolves among the Alps,

Apennines, and Pyrenees,

" Cruel as death, and hungry as the grave I

Burning for blood, bony and gaunt and grim," &c.

The first fifteen lines are equal to any thing in the whole range of Eng-
lish descriptive poetry ; but the last ten are positively bad. Here they

are

—

" The godlike face of man avails him nought

!

Even beauty, force divine ! at whose bright glance

The generous lion stands in soften'd gaze.

Now bleeds, a hapless undistinguish'd prey.

But if, apprised of the severe attack,

The country be shut up, lured by the scent,

On churchyard drear, (inhuman to relate I)

The disappointed prowlers fall, and dig

The shrouded body from the grave ; o'er which,

Mix'd with foul shades and frighted ghosts, they howl."

Wild beasts do not like the look of the human eye—they think us ugly

customers, and sometimes stand shilly-shallying in our presence, in an

awkward but alarming attitude, of hunger mixed with fear. A single

wolf seldom or never attacks a man. He cannot stand the face. But a

person would need to have a godlike face indeed to terrify therewith an
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army of wolves some thousand strong. It vvonld be the height of pre-

sumption in any man, though beautiful as Moore thought Byron, to

attempt it. If so, then

" The godlike face of man avails him nought,"

is, under the circumstances, ludicrous. Still more so is the trash about
" beauty, force divine !" It is too much to expect of an army of wolves
some thousand strong, " and hungry as the grave," that they should all

fall down on their knees before a sweet morsel of flesh and blood, merely
because the young lady was so beautiful that she might have sat to Sir

Thomas Lawrence for a frontispiece to Mr Watts's Souvenir. 'Tis all

stuff, too, about the generous lion standing in softened gaze at beauty's

bright glance. True, he has been known to look with a certain sort of

soft surliness upon a pretty Caffre girl, and to walk past without eating

Ler—but simply because, an hour or two before, he had dined on a Hot-
tentot Venus. The secret lay not in his heart, but in his stomach. Still

the notion is a popular one, and how exquisitely has Spenser changed it

into the divinest poetry in the character of the attendant lion of

" Heavenly Una, with her milkwhite lamb 1

"

But Thomson, so far from making poetry of it in this passage, has vul-

garized and blurred by it the natural and inevitable emotion of terror

and pity. Famished wolves liowking up the dead is a dreadful image

—

but " inhuman to relateT is not an expression heavily laden with mean-
ing ; and the sudden, abrupt, violent, and, as we feel, unnatural intro-

duction of ideas purely superstitious, at the close, is revolting, and
miserably mars the terrible truth'

The homeliness of some of the illustrations and expre^ions in

the preceding passage, will enable the reader to form some idea

of the very singular style of these Recreations—illustrating the

grandest objects by the most familiar, and, by its homeliness,

perplexing critics. This imbroglio appears of course still more
conspicuous and even startling, in those papers where the writer

abandons himself with less restraint to the comic vein. Side by
side with the most fancifully beautiful illustrations, or following

close on some passage of poetic and musical diction, comes
some picture most prosaically ludicrous—some slang phrase of

the day—some quotation, how changed from its original appli-

cation !—or some Scotch expression, tempting to the writer by its

graphic force and the comic associations with which it is con-

nected. The result is a strange composite, blending all orders

of architecture, and employing all materials, from porphyry and
lapis lazuli down to the commonest brick and mortar. It reminds

us of St Mark's at Venice, in which Saracenic domes are strange-

ly imposed upon Gothic naves, and blocks of Egyptian granite

are fantastically mingled with Italian marble and mosaic: yet all

blended into a marvellous arabesque, and })ossessing a strange

iniitv and ovioinalitv of character.
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With all this, however, we must own that we would uot re-

gret if the contrasts were somewhat less violent, and if here

and there an obtrusive epithet or image were eliminated. We
do not know that to any of them the term coarseness can be
justly applied. But if the line of division between the sublime

and the ridiculous be slender, still more so is that which sepa-

rates the familiar from the vulgar : and were there no other rea-

son for erring on tlie side of caution, it should be sufficient that

this style, seductive as it always must be from its variety and ap-

parent ease, would soon become intolerable in imitation. The
transitions from the most elevated views to the most ludicrous

—

and from the most select and ornate expression to the most
homely vernacular, may be harmonized ; and are, no doubt, to a

great extent harmonized in this case by the dexterous workman-
ship of genius. But the enforced sentimentalism, or still more
enforced humour, of those who have attempted the imitation of

this school of writing,—the absolute want of all fusion of the

opposite elements in their elaborate impromptus—their choice

of coarse expression or imagery for its own sake, and not as in

the original, where it serves the purpose only of occasional

discords in music,—oblige us to say, that unless where redeemed
by the highest talent, this style of writing is one of the most
dangerous and offensive that can be attempted : and that, highly
as we ai)preciate the generous spirit which the author of these

volumes lias carried into criticism, and the benefits which may
be derived from the application of humour as well as ima-
gination and judgment to the estimate of literature, we al-

most doubt whether the benefit has not been practically ba-
lanced by the injury arising from the prevalence of a system of

criticism, founded, as is generally the case, rather on an imitation

of his manner than his spirit ; and which has preserved and
exaggerated his faults, without approaching his excellences.

We shall now select, almost at random, a few passages as

characteristic of these volumes ; beginning with one which occurs
in the paper entitled Christopher in his Aviary—a paper emi-
nently distinguished by the author's knowledge of the minute de-

tails of nature, as well as by that power of suggestion and
imagination which can make the meanest thing that feels, the
means of unlocking the deepest sources of the pathetic or sub-
lime. It has the grandeur, without the quaintness and pedantry,
of Sir Thomas Brown's sepulchral strains :

—

' Why do the songs of the Blackbird and Thrush make us think of
the songless Starling ? It matters not. We do think of him, and
see him too—a loveable bird, and his abode is majestic. What an ob-
ject of wonder and awe is an okl Castle to a l)oyish imagination ! Its
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height how dreadful ! up to whose mouldering edges his fear carries him,

and hangs him over the hattlements ! What beauty in those unap-

proachable wall-flowers, that cast a brightness on the old brown stones

of the edifice, and make the horror pleasing ! That sound so far below,

is the sound of a stream the eye cannot reach—of a waterfall echoing

for ever among the black rocks and pools. The school-boy knows but

little of the history of the old Castle—but that little is of war, and

witchcraft, and imprisonment, and bloodshed. The ghostly ghmraer of

antiquity appals hina—he visits the ruin only with a companion, and at

mid-day. There and then it was that we first saw a Starling. We
heard something wild and wonderful in their harsh scream, as they sat

upon the edge of the battlements, or flew out of the chinks and cran-

nies. There were Martens, too, so different in their looks from the

pretty House- Swallows—Jack-daws clamouring afresh at every time we
waved our caps, or vainly slung a pebble towards their nests—and one

grove of elms, to whose top, much lower than the castle, came, ever and

anon, some noiseless Heron from the Muirs.
' Ruins ! Among all the external objects of imagination, surely they

are most aff"ecting ! Some sumptuous edifice of a former age, still stand-

ing in its undecayed strength, has undoubtedly a great command over

us, from the ages that have flowed over it ; but the mouldering edifice

which Nature has begun to win to herself, and to dissolve into her own
bosom, is far more touching to the heart, and more awakening to the

spirit. It is beautiful in its decay—not merely because green leaves,

and wild flowers, and creeping mosses soften its rugged frowns, but be-

cause they have sown themselves on the decay of greatness ; they are

monitors to our fancy, like the flowers on a grave, of the untroubled

rest of the dead. Battlements riven by the hand of time, and cloistered

arches reft and rent, speak to us of the warfare and of the piety of our

ancestors, of the pride of their might, and the consolations of their sor-

row : they revive dim shadows of departed life, evoked from the land of

forgetfulness ; but they touch us more deeply when the brightness

which the sun flings on the broken arches, and the warbling of birds

that are nestled in the chambers of princes, and the moaning of winds

through the crevices of towers, round which the surges of war were
shattered and driven back, lay those phantoms again to rest in their

silent bed, and show us, in the monuments of human life and power, the

visible footsteps of Time and Oblivion, coming on in their everlasting

and irresistible career, to sweep down our perishable race, and to reduce

all the forms of our momentary being into the undistinguishable ele-

ments of their original nothing.
' What is there below the skies like the place of mighty and departed

cities? the vanishing or vanished capitals of renowned empires? There
is no other such desolation. The solitudes of nature may be wild and
drear, but they are not like the solitude from which human glory is

swept away. The overthrow or decay of mighty human power is, of

all thoughts that can enter the mind, the most overwhelming. The
whole imagination is at once stirred by the prostration of that, round
which so many high associations have "l.ieen collected for so many ages.
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Beauty seems born but to perish, and its fragility is seen and felt to be

inherent in it by a law of its being. But power gives stability, as it

were, to human thought, and we forget our own perishable nature in

the spectacle of some abiding and enduring greatness. Our own little

span of years—our own confined region of space—are lost in the endu-

rance and far-spread dominion of some mighty state, and we feel as if

we partook of its deep-set and triumphant strength. When, therefore,

a great and ancient empire falls into pieces, or when fragments of its

power are heard rent asunder, like column after column disparting from

some noble edifice, in sad conviction, we feel as if all the cities of men
were built on foundations beneath which the earthquake sleeps. The
same doom seems to be imminent over all the other kingdoms that still

stand ; and in the midst of such changes, and decays, and overthrows

—or as we read of them of old—we look, under such emotions, on all

power as foundationless, and in our wide imagination embrace empires

covered only with the ruins of their desolation. Yet such is the pride

of the human spirit, that it often unconsciously, under the influence of

such imagination, strives to hide from itself the utter nothingness of its

mightiest works. And when all its glories are visibly crumbling into

dust, it creates some imaginary power to overthrow the fabrics of hu-

man greatness—and thus attempts to derive a kind of mournful triumph

even in its very fall. Thus, when nations have faded away in their sins

and vices, rotten at the heart and palsied in all their limbs, we strive

not to think of that sad internal decay, but imagine some mighty power
smiting empires and cutting short the records of mortal magnificence.

Thus, Fate and Destiny are said in our imagination to lay our glories

low. Thus, even the calm and silent air of Oblivion has been thought

of as an unsparing Power. Time, too, though in moral sadness wisely

called a shadow, has been clothed with terrific attributes, and the sweep
of his scythe has shorn the towery diadem of cities. Thus the mere
sigh in which we expire, has been changed into active power—and all

the nations have with one voice called out "Death!" And while

mankind have sunk, and fallen, and disappeared in the helplessness of

their own mortal being, we have still spoken of powers arrayed against

them—powers that are in good truth only another name for their own
weaknesses. Thus imagination is for ever fighting against truth—and
even when humltled, her visions are sublime—conscious even amongst
saddest ruin of her own immortality.'

The thought of Sterne's starling, for whose case the writer

professes no great sympathy—and of birds in cages in general,

leads suddenly to thoughts of iiyipiisonment, and to a ghastly
description of Dartmoor prison during the war. We shall ex-

tract the greater part of it :

—

* What has become—we wonder—of Dartmoor Prison? During that

long war its huge and hideous bulk was filled with Frenchmen—ay

—

" j\Ien of all climes—attach'd to none—were there;"

—a desperate race—robbers and reavers, and ruffians and rapers, and
pirates and murderers—mingled with the heroes who, fired by freedom,
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had fought for the land of lilies, with its vine vales and « hills of sweet
myrtle"—doomed to die in captivity, immured in that doleful mansion
on the sullen moor. There thousands pined and wore away and wasted
— and when not another groan remained within the bones of their breasts,
they gave up the ghost. Young heroes prematurely old in baffled pas-
sions—life's best and strongest passions, that scorned to go to sleep
but in the sleep of death. These died in their golden prime. With
them went down into unpitied and unhonoiired graves—for pity and
honour dwell not in houses so haunted—veterans in their iron age
some self-smitten with ghastly wounds, that let life finally bubble out
of sinewy neck or shaggy bosom—or the poison-bowl convulsed their
giant limbs unto unquivering rest. Yet there you saw a wild strange
tumult of troubled happiness—which, as you looked into its heart,
was transfigured into misery. There volatile spirits fluttered in their
cage, like birds that seem not to hate nor to be unhappy in confine-
ment, but, hanging by beak or claws, to be often playing with the
glittering wires—to be amusing themselves, so it seems, with drawing
up, by small enginery, their food and drink, which soon sickens, how-
ever, on their stomachs, till, with ruffled plumage, they are often found
in the morning lying on their backs, with clenched feet, and neck bent as
if twisted, on the scribbled sand, stone-dead. There you saw pale youths—boys almost like girls, so delicate looked they in that hot infected air
which, ventilate it as you will, is never felt to breathe on the face like
the fresh air of liberty—once bold and bright midshipmen in frigate or
first-rater, and saved by being picked up by the boats of the ship that had
sunk her by one double-shotted broadside, or sent her in one explosion
splintering into the sky, and splashing into the sea, in less than a
minute the thunder silent, and the fiery shower over and gone—there
you saw such lads as these, who used almost to weep if they got not
duly the dear-desired letter from sister or sweetheart, and when thev did
duly get it, opened it with trembling fingers, and even then let "drop
some natural tears—there we saw them leaping and dancing, with gross
gesticulations and horrid oaths obscene, with grim outcasts from nature,
whose mustached mouths were rank with sin and pollution—monsters
for whom hell was yawning— their mortal mire already possessed with a
demon. There, wretched, woe-begone, and wearied out with i-eckless-

ness and desperation, many wooed Chance and Fortune, who they hoped
might yet listen to their prayers—and kept rattling the dice—cursing
them that gave the indulgence—even in their cells of punishment for dis-

obedience or mutiny. There you saw some, who in the crowded courts
" sat apart retired,"—bringing the practised skill that once supported, or
the native genius that once adorned life, to bear on beautiful contrivances
and fancies elaborately executed with meanest instruments, till they ri-

valled or outdid the work of art assisted by all the ministries of science.
And thus won they a poor pittance wherewithal to purchase some little

comfort or luxury, or ornament to their persons; for vanity had not for-

saken some in their rus'y squalor, and they sought to please her, tlieir

mistress or their bride. There you saw accomplished men conjuring
before their eyes, on the paper or the canvass, to feed the longings of
their souls, the lights and the shadows of the dear days that far away
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were beautifying some sacred spot of " la belle France"—perhaps some
festal scene, for love in sorrow is still true to remembered joy, where once

with youths and maidens

" They led the dance beside the murmuring Loire."

'

Take now a sketch of Highland scenery from the paper en-

titled ' The Moors.' With what sympathy and truth is the feel-

ing of the spot caught and depicted—alternately bright in sun-

shine, or clouded with vapours—and here rendered back, in words
which are sometimes bright with the sparkle of fancy, and
sometimes darkened by the strongest gloom of imagina-

tion ! The feeling of intense solitude among primeval hills and
forests, of boundless expanse of view from rock and mountain
top—the sweet homelike feeling produced by cottages, and spots

of cultivation lurking in the recesses of glens, or spotting the

dreary brown of waste moors—are brought before us in prose far

more poetical than many specimens of numerous verse.

' Straight stretches the glen for leagues, and then bending through
the blue gloom, seems to wind away with one sweep into infinitude.

The Great Glen of Scotland—Glen-More itself—is not grander. But
the Great Glen of Scotland is yet a living forest. Glen-Eiive has few

woods or none—and the want of them is sublime. For centuries ago
pines and oaks in the course of nature all perished ; and they exist now
but in tradition wavering on the tongues of old bards, or deep down in

the mosses show their black trunks to the light, when the torrents join

the river in spate, and the moor divulges its secrets as in an earthquake.

Sweetly sung, thou small, brown, moorland bird, though thy song be

but a twitter ! And true to tby time—even to a balmy minute—art thou,

with thy velvet tunic of black striped with yellow, as thou windest thy

small but not sullen horn—by us called in our pride Humble Bee—but

not, metbinks, so very humble, while booming high in air in oft-repeat-

ed circles, wondering at our Tent, and at the tiiag that now unfolds its

gaudy length like a burnished serpent, as if the smell of some far-off

darling heather-bed had touched thy finest instinct, away thou fliest

straight southward to that rich flower-store, unerringly as the carrier-

j>igeon wafting to distant lands some love-message on its wings. Yet
humble after all thou art ; for all day long, making thy industry thy
delight, thou returnest at shut of dav, cheerful even in thy weariness, to

thy ground-cell within the knoll, where as Fancy dreams the Fairies

dwell—a Silent People in the Land of Peace.
' And why hast thou, wild singing spirit of the Highland Glenorohy,

that cheerest the long-withdrawing vale from Inveruren to Dalmally,

and from Dalmally Church-tower to the Old Castle of Kilchurn, round
whose mouldering turrets thou sweepest with more pensive murmur, tiil

thy name and existence are lost in that noble loch—why hast thou never
had thy Bard ? " A hundred bards have I had in bygone ages,'' is tby
reply ;

" but the Sassenach understands not the traditionary strains, and
the music of the Gaelic poetry is wasted on his ear.' Songs of war and
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of love are yet awakened by the shepherds among these lonely braes

;

and often when the moon rises over Ben Cruachan, and counts her at-

tendant stars in soft reflection beneath the still waters of that long inland

sea, she hears the echoes of harps chiming through the silence of de-

parted years. Tradition tells, that on no other banks did the fairies so

love to thread the mazes of their mystic dance, as on the heathy, and

brackeny, and oaken banks of the Orchy, during the long summer nights

when the thick-falling dews perceptibly swelled the stream, and lent a

livelier music to every waterfall.

' There it was, on a little river island, that once, whether sleeping or

waking we know not, we saw celebrated a Fairy's Funeral. First we
heard small pipes playing, as if no bigger than hollow rushes that whis-

per to the night winds ; and more piteous than aught that trills from

earthly instrument was the scarce audible dirge ! It seemed to float over

the stream, every foam-bell emitting a plaintive note, till the airy anthem
came floating over our couch, and then alighted without footsteps among
the heather. The pattering of little feet was then heard, as if living

creatures were arranging themselves in order, and then there was no-

thing but a more ordered hymn. The harmony was like the melting of

musical dewdrops, and sang, without words, of sorrow and death. We
opened our eyes, or rather sight cam.e to them when closed, and dream
was vision ! Hundreds of creatures, no taller than the crest of the lap-

wing, and all hanging down their veiled heads, stood in a circle on a

green plat among the rocks ; and in the midst was a bier, framed as it

seemed of flowers unknown to the Highland hills ; and on the bier a

Fairy, lying with uncovered face, pale as the lily, and motionless as the

snow. The dirge grew fainter and fainter, and then died quite away ;

when two of the creatures came from the circle, and took their station,

one at the head and the other at the foot of the bier. They sang alter-

nate measures, not louder than the twittering of the awakened wood-lark

before it goes up the dewy air, but dolorous and full of the'de#olation of

death. The flower-bier stirred ; for the spot on which it lay sank slowly

down, and in a few moments the greensward was smooth as ever—the

very dews glittering above the buried Fairy. A cloud passed over the

moon ; and, with a choral lament, the funeral troop sailed duskily away,

heard afar ofi", so still was the midnight solitude of the glen. Then the

disenthralled Orchy began to rejoice as before, through all h^er streams

and falls ; and at the sudden leaping of the waters and outbursting of the

moon, we awoke. * * «

' 'Tis a vast Glen. Not one single human dwelling any where speck-

like on the river-winding plain—or nest-like among the brushwood

knolls—or rock-like among the fractured cliflTs far up on the mountain

region do our eyes behold, eager as they are to discover sortie symptom
of life. Two houses we know to be in the solitude—ay, two—one of

them near the head of the Loch, and the other near the head of the

Glen—but both distant from this our Tent, which is pitched between,

in the very heart of the Moor. We were mistaken in saying that Dal-

ness is invisible—for yonder it looms in a sullen light, and, before we
have finished the sentence, may have again sunk into the moor, ^y, it
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is gone—for lights and shadows coming and going, we know not whenc e

nor whither, here travel all day long—the sole tenants—very ghostlik e

—and seemingly in their shiftings embued with a sort of dim uncertain

life. How far off from our Tent may be the Loch ? INIiles—and silently

as snow are seen to break the waves along the shore, while beyond them
hangs in aerial haze, the great blue water. How far off from our Tent
may be the mountains at the head of the Glen ? Miles—for though that

speck in the sky into which they upheave their mighty altitudes, be

doubtless an eagle, we cannot hear its cry. What giants are these right

opposite our Pyramid ? Co—grim chieftain—and his Tail. What an

assemblage of thunder-riven cliffs ! This is what may be well called

—

Nature on a grand scale. And then, how simple I We begin to feel our-

selves—in spite of all we can do to support our dignity by our pride—

a

mighty small and insignificant personage. We are about six feet high

—

and every body around us about four thousand. Yes, that is the Four
Thousand Feet Club ! We had no idea that in any situation we could be

such dwindled dwarfs, such perfect pigmies. Our Tent is about as big

as a fir-cone—and Christopher North an insect I

' What a wild world of clouds all over that vast central wilderness of

Northern Argyleshire lying between Cruachan and IMelnatorran—Corry-

finuarach and Ben Slarive a prodigious land I defying description, and
in memory resembling not realities, but like fragments of tremendous
dreams. Is it a sterile region ? Very. In places nothing but stones.

Not a blade of grass—not a bent of heather—not even moss. And so

they go shouldering up into the sky—enormous masses—huger than

churches or ships. And sometimes not unlike such and other structures

—all huddled together—yet never jostling-, so far as we have seen; and
though often overhanging, as if the wind might blow them over with a

puff, steadfast in the storm that seems rather to be an earthquake, and
moving not a hair's-breadth, while all the shingly sides of the mountains
—you know shingle—with an inconstant clatter—hurry-skurry—seem
to be breaking up into debris.

' Is that the character of the whole region ? No, you darling ; it has
vales on vales of emerald, and mountains on mountans of amethyst, and
streams on streams of silver ; and, so help us Heaven !—for with these
eyes we have seen them, a thousand and a thousand times—at sunrise,
and sunset, rivers on rivers of gold. What kind of climate ? All kinds,
and all kinds at once—not merely during the same season, but the same
hour. Suppose it three o'clock of a summer afternoon—you have but
to choose your weather. Do you desire a close sultry breathless gloom ?

You have it in the stifling dens of Ben-Anea, where lions mi^ht breed.

A breezy coolness, with a sprinkling of rain ? Then open your vest to
the green light in the dewy vales of Benlura. Lochs look lovely in mist,
and so thinks the rainbow—then away with you ere the rainbow fade
away, we beseech you, to the wild shores of Lochan-a-Lurich. But you
would rather see a storm, and hear some Highland thunder? There is

one at this moment on Unimore, and Cruachlla growls to Meallanuir,
till the cataracts of Glashgour are dumb as the dry rocks of Crai"--

Tconan.'

VOL. LXXVII. ^JO. CLV. G
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The following, from ' Our Winter Quarters,' is in a gayer

strain ; and we should pity the person who could read the pas-

sage without wiping his eyes ' of drops which honest laughter

had engendered ;' and without at the same time admiring the

grace with which fancy and wit are made to blend with the

seeming egotism and extravagance of the picture :

—

* Let no man have two houses with one set of furniture. Home's

deepest delight is undisturbance. Some people think no articles fixtures

—not even grates. But sofas and ottomans, and chairs and footstools,

and screens—and, above all, beds—all are fixtures in the dwelling of a

wise man, cognoscitive and sensitive of the blessings of this life. Each

has its own place assigned to it by the taste, tact, and feeling of the

master of the mansion, where order and elegance minister to comfort,

and comfort is but a homely word for happiness. In various moods we
vary their arrangement—nor is even the easiest of all Easy-chairs secure

for life against being gently pushed on his wheels from chimney-nook to

window-corner, when the sunshine may have extinguished the fire, and

the blue sky tempts the Pater'familias, or him who is but an uncle, to

lie back with half-shut eyes, and gaze upon the cheerful purity, even

like a shepherd on the hill. But these little occasional disarrangements

serrve but to preserve the spirit of permanent arrangement, without

which the very virtue of domesticity dies. What sacrilege, therefore,

against the Lares and Penates, to turn a whole house topsy-turvy, from

garret to cellar, regularly as May-flowers deck the zone of the year I

Why, a Turkey or a Persian, or even a Wilton or a Kidderminster car-

pet is as much the garb of the wooden floor inside, as the grass is of the

earthen floor outside of your house. Would you lift and lay down the

greensward? But without further illustration—-Tje assured the cases are

kindred—and so, too, with sofas and shrubs, tent-beds and trees. Inde-

pendently, however, of these analogies, not fanciful, but lying deep in

the nature of things, the inside of one's tabernacle, in town and country,

ought ever to be sacred from all radical revolutionary movements, and to

lie for ever in a waking dream of graceful repose. All our affections

towards lifeless things become tendei'erand deeper in the continuous and

unbroken flow of domestic habit. The eye gets lovingly familiarized

with each object occupying its own peculiar and appropriate place, and

feels in a moment when the most insignificant is missing or removed.

We say not a word about children, for fortunately, since we are yet un-

married, we have none ; but even they, if brought up Christians, are no

dissenters from this creed, and however rackety in the nursery, in an

orderly kept parlour or drawing-room how like so many pretty little

white mice do they glide cannily along- the floor ! Let no such horror,

then, as aJUtting ever befall us or our friends I O mercy ! only look at

a long huge train of waggons, heaped up to the windows of the first

floors, moving along the dust-driving or mire-choked streets with furni-

ture from a gutted town-house towards one standing in the rural shades

with an empty stomach 1 All is dimmed or destroyed—chairs crushed on

the table-land, and four-posted beds lying helplessly with their astonish-

ed feet up to heaven—a sight that might make the angels weep !
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' People have wondered why we, an old barren bachelor, Bhoiild live

in such a large house. It is a palace ; but never was there a greater

mistake than to seek the solution in our pride. Silence can be had but
in a hvrge house. And silence is the chief condition of home happiness.

We could now hear a leaf fall—a leaf of the finest wire-wove. Peter

and Betty, Polly and the rest, inhabit the second sunk story—and it is

delightful to know that they may be kicking up the most infernal dis-

turbance at this blessed moment, and tearing out each other's hair in

handfnls, without the faintest whisper of the uproar reaching us in our
altitude above the drawing-room flat. On New-Year's Day morning
there is regularly a competition of bag-pipers in the kitchen, and we
could fondly imagine 'tis an Eolian Harp. In his pantry Peter practised

for years on the shrill clarion, and for years on the pchoing horn ; yet

had he thrown up both instruments in despair of perfection ere we so

much as knew that he had commenced his musical studies. In the sunk
story, immediately below that, having been for a season consumptive, we
kept a Jenny ass and her daughter—and though we believe it was not

unheard around Moray and Ainslie Places, and even in Charlotte

Square, we cannot charge our memory with an audit of their bray. la
the sunk story immediately below that again, that distinguished officer

on half-pay. Captain Campbell of the Highlanders—when on a visit to us

for a year or two—though we seldom saw him—got up a S^na' still—
and though a more harmless creature could not be, there he used to sit

for hours together, with the worm that never dies. On one occasion, it

having been supposed by Peter that the Captain had gone to the East

Neuk of Fife, weeks elapsed, we remember, ere he was found sitting

dead, just as if he had been alive, in his usual attitude in his arm-chair,

commanding- a view of the precipice of the back court.

' Just as quiet are the Attics. They, too, are furnished ; for the

feeling of there being one unfurnished room, however small, in the

largest house, disturbs the entire state of mind of such an occupant, and
when cherished and dwelt on, which it must not unfrequently be, in-

spires a cold air of desolation throughout the domicile, till " thoughts of

flitting rise." There is no lumber-room. The room containing Blue-

Beard's murdered wives might in idea be entered without distraction by
a bold mind. But oh ! the lumber-room, into which, on an early walk
through the house of a friend on whom we had been sorning, all unpre-

pared did we once set our foot I From the moment—and it was but for

a moment, and about six o'clock—far away in the country—that appal-

ling vision met our eyes—till we found ourselves, about another six

o'clock, in Moray Place, we have no memory of the flight of time.

Part of the journey—or voyage—we suspect, was performed in a steamer.

The noise of knocking, and puffing, and splashing seems to be in our
inner ears ; but after all it may have been a sail-boat, possibly a yacht !

—In the Attics an Aviary open to the sky. And to us below, the many
voices, softened into one sometimes in the pauses of severer thought,

are sometimes very affecting, so serenely sweet it seems, as the lave-

rocks in our youth at the gates of heaven.
< At our door stand the Guardian Genii, Sleep and Silence. We had
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an ear to them in the building of our house, and planned it after a long

summer day's perusal of the Castle of Indolence. O Jemmy Thomson !

Jemmy Thomson !—O that thou and we had been rowers in the same
boat on the silent river I Rowers, indeed I Short the spells and far

between that we should have taken—the one would not have turned

round the other, but when the oar chanced to drop out of his listless

hand—and the canoe would have been allowed to drift with the stream,

unobservant we of our backward course, and wondering and then ceasing

to wonder at the slow receding beauty of the hanging banks of grove

—

the cloud-mountains, immovable as those of earth, and in spirit one

world. * * * *

* All our ceilings are deadened—we walk ankle-deep in carpeting

—

nobody is suffered to open a door but ourselves—and they are so con-

structed, that it is out of their power to slam. Our winter furniture is

all massy—deepening the repose. In all the large rooms two fireplaces

—and fires are kept perpetually burning day and night, in them all,

which, I'eflected from spacious mirrors, give the mansion quite the ap-

pearance of a Pandemonium. Not gas always. Palm-oil burns scent-

less as moonlight ; and when motion, not rest, in a place is signified, we
accompany ourselves with a wax candle, or taper from time immemorial
green. Yet think not that there is a blaze of light. We have seen the

midnight heaven and earth nearly as bright, but with one moon and a

small scatter of stars. And places of glimmer—and places of gloom

—

and places " deaf to sound and blind to light'' there are in this our man-
sion, known but to ourselves—cells—penitentiaries—where an old

man may sit sighing and groaning, or stupified in his misery—or at

times almost happy. So senseless, and worse than senseless, seems
then all mortal tribulation and anguish, while the self-communing soul

is assured, by its own profound responses, that " whatever is, is best."

' And thus is our domicile a domain—a kingdom. We should not

care to be confined to it all the rest of our days. Seldom, indeed, do we
leave our own door—yet call on us, and ten to one you hear us in win-

ter chirping like a cricket, or in summer like a grashopper. We have
the whole range of the house to ourselves, and many an Excursion make
we on the Crutch. Ascending and descending the wide-winding stair-

cases, each broad step not above two inches high, we find ourselves on
spacious landing-places illumined by the dim religious light of stained

windows, on which pilgrims, and palmers, and prophets, single, or in

pairs or troops, are travelling on missions through glens or forests or by

sea-shores—or shepherd piping in the shade, or poet playing with the

tangles of Nesera's hair. We have discovered a new principle on which,

within narrow bounds, we have constructed Panoramic Dioramas, that

show splendid segments of the great circle of the world. We paint all

of them ourselves—now a Poussin, now a Thomson, now a Claude,

now a Turner, now a Rubens, now a Danby, now a Salvator, now a

Maclise.'

Whether the fair sex will be disposed to forgive the following

strictures on their talents for sketching, we know not—though
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probably each individual may admit the general rule, and con-

sider her own case as falling within the exception ; but the pas-

sage is at least irresistibly comic. It occurs in the description of

a ' Stroll to Grassmere.'

' My sweet Harriet, that sketch does you credit, and it is far from

being very unlike the original. Rather too many chimneys by about

half-a-dozen ; and where did you find that steeple immediately over the

window marked " Dairy ?'' The pigs are somewhat too sumptuously

lodged in that elegant sty, and the hen-roost might accommodate a phoe-

nix. But the features of the chief porch are very happily hit off—you

have caught the very attic spirit of the roof—and some of the windows
may be justly said to be staring likenesses. Ivy-cottage is slipped into

our portfolio, and we shall compare it, on our return to Scotland, with

Buchanan Lodge.
* Gallantry forbids, but Truth demands to say, that young ladies are

but indifferent sketchers. The dear creatures have no notion of perspec-

tive. At flower-painting and embroiderv, they are pretty fair hands, but

they make sad work among waterfalls and ruins. Notwithstanding, it is

pleasant to hang over them, stated on stone or stool, drawing from na-

tui'e ; and now and then to help them in with a horse or a hermit. It is

a difficult, almost an impossii)le thing—that foreshortening. The most

speculative genius is often at a loss to conjecture the species of a human
being foreshortened by a young lady. The hanging Tower at Pisa is,

"we believe, some thirty feet or so off the perpendicular, and there is one

at Caerphilly about seventeen ; but these are nothing to the castles in

the air we have seen built by the touch of a female magician ; nor is it

an unusual thing with artists of the fair sex to order their plumed chi-

valry to gallop down precipices considerably steeper than a house, on
animals apparently produced between the tiger and the bonassus. When
they have succeeded in getting something hke the appearance of water

between what may be conjectured banks, they are not very particular

about its running occasionally uphill ; and it is interesting to see a stream

stealing quietly below trees in gradual ascension, till, disappearing for a

few minutes over one summit, if comes thundering down another, in the

shape of a waterfall, on the head of an elderly gentleman, unsuspectingly

reading Mr Wordsworth's Excursion, perhaps, in the foreground.'

How playful and pleasing, too, is the coquetry of the passage
to which this is the prelude :

—

' On such excursions there are sure to occur a few enviable adven-
tures. First, the girths get wrong, and, without allowing your beloved
virgin to alight, you spend more time than is absolutely necessary in ar-

ranging them ; nor can you help admiring the attitude into which the

graceful creature is forced to draw up her delicate limbs, that her fairy

feet may not be in the way to impede your services. By and by, a calf

—which you hope will be allowed to grow up into a cow—-stretching up
her curved red back from behind a wall, startles John Darby, albeit un-

used to the starting mood, and you leap four yards to the timely ns«
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sistance of the fair shrieker, tenderly pressing her bridle-hand as

you find the rein that has not been lost, and wonder what has become
of the whip that never existed. A little further on, a bridgeless streana

crosses the road—a dangerous-looking ford indeed—a foot deep at the

very least, and scorning wet feet, as they ought to be scorned, you al-

most carry, serene in danger, your affianced bride (or she is in a fair way
of becoming so) in yoiir arras off the saddle, nor relinquish the delight-

ful clasp till all risk is at an end, some hundred yards on, along the vel-

vet herbage. Next stream you come to has indeed a bridge—but then

what a bridge I A long, coggly, cracked slate-stone, whose unsteady

clatter would make the soberest steed jump over the moon. You be-

seech the timid girl to sit fast, and she almost leans down to your breast

as you press to meet the blessed burden, and to prevent the steady old

stager from leaping over the battlements. But now the chasm on each

side of the narrow path is so tremendous, that she must dismount, after

due disentanglement, from that awkward, old-fashioned crutch and pum-
mel, and from a stirrup, into which a little foot, when it has once crept

like a mouse, finds itself caught as in a trap of singular construction, and
difficult to open for releasement. You feel that all you love in the world

is indeed fully, freshly, and warmly in your arms, nor can you bear to

set th.e treasure down on the rough stony road, but look round, and round,

and round, for a soft spot, which you finally prophesy at some distance up
the hill, whitherwards, it spite of pouting Yea and Nay, you persist in

carrying her whose head is erelong to lie in your tranquil bosom,'

We feel, however, that quotations are multiplying upon us,

while our limits are fast contracting. And therefore, with the

single observation, that the two Papers which are to us the least

agreeable in these volumes are the ' Holy Child ' and the tale en-

titled ' Expiation,' (the la^er, indeed, producing in us a sensation

of discomfort and pain rather than pleasure,) let us close our ex-

tracts with a passage from the touching and beautiful ' L' Envoy,*
with which these volumes conclude :

—

< Since first this Golden Pen of ours—given us by One who meant it

but for a memorial—began, many years ago, to let drop on paper a i^w
careless words, what quires so distained—some pages, let us hope, with
durable ink—have accumulated on our hands ! Some haughty ones have
chosen to say rather, how many leaves have been wafted away to wither?

But not a few of the gifted—near and afar—have called on us with other

voices—reminding us that long ago we were elected, on sight of our
credentials—not indeed without a few black balls—into the Brotherhood.

The shelf marked with our initials exhibits some half-dozen volumes
only, and has room for scores. It may not be easily found in that vast

Library ; but humble member as we are, we feel it now to be a point of
honovir to make an occasional contribution to the Club. So here is the
First StRiEs of what we have chosen to call our Recreations. There
have been much recasting and remoulding—many alterations, believed

by us to have been wrought with no unskilful spirit of change—cruel,

we confess, to our feelings, rejections of numerous lucubrations to their
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father dear—and if we may use such words, not a few new creations, in

the same genial spirit in which we worked of old—not always unre-

warded hy sympathy, which is better than praise.

' For kindness shown when kindness was most needed—for sympathy
and affection—yea, love itself—for grief and pity not misplaced, though
bestowed in a mistaken belief of our condition, forlorn indeed, but not

wholly forlorn—for solace and encouragement sent to us from afar, from
cities and solitudes, and from beyond seas and oceans, from brethren who
never saw our face, and never may see it, we owe a debt of everlasting

gratitude ; and life itself must leave our heart, that beats not now as it

used to beat, but with dismal trepidation, before it forget, or cease to re-

member as clearly as now it hears them, every one of the many words
that came sweetly and solemnly to us from the Great and Good. Joy
and sorrow make up the lot of our mortal estate, and by sympathy with
them, we acknowledge our brotherhood with all our kind. We do far

more. The strength that is untasked, lends itself to divide the load un-
der which another is bowed ; and the calamity that lies on the heads of

men is lightened, while those who at the time are not called to bear, are

yet willing to involve themselves in the sorrow of a brother. So
soothed by such sympathy may a poor mortal be, that the wretch almost

upbraids himself for transient gleams of gladness, as if he were false to

the sorrow which he sighs to think he ought to have cherished more
sacredly within his miserable heart.

' One word eiiibraces all these pages of ours—Memorials. Friends

are lost to us by removal—for then even the dearest are often utterly

forgotten. But let something that once was theirs suddenly meet our

eyes, and in a moment, returning from the region of the rising or the

setting sun, the friend of our youth seems at our side, unchanged his

voice and his smile ; or dearer to our eyes than ever, because of some
affecting change Avrought on face and figtire by climate and by years.

Let it be but his name written with his own hand on the title-page of a

book; or a few syllables on the margin of a favourite passage which longago
we may have read together, " when life itself was new," and poetry over-

flowed the whole world ; or a lock of her hair in whose eyes we first knew
the meaning of the word " depth." And if death had stretched out the

absence into the dim arms of eternity—and removed the distance away
into that bourne from which no traveller returns—the absence and the

distance of her on whose forehead once hung the relic we adore—what
heart may abide the beauty of the ghost that doth sometimes at midnight

appear at our sleepless bed, and with pale uplifted arms waft orer us at

once a blessing and a farewell

!

' Why so sad a word

—

Fareicdl ? We should not wepp in wishing

welfare, nor sully felicity with tears. But we do weep because evil lies

lurking in wait over all the earth for the innocent and the good, the

happy and the beautiful ; and, when guarded no more by our eyes, it

seems as if the demon would leap out upon his prey. Or i^ it because

we are so selfish that we cannot bear the thought of losing the sight of

the happiness of a beloved object, and are troubled with a strange jea-

lousy of beings unknown to us, and for ever to be unknown, about to be
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taken into tbe very heart, perhaps, of the friend from whom we are part-
ing, and to whom in that fear we give almost a sullen farewell ? Or does
the shadow of death pass over us while we stand for the last time toge-
ther on the sea-shore, and see the ship with all her sails about to voyage
away to the uttermost parts of the earth ? Or do we shudder at the
thought of mutability in all created things—and know that ere a few
suns shall have brightened the path of the swift vessel on the sea, we
shall be dimly remembered—at last forgotten—and all those days,

months, and years that once seemed eternal, swallowed up in everlasting

oblivion ?

' With us all ambitious desires some years ago expired. Far rather

would we read than write now-a-days—far rather than read, sit with shut

eyes and no book in the room—far rather than so sit, walk about alone

any where

" Beneath the umbrage deep

That shades the silent world of memory."

Shall we live? or" like beasts and common people die?" There is

something harsh and grating in the collocation of these words of the
*' Melancholy Cowley ;" yet he meant no harm, for he was a kind, good
creature as ever was born, and a true genius. He there has expressed

concisely, but too abruptly, the mere fact of their falling alike and to-

gether into oblivion. Far better Gray's exquisite words,

*' On some fond breast the parting soul relies
!"

The reliance is firm and sure ; the " fond breast " is faithful to its trust,

and dying transmits it to another ; till after two or three transmissions,

holy all, but fainter and dimmer, the pious tradition dies, and all memo-
rial of the love and the delight, the pity and the sorrow, is swallowed up
in vacant night.

' Posthumous Fame ! Proud words—yet may they be uttered in a

humble spirit. The common lot of man is, after death—oblivion. Yet
genius, however small its sphere, if conversant with the conditions of the

human heart, may vivify with indestructible life some happy delineations,

that shall continue to be held dear by successive sorrowers in this vale

of tears. If the name of the delineator continue to have something sacred

in its sound—obscure to the many as it may be, or non-existent—the

hope of such posthumous fame is sufficient to one who overrates not his

own endowments. And as the hope has its root in love and sympathy,
he who by his writings has inspired towards himself when in life, some of
these feelings in the hearts of not a few who never saw his face, seems
to be justified in believing that even after final obliteration of Hie
jacet from kis tombstone, his memory will be I'egarded with some-
thing of the same affection in his Remains.'
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Art. IV.— The Bible in Spain; or, the Journeys, Adventures,

and Imprisonments of an Emjlishynan, in an Attempt to circu-

late the Scriptures in the Peninsula. By George Borrow.
Three volumes. 8vo. London: 1843.

"VTr Borrow does not profess to be a ' tourist or writer of books
^-*- of travel;' his is the record of a missionary adventure in a
benighted land from whence many Xaviershave sallied forth, but

where few have entered. The Bible in Spain! and its first appear-

ance—this juxtaposition of things having no apparent connexion,
brings the serious, solemn, and sublime in constant contact with
the ridiculous, the lowly, and the wicked. The book is a spiritual

Don Quixote, a Gil Bias, a Pilgrim's Progress into a land of

contradiction ; where exception is the rule, where the virtues and
civilization of Christian Europe clash with the vices and bar-

barism of the heathen East. Its author, if at times serious even
unto sadness, is never churlish or ascetic—never morose or mis-

anthropic ; the milk of human-kindness flows in his veins ; his

disposition is cheerful, such as becomes the bearer of tidings of

peace—solemn as becomes their vital import. His every feeling

is an inlet of joy; his pages, true exponents of the man, are

studded with heartfelt admiration for the beauties of nature

;

and the rare feasts spread every where as for a banquet in this
* valley of the shadow of death.'

The ' Gypsies of Spain,' Mr Borrow's former work, was a
Spanish olla—a hotch-potch of thejockey tramper, philologist, and
missionary. It was a thing of shreds and patches—a true book
of Spain ; the chapters, like her bundle of unamalgamating pro-
vinces, were just held together, and no more, by the common tie

of religion; yet it was strange, and richly flavoured with genuine
borracha. It was the first work of a diflSdent, unexperienced
man, who, mistrusting his own powers, hoped to conciliate

critics by leaning on Spanish historians and gypsy poets.

These corks, if such a term can be applied to the ponderous
levities by which he was swamped, are now cast aside ; he
dashes boldly into the tide, and swims gallantly over the
breakers.

The Gypsies were, properly speaking, his pilot balloon. The
Bible and its distribution have been the business of his existence

;

wherever moral darkness brooded, there, the Bible in his hand,
he forced his way. What necessity, it may be asked, for tiiis

work of supererogation in Catholic Spain ? Whence the diffi-

culty of a religious progress in that civilized land, the appanage
of Saint lago, the patron of the Palmer ?
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Although of the many unfounded pretensions of the Spaniard,
his crowning- pride is, that he is the Christiano viejo—the originaf
Christian of Christendom, sans peur et sans reproche—that his

religion, la Fe, the Faith, is the only pure and adulterated ;—yet,

in sad truth, Christianity—a belief in a Redeemer founded on
the Gospels—scarcely glimmers through the practical Marianism
and revived Paganism—the female and image worship, the forms
and superstitions, which there have long prevailed. There
E-ome, in full possession of unquestioned power, guarded by
the sword of the State and the fire of the Inquisition, has ex-
panded into fullest growth; every thing beneath its influence has
withered, save superstition, or its twin-sister infidelity. Whatever
may be the esoteric doctrines of the priesthood ; whatever, like

Leo X., they in secret may disbelieve—they have virtually

reared for the People's Temple a fabric of legends and abomina-
tions, at which the scholar smiles and the Christian weeps. This
consecration of error, coupled with an exclusion of all know-
ledge of any thing better, has obtained an inveterate prescrip-

tion among a people ignorant, isolated, and foes to all inno-

vation. Local and incohesive as is Spain—province diff'ering

from province in language, costume, and manner, each district

interested only for itself—each individual only for himself—in

this clinging to their exclusive creed alone, all are united. It

is the sun of the system, by which each atom, revolving on its

own axis, is attracted and kept in its place. All are herein

agreed—liberal or servile, Carlist or Christino. The Cortes of

Cadiz in 1812, with civil and religious liberty on their lips, con-
firmed every previous act of moral despotism ; they rejected

the keystone of the edifice of freedom, and riveted fetters on
the conscience: with the unchanged superstition of Philip II.,

they conferred the command which they denied to Wellington,

on Teresa, a lovesick crackbrained nun of Avila, whom Gregoiy
XV., bribed by the gold of Philip IV., had placed in the

Calendar of she-saints instead of in Bedlam.
Bigotry has long, in the eyes of Spain, been her glory; in

the eyes of Europe, her disgrace. But many circumstances must
be remembered, which, if not her justification, at least oflfer

some palliation. Spain, at the first deluge of the Moslem,
was the forlorn post of Christian Europe. She alone, for seven
centuries, waged on her own soil a crusade against the infidel

invader. It was a close, everyday calamity, not a distant Pales-

tine. She fought for her creed and for her country ; her ortho-

doxy : the Cross versus the Crescent, was not an opinion but
a reality ; it tested the patriot as well as the Christian ; hence
the inflexible, uncompromising, unmerciful feeling of the early
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Spaniard, a soldier-monk. Such a principle endured to the

end, and triumphed. It was subdued by its own victory ; be-

came base and avaricious. The Inquisition, armed against

the treasures of the conquered infidel, changed the principle,

and embittered religious antipathies by rewarding persecution

with gold, the mammon of Iberian hearts. The Auto-da-Fe, a

spectacle where amusements are few, and one of blood which
they delight to shed, was never wanting. Ere the supply of

victims was exhausted, the voice of Luther preaching the trans-

lated Bible broke upon the priestly executioner. Spiritual

and temporal despotism saw the danger; and Spain, the here-

ditary champion of Christendom, armed in defence of Papacy,
the congenial creed of tyranny. A Lutheran became the

Shiboleth of hatred ; and when wars of religion, spent in their

own fury, were dying away elsewhere, they blazed forth again

in Spain ; and two centuries afterwards, the grandson of him who
revoked the edict of Nantes, was opposed in his succession to the

throne by Protestant England.
The existence of the Bible is utterly unknown to three-fourths

of the Peninsula; and even when alluded to in sermons, the

apocryphal portions, says Mr Borrow, are selected. The reli-

gious books for the people, are idle legends of monks, and lying

lives of saints. In this branch of literature few countries can
compete with Spain ; every province, as among the Pagans, has

its tutelar—every district its patron, relic, and miracle shrine.

These are detailed in quartos and folios, and long will remain to

prove the existence of what posterity would otherwise refuse to

credit. Little indeed do those Roman Catholics of England,
who have never quitted our shores, dream of what Romanism
is in Spain. They would share in the pity of the startled

Protestant himself—at the first witnessing: what is tau^-ht,

pamted, and performed in those idol-peopled Pantheons

—

Specta-

tum admissi risum ttneatis? Spain is more ultra- Roman than
Rome itself. She stands in relation to indifferent Italy, as the

bigot ]Moor to the laxer Ottoman. In Italy—nay, under the

shadow of the Tiara—the Bible is not entirely prohibited ; and
wherever that light even glimmers, darkness palpable cannot
exist. Error shrinks bat-like from day. Rome herself is abashed,

and, when compared to Spain, looks half corrected.

When printing, by giving wings to the Bible, broke the chains

forged at St Peter's for the liberties of the world, the Old Man
of the Seven Hills, wise in his generation, pruned away the

grosser fallacies which he had palmed on an age of ignorance.

He shrunk from the Bernis, the Aretinos, who, admitted behind
the scenery, could see the dirty puUies by which the imposing
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spectacle was managed. While the Italians scoffed at the Church
and its head, the Spaniards, far away, beheld looming in the
misty distance the ghost of the Roman Empire : the iron Alba,
a man unaccustomed to fear, trembled in the presence of an aged
Pontiff whom the lily-livered Italians were mocking. While
the wisdom of Machiavelli, presiding in the Conclave, amended
the system to suit the advanced intelligence of Europe, Spain,

when her sword was broken, retired in sullen pride into herself:

hermetically sealed in her self-imposed ignorance, she knew
nothing of discussions which elsewhere shook the film from
men's eyes. She knew nothing of the new artifices of the

mystery of iniquity, by which the grosser cheats were replaced.

She clung to the creed and practice of the dark ages—a spot in

the rising sun of the west—and the old Christian, as he was the
last in Europe to put on the chains of Rome, was the last to cast

them off. Sooner shall the skin of the Ethiopian be changed,
than the idiosyncrasy of the Iberian. The man Spaniard is

the same, whether clad in armour or the cowl. Their Chapter-
house and Council-chamber rejected the suggestions of the cau-
tious Vatican ; thus, in our days, have Juntas and Ferdinands,
therein alike, spurned the advice of England. Spain, moored to

the prejudices of her ancestors, remains stationary, while the rest

of the world sails by : the densest mists are gathered round her
spires, as the fogs which, cleared away from the plains, make
their longest home on the sierras of the Asturias—the cradle of

her Gothic monarchy and intolerance. Spain is the true mother of

Saint Domenick ; the founder of the Inquisition of Torquemada :

she was incarnate in Ximenes; the stern expeller of the wealthy
commercial Jevv', and the industrious agricultural Moor. Fana-
ticism, which reared the monarchy, introduced the dry-rot into

the edifice. Fanaticism is the brand, that he who runs may
read, in the dehesas and despoblados—the depopulated wastes of

the Peninsula. The crime has entailed its punishment.
Notwithstanding this, Mr Borrow, whose whole book wars

with the evil, asserts in his Preface, that ' Spain is not
' a fanatic country. I know something about her, and declare
' that she is not, nor has ever been : Spain never changes.'

If Mr Borrow, as we suspect, uses the word fanatic in the

limited sense of a reference to Rome, he is perfectly correct.

Spain is jealous of the foreigner alike in spiritual or temporal
concerns ; it was only in 1086 that the Roman liturgy was
forced on her by Alonzo VI., yielding to the influence of his

French wife and primate; for France always has been the

worst foe to Spanish independence, whether of soul or country.

Papal supremacy followed her ritual; but the allegiance was
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limited. The Gothic Morarabic rite maintained a concurrent

authority; and Ximenes, when he reprinted the volume, and re-

established the ceremonial at Toledo, gave Rome a hint of not

forgotten former independence. Isabella, whose only fault was
yielding to the national bigotry, never permitted Rome to usurp

her prerogatives; she, like Philip II., Charles III., Ferdinand

VII., Espartero, was dutiful to the Holy Father when indulgent

;

disobedient when he refused to humour or oblige. The magic
of the Tiara was dispelled whenever un- Spanish persons or prin-

ciples were endeavoured to be forced on Spain. Never was
Rome sacked more brutally by Gaul, than she was by her eldest

or most Catholic child ; no court has ever treated the Vatican

with greater practical unconcern and opposition, whenever Spa-
nish interests were in the wa3^ The Spaniard is a being of

locality. His Pope is el ciira, the parish priest : his King is the

Alcalde. These representatives of authority are despots within

their jurisdictions, careless of every thing beyond. Thus the

pigeon-fancier inquisitor, who supplied the market at Cordova,
* sutfered no other dovecots to be kept in his district.'— (i. 355.)

The bulk of Spaniards at this moment, wearied with conflict-

ing interests, are possibly indifferent ; but under this apathy a

volcano sleepeth. Were their prejudices really assailed, the

demon of fanaticism, which Mr Borrow well knows lives in his

opponents, would thunder out again in the voice of the univer-

sal nation ; for oriental Spain is and ever was ultra-fanatic.

Trusting that we have correctly interpreted Mr Borrow's limited

application of the term, the novelty and ingenuity of some of his

deductions deserve attention. He believes the subserviency of

Spain to Rome to be founded on pride, not on religion. The crafty

Pope flattered this besetting sin ; he gave to Spain the post of

honour, and entitled her King the Catholic. Thus he made her the

executioner of his intolerance. When the iron of Spain was
deprived of power, the Pope stole her purse ; and, by flattering

her second pride of wealth, cajoled her out of the New World's

gold, and converted his hangman into his banker. Spain, in

her present decrepitude and poverty, is no longer an object of

solicitude.

' Wars,' says Mr Borrow,' ' came into the land. Napoleon and his

fierce Franks invaded Spain; phmder and devastation ensued, the effects

of which will prohahly be felt for ages. Spain could no longer pay pence

to Peter so freely as of yore, and from that period she became conlemp-
til)le in the eyes of Rome, who has no respect for a nation save so far as

it can minister to her cruelty or avarice. The Spaniard was still willing-

to pay as far as his means would allow ; but he was soon given to under-

stand that he was a degraded being— a barbarian ; nay, a beggar. Now,
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you may draw the last cuarto from a Spaniard, provided you will concede

to him the title of cavalier and rich man, for the old leaven still works
as powerfully as in the time of the first Philip ; but you must never hint

that he is poor, or that his blood is inferior to your own. And the old

peasant, on being informed in what slight estimation he was held, re-

plied, " If I am a beast, a barbarian, and a beggar withal, I am sorry for

it ; but as there is no remedy, I shall spend these four bushels of barley,

which I had reserved to alleviate the misery of the holy father, in procu-

ring bull spectacles, and other convenient diversions, for the queen my
wife, and the young princes my children. Beggar! carajo! The water

of my village is better than the wine of Rome."
'

There spoke the genuine Castilian ; this is the living prin-

ciple of his country; this is the Espanolismo, which has defied

alike the vis inertice. of dull Austrian and Bourbon—the furia

francesa of Bonaparte. Degraded and incompetent as are the

higher classes, wanting as are the middling, the wide base of the

social pyramid is built on the rock. The peasantry still represent

the time-honoured name of a country, blotted almost, by the

misdeeds of their rulers, from the map of Europe.

Mr Borrow is a friend of the people ; all his sympathies are for

the oppressed masses, whose virtues are their own, and whose vices

are the faults of an infamous government in church and state.

He sedulously avoided the worthless nobility of Spain. In the

lowly dwellings of the many he never wanted hospitality or

protection ; and he has well repaid the obligation, by recording

gratefully their unbought courtesies. They were among his

best agents in the circulation of the Bible. They, the honest

and industrious portion, were crushed in the fierce collision of civil

warfare. They sighed for peace, while the idle and disreputable

swelled the contending hordes ; abusing the sacred name of coun-

try ; making patriotism the resource of scoundrels ;—a pretext to

indulge in the Iberian propensities of robbery and butchervj

of ' Guerilla'—a little, and truly Spanish war of bushfighters

and assassins. ' Oft,' says Mr Borrow, ' when I was sharing
* at nightfall the frugal fare of the villager of Old or New Cas-
* tile, on hearing the distant shot of the Christino soldier or

* Carlist bandit, he would invoke curses on the heads of the

* two pretenders, not forgetting the holy father and the goddess
* of Rome, Maria Santissima. Then, with the tiger energy of
* the Spaniard when roused, he would start up and exclaim

—

* " Vamos, Don Jorge, to the plain, to the plain ! I wish to

* enlist with you, and to learn the law of the English. To the
* plain, therefore, to the plain to-morrow, to circulate the gospel

* of Ingalaterra."

'

This nice distinction of soldier or bandit, will be too fine, per-
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haps, for some. It marks, however, our author's detestation of

Don Carlos, in whom he sees the Pope. Yet he is no Munoz,
no lover of Christina— ' of whom,' says he, 'the less said the bet-

ter.' He advocates principles, not parties : long ere he visited

Spain, or these unhappy wars had commenced, he had sworn an

eternal Hannibal hatred to Rome ; he had staked his life in circu-

lating the Bible, Rome's antidote, without respect of persons or

nations. Every where his allies were Iter enemies: thus in Spain,

Jew, Lutheran, Greek, nay Gypsy himself, each hating the other,

combined under his anti-Papal banner, and merged their private

differences in one great hatred and revenge. They warred against

i\\e\v enemy^establishment: they retained all the Spanish fanaticism;

the direction alone was changed ; and while dissent marshalled

on Mr Borrow's side ail religious opponents, reform enlisted the

political. Those who saw in religious liberty, the germ, the foun-

dation of civil freedom, seized gladly on the volume of the Re-

formation, and listened to the key-note of Mr Borrow, ' where
* the Scriptures are read, there neither priestcraft nor tyranny can
' long exist.'— (i. 55.) Nor were good men wanting in the lost

cities of the plain, who came forward in the Bible's cause, influ-

•enced by the love of God, and the hope that ' it would even-
' tually contribute to the peace, happiness, and civilization of their

' native land.' Few, very few of any class had any clear under-

standing on the subject. To them, the Bible, and the means of

salvation which it holds out, were a sealed book. Romanism, if

cast off, only leads to infidelity, if no other instruction be at

hand. When the trick of a false master is discovered—when
his way, the assumed only true path, is found to be error—the

undeceived, indignant, deem all religion a cheat, and are driven

into dreary infidelity. Hence all ' talked about priestcraft,

* confounding it with religion, and forgetting in their abhorrence
* of it their God and Saviour.'— (i. 65.) This was the danger

which Mr Borrow always, and most strenuously pointed out. He
was no sectarian, no bigot of an exclusive creed : he could see

Catholic truths under the corruptions of Rome. He revered the

holy guardian of the ark, ' the ancient, grand, and imposing re-

ligion.'— (i. 89.) He could do justice to her great and good
children. He could honour Loyola, ' a portentous man, and

honest withal.' He could see that his system produced pupils

' seldom vicious and licentious in after life, men of learning and
' science.'— (i. 94.) He could admire the sublime portions of

the creed of Islam—the giving all glory to God ; the abhorrence

of idol worship—and justly thought that there was more practical

religion in the creed of Mahomet, than in the superstitions of

the mystery of iniquity : above all things, he was no destroyer
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of existing- systems from blind hatred ; he never attacked the

Pope, without offering a remedy for the nuisance which he

endeavoured to abate ; and his reform was the Bible. Hinc
ilia. lacrymcB ! Hence the merciless opposition of all who saw
the shadow of coming calamity over their privileged abuses

;

hence the piiblic and personal fanaticism ; the infidel yell,

Ecrasez VInJame—the bloodthirsty cry, ' Crucify him ! crucify

him !' Hence the seizing and burning the Bible with the zest

of the Auto-da-Fe ; hence the bufFetings, imprisonments, and

persecutions endured by Mr Borrow, and which finally drove

him from Spain to seek protection even among the bigots of

Africa.

These moral difficulties were enhanced by the lowly garb, the

forma pauperis, in which our missionary travelled, like Burckhardt

in Arabia ; triple brass must indeed be about his breast, who, un-

shielded by gold or authority, braves the Spanish Apollyon in

his native lair. Ok I dura tellus Iberice ! There, under the most
favourable circumstances, the wayfarer must arm himself as for a

campaign. Spain is indeed a weary land : how cheerless are her

elevated central plains, storm-blown and frost-bitten in winter,

arid and calcined in summer ! No trees break the blasts, no
shade refreshes the eye, no singing-bird the ear, in this un-

disputed heritage of the wild-bee, the locust, and the vulture

;

few and far between are the miserable hamlets, ill-appointed are

the roads, deficient in every thing but danger and discomfort

;

lofty, rugged, and impracticable are the sierras—the fastnesses

of men indomitable as themselves ; and over these steppes and

these Alps did our pilgrim bend his steps. Often did his her-

culean frame sink under those hardships of which he has given

a most graphic account ; yet he was admirably constituted by
nature, and prepared by taste and apprenticeship, for the under-

taking.

If the gypsy doctrine of Metempsychosis he true, the soul of

honest John Bunyan has passed into the mortal coil of Mr Bor-

row. Nor are analogies wanting in their biographies. The
' Pilgrim,' bred to the gypsy avocations of mending tinkling brass,

exchanged the hammer for the sword, and plunged into the orgies

of Cromwell's camp. But a love for better things, and a poeti-

cal temperament, ran like veins of silver through his rough
granite. Awakened by the still small voice, he threw off the

trooper, retaining nothing but his fire and courage. He became
a preacher ; his sectarian sermons caused him to be thrown into
' the den' of Bedford jail; there, like Cervantes in the prison

of La Mancha, he turned author. In the ' den ' of Madrid Mr
Borrow followed their example, and we wish his works no worse
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destiny. We wish, too, that he would, on some leisure day,

draw up the curtain of his own eventful biography. We collected

from his former work that he was not always what he now is.

The pursuits and society of his youth scarcely could be deno-

minated, in Troloppian euphuism, La Creine de la Creme; but

they stood him in good stead ; then and there was he trained

for the encounter of Spain. The zamarra and sheep-skin resist

brambles which would rend lawn and cassock. Mr Borrow dis-

approves of the fine linen system ; and thus commends the rector

of the English Papist College at Lisbon. ' I looked through
' a window, at a great height, and saw^ about twenty or thirty

' fine lads sporting in a court below. " This is as it should

' be," said I ; " those boys will not make worse priests from a

* little early devotion to trap-ball and cudgel-playing. I dislike

' a staid, serious, puritanic education, as 1 firmly believe that it

' encourages vice and hypocrisy."'— (i. 94.) He well knows

the value of his own athletic accomplishments, and particularly

his equestrian. Vv'hilst sowing his wild-oats, he became passion-

ately fond of horse-flesh. To this his first love, although wedded

to better things, he frequently turns. It is his hobby. No man
is a better judge of a horse; no one know's better how to ride.

He can shoe his steed and cure him. The Spanish farriers took

him for a wizard. Nor is he ignorant how to sell one judi-

ciously. His consolation in travel, as it was to another patient

suiferer, is the ' Ha ! Ha !' and the description of a champing-

steed. He has no less joy in a well-broken thorough-bred,

than over a converted gypsy. ' What,' he exclaims, ' is a mis-
' sionary in the heart of Spain without a horse? This consi-

' deration induced me now^ to purchase an Arabian of high caste,

' which had been brought from Algiers by an officer of the

* French legion. The name of this steed, the best I believe

' that ever issued from the desert, was Sidi Habismilk, ?'. e. Prince
' Mustard.'

This is * a thing of Spain,' the land of ' Caballeros.' Thou-
sands who never crossed quadruped save an ass, would yet stab

the churl who denied to them the title of horseman. Saint lago

never appears on foot. What would be the Cid without Babieca ?

Don Quixote without Rosinante? Mr Borrow, like Dardanus
and the heroic shades in Elysium, however purified from the

things of earth, continued to find a spiritual relaxation in feeding

his own horse.

Lord Peterborough, who had seen more King^s and Postilions

than any man of his age, did not outstrip Mr Borrow in Spain. He
' Fk'w like a squib from place to place,

And travellM not, Itut rode a race.'

VOL. LXXVII. NO. CLV. H
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His pace conciliated bull-fighters, (i. 159)—and frightened Arch-
bishops. He was no curate raised on the Episcopal maxim of

hunt not, fish not, shoot not. Nor did he foolishly risk loss of

condition in himself, or the horse that was to carry him, by
neglect of food. He was not scared by Mr Frovvde's buttered

toast. He was no Honourable and Reverend who could not preach

without some previous jelly in the vestry. His appetite, hke his

common sense, was good. He used cheerfully all savoury food

which fell in his way. He shared the sailors' dish ; and, when
they apologized for its plainness, accepted it with thanks, telling

them that ' a million better men than he had a worse supper.'

~(iii. 3;i2.)

But it is time to let him tell his own story. We shall remark
upon it as it goes on. It was in November 1835 that he first

made the coast of the Peninsula, and, like all not afflicted with

ophthalmia, was enraptured with the first sight of Lisbon—beau-
tiful as a virgin's dream : he soon discovers that distance lent

enchantment to the view. The illusion is dispelled on landing.

Many a city of the Peninsula, as in the East, sun-gilt and pic-

turesque from afar, is, when entered, a whitened sepulchre, filled

with dirt and decay. Our pilgrim, disappointed equally with the

inhabitants, ' heartily wishes himself back in Russia—a country
* which he had quitted about a month previously, and where he
* had left cherished friends and ivarm affections.' Frost and snow,
which nip the flower, drive man into his home and nourish the

charities of domestic life : what blossoms and bears fruit under a
chilly sky, is scorched by the despot suns of the tropics. There,
are fostered the upas, the snake, and the hyena ; there the heart

of man is hard as crystal, and cold as the icicle, albeit the blood

boils in a lava torrent. Spain may be the land of passion, but

the gentle affections pine, and pure enduring love is rare ; for

little of the tender or the refined is to be found in hard Iberia or

her children.

Mr Borrow, although no tourist ' in search of the picturesque,'

has a true perception of nature. His out-of-door existence has
brought him in close contact with her, in all her changes,

in all her fits of sunshine or of storm ; and well can he portray

her, whatever be the expression. Always bearing in mind the

solemn object of his mission, he colours like Rembrandt, and
draws like Spagnoletti, rather than with the voluptuous sunni-

ness of Claude Lorraine and Albano. His chief study is man

;

and therefore, as among the classics, landscape becomes an
accessory. Thus, at Cintra, he dwells on the ' savage gran-

deur and superstitions' of the Moors, which hover over the

moonlit ravines ; while at Matra he declines altogether seeing the
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regular lions, and enquires for the schools—to the amazement of his

guide and the masters. The Portuguese pedagogue abroad is some-

what sullen, and, to his credit, is ashamed of himself and of his

pupils. Books are rare, and those who read them not over

plentiful : one schoolmaster, utterly unable to construe Mr Bor-

row, wonders most candidly ' how Englishmen, the most learned
' and intelligent in the world, should visit a place like Cintra,

' where there was no literature, science, nor any tiling of nti/ili/.

— (i. 13.) This sage, although he did not know it, knew himself

and his countrymen well. Interest is their grand mainspring ;

utility, of the utilitarian school, is their test ; therefore, like

Orientals, they judge of the actions of others by a reference

to those motives only which would have influenced themselves

:

hence the inconveniences to which Mr Borrow and all travellers

are put, who quit the high-road, look to tlie right or to the It-ft,

or act in any manner differently from a native of their presumed
condition.

Few Spaniards of the better classes travel for pleasure; as-

suredly if they did, they would be disappointed. To them the

dangers and discomforts are a reality ; while the romance, the

novelty, the contrast— all that indemnifies, nay enchants, the

stranger, is wanting. The native has no delight in the country

in which he dares not live. No Spaniard botanizes, geologizes,

or draws, except the few who are employed professionalh'^, and
for specific purposes. Thus, when a stranger, arriving in a remote

district—nobody knows who, or why, or from whence—begins

digging the earth, tapping rocks, sketching country, ascending

commanding heights—can it be wondered at that he should him-

self become the observed of all observers, and set down as a spy,

an engineer, a sorcerer—questioned, imprisoned, as Mr Borrow
was, or shot, as he almost was? The cry, he is mapping the

country, taking plans, awakes the Alcalde from his siesta. The
geologist, in searching for a mine of gold, has discovered a lost

treasure; the artist is making a chart to facilitate the removal.

To worship nature for herself in her secluded sanctuaries

—

to court danger for the love of excitement— to climb the eagle's

alp, is unintelligible to the bulk of Spaniards and 7^urks. '1 heir

feelings, as regards the country, are devoid of all relish for either

the beautiful or the picturesque. Hence Spain has produced
few landscape-paitvters, and those are far inferior in detail and
fidelity to the Dutch—in the ideal and classical to the Italian—in

the true and natural to the English.

To go back, however, to the school : Mr Borrow examines
the pupils, and finds, as throughout the Peninsula, that two-
thirds have never heard of the Bible, even by name : hence he
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determines to establish depots for its sale, and starts for the pro-

vince of Alentejo on the 6th of December. Missing the regular
pas'iage-boat, he crosses the wide and wintry Tagus in a small

craft guided by a wild boy—the description is a Backhuysen.
•Saved ' by the will of the Almighty' from the waters, new perils

await him by land ; he gallops through desolate scenes, the sole

conversation of his guides being the robberies and murders
usually committed thereabouts on travellers ; themes more appo-
site than agreeable. In these wastes he meets a goat-herd tending
his flock, and taming a sullen wolf-cub ; he sits down on the

hill-side, and when he enquired if he knew any thing of God
or Jesus Christ, 'the man,' says he, 'looked fixedly in my face
' for a moment, and then turned his countenance towards the sun,
' which was beginning to sink in the west, nodded to it, and then
' again looked fixedly upon me. I believe that I understood the
' mute reply, which probably was, that it was God who made that
' glorious light which illumines and gladdens all creation ; and,
' gratified with that belief, I left him and hastened after my com-
' panions, who were by this time a considerable way in advance.'
— (i. 42.)

Mr Borrow, throughout his labours, has always found the

children of the field more open to feelings of religion than the

dwellers in cities :

—

' God made the country, and man made the town !'

He reaches Evora, picturesque Evora, so inhumanly sacked by
the French under Loison, the one-handed ' bloody Maneta.'

Here, in the afternoons, he sat him down at the fountain, outside

the town ; in this truly oriental fashion he spoke to at least two
hundred persons, ' none of whom had ever seen a Bible.' They
were ' bigoted Papists.' That was enough to rouse our preacher,

who well knew that in the Pope was centred the whole question

at issue—whether man was to think for himself, or as another

thought for him. Mr Borrow never spares the Pope; he treats

him with defiance and sarcasm ; his strain is that of Bunyan's
Christian, who derides the ' infirm giant, alive, yet by reason of
' age, and also of the many shrewd knocks that he met with in

' his vounorer days, grown so crazy and stifle that he can now
' do little m.ore than sit in his cave's mouth, grinning at pilgrims

* as they go by him, and biting his nails because he cannot come
* at them.' ' How strangely times alter!' said Mr Borrow, as he

surveyed his newly-opened Bible establishment at Madrid :

—

' Pope of Rome I Pope of Rome I look to thyself. That shop may
be closed ; but oh I what a sign of the times, that it has been permitted

to exist for one day I It appears to me, my Father, that the dajs of

your sway are numbered in Spain ; that you will not be permitted much
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longer to plunder her, to scoff ut her, and to scourge her with scorpions,

as in bygone periods. See I not the hand on the wall ? See I not in

yonder letters a " Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin ? " Look to thyself,

Batuschca. And I remained for two hours leaning- against the wall,

staring- at the shop.'— (ii. t)72.)

Battischca, which he applies in his preface and elsewhere

somewhat irreverently to his Holiness, is a Russian word, much
used among the domestic seris, who are fond of applying it to

their masters—it means ' Father :' the common soldiers inva-

riably call the Emperor ' Batuschca Tsar.' It is likewise a term of

friendship and of endearment— Batuschca Borrow, Batuschca
Bunyan. It is equivalent to the Spanish ' 2Vo,' uncle ;

' old

fellow.'

And here we must regret one serious drawback to the full

enjoyment of the vei y dramatic dialogues in these volumes ; they

are larded with strange languages—Romany, Arabic, Moori^h,

Hebrew—to say nothing of others which are not always supposed
to be intelligible to country gentlemen. The delicate aroma of

these phrases may possibly escape it translated into English ; it

certainly does when not translated at all. Mr Borrow's pages are

polyglotts ; his faculty for acquiring language is on a par with

his muscular capability of enduring hardship ; he despises the

elements of earth, air, water, and grammar ; he has mastered

many of the idioms of Europe and Asia ; he publislied, some years

ago, translations from thirty languages, which are now re-adver-

tised in London. To use a gypsy term for a linguist, ' he knows
the seven jargons ;' his conversations and his writings resemble

an intricate mosaic, of which we see the rich variety, w'ithout

comprehending the design.

All languages have some peculiar words, the exponents of

things peculiar to the country : these are naturalized by less

favoured nations. Thus the French have borrowed from us

'comfort' and 'gentlemen;' we in return have been benefited

by their 'ennui,' 'guillotine,' and suchlike. Mr Borrow, in

whose mouth are the tongues of Babel, selects, as he dashes

along currente calamo, the exact word from any idiom which

best expresses the precise idea which sparkles in his mind.

Those who have ears but cannot understand, must call lustily

for a dragoman : we hope to see a glossary appended to

the second edition. The Propaganda at Rome, where mis-

sionary pupils exhibit their unknown tongues in a recitation,

would not be less useful or entertaining could the audience know
one word of what they were saying. This gift of tongues, which
is absolutely necessary to a missionary, has saved Mr Borrow
from danger and death : go where he would, like Janus, he had
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more ears than plainer mortals. He not only speaks the lan-

guage of every country into which he travels, but that of the

foreigners whom he meets there, who, while plotting in the secu-

rity of their vernacular, of which they have no idea that their victim

has the key, are understood and baffled. Mr Borrow, moreover,

knows the different dialects as well as the slang of these languages,

and the peculiarities of pronunciation. Thus, he can discover a

Spanish iew by the sound of a particular word, (i. 224,) and vice

versa. The imaginary power given by Le Sage to his Asmodeus,
of seeing through the roofs of houses, was not a less rich fiction for

strange scenes, than this actual faculty possessed by Mr Borrow
of reading thoughts when concealed by words. Jews take him
for a Rabbi, (i. 96 ;) Gypsies for a great Caloro, and offer their

daughters in marriage, (i. 179 ;) Inquisitors for a ' learned holy

man, and one of them,' (i. 356 ;) Bishops for a sorcerer, (iii. 9 ;)

Alcaldes for Don Carlos, (ii. 264.) The mistakes are those of

an Arabian fairy tale. The moral influence, backed by physical

powers, courage, and bold horsemanship, thus obtained over a

people credulous in charms and supernatural agency, and pas-

sionate admirers of personal prowess, was universal. Truths

divine came commended from the tongue of a preacher, whom his

congregation saw had not laid aside the cestus, but, like Friar

Tuck, could and might knock them down. It w'as an argumen-

tum ad hominem which satisfied the bull-fighter Sevilla, a man
of bronze and a glorious horseman. ' Es mucho hombre,' said he

of Mr Borrow,
' A man, ay, every inch a man ;'

' a good rider, and next to myself there is none like him,' (i. 259.)

This was not mere compliment, for he offered to lend him gold.

Mr Borrow knew his power ; he enters Labajos unarmed, carries

off his servant from prison in spite of the whole population, (iii.

138;) he turns alguazils out of doors by main force, (iii. 19,)

which Hercules never did in Spain ; he defies even the Corregi-

dor of Madrid, to whom the Lord Mayor is a farce : those who
know the delirium tremens with which the very sound of Juslicia

infects all Spaniards, will require no more.

No wonder these peasants at Evora did not molest him al-

though he attacked their Pope, and told them that they were not

Christians—an inconceivable, unheard-of affront from a heretic.

This, Mr Borrow, with some naivete attributes to his ' eye,

which he fixed upon them,' as Van Amburg does on tigers. His
' calm reproving glance' scares dogs as well as Portuguese: he

tries it on an immense beast * who flies at him with eyes that

' glowed, and fangs that grinned. I stooped down until my chin
' nearly touched my knee, and looked him full in the eyes

—
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" The hound he growled and back he tied,

As struck with fairy charm."'

The animal's master comes out, and, beholding this unmission-

ary position, becomes as civil as his doo;, and takes Mr Bonovv
to a nunnery, where he gets ' some delicious cheese-cakes, the
' handiwork of the nuns, which he relished much for tea.'

—

(i. 109-110.)

Fear, base as is the motive, operates with bipeds and quadru-
peds in the Peninsula ; convince them that you can and will be
master, and they submit. Mr Borrow, in his sermons, knew the

effect of a dash of brimstone in the perspective ; conscience makes
cowards of congregations, who respect a pastor who positively

declines to insure them. The fear of the h\vc\\, pendentis habence^

is the fundamental element of authority.

Mr Borrow's earnestness at Evora is taken in good part ; it

' sank deep into their hearts ; many departed musing and pen-
' sive ; although few could read, he gave them volumes of life

;

' for many a book which is abandoned to the waters, is wafted
' to some remote shore, and then proves a blessing to millions.'

On the Sunday the maid of the inn, Geronima, remains at home,
and, recollecting the day, produces her little library— ' lives and
miracles of saints ;' but among them was a translation of Vol-
ney's ' Ruins of Empires,' which a young man had given her as

the ' best of books.' Mr Borrow tells her ' that the author was
' an emissary of Satan, and an enemy of Jesus Christ and the
' souls of men ; that it was written with the sole aim of bringing-
' all religion into contempt. She made no reply, but going into
' another room, returned with her apron full of dry sticks and
' brushwood, which she piled upon the fire, and produced a bright
' blaze. She then took the book from my hand and placed it

* upon the flaming pile; then sitting down, took her rosary out
' of her pocket, and told her beads till the volume was consumed.
' This was air auto-da-Je in the best sense of the word.'.

—

(i. (i2.)

Mr Borrow's love for the Portuguese resembled that of

Slender. It was not great at the beginning, and decreased upon
better acquaintance— ' fine by degrees and beautifully less ;* and
he was right, for they are not a commendable race. He mounts
his horse, and sets off like the Tartars among whom he had lived

so long :
' on we flew,' says he, ' like a whirlwind, the hoofs of

' the animals illuming the paths with sparks of fire which they
' struck from the stones.' Mr Borrow not only rides like a squib,

as Swift said of Mordaunt, but writes like one. In his abrupt
beginnings and endings we have much of the old ballad of Spain,

which leaps into its subject and rushes to conclusions ; a single
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event is described in simple, effective, and dramatic style; the

emphatic points are strongly marked ; tbe tale is told and finished

without much explanation of subject or actors either before or

after ; the previous acquaintance of the reader is assumed ; no-

thing is overdone. Mr Borrow in this is an artist, vi'ithout

being artificial ; he keeps curiosity alive by leaving something
in his inkstand ; he knows when to stop, and when his pro-

posed object is obtained he leaves well alone, and neither dilutes

Curacoa, nor laughs at his own jokes ;—he lets them tell by
their own force, and passes on to something else, as if uncon-
scious of the effect produced, or that we are dying to know a

little more. Such sketches must please, since the imagination of

the reader is busy in filling them up according to each indivi-

dual's own liking; occasionally, however, they teaze from excit-

ing without satisfying. Mr Borrow, whose natural habits are

rambling, disregards the callida junctura ; the bit is in his teeth,

and he longs to get on. He is not yet quite broken in, although

improving under the gentle lash of the critic ; his paces in this

work are better than those of his former ; he no longer dashes out

into gypsy verse, with which his ' Zincali' were deluged. He has

wisely dropt the rhymes and written his poetry in prose, and poe-

tical it really is : here and there he interweaves a couplet, after

the fashion of honest Banyan, which, though quaint and unpro-

sodaical, sins rather in manner than in matter— the fruits

of genuine feeling springing up from the heart's inner fountains,

neither borrowed from the classics, nor emasculated by rules.

' Thoughts coming,' are knocked of, as the Pilgrim said,

' Like sparks that from the coals of fire do fly ;'

or to use a true gypsy metaphor— ' More than a thousand rosy
' daughters, which gracefully circumvolving expire.'

Mr Borrow proceeds to Spain, through a cut-throat country,

guided by a half-idiot lad. His lonely night sketches (i. 106)

contrast with the rich colouring of his daylight.

* Soon the brilliant sun of Portugal illumined an entrancing- beauty.

Groves of cork-trees covered the further side of the valley and the dis-

tant acclivities, exhibiting here and there charming vistas, where various

flocks of cattle were feeding ; the soft murmur of the stream, which was

at intervals chafed and broken by huge stones, ascended to my ears and

filled mv mind with delicious feelings. I sat down on the broken wall,

and remained gazing, and listening, and shedding tears of rapture ; for,

of all the pleasures which a bountiful God permitteth his children to

enjoy, none are so dear to some hearts as the music of forests and

streams, and the view of the beauties of his glorious creation. An hour

elapsed, and 1 still maintained my seat on the wall ; the pas^t scenes of

jpy life flitting before my eyes in airy and fantastic array, through which
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every now and then peeped trees and hills, and other patches of the real

landscape which I was confronting- ; the sun hurnt my visage, but 1

heeded it not.'— (i. 114.)

He mounts again, and is soon overtalcen by some Portuguese

troops, who were escorting stores into Spain.

' Six or seven of these soldiers marched a considerable way in front

;

they were villanous-looking ruffians, upon whose livid and ghastly

countenances were written murder, and all the other crimes which tiie

Decalogue forbids. As I passed by, one of them, with a harsh, croaking

voice, commenced cursing all foreigners. " There/' said he, " is this

Frenchman riding on horseliack," (I was on a mule,) " with a man" (the

idiot) " to take care of him, and all because he is rich ; whilst I, who
am a poor soldier, am obliged to tramp on foot. I could iind it in my
heart to shoot him dead, for in what respect is he better than I? But

he is a foreigner, and the devil helps foreigners and hates the Portu-

guese." He continued shouting his remarks until I got about forty

yards in advance, when I commenced laughing ; but it would have been

more prudent in me to have held my peace, for the next moment, with

bang— bang, two bullets, well aimed, came whizzing^ past my ears. A
small river lay just before me, though the bridge was a considerable way
on my left. 1 spurred my animal through it, closely followed by the

terrified guide, and commenced galloping along a sandy plain on the

other side, and so escaped with my life.'— (i. 124.)

These chance shots are plentiful as blackberries on Peninsular

roads, where memento mori is inscribed on every milestone, and
on the knife of every armed peasant. The Iberians, in all

periods of their history, were reckless alike of the lives of others

and their own. Life in Spain has few charms, and less value;

they set it on the cast every day ; if they lose they pay the for-

feit, if they win they exact the penalty. Death is a thing of

course ; blood alone can slake their murderous thirst. Toros de

muerle is the cry; the bull must die, or the sport is that of chil-

dren. Hence the Draco code; hence the internecine warfare;

hence the howlof unanimous indignation with which the Elliot

mercy treaty was received at Madrid. To spare a prisoner was
the great crime which hurled the consenting minister from office.

No Spaniard thinks an authority in earnest, or not a traitor,

unless death be his sentence, and the execution immediate

;

hence the imminent danger incurred by Mr Borrow, in Galicia,

of being shot on the spot without trial.

He soon casts his shoe over wretched Lusitania, scornfully

reproving her ungrateful children, who ' traduced his own glo-

rious country'—curs who bite the hand which alone has pro-
tected them, even in their hour of need. Arriving at the nar-

row Rubicon which divides Portugal from Spain, his ears, long
wearied with the shrill squeaking dialect, are saluted by the
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magnificent sonorous language of Castile. It was from a

beggar ! fit sentinel and symbol of a nation, too proud to work,

yet not ashamed to beg or borrow. Mr Borrow flung him
some silver, and held on his way with more speed than before

;

paying, as Gil Bias says, little heed to the torrent of blessings

which the mendicant poured forth in his rear.

Escaped from Portuguese bullets and Spanish benedictions,

he enters Badajoz, where he sojourns some weeks among those

Zincali who are described in his former works. He starts for

Madrid, accompanied by Antonio, a gypsy bound on the ' aft'airs

of Egypt.' At Merida he is housed for three days, concealed

by crones whose life, manners, and language, recall the weird

sisters of Macbeth : thus he sees nothing of Emerita Augusta,

that Rome of Spain, and second scarcely to the Eternal City in

magnificence of remains. He rides forth once more ; dangers

increase ; even his companion trembles, while he is calm. ' I

' have no fears; every man must accomplish his destiny: what
' befalls my body or soul was written in a gabicote (book) a
' thousand years before the foundation of the world.'— (i. 153.)

We have no space even to abridge the incidents which befall

him : he at last is abandoned by his guide, and left to journey on

alone to Talavera. He is overtaken in the dark by a stranger,

who at once recognises him by his voice to be an Englishman.

He found, however, his match in Mr Borrow.

' The tones of the voice which delivered these words were in their way
quite as strange and singular as the figure to which the voice belonged;

they were not exactly the tones of a Spanish voice, and yet there was

something in them that could hardly be foreign ; the pronunciation also

was correct, and the language, though singular, faultless. But I was

most struck with the manner in which the last word, bueno, was spoken.

I had heard something like it before, but where or when I could by no

means remember. A pause now ensued; the figure stalking on as be-

fore with the most perfect indiflerence, and seemingly with no disposi-

tion either to seek or avoid conversation.'

Mr Borrow soon unravels the mystery. The stranger is a

Spanish Jew, a race of beings whose existence has been doubted ;

such and so long has been the exterminating proscription of the

Inquisition, against them especially.

' " You have two names," I continued ;
" one for the house and the other

for the street; both are good, but the one by which you are called at

home is the one which you like best."

' The man walked on about ten paces, in the same manner as he had

previously done ; all of a sudden he turned, and taking the bridle ol the

hurra gently in his hand, stopped her. I had now a full view of his face

and figure, and his huge features and herculean form still occasionally

revisit me in my dreams. I see him standing in the moonshine, staring
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me in the face with his deep calm eyes. At last he said : Es usted tam-

bien de nosotros ? (Are you then one of us ?)

'

He sups with Abarbenel, who reveals to him the secret of

the actual condition of the Spanish Jews in Spain. Their

history is yet to be written, and strange will it be : the Pen-

insula has long been their second Palestine ; the subjects of

Solomon who traded with Hiram, King of Tyre, settled in

Tarshish, Andalusia, long before Greece or Rome were heard

of. Their number was augmented by those who fled from the

Captivity. They settled at Toledo {'I'oledoth)^ the city of their

generations and their headquarters ; there they increased and
multiplied, until persecuted by the Goths, who first brought

religious intolerance into Spain. The Jews, in revenge, facilita-

ted the invasion of the cognate Moor. When Toledo was recap-

tured by the Christians, vast numbers were found there, who
were spared because guiltless of the Crucifixion, and being child-

ren of Jews who had quitted Jerusalem long before the commis-
sion of that crime. The golden age of the Spanish Jew was the

reign of Pedro the Cruel ; they espoused his cause, or rather their

own, for they had lent him money. They were oppressed by
the rival faction of Trastamara, and finally expelled by Isabella,

the Jezebel of their chronicles. The refugees settled in the

Asiatic and African coasts of the Mediterranean, where Spanish

is still the lang^uaije of their descendants. Those who remained in

Spain, unwilling to leave their hoards, pretended to become
Christians ; they relapsed in secret. These Judaizanles being-

rich, were the chief victims of the Inquisition: the information

collected from one of the judges at (^ordova is authentic.— (i. 358.)

The Spanish Jew and his condition is almost unknown, and
no where, of course, more so than in Spain, where he is loathed

past utterance : the tribe differs much from their race in all other

lands, with whom they hold no correspondence, have never seen,

and know only by vague report. The Spanish Jews are not nume-
rous, there may be some five hundred families : they trade in

wool and in sausages, longanizas^ of which incredible quantities

are eaten in Spain.

Singular as it may appear, there are Jews even among the

clergy of Spain. Mr Borrow was informed by a rabbi in Bar-
bary, that a canon of Seville was one of this proscribed race.

Abarbenel mentioned the case of an Archbishop who came in

privity to commune with an elder of his tribe, trembling at his

life of hypocrisy, and shuddering at the Ruali* The Prelate hav-

* This word, for Mr Borrow seldom translates, means ' spirit, breath.'

' Ruah ha Khadish,' the Holy Ghost; when the Ruah descends upon a Jqw^
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ing cleansed bis soul of the perilous stuff, returned to his diocese,

and died there in the renown of Catholic sanctity. Mr Borrow
conceals the name of this Iberian Ser Ciapelletto : he is unwill-

ing to tell all he knows, or to betray confidence, which might
expose many to new persecutions; for to burn a Jew is the

delight of old and young in Spain. In various parts of the

world he has lived much with this 'peeled' race; he is well

acquainted with their language and customs, whether in Spain,

in Lisbon (i. 95), Gibraltar (iii. 284), or in Barbary (ii. 21*2).

The Spanish Jews are among the best; they live quietly to

themselves, are rich, and thus can bribe the authorities in case of

suspicion. They are industrious and respectable, and consequently

most unlike their brethren in Lisbon and Gibraltar—twin sinks

of Hebrew iniquity, and of moral and physical uncleanness : there

they are receivers of stolen goods and thieves, devoid even of hon-

our amongst themselves; they are wicked and bigoted; they

break without scruple the laws of God and man, yet tremble be-

fore their priest—his forms and ceremonials, his threats of Dhui,

purgatory, cast them at his feet. Well, says Mr Borrow, do

crime and superstition go hand in hand. Thus the Spanish

robber crosses his shaggy breast with papal talismans : these

are the false issues by which the worst of forgers grow rich.

In the Peninsula, as in the East, a dread of witches prevails

;

the Portuguese wear bags round their necks, in which are con-

tained incantations, exorcisms, oracams^ written and sold by the

priests. Mr Borrow opens one, and prints the absurd formula,

(i. 58,) the prescription of a quack. Lord Bacon, who, when
a student, gratified an old woman by mystic letters, at least

wrote the truth— ' This is a charm, which can do neither good

nor harm.' The implicit belief of the patient works the cure

—

' si parfois le malade vient a mourir, ayez soin de I'enterrer de-

* cemment.' Amongst vegetable specifics against witches, is the

' rosemary;' it is called in Spanish romero, because worn by
pilgrims in their caps, on their return from Rome. The Por-

tuguese name is alccnm ; in which Mr Borrow traces the elleijrtn^

the elfin plant of Scandinavia, brought into the Peninsula by the

northern hordes. The customs of the people outlive the Pyra-

mids, and the symbol remains long after the original import is

forgotten.

The credulity and avarice of Spaniards are rich mines for

impostors ; hence the power of the gypsy, the treasure-finder

—

the Alberonis, and Mendizabal. Bait but the trap with gold,

it allows him no rest until the mandate is obeyed. David wrote the

88th Psalm when thus haunted.
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and the universal nation is caught. In these volumes will be

found an almost incredible tale of a Swiss, half-fool half-knave,

one Benedict Mol, who persuaded Queen Christina and her

cabinet, that a hoard of gold was concealed in a church at Sant-

iago. The man was sent there to find it, and, accompanied by

the civil and clerical authorities, proceeded to open the soil in

broad daylight, rendering all parties the laughing-stock of

Europe. The fact is perfectly authenticated. Those who can

believe that Santiago himself is buried at Compostella, can swal-

low a camel.

Mr Borrow reaches Madrid, and is kindly received by the British

ambassador, Mr Villiers, (now Lord Clarendon,) whose assist-

ance our missionary reveals, with a want, perhaps, of due dip-

lomatic caution. He has an interview with the Premier, Men-
dizabal, of loan celebrity, the Cagliostro of the moment. This

Jew boy of Cadiz, then commissariat-clerk in Portugal, stept

by an easy transition from the King's-Bench in England to

that of the treasury at Madrid. He looks at Mr Borrow. * I

' have seen a glance very similar to that among Beni Israel.'

He recognizes this Judio by his eye, as he had Abarbenel

by his voice. He found Mendizabal ' a bitter enemy to the
* Bible Society, of which he spoke in terms of hatred and con-
' tempt.' He was ' no friend to the Christian religion, which

I could easily account for.' Mr Borrow reasons with him in

vain. ' " I expected that answer," said the Premier; "for I have not
' lived thirteen years in England without forming some acquaint-
' ance with your phraseology."' He asks, ' not for Bibles, but
' guns, gunpowder, and money'—the usual modest request of

every Spanish minister to that fond ally who fights and pays for

all. Rem, quocunque modo rem, is the state secret of Spanish

office. To amass the most money in the shortest given time, is

the honest ambition of the highest and the lowest. He who omits

ta make his fortune when in power, is thought a fool. Peculation

is so universal, that it ceases to be a dishonour. Rogue keeps

rogue in countenance, as goitre does goitre in Switzerland.

Mendizabal, however, is soon turned out of office. Minis-

terial existence is short-lived; Spain, like a death-stricken patient,

changes her quacks, and vainly shifts from side to side in a

feverish bed, seeking but never finding relief Mr Borrow now
applies to the successors. The home-secretary, an empty An-
dalusian Duque, entertains him with palabras, promises much, and
performs nothing. This Duke de llivas was a puppet in the

hands of his own secretary—a true Arragoncse of the obstinate

breed, who drive nails into the walls with their heads: the

sketch of the master and man is playful and pungent. Dis-
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gusted by this , Mr Saywell, our pilgrim,' who has Spaniards at

his finger-ends, manages his aifair privately with another of

the ministers, who advises him to print his Bible without the

regular permission of his colleagues. Such is ever the Punic
plot and counterplot in cabinet and camerilla. Like the Jews at

Lisbon, there is not even honour among thieves.

Mr Borrow is busy with his type when a new calamity befalls

him. The new ministry is out before his edition. His account
of the ' affair' of La Granja is remarkable :

—

* Rude soldiers enter the chamber of Christina, and endeavour to

force her to proclaim the constitution ; she refuses the proposal, and
ordered them to withdraw. A scene of violence and tumult ensued, but

the regent still continuing firm, the soldiers at length led her down to

one of the courts of the palace, where stood her well-known paramour
Muuoz, bound and blindfolded. " Swear to the constitution, you she

rogue I" vociferated the swarthy sergeant. " Never!" said the spirited

daughter of the Neapolitan Bourbons. " Then your cortejo shall die !"

replied the sergeant. " Hoi hoi my lads
; get ready your arms, and

send four bullets through the fellow's brain." Munoz was forthwith led

to the wall and compelled to kneel down, the soldiers levelled their

muskets, and another moment would have consigned the unfortunate

wight to eternity, when Christina, forgetting every thing but the feel-

ings of her woman's heart, suddenly started forward, with a shriek ex-

claiming, <' Hold, hold!— I sign, I sign I'"

Such are the secret hinges on which mighty events have

always turned in Spain. Thus did the Regent widow of Philip

IV. beg and pray for the life of her contemptible minion Valen-

zuela ; thus did the Queen of Charles IV. kneel to the unflinching

Murat, to save her paramour Godoy. Then ensued the bloody

tragedy of Madrid, which is witnessed by Mr Borrow, who
before had been present at the ' three glorious days' of July

at Paris. There, amid the whizzing balls, while Quesada, like

a Manchegan bull, rode down the craven mob, did our pilgrim,

with the correspondent of the Morning Chronicle, quietly ' hire

' a front room for the day, and bolt the door— the reporter
' producing his pocket-book and pencil, and preparing to take
* notes of the coming events.' Such is national character!

While Spain exhibited herself on an arena of butchery, an

English newspaper agent books the particulars, to be duly served

up with hot rolls at the breakfast-tables of England ! The min-

istry, like all the other juntas, immediately take to their heels.

The Duke runs even unto Gibraltar. Had they stood to their

post but one little day, Quesada, stern and brave, w^ould have

quelled the insurrection. He is abandoned, quits Madrid, and is

murdered at Hortaleza. The carcass of the dead lion is torn

into morsels by the cowards who fled from his approach when
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alive. Mr Borrow is sipping his mocha in the chief cafe of

Madrid. In rush a party, bearing in a handkerchief the mangled
hand of Quesada—that hand how often have we pressed ! They
call for a bowl, stir it up with the bloody fingers, quaff it, yell-

ing hymns of Marseilles !

Mr Borrow now determines to make a tour into Galicia and
circulate his Testaments in person. He buys an laibroken
' furious black Andalusian stallion of great power and strength,
* and capable of performing a journey of a jiundred leagues in

* anveek's time ; but he was unbroken and furious. A cargo
' of Bibles, however, which 1 hoped occasionally to put on
' his back, would, I had no doubt, thoroughly tame him,
* especially when labouring up the flinty liills of the north of
' Spain.'— (ii. 9.) His next acquisition is a squire—one Antonio
Buchini, whose key-note is ' Je suis Grec, je suisjier, etfai des

pn'ncipes d'honneur.' ' " My wife,'" continued he, ' " will receive
* the moiety of my wages while I am absent, mi Lor, and
' therefore will have no reason to complain of being deserted.
' Complain ! did I say ; my wife is at present too well instructed
* to complain. She never speaks nor sits in my presence unless
* I give her permission. Am I not a Greek, and do I not know
' how to govern my own house? Engage me, mi Lor i I am a
' man of many capacities—a discreet valet, an excellent cook, a
* good groom and light rider ; in a word, I am Pw,aa/V;c. What
* would you more?" I asked him his terms, which were extra-
* vagant, notwithstanding his principes d'honneur. I found, how-
* ever, that he was willing to take one half.'— (ii. 19.) But he
proved worth double in the end. He was a Leporello Lazarillo

de Tormes— Gil Bias and Sancho Panza combined : he was faithful

to the last, for better and for worse. He shared his master's peiils,

tended him in sickness, visited him in prisons : take him for all

in all, says his kind mi Lor, ' I ne'er expect to see his like again.'

They sally forth ; visit Salamanca, the headquarters of vino de

Toro and prejudice. Here, while doctors and dons, senior fellows

and junior proctors scowl, the Irish receive him kindly: ' but
* when,' says he, ' did the fear of consequences cause an Irish-
' man to shrink from the exercise of the duties of hospitality?
* However attached to his religion—and who is so attached to
* the Romish creed as the Irishman?— I am convinced that not
* all the authority of the Pope or the Cardinals would induce
* him to close his doors on Luther himself, were that respectable
* personage at present alive and in need of food and refuge.
< Honour to Ireland and her "hundred thousand welcomes!'"
He prints bills, advertising the sale of Bibles, and placards the
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venerable walls of Salamanca—to the amazement of the heads of
houses, unaccustomed to these phenomena of puffing and heresy.
Mr Borrow's next visit is to Pituega ; here he is well received

by the Cura, whose person and character are nicely marked. This
is one of the good, the hardworking bees, who buy the Bible
even in Spain. The drones and dignitaries of Rome are ever
the virulent opposers. The benevolent Cura talks while his

hungry guests eat— ' " There, my friends," said he, " where
' you are now seated, once sat Wellington and Crawford, after
' they had beat the French at Arapiles, and rescued us from
' the thraldom of those wicked people. I never respected my
' house so much as I have done since they honoured it with
' their presence. They were heroes, and one was a demi-god."
* He then burst into a most eloquent panegyric of El Gran
' Lord, as he termed him, which I should be very happy to
' translate, were my pen capable of rendering into Englisli the
' robust thundering sentences of his powerful Castilian.' At
Pedroso, a churlish village, none will receive him. ' I at last

' found my way to the church porch, where I continued some
' time in meditation. Before departing, however, I took out
* and affixed to the porch of the church an advertisement to the
* effect that the New Testament was to be purchased at Sala-
' manca.'— (ii. 47.) Thus did Fernando de Pulgar affix on the

mosque at Granada, in 1491, the Ave Maria, the Shibboleth of

the great Diana of Spain. He travels, the plot and adventure

thickening, to Santiago, and thence to Pontevedra, where he
hits off, with dramatic humour, a bibliographical notary—a true

specimen of the ' local ' prejudices of every son of Spain. At
Vigo he is twice arrested for only once looking at the bay.

Thence he makes an excursion to Cape Finistierra, which is

perhaps the wildest episode in the three volumes, and redolent

with the Borracha of Spain and Spaniards. He was impelled

by his desire to revisit an iron-bound coast, on which he had for-

merly escaped shipwreck by a miracle. He was anxious, in

gratitude to his Saviour, to carry one Bible to that benighted

and rarely-visited spot. During the whole excursion, to use a

phrase of Don Quixote, he is up to his elbows in adventure

;

every thing goes wrong. He arrives at last, M'eary and way-
worn ; is taken for Don Carlos, and arrested by the Alcalde. In

vain he details the real objects of his visit. ' He could under
' stand no such motives. " What did you ascend the mountain

'for?" "To see prospects." "Disparate! I have lived at

* Finistierra forty years and never ascended that mountain. I

' would not do it in a day like this for two ounces of gold. You
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* went to take altitudes, and to mark out a camp." '— (ii.

2G5.) Galicia is the Boeotia of Spain. Rarely there do men
in office deviate into sense. These English eccentricities

are not to be explained by Spanish motives. They appear so

utterly devoid of all common sense, that the charitable and

well-informed of Spaniards attribute them to that which they

believe exists, more or less, in every British bonnet.
^
Those

who are neither charitable nor well-informed—that is, nine out

of ten—suspect method in the madness ; and are firmly con-

vinced that it is shammed by the English Bruti^ who pretend

to have lost their wits for their own or their country's good.

Our bibliomaniac is saved from execution by the intervention

of a sailor, who, having served under Nelson, vouches for his

being a genuine Englishman : as the consul at Coruna did for

Lord Carnarvon, when taken up by Count Eguia as Don Mi-

guel. Mr Borrow is sent off under arrest to Corcubion. Here

the Alcalde, a model of Mayors, was providentially a reader of

Jeremy Bentham. His great name effects what Nelson's could

only commence. Mr Borrow is released, the functionary having

been put into high good-humour with him and his Bible. ' Ha,
* ha ! how very singular ! Yes, I remember. I have heard that

' the English highly prize this eccentric book. How very singu-

' lar that the countrymen of the grand Baintham should set any
' value upon that old monkish book ! '—(iii. 277.)

Mr Borrow returns to Madrid, having passed through

Gijon and Leon;—mishaps and adventures accumulating like

a rolling snowball. Those who remember Lord Carnarvon's
* Portugal and Galicia,' and his visit to Gijon in order to be-

hold the site where his uncle was shipwrecked, his subsequent

arrest and endangered life, will find a striking parallel in what

befell Mr Borrow. How unchanged and unchangeable are

Spaniards ! here we have two authors, the antipodes of each

other, visiting these localities after a long interval of years, and

meeting with the same treatment ! These two witnesses are

fr^ from the remotest suspicion of previous collusion or commu-
nication, and faithful is their testimony, each confirming the

other; none can doubt the identity of the things they portray.

The form and outline are the same, the effects of colouring alone

varied ; common their dangers, and common their unlooked-for

deliverance ; common the insolence, the suspicions of authority.

Rank, fortune, and recommendations, were no protection to the

peer—the garb of poverty and humility, no safeguard to the

pilgrim ; when the fears or fanaticism of the Spaniard are roused,

he neither respects persons nor listens to common sense or hu-

manity. God protect the unhappy wight who is caught in the

VOL. LXXVII. NO. CLV. i
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meshes of Spanish justice ! If he fall into their clutches full, he
will leave them like a squeezed Seville orange. If he be poor,

they will extract copper even from his rags—from him that hath
nothing, even that which he has will be taken away.
New persecutions awaited Mr Borrow on his return to Madrid.

Count Ofalia, the head of a new Ministry, was a timid creature

of the priestly party. ' The soul of this poor man must have
originally belonged to a mouse,' says Mr Borrow. After an
interview, the Premier warns him of his danger. Soon after, an
assassin meets him at night, and bids ' him discontinue the sale

* of his Jewish books, or a knife will be nailed in his heart.'

—

(iii. 2.) No word in the English language can give the vitu-

perative force of this epithet in a Spaniard's mouth. Such was
the ' hellish rancour and hostility to the Word of God' exhi-

bited by the Romanist clergy.

At length his Bibles are all seized by order of the Corregidor,

the ' Lord Hategood' of Madrid. Those in the Basque lan-

guage, for which there was no demand, were stowed away in the

official vaults ; while the police myrmidons dispose for their own
profit of those translated into gypsy lingo; for which there was
a great request, being considered charms against excisemen. Thus
his worst enemies became agents for the distribution of the Bible

!

Mr Borrow, nothing daunted, is seized and carried to prison.

This favour had previously been denied to him, when, like

Howard, he wished to enter that den of guilt and injustice. Those
who pass the portal of that barrier, from whence few return, bid

a long farewell to hope. His description of the interior and of

the inmates will be read with painful interest : one of the crimi-

nals is a Frenchman, a villain of the deepest dye, very well bred,

and soon after hiing. The portrait of the governor is a full

length by Velazquez.* He rises and advances to meet Mr
Borrow.

' He was about forty years of age, and his height might have amounted
to Sonne six feet two inches, had he not been curved much after the

fashion of the letter S. No weasel ever appeared lanker, and he loojced

as if a breath of kir would have been sufficient to blow him away ; his

face might certainly have been called handsome, had it not been for its

extraordinary and portentous meagreness ; his nose was like an eagle's bill,

his teeth white as ivory, his eyes black, (oh, how black!) and fraught

with a strange expression, his skin was dark, and the hair of his head

* The sketch of La Carcilera de Toro, the wife of the jailer at Toro,

and a greater amateur of prisons than Mr Borrow himself, is a clever^ew-

dant to this worthy of Madrid— See ii. 68.
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like the plumage of the raven. A deep quiet smile dwelt continually

on his features ; l)Ut with all the quiet it was a cruel smile, such a one

as would have graced the countenance of a Nero. *' Caballero," said

he, " allow me to introduce myself to you as the alcayde of this prison.

I perceive by this paper that I am to have the honour of your company

for a time, a short time doubtless, beneath this roof; I hope you will

banish every apprehension from your mind. I am charged to treat you

with all the respect which is due to the illustrious nation to which you

helong, and which a cavalier of such exalted category as yourself is en-

titled to expect. A needless charge, it is true, as I should only have

been too happy of my own accord to have afforded you every comfort

and attention. Caballero, you will rather consider yourself here as a

guest than a prisoner ; you will be permitted to roam over every part of

this house whenever you think proper. You will find matters here not

altogether below the attention of a philosophic mind. Pray, issue what-

ever commands you may think fit to the turnkeys and officials, even as

if they were your own servants. I will now have the honour of conduct-

ing you to your apartment—the only one at present unoccupied. We
invariably reserve it for cavaliers of distinction. I am happy to say that

my orders are again in consonance with my inclination. No charge

whatever will be made for it to you, though the daily hire of it is not

unfrequently an ounce of gold. I entreat you, therefore, to follow me,

cavalier, who am at all times and seasons the most obedient and devoted

of your servants." Here he took off his hat and bowed profoundly.

His speech was delivered in pure sonorous Castilian, with calmness,

gravity, and almost with dignity. Now, who was this alcayde? one of

the greatest rascals in Spain ; a fellow who had more than once, by his

grasping cupidity, and by his curtailment of the miserable rations of his

prisoners, caused an insurrection in the court below, only to be repressed

by bloodshed, and by summoning military aid ; a fellow of low birth,

who only five years previous had been a drummer—but Spain is the land

of extraordinary characters.'— (ii. 26,)

And Mr Borrow is their historiographer. He best can paint

them who has seen them most. He has, indeed, had a rare good
fortune in falling in with that class who frequented the road to

Jericho, and he does them justice. The well-bred bearing of

Spaniards, however low their origin, and the admirable manner
in which they represent any office, however high, is truly ori-

ental. Ali Pasha was the mildest and most gentlemanlike man
Byron had ever seen ;

yet he rose from the dregs of society.

The ease and propriety with which Sancho Panza enacts the

governor, is a thing of every day in Spain, where the serf is

the raw material of the general or minister. The true key to

understand this country and its anomalies, is the oriental test

;

those who compare it with an European standard will invari-

ably be mistaken. Mr Villiers takes up the cause of the ille-

gally arrested British subject ; the Government perceives its
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error, and sends the Solicitor- General to tamper and compro-

mise. The functionary soon discovers that he has cauo^ht a Tar-

tar ; Mr Borrow refuses to go out of prison except with all the

honours of war ; he parries the special pleader with his Bible

—

* But Paul said unto them, They have beaten us openly uncon-
' demned, being Romans, and have cast us into prison ; and now
* do they thrust us out privily ? nay verily : but let them come
* themselves and fetch us out.'— (iii. 34.)

He remains there three weeks, and is thus enabled to gratify

his 'curiosity, the leading feature of his character.'— (i. 57.)

The Spaniards, who act on the oriental and classical principle of

non admirari in most things, and particularly in cases ofjusticiar

and the consequent jail, become more completely at fault ; the

priests suspect that he was learning ' thieves' Latin,' and would
print a ' thievish gospel : woe is us ! we shall all be Lutheran-
' ized. What infamy, what rascality ! It was a trick of his own.
' He was always eager to get into prison, and now in evil hour
' we have sent him there, el bribonazo, [the scoundrel ;] there

* will be no safety for Spain until he is hanged ; he ought to be
* sent a los cuatro infiernos, [to the four hells,] where at his lei-

* sure he might translate his fatal gospels into the language of

* the demons.'— (iii. 59.) They spread reports in Madrid, that

he ' had written a book which was to overturn Spain, open to the
' English the gates of Cadiz, give Mendizabal all the church
' plate and jewels, and to Don Martin Luther the archi-episco-

' pal palace of Toledo.'— (iii. 6L) Nothing can exceed the

exaggeration of a Spaniard except his credulity. The Govern-
ment at last succumbs, admits the injustice, and offers to pay
damages. Mr Borrow again declines obliging them, being

unwilling that such ' despicable beings' as are Spanish Ministers,

should be able to say that they used an Englishman illegally

and satisfied him with base lucre. The cabinet * kept their

' money,' says he, 'and probably laughed in their sleeve at my
* want of common sense.'— (iii. 75.)

This triumph, like a Spanish victory, proves worse than a de-

feat. The humbled pride of the powers that were, takes revenge

in an increased persecution of the Bible and the agent: Ofaliabids

him ' beware ;' he defies the mouse-hearted Premier, and seeks

an interview with the Archbishop of Toledo. His Grace, like

Gil Bias's master at Granada, was somewhat on the wane. ' No
SB,' \quo se id—the universal answer, the ' I don't know' of

Spaniards—was his cuckoo-note on all religious questions.

When Mr Borrow talks to him about precious stones and steeds,

his Grace brightens up ; the horse's shoe peeps out from both

their cassocks ; the Primate advises the missionary not to ride so
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hard : thus, in the old ballad, the Pope lectures the Cid for his

roughish proceedings. The Archbishop is a type of Spain, fallen

from her high estate : this drivelling, modern representative of

the ' third kings' of former days, the mighty Tenorio, Mendoza,
and Ximenes, has kept pace in degeneration with the decrepitude

of the monarchy.
Madrid is made too hot for Mr Borrow ; unable to sell the

prohibited Bible in the capital, and unable to sit still, he mounts
again, urged like the Highland bearer of the ' Fiery Cross.'

* My resohition is taken : I shall mount my horses, which are neigh-

ing in the stable, and betake myself to the villages and plains of dusty

Spain. Al campo, al campo : " Ride forth because of the word of

righteousness, and thy right hand shall show thee terrible things." I

will ride forth, Maria.'— (iii. 89.)

This Maria is his landlady, and a truly excellent person. Mr
Borrow found in the women of Spain his best allies. They were
more inclined to religion and attendance at church ; where,
indeed, can dress be shown oft' to greater advantage ? He sets

forth for Villa Seca, where Maria has relations. He is aided

by the peasants, and circulates the Bible in the environs of To-
ledo, the navel of Gothic intolerance. The chapter is redolent

with ojo, and evinces his intimate acquaintance with Spanish
character and its weak side : his mock-heroic speech to the elders

of the hamlet (chap. iii. 103,) is conceived in excellent grave
comicality, and answers its purpose most effectively. Treat the

Spaniard as a gentleman, a wise and potent senator, and you
make him a fool and your tool. Their pride may be guided by
a straw, not driven by a rod of iron ; mismanage them, and no
Manchegan mule is more recalcitrant. This Homeric oration

is on a par with the address to the Nacional, and the dialogue
on passports and Lord ' Balmerston.'—(Chap. i. 2U0.)

We cannot follow Mr Borrow and his agents during this

summer campaign, when the dog-days and coup-de-soleil were
the least of dangers. He sells many Testaments to the peasantrj^,

to whom some religion is a necessity ; they give their last mites

cheerfully. One instance will suffice :

—

' The first village at which I made an attempt was Cobenna, about
three leagues from Madrid. I was dressed in the fashion of the peasants

in the neighbourhood of Segovia, in Old Castile ; namely, I had on my
head a species of leather helmet or montera, with a jacket and trousers

of the same material. I had the appearance of a person between sixty

and seventy years of age, [he was really about thirty,] and drove before

me a borrico with a sack of Testaments lying across its back. On
nearing the village, I met a genteel-looking young woman leading a little

boy by the hand : as I was about to pass her with the customary saluta-
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tion of vai/o usted con Dios, she stopped, and after looking at me for a

moment, she said: " Uncle (Tio), what is that you have got in your

borrico ? Is it soap ?"

' " Yes," I replied ;
" it is soap to wash souls clean." She demanded

what I meant; whereupon I told her that I carried cheap and godly

books for sale. On her requesting to see one, I produced a copy froui

my pocket, and handed it to her. She instantly commenced reading

with a loud voice, and continued so for at least ten minutes, occasionally

exclaiming : Que lectura tan honita, que lectura tan linda ! " What
beautiful, what charming reading!" At last, on my informing her that

I was in a hurry and could not wait any longer, she said, " True, true,"

and asked me the price of the book : I told her " but three reals," (about

7d.,) whereupon she said, that though what I asked was very little, it

was more than she could afford to give, as there was little or no money
in those parts. I said I was sorry for it, but that I could not dispose of

the book for less than I had demanded, and accordingly, resuming it,

wished her farewell, and left her. I had not, however, proceeded thirty

yards, when the boy came running behind me, shouting, out of breath,

" Stop, uncle—the book, the book
!

" Upon overtaking me, he delivered

the three reals in copper, and seizing the Testament, ran back to her,

who I suppose was his sister, flourishing the book over his head with

great glee."—(iii. 152.)

The local clergy communicate with Madrid, a hue and cry is

raised, ' with hellish rancour and hostility to the Word of God.'

(iii. 148.) His depots of Testaments are seized—his occupation

is over. He departs for Andalusia, and sojourns in Seville,

hiring a lonely house, which, with his mode of life, his rides,

and agents, is vividly described. In spite of the jealous sur-

veillance of the forewarned authorities, labourers are not want-

ing for his vineyard. Among them is one Dionysio, a Greek

bookseller—of whom we, in our time, have bought many a

parchment-bound legend—another is also a Greek, an humble

mason, of the venerable name of Chrysostom. Although they

had become half Spaniards, and almost forgotten their mother

tongue, they reasoned like Athenians of the days of Pericles.

' All that is not Greek is utterly bad and barbarous !'_ They
assist him against the Papacy, the ' Latin church,' which they

abhor with the old Greek leaven against Rome.
Mr Borrow, driven from Seville, visits Cadiz and Gibraltar,

which he sketches right well. He embarks for Tangiers, being

himself the least strange of the crew and passengers : such car-

goes, which would make a shilling exhibition at Dover, are of

everyday occurrence in these localities. At Tangiers he is

patronized by the Consul, and is at last at peace. The locust

alone, in the words of his Moorish attendant, being superior

to the pasha and the consul ; the language of the latter is worthy

of the more than representative of majesty.
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* " Take thisg'entleraan," says the great man, " to the house ofJoanna
Correa, the Mahonese widow, and enjoin her, in my name, to take care

of him and attend to his comforts ; by doiiiji^ which she will confirm me
in the good opinion which I at present entertain of her, and will increase

my disposition to befriend her."— (iii. 346.)

Mr Borrow lingers among the Moor ; he masters their cha-

racter and language ; he sketches nicely their fanaticism, pride,

boasting, and ignorance—their gentlemanlike manner and resig-

nation, their false cruel government, founded in bad faith and
ingratitude, heaping insults and injuries on British interests, for

which there is no remedy but force. They are Spaniards in

turbans.

Such is the vxQxe feuille de route of our author—the outline of

his pilgrimage. We have not attempted to name the houses of

entertainment on the road, or the persons that dwell therein

;

they range from the gypsy to the consul ; and although ' the
' descriptions of scenery and sketches of character have been
supjdied from memory,' they are fresh and entire. It is the

identity of the camera lucida ; the country is drawn with the

daylight of a sketch made out of doors, and on the spot ; the

figures in the foreground, as if they had sat for their por-

traits. Mr Borrow's memory must be prodigious; doubtless his

facility of acquiring language is connected with this natural fa-

culty. A constant reference to a serious soul-absorbing end, con-

centrated attention ; long and solitary rides in lonely Spain,

throw a man on himself, and engender a reflective communing
habit ; facts and things are fixed, and associated with each other

;

the slight and single threads by which each particular is tied, are

drawn up one after another, until, thickening into a rope, they
raise a whole existence from the deep wells of memory : a trifle

of no apparent importance furnishes the key wherewith is un-
locked a cabinet of things rare and strange, which are docketed
and put away ; the match is applied to a train of dormant recol-

lections, which light up into bright joys, or may be into the
wormwood of bitterness ; a rude touch shakes dow^n from the

cypress branch the rain-drops long suspended, which start into a
shower of tears.

How much has Mr Borrow yet to remember, yet to tell ! let

him not delay. His has been a life, one day of which is more
crowded than is the fourscore-year vegetation of a squire or alder-

man. Hitherto not even the rapid succession of events which
usually obliterate each other, has dimmed the vivid recollections

of our author; every thing seems sealed on a memory, wax to

receive, and marble to retain. He is not subjective. He has
the new fault of not talking about self. We vainly wish to know
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what sort of a person must be the pilgrim in whose wanderings
we have been interested : That he has left to other pens. He was
crossed in his execution of it by Colonel Napier, who has thus

taken his portrait at full length, in his pleasing Letters from the

shores of the Mediterranean. The scene is the inn at Seville :

—

* After breakfast it set in a day of rain, and I was reduced to

' wander about the galleries overlooking the Patio, (court-yard.)
* Whilst occupied in moralizing over the dripping waterspout, I

* observed a tall gentlemanly-looking man, dressed in a zamarra,
' (the Spanish fur jacket,) leaning over the balustrades, and appa-
' rently engaged in a similar manner with myself. From the stran-

' ger's complexion, which was fair, but with brilliant black eyes,
' [these are those which scared the dogs and Portuguese,] I con-
' eluded he was not a Spaniard ; in short, there was something
* so remarkable in his appearance, that it was difficult to say to

* what nation he might belong. He was tall, with a command-
' ing appearance, yet, though apparently in the flower of man-
* hood, his hair was so deeply tinged with the winter of age
' or sorrow as to be nearly snow-white. Under these circum-
' stances, I was rather puzzled as to what language I should
' address him in. At length I began with " Bon jour, Mon-
' sieur—quel triste temps !

" " Yes, sir," he replied in the purest
' Parisian accent, " and it is very unusual weather here at this

' time of the year." We were soon on a friendly footing, and
' from his varied information I was both astonished and inter-

' ested. Still I became more than ever in the dark as to his na-
* tionality. I found he could speak English as fluently as French,
* I tried him on the Italian tack—again he was perfectly at
* home. He had a Greek servant to whom he gave his orders
' in Roman. He conversed in good Castilian with " mine host,"
* exchanged a German salutation with an Austrian baron, at that
' time an inmate of the Fonda; and on mentioning my morning
' visit to Triana and the gypsies, he said that their origin was
' from Moultan, and that they retained many Moultanee and
* Hindostanee expressions to this day. He was rather startled

' when I replied in " Hindee"—but entered freel)'- and with depth
' and acuteness on the affairs of the East, most of which part of
' the world he had visited. I was as much as ever in ignorance
^ as to who he might be. I questioned Antonio, and his an-
* swer only tended to increase my curiosity. He said that no-
* body knew what nation the mysterious stranger belonged to,

' nor what were his motives for travelling. In his passport he
^ went by the name of , and as a British subject ; but
' in consequence of a suspicion being entertained that he was
' a Russian Spy, the police kept a sharp look-out on him.'
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Next day Colonel Napier rides with the unknown to Italica,

to examine the amphitheatre and Roman remains. The stran-

ger, to the astonishment of the peasant guide, recites, ' with
' great emphasis and eiFect, some well-known English verses. A
' gypsy S^^^

approaches to beg charity. These ruins are annu-
* ally tenanted by some of the tribe. '• Stop," said the unknown,
' " do you remember what I told you about the eastern origin of

* these people ? you shall see I am correct. Come here, my pretty

* child," said he, in Moultanee, " and tell me where are the rest

' of your tribe." The girl looked astonished, replied in the same
' tongue, but in broken language.' She takes them to the rest

of the tribe. The males, by a quick motion to their sashes, in

which are kept the deadly Spanish knife, boded no friendly

reception. The girl whispers to an old crone, and ' the unknown'

ttered one word, but that had the effect of magic. ' She pro-

strated herself at his feet, and in an instant, from an object of

suspicion he became one of worship to the whole family, to

whom on taking leave he made a handsome present, and departed,

to the astonishment of myself, and what looked very like terror

in our Spanish guide. I was, as the phrase goes, dying: with

curiosity, and as soon as we mounted our horses exclaimed,

" Where, in the name ofgoodness, did you pickup your acquaint-

ance and the language of these extraordinary people ?" " Some
years ago, in Moultan," he replied. " And by what means do

you possess such an apparent influence over them ?" But the

unknown had already said more than he perhaps wished on the

subject ; he drily replied, that " he had more than once owed
his life to gypsies, and had reason to know them well." But
this was said in a tone which precluded all further enquiries.

The subject was never again broached, and we returned in

silence to the Fonda. The next day it rained, and I was mostly

in the society of the unknown. This is a most extraordinary

character. He appears acquainted with every body and every

thing, but apparently unknown to every one himself. Though
his tigure speaks youth, and by his own account his age does

not exceed thirty, yet the snow of eighty winters could not

have whitened his locks more completely than they are. But
in his dark searching eye there is an almost supernatural pene-

tration and lustre, which, were I inclined to superstition, might

induce me to set down its possessor as a second Melmoth ; and

in that character he often appears to me during the troubled

rest I sometimes obtain through the medium of the great soother,

laudanum.'

Lord Carnarvon's evidence vouches for the accuracy of Por-

tugal and Galicia. Colonel Napier now confirms Andalusia. We,
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who know both localities, can add our humble testimony. The
book is a true record ; and therein it is superior to Gil Bias.

The flavour of Spanish adventure is equally rich, the quiet

humour and knowledge of character not less remarkable.
' This work,' says our author, ' was written in a solitary ham-

' let in a remote part of England, where I had neither books to
' consult, nor friends of whose opinion or advice 1 could occu-
' sionally avail myself, and under all the disadvantages which
' arise from enfeebled health. I have, however, on a recent
* occasion, experienced too much of the lenity and generosity of
' the public, both of Britain and America, to shrink from again
' exposing myself to its gaze; and' trust that, if in the present
' volumes it find but little to admire, it will give me credit for

' good spirit, and for setting down nought in malice.'

That credit we cheerfully extend, bidding him be of good
cheer. ' He that now goeth forth in his way weeping, and bear-
* eth good seed, shall doubtless come again with joy, and bring his

* sheaves with him.'

Art. V.— 1. Jugendleben und Wanderhilder . Von Johanna
Schopenhauer. (Recollections of my Youth and Wander-
ings. By Johanna Schopenhauer.) 2 vols. Brunswick:

1839.

2. Zeitbilder— Wien in der Letzten Halfte des Achizehulen Jahr-

hunderts. Von Caroline Pichler. (Sketches of Bygone
Times— Vienna in the Latter Half of the Eighteenth Cen-
tury. By Caroline Pichler.) Vienna: 1839.

'T^HE authors of these works were, in their day, among the
-^ most popular female novel-writers of Germany ; and some
of their productions rank with the standard novels of that coun-

try. The first of the two also published travels in France,

Belgium, and England, and a little work of some merit on old

German art, entitled ' Van Eyk and his Contemporaries.' This

lady's life was a varied and eventful one. It was her lot to live

through, and partly to witness, some of the greatest events of

modern times. Her earliest recollection was the dismemberment
of Poland, and the consequent ruin of her paternal city, Danzig.

Then came the American war, which excited such intense and

universal interest. Her first visit to Paris was during the mut-
terings of the storm which soon burst over France. She was pre-

sent at Versailles the last time Louis XVL and his unfortunate
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Queen were permitted to celebrate the Fete de St Louis. She saw
the last gleam of their setting sun. She liv^ed for some years in

Hamburg, and had thus an opportunity of comparing that city with

its Hanseatic sister and rival, Danzig, her native place. After the

death of her husband she went to reside at Weimar. She had not

been there a fortnight when thebattleofJena felllike a thunderbolt

upon Germany. She has left a circumstantial and lively account
of the scenes of which she was an eyewitness at that terrible

moment. At Weimar she lived in the closest intimacy with

Goethe; and her house was the resort of the eminent persons

who were attracted to that remarkable court.

Unfortunately, the whole of this eventful history, from the

year 1789, exists only in mere notes and fragments. At the age
of seventy-two she sat down to put her ' Recollections' into a
regular form and order ; but she had got little beyond the period

of her early marriage, when her hand was stopped l)y a sudden
but placid death. The last incident recorded in them is the

arrival, at Danzig, of the news of the destruction of the Bastile.

Her daughter, upon whom devolved the duty of publishing these

Memoirs, chose rather to give them in their fragmentary form
than to fill up the chasms from her own knowledge of her mother's
history ; and though such a work could never fall into more
competent hands, we admire the good taste which influenced her
decision. She has added nothing but the few words absolutely
necessary to explain the circumstances under which the book
was given to the world.

Madame Pichler's work consists of Reminiscences. True to

her vocation as a novel-writer, she has strung her amusing
' Sketches' of the society of Vienna at the end of the last cen-
tury on a thread of story. This detracts from the air of truth
which they would otherwise have, and, as the story itself is of
the feeblest texture, adds nothing to the interest. They lose

the character of descriptions by an eyewitness, which is the
greatest merit such a work can possess. Madame Pichler is in-

ferior to her northern contemporary in the candour which ought
to preside over all comparisons of different ages or countries.

She is more prejudiced in favour of the ' good old times,' and
more apt to lament over the degeneracy of modern manners.

These two works, with one or two others to which we shall

occasionally refer, will enable us, we hope, to lay before our
readers some agreeable details ; and at the same time to furnish
some glimpses of the life and condition of the middle classes in
Germany at the end of the last century.
The progress made by England in what the French call ma-

terial civilization—in all that conduces to the splendour, comfort.
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and convenience of physical life—has been so much more rapid

than that of the nations of the Continent, that fewer remains of
the domestic life of the last century are to be found among us than
among any other people. Less than half a century has totally

changed the habits of the middle classes. In Germany, where
the change is much more recent and partial, an Englishman is

still continually reminded of the customs and the traditions of

his childhood ; especially if that childhood was passed in a pro-

vincial town. In the more remote parts, we find a state of
civilization which we have regarded as passed for ever. The
observant and reflecting traveller meets, with a kind of delighted

recognition, some custom, some saying, some implement, dress,

or viand—perhaps some sentiment or opinion, for these, too,

have their day—of which he has heard his parents talk with the

fond recollection of childhood. He finds the garment for which
his mother's hoards were ransacked ; and which, once the dress

of the higher classes, is now become the distinctive costume of a
retired peasantry not yet infected with the rage for imitation.

He will hear with surprise the traditions of his paternal house,

and the sayings of his ancient nurse. In one district, he will

find the undoubting simple faith of his forefathers ; in another,

the feudal attachment to the immediate lord, or the blind and
aifectionate loyalty to the sovereign, for which he must look

through a long vista of centuries at home. In this or that free

city, he will see the coarse substantial comfort, and the strict

adherence to the manners and pleasures of his class, which once
characterized our citizens. He will see in operation what to him
is extinct, and will be able, in some degree, to measure the extent

of his gain and his loss.

From Madame Schopenhauer we get an idea of one of the

Hanse towns, while it still retained its commercial prosperity,

and its municipal franchises. In many respects, it may doubtless

be taken as a sample of the class to which it belonged ; though
each of those interesting cities was strongly marked with a cha-

racter of its own. We greatly regret that death has robbed us of

the comparison she intended to draw between Danzig and Ham-
burg ; though these, from their northern and maritime position,

would have afforded the least striking differences and contrasts.

It would not be easy to point out a field in which so rich a

harvest of curious and amusing traditions might still be gleaned,

as in the free Imperial cities of Germany. Their political im-

portance is gone, or at least changed ; but there are vestiges

enough remaining to show what they once were. We have

often wondered that, in learned and industrious Germany, no

one has undertaken a history of these remarkable communi-
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ties exhibiting their quaint customs, as well as their political

and municipal institutions. We shall advert to only two of these

cities—Cologne, whose Roman origin and ecclesiastical govern-

ment form, so to speak, two curious substrata to its strongly-marked

burgher character, audits sturdy democratic spirit—andNiirnbcrg,

the younger sister of Venice, whose institutions she copied, as far

as national differences would permit ; and whose Geschlechter

{gentes, or patrician families) affected to tread in the footsteps of

the merchant princes of the south. In the former, are to be found

the descendants of the sturdy buurgeoisie which once drove out

the nobles, and (good Catholics as they were) would not allow

their sovereign Archbishop to sleep within their walls, now carry-

ing on a quiet but dogged contest with the Rhineland aristocracy

—resisting all their attempts to be recognised as a distinct body

in the state, and uniting cordial loyalty to their present King
with a determined spirit of equality. This spirit, partly trans-

mitted to them by their ancestors, partly, no doubt, the result

of their contact with France, has probably led the more igno-

rant writers of that country into their confident mistakes. A
very little enquiry might suffice to show them that it often

places them among the most inveterate enemies of French domi-

nation.

Many curious proofs of the force and tenacity of the municipal

character might be found here. And in social life, while the

wealthier citizens enjoy their well-stored tables and joyous

amusements, without the smallest desire to intrude themselves

into the ranks of the nobles—while they retain much of the coarse

jovialty and sturdy independence of their forefathers—the people

have not lost their southern taste for out-of-door shows and
amusements—their singular talent for decoration, their hearty

familiar manners, or their jocular temper. Cologne was one

example, among many, of the old saying, ' Unter den Krumm-
stab ist gut wohnen '

—
' It is good living under the Crozier.'

The government of the Ecclesiastical Electors was liberty itself

compared to that of the civic oligarchy of Niirnberg. This

was so oppressive and arrogant that the tempest which swept it

away, together with crowns and diadems, was hailed as a de-

liverer. The traveller, who stands amazed before the matchless

treasures of art with which the patrician families encircled their

city ; who looks at the gorgeous windows placed by the piety of

the Hallers, the Beheims, the Tuchers, the Loffelholzers, and the

Holzschuhers, in her beautiful churches; who sees himselfsurround-

ed on every side by traces of their antiquity, their munificence, and
their taste—must feel the melancholy with which fallen glory in-

spires every generous mind. There is an exquisite portrait ofone of
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the Holzschuher family, painted by Albert Durer in 1526, which,
by the courtesy of the present head of that most ancient house,
is shown to strangers. When we stood before it, and thought
that then—three centuries ago—the Holzschuhers were already

a time-honoured race; that, in the year 1291, Herdegen Holz-
schuher was elected to the seat in the Senate or Supreme
Council, which his descendants, in unbroken line, filled down
to the dissolution of the Germanic Empire ; when we turned

over the vellum pages containing the effigies and armorial illus-

trations of these potent and reverend Councillors, we fell unwit-
tingly into a fit of veneration for purity and antiquity of descent,

unworthy of Englishmen, proud of the mixed blood and confused
heraldry of their aristocracy.

But the smallest enquiry into the condition of the people
under this oligarchy, soon dissipates all sentimental regrets.

No sympathy with the fallen fortunes of individuals can pre-

vent our rejoicing in the overthrow of a tyranny the more
intolerable from its proximity. We have heard an aged Nlirn-

berger contrast the haughtiness and morgue of his former mas-
ters, who never suffered their servants to address them with-

out the magnificent title of ' Hochfreiherrlicher Herr,' with the

plain habits and easy manners of their present Sovereign. It

reminded us of the wcrl/"wonder expressed by Madame Schopen-
hauer, then fresh from her free city, and full of republican pride,

at seeing the young reigning Duke of Mechlenberg-Schwerin
(grandfather, we presume, of the present) take out a flower-girl

to dance in the public walks at Pyrmont. ' What would the
' Danzigers say if their reigning Biirgermeister were to demean
' himself so in public?'

In later times, arbitrary and rapacious exactions were added
to the insolent domination of the hereditary senate of Nlirnberg.

It had no hold, as already mentioned, on the popular sympathies,

and its fall is spoken of without regret. In Nlirnberg, therefore,

we must seek not so much the peculiar stamp impressed on the

popular character, as the recollections connected with picturesque

streets, and the domestic habits of its inhabitants. How strongly

does every house bear the stamp of an opulent merchant city,

as distinguished from the feudal aspect of Prague or Ratis-

bon ! How distinctly do we trace the impression which Italy,

then the Queen of commerce, the nurse of municipal indepen-

dence, had left on the minds of these travelled burghers ! Nor
are all the ancient customs extinct. At intervals around the

magnificent church of St Lawrence, are fixed massive carved

oaken chairs, bearing the symbols of the trades or guilds of the

city. In each of these sits, on a Sunday, a sworn master
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{meister) of the trade ; before bim stands a pbatc, on wblch are

deposited the alms of the congregation. After service, each

master carries his contribution into the vestry. This is a curious

relic of the hanstwesen (guild-system) which we have never seen

noticed. If such are the things which strike a passing stranger,

what might not be told by old inhabitants of the city? what
might not be discovered by an enquirer who united knowledge
and patience with a love tor antiquity ;—imagination enough to

seize the local colour, and fidelity enough to render it exactly ?

There is no time to lose. The French Revolution, which

levelled to the dust all the tottering edifices of the Middle
Ages, already dates half a century back, and the living chro-

nicles of what remained of antiquity are fast dropping into the

grave. ' Any one,' says Madame Pichler, speaking of Vienna,
* who had gone to sleep in 1790, and waked again in 1838,

'might have thought himself transported into another planet;
' so thoroughly is every thing altered—from the greatest to the
' least, from the most intimate to the most superficial.'

Madame Schopenhauer's descriptions of her native city

have all the charm and vivacity of truth. The institutions,

customs, and manners of the great and ancient types of trading

cities are peculiarly interesting to an Englishman, who can

compare them with those which not long since existed in his

own country. The civic life of F.ngland, as such, is extinct.

Municipal institutions remain, but the pomp, pride, and circum-

stance that surrounded them are gone. Uhat is more, the spirit

that inspired them is extinct. Civic honours are become nearly
ridiculous, and civic customs have lost their significance. In
London, indeed, the Lord Mayor's show is kept up—as a show

;

but in other corporate towns the antique and traditional pageants,
and the peculiar customs, have been abolished.

Who that has seen a Norwich guild twenty years ago, does
not remember Sijap Snap, as necessary to the mayor as his gold
chain ?—the delight and terror of children, the true representa-
tive of the dragon slain by St George, patron of the city, who
used to be borne, like a barbarian monarch in a Roman triumph,
at the heels of the civil power, opening his wide and menacing
jaws with no more felonious intent than the reception of the half-

pence which it was the touchstone of courage to put into that
blood-red and fearful gulf. These were the perquisites of the
inner man, the spiritus rector who walked under the scaly hide,
flourished the long forked tail, and pulled the string which moved
the dreadful head and jaws. The religious significancy of Snap
had been lost for ages. The Protestant and prosaic peoph;
saw in him nothing but a child's toy ; the enlightened thought
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such toys absurd and disgusting—and he is no more. With him
are gone the whifflers, the last depositories of an art so long for-

gotten beyond the walls of the venerable city, that the commen-
tators on Shakspeare were at a loss for the meaning of the word.
Their gay dress of blue and red silk, the wondering evolutions

of the glittering swords with which they kept off the crowd
from his worship—all are gone. The office and art of whiffler

was hereditary. The last whiffler is dead and left no heir, the

office is abolished, the art extinct.

These things had become shadows, and like shadows ' they
have departed. But an equal and more important change has
taken place in the social and domestic character of our provincial

towns. They are all now imitations of the capital—there is no
originality, no escape from the eternal repetition of men and
things—the ' ewige einerlei.' Fifty years ago, manners in Lon-
don differed essentially from those in country towns, and those

again from each other. The relations of the different classes of

society to each other were still more different. In the old manu-
facturing cities there was a regular burgher aristocracy, con-

nected for generations with the staple and permanent manufacture
of the place—men of substance and credif, to whom the lower

classes looked up with deference. They filled the civic offices,

and never relinquished the honoured title of ' Mr Justice,' which
the highest of these offices conferred. The young men of such
families were sent to some correspondent in Germany, Holland,

or Italy, to * learn the languages,' and to see other forms of com-
mercial life. Their return to their paternal city was an event.

They were the travelled beaux who imported foreign airs and
foreign fashions. They dressed and danced and wore their

swords with the newest grace. But they soon settled down
into the habits of their fathers, and might be seen (in one
city, at least, in our remembrance) every day at noon sitting

in a row on a low church wall opposite to a noted tavern,

taking a glass of sherry ' as a whet,' and discussing the po-

litics of the greater or smaller state. The more we go back
to the recollections of what we heard in our childhood of a

preceding generation, the nearer do we approach to the man-
ners of Germany ; in many respects, to those at the present

day—in more, to those existing at the end of the last and the

beginning of the present century. The Germans are generally

unaware of the existence of such resemblances. They take

their idea of England solely from what they have read of Lon-
don, or from the falsest of all guides. Novels. It has often hap-

pened to us, when describing the early hours, the simple metho-

dical habits, and the primitive domestic festivities of English
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oountiv towns early in this century, to be interrupted with a

general exclamation— ' But it is not England that you are de-

scribing?' Fortunately, or unfortunately, for her, Germany is

embarked on the same stream Avith ourselves, and will be

hurried along by the same current ; but there are many causes

which will render her progress less rapid than ours, and we
may for years continue to find, especially in her remoter dis-

tricts, traces of former times which have long been effaced at

home. The similarity we speak of is, of course, subject to largo

deductions for national character and peculiarities. We shall

leave those of our readers who can go back to a period verging on

that described in the books before us, to decide to what extent the

manners they depict resemble the contemporary manners of Eng-
land.

But before quitting these desultory sketches of former times,

we shall give our readers a Danzig scene, described to us by

an eyewitness. Not more than a quarter of a century ago,

there existed in every principal family of that city a family

tribunal, Familiengericht, to which every member was amen-
able, and over which the head of the family presided. When
a young girl, our informant, accompanied her mother on a

visit to the city of her fathers, and was taken to be introduced

to this awful assembly :
—

' We went,' said she, ' in full dress,

* and found the old man of eighty seated in the grossvaterstuhl*
' at the top of the room, and the other members arranged
* in a semicircle on either side, according to age and pre-
' cedence. I was presented by my mother, and welcomed as

* a stranger. I made my obeisance, and we took our seats.

' Shortly after, two very young men of the family were called up
' by the patriarch, and, in presence of the whole company, se-

* verely reprimanded for some misdemeanour— I think it was
* getting into debt. They stood perfectly abashed, and pale as
* death. Their parents sat by, scarcely less so, but not daring
* to interpose a word in their behalf. The rebuke ended, they
* were dismissed.' Does not this appear more like a scene in

the tent of an Arab Sheik, than in the house of an inhabitant of

a great trading city in our own days ? But if such was the in-

fluence of the idea of kindred over the minds of citizens, what
might it be expected to be over those of noble descent ? This

* Grandfather's-chair

—

Easy-c\\n\v% were unknown. The only sort of

arm-chair was called grossvalerstiihl) and was exchisively reserved for tlit;

dignity and the feebleness of age. Even now, this name is commonly
applied to ea.ti/-c\rdhs, which are lamentably rare in Germany

VOL. LXXVII. NO. CLV. K
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subject is foreign to our present purpose. The dire restraints

and obligations imposed by noble blood ; the degree to which

individual character, tastes, and affections, are sacrificed to the

preserving of its current pure and unmingled ; the advantages

and disadvantages of an aristocracy of mere birth, with whom
the people can never mix and never sympathize—having no root

in the inferior classes, and no independent political power—as

compared with those of our own mixed-blooded, wealthy, and

puissant aristocracy, growing out of the people, and sending

down its younger branches again, like the banyan-tree, into the

parent earth to seek strength and sustenance ;—these are mat-

ters which lie beyond our present bounds, and upon which,

therefore, we shall not make any observations.

Madame Schopenhauer introduces her ' Recollections' in the

following passage :

—

' A soraewliat weary traveller, but still with fresh feelings and a vi-

gorous enjoyment of life, I stand on the height overlooking the last

sta"-e of my journey. Once more I look back on the long road I have

travelled ; on the lovely valleys in which I have wandered ; on the rugged

and thorny paths through which I have struggled ; and though the re-

trospect awakens a mingled feeling of joy and sorrow, I am well content,

on the whole, to have arrived so far on my way.
' Sixty or seventy years ago, before there was even a talk of chaussees

or railroads, life glided or crept on as slowly and quietly as the traveller's

carriage through the deep sands of north Germany : vvith the exception

of a few inevitable jolts, one arrived, half asleep, at the goal prescribed

to all. In the real, as well as the figurative sense, how utterly is every

thing changed, during the period in which the larger half of my existence

has fallen ! Life, as well as travelling, goes on with threefold rapidity.

. . Whether the" travellers will have as much to tell on their return

home, as their more slow-moving predecessors, is doubtful ; it is at least

to be hoped that they cannot bring back less information than most of

the English tourists who now crowd the highways.

< To narrate ! the favourite amusement of age I And why not ?

" That every fool now-a-days has his own history to tell, is not one of

the smallest plagues of these evil times," sighed Goethe once, when he

was condemned to listen to the long stories of a worthy person ; and this

has made me deUberate ; but it is easier to lay down a dull book than

to turn a tiresome talker out of your house.'

The venerable reciter probably thought, as we do, that

Goethe's lament did not apply to a lively and faithful record of

events and objects, but to the effusions of restless vanity— the

confessions of what nobody is interested in hearing, or ought to

hear with which the public is now so often regaled.

' After the sullen peace which succeeded the Seven Years' War,' she

continues, ' my life has fallen in most eventful times. From the revolt
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of the Americans in 1/75, to this present 22d of January 1837, on

which the acquittal of Prince Louis Bonaparte is the latest piece of news,

1 have had ample time and opportunity to observe what is worthy not

only to be remembered, but recorded. I will try then to sketch, with

slight but accurate touches, a portrait of the times in and with which 1

have lived—those venerable times, whose manners and usages now
appear to lie as far behind us as if they were divided from us by centuries.

1 will give the truth, the pure truth, without any admixture of

iiction ; but I shall not trouble the reader with the details of my own
life, which can interest only the h\v who are attached to me. I shall

spare the world the history of my affections,— {Herzens angelegen

heiten—affairs of the heart.) To affirm that I have had none, were as

useless as it were silly—for who would believe me?"

Johanna Troziener, such was her maiden name, was born in

the year 17(36, on the shores of the Baltic, in the then free city

of Danzig-, of which her father was an eminent merchant. The
portraits of her father and mother, and their two faithful servants,

Adam and Kasche, are drawn with great vivacity, though in few

words. We quote the following passage for the sake of one remark

in it:
—

' My father,' says she, ' was a man of violent temper,
' but a certain oldfashioned gallantry to the sex prevented his

* ever forgetting himself in his behaviour towards my mother.
' This feeling is now so completely out of fashion, that my readers

' will hardly understand what I mean by it. It extended even
* to his daughters.' If ever that sort of deferential courtesy to

women, as women, which went under tlie name of gallantry, and

was formerly a distinguishing mark of the breeding of a gentle-

man, was common in Germany, the change is certainly as great

as Madame Schopenhauer represents it. It has, we believe,

greatly declined even in its birthplace, France. In England, if

there is but little of this shadow of chivalry remaining, it is, in

our opinion, amply compensated by an easy, cordial, equal tone of

intercourse ;—implying a far profounder and more flattering sort

of respect than the generous consideration for weakness which
lies at the bottom of the old gallantry. Men of sense and learn-

ing in England may constantly be seen talking to women, with-

out altering the matter or manner of their conversation—(sup-

posing always, of course, that their hearers have sense and taste

enough to relish such conversation)—without any of the w/t'^iw^/e-

mens, or the trivial compliments which imply such profound and
almost unconscious contempt for their understandings. From
what we have seen, and from the tone of German literature, it

does not appear to us that women are treated either with the

refined politeness of a former age in France, or the tone of

frank, respectful equality—the civility neither of condescension

nor adoration—which characterizes the best society in England.
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On this subject, we find the following passage in the Person-
alia of Frederic Jacobs, published in 1840. He had been ap-

pointed teacher, we may mention, in the Gymnasium at Gotha,
in 1785.

• At that time,' says he, ' social life had a totally different aspect.

The fashion of clubs was in its infancy ; and women were not driven to

seek amusement and conversation by themselves. Besides a weekly
assemblage of the principal families in the town, there were frequent

little parties in the houses of the middle classes, to which the youth of

both sexes were invited. Every age and each sex found its account in

them. The old played cards;* the young' amused themselves with music

or dancing ; new dramatic works were often read aloud
;
proverbs or

little plays were acted. The tone in these little parties was at once

polite and lively. The young men gave themselves the trouble to con-

verse agreeably with the women, who, on their side, were willing list-

eners. That there was a good deal of falling in love, follows of course
;

but the eye of the mother watched over her daughter ; and the salutary

constraint thus imposed on both parties, heightened the charm of their

intercourse, and gave rise to connexions less rapidly formed, but more
enduring, than those which we now witness.'

Where such a separation of the sexes, as is here fig-ured,

takes place, it is evident either that the men are impatient or

incapable of the decorum and courtesy imposed by f^emale so-

ciety ; or that the women are impatient or incapable of such

conversation as alone can or ought to interest men—or perhaps
both are true. In either case, good manners and good conver-

sation—at least, the best manners and the best conversation

—

cannot exist. The reciprocal endeavour of either sex to recom-
mend itself to the higher tastes and qualities of the other, is, we
believe, the fine but safe and powerful spring of really good

—

i. e. refined and enlightened—society.

Madame Schopenhauer describes her mother's education as
* that of her time. A few Polonaifies on the harpsichord, a song or
* two accompanied by herself, and reading and writing sufficient for

' domestic use, formed the sum of her learning. Till the appear-
* ance of " Sophia's Journey from Memel to Saxony," she had
' read very little but Gellert's writings. Indeed his " Swedish
' Countess," of most tiresome memory, was the only novel she
' had read.'

Varnhagen Von Ense gives an amusing anecdote regarding
this novel. The occurrence mentioned took place at Berlin in

1841.

A lady was ill, and must be amused by being read to, but not

over-excited or fatigued. M. de Varnhagen was to be reader,

and was embarrassed as to the choice of a book. The patient's

uncle protested that he v.ould not allow his niece to be agitated
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by the horrors of the literature of the day, in which atrocity and
immorality were employed to set forth the ' new opinions.' An
elderly cousin attacked the French Romantic School, as having
broujj^ht a torrent of indecency, bad taste, and bad morals,

into Germany. At last, after a great contest of opinions, it was
determined that M. de Varnhagcn should be left to his own
discretion—on condition that he should not tell the name of the

book, or the author, till all had pronounced judgment. The
sage and safe uncle looked black at the well-printed, uncut
volume ; sternly muttering, that the neicer the book, so much
the worse. The reader made no reply, and began. ]'or a time,

things went on tolerably; but, as the story advanced, the uncle

declared he could no longer endure its gross immorality, and
literally took his hat and stick and left the room ;—protesting that

such a book could not have been produced in. any other age than
the present, when the young think they are called upon to begin
by emancipating themselves from all that their fathers held sacred.

He added, that he wished that all the novels which had been
published since the year 1830 were prohibited in amass. M. de
Varnhagen read on to the end. The old cousin said it was a
pity—the young author had talents, and perhaps might mend.
'.No,' said M. de Varnhagen, 'he will not mend. He will

remain what he is.' The book, instead of being an emanation of

the evil spirit of the day, was the long before published ' Swedish
Countess' of the pious and popular Gellert.

Richardson's novels produced a vast effect in Germany. It

is impossible to take up a book referring to this period, in

which they are not mentioned. Henry Steffen.s, in his ylnto-

biography^ says ' they flooded not only Germany but Denmark ;'

and ascribes to them a marked increase in the refinement of the

women. They were soon succeeded by the odious race of sen-

timental novels, which, till very lately, were believed in England
to form the standard literature of Germany. It is worth while

to undergo the tedium and disgust of reading one or two of the

most celebrated of them, as indications of a certain state of

popular taste and feeling, which, though no longer existing, has

left perceptible traces in the national character and literature.

There is an admirable critique of Jacobs' Woldemar, by Frederic

Schlegel, which we recommend to any reader who is inclined to

know more of this form of mental disease. English novels still

form a great part of the reading of German young ladies. The
reason alleged is, that they are the only ones fit for girls to read.

We are very sensible to the compliment paid to the purer taste

and morality of our country; but we must be permitted to ques-
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tion whether the knowledge of English, so generally diffused in

Germany, might not be turned to better account. Nor are some

of the best of our novels current. Miss Austen's, for example,

are, so far as we have found, nearly unknown.

When we spoke of the slow pace at which change proceeds in

Germany, we ought certainly to have excepted' all that regards

literature. Who that takes up a half-yearly Leipsic Catalogue,

would believe that the men are yet living who remember the

state of things which Madame Schopenhauer alludes to ? Who
that goes into a German reading-room and sees the innumerable

Journals—the Blatter—leaves, ' countless as those that strew the

' brooks of Valombrosa,' would believe, that in the year 1788,

* the meagre blotting-paper Journals of the capitals appeared,

' at the utmost, three times a-week? The Reichs postreiter

' (Courier of the Empire) was a sort of luxury for the higher

' classes; as the Journal de Lei/de, published in French, was
* for statesmen and politicians. The reading public were obliged

' to wait with eager impatience for a number {heft) of Schlot-

' zer's Staats Anzeigen and Brief icechsel, (Public Adyer-
' tiser and Correspondence,) or for a new volume of " Nico-

' lai's Travels," in order to enjoy the delight of a little gossip,

' home or foreign.'
*

But to return to Madame Schopenhauer. Her description of

Kasche, the Polish nurse-maid, her songs, her simple lessons of

piety, and her devoted attachment to the family of which she

felt herself an integral member, is touching. Scarcely less so

is that of Adam, the ' Maitre Jacques' of the household, to

whom every thing was confided, and who provided every thing,

' even to the fat ox, which, according to universal custom, was
' bought and slaughtered in autumn for a winter store.' Adam
understood and humoured the infirmities of his master's temper.

He dealt with them as we do with the faults of those we love,

when parting is out of the question. They never occurred to him

as a reason for leaving the house to which he entirely belonged.

The group is completed by the no less faithful, but somewhat

ludicrous Moser, the clerk—with his love for politics and his talent

for story-telling ; thrice happy when he could exhibit himself on

holidays 'in his grass-green coat embroidered with gold, his b-ig-

' wig, "huge rings, and paste buckles, covering the whole front of

* the shoe.' Such was the household in which our authoress was

born and grew up ; for we need scarcely say that, with these

* C. J. Weber.
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excellent people there was no thought of chano^e. They took
root in the soil where they had been planted, and shared, in the

fullest sense, the life and fortunes of their masters.

There is, perhaps, no department of social life where manners
have undergone a more complete revolution than in the relation

between master and servant. At the time which Madame
Schopenhauer treats of, the old feudal feeling, which formed a

tie wholly independent of personal qualities, was not extinct.

Indeed, it survived to a much later period in the very city she

is describing, and is still in full force in Westphalia.

Every city may perhaps be vievi'ed as, in some sort, an expres-

sion of the character, wants, and tastes, of its builders; and of the

state of society amidst which it arose. The following passage,

relating to Danzig, is graphic :

—

' The main streets,' says Madame Schopenhautr, ' are much wider
than those in any other old town. Two or even three carriages mig^ht

pass abreast between the houses, and yet leave room for a commodious
footpath; yet tlie iicfuul room for passage is so small, that the most
experienced coachmen can hardly avoid collision, and the foot passengers

have enough to do to escape with whole limbs. The flights of steps

before all the houses, of which those in Hamburg- or Lubeck are but
the shadow of a shade, are the cause of this strange appearance. I

know not how to convey an idea of these singular rn-opylcea, which give

to the nortliern city something of a southern character, and in which,

during- my childhood, a great part of the household business was carried

on, with an openness incredible now, almost as publicly as in the street.

They are not balconies; I might almost call them spacious terraces,

paved with large stones, and extending along the front of the house ; with
broad easy steps to the street, from which they are se])arated by a stone

parapet. These terraces are divided from each other by a wall four or

live feet high. The most capricious of all rulers, fashion, has taken so

many despised things under her protection, under the name oi rococo—
may it please her to watcli over the Danzig- steps I She will hardly

tind a more grandiose piece of rococo. And what an incomparable play

place! So safe, so convenient! Close under the eye of the sewing- or

knitting mother, yet secure from scolding-s for making a noise.'

This was the proper and peculiar scene of our author's child-

hood ; we pity those who cannot feel its interest. Before we pro-

ceed with her series of sketches, we must say a word of her edu-

cation. It was her singular good fortune to be educated chiefly

by men, under the eye of her mother—a conjunction of influences

the most likely to produce pure, sound aft'ections, and a cultivated

reason. To this was added another privilege, now become ex-

tremely rare—access to books ' above her years.' Children who
are confined to the society of children, and to the reading of chil-

dren's books, can hardly be other than intellootually and morally
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stunted—if not deformed. The great interests of humanity are

never mentioned in their presence. History, wholly disconnected
from the present, is to them a mere ' lesson.' Their world lies

within the walls of the nursery and the school-room, and is en-

tirely factitious. The real life of man never reaches them in any
form. Our little heroine, on the contrary, lived with her parents

and their friends, and saw from her infancy the real and earnest

side of hum.an things. At seven years old she received one of

those strong impressions which determine the character and opin-

ions for life. Its effects may be traced through her whole
history.

One morning she was surprised by an unwonted bustle in her

father's house, and in the streets, and alarmed at the consternation

which marked every face. ' " Sit still, dress your doll prettily,

* and give her her breakfast, but make no noise," said Kasche,
' leading my sister and me to our play corner. " Kasche, dear
' Kasche, we will be as still as mice; but do tell us what is the
' matter, I am so afraid." " Matter enough—but you children
' don't understand it. The Prussians are come in the night—So
' be good children," added Kasche, and left us. Had she said a
' lion is come, a tiger, a bear, I should have connected some
' idea with it—but the Prussians ! I understood not what she
' meant ; but this only increased my fear.'

Such were our author's recollections of the day which com-
menced the ruin of her paternal city—the destruction at once of

its municipal freedom and its commercial prosperity ; the day of

the investment of the immediate neighbourhood of Danzig by
the troops of the great Frederic. We mention this incident

here, as it gives us a key to her choice of books and objects of

interest—we might almost say to her choice of a husband—and
to the inflexible republicanism which she professed.

In her ninth year, we find her listening with intense interest

to all the details of the American war, which had just broken

out. ' Washington and his associates,' says she, ' were my
' heroes, and rivalled Mucins Scsevola and Cincinnatus in my
' affections.' With the latter she had become acquainted in a

translation of Rollin, which she read by stealth in corners, • often

' in the M^ood-loft under the roof. Four thick octavo volumes

!

' With what ardour, with what indescribable interest, did I read
' them, and read them again, and, as a particular treat, turn to

' my favourite passages !' The successor and rival of Rollin w^as

what she truly calls, ' the incomparable Contes de ma Mere
' V Oie I—a shabby little book, printed on coarse grey paper, the
' clumsy German translation by the side of the original, and,
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' prefixed to every story, a little print.' * What a treasure was
' this ! Bluebeard, as he was there depicted, seizing his wife

' by her hair, with a sword in his hand twice as long as him-
' self; the discreet Finetta, the charming Cinderella—how did

' they all enchant me ! Above all, Puss in Boots, in honour of

* whom the whole volume was christened the Cat-book, shared

* my heart with the heroes of Rome.'

Compare the vivacity of these impressions, the awakening of

the curiosity, the judgment, the imagination, and the aftections,

with the effects produced by the lifeless skeletons called ahridfje-

merits; or by the mawkish stories of the unnatural puppets

called good boys and girls. We once heard Tieck say that he

never would suffer a child's book to come into his house while

his children were young. Without joining in this absolute pro-

scription, we must confess that, as the sole food of growing

minds, they appear to us poor and enfeebling.

As this is one of the important points on which the present

age is at issue with the past, our readers will forgive us for

quoting one or two examples of the kind of reading which form-

ed the best minds of Germany in the last generation. ' At that
' time,' says Goethe, speaking of his childhood, ' there were
' no so-called children's books. The old writers had childlike

' ways of thinking, and found it easy and agreeable to communi-
' cate what they knew to their posterity. With the exception of
' the Orbis Pictus of Amos Comenius, no book of the kind came
' in our way; but the great folio Bible, with prints by Merian,
' was frequently turned over. Gothfried's Chronicle^ with en-
' gravings by the same master, taught us the most remarkable
' incidents of history ; and the Acerra Philologica contained all

* sorts of fables, mythologies, and wonders.' *

To these succeeded Ovid's Metamorphoses, Fenelon's Tele-

maque, Robinson Crusoe, and Anson's voyages ; and lastly, that

exhaustless mine of entertainment contained in the Volhsbacher,

{people's books)—the great manufactory of which was at Frank-
fort ; where countless editions, printed on the coarsest blotting-

paper, supplied the never-ceasing demand. ' We children,' con-

tinues Goethe, ' had thus the happiness of daily finding these
' precious remains of the Middle Ages on an old book-stall, and
' of becoming possessors of them for a few kreutzers. The
' Eulen-spiegel, the four sons of Aymon—the fair Melusina

—

' Emperor Octavian—the beautiful Magelone—Fortunatus, &c.

* Atis Emeineni Lehen. Erster Theil.
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* —the whole tribe, down to the Wandering Jew, were at our
' command, whenever we preferred them to cakes and sweetmeats.
' The great advantage was, that when one was fairly worn out,

' it could be bought again, and again devoured.'

Jacobs gives the following account of his childish reading.

He was born fifteen years after Goethe ; but habits and ways of

thinking had undergone no perceptible change in that quiet

period :
—

' The absence of external excitement,' says he in his

Personalia, ' rendered the instruction we received, however
* scanty, more fruitful than more ample and varied intellectual

* food set before a palate palled with excitement. Our course of
' instruction was extremely meagre; but as we had little or no-
' thing else to do, as no amusements presented themselves, and
' the vivacity of youth required occupation, ennui itself drove us
' to labour. We found our stimulus in my father's little library,

' which contained the best poets of that time. We read what
' came in our way, and imitated it. We described nature like

* Kleist and Zacharia, wrote idylls like Gessner, and travels and
' adventures, the great difficulty in which was to find names.
' As Busching's ponderous geography filled us with awe, we
* undertook a description of the globe ourselves, and began it, [

* know not why, with Turkey ;
perhaps because, to the childish

' imagination, the strange is always the most attractive.'

But let us turn from the effect of books, to the still more
powerful and important influence of living men. The most
interesting portrait in Madame Schopenhauer's book, is that

of her neighbour and friend Dr Jameson ; the minister of the

English colony or factory which had long been settled at Dan-
zig. He was a native of Scotland, and, we conclude, a member
of the Scottish church. This is not explained

; probably, in

those less polemical days, this did not occur to the English

who invited him over as an objection. We scarcely remember
to have read a more touching picture of evangelical simplicity

and benevolence, than that which our author draws of her

early friend. We contemplate it with a just, at least a par-

donable pride in our countryman—a pride Vt'hich we never

conceal when such characters come in the way of our notice.

His humble, blameless life— his simplicity and truth— his

warm, active pity for every pain and every distress— his love

for children, occasionally dashed by a tinge of no less gentle

melancholy, the trace, as it seemed, of some early and secret

wound—his enthusiasm for all that could enlighten and ennoble

the human race—his truly Christian piety and charity, were

well fitted to draw all hearts to the service of Him whose minis-
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ter he was. In this lovely and venerable form did religion first

appear to the opening eyes of the little girl. He was the next-

door neighbour of her parents.

' Kasche carried me out on our terrace one bright morning- fur the

first time, to show the new-comer to our reverend neighbour ; he took

me, with a pleased smile, in his arms, and this moment seemed to bind

him more closely to my family.

' As I grew up, Dr Jameson was my teacher, my guide, my counsel-

lor; he watched over my young soul, and never left me till the day

when another received, together with my hand, the charge of my guid-

ance and well-being.'

Her regular tutor, Kuschel, was a sort of youthful Parson

Adams; uniting perfect simplicity and probity, a warm heart,

kiudiy temper, and unpretending merit, to singular awkward-

ness and ignorance of the world. Like the greater part of

the clergy of the Lutheran Church at the present day, he was

the son of parents in humble life. He was the sole support of a

widowed mother. The sequel of his history is one of those

noiseless tragedies which are but too frequent among men of his

character and class. At an early age he sank under toil and

privation, deferred hopes, and exhausted powers—the afflicting

end of many a blameless, joyless life like his.

The evils incident to studious poverty in all ages, were much
aggravated by the austere discipline which then prevailed in the

Lutheran Church

—

' The dress of the candidates for holy orders was entirely black, with

the exception of the liands which marked their calling. A calotte of

black velvet, about the size of a dollar, on the crown of a curled and

powdered periwig, also a badge of sanctity, and a narrow cloak, half

covering tlie back and reaching to the ground, which the wearer was

bound to gather up in graceful folds when he walked along the streets

;

such was the dress enjoined by the dreaded head of our church—the

very reverend Dr Ililler. These young divines must have trusted to

the inward glow of faith for a defence against the cold, which often

reached twenty degrees of Reaumur; for great-coat or fur-mantle were

not to be thought of. Woe to the unlucky candidate who was caught

beyond the bounds of his own four walls in any other hal\it than the

one prescribed I All hope of a living was lost to him for ever; for Dr
Hiller regarded such an offence as equal to the most abominable heresy.

Not only the candidates but the officiating preachers, and even their

wives and daughters, were forbidden to go to plays, concerts, or any
other public amusements. The utmost they dared venture on, was a

modest game of ombre, and that only among friends, and under the

strictest seal of secrecy.'

This rigid discipline is, we believe, no more to be found. The
reverence for ' the cloth,' as Parson Adams called it, has also
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declined; and individuals are now every where tried pretty much
according to their individual merits. A great deal of the altered

feeling towards the Protestant clergy may, perhaps, be ascribed

to the polemical character of our times. The clergy are now
regarded too much as a sort of spiritual athletes, whose business

it is to interest and excite an audience, and to contend for vic-

tory. Their triumphs may secure them admirers and partisans;

but they will not, in the long run, succeed in exciting those sen-

timents of love and veneration which involuntarily follow the

steps of the man in whose everyday acts the Gospel has a living

illustration.

We have already spoken of the intolerable yoke of a burgher
aristocracy—of the hauteur, far exceeding that of Kings and
Princes, which rendered the downfall of the patricians of Nlirn-

berg a triumph to their subject fellow-citizens. There, indeed,

the constitution of the city was oligarchical ; but it is curious to

see how the same temper manifested itself in a city where per-

fect equality was assumed as the basis of society; and how pride,

servility, and worldliness, went hand in hand with pharisaical

rigour.

' This aristocratical spirit,' says Madame Schopenhauer, ' bordered on

the ludicrous. At every public, and especially at every religious, cere-

mony ; at marriages and christenings; and even at the Holy Supper,

before God's altar, it broke forth in a flagrant manner; and gave occasion

to the most disgraceful scenes, especially among women.
' On no account could I have been confirmed in public with the other

children of the town—this was esteemed proper only for the lower

bourgeoisie ; nor could the minister be invited to perform, the ceremony

in my father's house, in the presence of my family and intimate friends.

This was the practice in the Reformed {i. e. Calvinistic) Church, and,

in our Lutheran city, we strove to keep our Lutheran usages unaltered.

So willed the still dark spirit of that time ; there was not the least con-

ception of the light which has since broken in upon us, and cleansed and

tranquillized all minds.
* Among other remains of former days which were obstinately adhered

to, I may mention the custom of private confession, which was very

like that of the Catholic Church.* Nobody who had not confessed,

could be admitted to the Lord's Supper. The fees derived from this

source formed a considerable part of the income of favourite preachers

;

for every one was at liberty to choose his confessor, without reference

to the parish he inhabited. This was not much calculated to promote

brotherly love among the clergy,

< With lively emotions of piety I followed my parents on Whitsunday

into the Graumiiiwhen Church, which was decorated, according to cus-

* This is still the practice in Saxony,
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torn, with flowers and fresh may. I was led by my mother, who was

equally moved, through the church to the confession room, commonly
called the comfort-room, ( Trosthammer.') A crowd of peoj)le of the

lower classes were waiting before the door. Many, it was evident, had

waited longer than they could well afford, till as many as could find

room could be admitted ; when they were confessed, admonished, and ab-

solved in a mass, and paid the indispensable confession fee, (^Beicht gros-

chen.) On our arrival, however, they were doomed to a new dis-

appointment. They were sent back, and only we three admitted.

Our spiritual guide sat enthroned in a comfortable easy-chair in full

canonicals. Kneeling before him, we made our confession. My father

had condensed his into a few brief expressive words ; my mother had chosen

a verse of a spiritual song ; and I, a very short one out of Gellert's odes.

The whole was dispatched in a few minutes ; we then seated ourselves

opposite to his reverence, heard an admonition, and were absolved. After

a little conversation about wind and weather, the last news, and above

all, polite enquiries about our health, respectively, which my father, out

of pity for the poor people waiting, cut short, we returned.'

Revolted by the indecent precedence given to wealth and
station—wearied by the admonition, and somewhat scandalized

by the sight of a bottle of wine and glass in the room devoted to

ghostly comfort—a lasting shock was given toiler piety, ' by the
' appearance of the ducats which her father secretly, but not
' unseen, slipped on the table near the reverend divine ; and the
* sidelong glance with which the latter ascertained whether the
* usual number had received an addition of one, in consequence
* of her presence, together with the unctuous smile with which
* he nodded his thanks to her parents.'

In spite of the rigid Lutheranism of Danzig, liberty of con-

science was comolete. The Roman Catholic relisj-ion was not

only tolerated, but the monastic orders lived as unmolested in

their convents as in a Catholic country. There was also an
ecclesiastic of that church, whose presence and functions in a

Protestant city presented a singular and unexplained anomaly.
He bore the title of the Pope's Official, and was in fact a sort of

Nuncio. Not only were Protestants who married within the for-

bidden degrees obliged to get a dispensation from Rome, but

the Official had the power of performing the ceremony of mar-
riage, for Catholics or Protestants, without the consent of parents

—without license or witnesses—in a little chapel attached to his

house ; and a marriage so contracted was as valid as any other.

This strange privilege remained unimpaired down to the time of

the occupation of Danzig. The Official lived in the greatest

retirement, and was hardly ever seen. Madame Schopenhauer
says, she never knew any body who was acquainted with him,

and that a sort of mystery hung over his whole existence.
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The following Christmas scene is picturesque and touch-

ing:—
* Every Christmas-day, three of the Brothers of the order of Mercy,

in the black garb of their order, bowing- humbly, entered the dining-room,

just as we were assembled for dinner. They brought a quaintly-formed

silver plate, on which were a few coloured wafers stamped with a cruci-

lix ; and a box filled with snuff which they prepared from herbs in their

convent, and sold for the benefit of the poor.

< My father rose from table and advanced a iew steps to meet them.
We children each received a wafer ; he took a pinch of snuff out of the

box, and laid some money on the plate ; the Monks bowed again and
retired, as they had entered, in silence.

' The whole transaction, during which not a word was spoken, made,
probably for that reason, a solemn and at the same time melancholy im-

pression upon me. I was almost ready to cry. I knew that these

venerable men lived lives of the greatest privation, received into their

convent the sick of whatever faith, even Jews, and carefully nursed them.
Adam, who was himself a Catholic, and had been cured by the good fathers

in a severe illness, always told us about them after their visit.'

It will be a misfortune for the world, if narrowed views of re-

ligion on the one hand, and an extravagant abuse of philosophi-

cal speculation on the other, should conspire to rob Germany
of her fairest and noblest characteristic—one which she will ill

exchange for any that she can borrow from her neighbours

—

a profound and pervading religious sentiment, united to complete

toleration and Christian charity. We have more than once

heard even the common people speak with an honest pride of

the harmony in which they lived with their neighbours of a dif-

ferent confession. They were evidently conscious that it was a

distinction, and justly valued themselves upon possessing it. In

a considerable part of North Germany this complete tolerance is

combined with a strict adherence to the forms instituted by
Luther ; and with the more cheerful spirit which distinguishes his

Church from that of Calvin. Saxony (royal and ducal) naturally

retains the Lutheran character and traditions untouched. There
is a great difference, for example, in the manner of observing

the festivals of the Church, at Dresden and at Berlin. Nothing
can be at once more solemn and more festive than the observance

of Christmas-day at Dresden. Soon after midnight you are

awakened by the salvos of cannon which announce the great

festival. A few hours later, choral music comes floating through

the silence and darkness, as if from heaven. These are the

choristers of the Kreuzschule, singing their beautiful hymns on

the outer gallery which surrounds the lofty tower of the Krevz-

kirche. At daybreak the fine military band parades the principal

streets phtying, as a reveille, the venerable and noble carol
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which the church of Luther has sung from its infancy—the greet-

ing of the angels to the shepherds.

' Von Himmel hoch nun komm ich her

Und bringe ihnen neue Miihr.'

Soon the huge deep-toned bell of the Kreuzliirclie swings through

the air with its long and harmonious vibrations ; and the streets

are filled with well-dressed people thronging to the churcUes.

A little later you may see the beloved and revered Catholic

Monarch of the Lutheran people, with all the members of his

house, devoutly joining in the offices of a Chvirch, which they

have no other means of upholding, than through the warm cha-

rity of their hearts, and the spotless purity of their lives. The
whole scene is at once religious, antique, and joyous, and realizes

all our conceptions of a festival of the Christian church.

But the reverence for Luther, and the adherence to the forms
which he instituted, are still more unshaken in the country lying

on the confines of the Saxon duchies and electoral Hesse. Here
he still lives and reigns, in spite of Rationalists and Hegelianers,

Papists or Pietists. A year or two ago some travellers stopped

to dine at Eisenach, under the very shadow of the Wartburg.
While they were at dinner, a choir of scholars, in their long
bhick cloaks, came under the windows and sang several hymns.
The travellers enquired whether it was any particular festival.

' No,' replied the waiter, 'it is an ancient tradition, {eine alte

* herkommliche Anstalt,) established by Dr Martinus Luther.
* We give two dollars and a half a-year, and for that the poor
' scholars must sing twice a-w^eek before our house ; and so they
' receive their learning, {iind dafir bekommen sie ihre Studia.')

We are sorry we cannot do justice in English to the agreeable
pedantry of the whole speech. This was one of the substitutes

contrived by Doctor Martinus, for the monastic institutions to

which he owed the learning which he afterwards devoted to their

destruction. How many of the illustrious scholars of Germany
have earned their education in this manner ! During, whose edi-

tion of Horace was republished in London in 1820, and who
was rector of a school at Gubcn in 1781, complains of having
to sing before the doors of the citizens of that town on holidays ;

but adds, that the fees made up too considerable a part of his

salary for him to discontinue the practice. In a small and thriv-
ing town called Ahlfeld, in the country of the Whitehaired
Catti, whose blood is as unadulterated as their faith, the same
travellers stopped in the inn at which the stout-hearted Reform.er
slept, on his way to the diet of Worms. They were told that,
shortly before, a schoolmaster and all his scholars had walked
from Eisenach to see the house, which is preserved as it was iti
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its pristine state, and that such pllgrimao-es were not unfrequent.

This is a very German, as well as a very Lutheran part of Ger-

many. In the bordering county of Hesse the manners of the

peasantry are little changed. They are still clad from head to

foot in the stout linen woven in their own houses^ decorated with

large metal buttons.

Like all commercial cities, and especially seaports, in that

ao-e, Danzig presented a variety of costumes, and of striking na-

tional characteristics, of which we can now form no idea. Its

situation was peculiarly favourable to this motely grouping. The

march stone of civilization, as Madame Schopenhauer calls it—the

point at which the Slavonic and Teutonic races blended—at which

the more polished nations of the south and west met the semi-

barbarians of the north and east, it was necessarily rich in varied

and picturesque figures. Poles, from the splendid and haughty

Starost who looked as if the earth were not worthy to touch

his yellow boot, with his running postmen, habited to their very

shoes in white, with long ostrich feathers in their caps, streaming

as they ran panting by the side of his carriage—to the half-

naked Schimkys, who navigated the rude barges, laden with corn,

down the Vistula, and the wretched Marutschas, flocking in troops

to weed the fields around the city for the barest pittance; the

rich Jews of Warsaw and Cracow in their stately oriental garb,

and their wives in rich brocade, covered with gold chains, and

pearls, and antique jewellery; Russian merchants, with their sin-

gular dress, rude Istwostschichs, and the ponderous bags of

roubles carried behind them, attesting their ignorance of the

commercial transactions common to civilized Europe ; M. de

Pons, the French resident, distinguished by his red-heeled shoes,

and the English consul, Sir Trevor Correy, by ' his splendid

equipage, and his negro-boy Pharaoh;'—these, and many more,

were the foreign elements in this gay picture ; while the adhe-

rence to the established dress of the various professions and classes

among the natives, completed the motley variety. Among the

most remarkable of these were the physicians. Madame Schop-

enhauer's father was the first to brave the prejudice against

inoculation, which seems to have been as strong in Danzig, as,

according to Goethe, it was among the free citizens of Frankfort.

After reading her description of the doctors, we can easily imagine

what a determined opposition they would give to ' theory,' ' expe-

riment,' and the like.

< The character of our Danzig physicians of that day left my father

not the faintest hope of effecting- his purpose by their means.
_

In the

first place, they were all and several extremely old, and petrified in obsti-

nate prejudices. Whether they had ever been young, where they had
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lived, and what they had done in their youth, I know not ; but I can

alfirm, that up to the twelfth or fourteenth year of my life, I had never

seen nor heard of a young physician. These reverend gentlemen enjoyed

the title of excellency, and not only in their own houses and from their

servants, but in society generally ; only very intimate friends could

sometimes venture on a respectful " Herr Doctor." Their head was

covered by a snow-white powdered full-bottomed periwig with three

tails, one of which hung down the back, while the others floated on the

shoulders. A scarlet coat embroidered with gold, very broad lace ruffles

and frill, white or black silk stockings, knee and shoe buckles of sparkling

stones or silver gilt, and a little flat three-cocked-hat under the arm,

completed the toilette of these excellencies. Add to this a pretty large

cane with a gold head, or mermaid carved in ivory, upon which, in

dilhcult cases, to rest the chin—and certainly every one will admit the

impossii)ility of so much as thinking of an innovation in their presence.'

England, the leader in all such enterprizes, seems to have

mainly contributed to the spread of thisgreat discovery in Germany.

Goethe speaks of ' travelling P'nglishmen' as the only inocula-

tors in Frankfort ; and the Dr Wolf who introduced the practice

into Danzig, ' came from England recommended to Dr Jameson.'

Madame Schopenhauer remarks, that ' he was one of a race of

* physicians who just then came into fashion, but are now extinct

;

' they set at defiance all the established rules of decorum and civi-

' lity, and affected a simplicity of manners bordering on rudeness.

' Probably from contrast, they were the especial favourites of fine

' ladies and princes.'

The description of our heroine's inoculation, the preparation

for it, the anxiety and terror it occasioned, and its final success,

is amusing enough. But we have not room for it.

It is impossible to praise too highly the good-natured impar-

tiality with which Madame Schopenhauer describes the absurd and

troublesome fashions, the follies and the abuses of her early

days; she sees them with as clear and unprejudiced an eye as if

they were not surrounded with the bright morning mist of

youth.

' My emancipation from the school-room,' says she, < fell in the spring ;

balls, concerts, plays, &c,, had ceased. A few late evening parties alone

remained ; the brilliant part of these was the two hours' long hot supper,

under which the tables groaned. In Danzig, as every where, supper

was the social meal ; dinners were not thought of. To such a party,

for the first time in ray life, was I invited, as a confirmed, i. e. grown-up

young lady, of scarcely fourteen years of age. With a frisxre in the

most fortunate state of preservation, I had alighted from my father's

carriage ; not a grain of powder had fallen from the lofty tower, the

broad summit of which was crowned with a labyrinth of feathers,

flowers, and beads ; my new silk gown rustled proudly over the large

and stately hoop. Holding the hand of the eldest daughter of the
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house, who had advanced to meet me, I tripped lightly on ray gold-

embroidered shoes, with heels at least two inches high, up two steps

leading into the room. Never had I been so handsomely dressed—never

had my heart beat so violently—the folding-doors were thrown open

—

ah I'

' Ball-dresses,' she continues, ' properly so called, we had not, for the

simple reason that the varieties of spider net, tulle, organdie, gauze, or

whatever be their names, which now float like a mist around the graceful

forms of young ladies, as yet reposed in the wide and distant domain of

the possible. And yet we danced in our heavy silk " company" gowns

—

danced with passionate glee ; were sought, admired, and now and then a

little adored
;
just exactly as our grand-daughters are at the present day.

How this was possible, in the disguise we were, is still a mystery to myself.'

' Our mammas were more richly dressed, in other words more heavily-

laden, than their daughters. Paris sent them its fashions, somewhat ob-

solete, indeed, and deformed by exaggeration; but still they were eagerly

received. One alone formed an exception—rouge. The few ladies who
dared to act in defiance of the opinion that it was sinful to wear rouge,

were forced to do it with the utmost secrecy, if they did not wish to ex-

pose themselves to a public rebuke from the pulpit.'

It seems from Madame Piehler's Sketches, that the consciences

of the Vienna ladies were less scrupulous, or their spiritual guides

more indulgent. There, the same rule obtained as in Paris.

Married women alone were permitted to wear rouge. Was this

a sort of symbol or affiche of the franchises conferred by marriage ?

We have always wondered why the whole virtuous horror of

artificial aids to beauty was directed against red and white paint.

Ladies are delicate casuists, and we should like to see a treatise

from some fair hand, on the innocence of a ' front,' the venality

of a ' tournure,' and so on, through all the gradations of crimi-

nality, to rouge. In what part of the scale patching would come,

we know not. Madame Schopenhauer says nothing of the

attempts of the clergy of Danzig to repress this practice, though

nothing could be more felonious than the animus it displayed.

' Another fashion found great acceptance with our fine ladies, so

absurd that I should have doubted the possibility of its existence, did I

not remember the long flat little mother-of-pearl box, with a looking-

glass in the lid, which often served me as a plaything. This all ladies

carried about them, that whenever a patch fell from its place, the void

might instantly be filled. These little bits of so-called English plaster

were cut in the form of very small full and half moons, stars, hearts, &c.,

and were stuck on the face with a peculiar art, so as to heighten its

charms and increase its expression. A row ofmoons from the very smallest

gradually crescendo to larger, at the outer corner ofthe eyelid,was intended

to add to the length and brilliancy of the eye. A few little stars at the

corner of the mouth, gave a bewitching archness to the smile ; one in

the right place on the cheek, set off. a dimple. There were larger
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patches in the form of suns, doves, cupids, &c., which were called

assasins^

< Every thing-,' continues Madame Schopenhauer, 'in domestic, as well

as in social life, wore a different air from what it now wears, even the
greatest joy of youth— dancing-. One of the elegant dancers of the pre-

sent day would hardly bear the tedious Vandalism of a ball of that age for

an hour; and no doubt they will pity their grandmothers in their graves
when they hear that no dancing soul among us dreamt of such a thing
as waltz, gallopade, or cotillon. These dances are all of south German
origin, and had not yet found their way to the shores of the Baltic and
the Vistula. Our northern popular dances were the Polonaise and the

Mazurka, and are so to this day. Then, as now, the ball opened with a

Polonaise. But what a difference between that stately and graceful

dance, and the lazy, slouching walk which has usurped its name ! To
understand what I mean, it is necessary to see it danced by Poles.

Our trains having been carefully fastened up by our mothers, an
Anglaise followed, then Mazurka, quadrilles, and lastly, minuets, till an
al)un(lant hot supper, which neither old nor young disdained, was served.

After this, dancing was resumed with fresh vigour, and continued till

morning broke.'

Madame Pichler, in her description of a Vienna Carnival ball

in the last century, laments over the disappearance of the grace-
ful and decorous Allemande, (as the slow waltz of that time was
called all over Europe,) which has degenerated into the whirl we
now turn from with dizzy eyes. The only merit of a dancer of

the present day, seems to be the power of spinning round like a
frantic Fakeer. "We rather w^onder that some of the venerable

chroniclers of German manners have not moralized upon it,

as a symptom of the change which seems to strike them more
than any other—the incessant demand for novelty and excite-

ment; and the no less constant weariness and disappointment
consequent upon it. Things which were formerly events, are

now everyday occurrences, and pleasures which were formerly
looked forward to for months with beating hearts, are now
regarded as childish, insipid, and tedious. And if Germans
find cause to complain of this rapid and wearing action of

all the wheels of life, what shall we say of our vast and tumul-
tuous metropolis, compared to which the capitals of Germany
are quiet, homely, and stationary ? But as the distance between
given points may be equal, though the point of departure is dif-

ferent, we have no doubt the change is quite as great in Germany
as in England. We remember to have heard or read of nothing
at home like the absolute monotony in which, according to Ja-
cobs, childhood was passed in Gotha ; then, no doubt, a fair

specimen of the smaller cities of Germany. Such a state of exis-

tence would now be thought fit only for a penal colony, or a bet-
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terino- house. Ifwe had not good evidence for it, we should be

unable to believe that children grew, prospered, and were happy

in a life so entirely grey upon grey, (to use an excellent German-

ism.) We forget what aglow and brightness are diffused over

all things by the sunlight of youth; how the imagination of

chiklhood (if not blunted by excitement) can give shape, colour,

life, meaning, to the most ordinary objects, and find, not ' ser-

mons,' but romances and dramas, in stocks and stones.

< The life of the middle classes,' says Jacobs in his Personalia, « was then

very simple. My father's income was precarious, and we grew up under

restraints which would appear melancholy and oppressive to children of our

cla?s. But the amusements to which the children of the present day are

accustomed, were unknown to those of a former ; and they missed not what

they did not know. Spacious buildings, which keep asunder the members

of a family, were rare, and those who had them, used them only on rare

occasions. Parents and children were generally together in one room ; the

children worked and played under the eyes of their parents, and a great

part of education consisted in this companionship. Filial obedience, the

beginning and foundation of all domestic and civil virtues, was a matter of

course, and parents were the better for the constraint which the presence

of their children imposed on their words and actions. The respect vyhich

they (with few exceptions) inspired, spared parents much admonition,

teaching, and preaching—the cheap but feeble substitute for practical

education. So at least was it in our house. Company was hardly

thought of; at the utmost, families assembled after afternoon service on

Sundays; the women to discuss the sermon, the men to talk of business

or news, or, if they had nothing to say, to play backgammon. Family

festivals were rare. On New-year's day and birthdays, relations wished

each other joy ; the boys generally in a Latin or German speech, got by

heart. Presents were not thought of. Those for children were reserved

for Christmas eve, when the tree, with its sweetmeats and angels and wax-

lights, gave an appearance of festal splendour to things which were, in fact,

mere necessaries. Bethlehem, with its manger and crib, was indispensable;

and this sacred spot was surrounded with a blooming landscape, gardens,

and ponds, which my father had for weeks employed his evening hours

in decorating with his own hands. He thought his labour richly reward-

ed on the lon--expected evening, by our delight and admiration. The

narrative of St Luke, which it had not at that time occurred to any body to

regard as a myth, was always read. The joyous recollection of this pious

festival, caused rae and my brothers to retain the same custom with our

children.'

Goethe's description, in the work before quoted, of his grand-

father, is a charming picture of contented monotony in advanced

life. Every day the same business was followed by the same sim-

ple pleasures, in exactly the same order. In such a life, disappoint-

ment was scarcely possible. His expectations were extremely

moderate, and he knew exactly what he expected. ' In his
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* room,' says Goethe, ' I never saw a novelty. I recollect no
* form of existence that ever gave me to such a degree the
* feeling of unbroken calm and perpetuity.' Yet this was in the

busy an dvvealthy city of Frankfort, on the high-road of Europe.

Even the tumult and luxury of the capital of the empire did not

materially disturb the tranquil and regular habits of its citizens.

Madame Pichler gives the following description and summary
of the life of a Vienna ewpluijc in her youth :

—

* Between sixty and seventy years ago, the income of a K. K. Hofrath,

(an imjjciial Conseiller dc Coiir,^ who generally had, besides his salary,

oflicial rooms, enabled him, with good management, to live in a respect-

able manner, keep an equipage, and still lay by something yearly. He
and his wife thus lived in tranquil comfort, and in the enjoyment of com-
petence ; they settled themselves in the dwelling which cost them no-

tiiing, as handsomely as was consistent with an accurate calculation of

their means, and in twenty or thirty years died in the midst of the same
furniture, pictures, 8ic , with which they had first adorned it. Tlie ef-

fect of this unchangeable plan of life on the character and happiness, was
incalculably dift'erent from that produced by the mobile, striving, all-

attempting, all-overturning existence of the present generation, both for

good and for evil. And if we hear those times spoken of as pcrruque,

and reproached, not unjustly, with routine, Vhillistcrei, dire., I must still

think that the absence of the continual exciting movement which now
])revails, favoured the possibility of deep thought and steady feeling; the

character, though more one-sided and narrow, had a depth and consist-

ency which is now rare.'

In all Madame Pichler's personages of the middle class, we
find the contentment, with the uniform and inflexible recurrence

of the same amusements, which characterizes children. Children

in a natural state prefer an old book, a story which they have
heard a hundred times, to any thing unaccustomed. The nar-

rator who thinks to please them by various readings and new
^on7^^/T, finds himself completely mistaken. At the smallest

departure from the authentic version, he is called to order, and
brought back to the established form of the history, every devia-

tion from which is disappointment. So it was with the amuse-
ments of our ancestors. Each holiday had its ap])ropriate and
oblige diversion, its peculiar dish or confection, its fixed form
of salutation. To alter these was to invert the order of nature.

Surprises were unwelcome. People liked to know exactly what
w'as coming—what they had to see, to feel, to say, and even to

eat.

We have already noticed the broad line of demarcation which
formerly existed between the several classes of society. It was
the object of the legislature of every country to perpetuate this

;

and one of the expedients most commonly resorted to, was the
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enactment of sumptuary laws. By no class of rulers were these

more rigidly maintained than by the municipal aristocracies of

free cities. Even in Madame Schopenhaner's youth they were
still in full force.

' At the weddings of the wealthiest and most respectable artizans, an

o'aicer, whose especial business it was, invariably presented himself in

full dress, with a sword by his side, to count the guests, and see that they

(lid not exceed the prescribed number, and to ascertain that the bride

wore no forbidden ornaments, such as real pearls. But the fear of being

ridiculous in the eyes of their neighbours and equals had still more effect

than the law. No woman of that class thought of wearing the hoops, the

richly-trimmed trains, or the high head-dresses of the ladies.'

We find the same remark in Madame Pichler's description of

the Vienna citizen of the same date.

' The wealthy saddler, who was supposed to be able to leave each of

his three sons thirty thousand florins, lived in a few simplv-furnished

rooms, surrounded by his family and journeymen, ate well, but without

elegance, dressed the same, and placed his pride in never affecting any

thing above his station. For this reason he never allowed his wife to

wear any dress worn by women of the higher ranks, no hoop, no open

gown—that is, a gown with folds hanging from the shoulders and ending

in a sort of train. These were peculiar to ladies. The citizens' wives

wore those folds confined at the waist by a black silk apron, and ending

at the feet. The worthy citizen's rigour was so gr^at, that he once hacked

to pieces a beautiful lace cap which his wife had made in secret, that she

might see it was not the cost, but the pretension, of such luxury which

he objected to.

' So thought, so lived, the Vienna tradesmen sixty or seventy years

ago. Their journeymen ate with them at the same table ; the discipline,

though paternal, was strict, and often enforced on both children and

workmen with the stick or the strap. Rough words and coarse jokes

formed the scanty conversation at table.

' On Sunday, after the huge and indispensable roast was dispatched,

the party separated to their several amusements. The master and mis-

tress went to church to hear the benediction, which they received with

great devotion and then returned home. The Sunday clothes were now
laid aside. The master went with a few neighbours to a grocer's shop,

and there indulged rather freely in an Italian salad and foreign wine;

while the wife regaled herself and her gossips with excellent coffee served

in a massive silver pot. At eight or half-past eight the master came

home, somewhat more excited than usual, joked a little with one of his

pretty neighbours, gave his wife a hearty smack to appease her rising

jealousy, and ended the Sunday with the same homely simplicity as he

began it.'

In justice to the present age, upon which it may be thought

we, as well as these gossips, are rather hard, we must express our

surprise that none of them have said any thing about the asto-
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nisliin^ decline of drunkenness in Germany. ' Not a century
' ago,' says Carl Julius Weber, ' German sotting (saufen) was
' proverbial. Difterent towns and cities claimed precedence in it.

' To drink more palatino, was to get dead drimk. The collec-
* tions of antiquarians are full of drinking cups and horns not
* made to stand. Tri7ik alle aiis, was the motto of the Olden-
' burger Wunderhorn. The last Count of Gorz used to make
* liis children drink at night, and, if they wanted to go to sleep,
' he grumbled at their degeneracy, and doubted if they were
* his own children. The Hohenlohe deed of investiture {leliens-

' brief) required the claimant to drink out {vel quasi) the great
* feudatory goblet, (lehensbescher,) as a proof that he was a Ger-
' man nobleman and an able-bodied warrior. In that princi-
' jiality, even about fifty years ago, there were no glasses holding
' less than half a schappen, (a half bottle.) The Homburger
' chronicle records the feats of two sisters, who drank thirty-two
* schappens at a sitting, and then walked quietly to their home,
' half a league distant'

The Ecclesiastical Courts were distinguished for this jovialty.

It was a canon of Mainz to whom the world was indebted for

the admirable excuse, that ' there was too much wine for the

mass, and too little for the mills.'

There is still a good deal of drunkenness among the lower
classes in some parts of Germany, though not nearly so much as

in England. Among the higher classes it is very rare in both
countries. The beer-drinking of the students is not to be classed

W'ith ordinary intemperance. It is part of a system, (the studeji-

ten icesen,) and, whatever their admirers at home or abroad may
tell them, not the best part. It is diificult to understand the en-

joyment of pouring down the throat gallons of beer, neither

pleasant to the taste nor exhilarating to the spirits. But ' sic

Dii voluerunt'

—

'&o i]\Q Burschen have decreed. It begins by
being a fashion, and ends by being a want ; like its kindred abo-
mination—smoking.
Madame Pichler, who, as we have remarked, is apt to insist on

the degeneracy of the age, laments over the galloping speed at

which Austria has joined in the mad race after novelty and
change. This will surprise our readers, who are accustomed to

regard Austria as the drag on the wheel of European life. We
should have thought that the easy contented character of the

people, and the insurmountable barriers which surround the higher

ranks, would have kept down all ambitious imitations and rest-

less change.

In some respects we venture to think the revolution is not

alarming. Madame Schopenhauer's description of the precau-
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tions of the police on the Austrian frontier, forty years ago, is

wonderfully exact to this day. You are still detained half an

hour, at the least, while the accomplished functionary is spelling

out your passport ;
you are still asked your religious confession,

the maiden name of your grandmother, and other particulars not

less important to the interests and safety of the Austrian empire
;

but all this is done with extreme quietness and civility, and if

two zwanzigers are accidentally found to have insinuated them-

selves within the folds of the passport, you hear nothing of search-

ing. We have always admired the simplicity and directness with

which Mr Murray's ' hand-book' fixes the price of the virtue of

a K. K. custom-house officer. The writer evidently knew his

men. The good Austrians are the last people to take this

amiss. Hypocrisy is not one of their faults ; for that you must
seek further north.

Should we enter on the chapter of changes in all that relates

to travelling, we should never have done. England in this

respect took the lead of all other countries, and for many years

was immeasurably a-head. Her superiority is still very great

;

but the demand and the money of her own wandering sons have

forced the countries through which they pass in swarms, into

some approach to her own condition. The Zollverein has put an

end to half the vexations of travellers. Fifteen years ago, the

custom-house officers of M. de Nassau and M. de Bade (as M.
Victor Hugo, in his work on the Rhine, thinks fit to call them)

were troublesome and inquisitive—exactly in an inverse ratio of

the magnitude of their sovereign's territory. Now, having shown
your passport on the frontiers of Prussia, where you rarely find

either incivility or exaction, you may go from Aix-la-Chapelle

to Bohemia without a question.

We have seen that among Madame Schopenhauer's earliest

recollections, Avas the sudden blow given to the franchises and the

commerce of her native city. Her whole youth was passed in

witnessing its convulsive struggles and long agony; and when we
read her description of the barbarous and destructive form under

which monarchical power first presented itself to her, we cease

to wonder, or even to smile, at her stiff-necked republicanism.

It is impossible to see without indignation, a free, peaceful,

industrious population, whose prosperity was their own work, and
whose institutions were sanctified by time, handed over without

appeal to the brutality of a foreign soldiery, and the blunders of

ignorant and arbitrary legislation, without allowing for all the

prejudices of the sufferers.

Danzig stood conditionally under the protection of Poland, and

its ruin was one of the many evils atteadant on the partition of
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that kinodom. By a sort of irony, the city itself was not occupied,

but it was surrounded with a cordon of Prussian custom-houses,

so near as to render it impossible for the citizens to go backward

and forward to their country-houses, without being exposed

to the brutal insolence of functionaries whose whole office and

existence was new and hateful to them. Ladies and children

were forced to stand, in rain and storm, while every corner of their

carriages were searched. Even their persons were not respected,

and the women of the lower classes were exposed to the grossest

insults. The rage of the citizens, which a consciousness of their

own impotence had heightened into almost frantic desperation,

gradually subsided into a profound and suppressed hate of Prus-

sia, and every thing Prussian.

Such were the scenes in the midst of which Madame Scho-

penhauer grew up. We need not wonder that the spirited reply

of a young Danziger to a Prussian general, which won the hearts

of all his fellow-citizens, made a deep impression upon hers.

* A Prussian general was quartered in the country-house of one of the

most eminent merchants of Danzig. He offered to the eon of his host

to permit the forage for his horses to enter the city duty free. " I

thank the General for his obliging offer, but my stables are for the

present well provided, and when my stock of forage is exhausted I shall

order my horses to be shot," was the brief and decisive answer. It was
soon known through the town, and the more admired, because the young
man's passion for his beautiful horses was notorious. Nobody delighted

in it more thau I, though I knew my republican countryman only by sight.'

This was Heinreich Floris Schopenhauer, to whom soon after,

at the age of nineteen, she was united. Not long after, this

patriotic citizen went to Berlin and requested an interview with
the great Frederic. It was immediately granted, and Frederic,

struck by his rank, upright character, and his knowledge of com-
mercial affairs, pressed him to settle in his dominions, and offered

him every possible privilege and protection. M. Schopenhauer was
beginning to feel the resistless influence which Frederic exercised

on all around him, when the King, pointing to a heap of papers in

a corner, said, Voild, les calamites de la ville de Danzig, These
few words broke the spell for ever; and though Frederic after-

wards repeated his offers, the sturdy patriot never would accept

the smallest obligation from him. At length, seeing that all

hope of the deliverance of his native city from a foreign yoke was
at an end, he determiiv I to quit it for ever, and to seek a freer

home. In this detern-.xiation his young wife fully concurred,

and they set out on a tour of observation through the Nether-
lands, France, and England. Here we must leave them—not
Avithout expressing our regret that she did not live to fill up the

outline she hud marked out.
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Art. VI.

—

A Voyage round the Coasts of Scotland and the Isles,

By James Wilson, F.R.S.E., M.W.S. 2 Vols. ]2mo.
Edinburgh: 1842.

ry^HERE are few countries in the civiHzed world that possess
-^ objects and institutions of a higher and more varied interest

than our own native land. Approximating in its locality to the

frigid zone—and deeply indented throughout its peninsular out-

line by winding estuaries, and spacious bays, and deep inlets of

the ocean, and fringed on its western and northern shores by
innumerable islands— Scotland enjoys a climate at once mild and
salubrious, equally removed from the rigours of an arctic winter

and the scorching heats of a tropical sun. No exhalations poison

its atmosphere—no sirocco blights it—no tornado shakes it ; and
we know no more of the earthquake than what is required to

make us grateful for our ignorance.

At every season of the year Scotland is accessible to the

stranger, whether he comes as a pilgrim, with his staff and his

scrip, or is welcomed to our shores by the light-beacons

which keep watch over them by night. A railroad unites its

political with its commercial metropolis, mail-coaches pass daily

along its great lines of communication, and the busy steamer
plies with unceasing industry along its sinuous and rugged
coasts.

With this external character the interior of our peninsula

exactly corresponds. Mountain ranges of lofty aspect, here

rising into peaks of granite, there descending into precipices of

gneiss, or running into pillars of basalt, embosom lakes of the

purest and most limpid water ; or give birth in their corries to

the elements of the cataract which at a lower level thunders

over its precipices, and to the sources of the mighty river which
adorns and fertilizes the region of industry and life. In descend-

ing to the level of vegetable forms, we enter upon scenery at

once picturesque and beautiful—here clothed with the sober

heath, there gay with the richest verdure,—in one place the

crevices of the rock pushing out their cramped and wild vege-

tation, and at another the river-banks displaying their embroidery

of birch and oak; while the flanks of the eternal hills retire into

purple shadow, invested with the folds of the gloomy and
stately pine.

In the midst of scenes like these, the geologist and the anti-

quary will discover features of nature and works of art which

no other country but ours has yet exhibited. We speak not of

our lavas of trap and granite, or of the precious gems and ores
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M'hich they contain ;—nor of our buried forests, showing, to the

fourth and fifth generation, the decaying trunks of their vege-

table denizens. We speak not of our basaltic caves lashed by
the ocean's billows, nor of our columnar sea-cliiFs stretching out

their Doric colonnades, or shooting forth their broken shafts

and their shattered polygons. We speak not of our ancient

castles guarding our mountain passes, or frowning from our
headlands ;—nor of the plains and fastnesses where Roman am-
bition was checked, and English domination humbled. Other
nations can boast of such objects as well as we ; but we refer to

one of the most magnificent catastrophes of the antediluvian

age—the Parallel Roads of Glenroy—which baffle the sagacity

of the geologist ; and to those splendid works of man, the vitri-

fied forts* of Scotland, which equally perplex the architect and
the antiquary. Scenes like these would well reward the labour
of any traveller, even from the remotest regions of the globe.

In our sober latitude, and in a land neither teeming with
wealth nor familiar with luxury, a stranger must not expect
any of those exciting amusements which he may have found in

richer countries, and among an idler people. We cannot ofi'er

him cither the bull-fight or the carnival ; and he must recross

the Tweed before he can enjoy in perfection the excitements of
the turf, or witness the brutality of the prize-ring. But in

compensation we can conduct him

' To the moors ! the moors ! the joyous moors !

When Autumn displays her golden stores ;

Wiaere the startled grouse and the blackcock spring,

At the well-known report, on whirring wing.
Or farther north, where the dun-fleer go
Unrestrain'd o'er the summits of Ben-y-gloe

;

And Glen Tilt and Glen Bruar re-echo the sound
Of the hart held to bay by the deep-mouthed bloodhound

;

And the eagle stoops down from Schehallien to claim
With the fox and the raven his share of the game.'

To the traveller of graver mood, Scotland presents several
objects of contemplation of no common interest, and of no mean
importance. In her institutions for religious, moral, and general
education, there will be found arrangements to admire and to
imitate; and in the re-agency of knowledge, thus conveyed, upon
the characters, and manners, and habits of her people, the philo-

* Dr Macculloch has enumerated thirtij of these, of which only one is

south of the Forth, namely, at Castle Gower in Galloway. We have
seen indications of another at Cowdenknows in Berwickshire.
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soplaer may discover new objects of study, and the statesman new
principles of government. In our parish churches and parochial
schools they will recognize the machinery by which a virtuous
and a pious population have been reared ; and in the simplicity

of our worship, they may discover the process by which faith

can appeal to the judgment more than to the imagination; and
become a quiet and continuous principle of duty, instead of a
series of impulses, efficacious only during the high pressure under
which they are produced.

In our land, therefore, the traveller will find no gorgeous
temples—no mitred ecclesiastics—none of the pomp and circum-
stance which decorate the churches of the South, and in the

sorcery of which the worshipper too often leans on the broken
reed of the priest, and ekes out his own heartless aspirations

by the supplement of solemn sounds and unmeaning symbols.
But simple as are our rites, and humble as are our faithful pas-

tors, we are not without associations, influencing even the ima-
gination, which act more powerfully as incentives to piety than
the most solemn and imposing forms. Our civil and religious

liberties were won together. With the sword in one hand and
the Bible in the other, our fathers resisted unto death the ene-

mies of their faith ; and the scenes on which they triumphed

—

the fields on which they fell—the spot on which they suffered

martyrdom, and the glens in which they Avorshipped, are yet

remembered with the holiest reverence.

Into a country thus pre-eminently favoured, we might have
expected a greater influx of professional tourists from distant, as

well as from neighbouring kingdoms. The lovers of the chase

and of the picturesque have, in sufficient numbers, visited our

heaths, and our lake and river scenery; but, if we except Mr
Scrope's interesting work on ' Deer Stalking,' no account of the

scenes which they saw, or the adventures which they met with,

has been given to the world. The tour of Dr Johnson to the He-
brides, and of Dr Hibbert Ware to the Shetland Isles, however
valuable, possess only a limited interest; while the more ambi-

tious productions of Pennant and Maccullochby no means supply

the desideratum of a description of the Islands and Mainland
of Scotland. Such a work, indeed, might be compiled from the

new Statistical Accounts of our Parishes, drawn up by the resi-

dent clergy; but this would not furnish us with what we anxiously

desire,—the first impressions and the deliberate opinions of an
accomplished traveller, who, after having seen the wonders and
the institutions of other lands, should delineate our varied scenery,

describe our literary and political establishments, appreciate our

])rogress in agriculture and the munufactuiing arts, and record,
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for the instruction of the whole civiiized world, the moral condi-

tion of a people blessed with a School and a resident Clergyman in

every parish; perusing daily the Book of Life; exercising upon it

therights of private judgment; rejecting all external pressure upon

their consciences; drawing their creed and their principles of

duty from that book alone; and worshipping its Author according

to the simple ritual of apostolic times. In so far as the descrip-

tion of scenery and incident is concerned, in regard to our islands

and coasts, the volumes before us may be considered as supplying

the desideratwu we have mentioned ; but an analogous work is

still wanting, descriptive of the Lowlands and Highlands of

Scotland.

The voyage of which we propose to give our readers some

account was undertaken by Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, Secretary

to the Scottish Fishery Board, ' for the purpose of making cer-

' tain investigations into the natural history of the herring
;'

and Mr Wilson, as a distinguished naturalist, was requested

by the Commissioners to accompany Sir Thomas. ' The
' object of the voyagers was to acquire a general knowledge of

' the whole coasts of Scotland, especially of the districts near
' which fisheries had been, or might with advantage be estab-

' lished, and to make themselves acquainted with the character

' and position of the various harbours erected by the Board;'

and hence they had ' occasion to visit many localities not within

' the range of the ordinary tourist, as well as to explore those
* numerous isles and picturesque inlets for which our Western
' shores are so remarkable.'

Li drawing up the account of their voyage, Mr W^ilson had not

only the use of Sir Thomas Dick Lauder's valuable sketches,

(which have been etched upon steel from finished drawings by
Mr Charles Wilson,) but the greater advantage of access to his

journal, and to the general reports submitted to the Fishery Board.

We may therefore regard this work as containing the united ob-

servations of two travellers distinguished by literary and scien-

tific acquirements; and already known to the public as the

authors of interesting works, both of a popular and scientific

character.

In company with such guides, therefore, we enter upon our

Voyage of observation with the certainty of being instructed, and
the expectation of being amused : And if we are not carried into

regions of stirring incident and exciting adventure ;—regions

where the navigator is boarded by pirates, or where the traveller

is plundered by banditti, or incarcerated as spies;—if we are not

invited to the inspection of Bastiles and Bedlams, or called upon
to visit the cells of wretchedness and crime— it is because we are
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among a people where the vices of extreme poverty and extreme
wealth are unknown; where the cottage library always contains
the Bible ; where one day in the week sheds its influence over
six; and where the aristocracy are the laird, the pastor, and the
schoolmaster—the representatives of the property, the piety, and
the learning of the Parish. But notwithstanding these general
securities in favour of order, we may occasionally meet with
some ambiguous deviations from it. In our mountain excursions
we may encounter the sturdy Gael contemplating, over the muzzle
of his gun, the habits of the grouse and the deer ; or fall in
with a committee of chemists studying in some warm corry the
properties of alcohol.

On the 17th of June our voyagers embarked at Greenock on
board the Princess-Royal, a new cutter of one hundred and three
tons, built by Government for the fishery service. Sailing down
the beautiful expansion of the Firth of Clyde, they visited Roth-
say in the island of Bute, and passing the Cumbrays and Holy
Island, admired the magnificent coast of Arran, with the mighty
Goatfell predominating above the rugged range which it over-
shadows. From Campbelton, lying in a beautiful semicircular
bay, almost land-locked by two conical insular hills, the Princess-
Royal made for the coast of Ayrshire ; where its white fishery, and
the harbour and ruined castle of Dunoon, occupied the attention
of the party. While enjoying the hospitalities of Culhorn, they
visited the loch of Soul-seat, {Sedes animarum,) remarkable for

the myriads of an ephemeral fly, the Ephemera alhipennis, which
forms clouds and pillars rising to the height of above fifty feet, and
darkening the air like a mass of vapour or smoke. Previous to

their transformation into their strictly ephemeral state of winged
insects, they are said to live in their subaqueous abodes for two
or three years in the condition of larvce ; but the most singular

peculiarity of the species is, that they ' throw off a slender en-
' velope or skin, including that even of the limbs, eyes, setcB,

' and antenncB ;' and the angler, after remaining only a short

time in this entomological mob, is completely covered with the

filmy skins of these gay ephemerse.

Leaving Stranraer on the 26th June, our voyagers directed

their course for the Giant's Causeway, one of those magnificent

works of nature which almost transcends description.

' The Giant'Lj Causeway,' says Mr Wilson, < properly so called, is by

no means the most conspicuous feature of the scene, when first viewed

from an approaching vessel. It is the great columnnar cliffs, the rocky

bays, and here and there a tall aspiring crag, which give character to this

singular coast. But on landing on what seemed a flattened point or pro-

n:ontory, the wonderful structure of the Causeway is at once apparent,
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and is truly admirable. The whole of this promontory is paved with, or

rather composed of, hug-e Hat-crowned stones, all fitting into each other

most beautifully, some being nearly quadrangular, many six-sided like

the comb of the honey-bee, while others are regular octagons of the

most perfect forms. * * * As the whole slopes upwards from the sea,

by the time you have walked inland a few hundred yards, you find your-

self raised above the level of the adjoining bay on either side, and the

exposed lateral portion is itself composed of beautiful columnar ranges,

all formed of separate pieces placed upon each other. It is, in fact, the

tops of millions of these columnar pieces which form the great Cause-
way, although it is only on the exposed perpendicular portions of tiie

pier, as we may call it, that the same lengthened columnar structure is

perceptible. * * * On the hillside, just above the great Causeway, the

same structure prevails, with this difference, that the pillars lie horizon-

tally, with their heads sticking as it were out of the brae, the surface of

their corners being, of course, perpendicular. * * * On the face of a

hill in the same bay there is a central space called the organ, on ac-

count of the resemblance which a portion of its columns bears to the

pipes of that instrument. They increase in length upwards from sides

to centre, and thus look also like a hugely fiuted Gothic doorway,
which, if opened, would lead one into the centre of the mountain.*

—

(Vol. i. pp. 68-71.)

From this interesting coast the cutter ran to Islay, twenty-five

milos long and twenty-two broad, and one of the richest and most
productive islands of the Hebrides. Here the roe and the fallow-

deer abound ; and copper, iron, lead, tin, and lime, are among its

mineral productions. Passing the island of Jura ' with her trij)Ie

crown,' and in view of ' the rounded but lofty Scarba,' guard-
ing the great whirlpool of the Corryvreken, ' which raises to the
w^est a ceaseless surge,' the travellers landed at the harbour of
Scalloway in Colonsay, and visited Killouran, the seat of Mr
M'Neill of Colonsay, the sole proprietor of the island, and dis-

tinguished by his liberality in bettering the condition of his ten-
antry.

In the neighbouring island of Oronsay, close upon the re-

sidence of Captain M'Neill, are the ruins of an ancient abbey,
founded by the Lords of the Isles, with a solitary stone cross of
great height and exquisite workmanship, which was minutely
sketched by Pennant, who has also given an enlarged view of the
interior of the monastery.

Passing the lighthouse of Skerryvore, the cutter made for

Tiree, a low and flat island with no trees and few peats, but cele-

brated for its quarries of marble, which is held in high estima-
tion. The inhabitants, who amounted in 1792 to 2416, arc ob-
liged to proceed at different seasons to Mull to cut and prejiare
their peats for drying, and afterwards to bring them home in

their boats.
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Our travellers now proceeded to Staffa, of which Mr Wilson
has given a very interesting description. At a distance, the

island, which is only 1^ mile in circumference, and by no means
high, has a lumpish aspect, and consists of an undulating table

land, bisected by a singular ravine, and supported by precipitous

columnar cliffs of various heights. Lying down from time to

time upon the grassy ledge which meets the very edge of the

lofty and sometimes overhanging cliffs, the tourists ' peered over
* the giddy precipices, enjoying the sight of the tumultuous
* waves, heaving and surging over the truncated crowns of the
* beautiful close-set columns which compose such a splendid
* causeway between the steeper portion and the sea.'

Separated from the Stafl'a strand by only a few feet of trans-

parent water, stands the singular rock called Booshala or the

Herdsman ; which ' is itself a perfect gem in respect to its beauty
* of basaltic structure, being composed entirely of the most
* symmetrical columnar forms, several of them bent in a pecu-
' liar manner, and the generality lying on their sides.' After

passing along the tesselated causeway, which forms a sufficiently

convenient path to the Great Cave, and examining the Clam-
shell Cave, on one side of which the columns have the form of

a fine curve like the ribs of a ship, and also FingaVs Chair, we
reach the Cave of Fingal,* which Mr Wilson thus describes:

—

' Fingal's Cave is indeed a most magnificent example of nature's ar-

chitecture. A vast archway of nearly seventy feet in height, supporting a

massive entablature of thirty feet additional, and receding for about 230
feet inwards—the entire front, as well as the great cavernous sides, be-

ing composed of countless complicated ranges of gigantic columns, beau-

tifully jointed, and of most symmetrical though somewhat varied forms;

the roof itself exhibiting a rich grouping of overhanging pillars, some of

snowy whiteness from the calcareous covering by which they have become
encrusted—the whole rising from, and often seen reflected by, the ocean

waters—forms truly a picture of unrivalled grandeur, and one on which

it is delightful to dwell even in remembrance. How often have we since

recalled to mind the regularity, magnitude, and loftiness of those co-

lumns, the fine o'erhanging cliff of small prismatic basalt to which they

give support, worn by the murmuring waves of many thousand years

into the semblance of some stupendous Gothic arch,

" Where through the long-drawn aisle and fretted vault

"

* The most elaborate and correct account of this extraordinary cave,

and of the other caves in Staffa, is given by Dr Macculloch, who visited

the island^i;^ times, and took tbe most careful measurements of all its

heights and excavations.—See his Highlands and Weaterti Isles of Scot'

and, vol. iv. p. 385.
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the wild waters ever urge their way—and the receding sides of that great

temple, running inwards in solemn perspective, yet ever and anon, as ocean

heaves and flills, rendered vit^ible in its far sanctuary by the broad and

flashing light reflected by the foaming surges sweeping onwards from

Lelow ! There the broken and irregular gallery which overhangs that

subterranean flood, and from which, looking upwards and around, we be-

hold the rich and varied hues of red, green, and gold, which give such

splendid relief to the deep and sombre-coloured columns—the clear bright

tints which sparkle beneath our feet, from the waving yet translucent

sea—the whole accompanied by the wild, yet mellow and sonorous moan
of each successive billow which rises up at the sides, or rolls over the

finely-formed caverns of the lowlier and disjointed pillars : these are a

few of the features of this exquisite and most singular scene which can-

not fail to astonish the beholder.'—(Vol. i. pp. 122-3.)

From tins sublimely overpowering spectacle, equally intercst-

ino- to the geologist and the lover of natural scenery, our tra-

vellers steered their course to lona, the far-famed i-land of

waves, whose history is associated with the early civilization and
literature of our country, and with the introduction and progress

of Christianity. This star of the western ocean, as it has been

called, is about three miles long and one broad. It is scj)arated

by a narrow canal from INIull, and is occupied by about 500 in-

habitants, who live in a village of comfortless cottages, adorned

with a small parliamentary church, and a manse of proportionate

size. Nearest to the village, and in the vicinity of the church,

stands the nunnery of St Augustine, with its chapel, which is in

good preservation. Its architecture is entirely Norman. It is

nearly fifty-eight feet long and twenty broad—the eastern part of its

vaulted roof still remaininof. Amono- the, tombstones within this

nunnery, is one of the Princess Anna, dated loll, with its black-

letter inscription, given by Pennant. The figure of the Princess

occupies one half of the surface of the stone, and near her head
is a looking-glass and comb : the Virgin Mary and Child occupy
the other half. Advancing along a broad paved way, partly dis-

mantled, we arrive at a vast enclosure called Keilig ourain, filled

with the tombs of monarchs and chieftains, who coveted this sa-

cred spot for their final resting-place. In this enclosure stands

St Oran's chapel, which is considered the most ancient of these

ruins. It is a rude small building, roofless, yet entire, being

sixty feet long and twenty-two broad. ^Vithin it are several

tombs, with carved stones in the pavement, one of the tombs
lying under a canopy of three pointed arches.

A little to the north of the Ilciliy ourain stands the Cathedral
or Abbey church, dedicated to St j^lary. It is 115 feet long, 23
broad, and the length of the transept 70 feet. The choir is about
60 feet long, and the height of the tower 70 feet. The pave-

VOL. LXXVII. NO. CLV. M
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ment of the church is entire. The best preserved of all the mo-
numents is that of the Abbot M'Fingon, dated 1500. It is

figured by Pennant, but within these few years some ruthless

and dishonest mineralogist has carried off the abbot's nose. On
the outside is another monument, dated 1489, and erected to the

abbot's father. Between the village and the Reilig ourain is

the only remaining- cross of the three hundred which are said

to have once existed in lona. It is figured very neatly by Mr
Wilson. It is high and massive, and ' exquisitely carved in relief

' with Rhunic knotting.' It is of mica slate, and stands on a
large basement of granite, cut into three steps.

When Pennant visited these ruins, the tomb of the princess

was buried in cow-dung; and though the cows have since his

time been banished from the sacred byre of the Nunnery Chapel,

yet the exposed state of the ruins has subjected them to various

dilapidations. The present Duke of Argyll has evinced a
laudable desire to protect these venerable remains. ' We were
' well pleased,' says Mr Wilson, ' to find that the Duke has
* shown a praiseworthy interest in these long-neglected relics of
* bygone ages, and has taken steps to prevent all further dese-
* cration. Plis people are now forming a walled fosse around
* the precincts of the cathedral, constructed, if our memory serves
* us, after the manner of a ha-ha fence, so as to defend, without
* screening, these far-famed ruins.'—(Vol. i. p. 140.)

Coasting along the southern shore of Mull, the Princess-

Royal cast anchor in the bay of Oban, and the party visited the

noble ruins of Dunoliy Castle, the remains of Ardchattan priory,

and the ancient regal castle of Dunstaffnage, With the fine and
beautifully formed island of Kerrera, and the * crescent bay and
* gleaming dwellings of Oban* in their view, and the ' loud re-

* sounding surge'* of Loch Etive in their ears, they passed the

Ladys Rock, the scene of an act of cruelty in the beginning of

the 16th century, immortalized by Joanna Baillie's ' Family
Legend.'

' Lauchlan Catenach Maclean of Duart had married a daughter of

Archibald, second Earl of Argyll, with whom it may be presumed he
lived on bad terms. * * * Some accounts say that she had twice

attempted her husband's life. * * * Be this as it may, Lauchlan
carried the la'Iy to a wave-washed rock, where he left her at low water.

* This is a salt-water fall or sea cascade. A rocky barrier retains a
portion of the flood tide above it at a higher level than that which is be-
low. Hence the water descends as in the rapids of an American rivei'.

At high water boats and even small vessels pass over it.
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* * * However, it so chanced that her cries were heard l)y some
passing- fishermen, who conveyed the lady away to her own people. Con-
siderable feudal disorders ensued in consequence, and the Laird of Duart
was eventually assassinated in bed one night by Sir John Cauipboll of

Calder, the brother of the lady.'— (Vol. i. p. 167.)

The ruins of Duart Castle in Mull, of Ardtornish Castle in

Morven, and a principal residence of the Lords of the Isles, the

Castle of Aros, and Castle Chone, presented to our travellers spe-

cimens of the ancient strongholds of the Highland chieftains, more
remarkable for their wild seclusion, and their impregnable strength,

than for their magnitude and the extent of their accommodations.
From Tobermory the cutter struck across towards the mouth of

Loch Sunart, a ' tortuous sea loch' about twenty miles long,

and ' one of the most picturesque and finely varied pieces of salt-

* water scenery to be seen in l::^cotland.' The mouth of this lake

is apparently closed with large, high, and rocky islands, singularly

wild in form ; so that in approaching Loch Sunart, properly so

called, ' it remains not only invisible but unimagined.'

< Turning, however, into a difficult and narrow passage, the upward
portion of the scene opens in all its beauty ; and a finer combination of

mountain precipices, with lower ranges, one rising behind another, back-

wards from the water's edge, many of them wooded in the most gorgeous

manner, with rocky promontories and intervening grassy slopes, enliv-

ened by receding cottages and slopes of cultivated ground, cainiot be seen

among the British islands. * * * So narrow are these inland waters

that we could often distinctly hear the sweet singing of the land-birds,

intermingled with the wilder clangour of the sea-fowl.'—(Vol. i. p. 175.)

The Princess-Royal continued her run up Loch Sunart to

Sir James Miles Riddell's beautiful residence at Strontian, cele-

brated for its lead mines, its fine calcareous spars, its splen-

did specimens of harmotome or cross-stone ; but still more, as

having given name to the new metal called strontium, one of

whose compounds, carbonate of strontites, was first analysed by
Dr Hope, the well-known Professor of Chemistry in our metro-

politan university.

After anchoring in Loch Moydart, * a sinuous rock-surrounded

*arm of the sea,' and ' interesting from its wild seclusion,' and
sketching the ruins of Castle Tyrim, an ancient stronghold of the

Clan-Ranald, the travellers visited the salmon-curing station at

the little estuary of the River Shell, which runs into Loch
Moydart. Here Mr Wilson tried in vain to land a salmon which
he had hooked ; but he was more successful in carrying himself,

in imagination, to the lonely valley of Glenfinnan, at the head of

Loch Shiel, where a square embattled building, surmounted by a

narrow tower, erected by Mr Macdonald of Gleualadale, records
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in a Latin, English, and Gaelic inscription, that this was the
spot where Prince Charles, on the 19th August 1745, unfurled

his standard when about to descend upon the Lowlands.
Leaving Castle T3'rim bay, and Loch Moydart, the cutter

passed the Islands of Eig-, Rum, and Canna, (the parish of small

Isles,) the first lifting up its lofty summit to the height of 1340
feet ; the second 7^ miles in diameter, crowned with Bernera, a
mountain 2300 feet high ; and the third a fine pasturage, with
ranges of distinct basaltic columns projecting through its green-

sward ; and reached the bay of Bracadale in Skye, from one of

the elevations near which our tourists obtained a view of ' Mac-
leod's Maidens,'—three spiry and perpendicular rocks rising in

insulated grandeur out of the sea. Hence their vessel proceeded
Tound the south and eastern coast of Skye

;
passing Loch Ta-

lisker. Loch Eynort, and Loch Siepin, backed by Ben Blaven
rising 3000 feet above the sea. Hero a small slated house marks
the position of Macalister's or Strathaird's cave.

' The landing'-place is in a small haven between two perpendicular

cliflPs, which form a long narrow ravine, leading- upwards to the rock, in

the face of which the entrance to the cave is placed. The first portion

of this natural excavation is large and lofty—the percolation of water

charged with lime being the cause of the descending stalactites, and
marbled floor, and ground supports, which form the beauty of these sub-

terranean chambers, We next arrived at an irregularly inclined plane of

rock, encrusted over by a pale-coloured calcareous deposit, v.hich also

lines the walls, and depends in graceful pointings from the roof. It seems

extremely slippery, but its snperficial texture is somewhat granular, and

its ascent by no means difficult. From its summit, which forms the

Ijulged irregular flooring of what may be called the second story, we be-

hold another chamber, darkening as it recedes inwards ; bnt the further

"progress of the. pedestrian is prevented by a deep pool of pure sweet

water, into which, soon after we have climbed the steeps, the marble floor-

ing rapidly descends.'—(Vol. i. p. 214.)

Entering Loch Scavaig, the tourists cast anchor within the

Sound of Soa—the great Cuillens mountains towering above them
in clouded majesty. At the head of Loch Scavaig the upper

portion of the bay is divided into two smaller basins ; the ' left-

ward one' of which conducts to Loch Corruisken, the locality of

the wildest and most magnificent scenery in the world. Here
the flanks of the ' grisly mountains' are enlivened by silvery tor-

rents ; there the ' Mad Stream' escapes from its keeper ;—on one

hand, the wild cataract casts its vexed waters over lofty basaltic

cliffs;—on another, the ' brawling river' rushes impetuously into

the sea, as if under the protection of the ' dark and rocky' moun-
tain which it lashes.

* Walking upwards by the river's rocky course, we came alomst with
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beating hearts upon Corruisken, a deep, dark, solemn piece of still water, of
a peculiar leaden hue, and surrounded by such grisly terrors that one is at

first afraid to look at them. The margins are composed of vast sloping

rocks and great gigantic stones, and these hard and herblcss masses rise

ridge above ridge till thev blend with the higher sides and summits of the

mountains, seen only partially through the rucking clouds, and seeming

as if in the very act of rolling downwards. The pervading colour is an

ashy brown, and there is not only a vastness but an air of volcanic de-

solation about them, which we have not seen elsewhere equalled. The
loftiest portions of all these mountains are extremely jagged and preci-

pitous, rising here and there into gigantic pinnacles and spires, the smallest

points of which, however, would crush all the cathedrals in the earth to

atoms.*—(Vol. i. pp. 218, 219.)

Advancing with sufficient care to the head of the loch, over slop-

ing platforms of rock, and among gigantic stones like churches,

the tourists found themselves beyond the region of animal life,

vrhere neither motion was seen nor sound heard ; but where all,

so far as regarded living nature, was silent as the grave.

' Only once we heard the resounding voice of some far avalanche of rocks

and stones sent rolling down the great breast of the opposing mountains.

We could see no movement iipon any of the sunlit; portions, and the

sound was probably reverberated from some misty ravine, where a huge

boulder stone or crumbling crag had been loosened by heavy antlered

deer or scrambhng wild-goat.'—(Vol. i. p. 221.)

Seated on a pinnacle of the rocky ridge to which they had
now ascended, the travellers took their final but fortunate view

of the scene before them.
' Just as we had risen to descend the rocks, there was a great break

in the heavens above, a flood of far-flashing light was thrown upon the

vast o'erhanging mountains, and into the gloomy gorges by which they

were divided, and for a few minutes we could see glittering waterfalls

and giant peaks above the wreathed clouds, and small pure breathing-

places through the deep blue sky,—the whole seen not only distinctly,

but with an almost preternatural brightness, as if some great magician

bad suddenly cast

" The light that never was on sea or land,"

to dazzle or disenchant the darkness which had forages enshrouded that
solemn scene.'—(Vol i. p. 223.)

Even with the assistance of Mr Wilson's powerful and glowing
description of this wilderness of rock and flood, which we are
obliged to quote in fragments, and the animated accounts of the
same scenes which we have heard from Sir Walter Scott, Dr
Macculloch, and the Rev. Mr Thomson of Duddingston, we
feel that we have still a very imperfect conception of the savage
grandeur of Corruisken. I'he powerful d.dineation of a portion
of this scenery by Mr Thomson, imperfect as a picture necessarily
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is, gives it us only from a single point of view ; and we should

require the aid of the Daguerreotype and Calotype, earned to its

slopes and gorges, and mounted upon its crags, in order to give
effect to the most faithful descriptions of the tourist.

From Loch Scavaig the party returned to the Island of Eig-,

for the purpose of visiting the cave of Frances, which, though
a scene of grandeur from the hand of God, has been a scene of

horror from the hand of man. The cavern opens from the

broken face of a craggy bank with a spacious mouth, and it

narrows rapidly by a descending roof, till the traveller is obliged

to force himself through a gullet, crawling upon all-fours. It

then expands into a long, narrow, pitch-dark cavern, with rocky
and irregular sides, about 250 feet long and 14 wide.

* Some hundred years ago a few of the Macleods landed at Eig from
Sk)'e, where, having greatly misconducted themselves, the Eigites

strapped them to their own boat, which they sent adrift into the ocean.

There they were, however, rescued by some clansmen, and soon after a

strong body of Macleods set sail from Skye to revenge themselves on
Eig. The natives hid themselves, (men, women, and children,) in this

secret cave. * * * * So the Skye men, finding the island unin-

habited, presumed the natives had fled, and satisfied their revengeful

feelings by ransacking and pillaging the empty houses. They then took

their departure, and had left tlie island, when the sight of a solitary

human being among the cliffs awakened their suspicions, and induced

them to return. Unfortunately a slight sprinkling of snow had fallen,

and the footsteps of an individual were traced to the mouth of the cave.

* * » * fjjg Skye men made a huge fire of heather and ferns at

the entrance of the cave, and kept it up till they smothered the entire

population of the island. * * * * The bones of the victims,' con-

tinues Mr Wilson, ' lay scattered about the floor in various places. *
* * * \Yg found the scalp of a child at the back of a large stone.

* * * * Most of the skulls were gone, and there were scarcely any

teeth lying among the stones. These melancholy remains consist chiefly

of the bones of legs and arms, and many shoulder-blades. * * * *

The clay of the cavern has still an unctuous, adipocirons texture.'—(Vol.

i. p. 232.)

From this den of human hyeenas the Princess-Royal -ran to

the mainland near Borrodale house, where, on the 25th of July

1745, Prince Charles first landed on the Scottish main, and from

which, after his ill-judged and unfortunate attempt, he finally

embaiked for France. She then passed Loch Nevish on one

hand, and Armidale Castle, the seat of Lord Macdonald, on the

other : and entered Loch Hourn, a fine extent of inland waters,

surrounded with lofty and picturesque mountains. At Loch
Alsh our tourists are reminded by the Cailliach stone of the

fatal encounter in which the Macdonalds of Glengarry and their
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young chief were either slain or drovviied by the Mackenzies of

Kintail.

' It was soon after this event,' says Mr Wilson, Mliat the Clanranalds

of Glengarry maile their incursions to Brae-Ross, where they plundered

the lands of Kilcbrist and others belonging- to the Mackenzies. This

foray was signalized by the merciless hurdling ofa ichole conyregulion in

the church ; while Glengarry's pipe sounded triumphantly around the

building, drowning, if not mocking, the tortured cries of the wretched

inmates, by playing that well-known pibroch which, under the name of

Kilcbrist, has been known ever since as the family Ume of the Clan-

ranalds of Glengarry.'— (Vol. i. p. 254.)

At the island of Raasay, sixteen miles long and two broad, with

the hill of Duncan, 1500 feet high, our tourists find nothing very

interesting, save a mechanical mode of checking emigration.

< Perched,' says Mr Wilson, * on high and sloping steeps, were groups

of cottages, and patches of cultivation, hanging rather like pictures of

farms than the actual objects, so greatly were they inclined to the sea.

At this southern extremity there is a clachan, or group of cottages,

called Balnakeepan, where the children, when they tirst begin to toddle

about, are tethered to a stake to prevent them rolling off the country."

Keepan in Gaelic signifies a stake. It is not that there is a precipice or

rock of any kind, but merely because the downward slope of the hill-

side is so steep that the uninitiated cannot walk without stumbling, and
those who stumble roll into the sea, unless some funny accident or

other should overcome their sense of gravity,—(Vol. i. p. 272.)

Resting a while at Loch Ainort, to see the first fishery of any
importance that they had fallen in with, the travellers passed

between Kaasay and Skye, and landed a few miles beyond
Portsea, to visit the sea cavern, almost entered from the water,

in M'hich Prince Charles was for some time sheltered.

• We thought it the most beautiful piece of richly-carved natural rock-

work we had ever seen, exquisitely moulded outwardly like a cathedral

window, and large and lofty in the interior. * * * * Perhaps the

outside is even more beautiful than the interior. The exuding lime-

water, which causes the growth of the stalactites by which the interior is

adorned, has hardened over the entrance into a vast variety of beautiful

and graceful forms of a rich cream colour, intermingled with the lichen-

covered rock, and interwreathed with h)ng festoons of ivy-leaves of

the freshest green ; then there are slender columnar flutings, and ele-

gant depending points forming Gothic arches by their upward union,

and seeming as pure as alabaster when seen in relief, and contrasted

with so dark a recess within. Elegantly-waving forms of various wild-

flowers fill up the many-chambered crevices, botli of the natural rock and
the more fanciful incrustations which stream downwards from the loftier

arches, and many of the roots and leaves and ivy stems are themselves
incrusted over, and give an elegant tloral form to what is otherwise now
an unadt^rned stony recess.'— (Vol. i. p. 282.)
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Steering a northward course, the travellers passed the pictu-

resque and almost inaccessible stronghold of Castle Brochel in

Raasay, and then anchored in Loch Shieldag in Ross-shire. In
the districts of Applecross, Gairlocli, Edderachillis, and in the

county of Sutherland, they witnessed scenery of less grandeur and
beauty than that which we have described ; but, although the

details of their journey have still much interest, our waning limits

will not allow us to follow them. We must, therefore, content

ourselves with promising the reader some amusement while he
reads, in Mr Wilson's fifth chapter, of the battle between the

gulls and the goats, and the strange history of the strong minister

of Lochbroom.
Leaving Loch Laxfort on the 23d July, the cutter made

direct for Stornoway, the chief town of Lewis, and the capital

of the Hebrides—a most thriving place, with 4000 inhabitants;

and then passing southwards, touched at the singular group of

three islands called the Shiant Isles. Garveston, the most conspi-

cuous of these, and 550 feet high, is described by Dr MaccuUoch
as terminating on all sides in columnar rocks of various altitudes.

There is here a range of columnar cliifs above a thousand feet

long, and from 800 to 900 feet high, forming one of the most
magnificent colonnades in the Western Islands; and Dr Maccul-
ioch remarks, ' that if this scene has not the variety of Staflfa, it

' exceeds it at least in simplicity and grandeur of eflect as much
* as it does in magnitude.' *

In coasting along the northern shores of Skye, Mr Wilson
saw, and has well described, the rocky seclusion called Quiraing,

placed in a mountain about 1000 feet high. Its spiry and pecu-
liar points were seen only from a distance. Quiraing, properly

so called, is a verdant platform ' that would contain six or seven
* regiments,' studded all round with massive columns of rock, ris-

ing up in lofty peaks by the intervention of deep and generally

inaccessible chasms.

Leaving the reader to study the Quiraing in Mr Wilson's

pages, and the wonders of Scoremore, and the coasts of North
and South Uist, and Barra, we must waft the Princess-Royal

in full sail to the shores of St Kilda, which she reached on
the 2d of August. At the rugged insular promontory called

the Dun, which is perforated with a magnificent archway, the

* In touching- upon the grand deer-forest of Dirri-raore, and its former

wolves, Mr Wilson may obtain for another edition of his Vojag-e, some
curious facts from Mr Scrope's book, already rtf^^ii'ed to, and reviewed in

t^is Journal (Vol. Ixxi. p. 102.)
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tourists were welcomed by thousands of puffins ; and on their

reaching the bay, with its ' fine semicircular shore/ they were

received by a small group of the inhabitants, and soon after by

the minister of the parish, who became i\\e\x cicerone to the won-

ders of St Kilda. Mr Wilson's description of St Kilda, though

very long compared with the sniallness of the island, is extremely

interesting, and cannot fail to be perused with mingled feelings

of pleasure and pain. There arc upwards of thirty dwelling-

houses, and one hundred and five inhabitants. When Sir

Thomas Dyke Ackland and his family visited St Kilda some

years ago, in his yacht, he left with the minister twenty guineas,

to be given to the first person who demolished his old miserable

hut and erected a new one. When one man began to work for

the prize, others followed his example, and in this way the

ancient village was destroyed, and the present modern one raised

upon its ruin?, each householder receiving his share of the

prize. There are in the island fifty cows and 2000 sheep, one

goat, and two or three horses, which are of no use, and may be

had for nothing. The rent of the island is paid in feathers and

a little grain ; namely, 210 stone of feathers as a general contri-

bution, and twenty-three pecks of barley from each family that

has an allotment of arable land. The clergyman, Mr ^Mackenzie,

confirmed the account universally disbelieved, that the natives

were always attacked by influenza after the arrival of an open

boat from the Long Island. He stated that a native had died

of this influenza last year; he and several others having been taken

ill after the arrival of a boat from Harris. A more recent arrival

from Harris had produced another attack, of which the victims

Avere recovering during Mr Wilson's visit.

Our tourists now set out to witness the great sight of St Kilda
— the daring ogility of the bird-catchers; who had agreed to

exhibit their art over one of the steepest and loftiest cliffs of the

island. In this case, the spectators required to occupy the pit,

and the performers the gallery ; and when the cutter had carried

the company to the appointed place, near the stupendous preci-

pice, they saw the bird-catchers perched like jackdaws along its

edge. Entering a small boat and approaching the mural shore,

the minister lose up and w-aved his hat.

' Suddenly we could hear, in the air above, a faint huzzaing sound,

and at the same instant three or four men, from different parts of the

cliffs, threw themselves into the air, and darted some distance downwards,

just as spiders drop from the top of a wall. They then swung- and ca-

pered along the face of the precipice, bounding off at intervals, by strik-

ing their feet against it, and springing from side to side. * * *

Now, they were probably not less than 700 feet above the sea ; and the
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cliff was not only perfectly perpendicular in its upper portion, but as it

descended it curved backwards as it were, forming a huge rugged hollow

portion, eaten into by the angry lashing of the almost ceaseless waves.

In this manner, shouting and dancing, they descended a long way towards

lis, though still suspended at a vast height in the air.'—(Vol. ii. p. 50.)

When these bold cragsmen were opposite the smooth and ver-

tical portions of the precipice, where the movements of the rope

were not impeded, they often swung like a pendulum, or danced

in the air v/ith a convulsive motion of the legs and arms, or trip-

ped against the perpendicular surface of the rock by a rapid and
vigorous action of the feet. In catching birds, they crawled with

a spider-like motion along projecting ledges, and they were seen

waving the small white fluttering fulmar, previous to twisting its

neck, and looping its head into a little noose of the rope above

them. In the practice of this perilous profession, very few acci-

dents have happened, only one or two in the memory of the pre-

sent generation.

« We were told,' says Mr Wilson, ' it once occurred, that two men
had descended close together, suspended by the same ropi^ when sud-

denly the higher of the two perceived that several strands (individual

cords of the rope) above his head had given way, and that the rope was
rapidly rending from the unaccustomed weight. Believing the death

of both to be inevitable if he delayed an instant, and with but small hope
even of his own life under existing circumstances, he cut the cord close

beneath his own body, and, consigning his companion to immediate death,

was himself drawn to the crest of the precipice, just in time to be seized

by the neck as the rope gave way."—(Vol. ii. pp. 53, 54.)

Our readers will doubtless desire to know the process by which

a single man is capable of sustaining another, without being him-

self pulled over the precipice, during the sudden jerks and bound-

ings of the suspended rope-dancer. Mr Wilson has described

the art, and we shall venture to supply the theory.

' Each of the couples,' says Mr Vv^ilson, ' has, as it were, two ropes

between them. The rope which the upper man holds in his hands, is

fastened round the body and beneath the arms of him who descendsy

while another rope is pressed by the foot of the upper man, and is held

in the hand of the lower'—Vol. ii. p, 53.

When the bird-catchers were hauled to the top

—

* We could then also perceive more cleaidy the use of the two ropes

;

for while the man above drew up one of them, hand over hand, the man
below aided his own ascent, by hauling, also hand over hand, upon the

other, which was held by the tenacious foot of his assistant in the higher

regions.'—(Vol. ii. p. 64.)

If the second rope, which went from the hand of the lower to

the^o^ of the upper man, was always kept tight, then the hands
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of the upper man would support only one half of the weight of

the lower man ; but if not, the whole weight would be sustained

by the upper man. In ascending, this was certainly the case,

and all that the lower man did, if he did not use his feet, was to

keep the foot-rope tight, while the upper man raised the lower

man, lightened by one half. If the lower man made use of his

feet against the precipice, or upon the crags, his own weight was

still more diminished. If the two ropes lay upon the ground,

or upon the crags, after they passed from the hand and foot of

the upper man, friction would give great assistance in lightening

the labour of the suspender.
^

•

The number of sea -fowl caught by the method just described,

had heex^ fifteen thousand within the lastfeio iceeks.

We are obliged to refer our readers to Mr Wilson's interesting

account of the rocky islands of Stack-Narnin, Stack-Leath, or

the Gannet Isle, close to Borrera, one of the St Kilda group.

Stack-Leath, something like our Bass, Mr Wilson considers as

one of the wonders of the world as a breeding-place for solan

geese, and as ' presenting the incongruous features of the cold

flinty rock and feather-bed combined.'

Numerous caverns occur at the bases of the stupendous cliffs

of St Kilda. The most remarkable of these is the cavern called

Damphan-Eiranich from the following incident :

—

' An Irishman was crossing an inlet of his own Green Isle, with a keg

of whisky to make merry with his father and other friends one Christmas

morning, but being carried out to sea by a squall, he was driven he knew
not where, till he found himself at the mouth of a cave in St Kilda. He
was descried by the natives from the cliffs, who at first entertained a

superstitious fear of an individual, who they thought must have either

dropt from the clouds or risen from the sea ; but so soon as they per-

ceived his boat they lowered their ropes and drew him up, when he was

almost gone from want. He remained with them for about a year

before an opportunity occurred of his being conveyed to his own coun-

try.'_(Vol. ii. p. 67.)

A disaster of a different kind occurred, in the beginning of

October 1759, to nineteen men, who put to sea from St Kilda,

bound for Borrera.

' Ten of these,' says Mr Wilson, ' landed at Borrera, while the remain-

ing nine returned towards St Kilda ; but for three days the wind blew

with such fury, that there was no possibility of landing. The crew shel-

tered themselves under the lee-side of a lofty rock, being nearly starved

through cold and hunger. On the fourth day they made for the bay,

though with little hope of safety, and steering for the sandy portion of

the beach, they attempted a landing, during which three men were washed

away, the six others being thrown on the beach. The boat was broken

to pieces. The unhappy men left at Borrera soon became aware of their
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own disconsolate situation. They immediately began to collect a store of
sea-fowl, then upon the wing- for the south. There was also a small stock
of sheep on the island, and a subterranean dwelling-. There they slept se-

curely during- the night, and loitered away the winter as they best could.
On the return of the sea-fowl in March, they laid in a large stock of birds

sufficient to load the steward's eight-oared boat. 'J'hey were not relieved
till June, when most of them were clad in sheep-skins, or the feathered
garments of the larger sea-fowl tacked together.'—(Vol. ii. p. 101. )

Quitting St Kikia, Mr Wilson and Iiis party took a glance at
tlie Flannen Isles, the Insulce SacrcB of Buchanan—consecrated
by Druidical remains, but inhabited only by a few sheep ; and
after visiting the harbour of Cairnish, in Lewis, they reached,

on the 7th, Loch Eribol, on the north coast of Scotland. Thence
they proceeded to Thurso and Wick, and then steered north-
wards to the Orkney and Shetland islands. Objects of less inte-

rest, and scenery less picturesque, now occupy our attention ; and
the reader who is fond of Angling, or who desires to have infor-

mation about Fisheries, will be amply gratified with this portion

of the tour. We would cheerfully linger with Mr Wilson over
this fish repast, if we had our own will ; but the despotism of the

•Editor, who thinks it necessary to entertain his guests with more
than fish and sauce, drives us to the verge of the mighty pre-
cipices of Noss, over which we must terminate our labours.

The Holm of ISioss, near Bressay, in Shetland, is a precipi-

tous rocky mass, whose summit occupies about two acres. ' It
* is separated from the Noss itself (an abrupt cliff 600 feet high)
* by a tremendous ravine, down which you see and hear the
' surging of the ocean waters, which look as black as pitch.'

This chasm may be about 200 feet in depth, and the distance

from cliff to cliff about fifty or sixty yards.

' We found,' says Mr Wilson, < a wooden post and a large stone near the
edge of the precipice,' on the Noss side, on which we were then standing-,

and a stone or two on the opposite side upon the Holm. Stretching be-

tween these points * » * -was a couple of parallel lines of stout

ropes, on which a kind of spanned box or cradle is suspended, run-
ning on sheaves or blocks. To the cradle itself is attached a long and
slender rope, by means of which the country people cross over to the

Holm in spring to collect the eggs of the sea-fowl. * * * \Ye de-

termined to try the experiment * * * so, the cradle being pulled

close to the edge of the yawning chasm, we stepped in, anil, settling dov.'n

upon ourhunckers, away we went birring across upon the ropes, our own
weight carrying us almost all the way to the other side, except a few
yards, which we required to work with our hands, till the cradle came in

contact with the face of the precipice, to the top of which we clamber-
ed.'—(Vol. ii. p. 291.)

Mr Wilson had been preceded by the Minister of Bressay, with
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whom he perambulated the wonderful summit plain on which

they stood, up to the knees in the tangled masses of chickweed

—

now looking over the vast precipices around them, now admiring

the great perpendicular wall of the Noss-head, GOO feet high, and

now attempting, on the very verge of the precipice, to seize the

young gulls that were basking upon its margin. In recrossing

the chasm, Mr Wilson ordered the cradle to pause a while in the

middle of its progress, 'that he might enjoy the downward view

' of the yawning gulf beneath, and the lengthened deep ravine

' of rocky walls through ^Yhich the great sea waters for ever

* heave their way.' Grasping the lateral ropes in each hand, he

stood upright, and fearlessly surveyed ' the unexampled scene by
' which he was environed.' The bold adventurer who, 200 years-

ago, established this suspension bridge over the Noss chasm, for

the bribe of a cow, perished in his descent by the same path

which he had climbed.

The island of Unst, the most northern point—the Ultima Thide

—of the British empire, is fully described by Mr Wilson. Balta

Sound, the residence of Dr Edmonstone, will ever be remembered

by its scientific associations. Here a celebrated French Philoso-

pher, M. Biot, in 1817, carried on his astronomical observations

with the view of ascertaining the length of the seconds pendulum

in that high latitude. Here Dr Hibbert Ware discovered that

valuable mineral, the chromate of iron, in large masses among
the serpentine of the island ; and from hence we have had the

satisfaction of receiving, within these few days, a whole year's

hourly observations on the barometer and thermometer, made

under the superintendence of Dr Edmonstone, and at the expense

of the British Association.

W^e regret that we cannot follow Mr Wilson in his interesting

description of the holms of Burra Fiord, the most northerly point

of Britain—of the drongs in Magnus bay—of the Houland Lake

and Mills—the holes ot Scraada— the Grind of the Navir— the

rocky wonders of Papa Stour—and the scenery of Fitful-head,

•immortalized in the ' Pirate.'

In returning from Shetland, the Princess-Royal touched at

the Orkneys ; and after visiting various points of the eastern

coast of Scotland, arrived at Granton Pier, near Leith, on the

12th of September 1841.

Mr Wilson very modestly closes the account of his voyage by

saying, ' That if any one reads it from beginning to end, we beg
' to thank him for the compliment, and recommend his practice

* as a good example to the rising generation.' In claiming our

right to this compliment, we concur also in his recommendation

of the practice not only to the rising, but to the risen genera-
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tion. The travels of a naturalist through a well-known, or even
an uninteresting region, have always a charm which a correct

and extensive knowledge of nature can alone impart. From the

greensward or the granite pavement on which he treads, to the

blue sky over his head, every object, living or dead, organic or

inorganic, lies within his intellectual domain. We confide in

his facts—we adopt his expositions; and though he may some-
times puzzle our organs of articulation with unpronounceable
latinities, we always rise from his pages better informed, and
anxious to increase our information. But, independent of this

great source of interest, the work before us is written in a flow-

ing and animated style; and if it should be deemed occasionally a

little too ornate, or too jocular, the reader will pass no severer judg-

ment than that the naturalist has the spirit of a poet, and has

followed his vocation as a traveller in a gay and mirthful mood.
Those who wish to know Scotland in its coasts and islands, will

derive from this work both instruction and pleasure ; those who
desire to know the value of their country and its institutions,

as shown even in the most inaccessible parts of its remotest pro-

vinces, v.'ill ponder over its contents ; and the general reader,

who seeks only for that rational amusement which the personal

narrative of a lively and intelligent tourist never fails to yield,

will find it in these volumes.

Art. VII.— I. Lord Brougham's Speech in the House of Lords,

WthJuly 1842, on the Distress of the Manufacturing Districts.

(H-ansakd's Debates.^

2. The Age of Great Cities ; or^ Modern Society viewed in its

relation to Jntelligetice, Morals, and Religion. By Robkkt
Vaughan, D.D. 8vo. London: 1843.

3. Tour through the Mamfacturing Districts. By W. C.

Taylor, LL.'D. Svo. London: 1842.

4. A Letter to Sir Robert Peel, Bart., on the Condition of
England. By R. Torrens, Esq., F.R.S. Svo. London:
1843.

ri^HE history of Europe, during the last half century, exhibits
-^ contrasts the most striking and remarkable. Dividing the

period in two pretty equal portions, we may characterize the one

as being a state of war, the other a state of peace. Between
the outbreaking of the French Revolution and the battle of Wa-
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terloo, every throne on the Continent had been shaken. The
ambitious dreams of France in earlier times, her aspirations

after universal empire— /« grande pensce, as it was presumptu-

ously termed—seemed on the point of beinj^ realized. A military

dominion, the most extensive and powerful that had existed since

the fall of the Roman empire, replaced ancient principalities and

powers. The eagles of Napoleon had been planted in almost

every capital of continental Europe. The climate and remoteness

of Russia had long- averted attack, as they ultimately produced

safety ; but Germany, Italy, Prussia, Holland, and Switzerland,

were all either subjugated, or their nationality impaired by trea-

ties as disgraceful as subjugation itself. A fierce and unre-

lenting war was waged against the independence of the mo-
narchies of the Peninsula. Had Spain and Portugal been

left to fight their own battles, the result of this contest

could not long have been doubtful. But such was not their

destiny. Britain, protected less by her insular position, and

her naval superiority, than by the unconquerable spirit of

her people, arrested in its progress that military despotism

which threatened the best interests of mankind. To accom-

plish this grand object, England made efforts and sacrifices

without example in the history of nations. Taxes were added

to taxes; loan after loan was contracted; armies were embo-
died; fleets equipped; foreign powers were subsidized: a re-

bellion in Ireland; a mutiny in our fleet; the Bank restriction of

1797;—these dangers, however awful, were fearlessly encountered.

The fortitude of England, and her resources, which seemed in-

exhaustible, increased in proportion to each succeeding trial, and
to the magnitude of each impending danger. At length the time

approached which afforded a return for all these sacrifices. Hav-
ing profited by the audacious rashness of the general enemy, and
having inspired the nations of the Continent with some portion

of her spirit, and of her powers of endurance and sacrifice,

England won for herself, at Waterloo, a place the most e.^altcd

among military nations, and employed her victory in providing

for the future tranquillity and security of Europe.

And if we ask to what human means these glorious results

are attributable, we cannot hesitate in our reply. The triumph
of England is attributable to fortitude, founded on religious and
moral principle ; to energy, the fruit of free institutions ; to

unbounded credit, the consequence of a strict maintenance of

public faith; and to wealth, the effect of industry and commer-
cial enterprize. Had any one of these elements been wanting-,

our struggle might have been heroic, but it could scarcely have

been successful; and even if we had been enabled for a time to
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preserve our national independence, we could never have hoped
to become the liberators of Europe. We owe as much to our
traders as to our warriors. The general war had made us mo-
nopolists in commerce, and we became all but monopolists in

glorj^ and success. The industry of Peel and the inventive

genius of Arkwright, contributed to the result, as well as the

heroic genius of Nelson, and the surpassing capacity, energy,

prudence, and fortitude of Wellington.

Such was the character of the first portion of the last half

century. The reign of peace then commenced—a peace almost

unexampled in its duration, and not less important in its conse-

quences than the military struggles which had preceded. Na-
tions were then called upon to study a new lesson ; and to enquire

whether ' commercial greatness was not the only power that
' could come into the place of military greatness ; and whether it

' was true that there is the genius of commerce and the genius of
' the svi'ord, and that all is mediocrity besides.'— (/^r/e of Great
Cities, p. 86.) But though the contest of arms was over, new
causes of conflict soon emerged. The nations of Europe seemed
resolved to claim the double blessings of Liberty and Commerce
as the fruits and rewards of their victories. This was most natural.

It was on constitutional freedom, and on persevering industry, that

the glory and power of England had been proved to rest ; and to

these elements of strength and greatness the other European
nations now preferred their just pretensions. In the constitu-

tional conflict which ensued, efi'orts premature and inadequate,

in some cases served but to strengthen the despotism which the too

eager people sought to overthrow. The executions at Naples—the

dungeons of Spielberg—the royal treachery of Piedmont—are all

the evidences that remain of aspirations, vain and visionary, for

the independence of Italy. But in France, Spain, and Portugal,

the result was different : the separate existence of Belgium has

been secured ; and in many other states of Europe a milder

and juster system of administration has been introduced—even

where all constitutional changes have been successfully resisted.

Looking at Europe generall}^ it is unquestionable that the

progress of good government, of freedom of action and of opi-

nion, has been greater within the last ten years than during

any other similar period. Can it stop ? Principles are now re-

cognized, agencies brought into play, which inevitably lead

to future progress. In Prussia, in many of the German states,

in some of the provinces of Austria, advances are made, not

only by the diffusion of general education, but by the im-

provement of the national institutions, which prepare the way
gradually, but certainly, for more effectual reforms ; and with civil
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freedom, the industry of Europe has advanced in a most remark-
able degree. With more or less of capacity and skill, and Mith
varied success, almost all the nations of Europe have been apply-

ing themselves to manufacturing industry, and to commerce.
France, Germany, Switzerland, and other states, are entering into

rivalry with Great Britain. No longer contented with the appli-

cation of their natural energ)^ to the increase and the improvement
of their native productions, they seek to create and to stimulate

manufactures of all descriptions. For this result, the policy of

England, and her mischievous example, is mainly responsible.

Forgetting that the exchange of her manufactured goods for the
raw produce of other countries is, of all branches of commerce,
the most advantageous, our legislature has hitherto thrown every
obstacle in the way of this most natural intercourse. The im-
perial guards of France and the Polish lancers, were never viewed
with so much alarm as have been the French brandies and the

oats of Poland. Unable to purchase our manufactures, foreigners

have been compelled, against their real interests, to manufacture
at home. We have lost their markets in excluding them from
ours. But their manufactures and their industry are unnatural-

ly extending. British artizans, and British machinery, are now
forced into foreign countries ; interested classes are created, towns
are arising, railroads are made, population is increasing, mines
are worked,—and all those special characteristics of wealth and
of prosperity, which, before the peace, were considered as pecu-
liar to England, are, by our unpolitic laws, artificially stimulated

—from the shores of the Mediterranean to those of the Baltic and
the German Ocean. Nor are these consequences, though inju-

rious to us, really and permanently useful to foreigners, who are

thus turned aside from more natural, and, what ought to be, more
profitable pursuits of industry,

Yet England has not been inactive during this period. We, too,

have had our political struggles; not indeed to found, but to
secure and extend, our civil rights. We havevyon our Reform
Bill ; we have given freedom to our municipalities f we have
established, for ever, our religious liberties ; we have greatly
extended our commerce ; and have increased, to an astonishing
degree, our powers of production in manufactures, and, we mav
likewise add, in agricultural wealth. Our great cities have ex-
tended with a rapidity wholly unexampled. Our manufacturing
towns have become great cities. Villages formerly unnoticed
on our maps, have become active seats of industry ; and waste
moors and hill-sides, formerly unvisited except by sportsmen,
now exhibit their thousands and ten thousands. The rapid
accumulation of wealth, and the conversion of income into capi-
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tal, is shown on every side. Gigantic enterprizes are not only

undertaken, but are completed, with a vigour, strength, and per-

fection, of which former times give us no example. Lines of
railroads intersect the country, and are opened at an expense
equal to the cost of national wars. These wonders, the wealth
which they produce, and from which they have originated,

are all pointed out as the evidence of British greatness ; as the

causes of our power abroad, of our wellbeing at home, and
of the extension and prosperity of our colonial possessions. Our
great cities, and their increasing and busy thousands, are all pro-

duced in proof that commercial and manufacturing industry

are inseparably connected with civilization; and that it is the duty
of the state to promote, by all means, their further and unlimited

development.
All these phenomena are, however, attended with no ordinary

excitement. The progress of the commercial and manufacturing

classes, great as it lias been, is by no means uniform. It lias to

meet checks, to encounter foreign and more active competition :

and it has to endure reverses. Our commerce and our manufac-
tures ftlave to contend not only with the Swiss and the Saxon
abroad, but with more dangerous opponents at home. Their diffi-

culties and dangers are attributed by the sufferers, and by the great

interests engaged in commercial and manufacturing pursuits, to an
artificial state of things, which, as the legislature has created, the

legislature has, it is said, the power to remove. By their opponents
these disasters are considered to be essential conditions of the

manufacturing system. They are considered as calamities increa-

sing-, both in intensity and duration, as that system extends ; and
I'ecurring from time to time with a more alarming frequency, and
a more aggravated weight. Distressed millions attribute the high
prices of the first necessaries of life to laws made by landholders

to enhance their own rents. They trace the loss of profitable

markets to selfish legislation, which excludes, or limits, the in-

troduction of foreign produce where it competes with our own.
The agricultural classes, thus made responsible for national

suffering, take the alarm, and array themselves in defence of

their propertj% The contest becomes one between the country

and the great cities and towns—between land and trade. It

blends itself not unnaturally with political contests : arrayed

on opposite sides we find the supporters of the old and of the

new, the advocates of protection and the friends of commercial
freedom. Even the religious spirit of the times mingles strangely,

and most unfortunately, in this controversy. Literature fui'-

nishes not onlj)' its economical treatises and financial essays,

but its odes and elegies, its British pastorals and Corn-law
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rhymes. Imagination is appealed to. Ancient associations, M'hicli

liave formed part of tlie romances of our youth, furnish us

uith a standard by which we measure the imperfections of the

present age. The wide and pastoral valley, with all its flocks

and spreading trees, sheltered and bounded by wooded hills,

on the sides of which the hazel copse and wild hedge-rows
are blended with the gorse, the bracken, and heatlier; the

Avhite walls of the embowered cottage ; the village church ; the

grey ruins of the ancient abbey overhanging a bright and living

stream—these remembrances of natural beauty, now in many
instances defaced, make the contrast between the past and the

present still more harsh. In the same valley the green turf may
now be disfigured by banks of coal or black shale ; the woodlands,

or the hilly slope, may have given way to a succesj^ion of lime-

Avorks, wiih their trailing fires creeping along the surface of the

earth, and etVacingall trace of vegetable life. In the room of the

picturesque and consecrated ruin rise the ungraceful lines of a

dark factory, with its gigantic chimneys alternately breathing

flame and smoke ; and, as if the pollution of all the elements

was a condition inseparable from this great revolution, the air

is loaded with murky clouds, and the waters of the river, no
longer transparent, are stained with the dye-stufi's and refuse of

a hundred mills. The rural cottage, with its roses and wood-
bine, is replaced by a stift'and formal line of square brick houses,

the foundations and walls of v>hich have given way, and disclose,

in their rents and fractures, the excavations of the land beneath.

The change in the appearance of the inhabitants is equally

great. The begrimed and sooty collier, the artizan, the colour

of whose skin can scarcely be seen through stains of ochre or

indigo, seem but sorry representatives of the shepherd or the

ploughman. Peace, simplicity, virtue, order, stability, reverence
for the laws of God, respect for the laws of man, are held up by
the lovers of the poetic and romantic as the characteristics of the

system which has passed, or which is passing away ; whilst dis-

content, violence, love of change, an arrogant self-reliance,

vicissitudes of pinching want and vulgar indulgence, are, by the

same class of reasoners, connected with our trading^ and manu-
lactunng system.

It will thus be seen how many and how strong are the conflict-

ing interests which are now roused into furious and hostile anta-
gonism. These animosities are the more deadly, because each
class attributes the opinions of their opponents to the lowest
selfishness; and to a disregard or sacrifice of all generous duty.
The landholder is accused of considering his rents, and nothing
but his rents; the manufacturer is charged with being willing
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to sacrifice at once the interests of British agriculture, and the

wages of the British workman, provided his own profits are in-

creased ; a third party is eager to adopt both these opinions,

and to make war alike on the Park and on the Factor}^, seeking

a remedy in a new constitution, and a new apportionment of

property.

* The elements of social life which tend necessarily to collision, are

nowhere so powerful, nowhere so nearly balanced, as with us ; and as

the natural consequence of such a relation of parties, we are, perhaps,

at this moment the most contentious people upon earth. The power of

the commercial interest has never been so great in the history of the

country as at the present moment. But at the same time, its exigencies

have never been so great, its dangers never so imminent ; inasmuch as

in no preceding time have the pretensions of that interest been regarded

by the powers opposed to them with so wide or so strong a feeling of

distrust and of aversion.'

—

{Age of Great Cities, pp. 3, 4.)

Our readers must not imagine that this is a mere abstract

question. On the contrary, it leads, at the present moment, to

immediate, and most important, results. Its solution involves

the happiness, if not the very existence, of millions. It must be
solved, before we can determine how law can be supported, and
the framework of society best kept together. Without first de-

ciding whether our commercial and manufacturing greatness is to

be viewed as a blessing, or a curse, the legislature must remain
in ignorance, or uncertainty, how its functions can be dis-

charged ; the Political Economist will lay aside his statistical re-

turns, doubtful whether the indications of increased wealth and
augmented industry may not be the evidences of existing or ap-

proaching wretchedness ; and the Christian moralist may be led

to consider Manchester and Leeds, as Nineveh and Babylon of
old, doomed to an early fall, and awaiting the punishment due to

their iniquities. Not only is the deep interest of this question

augmented by the existing distress, and by the late outbreak, but
the necessity of its solution is shown by the formidable descrip-

tion given, by many writers, of the general condition and prospects

of society. ' The people,' observes Dr Southey, ' are worse fed
* than when they were hunters, fishers, and herdsmen. Their
' clothing and habitations are little better; and, in comparison
* with those of the higher classes, are immeasurably worse ; ex-
* cept near the collieries, they suffer more from cold. They are
* less religious than in the days of the Roman faith; and the in-

^ dependence gained by the decay of the feudal system, is dearly
* purchased by the loss of kindly feelings and ennobling attach-
* ments. They are less contented, and in no respects more hap-
' py.'

—

(^Colloquies, p. 60.) In another passage, the same author
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jioes back still farther; and, comparing the present with the con-

dition of England at the invasion of Cse^ar, informs us, that ' a
* considerable portion of the people are in a state which, as re-

' lates to their physical condition, is greatly worse ; and, as

'touching their intellectual nature, not improved.'

—

[lb. p.

A'6.) ' The speaking classes speak and debate each for itself,'

observes Mr Carlyle, in one of his characteristic sentences

;

' but the great, dumb, deep-buried class, lies like an Ence-
' ladus, who, in his pain, if he will complain of it, produces
' earthquakes.'

—

{C/iartism, p. 89.) The anticipations of Colonel

'I'orrens are equally fearful :
' The English artizan must ex-

' change his wheaten loaf for the black bread of the Continent

;

* must reduce his accustomed supply of animal food, and relin-

' quish the tea and sugar hitherto regarded among the necessaries
' of life. The condition of the industrious classes in England
' will sink below that of the same classes on the Continent. In
*• what spirit will the calamitous vicissitude be borne ? Should
' there be a total repeal of the corn-laws, agricultural dis-

' tress will appear under the form of an acute paroxysm, fol-

' lowed by reaction and convalescence : should the corn-laws
' be retained, chronic constitutional disease, falling on the
' functions of life, will terminate in hopeless debility and de-
' cline.' As a further consequence, the same author antici-

pates ' the loss of estates, the destruction of capital, the de-
* preciation of stock, the fall of profits, the universal pressure of
' taxation. Questions, the most difficult, will arise. Can taxes
' be collected ? Can public credit be upheld ? The suflfering

' millions, attributing the unusual pressure to the errors of go-
' vernment, may demand, with a voice of prevailing power, or-
' ganic changes incompatible with monarchical institutions.'

— (Torrenss Letter to Feel, pp. 28, 40, 42.)

We do not, for the present, stop to enquire whether these ex-
tracts are a faithful statement of the truth, or the exaggerations
of speculative and excited minds. We are far, indeed, from con-
sidering them as authorities. We quote them for the purpose of
showing with what anxiety the question is considered, by minds
of the most opposite characters. But, whether to secure the per-

manence of good, or to remedy evil, it is expedient to investi-

gate the effects of our Commercial and Manufacturing System
with the closest attention. Is that system productive of good, or
is it productive of evil ?

If we trace the industry and wealth of England to their source,

we may deduce them from our soil, fertile but infinitely varied,

our climate temperate and salubrious ; a supply almost inexhaus-
tible of coal ; abundant mines of valuable metals ; raw materials
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for various manufactures ; timber for naval and domestic archi-

tecture ; rivers adapted for transit and for use as a moving
power; an insular position, which, protecting us from foreign

aggression, and providing the means of maritime superiority,

enable us to exchange our productions for the riches of all the

countries upon earth ; laws which give a greater protection to

life and property than has been experienced elsewhere, or at any
former time ; and, above all, a race of men guided by religious

and moral principles, elevated by the spirit of free institutions,

and whose faculties are singularly adapted to mechanical inven-

tion, to patient labour, and to the endurance of trial and suffer-

ing. Are these, or are they not, the elements which have given a

stimulus to our industry, and have insured its success ? Are they

not all in themselves the greatest blessings ? Are they not the

vety gifts which Almighty benevolence would delight in pouring

forth for the good of its most favoured creatures ? Can we con-

ceive it possible that these blessings are conferred on any nation

without leading to useful discoveries, to successful industry, to

manufactures, and to commercial enterprize ? And, if this rea-

soning be correct, is it not paradoxical to consider as an evil

that which M'e admit to be the necessary result of the greatest

pending good ?

It is not to any mere abstract reasoning that we should trust

in an enquiry like the present. The facts are in strict confor-

mity with the theory ; and, from the earliest times, the contest

between the spirit of commercial industry and its successive

opponents, is found to be the combat between the spirit of

good and of evil. ' In the feudal times,' observes Mr Hume,
in his History, ' the languishing state of commerce kept the
' inhabitants of the towns poor and contemptible, and the poli-

* tical institutions were calculated to render that poverty perpe-
' tual. The towns were situated within the demesnes of the
* king, or the lands of the barons, and were almost all subjected
* to the absolute will of their master.' How this absolute will was
exercised, is well described by M. Gulzot :

—
' Quand les proprie-

taires avalent besoin de piller, lis faisalent une course. Quand
11 fallut renoncer au vagabondage conquerant, I'avidite ne
cessa point pour cela. Les extorslons des Seigneurs surles bour-

geois redoublent a parter du X"® siecle. C'est surtout a cette

epoque qu'eclatent les plaintes de la bourgeoisie contre le

defaut absolu de securlte de commerce. Tes marchands, apies

avoir fait leur tournee, ne pouvaient rentrer en palx dans les

villes ; les routes, les avenues, etaient sans ce&se assiegees par le

seigneur et ses hommes. Le moment ou I'industrie recommen-
cait etait precisement celui oii la securite manquait le plus.' But
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some of the opponents to the freetlom of trade, and the extension

of manufacturing industry to which it leads, will perhaps deny

the applicability of these observations at the present time. They
will enquire, whether the Duke of Buckingham is ever known to

intercept the honest burgesses of Aylesbury or Winchester, ex-

cept, perhaps, at the time of an election ? Or whether he, or any

other great baron, interferes with any branch of their industry,

other than the sale of their Parliamentary votes ? Now this objec-

tion is verbal, rather than real. The Duke of Buckingham, and

those of the same politics, do not, it is true, stop and pillage the

merchant by the road-side, as their feudal ancestors are accused

of having done; but a course of legislation which interferes with

the power of selling and interchanging commodities, has precisely

the same result. ' If I make a piece of cloth, and meet a French-
* man with a sack of corn on his back,' observes one of the wit-

nesses examined before the Handloom Weavers' Commission,
* 1 should be glad to exchange ; but up steps a custom-house
* officer and won't let me, and I may eat my cloth if I can.'

*

We see no practical difference between the feudal robbery of the

tenth century, and the agricultural injustice of the nineteenth. In.

both cases the natural course of industry is interfered with, and

the trader is deprived of his bread.

The opponents of free trade, however, vary their grounds, and
they dwell on supposed evils, physical, political, moral, and re-

ligious, which they consider as the necessary consequences of an

increasing manufacturing population. In reply to the first of

these assertions, we would simply refer to the facts. Manufac-

tures have largely increased amongst us, as well as in other

parts of Europe. Has the duration of human life diminished

concurrently with this increase? We know that the very contrary

result has taken place. The increased longevity has been com-
puted, by Mr Finlayson, as being in the proportion of four to

three, comparing the present with ancient times. No statistical

fact is more unquestionable than that which shows that the in-

creased ease of circumstances and comfort of large classes, more
especially in the middle orders of society, leads to the pro-

longation of human life. If manufacturing industry tends to

raise wages, it must also tend to increase longevity, the surest

proof of increased physical comfort. ' It is to be remembered,'
says Sir William Petty,t ' that, one year with another, a plague
* happeneth in London once in twenty years, or thereabouts ;

* Handloom Weavers' Ktpoit, p. 55. f Pol Arithmetic, p. 31.
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* for in the last hundred years, between the years 1582 and 1682,
* there have been five great plagues, viz. anno 1592, 1603, 1625,
* 1636, and 1665. And it is also to be remembered, that the
* plagues of London do commonly kill one-fifth part of the
* people.' Without doubting or denying the lamentable sufi*er-

ings which have occasionally taken place, within our own me-
mory, in Bethnal Green, Paisley, and elsewhere, they certainly

afford us no parallel to the physical misery of former times ; and
we may content ourselves with this reply, without referring to the

total disappearance of the leprosy, the sweating sickness, and
other diseases, which desolated whole districts in earlier times.

^

J • • •We are far, indeed, from denying or seeking to conceal the

privations, sufferings, and mortality which exist in many of our
great cities and seats of manufacture. On this we shall have
occasion to animadvert hereafter, when w^e hope to prove that

these distressing circumstances form no necessary part of the pro-

gress of industry ; on the contrary, that such progress gives

peculiar facilities for their mitigation and removal. But it can-

not be denied that, on the whole, and looking on averages of

years, the physical condition of our people has improved, not

less in the manufacturing than in the agricultural districts. ' An
' impression often prevails that a heavy mortality is an unavoid-
* able condition of all the great towns, and of a town population
' in general. It has, however, been shown, that groups of cot-
* tages on 'high hills, exposed to the most salubrious breezes,
* where cleanliness is neglected, are often the seats of fever and
' of disease as intense as the most crowded districts.' Such is

the statement contained in the Report on the Sanitary condition

of the Labouring Classes ;
* and we learn more distinctly, from

the same authority, that ' the proportion of deaths appears less

* in some of the suburbs of the metropolis, as at Hackney, and
' of Manchester and Leeds, than among the highest classes in
* two of the agricultural counties.' t The mortality prevailing in

many populous places may be traced, not to causes inevitably

connected with industrious pursuits, but to nuisances, which it

lies in the power of the State, of the municipal authorities, or of

individuals, to remove.
Whatever doubts may be entertained with respect to the in-

fluence of the Commercial System on the physical condition of

the people, we cannot imagine that any person attached to a free

constitution can question the political benefits it has conferred

P. 167. f P. 168.
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upon man. We do not expect the assent of that party who deny
that the widest diffusion of political power, compatible with the

protection of property and of person, and the stability of law, is

the greatest political benefit that can be enjoyed by any state.

But the lover of a free constitution will readily admit, that it is

in the annals of great cities, and of their commercial inhabi-

tants, that we trace the growth of civilization. It is to them
that we owe the liberties of mankind. It is there that those

great problems have been solved, on which the principles of

politics depend. The formation of municipalities, and the grant

of chartered rights ; the application of the principles of self-

government, of responsibility, of repi'esentation^ have all one

common origin. ' With the signs of social improvement observ-
* able through European society, came the principle of granting
* charters to burghs and cities ; and from that time the principle

' of self-government in our municipal systems became more re-

* cognized and defined. Such were the liberties of the principal

' cities in Italy, France, Germany, and Flanders ; and England
' not only participated in these indications of social progress,
* but did so with happier effect than most of the countries on the
' Continent.*
' But the same causes which led to the early establishment of

freedom, led also to its progressive development. Even if it be

conceded that stability and order are generally characteristic of

the country, progress and improvement have their origin almost

exclusively in towns. And what is implied by the progress of

States but increased civilization? ' II me semble que le premier
* fait qui est compris dans le mot civilization c'est le fait de
* progres, de developpement ; il reveille aussitot I'idee d'un
* peuple qui marche, non pour changer de place, mais pour
* changer d'etat ; d'un peuple dont la condition s'etend et s'ame-
' liore. L'idee du progres, du developpement, me parait etre

* l'idee fondementale contenue dans ce mot de civilization.'!

Nor is it only in the promotion of good, but in the resistance to

oppression and evil, that the eminent historian and statesman whom
we quote, recognizes the same principle of good as inherent in

the progress of States. ' II y a dans le mouvement progressif qui
* clove vers une fortune nouvelle un homme ou une population,
* un principe de resistance contre I'iniquite et la violence, beau-
* coup plus energique que dans toute autre situation.'

If we believe that increased energy in extending the means of

education improves the morals of a people—if we believe that a

A(je of Great Cities, p. 58. j Guizot.
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greatly increased number of churches, and of ministers of religion,

and religious zeal, which has augmented in a still greater degree,

promote the spiritual wellbeing of a people—it is among our

commercial communities that these principles of good have been
brought into the most vigorous activity. ' It is found that in

* the manufacturing districts the edifices raised by the State, and
' the more wealthy of the land, for public worship, are not so
' numerous as those which owe their existence to the voluntary
' efforts of the people themselves.' We do not deny that, with
this zeal, there has been too frequently combined an ill-regulated

enthusiasm, and a disposition to fanaticism and dissent. We
admit both to be evils, but they are lesser evils than apathy and
indifference. The impulses given by Wesley and Whitfield, the

activity of the Evangelical party, even the approaches to Ro-
manism ascribable to the Tractarian Divines of Oxford, are

connected with a state of feeling more likely to diffuse a re-

ligious spirit among mankind, than the leaden sleep of the

Church during the early part of the last century. With re-

spect to vice and crime, it is obvious that the local circumstances

of a dense town population—the greater activity of the police

authorities, the publicity given to all judicial proceedings, the

situation of the jails, houses of correction, courts of justice, and
places of execution—associate with our cities and our manufac-
turing population, many offences which cannot fairly be placed

to their account. The concentration of crime within narrower
limits makes it also more visible. The varied and multiplied

forms in which the same crime is successively repeated and re-

produced, all tend to the same misapprehension. To this, also,

the gross exaggeration of some writers, and the stupid credulity

of their readers, have largely contributed. The number of pro-

stitutes in London was formerly estimated at 60,000, or 80,000.

It has now been more correctly ascertained not to exceed 7000;
and, by the ' Report of the Constabulary Commission,' it would
appear (pp. 13, 15,) that the whole criminal population of London
constitutes less than one per cent of the entire population.

—

{^ge

of Great Cities, p. 227.) If we compare this state of things with

the 72,000 executions in the time of Henry VIII., being on an
average 1895 in each year, and consider how rapidly the popu-
lation of our great cities has increased since the Itith centurj'^,

we shall see abundant cause to doubt the reasoning of those who
attribute a growing and fatal depravation of morals to our manu-
facturing population, and to modern times.

A further and a more general view of the question may be
taken. The cessation of civil wars, the suppression of feudal

enormities, the mitigation of our criminal code, the refinement of
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manners, and the command which even the worklno^-classes pos-

sess over comforts and luxuries unknown to the Howards and
Percys of former days, can scarcely be separated from the con-

current increase of commercial industry. The ladies of the Court

of Elizabeth who were prohibited, only after the hour of noon,

from lying, disencumbered of all clothing, on rushes before the lire,

(Harrington's NugcB Antiquce^ do not differ so essentially from
their successors at Windsor, than do the inhabitants of our

counties, cities, and towns, from the thralls, serfs, and bondsmen
of the jNIiddle Ages. ' A respectable tradesman cannot now break-
* fast in comfort without the infusion of a Chinese herb, seasoned
* with the juice of a West Indian reed, and stirred up with an
* implement obtained from Potcsi.'

—

{Hamilion on the Progress

of Society, p. 281.)

We are almost ashamed at having occupied so much space and
time in an argument, which, till a very late period, we should

have considered trite and unnecessary. We regret to think that

the discussion is forced upon us by the temper of the present times.

The violence of party spirit ; the misapplication of religious zeal;

the prejudices of some classes, the selfish bias of others ; the over-

excited imaginations of sentimental minds ; the ill-regulated sym-
pathy of those who grieve at any suffering, and are ready to listen

to any proposal of remedy ; together with a strange love of paradox
on the part of some who call themselves men of science—have of

late combined to give a currency to theories, which, if adopted,

would arrest the progress of all improvement, and drive us back
to what are called the days of virtue and safety, but which may
more appropriately be called the times of barbarism and slavery.

We would most respectfully ask these persons to name the parti-

cular era to which they are desirous ofreturning. W^ould the reign

of George III. content them? Surely not; for Mr Pitt was a Poli-

tical Economist as well as a Minister : he was so ignorant as to

boast and triumph at the progress of our trade and our manufac-
tures. Do the lethargic reigns of the two first Georges attract them,
with social morals as painted by Fielding, Smollett, and Richard-
son? Then vve presume they would prefer to the amiable and ac-

complished Western of our days, his coarse namesake, the squire in
' Tom Jones;' and would consider Commodore Trunnion a more
fitting representative of the British navy than Lord Collingwood.
Would they make their election for the reigns of William and Anne,
when Parliament and the nation proved their ingratitude to the
patriots of the Revolution? Are their dreams of national virtue and
greatness to be realized amidst the base corruptions of James II.

and his degraded brother—in the contrasted tyranny and fana-

ticism of the reign of the first Charles—the oppression of the
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Tudors, or the bloody strife of the Plantagenets? Mr Southey
is the writer who deals most openly and honestly with the ques-

tion ; and, in condemning the commercial spirit of modern times,

he declares boldly in favour of the earlj'^ Britons, and the times

of the Roman invasion !

Let it never be forgotten that the fallacies and follies we
have been combating are all now advanced with a practical ob-

ject. To denounce the trade and commerce of England is now
the principle of a great and powerful party ; the application of

this principle requires us to curb and discourage that trade, so far

as we dare to do so. If it is granted that commercial activity be
an evil, then, most undeniably, all freedom of trade, increased

production, the interchange between nation and nation, should

by every means in our power be restrained. Hence the corn-

laws, and all other monopolies, are defended on grounds of the

purest patriotism and the most enlightened humanity; and even
those who are too timid to call on us to retrace our steps, con-

demn the lengths to which we have—in their judgments, un-
fortunately—gone ; and use their best endeavours to induce us

not to move one step further in advance. The jealousy felt

towards the commercial and manufacturing interests, and our

city population, is in fact a love, more or less disguised, for the

feudality of ancient times ; the latent, though in some instances

the unconscious desire of the party, is to restore the full dominion
of the sceptre, the sword, and the mitre ; to substitute blind

obedience for constitutional attachment, unenquiring reverence

for rational conviction ; and to interpret the old watchword of

Church and King, as meaning a Church above the King and a

King above the Law.
In denying the assertions of those who attribute nothing but

evil to the extension of our manufactures, we must not be
misunderstood. Far is it from our intention to suggest that

there is not much crime, and still more suffering and danger,

great and manifold, coincident with the extension of our manu-
factures. If we were blind enough to overlook these melancholy
facts, or uncandid enough to deny their existence, the calamitous

events of the last six months would present themselves to the

minds of our readers, and would confute our disingenuous sophis-

try. But these evils are aggravated by our restrictive laws. No
human means can altogether avert such trials : though the com-
mercial system can be made a useful instrument, we do not claim

on its behalf any miraculous agency. During the last two years

the pressure upon the manufacturing population has been most
intense. The loss of capital has been unexampled. Failure of

masters has produced the discharge of workmen, and the fall of
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wages. These misfortunes have been aggravated by a great

advance in the price of food. The income of the workman has

been reduced at the very time when his necessary expenditure

has increased. A formidable outbreak has occurred, requiring

the exertion of the whole force of the country, military and civil,

for its suppression. The arrest of hundreds has been followed

by prosecutions, convictions, punishments. But all this, as we
believe, so far from shaking our principle?, goes to confirm them.

That for which we contend, is not trade, subject to the shackles

of unjust and impolitic laws ; but trade, free and left to its own
laatural and vigorous resources. Even if trade were free, and if

the legislature had done its duty to the utmost, much of evil

must continue, and dangers will still exist. The accumulation

of numbers employed in branches of industry, still necessarily

subject to vicissitudes and to distress, is a serious matter of

contemplation. This state of things requires that individuals, as

well as the public, should strenuously and kindly perform their

respective duties. ' The period of moral danger, and conse-
' quently of all danger, in the history of nations, is not so much
* while they are labouring to become great, as when that object

* has been accomplished.'* To meet many of these moral dan-

gers it is on moral remedies we must rely, and these will also have

the most important effect on physical evils also. Thus, the cases

of vicissitude of price require forethought and providence on

the part of the employer, and the employed. But it is our

firm belief, also, that some of the causes which create our

danger give us the means of security; that the circumstances

which generate, will enable us to repress and counteract crime

;

and that the agencies of evil may be converted into active agen-

cies for good. To establish this proposition will require an

analysis of the effects produced by the manufacturing system, on
the character and condition of the people, more minute than we
have yet made. The subject is, however, one of such surpassing

importance, that we entreat our readers to grant us their patient

and candid attention.

As a preliminary, we are called upon to remove the obstacle

which the late events in the manufacturing districts might
interpose to the force of our argument. If it can be shown,
that in the midst of all the calamities which have occurred, and
of the violations of the law which have taken place, whilst there

is much to deplore, there is yet nothing to discourage us, we
shall obtain the most practical refutation of that gloomy theory

Age of Great Citicf!, p. 63.
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which represents our progress in manufactures and commerce
as an approach towards national decay.

For several successive years the industry of England has had
much to contend with. Our protective system exposed our cur-

rency to fearful vicissitudes ; our merchants, scarcely knowing
why, found a period of extended and perhaps unsubstantial credit

suddenly succeeded by a time of pressure, and a currency re-

stricted in consequence of the alarms and dangers of the Bank
of England. Millions of specie exported to pay for foreign corn,

imposed this hard necessity on a Corporation whom we hold re-

sponsible for the state of the circulation ; but to whom we unfairly

refuse the power of acting upon our circulation with eifect.

Depriving one of our best customers, the United States, of the

power of paying their debts, and purchasing our goods, by sending

us their agricultural produce, we led, or rather we compelled,

them to fill our stock market with their public securities. The
fatal hour of depression followed ; and the North American mar-
ket was almost closed to our commercial enterprise. Nor were
our prospects on the Continent of Europe much more cheering.

England having persevered in her protective and exclusive sys-

tem, other countries followed our example, and were led to adopt

Tariffs more or less hostile to our interests. Contemporaneously
with the loss of markets, with diminished employment, and fall of

wages, the cost of maintaining the family of an artizan was enor-

mously augmented by the rise of bread, the effect of our Corn-Law.
It has been calculated that the increased cost of grain in each of

the years 1839, 1840, and 1841, as compared with 1835, has not

been less than £20,400,000. Such seem to us the principal

causes to which we may attribute our late and still enduring

manufacturing distress, and not to any evils inherent in the manu-
facturing system. Indeed, it has rather been the departure from
commercial principles than an adherence to them, which has

endangered British interests.

The state of suffering produced by our impolitic laws stands

recorded upon evidence of the most authoritative character. To-
wards the close of the last Session, (11th July 1842,) Lord
Brougham brought the condition of the manufacturing classes

under the consideration of the House of Lords, in a speech of

great excellence. Accustomed as the public have been to admire

his eloquence, to delight in his command of varied illustration,

and to follow with interest his powerful trains of reasoning, we
doubt whether he has been on any occasion entitled to more ad-

miration and gratitude than on the delivery of that speech. The
influence which he exercised over the sympathies of his auditory,

v.-as not greater than the wise forbearance and self-control with
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^vllich he imposed a curb upon his own fervid rhetoric, when-

ever he saw reason to fear that a full and distinct picture might

be injurious to those classes whose distresses, in describing them,

he deplored. He seemed fearful lest the frightful revelation of

the truth might aggravate the suffering which he was solici-

tous to relieve, or add to the excitement which he wished to re-

strain. We extract from this memorable oration the following

affecting statement :

—

* In Leicester, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire, Yorkshire,

and Lancashire, wages were reduced, houses left untenanted, rents had

fallen one-half or less, able-hodied and healthy men

—

at least meti who

icere otice in health—men well skilled in their respective branches of

trade, men able and but too anxious to work, were thrown out of em-

ployment by thousands. Wages were reduced in some instances to six-

pence a-\veek, rather less than one penny /or each and every daij. The
poor's-rate increased in some places four-told, and in others double that

amount, and the defalcation of rateable property has gone on from 20 to

30, 40, and sometimes 50 per cent. There liave been found such oc-

currences as 7, S, and 10 persons in one cottage, / cannot say for one

day, hutfor whole days, u-ithout a morsel offood. They have remained

on their beds of straw for two successive days, under the impression that

in a recumbent posture the pangs of hunger were less felt. Members
of religious congregations have been frequently taken from the places of

worship fainting from illness and weakness brought on from want of

proper sustenance.'

Let it not be supposed that this description is chargeable

with any rhetorical amplification. On the contrarvj referring to

other evidence, we find that the wages of labour at Bolton alone

had fallen L.200,000, whilst the increased price of food amounted

to L. 118,000; that the weekly wages amounted to scarcely

more than the former daily pay ; and that among 5300 people

there were to be found only 1553 beds. The description given

by Dr Taylor, in his Letters to the Archbishop of Dublin, in

all respects confirms, and frequently goes beyond, Lord Brough-
am's statement. The notes of Dr Taylor's ' Tour in the
* Manufacturing Districts of the North,' are the evidence of an

eyewitness writing from the spot. At Bolton, having visited

several families taken at random— ' We entered,' he says, ' one
* Iiouse tenanted by a young couple, whom 1 at first mistook
* for brother and sister; they were a hiJsband and wife, about six

' years married, but fortunately without children. On a table

' of the coarsest wood, but perfectly clean, stood what we were
* assured was the only meal they had tasted for twenty-four
* hours; and the only one they had a reasonable prospect of
' tasting for twenty-four to come. It consisted of two small
* plates of meal porridge, a thin oaten cake, some tea, so di-
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* luted that it had scarcely a tinge of colour, and a small por-
* tion of the coarsest sugar in the fragment of a broken bowl.
' Their furniture had been sold piecemeal to supply pressing
* necessities; their clothes had peen pawned; they had hoped for

* better times, but they felt that their condition had been worsen-
* ing. The man would have gone to a foreign land, but he
' would not leave his wife alone to die. My friend asked him
' whether, under the circumstances, he did not repent his early
' and imprudent marriage ? He paused, looked fondly at his

* wife, who returned his gaze with a melancholy smile of endur-
' ing affection, he dashed the tear aside, and with calm firmness
' replied, ^'^ Never! We have been happy and have suffered to-

* gether; she has been the same to me all through."'— ( Pp. 41 , 42.)

At Colne Dr Taylor visited eighty-three dwellings at hazard.

He found that

' TheyVera destitute of furniture; some old boxes for tables and stools,

and even large storiesfor chairs ; the beds were composed of straw and
shavings; sometimes with torn pieces of carpet or canvass for a covering,

and sometimes without any covering whatever. The food was oatmeal

and water for breakfast ; oatmeal, with a little skimmed milk, for dinner;

oatmeal and water again for a third supply, with those who went
through the form of eating three meals a-day. 1 was informed that in

fifteen families, the children went without the ' blue milk' on the alter-

nate days. I saw a woman in the very last stage of exhaustion suckling'

an infant, which could scarcely draw a single drop of nutriment from her
exhausted breast. I enquired the child's age ? Fifteen months. Whi/
tvas it not iveaned ?

'—(P. 79.) ' The misery was fearful, but it could

not offend the fastidious. The children were in rags, but not in tilth.

Between two boys, the sons of a widow, only one suit could be mus-
tered. The?/ tvent to the Sunday school on alternate days. In no
single occasion was I asked for relief. Never shall I forget the agony
with which a young widow described to me her parting with a wooden
clock wliich her late husband had given her the day of her marriage.'

—

(P. 83.)

We could multiply these instances, but that would both be
painful and unnecessary. We have adduced sufficient evi-

dence to show the extreme misery under which the people were
suffering. It was in these circumstances that alarm was taken

by the working-classes, at the resolution of some manufacturers
still further to lower wages, already lamentably depressed. The
effect was very soon and very extensively felt; the workmen
combined to resist the alteration ; the combination spread ; a
determined resolution was shown to compel the employers to

submit, by forcibly stopping the factories; vast assemblages of

men were brought together for this purpose
;
proceedings not

more illegal than they were absurd ensued, adding greatly to
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the distress from which they originated : the Chartists endea-

voured, with more or less success, to give this movement a re-

volutionary tendency ; the laws were violated ; great towns were

taken and lefc in possession of irresponsible multitudes; and the

whole social system seemed to be endangered. This state of

things was not, however, of any long duration. The authorities,

both civil and military, acted with effect, but with a temper and

moderation above all praise. The administration of the law by

Lord Denman, by Chief-Justice Tindal, and their colleagues

Barons Parke and Rolfe, displayed all the highest attributes of

the judicial character—calmness, temper, firmness, impartiality;

no false indulgence for crime, but a natural, and therefore a just

sympathy for suffering. The proceedings of the ' Special Com-
mission ' were as successful as they were honourable to the vene-

rable juclges whom we have taken the liberty of naming, and

order has been completely restored.

Now, for the sake of our argument, it is essential thiit we
should point out some important peculiarities in these unfortunate

and criminal events. Condemning, as much as any Conservative

statesman or writer can do, the violation of the law which occur-

red, we must, at the same time, in justice express our conviction,

that, even in the midst of these crimes and sufferings, we find

the strongest and most consolatory evidence of the improved

moral character of the mancrfacturing population. The Poor-law

Assistant Commissioners, in a Report addressed to Sir Robert

Peel's government, had described this class as ' being, in intelli-

* gence, already much in advance of the other orders of working
' people, and still growing with the general growth of education.

' On the occurrence of general distress, they are neither a pauper-
' ized mass, nor readily admitting pauperism among them, but
* struggling against adversity, beating far and wide for employ-
' ment, and, in many cases, leaving their country for foreign

' climates rather than depend upon any other resources for subsis-

* tence than those of their own industry and skill. Those who
' have not been able, or willing, to leave a place where their labour
' is of little or no value, have been found enduring distress with
' patience, and abstaining, sometimes to the injury of health,

' from applying for relief; whilst others, driven reluctantly to that

' extremity, we have seen receiving a degree of relief sufficient

' only to support life with thankfulness and gratitude, often with
' out murmur and complaint.'

—

{Report on Stockport, by Messrs

Fower and Ticisleton.) The sympathy and charity manifested

hy these poor people towards each other, is a further proof that it

is not affliction which hardens the human heart, but, on the con-
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trary, that the rich and prosperous may take a lesson from their

humble and suffering fellow-creatures.

' I went,' observes Dr Taylor, < into the house of a widow who had

three children. She told me that the earnings of herself and two of her

children, amounted together to about eleven shillings per week; and,

though they had been better off, that they felt themselves comparatively

happy when they contrasted their condition with that of their neighbours.

I remained vvith her some time, and, on parting, offered her a shilling

for the trouble I had given her. " No, sir," she replied, "I cannot take

your money while there are so many worse around me ; allow me to

send it to a family suffering from sickness as well as want."'—(p. 85.)
' Throughout the entire district,' the same author continues, ' 1 found

the most distressed dwell invariably on the assistance they had received

from their neighbours. " We must have perished but for the charity of

our neighbours," was a phrase which met me every where ; and invariably

I found, on enquiry, that their neighbours were very little better off than

themselves.'— (P. 86.)

It is not then surprising, though it has not been sufficiently

acknowledged, that this manufacturing population, even when
assembled in multitudes for- illegal purposes, exhibited the most
wonderful power of self-control and forbearance. ' Never was
' there a commotion of such extent and duration, in which so little

' mischief was done to person or property. The only acts of
* violence committed, and even these were few, arose from the
* resistance made to the stopping of the mills ; no depredation
' was committed on property, no injury was done to machinery.'

Though supplies of the actual necessaries of life were in many
instances forcibly taken, yet the workmen abstained from all

other outrage. They did not even touch the ripe fruit which
grew against the walls of some of the factories which they

assailed.

« On Monday, August 15, Turton mill was visited by the rioters ; but

though the trees were loaded with fruit, and many of the multitude so

exhausted that they went up to Mr Ashworth's house craving for a

morsel of bread, not one pear was plucked, nor any act of mischief done

that could by possibility be avoided.'—( Taylor's Tour, p. 24.)

The greatest of all these marvels was, that, for no inconsider-

able time, these assembled multitudes -were left in full possession

of the town of Manchester, and notwithstanding the combined
influence of distress and of excitement, notwithstanding the enor-

mous amount of property then left at their command, no outrage

against property was committed. With any other class than our

manufacturing population, and at any period when education and
religious feeling had less power, how different would have been
the result! That events would have taken a different course

under less favourable circumstances, is evident from the con-
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trasted conduct of some of the miners in Staflfordsliire, to whom,
unfortunately, our favourable remarks will not apply. The influ-

ence of education and religion has yet much to effect in those

districts. But the contrast, which is still more striking and
more to the point, will be found by a reference to the agri-

cultural riots in 1830. In order to make this comparison fairly,

we shall rely, not on any statement of our own, but on the follow-

ing extract from the 'Annual Register' of that year—a book of

competent Tory authority.

< The flisturbances began in the County of Kent. The rioters did not

assume the character of disorderly mobs, nor did they profess to seek any
political objects. They appeared at first as lurkiny incencharies, and

wreaked their veni^eance on property, the destruction of which could

only aggravate their misery. Night after night new confliigrations were

lighted up by !)ands of incendiaries; corn-stacks, barns, farm-buildings,

live stnc/i, were consumed indiicriminately. Bohler bands attacked mills

and demolished the machinery ; all threshing-mills, in particular, were

condemned. Threatening- letters were circulated, demanding the raising

of wages or the disuse of machinery; and the nightly exploits of the

writers insured attention to their demands. The evil sprsad and in-

creased. During October, November, and December, it made its way
from Kent into the counties of Herts, Wills, Bucks, Sussex, and Surrey.

Throughout the whole of that district all })rotection to property appeared

to be at an end. Bands of rioters pillaged and destroyed during the day,

and as soon as night fell, simultaneous conllagrations, starting up in dif-

ferent quarters, spread over the country havoc and dismay. The military

force was increased, and a special commission ordered.'

—

(^Ann, Register,

1830, p. 149.)

If the outbreak in Yorkshire and Lancashire had assumed this

character, and if the manufacturers had emulated the acts of the

agriculturists, we have no hesitation in saying, that a greater and
a more permanent national loss would have been sustained, than
had Napoleon with an invading army obtained possession of Lon-
don. The destruction of capital, the interruption of industry, the

devastation, the famine that must have ensued, would have been
the most fatal tragedy ever exhibited in the history of Europe.
We entirely concur with Dr Taylor, that our escape from

these dangers is wholly attributable to the moral and intellec-

tual character of the manufacturing population. ' Agricultural
' distress,' he observes (p. 8,) ' soon makes itself known. Swing
' at this side of the water, and Hock at the other, write the tale

' of their grievances in characters which no man can mistake,
' and seek redress by measures strongly marked with the insanity
' of despair. But suffering in Lancashire and Yorkshire did not
' loosen the bonds of confidence : millions of property remained
' at the mercy of a rusty nail, or of the ashes of a tobacco-pipe,
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* though in case of an effective Jacquerie they could not be
' defended by all the military force in England. This very crisis

* has been a rigid test of the factory system, and precludes the
' necessity of any further argument to show that it cannot be
' overthrown.'—(P. 9.)

We will not waste the time or the patience of our readers, nor

our own, by condescending to argue with those who suggest that

this stoppage of work originated with the Anti- Corn-Law
League. Of this most absurd and unblushing falsehood the

Chartists were the inventors; but it has been repeated by their

Tory allies, both literary and political. Just as credible would
it be that Sir Edward KnatchbuU and the late Henry Baidves

Avere the authors of the tires in 1830, for the purpose of -driving

from office the Duke of Wellington and Sir R. Peel, as a punish-

ment for their Roman Catholic apostasy. That any persons,

not inhabitants of Bedlam, can believe that the great manufac-
turers and traders of England should combine to impede their

own operations of industry—that they should expose their fixed

capital to risk—that they should expose to the risk of fire and blopd-

shed the great towns of the north, even assuming that their own
lives and those of their wives and children could be free from
danger,—is to imagine the existence of credulity and of ignorance

unparalleled ; except by those inhabitants of Kent who recognized

in the impostor Thorn, a living Saviour, and trusted to his

influence to make them invulnerable against the bullets of the

military. Violent and indefensible speeches may have been made,
and imprudent letters written, by members of the Anti-Corn>-Law

League, This must ever be the case where such confederacies

are produced by vicious legislation, or bad government. These
irresponsible associations are always, as Lord Plunket eloquently

expressed it, ' the spawn of our own wrong.' But the letters and

speeches, foolish as they may have been, had as little relation to

the events in the north, as the Tory diatribes of Mr Roby and
Mr Bradshaw to the attempted assassination of the Queen by
Oxford, or the invasion of the palace by the boy Jones.

The case which we have endeavoured to make out, would be
incomplete if we did not carry our argument further. We
might appear unwilling to grapple with the more immediate
question—Whether the wellbeing of England is or is not pro-

moted in our times, and under present circumstances, by the

existence and the progress of our trade and manufactures ? We
maintain the afiiimative of this proposition ; we maintain that

neither the government, the legislature, nor individuals, display

much wisdom or patriotism if they enact, sanction, or approve of

laws to restrict domestic industry, or the free exchange of pro-
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duce between nation and nation. We maintain that this is not

only true as an abstract proposition, or as ap})licable to other times

and countries; but that it is pre-eminently true when applied to

our own. Ill our investigation of this question we shall be much
assisted by the valuable work of Dr Vautrhan, to which we have

already referred. It is the production of a superior mind, directed

by influences both exalted and benevolent. It deserves a care-

ful examination, more especially at the present moment, when
the most strange and mischievous theories have been hazarded,

and have been supported by writers from whom we should have

expected better thino;s.

We may be asked how we can reconcile with the frightful

description of human suffering which we have already given, the

supposition that the progress of manufacturing iiulustry can pro-

mote the physical wellbeing of the people ? If our general

principles are correct, this suffering is attributable, not to the com-

mercial systen), but to the restrictive laws by which freedom of

trade is checked and depressed. It is not to be wondered at that

we should tind it difhcult to sell, if we deprive our customers of

their power of purchasing. If we cannot sell, we cannot produce

to a profit; employment ceases, wages fall, and misery ensues.

But without expecting the opponents of free trade to acquiesce in

this conclusion, which in fact involves the whole question at issue,

we would ask them whether these periods of suffering are to be

considered as elements peculiar to the commercial system; or only

accidents traceable to particular and transitory causes ? If the

former supposition be the truth, how are we to account for the

fact, that these periods of occasional'and urgent distress occur in

earlier, as well as in later times ; anterior to the extension of Bri-

tish industry, as well as contemporaneously with that extension,

—and amongst the agriculturists, as well as amongst the manu-
facturers; in Sussex, as well as in Lancashire; in Ireland and

the Highlands, as well as at Paisley and the West Hiding?

How are we to account for the extraordinary fact, that even in

the midst of the melancholy scenes which we have described,

the unemployed and suffering manufacturer prefers any alter-

native to that of being sent back to the agricultural parish

from which he had emigrated? ' It may be matter of ques-

' tion whether the circumstances surrounding the manufactu-
* ring labourers are better or worse than those belonging to the

' agricultural condition ; but there can be no doubt that the
' former are preferred by the operative. In the present severe

* pressure of commercial distress, there are scores, and probably
* hundreds, of work-men whom the authorities would gladly send

' back to their parishes, if they could bring them under the
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* legal description of paupers ; but these men submit to the
' pressure of hunger with an iron endurance which nothing can
' bend, rather than be carried back to an agricultural district.'

—

{Tour in the Manufacturing Districts, p. 8.) The same fact

is proved by the evidence taken before the Poor-Law Commis-
sioners at Stockport:—George Wallett, a labourer, who, with a

wife and six children, had been eight weeks out of employment,
and who had pawned spade, scythe, cloak, shawls, and gowns,

stated that he had emigrated from Buckinghamshire to Hyde,
where, till the stoppage of work, the family had ' been wonder-
' ful well.' ' They had done better in provisions, and wore out
' more clothes, than in the country. Their cottage in Bucks was
' not so good as the one they were then in. The woman said, if

' she returned there, she would be double in a week from cold.'

—

(P. 208.) This is in facta practical confirmation, in ourdays, of the

shrewd observation made by Defoe in his ' Plan of the English
' Commerce,' where he describes the effect of manufacturing indus-

try in improving the condition of the people. ' This alters the
' case ; the family feels it ; they feed better ; are clothed warmer;
' and do not so often or so easily fall into distress. The father
* gets them food, the mother clothing, and, as they grow up, they
' do not run away to be footmen or soldiers, or sell themselves
' to the plantations to avoid the gaol or the gallows.'

But we shall be told to look at the statistical tables, and to

compare the mortality, and the mean duration of human life, in

the manufacturing and agricultural districts. We admit the

comparison to be unfavourable to a certain extent; though we
have shown, in a former part of this paper, that it is far from being

universally so. Even here, we find some cause for consolation.

Here, if the evil is more strongly marked, the remedy is obvious

and more easily applied. Mr Chadwick, in his valuable ' Report
' on the Sanitary Condition of the People,' states very graphi-

cally— * the deaths during one year, in England and Wales, by
' endemic and contagious diseases, including fever, typhus and
' scarlatina, amounted to 56,461. The great proportion of these

' are proved to he preventihle. It is as if the whole county of

* Westmoreland, now containing 56,469 souls, were to be de-
' populated in one year. The annual slaughter in England and
' Wales, from preventible cases of typhus, which attacks persons
' in the vigour of life, appears to be double what was suffered by
' the allied armies at the battle of Waterloo.'

—

{Beport, p. 3.)

Now, it is impossible for any one reading this most interesting

report to doubt, but that the increased mortality, whether shown
in town or country, may be greatly, if not altogether, reduced

by good draining, sewerage, supplies of water, and all those
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elements of improvement which it is, in most instances, more
easy to provide in towns than in the country. The Whig govern-

ment, and Lord Norman l)y more especially, deserve our most
cordial gratitude for the pains taken on this subject. Beyond
this, it is unquestionable that where disease prevails in towns,

there, medical assistance, hospital treatment, and charitable relief,

are all most available. A county infirmary or hospital may be
governed on the best principles, and supported with the most
generous benevolence; but if it is twenty miles distant from the

village in which disease has broken out, these charitable estali-

lishments cannot be of much practical advantage to the afflicted.

Not so in a great town ;—there the doors of the public charities

are ever open, and the numerous class of medical men are ready

to vie with each other in their benevolent zeal to relieve the

distressed.

In undertaking to prove that the manufacturing population

are more intelligent and intellectual than the agricultural class,

TVe know that we have some high authorities against us. Dr Adam
Smith, and more recently M. De Tocqueville, seem to consider

that it is the necessary effect of the division of labour, and of the

extended use of machinery, to lower the human mind. We are in-

clined to consider this as erroneous, not only upon general grounds,

but on the evidence of fact. It is true that a man who thinks

of nothing but putting on the head of a pin, cannot be as intel-

ligent as a mountaineer, whose intellect is sharpened by a greater

variety of employments. But the question is not thus fairly

stated. The workman at Gloucester does not pass his day in

thinking only of the head of a pin ; he learns to perform his ope-

rations by mere manual dexterity, and without thinking on the

subject at all ; his mind is thus left free, and is frequently employed
on other things. We have known instances in which workmen
jyere able to read whilst discharging a function purely mechani-
cal. .We recollect to have seen one of the Parts, periodically

published, even of such a work as the ' Encyclopaedia Britannica,'

lying open on the working place of an artizan. In various in-

stances, one workman, out of many, may be seen employed in

reading aloud to a circle ot industrious listeners. But this is not

all : ' The action of the very machine with which the workman
* becomes familiar, is a constant lesion to human ingenuity. It

' shows what that ingenuity has done, and suggests what it may
' do. Less demand may be made on the manual skill of the
' mechanic, but that does not prevent his thoughts from being
' familiar with a wide range of ingenious operations. If an old

* man, he will know something of the history of his craft, and of

' others carried pn before him ; and in many cases his mind will
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* be a chronicle of the inventions which have so greatly changed
' the processes of manufacture since the clays of his boyhood.
* He lives in the midst of the skill and enterprize of his country,
' and he necessarily hears much concerning the skill and energy
' of other countries. In his mind the leading idea is that of pro-
' gression, and not as in the case of the peasant, who, whatever
* he may see of change in his implements, is disposed to look
' on matters about him as doomed to be, in the main, as they
' have been.'

—

{Age of Great Cities, p. 159.) Again, we think
it cannot be denied but that, in proportion as an immediate
reward for ingenuity or industry is afforded to men, in that same
proportion will those faculties be encouraged and developed. How
seldom is it that the mere agricultural labourer can rise much
above his condition, if he can rise at all ? What efforts on his

part can raise him to the condition of a farmer? And he might
as soon think of being metamorphosed into a pheasant as into a
country squire. It is not so with the mechanist or manufacturer.
The Watts', Arkwrights', and Peels' race, not only rise to com-
petence, and even to wealth, but they take their places amongst
the first of their contemporaries, whether statesmen or philoso-
phers. They bequeath the treasures of principalities to their
children, and become the legislators and rulers of nations. Most
just are the observations of Mr Moreton, in his work on Civiliza-
tion,^ that ' it is the number and minuteness of the grades in
' society that enable the poor man to rise in wealth. The same
' talents, energy, and perseverance that have raised him the first

' step above his original condition, may enable him to surmount
* the second; but if that first step had been beyond his reach in
' his original condition, he must permanently have remained.' *

Another active instrument of good is to be found in what
has been well called ' the symyathij ofnumbers,^ by one who has
shown how naturally and beautifully Christian benevolence blends
itself with true philosophy. No one was better qualified to es-

timate this great agency than Dr Chalmers; he knew that the
effective strength of men in combination was rather the product,
than the sum, of their separate poM'ers. The same fact is well
illustrated by Dr Vaughan. He observes, ' As men congregate
' in large numbers, it is inevitable that the strong should act as
' an impetus on the weak. In other respects, also, the pressure
' of numbers is mainly on the side of intelligence. It is a mis-
' take to suppose that minds of the same class possess no more
' power collectively than they do separately.'— (P. 151.)

* Civilization. By Hon. A. Moreton, p. 46.
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All these oh«;ervafioim, which may be considered more or loss

theoretical, are fully confirmed when ^ve Compare the manufac-

turinfr and ag-ricultural population, in relation to the number of

children receivinir instruction; the quality of the instruction given;

and the result of their education as shown by the state of morality.

It is reasonable to expect that schoolmasters and mistresses

of higher qualification will he found in towns, where the num-

ber of scholars is greater than in the country, the attendance

of those scholars more constant and regular, and consequently

the remuneration of the instructors greater and more certain.

* in towns,' observes Dr Vaughan, ' where numbers may be more
' easily collected, masters find a better reward for their toil ; and
* the practice of teaching on a large scale brings with it a greater

' proficiency in the art ot teaching.'—(P. 153.) There will also

be a more vigilant supervision on the part of the committees of

management, patrons, and subscribers ; and it is in towns we shall

find that which is the best security for all improvement ;—the com-

petition of other schools Mill there be in constant and effective

operation. The village schoolmaster, or the dame who has given

to Shenstone the original of his admirable portrait, are both

monopolists in their way ; so the education which they offer must

be in most cases accepted, whatever be its worth or its worthless-

less, or else the children must be neglected altogether. It is not

so in the populous town. There, a rivalry will arise between the

National and theBriti>«h schools; the Churchman and the Dissen-

ter will vie with each other ; and a system of inspection, public

examinations, and distribution of prizes, will become the legiti-

mate and useful means of canva'Jsing for subscribers. In a late

report of the British and P'oreign School Society, it is stated,

that out of 41,017 individuals visited by the Herefordshire

Bible Society, *24,222 only were able to read; and it is believed

that nearly one-half of the agricultural population of England

are in the same state of ignorance. \'illages are named as

containing 1000, 1500, and 2000 inhabitants, yet destitute of

any school. The National Society, which is the organ of

the Church, informs us in one of its publications, that ' In
* many places containing thousands of families, whose parents

* are members of the Established Church, no provision what-
* ever exists for the education of children according to the

' principles of that Church.' The evidence given by the Poor-

Law Commissioners and the Revising Barristers is precisely to

the same effect. Overseers, parish ofiScers, and even vestry clerks,

are stated to be in many cases wholly incompetent to perform

their duties, from their dense and almost hopeless ignorance.

Mr Villiers gives one most striking example of this absence of
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the commonest principles of knowledge. He mentions the case

of an overseer unable to read or write, and who yet was entrusted

with the distribution of rates to the amount of L. 7000 per

annum. The state of Leicestershire is a still more apposite

illustration of our own argument. This county, as our readers

are aware, is partly manufacturing and partly agricultural.

A Revising Barrister, informs us,— ' 1 found great difficulty in

' revising the lists, owing to the illiterate character of the over-
' seers in many parishes. Three or four lists were unsign-
* ed, none of the overseers being able to write ; and as many
' more were signed only by one overseer. I found the over-
' seers at Loughborough, Castle Donnington, Melton, and Ash-
' by, extremely intelligent men ; while on the eastern side of the
' country, where the population is exclusively agricultural, I met
' with a degree of ignorance I was utterly unprepared to find

' in a civilized country.'

—

{^Poor-Law Report, pp. 282-286.)

This result is further illustrated by the demand for literary pro-

ductions. l)r Taylor informs us, that Lancashire is generally
' considered by publishers as the most book buying county in Eng-
' land; and that the depression of manufactures is always followed
' by a most depressing etfect on literature.'—(P. 276.) ' Even
' now,' observes Dr Vaughan, (p. 141,) 'the multitude who are

' employed in making contributions to our popular literature, look
' to find their readers much more among traders and artizans,

' than among farmers and peasants.' Nor is the character of the

books generally sought for, and preferred, calculated to justify any
suspicion or alarm. ' The books generally found in the manu-
' facturers' dwellings are on religious subjects; next to the Bible,

' Thomas a-Kempis is the greatest favourite among the people of
' Lancashire. Nowhere did I see a book of immoral, or even of
' questionable tendency, unless the writings of the Mormonites
' can be so considered.'— ( Tour, p. 34.) In a Charge, delivered in

1834, the most just and enlightened principles for the manage-
ment of schools are laid down by the Bishop of London. But
how much more difficult would it be to reduce these principles to

practice in a country village, than in a great city, and amidst a

dense and industrious population? ' Religion,' observes the

learned Prelate, ' ought to make the groundwork of all educa-
' tion. But I believe the lessons of religion will not be ren-
' dered less impressive, or effectual, by being interspersed with
' reading of a different kind. The Bible will not be read with
' less interest if history, for example, and geography, and the

' elements of useful and practical science, be suffered to take their

' turn in the circle of daily instruction. On the contrary, I see

' no reason why the education given to the poor should differ
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' from the education given to their superiors more widely than the

' different circumstances of their conditions in life render abso-

' lutely necessary.' This outline it would be somewhat difficult

for the present to fill up, in a poor and remote agricultural

village school in Buckinghamshire or Devonshire; it would there

be as easy to find a phoenix as a schoolmaster competent to in-

struct in ' geography, history, and the elements of useful and

' practical science;' but a school, founded and conducted on the

Bishop of London's principles, might with ease be established

in any one of our great towns, where its usefulness would at once

be appreciated, no less by the scholars than by their parents.

If, however, it could be proved that morals were depraved,

and that crime had increased among the manufacturing, as com-

pared with the agricultural population, we might distrust the

soundness of our past reasoning, or the correctness of our princi-

ples. But this we more than doubt. We should remember,

that it is absurd to measure immorality or crime according to

the space it covers, and not according to the number of persons

amongst whom it prevails. We are not estimating the virtue of

a square mile of territory, but the virtue of a given number of

our fellow-countrymen. It would be absurd to consider London

more immoral now than it formerly was, because more offences are

committed to the west of Temple Bar than when the village of

Charing stood alone; when Thorny Island contained little more

than the Abbey and Palace of Westminster; and when that

was a waste which is now the site of the rich and populous

borough of Marylebone. The same observations apply through-

out the manufacturing districts. Within an area of sixty-six

square miles, forming a circle round Manchester, of which the

radius is not more than five miles from the Exchange, the popu-

lation exceeds 350,000. It would be absurd, indeed, to compare

the crime of Manchester with the area of sixty-six square miles,

and not with the 350,000 inhabitants. It is stated by Dr Taylor,

that about 40,000 persons arrive weekly at Manchester by various

conveyances. This fluctuating population cannot but increase

the number of offences. A paper read at the meeting of the

British Association of Manchester by Sir Charles Shaw, the able

officer charged with the peace of the district, exhibits the true

results in a most striking manner. Saturdays and Sundays are

very unfortunately at Manchester, as elsewhere, the days most
prolific of crime. From the 22d of January to the 15th of June
184*2, the number of persons apprehended on those days was
646 : 320 of these persons had each been out of employment for

more than eight months on an average. Of this whole number,

it is stated by Dr Taylor, again referring to Sir Charles Shaw's
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authority, that no more than seventeen were factory work-people.
The statement of the Rev. Mr Parkinson, one of the resi-

dent clergy of the town of Manchester, was to the same effect.
' If we strike an average of all classes of the population, and the
' population of other districts, we shall find that the morality of
' this district will not be below that of the most primitive agri-
' cultural population. A great portion of the immorality is com-
' mitted by those who have been already nursed in crime in dis-
' tricts of the country supposed to be more innocent than our own

;

* and these are apparently added to the numbers of those who
' swell our police reports ; not so much because we hold out
' greater facilities in rearing them, as that they are apprehended
' by the superior vigilance of our police.'

—

{Tour, p. 19.) We
shall only appeal to the testimony of one additional witness, Mr
Tulfnell, the factory commissioner. This most intelligent and
humane enquirer, after having closely examined the rectors of St
.lohn's and St Paul's, Manchester, the chaplain of the jail, and
various dissenting ministers acquainted with the factory population,

has stated it as his deliberate opinion, that ' the whole current
' of testimony goes to prove, that the charges made against cot-
' ton factories, on the ground of immorality, are calumnies.'

—

{Age of Great Cities, p. 234.) We purposely rest our case on
this affirmative testimony ; abstaining from the jnore invidious

task of making extracts from the Report on the constabulary,

(pp. 70, 72, 7;-}, 78, 109, and 126,) for a description of the state

of crime in the agricultural districts.

Believing, as we do most sincerely, that the moral good which
we have described as existing among the manufacturers, and,

above all, that a patient fortitude exhibited under the severest

trials, could never have been produced by any influence less

powerful than that of deep and earnest religious convictions, it

is satisfactory to us to find this inference fully confirmed by Dr
Taylor's direct testimony.— ' In the house of the needy and
' the afflicted, I have found the Bible the last piece of furniture
' remaining. I have heard the miserable proclaim the patience
' they had learned from its precepts, and the consolation they had
' derived from its promises. If any man doubted the benefits

' which Christianity has conferred upon mankind, he would be
' cured of his scepticism by witnessing its soothing influence on
* the distress and suffering of Lancashire.'—(P. 302.)

Are these the men, we would ask, whose interests are to be

sacrificed, and whose characters are to be reviled? Are we to

treat but as a necessary evil at best, those industrious classes

who furnished to our country in war the means to preserve her

own liberties, to assert her national glory, and to rescue Europe
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from the horrors of a withering military despotism, and who, in

pe#ee, have added to our wealth, our comforts, iind our civiliza-

tion ? And on what pretence, we would also ask, are they to be

abandoned and sacriticed ? Is it on the ground of a preference fur

the agricultural interest ? On what principle is that interest,

however threat and important, entitled to any such preference ?

Even if it w-ere just for the landed aristocracy to claim such

a preference, would it be wise to do so? Is not the folly

which we are disposed to commit, at least equal to the crime ?

We Avould entreat the attention of the country gentlemen to

the following consideration, which we do think ought to make
them consent to free trade even on their own exclusive prin-

ciples. We entreat them to consider their own interests. It is

observed by a great philosopher, that ' when a nation abounds
' in manufactures, the proprietors of land, as well as the farm-
* ers, study agriculture as a science, and redouble their indus-

* try and attention. The superfluity which arises from their

' labour is not lost, but is exchanged with manufactures for

* those commodities which men's luxury makes them covet.'

—

(^Hume's Essays?) Mr Smith of Deanston's system of Drainage

has a connexion as certain, though not so direct, with our ma-
nufactures as with our agriculture. Dr Paley puts this doctrine

still more clearly. ' A watch,' he observes, ' may be a very
* unnecessary appendage to the dress of a peasant ;

yet, if the

' peasant will till the ground to obtain a watch, the true design
' of trade is answered ; and the watchmaker, whilst he polishes

* the case or files the wheels, is contributing to the production of

* corn as effectually, though not as directly, as if he handled the
' spade and held the plough.'

—

{Moral Pliilosophy.) Those agri-

culturists who come under the description of ' men of one idea,'

may not very clearly apprehend this indirect interest, and may
require an argument less complex. It can easily be furnished.

' Every region that has become the home of great cities, has be-
' come the home of an improved agriculture. This has resulted
' in part from wealth, but still more from mechanical or scientific

* skill. When the landowners regard cities with jealousy, and
' are employed in defaming them, and in endeavouring to reduce
* them to a state of weakness, they become chargeable with the
' baseness of ingratitude, or the madness of self-destruction.

* Lands which bring forth an hundred-fold in the place of thirty-

' fold, they owe to the science of cities; and sales which give them
' a high price for their produce in place of a low one, they owe
' to the wealth of cities.'

—

[Age of Great Cities, p. 109.) The
converse of this truth has received its illustration during the last

six months. The great fall in the principal articles of agricultural

produce, hus been attributed by ijonn; of JSir Robert Peel's flat-
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terers, as well as by many of his mutinous troops, to the new Tariff.

We trace it, almost exclusively, to the check put upon our com-
merce. The manufacturers do not consume our agricultural

produce, solely because they cannot aftord to buy it. '^I'he fall

of prices is the inevitable consequence. But let us revert to

the more consolatory side of the question, and enquire how
the estal)lishment and progress of manufactures have increased

the value of land ? A part of Lancashire, valued to the land-

tax in 1G92 at L.1G9, is now assessed at L.93,9 16. One of

the most striking- instances of progressive improvement is that

of the forest of llosendale in Lancashire. The description of

the change in that district is given admirably in Dr Taylor's

work, to which we have so largely referred. He states, that

in the populous parts of llosendale forest, ' land is rented at
* Cd. and 6^d. per square yard, being L.121 to L.131 per acre;
* being a larger sum than was paid for the whole forest of 15,300
' acres in the reign of James 1'.' The statement of Mr Ilein-y

Ashworth, in a statistical paper read before the British Associa-

tion, informs us, that 'manufacturing industry has extended its

' influence to all the farming neighbourhood, raising the rental

' of moor land in some cases 1500, and in others as much as 3000
' per cent.' The dependence of the agricultural on the manu-
facturing interest, may perhaps be still better exemplified by re-

ferring to articles not affected by the late changes of custom duty

—such as cheese and butter. Some of the Cheshire dairy farmers

stated to Dr Taylor, that they had not discovered this inseparable

dependency of the two interests, ' till the closing of a mill in their

* neighbourhood deprived them of all their best customers. Since
' these bad times,' they added, ' they had turned to the making of
' cheese, as there was little or no demand for fresh milk or but-

' ter. The cheese manufacture had however proved a losing

' trade.'— (P. 87.) In South Lancashire the same conviction seems

to have been brought home to the farmers ; they felt that the con-

tinued manufacturing distress must involve them in difficulties, if

the poverty of the artizans and workmen closed the markets

against the sale of agricultural produce ;
particularly milk, cheese,

and butter. Every farmer with whom Dr Taylor conversed in

South Lancashire, is stated to have participated in these fears,

' and to have cursed themselves very heartily for having been such
* blockheads as to vote for supporters of the corn-laws at the last

' election.' ( Tmir, p. 147.) Nor let the country gentlemen think

that these disastrous consequence > to their own interests are con-

fined within the limits of the manufacturing districts. They
extend throughout the whole length and breadth of the land.

Tlie herrings of Sutherland, the wools of Sussex, the butter of

(.'oik, aiid the malt of Herts and Essex, afford a standard by
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whii'li to juflge of the state of industry in Yorkshire and Lan-

cashire.

We may perhaps be asked, by some friends of the present

Government, whetlier the measures adopted by Parliament in

the last session, do not tend to the ])iomotion of those great inte-

rests for which we have been pieadiii'r ? To a certain extent they

do; but not in a much greater degree than the power of Dame
Partington's mop in checking the inroads of the sea. We admit

that, if we could reduce to practice the principles avowed both

by Sir Robert Peel and Mr Gladstone, we should have nothing

more and nothing better to ask for, in the way of commercial le-

gislation. But, alas ! the finished and hiirhly-varnished pictures

exhibited by these two eminent artists, differ essentially from their

masterly cartoons. The ' Last Judgment' of Michael Angelo

copied in enamel by Petitot, could not be a more signal misap-

plication of the powers of art. The speeches and declarations

of Mr Huskisson in former times, liberal as they were, were

also most cautious and guarded. That distinguished statesman

was ever careful that his legislation should more than fulfil the

expectations he excited and the promises which he made ; and

that interests should not be unnecessarily disturbed by the

apprehension of measures new and unexplained. But in the

last session, the declarations of Ministers were made to satisfy

the free-traders ; their measures were pared down to content, if it

was possible, the friends of monopoly and the advocates of pro-

tection. To the one party it might have been said. How much
we promise ! to the other. How very little we perform ! The
movement is all in the right direction ; but the motion is so

slow as to make it uncertain whether we are ever to reach our

journey's end. In these instances, delays are not only dangerous,

but fatal ; and whilst the timid physician hesitates, the patient

dies. As Lord John Russell very happily expressed it, the Tariff

disturbs every thing and settles nothing. It has irritated one

interest without relieving the other. It has left all men in ex-

pectation of further and impending changes, and without confi-

dence in the permanency of any part of our commercial system;

and whilst all pretensions to consistency have been abandoned
by our Ministers, no national advantage has been gained to

repay them for these personal sacrifices. The former Corn-Law
had acted to the alternate injury of the grower and consumer.
The present Law has proved that it retains both these evils, not-

withstanding the change in the scale, 'i he new Act has also

introduced, or at least greatly aggravated, another evil. It has

j)roduced a wider spread of commercial ruin, a greater number of

bankruptcies, heiivier loss of capital, than ever before took place

in the corn trade. Perhaps this was intended to remove the
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imputation that the bill was confined and partial in its injustice
;

and, therefore, that the merchants of England were included with

the other suffering classes. We believe that the commercial

losses sustained during a few short weeks, cannot have been

much less than L.3,0U0,000. To complete the whole, our suf-

ferino- manufactures and depressed commerce are visited with

an Incorne-Tax in time of peace ; and yet, in place of the

overflowing Exchequer promised to us as one of the many-

blessings of a Tory Government, and as some compensation for

these many and grievous sacrifices, the deficiency of our income

to meet our expenditure is now greater than it had ever been in

the days of the most calumniated and reviled of the late Whig
Ministers ! From the certificate of the Commissioners for the Pte-

duction of the National Debt, it appears that the deficit in the

month of October exceeded L. 2,500,000. We have since seen the

Treasury accounts, as published on the 5th January. The quar-

ter's revenue exhibits a falling off, as compared with the quarter

of the preceding year, of L 900,000 at the least. We very much
fear that our anticipation of the utter failure of Sir Robert Peel's

scheme of finance will be more than realized.

Truly, it is not to measures like these that we can look for

our deliverance, or even for our relief. Where, then, are we to

seek a remedy ? We reply without doubt or hesitation. Let

the Legislature adopt with decision, and without delay, such

measures as will give the freest scope to our national industry.

Let our commerce be relieved from those injurious shackles which,

-under the false pretences of protection, cramp and fetter where

they do not mutilate or utterly destroy. If our poorer country-

men must suffer from the calamity of high-priced food, let the mis-

fortune be attributable to the elements; to a want of agricultural

skill; to some natural contingency; or, in short, to any thing

rather than to impolitic acts of a Parliament in which landholders

form the great majority. If our manufacturers must find their

profits abridged, let this be placed to the account of hostile Tariffs

or changes of fashion, but not to our own mistaken commercial

policy. Wait not too long for the formalities of commercial

treaties, or the concession of reciprocal advantages.^ Having, for

the last century, set to all other commercial countries the exam-

ple of mistaken selfishness, let us for once try the experiment of

leading the way in a course not less wise than it is generous. Be

assured that freedom of trade, freedom of thought, freedom of

speech, and freedom of action, are but modifications of one great

fundamental truth, and that all must be maintained or all risked:

they stand or fall together. Deal largely and nobly with the

question of colonization ; not by the commonplace and iiseliectual

expedient of discriminating duties, but by a Wi.'li-ivguUited system
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of encouragement, which shall aid your children to plant the Bri-

tish standard in other lands. Although you may hope, not unreason-

ably, that in other colonies, as well as in Australia, the consump-

tion of your manufactures may increase five-fold within ten years,

and that one hundred and fifty thousand people may become con-

sumers of your produce to the annual amount of L.2,000,000,

count this but as the least of the advantages which you seek to

attain. Think of the mighty prerogative which permits Britain

to extend her liberty, her domestic habits, her morals, her li-

terature, and her religion, over regions now scarcely inhabited.

Retrench all unnecessary expenditure, and thus obtain the right

to repeal your newly-imposed and most iniquitous burdens. Least

of all neglect the higher duties of the State ;—enlighten your peo-

ple ; make your education worthy of its name—neither sectarian

nor unspiritualized, but liberal and comprehensive as is the theory

of your free constitution, and training the young in knowledge,

in virtue, and in piety. It is then that we may hope to see its

due reward and encouragement restored to industry, and hap-

piness and contentment again the characteristics of our land.

But even if all that public opinion could demand from the legis-

lature were fully performed, moral obligations equally urgent are

imposed on individuals, from which they cannot escape witli

satisfaction to their own consciences, or with safety to the public-.

The ties which ought to bind the landlord and tenant, the manu-
facturer and his workmen, require to be created in many cases,

and strengthened in almost all. These connexions have hitherto

been, unhappily, considered too much in relation to profit and loss.

To adopt here the words of Mr Carlyle, we may say, ' that cash
' payment should not grow to be the universal nexus of men ; it is

' something more than money that the rich must expect from the
* poor.' They should pay the poor something more than money
likewise. The sympathies and feelings of the vast labouring

multitude, who are toiling around us for their subsistence, should

be studied and cultivated ; their moral nature should be cared

for ; their improvement in heart and spirit should be looked to.

That stability of connexion between the classes to which the

poet and the visionary refer as peculiar to the feudal times, and
to which they would willingly revert, may be introduced in forms

more appropriate to modern social life. That stability was in

early times little more than the chain of slavery, and the per-

manence of evil ; in its latter modification, let it become the bond
of Christian charity and of reciprocal good offices.

That these feelings govern and influence many of the intelli-

gent men who have vested their capital in our Factories, we are

well aware. Of this fact, interesting examples are given in

VOL, LXXVII. NO. CLV. P
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the Notes to Dr Taylor's ' Tour,' which, if our space admitted,

we should gladly cite. But this great duty was never better

lescribed than in an address on the opening of his Factory

School, delivered by a master manufacturer to his assembled

.vorkmen ;—an address which, as it is unpublished, we are the

miore ready to quote :
—

' I believe that in communities like those

of our great manufacturing towns, few things would more pro-

mote the improvement of individual character— few things would
add more to the happiness and wellbeing of each and all of us,

than a very great increase and improvement in the intercourse

which takes place between employers and the employed. We
ought to see more of our workmen, and they more of us. I be-

lieve, that in thus becoming better acquainted, each party would
discover much that it would be useful and pleasing for them to

know. I believe that it would add much to the comfort and hap-

piness of work-people to know how much a well-disposed master

really cares for them, and for all their interests. I know that it

would add much to the comfort and happiness of a master, if

he found himself so thoroughly acquainted with the circum-

stances of his work-people, that his power of being useful to

them would increase with every year. We have, no doubt,

opportunities of learning something of each other in the daily

intercourse of business. But much more than this is want-
ing to enable a master to render his good-will really available

to his people ; to aflford them all the opportunities within his

power for self-education, and the culture of rational and useful

tastes; and to obtain from them such confidence as will make
them turn to him for advice and assistance, whenever his advice

and assistance can be of any use to them.'

With this increased social intercourse should be combined a

regular system of moral training, extending far beyond that in-

struction which is often little more than a mechanical teaching of

letters. The comprehensive spirit in which this duty should be
performed, is well described in the same excellent address to

which we have already referred. ' The whole course of every
* man's life should be one education ; an improvement of his

* whole being and all its powers, for the ends for which they were
' given him by God—for the fulfilment of his duties towards
' God and his fellow-men. When we think that we have com-
* pleted our education for the duties and the businesses of this

* life, we have still much in which we may improve even for

* these ; and the great education and preparation for a better life,

* the raising and improving of our whole nature, is a work which,
* with the wisest and best man who ever lived, must never end
* as long as life is in him.' These admirable principles, which,

let it be remembered, were neither delivered from the Pulpit
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nor the Professor's chair, thoug'h worthy of both, but from the

(L'sk of a man of business, should be more especially applied to

practice, where the labour of ciiildren is turned to i)roHt. The
obligation should there be cast on the parent and the employers

to instruct the young in habits of religion and of mental applica-

tion. The factory child should not be dealt with as a tool,

or a piece of machinery, used for a time, and then cast aside

when, perhaps, his hands may have outgrown the more delicate

processes in which he has been engaged during his infant years.

These duties should be faithfully and earnestly discharged ; but

if not so disc:inrged by individuals voluntarily, they should be

rigidly enforced by the state. No ten hours' bill, no restriction

on the general power of employing labour, will be of equal use-

fulness with a strict and undeviating attention to the education

of the young work-people in the factories.

We conclude by reminding our readers that we have not ar-

gued in favour of any special encouragement or protection for

manufacturers. All beyond fair dealing and impartial legisla-

tion would be productive of evil. We have not sought to con-

ceal or to extenuate the evils and the risks to which the manufac-
turing system is exposed. But we hope and believe that those

evils may be greatly lessened, if not wholly averted. Sure we
are, however it may be found that under the principles of free

trade some dangers must still continue, yet, that with our systeiri"

of corn-laws and protecting duties there cannot be any safetyT

Nor can it be objected to us that we trust exclusively to the

laisser faire principle, by which indolence or selfishness too often

seek their emancipation from duty and sacrifice. On the contrary,

it is upon strenuous, but enlightened exertion that we rely for

our national safety. We demand exertion from the legislature,

exertion from the employer of labour, exertion from the working-
classes. But we demand also, justice, forbearance, and charity

from all, and for all. Let the great agencies for good which are

within our reach, be brought into action ; and we may hope that

they will be attended by more than an earthly blessing. But we
must not presumptuously attempt to counteract the dispensations

of Providence in its varied distribution of gifts ; we must not

daringly try to break into fragments the system of the universe,

which, by contrasts of soils and climates, by the infinitely diver-

sified habits, energies, and inclinations of men, makes the inge-

nuity of each subservient to the happiness of all ; and renders

commerce not only the source of civilization and of wealth, but
likewise tiie best check upon the ambition of princes, and the

most effectual security for the repose of the world.
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Art. VIII Report ofthe Commissioners appointed to consider the

steps to be taken for the Restoration of the Standards of Weight

and Measure. Presented to both Houses of Parliament by
Command of her Majesty, 1841.

rr\\'he standards of weight and measure, which were legalized by
the Act of 1824,* ' for ascertaining and establishing uni-

*'formity in Weights and Measures,' were lost, or irremediably

injured in the great fire which destroyed the Houses of Parlia-

ment ; and the Commission, whose Report we have placed at the

head of this Article, was appointed by the Government in 1838,

ostensibly for the purpose of restoring them. It was composed
of the Astronomer- Royal, who organized all their proceedings,

the late Mr Davies Gilbert, Sir J. F. VV. Herscbel, Sir John
Lubbock, Mr Francis Baily, Mr Drinkwater Bethune, Mr J.

G. Shaw Lefevre, the Rev. Richard Sheepshanks, and the Rev.
Professor Peacock. Their Report would appear to have been the

result of a very extensive and laborious investigation; and the

documentary and other evidence upon which it is founded, much
of which is very curious and valuable, has been arranged under
the several heads of enquiry by the Astronomer-Royal, and
printed in an appendix to the Report.

The lost standards were the yard, the pound troy, the impe-
riid gallon, with their various derivative multiples and sub-

multiples. Of these, the yard and the pound troy were con-

structed with great care and accuracy in 1760, under the

direction of a Committee of both Houses of Parliament, by the

celebrated artist Bird, and would appear to have embodied the

best evidence which could be procured of the values of the stan-

dards which had been previously in use in the Exchequer and
elsewhere ; and though they were not then invested with legal au-

thority, (the Bill which had been prepared for that purpose in

1761 having never passed into a law,) they became the foundation

of all the measures which have been subsequently used in this

country, and form the basis of the record of all our statistical and
philosophical knowledge. They were made also, in conjunction

with the Imperial gallon—a measure of more modern date—the

legal standards of the United Kingdom by the Act of 1824,
which was founded upon the Report of a Commission of Weights
and Measures appointed in 1819, and which included amongst

*5 Geo. IV. c, 74.
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its members some of the most eminent men of science of that

age.*

It is the close association of our standards of weight and mea-
sure with the vast mass of facts which time and observation

have accumulated, which makes the tradition of their values

without alteration from age to age, a subject of the highest

national and philosophical importance. For securing this object,

two principal plans have been prepared. The one is, the multi-

plication and careful preservation of copies of existing standards,

as accurate as the state of our knowledge and of the mechanical

arts will allow ; the other, the determination of their assigned

relation to some invariable standard in nature—such as the length

of the pendulum vibrating seconds under given circumstances

—or the length of a degree, or of an entire quadrant of the

earth's meridian : it is the second of these methods which is

recommended in the Report of the Commission of 1819, and

which is prescribed in the following clause f of the Act of

Parliament which was to a great extent founded upon it :

—

' And whereas it is expedient that the said standard yard, if

' lost, destroyed, defaced, or otherwise injured, should be restor-

' ed to the same length, by reference to some invariable natural

' standard ; and whereas it has been ascertained by the Corn-
' missioners appointed by her Majesty to enquire into the sub-
* ject of weights and measures, that the said yard, hereby declar-

' ed to be the imperial standard yard, when compared with a
* pendulum vibrating seconds in the latitude of London, in a
' vacuum at the level of the sea, is in the proportion of thirty-

' six inches to thirty-nine inches, and one thousand three hun-
' dred and ninety-three ten-thousandth part of an inch ; be it

< therefore enacted and declared, that, if any time hereafter, the

* said imperial standard yard shall be lost, or shall be in any
* manner destroyed, defaced, or otherwise injured, it shall and
* may be restored by making, under the direction of the Lord
' High Treasurer, or the Commissioners of his ^Majesty's Trea-
' sury of the United Kiingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, or

* any three of them for the time being, a nuNV standard yard,

' bearing the same proportion to such pendulum as aforesaid, as

* the said imperial standard yard bears to such pendulum.'

This measurement of the length of the second's pendulum,

which is made the basis of this peremptory enactment, was exe-

cuted with very extraordinary precaution and skill by Captain

* Their names were Sir Joseph Bankes, Sir G, Clerk, MrDavies Gil-

bert, Dr Wollaslon, Dr Young, and Captain Kater.

j 5 Geo. IV. c. 74, sec. 3.
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Kater, and was considered by Dr Wollaston, one of the most
cautious, acute, and vigilant of our philosophers, to be so accu-

rate and complete, as to preclude any reasonable doubt and hesi-

tation concerning- it. It was founded upon the well-known pro-

perty of the reciprocity of the centres of suspension and oscilla-

tion, a happy application of which reduced the determination of

the length of the pendulum to that of the distance between the two
knife edges, upon each of which, when reversed, it vibrated seconds.

It may be quite true, therefore, that if the principles of all the

requisite corrections were fully understood and established, and
if all the sources of mechanical imperfection and error were pro-

vided against, this method of comparing its length with that of a

standard yard, would have been equally certain with the compa-
rison of any two measures of length to which a micrometrical

apparatus, or tuhl-hebel, was applicable ; but a very short period

had elapsed after the passing of this Act, before some certain and
considerable, and many probable sources of error in this celebrated

measurement, were pointed out and established. Dr Young had
already shown that the reduction to the level of the sea was doubt-

ful at least, if not erroneous.* Besself of Konigsberg first, and
afterwards Baily,$ proved that the correction for the weight of

air was incorrect both in principle and in fact. Baily § further

showed that the specific gravity of the pendulum was erroneously

estimated, and that the agate planes upon which the knife edges

of the vibrating pendulum rested, introduced various anomalies

which it was equally difficult to prevent or explain ; and lastly,

Captain Kater
||

himself, as well as Baily,^ showed that a seri-

ous mistake had been made in the fundamental operation of com-
paring the length of the pendulum with Sir George Shuckburgh's

scale, which had been taken as the representative of the legal

standard. The entire effect of these accumulated sources of error,

was sufficient to show that the parliamentary value was errone-

ous in excess to the extent of 1 -500th part of an inch, and proba-

bly more ; and it is difficult to point out in the history of science,

an example of a more prompt and signal reproof of the presump-

tion of supposing that we have arrived in any one case at the last

stage in the journey, to which the progress of knowledge, if

steadily and philosophically pursued, is perpetually leading us.

A similar course is followed In the Act with respect to the

restoration of the standard troy pound, if lost or injured ; it de-

* Phil. Trans., 1819. f Astronomische Nachrighten, No. 128.

X Phil. Trans., 1832. § Phil. Trans., 1832. || Phil. Trans., 1830.

•[[ Metnoirs of the Astronomical Society, vol. ix.
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dares the weijfht of a cubic inch of distilled water, at the tempe-

rature of 6*2° Fahrenheit, the barometer standino^ at 30 inches, to

be '252.458 grains, and it enacts that the troy pound may and
shall be restored* by making a weight which shall bear to the

weight of a cubic inch of water under such circumstances, the

proportion of 57G0 to 252.458. It appears, however, from

a comparison of the best known determinations of the weight of a

cubic inch of distilled water, that they are uncertain to the extent

of l-1200th part of the whole weight; whilst the practical opera-

tion of weighing is capable of appreciating differences nearly as

minute as 1-1, 000,000th part of the whole ;—so much greater are

the uncertainties which originate in the philosophical and other

principles involved in our mechanical operations, than in the

operations themselves.

It thus appears that these remarkable clauses assert what is

false, when they state that our standards, if lost or injured, may
be restored to the same values as before, by the course which they

prescribe ; and that they command what is impossible when they

direct that they shall be so restored—they confound a philosophical

fact with a statutable definition. It is a simple act of justice,

however, to the great men who composed the Commission of 1819,

to state that this singular example of inaccuracy of language, and
confusion of thought, does not appear in their Report. The credit

of it, therefore, whatever it may be, must be apparently given to

the Honourable Baronet who introduced the Bill into Parlia-

ment, and who formed the only lay member of the Commission
Though there is much which is calculated to fascinate the

imagination in the attempt which has been so frequently made to

give permanence to the values of weights and measures, by making
their original determination and subsequent reproduction depen-

dent upon their declared relation to natural standards, yet we have
sufficiently shown that such determination is necessarily subject

to great uncertainty, from the defective state of the mechanical

arts, and of our philosophical knowledge; and we are quite satisfied

that the members of the last Commis^ion exercised a sound discre-

tion in looking to the multiplication and transmission of copies, as

presenting much the most certain method of preserving and perpe-

tuating their identity. It was with this view that they proceeded

to examine the evidence which existed for establishing the cor-

rectness of various copies of the imperial standard yard and
pound, which were known to possess a superior authority.

The principal of these, for length, were the scale which had

* It does not add to the satne weight, but this seems to be implied.
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been constructed by Troughton for the Astronomical Society,*
and certain ten feet and three feet bars employed by Col. Colby
in the Ordnance Survey of Ireland, which had been compared
carefully, both directly and indirectly, with the standard yard ;

and for weights, the troy pounds in the possession of the Royal
Society, Mr Bingley of the Mint, and Professor Schumacher f
of Altona, the two first of which were made at the same time,

and by the same artist, with the lost standard. From these
copies, and the combination of evidence which they afforded,

it is proposed by the Commissioners to construct four standard
yards and four standard avoirdupois pounds, (to bear to the
troy pound the relation of the numbers 7000 and 5760,) to be
called Parliamentary standards, and to be placed under the
custody of proper wardens, in places where they can be effectual-

ly secured from loss or injury,—one set of them being deposited
in a glass case, hermetically sealed, in the solid masonry of

some great public building. Other proposals are made for the
more effectual diffusion and preservation of correct copies of these

standards, and of their multiples and submultiples, in the most
important stations of the empire ; one set of itinerant stand-
ards being reserved for transmission from colony to colony,
but returning periodically to England for the purpose of reveri-

fication.

It will be seen that the Commissioners have recommended the
adoption of the avoirdupois instead of the trojf pound, as the
standard of weight in this kingdom ; for it was ascertained that

for one pound weight of the latter scale in usage, there were at

least 3000 of the former, which is exclusively employed in all the
greater operations of trade and commerce. They further re-

commend that the use of troy weight shall be declared illegal,

except for transactions in gold, silver, and precious stones, with
a view to prevent the confusion and fraud which originate in the
simultaneous use of two concurrent scales of weight, where the
same terms, pound, ounce, and dram are used with different

meanings.

Drugs are sold, as articles of trade, by the avoirdupois pound,
but they are dispensed by physicians according to the subdivi-

sions of the troy ounce, which bears to the avoirdupois ounce
the proportion of twelve to eleven, nearly ; and some of the
witnesses examined seemed to fear lest the bases of medical prac-

tice, which are common to all Europe through Pharmacopoeias

* Baily. Memoirs ofthe Astronomical Societi/, vol. ix.

f Appendix to Report, p. 38.
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which speak a common language, would be disturbed by the sub-

stitution of the lesser ounce for the larger, and the consequent

diminution of the apothecaries' grain by I- 12th part of its value.

Such a change, however, could produce no dangerous conse-

quences, as its operation would tend to diminish and not to in-

crease the dozes administered ; whilst the grain itself, which is

every where the I -480th part of the apothecaries' or troy pound,

is known to differ, in different countries in Europe, by more than

l-lOth part of the whole. In fact, the principles which regulate

the administration of medicines are unfortunately, in most cases,

much too vague and empirical, to be seriously compromised by

variations of a much greater amount than those which we are

now considering.

The standard of capacity adopted by the first Commission

was the Imperial gallon, and was defined as the capacity which

would contain ten pounds avoirdupois of distilled water at the

temperature of C'i*^ of Fahrenheit; in this instance alone it is

probable that the reference to the definition would attbrd a more

certain mode of restoring a lost standard, than to a copy, how-

ever accurately made. The present Commissioners have proposed

no change in the existing standard of capacity, or in the legal

mode of reproducing it.

There is nothing in this part of the Report of the Commis-

sion relating to the restoration of the lost standards which is cal-

culated to create much discussion, or which the legislature would

probably not be disposed to adopt ; but there are other and more

fundamental reforms in our system of weights and measures, pro-

posed in other parts of it, which are not likely to experience an

equally ready and general acceptance; and the examination ot

these will form the principal object of this article. Before en-

tering, however, upon the discussion of the particular changes

recommended, it may not be altogether irrelevant to consider the

general principles which ought to regulate such changes.

Questions of metrical reform are, like all other political and

economical changes, strictly practical questions, where the ad-

vantages to be gained are to be considered in connexion with

the inconveniences which they will occasion, as well as the

practicability of enforcing them when made ; and it is hardly

possible to avoid a signal failure in attempting such changes, if

these considerations are once lost sight of. We must not wan-
tonly violate the ancient habits and associations of the people ;

we must carefully estimate the extent to which the legislative

and administrative powers of the government are capable of en-

forcing general obedience to its ordinances ; we must take into

account the amount of disturbance which such changes are likely
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to produce in the ordinary operations of trade and commerce, as

well as the advantages, whether of uniformity, simplification, or

assimilation with the metrical systems of other countries, which
may follow from their adoption ; and we must regard the influ-

ence, also, which their introduction may exercise upon processes

of calculation and the methods of recording them, as well as the

ease and clearness with which those processes may be taught,

whether as part of a system of commercial or of general educa-

tion. Considerations such as these, if followed up to their legiti-

mate consequences, would appear to conduct us to the following

general principles of Metrical Reform, which we shall endeavour

to illustrate in their order.

1. Not to disturb the primary units of an existing metrical

system for the sake of establishing simple numerical relations,

either with natural standards or with measures which are not

homogeneous with each other.

2. To propose no change which a sense of its convenience, or

the direct action of the Government, is not capable of enforcing.

3. To prefer such changes as are likely to secure simple, ra-

pid, and uniform methods of calculation, and clearness and preci-

sion in the record of their results.

The primary units of a metrical system are those which are

most commonly associated in our minds with the standard of

value, and whose multiples are most commonly employed in the

expression of the specific magnitude under consideration. Thus
the sovereign is the primary unit of our coinage, as the pound
sterling, of which it is the representative, is the primary unit of

account, and is employed in the estimation of nearly every spe-

cies of property.* The acre is the primary unit in the estimation

of large areas, and the square yard of those which are small. The
yard, avoirdupois pound, and the gallon, are the ordinary primary

units of length, weight, and capacity ; but they are replaced by

their several multiples or submultiples, such as the mile and the

inch, the ton and the ounce, the bushel and the pint, according

to the magnitude, character, and value of the subject of their

application. With respect to those, however, which are homoge-

neous, and which are connected together by known multiples, it

is obvious that a change in one of them, in the absence of a new

* The primary unit of our coinag^e was formerly the guinea, and was
therefore different from the primary unit of account ; and the substitu-

tion of the sovereign for the guinea was a most important step in the

reform of our monetary system. In France, where silver is the standard

of value, it is the franc, and not the napoleon, or loicis-d'or, which is

the primary unit both of account and coinage.
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definition of their relations, will produce a proportionate change

in the others.

We have already shown that the assumption of a determinate

relation between any assigned measure and a natural standard,

such as that which exists between the yard and the length of the

seconds pendulum, a mile and a given degree of the meridian,

would entail upon our standards all the uncertainties, whether

arising from mechanical or philosophical causes, which exist in the

determination of their relations ; but even if we might be allowed

to assume such determinations to be absolutely perfect, no im-

portant advantage could result from the existence of simple nu-

merical relations between them, inasmuch as they could only be

referred to from motives of philosophical curiosity ; whilst the

occurrence of variable conditions, such as a difference of tempera-

ture, or of the height of the barometer, would at once destroy the

numerical simplicity of the relation between them. Similar obser-

vations are applicable to metrical reforms, which are made or pro-

posed with a view of securing simple numerical relations between

measures which are not homogeneous with each other. They are

rarely if ever used or referred to, and must be considered therefore

as absolutely worthless when viewed with reference to the multitu-

dinous transactions which form the daily business of life. The
history of the introduction of the Imperial gallon, which formed

the only important metrical reform proposed by the Commission
of 1819, will afford a most instructive example of a change of

this nature, which was justified by no corresponding advantages.

They found three different gallons, whose use was authorized

in this kingdom ;—the corn or Winchester gallon, whose defined

or approximate value was 270 cubic inches, the ale gallon of

280, and the wine gallon of 231. It was the first gallon which
regulated corn rents, the amount of the corn duties, and the sue*

cessive tradition of the value of the most important article of

life. It was also the measure which, with its multiples, in the

form of the peck and the bushel, though subject, from the in-

fluence of local customs, to considerable variations, was most ex-

tensively diffused throughout the kingdom ; the wine and the ale

gallon being little more than measures of estimation, ascertained

by gauging, for the purpose of collecting the excise and other

duties ; whilst their submultiples, the quart, the pint, the wine
bottle, which were almost exclusively used, were measures of

little accuracy, durability, or value, and absolutely and immedi-
ately under the control of the Government. Admitting the ex-

pediency of enforcing the use of a uniform gallon throughout
the kingdom, as the basis of all measures of capacity, the most
prudent course, under such circumstances, would have been to
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have made the defined or most generally recognized value of the
corn or Winchester gallon the Imperial gallon of the king-
dom ; but the Commission recommended, and the Legislature
adopted, a new gallon of 277.2 cubic inches, differing materially

from every gallon in use ; upon the assigned ground that it would
contain exactly ten pounds avoirdupois of distilled water at
62° of Fahrenheit, and would thus afford a prompt method of
verifying the accuracy of the gallon and its multiples and sub-
multiples, the peck and the bushel, the quart and the pint, by
the process of weighing. This experiment,* the frequent refer-

ence to which is made the sole basis of this recommendation, is

one of considerable difficulty, and liable to great inaccuracies
;

and it has probably not been performed twenty times since

the passing of the statute ; but the enactment involved the

sacrifice of old and the making of new measures, to the cost of

not less than L. 150,000, and was the occasion of great confu-
sion and discontent, from the other alterations which it rendered

necessary without a single corresponding benefit : the same rea-

sons, however, which made the first change inexpedient, would
now apply with equal force to any attempt to undo it.

Even if we should be disposed to allow that the maintenance of

a simple numerical relation between our measures of \veight and
capacity, formed any sufficient ground for altering their primary
units, the old Winchester gallon of 270 cubic inches (its approxi-

mate value, for the standards in the Exchequer were not pre-

cisely accordant with each other) possessed no slight claims to

be retained : for it made the bushel exactl)^ equal to 1;^ cubic

feet, and its weight, filled with distilled water at the temperature

of 50*^, almost exactly 1250 avoirdupois ounces. The quarter of

corn, upon this basis, would contain exactly ten cubic feet, a ca-

pacity containing very nearly 10,000 ounces of distilled water

at the temperature of 50° of Fahrenheit ; and would thus present

a simple numerical relation to our standards of length as well as

of weight. It is hardly necessary to observe that the weight of

78 lbs. (or more accurately 78 lbs. 2 oz.,t) the approximate

* The measures of capacity are verified at the Exchequer, by filling-

very carefully the standard with water, and transferring- it to the capa-

city to be measured. This method admits of adjustments, by which the

upper rims of the measures are made horizontal, which in the process of

weighing; is hardly practicable.

t In 80 lbs. there are 1280 ounces, a number which admits of eight

successive bisections in whole numliers. In 78 lbs. there are 1248

ounces, admitting of five bisections: whilst 78 His. 2 oz—1250 ounces,

admits of one bisection only. It was this remarkable capacity of bisec-
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weight of the Winchester bushel of water, would be nearly as

convenient for testing its capacity in the rude trials for which
alone it could be required, as 80 lbs., the weight of water in the

Imperial bushel ; and the simple relation of the former to one of

our most familiar measures of length, would be probably much
more frequently referred to than that which was proposed as the

principal object of the change.

Some persons, who have hesitated to propose large and funda-

mental changes in our primary units, have been tempted to

suggest such small adjustments of their value, not much exceed-

ing the errors which are tolerated in existing measures in use, as

would produce the relations of whole numbers among them.
An ingenious writer, in an Article on weights and measures in the

IVestmiuster Review * proposed to alter the avoirdupois ounce in

the proportion of 385 to 384, which he would call the crown
ounce, as weighing exactly live shillings of our silver coinage :

the same ounce would weigh exactly 1- 1000th part of a cubic

foot of distilled water at the temperature of 59". Other adjust-

ments of the forms as well as value of our measures of capacity

have been proposed, for the purpose of securing definite relations

between their depths and diameters ; while some less timid inno-

vators have recommended still more considerable alterations in the

fundamental standard of length, with a view of connecting it by
more simple numbers with the chain and the acre. But it should

be kept in mind, that whilst changes which are too small for

distinct record tend to derange the continuity of the transmission

of invariable measures from age to age, large changes disturb the

continuity of those associations of names and values which consti-

tute some of the most important results of our experience. A
sudden and compulsory alteration of the yard, the pound, and the

gallon, would divert the usual current of our thoughts in our es-

timation of the magnitudes for the measurement of which thoy
were used ; and in no one case do the advantages offered by
changes of the nature which have been proposed, aftbrd any ade-

quate compensation for the inconveniences which they are cer-

tain to occasion.

In all proposals of monetary and metrical reform, it becomes

tion which characterizes the first number, which induced Dr Wollaston
to recommend its adoption for the test of the Imperial bushel, and its

several submultiples, down to the half-pint or gill. This reason would
have deserved consideration, if such a method of verification had been
very frequently required,

* No. xxxi. Jan. 1832.
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an important question to form a correct estimate of the authority
of the Government to enforce them when made, without the aid
of enactments which would be deemed oppressive and tyrannical.
A government is nearly supreme in matters of coinage, through
its power of withdrawing the members of one svstem and of
replacing them by those of another. The guinea', the ancient
primary unit of our coinage, was rephiced in a very short period
by the sovereign ; and the name of the former only survives in

the fees of the physician and the lawyer, or in the less real cur-
rency of the gamester. The decimal coinage of the systeme
mttrique of France was adopted promptly and willingly through-
out the French empire, ihe sou of the ancient regime being alone
retained with an altered value, as the representative of the five-cent

piece of the new system. In America the centesimal division of
the dollar, and the dollar itself, as the unit of money and account,
rapidly displaced the coinage of the mother country, whose sove-
reignty they had rejected; and it will be found that, when other
changes have been resisted, monetary changes have invariably
prevailed.

A government is also supreme in the regulation of those
weights and measures which are subject to the immediate in-

spection of its own officers, where disobedience to the law can
be promptly punished by forfeiture or fines : thus, a very short
period after the passing of the act of 1824, sufficed for the com-
plete introduction of the Imperial gallon with its multiples and
submultiples, notwithstanding the great expense and disturbance
of ancient habits which it occasioned. A government may also

very effectually promote such changes, by circulating as exten-
sively as possible the material representatives of new measures,
by enforcing their employment in all its financial and other trans-

actions, by making the use o^ them necessary in the expression

of quantities and values in all contracts of bargain and sale or

other legal instruments, and in all public and authenticated do-
cuments ; and it will rarely happen that reforms of this or any
other nature, which are accordant with the opinions and feelings

of those who are most capable of appreciating their advantages,

will long resist the powerful and constant operation of an influ-

ence which is necessarily felt, more or less sensibly, in every

transaction of life.

If we could admit that a simple act of the legislature was suf-

ficient, not merely to introduce a new metrical system, but like-

wise to overcome all the habits of thinking and acting which
are connected %vith the old, there can be little doubt that our

choice would be confined to the binary or decimal scale of sub-

divisions of our primary unit, or to a combination of the two.
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The binary system is that which is best adapted to the ordinary

transactions of retail trade, which rarely become matter of ac-

count ; the mind, in fact, involuntarily resorts to it in its esti-

mation of the relation of mao;nitudes, and it would be altogether

impossible to dispense with its partial use, whatever other sys-

tem might prevail. Our own weights and measures, irregular

and anomalous as they are in many of their relations, will be

tound to present many fragments of this system, though gener-

rally incomplete and broken. Thus, in connexion with the first

unit of our coinage, we have the half-sovereign, the crown, and
the half-crown ; with the second, the sixpence ; with the third,

the halfpenny and the farthing : the same system is nearly, if

not entirely, coniplete in our measures of capacity, from the

quarter downwards, through the gallon to the pint and gill. The
avoirdupois pound, through its division into sixteen ounces, ad-

mits of an extensive use of it. The rood as one-fourth part of

the acre, and the furlong as one-eighth of the mile, are other

fragments of it ; but in other cases it is combined with the num-
ber 3, as in the subdivisions of the shilling and the foot ; with
the number 7 in the multiples of the avoirdupois pound, as in the

stone and the hundred-weight; and with the number II, in the

relation of the yard and the chain ; and it is owing to the irra-

tionalities produced by the intrusion of these numbers,* that our
metrical system does not admit of immediate translation into the

decimal scale, and is therefore not adapted, as we shall afterwards

show, to rapid and uniform processes of computation.
It is as a system adapted for computation and accounts, that

a decimal monetary and metrical system is superior to all others ;

and it is with a view of securing the very important advantages
which it oflfers, that the members of the Commission, whose Re-
port we are considering, have proposed the most considerable
changes. "We shall first proceed to state the general nature of

these changes, and then express our opinion of their general
practicability and desirableness.

A decimal coinage must necessarily be the basis of the pro-

posed changes, inasmuch as money must directly, or indirectly.

* The fractions. 4, i, Jy, produce indefinite decimals, and consequent-
ly those suHmulfiples of a primary nnit which in anv wav involve them,
are not expressilile with reference to it, in finite terms, hy the decimal
scale. Tbe submultiples, ^, \, J,

-jL, of the binary scale, are equivalent
to .5, .25, .125, .0625, in the decimal scale, and therefore, as expressible
by finite decimals, are said to be mctricaUy rational v<'\\\\ it. This forms
one of tbe most important practical advantages of the binary scale.
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form the foundation of all the transactions of trade anrl commerce,
and an essential element in all the computations which they re-

quire. The alterations for this purpose, which are recom-
mended in the Report, are as follow:—Assuming the sovereign
as the primary unit of our coinage, its decimal submultiples
would be

—

1. A silver coin of the value of two shillings, to be called a
victorine^ florin^ or rupee.

2. A silver, copper, or mixed coin, of the value of 2fd., to be
called a ceiit.

3. A copper coin of the value of ~\f^-^ or ff of a farthing, to

be called a millet.

The half-sovereign and the crown would continue to circulate

as the binary submultiples of the sovereign,—the half-crown, the
next unit in that series, being withdrawn as unnecessary, in con-
sequence of approaching so nearly in value to the victorine:

the shilling would remain as the half of the victorine^ the six-

pence being withdrawn, as indicating by its name a multiple of
an inferior coin, the use of which is abolished ; but its trivial use
might be advantageously supplied by a silver coin of two cents,

which might be called the royal or groat : the penny and the far-

thing would approximate sufficiently in value to the demicent and
the millet to be allowe<l to circulate as their provisional represen-
tatives until they were replaced by a new coinage. Such a
change would probably experience a more ready acceptance with
all classes, in consequence of its adoption being, in the first in-

stance, somewhat advantageous to the poor.

In carrying this plan into effect, the chief difficulty would be
experienced in overcoming the associations connected with the
composition of the shilling, as the duodecimal multiple of the
penny, and not the quinary multiple of the cent; and it would
appear therefore to be inexpedient to allow the sixpence or the
penny to circulate under their ancient names, lest they should
perpetually revive the memory of the numerical relations of the
old coinage, and consequently interfere with the popular accept-
ance or comprehension of the new. Little doubt can be enter-

tained, likewise, of the expediency of employing all the ordinary
powers of the Government for the purpose of hastening the com-
pletion of this or any other change, which is likely to interfere

materially with the habits of large classes of the community.
A state of transition is always more or less a state of confusion,
and it is the duty of every wise and well-ordered government to

shorten its duration by all the legitimate means in its power.
We proceed to notice other metrical changes.

The acre is ten times the square of the chain of twenty -two
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yards, and the chain, as is well known, was introduced by Gun-
ter, and centesimalhj divided into links, with a view to secure the

advantages of the decimal scale in the computations required ia

the measurement of land; and it is sufficiently remarkable that

this solitary example of the use of the decimal scale, which an
individual proposed from a sense of its practical convenience, has

continued for more than a century to be exclusively used for

this purpose : the field-book of the surveyor is constructed and
reduced in conformity with it, and its decimal results are sub-

sequently converted into roods and perches, one of the most in-

commodious of our scales of subordinate units. It would not

very seriously interfere, therefore, with our ordinary habits, if we
stopped short of this final reduction, and adapted our nomencla-

ture of the subdivisions of the acre to the decimal scale : we
might give the name of square chain, or simply chain, (for there

would arise no ambiguity from using the same term, under such

different circumstances, to denote both length and are?i,) to one-

tenth of an acre; of chainette or coit to its centesimal, and of mil-

let to its millesimal part : in the subdivisions of the acre, it

would rarely be necessary to proceed beyond cents, and never be-

yond millets, which is less than one-sixth of the pole—the low-

est unit now used.

The terms cent and millet might be conveniently used, as gene-
ral terms, to denote the centesimal and millesimal parts of a pri-

mary unit, whatever it might be, and would thus save the ne-

cessity of inventing specific names for the corresponding subordi-

nate units ; and in the absence of a specific name for the decimal
part of the primary unit, the term dime (though somewhat bar-

barous and unclassical) might be used generally to denote it. It

will be found, however, that the decimal may most generally be
very conveniently included in the centesimal submultiple of the
smaller primary units, and that it is, upon the whole, more con-
venient to translate '97 by 97 cents, than by 9 di7nes and 7 cents.

Such was the plan followed in the French subdivision of the
(/rade, which is centesimal and not decimal, though in strictness

of language one may be said to include the other.

Our existing measures of length, the mile, the furlonrj, the
chain, the yard, the foot, the ifich, present a series of submultiples
of the most irregular kind ; and all of them, except the second,
are more or less extensively used as primary units ; they are ex-
tensively connected, likewise, with some of the most important
records of our knowledge and experience, and there is hardly one
of them which could be suppressed, even if the powers of the Go-
vernment were equal to the task, without the most serious dis-

turbance of our national habits. The Report has, therefore, wisely
VOL. LXXVII. NO. CLV. , Q
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abstained from urging any fundamental change in this part of our
metrical system, though it strongly recommends the recognition

of a new measure of 1000 yards, to be called a milyard in all

bills relating to railways, roads, and canals, and in the collection

of duties upon them : it is very doubtful, however, whether it

was worth while encumbering other parts of their scheme of me-
trical reform with the proposition of a new measure of estimation

only, which could never be extensively used.

Whilst we claim, however, for the principal members of our

measures of length, the inviolability which attaches generally to

primary units, we should not be precluded, in conformity with
the principles which we have laid down, from proposing additional

measures which are decimal subdivisions or multiples of them.
In philosophical instruments, and in the record of philosophical

experiments, the duodecimal has been very generally replaced by
the decimal division of the inch. In foot-rules and scales, the

decimal also generally accompanies the duodecimal divisions

;

the ten-feet measuring staves which are used by railway engi-

neers, are invariably subdivided according to the decimal scale,

and the decimals of the foot are subsequently turned into inches,

in order to satisfy the Standing Orders of the House of Commons,
which unhappily require feet and inches in all estimates present-

ed to them.* The chain, as we have seen, is centesimally divided

;

but there are no recognized decimal submultiples of the yard and
of the mile, and in such cases we might apply the general terms

cent and millet to corresponding subdivisions of them ; which the

uniformity of the proposed system would require, and which, as they

come into collision with no duodecimal or other recognized subdi-

visions, would be admitted without difficulty or inconvenience.

The scale of our existing system of weights is still more incon-

venient than that of our measures of length. Taking the avoir-

dupois or Imperial pound as the primary unit, its recognised

multiples and submultiples are as follow :

—

The ton, . . . 2240 lbs.

Hundred- weight, . . 112 lbs.

Quarter, . . . 28 lbs.

Stone, .... 14 lbs.

Ounce, .... 1^ lb.

Grain, .... rwoo lb.

" * It is stated in the evidence of the eminent engineer Mr Cubitt, that

a railway bill of some importance, was thrown out by the Committee of

Standing Orders, because the estimates were expressed in feet and deci-

mals of a foot instead of feet and inches.
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The stone of fourteen lbs., which is the basis of the irra-

tionality of the superior members of this scale, is not universally-

used in this kuigdora ;—a stone of eiu^ht lbs. being always used
by the butchers in London ; and the Report strongly urges the
expediency of their entire suppression, replacing the stone o
fourteen lbs. by an Imperial stone of ten lbs., and the hundred-
weight by a centner or quintal of 100 lbs. This is perhaps the
most considerable change which the Commissioners have ven-
tured to recommend, and would entail a sacrifice of existing

weights to an amount which probably would exceed 30,000 tons.

They suggest, with a view of alleviating the losses and incon-^

veniences of so considerable a change, the propriety of establish-

ing a system of exchange, by which the old weights might be
replaced by the new—an operation which would probably impose
an expense upon the Government of not less than L. 150,000
and there can be little doubt that, if the material representatives

of the new system were thus generally distributed, and those
of the old system withdrawn, very little objection would be made
to its immediate and general adoption. The new system pro-
posed would therefore stand as follows :

—

Millene, . . . 1000 lbs.

Centner,* . . . 100 lbs.

Imperial stone, . . 10 lbs.

Cent,

Millet,

The subdivision of the pound into sixteen ounces f would offer

a sufficiently extensive binary scale for the purposes of retai

trade. The troy pound, as we have stated before, is proposed
to be abolished, except for a very limited class of transactions, in
which it is not probable that it would long continue to be used.
No changes are recommended by the Commissioners in our

measures of capacity, which present a nearly complete series of
binary subdivisions, which are immediately convertible into the
decimal scale : it is not proposed (though it might be extremely
convenient) to construct new measures of capacity, generallvj ac-
cording to the decimal scale.

The above are the only changes in our coinage and metrical
system which the Commissioners have proposed ; they will be

T^o lb.

Toou lb. = 7 grains.

* This is the German term for 100 lbs., like the quintal of Spain ; it

is difficult to discover a convenient popular term to denote the stone of
10 lbs.

f The word ounce (uncia) was originally used as a general term to

denote a duodecimal part, and is used in this sense when applied to the
pound troy ; our terra inch is obviously derived from it.
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generally found to be confined to such substitutions or omissions

in the existing scales, as would be requisite for the introductior>

of the simple and uniform processes ot" decimal arithmetic in all

the transactions which become the subject of written accounts,

leaving the more important primary units and their binary sub-

divisions almost entirely untouched. A very slight notice of some
of the consequences of the proposed changes, will be sufficient to

show the advantages which would result from them.

The record of money transactions alone—such as banker's

accounts, where measures of value are not combined with mea-
sures of quantity—would rather gain in simplicity of form and
consequent security against error, than in the diminution of the

quantity of writing and of the labour of addition. The follow-

ing example would illustrate the form of a page in a banker's

book, according to the present and the proposed system—both

when carried as far as millets or as far as cents only :

—

L. s. d. L. L.

173 6 8 173 333 173 S3
69 14 111 69 748 69 75

1147 19 3 1147 962 1147 96
17 41 869 87

2 11 6 2 572 2 57
97 4 3 97 212 97 21

142 9 137

444 17 11 444 896 444 90
141 9 lOi 141 497 141 50

232078 4 6i 2078 226 2078

If the accounts are carried as far as millets or farthings, as in

the second column, there will be three places of decimals, and
the labour of addition will be nearly the same as at present

;

but if they are confined to cents only, as in the last form of

the record given above, the gain both in the quantity of writing

and in addition, would be considerable : if they are carried as far

as demi-cents, (which is nearly the same as the present limit of

bankers' accounts, which reject farthings,) it would be merely

necessary to write ^, or some equivalent and easily written mark
to designate a demi-coit, after the column of cents, in all sums in

which they occur. By thus confining the decimals to two places,

(with such additions of i-,) there would be little danger of error

either in writing or adding. For, under such circumstances,

there would be no danger of confounding the digits of one

column with those of another ; as might easily happen, in the

case of three columns of figures, from want of care in arranging

the digits in their proper lines. Considerations such as these,

trivial as they may appear, become of great importance in the
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vast amount of transactions with ^vhich they are connected ; they

would probably save from five to ten per cent of labour in every

great banking establishment.

But it is in cases where measures of value and quantity are

combined together, or different measures with each other, (as in

passing from measures of length to those of area,) and in the

reductions which they require in those commercial and other

transactions which constitute so much of the business of life,

that the great abbreviation of writing and labour which the pro-

posed changes would effect, will be most sensibly felt and appre-

ciated. We shall make no apology for sending our readers back
again to the arithmetical labours of their schoolboy days, for the

purpose of bringing distinctly before their eyes the relative la-

bour of the same computation under the two systems.

Let it be required to find the value of 3 acres, 1 rood, and 36
perches of land, at L,47, 14s. 6d. per acre.

Acre. Acres, r. p. L. s. d.

1 3 1 36 ' 47 14 6
4 4 ' 20

4 13 954
40 40 12

160 556 11454
556

68724
57270

57270

(12
160)6368424(398021

480

20)3316 lOi
15GS
1440 L.U5 IG lOi

1284
1280

424
320

104.

4

416 (2
326
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The same question and its solution, according- to tlie decimal

system, would stand thus :—Let it be required to find the value of

3 acres, 4 chains^ 7^ cents (or 3.475 acres) of land, at L.47, 7

victorines, and 2^ cents (or 'LAI .1 25) per acre.

47 •725
3-'475

238 625
3340 75
19090
143175

L.165 • 844375

The result found by this process, which is that commonly
given in our books of arithmetic, contains three places of figures

which are superfluous ; inasmuch as there are no coins so small

as to correspond to them. If, however, we vary the form of

the operation by taldng the digits of the multiplier from left

to right * instead of from right to left, as is commonly done.

* By taking- the digits of the multiplier in this order, the relation

between the inverse operations of multiplication and division becomes

much more immediately manifest than by the method taught in our books

of arithmetic, as may be seen from the following- examples :

—

Multiply 725 by 475.

725
475

2900
5075
3625

344375

Divide 344375 by 725.

725)344375(475.
2900

5437
5075

3625
3625

In these examples the digits of the multiplier in one case are employed,

and those of the quotient in the other are determined, in precisely the same
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omitting all dibits in the several partial products which corre-

spond to values which have no representatives in our coinage, we
shall be enabled to obtain the essential part of the final product

in a much more rapid manner. The operation thus conducted

and abbreviated, would stand as follows :

—

47 • 725
3 • 475

143
19

3

175
090
341
238

165 • 844

The final digits in these several imperfect partial products, are

increased by the number which would have been carried if the

multiplication had proceeded one step lower ; and they are also

increased by unity when the next succeeding digit would have

been 5, or greater than 5.

The number of digits Avhich are required to be written in this

last form of the process in order to connect the data with the

final result, is thirty-three, whilst in the first process there are

nearly four times as many ; the time required for performing the

operation by the two processes Mould be nearly in the same pro-

portion. And when we consider that the numerical data in a sys-

tem adapted to the decimal scale, would rarely descend more than

two places below the primary unit, the reduction which it would

effect in the labour of such operations would be found to be still

more remarkable.

If such a monetary and metrical system were in force, and if

decimal was not separated, as at present, from common arithme-

tic,* but taught simultaneously with it, the arithmetical labours

of the schoolboy would be nearly terminated when he had mas-

order ; and if we could dispense with the exhibition of the remainders,

5437 and 3625, in the process of division, the two processes would pre-

sent the same groups of figures in the same order, the result of one

operation being the subject of the other. Observations like these, which

serve to throw light upon the theory, and to shorten the labour of the

fundamental operations of arithmetic, are not less important in the prac-

tical part of education than they are in the business of life.

* The very existence of decimal, as distinguished from common
arithmetic, has tended to perpetuate this separation, which is opposed to

all large and general views of numbers and their relations : a metrical
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tered the four fundamental rules and the first principles of pro-
portion. Books of arithmetic would not merely be reduced to

little more than half their present size, but would gain still more
in systematic order, precision, and clearness ; whilst the memory
of the learner would no longer require to be loaded with the

tables of the irregular and disconnected subdivisions of our ex-
isting measures : nearly all the processes of reduction would
disappear ; compound would become assimilated with common
arithmetic, in principle and in practice ; and very few questions

could arise in the ordinary business of life which would require

more than a simple process of multiplication, or, at the utmost,
of multiplication and division.

The requirements, also, of this arithmetic would seldom in-

volve more than two, and never more than three, places of deci-

mals; for the lower subdivisions of a metrical system are rarely

used simultaneously with the higher—the range upon the scale

being usually limited by conjoint considerations of magnitude and
value, which in most cases have an inverse proportion to each
other. Thus a pound and a yard would be the inferior limits of

our scale in speaking of tons and miles, of millenes or mihjards ;

but we must resort to their lowest submultiples as our inferior

limits in estimating the weight of a diamond or the length of a

wave of luminous ether. A penny or a demicent becomes an infi-

nitesimal when compared with our national debt ; but it is an im-
portant unit to the poor labourer who views it as the recompense
of his hourly toil. In the ordinary offices of life, we shall very
rarely have occasion to go beyond the very limited range of sub-

divisions of the primary units, which such considerations impose
.upon us ; and it is only in expressing the results of philosophical

experiments and researches, that we shall be required to record

every magnitude, however minute it may be, which our processes

"are capable of detecting and appreciating.

It would be in vain to deny that the introduction and enforce-

ment of an extensive metrical reform, such as that recommended
by the Commission, would occasion some inconvenience and loss,

and give rise to much opposition and outcry ; but if the details of

the system were fully explained, and the great advantages which
it offers in all transactions of calculation and account properly

understood and appreciated, it could hardly fail to receive the ready

system which presented decimals, or what are so called, distinctly to the

mind, as representing real existences equally with whole numbers, would
.tend materially to put an end to this distinction.
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support of the more intelligent classes of the community; without
vhose co-operation no great legislative or administrative reform
should be attempted, and with which, as recent experience has
shown, the accomplishment of none need be feared.

The course, also, which it would be expedient for the Govern-
ment to follow, in order to bring it into complete and immediate
operation, seems sufficiently clear. At the proper period, fixed

previously by the legislature, the new coinage of victorines^ cents,

double cents, (royals,) and demicents should be issued ; half-crowns

and sixpences should be gradually withdrawn from the circulation,

and, if the latter be reissued, they should appear with a new dis-

tinctive name, as 2^ cent pieces
; pence should be exchanged,

{with a certain small advantage to the holder, in order to acce-

lerate the process,) and recoined and reissued as demicents ; far-

things would remain unaltered, and be estimated as millets. In
our system of weights, provision must be made for exchanging
the existing multiples of the pound avoirdupois for the Imperial
stone of 10 lbs., half-centner and centner. Simultaneously with
this change in the material parts of our monetary and metrical

system, its use must be strictly enforced in every department of
the Government ;—in the public accounts, including those of the
Bank of England, in the receipt and disbursement of the reve-

nue, in the excise and customs ; in all parliamentary, financial,

and public documents. It must be recognized, whether conjointly

or not with the denominations of the ancient system, in all bills

of exchange, contracts, and documents which are to have the force

of law, not by rendering them invalid, but by the infliction of
adequate penalties ; and provision should likewise be made for

the general diffusion of short expositions of the new system, of
tables of conversion, and of forms of reduction, calculation, and
accounts : and, what is not of small importance, means should
be taken, through the committee of Privy Council, the National
Society, and the British and Foreign School Society, and other
public institutions connected with public education, to diffuse

tables and books of arithmetic adapted to this system, in all the
schools which are subjected to their influence.

If such precautions were taken, there can be little doubt that
the new system would be in general operation in a very short
period. A person of ordinary education and intelligence would
be able to master all its details in a day ; a body of clerks in a
banking or commercial establishment, much as they are under
the influence of habits, would be fully disciplined to its use in a
week ; and a very small amount of additional vigilance and la-

hour would be sufficient to obviate the chances of error which a
state of transition might tend to produce. All persons engaged
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in calculations of whatever kind, would willingly avail tliemselves

of the increased brevity and symmetry which it would give to

their processes, or to the form of recording them ; whilst small

tradesmen and their customers, whose transactions are rarely

matters of written accounts, and whose habits are not so easily

moulded or controlled, would be left, with the exception of the

coinage and weights, in the undisturbed possession and use of

the binary system to Avhich they have hitherto been accustomed.

The members of the Commission of 1819 do not appear to

have sufficiently appreciated the various practical benefits which
would arise from decimal multiples and submultiples of primary
units; considering binary and even ternary subdivisions as better

adapted for the purposes of the ordinary workman and shop-

keeper. They probably overrated the difficulties attending the

proposition of any considerable change in the habits of the peo-

ple—referring to the supposed failure of the decimal metrical

system in France, as an indication of the fate which would in-

evitably attend any similar experiment in this country. The
circumstances, indeed, v,'hich gave rise to the great metrical re-

form which originated in the French Revolution, as well as the

fate which subsequently attended it, like all the other lessons

furnished by that great moral and political convulsion, have been

so often misread and misapplied, and so often appealed to in sup-

port of the most opposite views, that we shall make no apology

for referring to them at some length
;
particularly as they will

be found to illustrate and support, in a very remarkable mannery
the conclusions which we have been endeavourinof to enforce.

The extreme, or, to use an epithet of Delambre, the scandalous

diversity of the old French weights and measures in different

provinces of the kingdom, whether of the same or different de-

nominations, was productive of the most serious inconveniences

to trade and commerce ; and philosophers and statesmen had
long been anxious for some uniform metrical system, whose
basis should be founded on some natural standard. Picard—who
iirst measured a degree of the meridian in France, proposed—in

accordance with a suggestion of the celebrated Huygens in his

Horologmm Oscillatormm, to adopt the seconds pendulum as

the unit of length, and to call it le rayon ostronomique. The dis-

covery, however, of Richer, at Cayenne, in 1671, that the seconds

pendulum was not of the same length in different latitudes, appear-

ed to deprive it of that invariable character which was considered

f^ssential to such a standard. At a subsequent period, Cassini

the elder proposed that this standard should be derived from the

measurement of the magnitude of the earth, making the -pied geo-

jiietrique the l-6000th part of a minute, and the toise l-60,000th
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part of a degree. The same idea AA-as adopted and expanded by
an astronomer of the name o'i liaouion, wno proposed the minute of
a degree under the name of mille as the superior unit of length,

with a uniform series of decimal submultiples, under the names
oicenturia, decuria, virr/a, virgula, decima, centesima, millesima, or

otherwise, stadium, funiculus, virna, virgida, digitus, gramim,punc-
tum. In the year 1748, M. de la Condamine—who had recently
returned from measuring a degree at the equator in Peru—in a
Memoir read to the Academy of Sciences, resumed the idea of the

seconds pendulum as the unit of length ; and recommended (as

the best means of quieting the feelings of national jealousy, which
possibly might attend its selection for the latitude of London,
Paris, or even of 45°, which passes through France) that it

should be taken at the equator. Under such circumstances, he
expressed himself as persuaded, that a sense of its advantages
-would insure its immediate adoption by all the scientific bodies
in Europe, from whence it would rapidly pass into general use.

In the year 1788, when the seeds of the Revolution were
already beginning to germinate, and when the grievance of local

and provincial measures, bearing the same names with every
variety of value, was becoming more and more intolerable, as
originating generally in that barbarous feudalism v/hich had be-
come odious to the great body of the people, the consideration of
this important subject was again resumed ; and in 1790, the Con-
stituent Assembly, upon the proposition of Talleyrand, agreed
to invite the British Government to concur with the French
nation in fixing a natural unit of me?sures, founded upon the
length of the seconds pendulum in the latitude of 45'^; and a
Commission of members of the Academy of Sciences, consisting
of Borda, Lagrange, Laplace, Monge, and Condorcet, was ap-
pointed for the purpose of arranging the proper steps to be taken.
Their Report, which appeared in the following year, after noticing
the proposals to make the seconds pendulum at the equator, or
in latitude 45", the unit of length, objects to its adoption for this
purpose, as involving, in its determination and definition, the
heterogeneous element of time;—observing that no such objection
existed to the adoption of a unit which should be a definite por-
tion of the length of the earth's meridian or equator. They
therefore proposed that the 10,000,000th part of the quadrant
of the meridian should be called the metre, and be considered as
the basis of a new metrical system. That the quadrant should be
divided into 100 degrees, the degree into 100 minutes, and the
minute into 100 seconds; that the subdivisions of all measures
should be adapted to the decimal scale ; that in order to deter-
mine the metre, an arc of the meridian, extendino- from Dunkirk
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to Barcelona, 01 doo-ioes to the north, and 3 def^vees south of

the moan parallel or aj^, slioalu Lw ir.easured ; and that subse-

quently the weight of a decimetre cubed of distilled water, at

the temperature of melting ice, should be determined, as the

unit of measures of weight.

Immediate steps were now taken for the execution of this great
work, under the direction of six Commissions, including the names
of the most celebrated men of science in France. The measurement
of the French portion of the arc was assigned to Delambre, and
that of the Spanish portion to Mechain. 'i'he account given by the
former of the difliculties which he encountered in the progress of

his operations, which were continued, with various interruptions,

diuing a jieriod of more than five years, is full of details which
are eminently characteristic of the feverish excitement which pre-

vailed amongst all classes of people during that turbulent period.*

His first Commission ran in tlie name of the King; and his labours

began when the name of the King was a signal for insult and vio-

lence. On some occasions his signals were pulled down as beacons

put up by the aristocrats to guide the enemies of the infant liber-

ties of the peojde ; on others, they were attempted to be destroyed

as the causes of the unusual rains and storms which seemed to

have prevailed from the time of their erection ! A representative

of the people had boasted, in a letter to the Convention, that he
had destroyed the spires of all the churches in his department,
' lest they should continue to domineer proudly over the humble
' abode of the Sans Culotte ;' and Delambre, in the intervals of

liis visits to dilVerent stations, sometimes experienced the incon-

veniences of the practical application of this doctrine, in the dis-

appearance of spires which had served for signals for himself

and his predecessors. The white linen with which he covered

the upper part of the tower of the church at Ilerment, in order

to make it more visible from a distant station, was mistaken for

the Drapmu Blanc, the standard of counter revolution ; and he

only succeeded in quieting the apprehensions he had thus excited

by restoring the national tricolor, by a due superposition of blue

and red bands. At another period of his labours, the rapid

dejireciation of assijpiats exposed him to the most serious diffi-

culties: he had paid 1500 francs for the charge of posting for a

distance of little more than ten miles ; his last three signals had

cost 8000 ; he was detained a whole month at Bourges, from

his inability to provide the means of transport to a neighbouring

station ; whilst at Vouzon his assignats failed altogether to pro-

* liase de Systeme Metrique. Discours Preliminaire.
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cure him either food or h>clti^ii)<>'. His movements were every

wliere watched with sus|)ieion and ahum; and lie sometimes suc-

ceeded in appt'asini;- the uneasiness of tiie j)easants hy iMuK'avour-

ing to expUiin the uses of his instruments and the object of his pro-

ceedings. . On one occasion he succeeded in escaping from arrest

by appealing to an ohl man amongst the crowd who pressed round

him, who more thaniialf a century hetore liad witnessed the cor-

responchng oj)crations of Laeaille ; and at St Denys he was ordy

saved from the summary vengeance of the infuriated jxipuhice

hy his own admirahle presence of mind, and the ojtportune

interference of the munici[)al authorities. When his work was
half done, he received the ahirming intelligence that his name,
as well as those of Borda, Laplace, Lavoisier, Coulomb, and
Brisson, had been struck out of the Commission of Weights
and Measures by the Committee of Buhlie Safety, who assigiu'd

as their reason for this proceeding, that they required for the

public service those only who were worthy of confidence, from
their republican virtues and their hatred of Kings. They, at the

same time, ordered the remaining members of the Commission to

form, provisionally, a system of measures, which might be
promptly adopted by all citizens, under the iiiflui'nce of the

impulsion revobdionmiire which [>revailed; and it vvas in virtue ot

this decree that the niHrc procisoire, founded upon Lacaille's

measure of a degree of the meridian in latitude 45", was con-
structed; and a complete decimal system of measures and weigths,

with a uniform decimal nomenclature adapted to it, was ordered
to replace the system which had hitherto prevailed.

At the conclusion of the lieign of Terror, the operations for

the measurement of the great arc of the meridian between Dun-
kirk and Barcelona were again resumed by Delamhre and his

colleagues with renewed vigour and activity, and were continued
without interruption, utitil their final completion in 1790; when
the whole of the records of observation, of the ealculalions

fouiuled upon them, as well as the instruments employed in the

course of the operations, were submitted to the revision and
inspection of a numerous Commission of members of the Insti-

tute, and of commissioners from every country which was at

that period under the influence of France. The Special Commis-
sioners for determining the length of the quadrant of the ineridian,

and of the metre, were Delamhre, Meehain, Laplace, Legendre,
Von Swinden from Holland, and 'i'ra lies from Switzerland; and
they found the lengtii of the metre to be 4'1.;J.2959:5G liyiies,

being less than the metre provisoire by .140 of a licjne. 'i'he

subsequent determination of the unit of weight, or of the hilo-

<jramme or decimetre cubed of distilled water at its greatest den-
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sity, and not, as at first proposed, at the temperature of melting-

ice, was entrusted to Lefevre-Gineau, assisted by Fabroni oi

Florence ; and their operations were subjected to the revision

of Coulomb, Tralles, Mascheroni, and Von Swiuden. The
length of the seconds pendulum had been previotusly determined
by Borda, who was at that time engaged with the Institute in

Egypt, and therefore no longer able to participate in the final

completion of an undertaking, the whole conduct and details of

which he had originally organized.

It was on the 19th of August 1798, that the original metre and
kilogramme (les etalons prototypes) were presented, with a pompous
address, to the two councils of the Legiahitive Body. ' Tids unitj

say they, speaking of the metre, ' derived from the greatest and
' most invariable of those bodies which man is capable of measuring^
' lias the advantage of not differing considerably from the demitoise
' and several other measures used in different countries :. it does 7iot

' shock public opinio?!. It offers also an aspect which is not without
* interest. It must be pleasing to a father ofafamily to say ^

" The
Afield which supports my children is such a portion of the globe. I
' am in this proportion co-proprietor of the world." ' After noticing

the extraordinary precautions which had been taken by the Com-
mission, and enumerating in imposing language the names of the

Savons etrangers et nationaux who composed it, it is announced
that these prototypes shall be deposited among the national ar-

chives, to be preserved with a religious care ; and that ' the
' ignorance andferocity ofbarbarians shall never bear them away as
' trophies,from the valour, the patriotism, and the virtues ofa nation
* enlightened on its interests, its honour, and its rights. But ifan earth-
' quake should swallow them up, or if it were possible that a terrific

* blast oflightning sJiouldfuse the metal which is the conservatorofthis
' measure, it will not thereforefollow, citizen-legislators, that thefruit
* of so many labours, that the general type of our measures, shall be

' lost to the national glory or the public benefit^ By way of pro-

vision against such a catastrophe, as un moyen conservateur de

metre, it is added that Borda had determined with great accu-

racy the length of the seconds pendulum at Paris ; and the repe-

tition of these experiments at any future time would furnish the

means of restoring the metre.

Though our more sober-minded countrymen may be disposed

to smile at this somewhat characteristic display of national

vanity, yet the occasion was undoubtedly one which afforded

just grounds of triumph to a great and enlightened people. It

was the most important scientific operation, upon a great scale,

that had ever been attempted, and it had been almost entirely
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conducted by French observers ; the instrumeiits employed, and

more particularly the Repeating Circle, were almost entirely of

French invention ; the formula and processes of reduction and
calculation, or rather the whole science of Geodesy, had been

framed by French analysts ; the greatest masters of modern science,

who were also Frenchmen, had formed the plan and superintended

the execution;—it seemed to be a conquest in the empire ofsclence,

so securely established and so cautiously guarded, as not to be

likely to be endangered by subsequent and more rigorous inves-

tigations. It remains to show whether later researches have tend-

ed, in any way, to shake the confidence which was formerly placed

in the unimpeachable accuracy of this celebrated measurement.
Delambre, in comparing the lengths of the successive degrees

of his arc with each other, had found discrepancies amongst them
which were irreconcilable with each other, or with any hypo-
thesis of the ellipticity of the meridian. It is well known that

the value of the length of an are which is bisected by the parallel

of 45 degrees, would give a length of a quadrant of the meridian,

and therefore of the melre^ which would be independent of the

earth's ellipticity ; but as it was the arc between Montjouy and
Paris, and not that between Montjouy and Dunkirk, Mhich is

bisected by this parallel, he could only obtain a result, unaU'ected

by this element, by rejecting that portion of his entire arc which
lies between Paris and Dunkirk,—a sacrifice which he was most
unwilling to make, as it had been measured and calculated with
extraordinary accuracy and care. It was with a view of obviat-

ing this necessity, that Mechain proceeded to fix the succession

of stations in Catalonia and Valencia, for the purpose of pro-
longing the arc already measured as far as the island of Iviza, the

moat westerly of the Balearic islands; or rather of Formentera,
thirty miles further south than Iviza, so as to comprehend an
arc of more than 12 degrees between the extreme stations, and
which would be almost exactly bisected by the parallel of 45
degrees. He had already made considerable progress in this

work when he fell a victim to a fever, occasioned by excessive
fatigue in a hot climate, at Castellon de la Plana.
The continuation of this task was subsequently entrusted to

Biot and Arago, who were furnished by our Government with a
safe conduct to protect them, in their passage from the continent
to the islands, from capture by our cruizers. The length of one
side of the great triangle connecting their station on the moun-
tain called Desierto de los Palmas, with their reflector placed on
the rugi;ed summit of a mountain in Iviza, was near 100 miles;
and it was with the utmost difficulty that they were enabled to
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discover it, after a laborious search of nearly three months'
continuance,* presenting an appearance, in the field of view of

their telescope, like that of a faint star of the fifth or sixth

magnitude. This survey, which occupied these distinguished

astronomers during a period of more than three years, was finally

terminated in 1807 by a most laborious series of more than 1200
observations of a, and i3 Ursce tninon's at their station in For-

mentera, for the purpose of determining its latitude to the

nicest degree of accuracy which the instruments employed were
competent to give.f

The observations of Biot and Arago were calculated in accord-

ance with the methods which Delambre had prescribed, and ad-

opted by Bouvard, Burckhardt, and Mathieu—astronomers who
had been long habituated to the most laborious and difficult cal-

culations ; and the length of the metre, which was the result of

the entire arc between Dunkirk and Formentera, was found to

be almost exactly identical with that which had been previously

determined ;—thus afi'ording, in the first instance, additional

strength to the very general conviction which prevailed in the

scientific world of the perfect accuracy of the bases of the French

metrical system ; which a recent examination of them, £ts we shall

proceed to show, was not destined to uphold.

In the year 1838, Colonel Puissant, the author of the best exist-

ing work on Geodesy, and who has long been engaged in the con-

struction of the Carte Geographique de la France, announced the

startling fact to the Academy of Sciences,^ that there existed an

error of 69.76 toises in the calculated length of the arc between

* The small optical power of the telescopes which are suited to the

Repeating Circle, forms one of the great objections to its use in Geo-

detical surveys : Much greater distances between England and Ireland

have been lately observed, in the open day, in the more powerful tele-

scopes of onr theodolites.

I There are some parts in the construction of the Repeating Circle

which tend to multiply errors of observation, which have deprived it,

in later times, of some portion of the almost unlimited trust which was

at first reposed in it. There is a tendency, however, amongst strangers

in this country to underrate its value : for there is no instrument equally

portable and convenient which is capable of giving such prompt and

accurate results.

\ Nouvelle Determination de la Distance Mcridienne de Montjouy a

Formentera, devoilant linexactitude dont il est fait mention dans la

Base du Systeme Metrique.—Memoires de Vlnstitute, 1838.

Supplement a la Nouvelle Determination de la distance Meridienne de

Montjouy a Fornijutera.—Mt'jiioh-es de llnstitute, 1838.
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Montjouy and Formentera, as recorded in the third volume of

the Base du Systeme Metrique ; aiid that there is an error of

90.2 toises in the entire arc between Greenwich and Formen-
tera: and further, that if we take the ellipticity of the meridian,

according to the best evidence, as ^^3^, the length of the quad-

rant of the earth would be found to be 10001789, and not

10000000 metres prototypes : in other words, the mitre'in use and

the metre of definition differ from each other by 3 5\,oth part of

the whole, thus showing that the metre provisoire, founded upon
Lacaille's measurement, was in reality more accurate than that

which was adopted as the final result of the labours of the great

Commission of 1798.

The examination of Puissant's memoir was referred by the

Board of Longitude to Messrs Largeteau, Mathieu, and Daussy

;

who were directed to determine, by rigorous methods, the true

length of the arc, the correctness of whose measurement was
called in question, and also to point out the sources of the error,

in case its existence was established. In the execution of this

task, they proceeded separately to recalculate the whole series of

triangles between Montjouy and Formentera, severally using

independent methods and different tables of logarithms ; Large-

teau and Mathieu solving the triangles as spherical triangles,

and Eaussy solving them as plane triangles, after the well-known
method of Legendre. The lengths of the several arcs which
were thus obtained differed very little from each other, and their

mean value was nearly identical with the result announced by
Puissant. They were as follow :

—

*

Mathieu . . 153672.39 toises

Largeteau . . 153674.48 ,,

Daussy . . 153674.66 ,,

Puissant . . 153674.01 „

The further examination of the original documents showed,
that this error, considerable as it was, was merely the difference

of two more considerable errors, with which the calculations of

the Commission of 1808 were chargeable. It appeared that they
had acted under the general instructions of Delambre, whose
authority, in all Geodetical questions, was, at that period,

regarded as nearly supreme. At the beginning of the third

volume of the Base du Systeme Metrique, that great astronomer
has given a method of calculating the successive arcs of the

meridian included between the perpendiculars let fall from the

* Rapport fait au Bureau des Longitiules sur la Determination de la

longueur de I'Arc du Meridien, compris entre les Paralleles de Dnnkerque
et de Formentera.— Comples Reiidues dc I'lnstihit, torn, xii, p. 1175.

VOL. LXXVII. NO.CLV.
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extremities of those sides of the several trian^k^s which are least

inclined to it; and in the application of this method he would seem
to have assumed that it was allowable to suppose the meridians

passing through the vertices of the several triangles to be paral-

lel* to each other. The method itself he emphatically pro-

nounces to be the most simple and expeditious of all those which
have been employed ; and as long as the series of triangles is

confined to meridians nearly coincident with each other, as in the

case of the arc between Dunkirk and Barcelona, which he had
himself calculated both by this and other methods, the assump-
tion was perfectly allowable ; but when the stations, as in the

system of triangulation between Barcelona and Formentera, take

a sweep round the great bay formed by the coasts of Catalonia

and Valencia, extending over a range of three degrees of longi-

tude, the application of Delambre's formula leads to very serious

errors : they were found, in the case under consideration, to

amount to 100.07 toises.

The second error was ofgreater amount, and ofa much more ob-

vious character ; for the Commission of 18G8 had confounded the

meridian distance between Dunkirk and the parallel of Formen-
tera, with the meridian distance between Dunkirk and the per-

pendicular arc of a great circle let fall from Formentera upon that

meridian. The error from this cause alone was 169.83 toises;

and as the former error tended to increase the length of the are

observed, this tended to diminish it : it was the difference

between them which constituted the error whose existence w'as

signalized by Puissant. A similar error, from a similar cause,

was made in extending the meridian of Dunkirk to the parallel

of Greenwich—the difference of longitude of these places exceed-

ing two degrees.

M. Largeteau, at the conclusion of his Report, proceeds to

propose and answer a question, which is very naturally suggested

by a discovery so remarkable and so unexpected. ' Will not
* the error of calculation which we have just pointed out, pro-

*duce a modification of the length of the metre ?^ 'The
* answer,' says he, ' is very obvious : The length of the metre
* has been fixed in a definitive manner by the Commission of

' Weights and Measures : that length neither can nor ought to

be changed.'
* The principal merit of the new unit consisted in the very

* precise operations which were created for the purpose of restor-

* Puissant attempted to rescue the memoi'y of Delambre from this

imputation, but M. Largeteau, in a very spirited and able reply, {Comp'
tes Rendues, tom. xiii. p. 20,) would appear most clearly to have estab-

lished the charg^e : such, also, is the opinion expresse.I by Arago.
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* irig- or replacing; the prototypes, in case they were impared or
' destroyed. These means are of two kinds ; the length of the
* pendulum and the length of the arc of the meridian which joins
* Dunkirk and Montjouy. With respect to the simple relation
* Avhich was attempted to be established between the metre and
' the quadrant of the meridian, all philosophers knew, from the
' beginning-, that such relation must necessarily be to a certain
* extent hypothetical; that it involved the perfect exactness of
* the measure of the arc in Peru, and the knowledge of the
* earth's ellipticity ; and the operation, if performed with better
* instruments, might possibly indicate that the metre adopted
* was not rigorously the ten-millionth part of the quadrant of
* the meridian ; that, in one word, the new system Avould bear,
' in its birth, the impress of the state of contemporary science on
* the question of the ma;i,nitude and figure of the earth. >s'ot-

* withstanding these small uncertainties, the framers of the sys-
* tem did not renounce the project of making the metre an aliquot
' part of the quadrant of the meridian ; for it was the only mode
' of giving to this measure of length a character of generality
* which would fit it for the use of all the nations of the globe.'

The fault which was committed by the authors of the metri-
cal system was similar, both in its character and results, to that
which was committed by the authors of the Act of Parliament
of 1824 : the first declared that the metre prototype is a certain de-
finite and assigned portion of the earth's meridian, u-hich it is not;
and, if lost or injured, that it shall be restored to the same length, in

conformity with its definition, ichich cannot he done. The second
enacts, that the standard yard is a certain definite portion of the
length of the seconds pendulum, which it is not; and, if lost or in-
jured, that it shall be restored to the same length, in conformity
with the definition, which cannot he done. They are lessons which
are well calculated to humble the pride of our philosophy, and
to teach us to temper the most secure and confident of our con-
victions, by a becoming sense of the very limited powers both of
our observation and reasoning.
The law of the 18th Germinal 1794, which established the

provisional metre and kilogramme, before their bases were finally
settled, changed all the ancient names as well as values of the
measures in use—adopting a uniform and convenient decimal
nomenclature, though much better suited to the genius of the
French language than our own ; but the subsequent law of the
18th Brumaire 1798, which was founded upon the Report of the
Commission, recognized the use of several of the old names—such
as lieue, perche, quintal, livre, once, gros, inuid, seller, hoisseau,
pinte, arpetit—whh new significations ; a fatal error, as tending to
perpetuate those ancient associations of names and things, whose
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rapid and certain obliteration was so necessary to the complete
reception of the new system. It would appear likewise, that no
adequate precautions were taken to distribute copies, or to enforce

the use of the new measures; or to withdraw or prohibit the old; or

to subject the measures in use to the proper revision and inspection

of the officers of the Government. The consequences were such
as might have been expected ; the old measures and their sub-

divisions continued in very general use during the whole of the

Consular and Imperial government ; and they were finally sanc-

tioned and prescribed as the systeme usuel, upon the restoration

of the Bourbons, as one of the many impolitic and indirect expe-

dients resorted to by that unhappy family, with a view of restoring

the recollections of the monarchy. In the year 1837, however,
a new law was passed, prescribing the use of the decimal system
and nomenclature in all its integrity, which was ordered to be
universally enforced from the beginning of the year 1840. The
decimal system, which was introduced into Belgium by the Im-
perial government, is also in full operation. All vestiges of other

systems have disappeared.

The impolicy of attempting to alter primary units, where there

exists no power in the Government, or impulse in public opinion,

to enforce the alteration, was never more strikingly exemplified

than in the fate which has attended the French division of the

quadrant. If the ancient nonagesimal degree of the quadrant

had been retained, and if the alterations had been confined to

decimalizing its subdivisions, there is little doubt but the au-

thority of the great philosophers who proposed them, and the

increased beauty and symmetry which they would have given

to all astronomical processes and records, would very speedily

have led to their universal adoption ; but the change from the

nonagesimal to the centesimal degree had no connexion whatever

with the extended use of the decimal system, or with improved

processes of calculation ; whilst it tended to disturb unneces-

sarily ancient associations, to antiquate all our astronomical re-

cords, and to render useless a great part of our astronomical and

logarithmic tables. The consequences have been such as might

have been foreseen ; the centesimal degree has been abandoned,

and the sexagesimal scale of submultiples of the nonagesimal

degree—the most inconvenient of all the vestiges of ancient astro-

nomy—has continued to be retained. It only remains for us to

express our earnest hope that the time is not far distant, when a

convention of European Astronomers will give such a sanction

for proposing, and such a pledge for adopting, the centesimal

division of the nonagesimal degree, that we may feel secure of

the o-eneral acquiescence of men of science in an alteration the

mportance and necessity of which is now so generally felt.
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Art. IX.— I. The Military Operations at Cahiil, which ended

in the Retreat and Destruction of the British Armij, Jan. 184*2
;

with a Journal of Imprisonment in Afftjhanistan. 13y Lieu-

tenant Vincent Eyue, Bengal Artillery. 8vo. London :

1843.

2. Personal Narrative of the Campaigns in Affyhanistan, &;c., de-

tailed in a Series ofLetters of the late Colonel JVm. H. Dennie^

C.B. Compiled and arranged by Wm. E. Steele, M.D.
8vo. Dublin : 1843.

3. 77^6 Expedition into Affyhanistan, Notes and Sketches descrip-

tive of the Country, contained in a Personal Narrative, §"c.

By James Atkinson, Esq., Supernumerary Surgeon of the

Army of the Indus. 8vo. London: 1842,

4. The Last Year in China, to the Peace ofNanking ; as Sketched

in Letters to his Friends. By a Field- Officer. 8vo. Lon-
don : 1843.

5. Accounts respecting the Annual Territorial Revenues and Dis-

bursement of the East Lndia Companyfor Three Years— 1837-38
— 1838-39— 1839-40

—

icith an Estimate for the same for the

succeeding Year. Ordered by the House of Commons to be

printed, 5th July 1842.

6. Home Accounts of the East India Company, (presented pur-

suant to the Act 3 and 4 Will. IV. c. 85.) Ordered by the

House of Commons to be printed, 13th June 1842.

7. Returns to Two Orders of the Honourable the House of Com-
mons, dated respectively 1th and 22d June 1842. Ordered by
the House of Commons to be printed, 12th August 1842.

8. A Return in Detail, showing thcamount realized by the Sale

of the Honourable East Lidia Company's (^Commercial) Assets,

8i'c. Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed, 13th

March 1838.

'T^HE glorious achievements of our troops, foUoAved by their
-*- retirement from the scene of the late contest, has finally

closed that eventful chapter in the history of British India, Avhich

records our late brief domination over the savage tribes of Aff-

ghanistan. The ease with which the forces, advancing simul-

taneously from Jellalabad and Candahar, effected their junction

at Cabul, notwithstanding the utmost eftbrts of the enemy, with
every advantage of position, to arrest their march, proves how
greatly those persons were mistaken—or how widely they wished
to mislead the public—who magnified the disasters of last winter
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into the most grievous calamity tliat had ever befallen our

country ; and looked and spoke as if they believed that British

ascendency in India was tottering to a fall, which nothing but

Sir Robert Peel's opportune return to power could possibly

avert. That delusion is happily over. Indeed, it had passed

away even before we knew that Ghuzni was levelled with the

ground, and the British ensign flying in triumph on the ramparts

of the Bala-Hissar. Exaggerated alarm—real in some, simu-

lated by others—has been followed by the usual reaction ; and
the more considerate among the many who were infected by the

panic, have begun to wonder how they could have formed, on
the one hand, such an extravagant notion of the nature and ex-

tent of the reverse, and could have so much underrated, on the

other, the often-tried energies of the Indian Government, as to

apprehend that its power would be seriously shaken. In this

respect, therefore, there is a fair field for the consideration of

past events, in a temper favourable to a calm judgment upon
them. But though we are now in a position to comprehend in

one view both the beginning and the end of our connexion with

Affghanistan, there is a hiatus vvhich must be filled up before the

subject can be properly discussed as a whole. We know nothing,

beyond what Lieutenant Eyre has recently supplied, of that crisis

of the history which excites the most intense interest. And
though it is impossible to read that officer's narrative—the spirit

and clearness ofwhich, considering the circumstances under which
it was drawn up, are indeed extraordinary—without being con-

vinced both of the ability and of the fairness of the writer; it must
be borne in mind that it conveys after all but the testimony of an
individual, and that the statements thus insufficiently vouched for,

deeply affect the characters of many—living or dead—of pre-

viously unsullied reputation. Whilst, therefore, we make use of

his evidence, as that of a highly intelligent eyewitness, when it

confirms opinions which we had previously formed from informa-

tion drawn from other sources ; we shall endeavour to state the

truth with the least possible arraignment of those whose conduct

may now be undergoing a solemn investigation in India, and
who will yet have to pass the ordeal of public opinion in

their native land. But with all the light that Lieutenant

Eyre affords us, there are still many important points regarding

the causes and early character of the insurrection, and the con-

duct of the local political and military authorities in relation to

it, about which we are either altogether ignorant, or possess but

very defective knowledge. Until we have full and trustworthy

information upon all these matters—to say nothing of other de-

siderata with respect to the designs of Russia, and her power of
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carrying them out— it would be absurd, as well as unjust, to

enter upon the g-eneral subject. But its discussion at a luture

day will be much facilitated, and the public mind, at the same

time, beneficially disabused, by the preliminary brushing away
of some of the fallacies in which, for party purposes, the war ia

Affghanistan has been studiously enveloped. There is also a

topic closely connected with that war—namely, the recent military-

operations in China, and the treaty in which they have resulted

—

reffardiuii: which we deem it essential that the truth should be

made known without further delay.

The grand fallacy, of which the most unsparing use has been

made by those who have sought to damage the late Administration

through misrepresentation of Lord Auckland, has been to con-

found the disasters of Cabul, and of the retreat from that city,

with the policy of the original advance beyond the Indus ;

—

as if such disasters had been the natural and inevitable conse-

quences of that policy ; and as if, consequently, the blame and
disgrace of such an issue ought to attach solely to the states-

men who viewed the establishment of a friendly dynasty in

Affghanistan, as being, upon the whole, the least dangerous

and costly means by which the designs of foreign powers upon
British India could be defeated.

Never was charge, artfully dressed up to impose upon the un-

reflecting, more thoroughly devoid of real foundation. Lord
Auckland is responsible for the disasters of Cabul, if it can be
shown, and only in that case, that the military force to which
he had entrusted its defence was not sufficient for the* purpose.

But no such case can be made out. The force cantoned at Ca-
bul in the autumn of 1841, was abundantly sufficient to set at

defiance, (till the return of spring should open the passes, and
permit of combined operations in the field,) not merely all the

tribes of Affghanistan, supposing them united, but the whole
population of Central Asia. The force was very much greater

and more complete than that with which the gallant Sir liobert

Sale subsequently defeated at Jellalabad, over and over again,

and in the most signal manner, the same assailants, flushed

with their previous success. The complete and easy triumphs
of Generals Pollock and Nott, (though they had tremendous
defiles to force, instead of defending an intrenched position,)

lead irresistibly to the same conclusion. Nothing, in fact, but
a series of omissions and blunders, unparalleled, we believe, in

our military annals, could have led to the deplorable issue.

Lieutenant Eyre's narrative exhibits the authorities as acting from
the very commencement like doomed men. We do not dwell
upon the alleged blindness of the Envoy and Sir Alexander
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Burnes to the organization of the conspiracy which resulted in

the insurrection, because we are altogether sceptical as to the exis-

tence of any extensive plot, and believe that the general rising

was occasioned solely by the continued and self-multiplying suc-

cess of the first partial and unpremeditated outbreak. But the

utter want of any sufficient preparation for such a contingency,

in a country but imperfectly subdued, and some at least of whose
tribes were known to be hostile at heart, and the still more
lamentable default of all energy and active courage after the

Affghans were in arms, are unspeakably disgraceful to the par-

ties—whoever they may be—responsible for the use made of the

means provided by the late Governor- General for the mainte-

nance of our power at Cabul. We prejudge the case of no indi-

vidual, civil or military ; we speak only of unquestionable facts,

tested by previous and subsequent experience of the absolute

inability of the Affghans, with every advantage of numbers,

to cope with British soldiers properly directed and led. It is

futile to insist upon the personal gallantry of the enemy : the

assailants of the cantonments at Cabul were not braver than

those in despite of whose opposition Colonel Dennie bravely

forced his way, at the head of only four companies, into the soi-

disant impregnable Ghuzni—than those who beleaguered Sir

Kobert Sale at Jellalabad—or than those who vainly endea-

voured to repel the advance of Generals Pollock and Nott.

The sole cause of the wide difference of results was the mar-

vellous incapacity displayed by those who held the military

command at Cabul. The blunder of placing the Commissariat

stores without the cantonments, and beyond the reach of pro-

tection, must be obvious to a child. It had long before been ob-

vious to the Envoy, who. Lieutenant Eyre tells us, had ' pressed
* the point' of bringing them within the cantonments, ' very
* urgently, but without avail.' But this oversight, inexcusable

as it was, might have been redeemed. A very small force, vigor-

ously employed, would have quelled the first outbreak of the in-

surrection. Even after that golden opportunity had been lost,

there was still time to have crushed the insurgents before they

gained any formidable head. The stores were not lost till the morn-

ing of the 5th of November, three days after the rising and mas-

sacre in the city. Ordinary promptitude and resolution would

have settled the whole matter in that interval. But what could

be expected from men capable of acting in so vital a matter as the

preservation of the whole provision of a beleaguered army, in the

manner described by Lieutenant Eyre ? We must premise, that

the fort containing the stores had been left under the guard of an

ensign with 100 sepoys; and that he had reported, on the 4th
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of November, ' that he was very hard pressed by the enemy, and
* in danger of being completely cut off.'

* At about nine o'clock p.m.,' says Lieutenant Eyre, ' there was an

assembly of staff and other officers at the General's house, when the

Envoy came in, and expressed his serious conviction that, unless Ma-
homed Shereef's fort' (lying between the cantonment and the sole depot

of its supj)lies) * were taken that very night, we should lose the Com-
missariat fort, or at all events be unable to bring' out of it provisions for

the troops. The disaster of the morning rendered the General extremely

unwilling to expose his officers and men to any similar peril/ (starvation

being the alternative ;) ' but, on the other hand, it was urged that the

darkness of the night would nullify the enemy's fire, who would also

most likely be taken unawares, as it was not the custom of the Affghans

to maintain a very strict watch at night. A man in Captain Johnson's

employ was accordingly sent out to reconnoitre the place ; he returned in

a few minutes with the intelligence that about twenty men were seated

outside the fort, near the gate, smoking and talking; and, from what
he overheard of their conversation, he judged the garrison to be very

small, and unable to resist a sudden onset. The debate was now resumed,

but another hour passed, and the General could not make up his mind.

A second spy was dispatched, whose report tended to corroborate what

the first had said. 1 was then sent to Lieutenant Sturt, the engineer,

who was nearly recovered from his wounds, for his opinion. He at first

expressed himself in favour of an immediate attack, but, on hearing that

some of the enemy were on the watch at the gate, he judged it prudent

to defer the assault till an early hour in the smorning : this decided the

General, though not before several hours had slipped away in fruitless

discussion.'

* Orders were at last given for a detachment to be in readiness at

4 A.M , at the Kohistau gate. * * * Morning had, how-
ever, well dawned ere the men could be got under arms; and they Were
on the point of marching off, when it was reported that Ensign Warren
had just arrived in cantonments with his garrison, having evacuated the

fort. It seems that the enemy had actually set fire to the gate ; and
Ensign Warren, seeing no prospect of a reinforcement, and expecting the

enemy every moment to rush in, led out his men by a hole which he had
prepared in the wall. Being called upon in a public letter from the As-
sistant Adjutant-General to state his reasons for abandoning his post, he
replied that he was ready to do so before a court of enquiry, which he
requested might be assembled to investigate his conduct. It was not,

however, deemed expedient to comply with his request.'

' It is beyond a doubt,' adds Lieutenant Eyre, ' that our feeble and in-

effectual defence of this fort, and the valuable booty it yielded, was the

first fatal blow to our supremacy at Cabul, and at once determined those
chiefs—and more particularly the Kuzzilbashes—who had hitherto re-

mained neutral, to join in the general combination to drive us from the

country.'— (P. 41-4.)

He had stated in a previous passage, (p. 29,) * that in the
* whole Affghan nation we could not reckon on a single friend.'
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This is idle talk, as might be proved from several passages of his

own workj and even from the last sentence quoted above. The
obvious truth is, that we should have found plenty of friends, if

we had shown, by our manner of dealing with our enemies, that

we could hold our own ; and were fit to be trusted by men who, by-

siding with us in such an emergency, would draw down upon
themselves the animosity of their insurgent countrymen. But
we let it be seen from the very first that it would be hopeless

ruin to befriend us. That conviction, and no previous general

conspiracy, is the secret of the universal hostility after the four

or five first days of the insurrection.

Thus, our army—5000 strong at the least—suiTered all its pro-

visions to be carried oflf, after being three days in a state of siege,

from a post guarded by an ensign and 100 sepoys! But the

game was not lost even when the stores were taken. Lieutenant

Eyre says, that when the loss of the Commissariat fort was known,
' one universal feeling of indignation pervaded the garrison, nor
' can I describe the impatience of the troops, but especially the
' native portion, to be led out for its recapture.' But, alas ! there

was no one to lead them. Had they been wisely as well as gal-

lantly led, there was an ample force, after forming a junction

with troops in the Bala-Hissar, or even without such a junction,

to have stormed the city of Cabul, and taken all its abundant
winter stock of provisions. But instead of this vigorous course,

which, under the circumstances, was also the most likely to

be successful, time and blood were wasted in miserable skir-

mishes, (giving every advantage to the enemy, who seem to

have been formidable only as marksmen behind walls,) and our

soldiers were penned up in their cantonments, until physical pri-

vation and mental depression, under such unwonted discomfiture

and disgrace, had done their work, and they had become no longer

able, perhaps, to face even the contemptible enemy to whom
they were opposed. We say, ' perhaps,' becayse Vi^c are by
no means sure that, even at the eleventh hour, a leader equal

to the emergency—a Clive, a Wellesley, or even a Coote or a

Lake—might not have redeemed the day. Lieutenant Eyre is

of this opinion. ' Even now,' he says, after the disastrous 23d of

November, ' had the helm of afi'airs been grasped by a hand com-
« petent to the important task, we might perhaps have steered
* clear of destruction.'

We have called the enemy contemptible. Such estimates are

always matters of comparison. Let the Affghans be measured

against the enemies whom we have met and overcome in the

course of our career in India. Let the Great Captain be asked,

whether he would rank the soldiers who opposed so very feeble a
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resistance, in tlieir terrible defiles, to tlie recent advances on Cabul,

with those whom he defeated, after such a desperate struggle, at

Assaye, with a hiss of 1566 killed and wounded out of his army
of 4500 men ? Let the testimony of the survivors of the gallant

76th—who retrieved for Lord Lake the day of Laswarree, after

the complete repulse of the cavalry by the murderous fire of the

guns of the Mahrattas—be taken on the same question. The wars
with Hyder and Tippoo, and the more recent campaigns under
Lord Hastings' administration—especially some of the contests

with the Arab mercenaries in Central India, and with the brave

and well- disciplined mountaineers of Nepaul—afford many similar

points of comparison. In every instance, the Affghans, tried by
the simple test of the loss inflicted upon our troops by the resist-

ance of the enemy, will be found utterly wanting.

It is, then, an outrage upon common justice— it is the mere out-

pouring of party malevolence, reckless of truth—to charge upon
Lord Auckland's policy in entering Affghanistan, the loss and dis-

grace sustained there. The manner in which the insurrection was
trifled with in the first instance, and in which the force at Cabul
was used from the outbreak to the evacuation, would have brought
that loss and disgrace upon us, even if the wisdom and justice of

crossing the Indus had been indisputable. On the other hand, those
disasters wovild never—humanly speaking—have befallen us, if

ordinary judgment and spirit had selected the posilion, and directed

the operations, of our troops; although the policy which dictated the
occupation of Affghanistan had been as wickedly ambitious as was
ever exemplified in the case of any conqueror from Nimrod to Na-
poleon. Lord Auckland had provided ample means for maintaining
the possesion which we had gained ; the force at Cabul was at

least as competent to hold out as that at Candahar; and it is a
little too much to insist that the Governor-General, superintending
at Calcutta the affairs of a mighty empire, should be responsible

for the incapacity and mismanagement which aione could have
led to the destruction of such a corps (Farinee as he had placed
at Cabul. Had he been personally present, doubtless the same
spirit and energy which were displayed in the assembly, equip-
ment, and advance of the original expedition—qualities acknow-
ledged, with high encomium, by the Duke of Wellington in the
House of Lords—would have been exercised in the prompt sup-
pression of the insurrection. A few hours of sufficient and
properly directed exertions would have effected that end; and
the brief outbreak would have been known and remembered in

this country only as having occasioned, through his own blind
confidence, the sacrifice of the life of Sir Alexander Burnes.

If it be saidj however, that Lord Auckland appointed the military
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commanders, upon whom, until they be exonerated by the result of

the strict enquiry which must be instituted, the responsibility of the

disaster must rest, the answer is, that he appointed the best men
whom the Horse Guards had placed at his disposal ; that the

officer to whom he entrusted the chief command at Cabul, had
served lon^ and with reputation ; and that he was seconded by
Sir Robert Sale. General Elphinstone was sent out from
England to succeed Sir Willoughby Cotton ; and nothing could

be more natural than that he should be appointed to the com-
mand which that gallant officer had held ; especially as the

climate of Affghanistan must be considered far more likely to

uphold the energies of one who had passed the prime of his life

in Europe, than that of India. But Lord Auckland surely can-

not be held answerable for the system which confers high mili-

tary command, almost exclusively, upon men advanced in years
;

nor for the unavoidable ignorance of military qualifications, con-

sequent to a long period of peace. At any rate, it is due to

him to bear in mind, that those who led our troops in the first

instance to Cabul without a single reverse, as well as the

officers who have now so nobly redeemed the national honour,

were likewise his nominees; and that there was not a soldier

employed in the late most triumphant campaign, who was not

ordered to Alfghanistan by the late Governor- General, before

he resigned the reins of government to his successor. To
him, therefore, as well as to Generals Pollock and Nott, the

country owes a deep debt of gratitude, which no man whose
veins hold a drop of true English blood will deem cancelled by
the wretched mismanagement or misbehaviour, in a single in-

stance, of a part of the military force which he directed. But
special honour is due to the able officers to whom he entrusted the

arduous duty of vindicating the tarnished reputation of our arms,

and who have so bravely and completely fulfilled the duty. We
trust that rewards will be dealt out to them with no niggard hand.

The second misrepresentation is, that Shah Shoojah was hate-

ful to, and despised by, the people whom we took him back to

rule. This statement is so directly in the teeth of all the

best evidence, that those who use it can hope to mislead only

the utterly ignorant. The plain fact, as established by the

testimony of Sir John M'Neill, Mr Ellis, Mr Masson, Cap-
tain Connolly, and others, is, that the family of the Suddozyes,

of which Shah Shoojah was the fittest representative, has

always been respected and beloved by the dominant tribes of

Aflfghanistan, as much as it is in the character of that fierce

and fickle people, impatient of the least control, to respect

or love any ruler. We believe that even in the wildest
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of their civil dissensions, no member of that family had ever been
put to death in cold blood. It was regarded as sacred, as well as

royal. On the other hand, there is abundant proof that the rule

of Dost Mahomed was tolerated beyond the city of Cabul and
its environs, solely because it was merely nominal, and because

lie was too weak to interfere with the absolute free agency, for

bloodshed and rapine, of the more distant tribes. ' The whole
' country,' says Mr Atkinson, ' exhibits nothing but ruin and de-
' cay. In every town and village, broken mouldering walls
' encumber the ground, the debris of thirty years of anarchy and
' despotism. Many towns and villages have totally disappeared.
* The peasant had been screwed to the uttermost, and still even
' the petty tyrant of the place derived no substantial or perma-
* nent benefit from his rapacity. There was, in fact, no govern-
* ment ; it was a universal scramble, and property of every
' description was seized and held by the sword. * * * Kelat-
* i-Ghilzie, Ghuznie, and the whole space to Cabul and Jellala-

' bad, display the same march of desolation, the same proof of
' the withering and destroying influence of despotism under the
' Barukzye rulers. It is clear that these ambitious brothers had
' no real hold of the nation, nor of the portions over which they
' presided. Their strength, or rather their continuance in autho-
' rity, was owing to their weakness. The chiefs of tribes paid
' them occasionally, domineered over them, and allowed them to
' reign.' Sir William Macnaghten's grand mistake appears to

us to have been the attempt to bestow too soon, and without

sufficient means of coercing those who had hitherto lived at the

expense of their weaker neighbours, the unappreciated blessings

of an organized and powerful government upon the people ot

Affghanistan.

The third mistatement—and one which has done good service

to frothy declaimers, and Newspaper writers, who call for Lord
Auckland's impeachment—is, that Dost Mahomed, the sovereign

de facto of Affghanistan, was all along willing to enter into an
exclusive alliance with us ; such as would have effectually shut

out Persian and Russian influence from the countries bordering

on the Indus; and, at the same time, such as would have saved

us the expense and hazard of the military occupation of those

countries. And that all the price that he asked us to pay for

these great benefits was, that we should compel or persuade Run-
jeet Singh to restore to him the city of Peshawur and its depen-
dencies, of which that monarch had unjustly despoiled him.

Not a word of this plausible story is true. Dost Mahomed
was never sovereign defacto of Aft'ghanistan ; he was never ruler,

in any form or under any title, of the province of Peshawur, of
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which, in truth, he demanded not the restitution, but the gift

;

and which he modestly required that we should extort, as the

price of his alliance, from the close gripe of the old lion of the

Punjab. Dost Mahomed was ruler of the city of Cabul, with an
insecure authority over some other districts. In the division of

power among the Barukzye chiefs, Peshawur fell exclusively to

Sultan Mahomed Khan, a half-brother of Dost Mahomed, who
seceded from the confederacy with that chief, and thought it for

his interest to succumb to the power of Runjeet Singh, and to

hold a large jagheer (fief) within the Peshawur territory as a
subject of the Seikh government. This he was holding at the

time of our negotiations with Dost Mahomed, who regarded him
as his enemy because he had submitted to the Seikhs. But
the territory he had ceded to them was quite as much his,

to dispose of, as Cabul was Dost Mahomed's. The head of that

chief, however, was turned by the stirring events of the times,

and by the court that was paid to him on one side by Sir A.
Barnes, and by the emissaries of Persia and Russia on the other.

Thinking, therefore, that he could aggrandize himself through
our fears—that is, that he could frighten us into obtaining

Peshav/ur for him, or, that failing, obtain it by other aid—he
spurned our offer of guaranteeing to him the secure enjoyment of

his actual possessions ; and threw himself into the arms of those

who promised him, indeed, all that he could ask, but who were
utterly unable to gratify his ambition, or even to protect him
against our just displeasure.

There is a fourth fallacy, closely connected with that which we
have just commented on, and already partly refuted, by its expo-
sure. It is asserted that the Aifghans, as a nation, never gave us

the smallest provocation; and that, consequently, the invasion of

their country was an act of wanton and cruel injustice. Now,
it is certain that the peace and safety of British India were
threatened by powers who were endeavouring to obtain the aid

of the ostensible chiefs of Affghanistan to that end ; and ' there
' is no question,' as has been said by one of the wisest of men,
' that a just fear of an imminent danger, though there be no blow
' given, is a lawful cause of vvar.' Lord Auckland endeavoured to
' make the Barukzye chiefs his friends, and the instruments in our

hands to ward off the mischiefs which we apprehended. He
clFered, as the price of an alliance, to guarantee them in their

actual possessions against the Seikhs. They refused to break off

their negotiations with those who were threatening us with
hostility, and inflaming the minds of our most unquiet subjects,

unless we consented to despoil Runjeet Singh, and to make
over the plunder to them. More than this, Dost Mahomed
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being then perfectly aware of the rupture, actual or impending,

between Persia and England, and in direct allusion to soliciting

the aid of Persia and Russia, declared that, in support of his

designs upon Peshawur, he would call in every foreign assistance

that he could command. Lord Auckland lost all hope, therefore, of

making use of the Affghans as' a barrier, and was compelled to

regard them, at a crisis demanding action, as the allies of our

enemies ; and who affords them the most convenient station

from whence to send forth the emissaries of disaffection and

rebellion throughout our territories. If it be said that the

almost independent tribes of Affghanistan could not justly be

held responsible for the weak and wavering policy of the

Barukzye brothers, the answer is clear. iSiations must be

bound, in their relations with their neighbours, by the acts of

thi ir ostensible governors ; and if they prefer a disorderly inde-

pendence to a regular government, they must be content to set

off what they deem the advantages, against the inconveniences

and dangers, of such a state of society ; and cannot expect that

the rulers of adjacent countries will permit a blow to be aimed at

them through their territority, merely because they plead that,

while those who are called their governors leave them alone,

they trouble themselves very little with what they do, or what
they omit to do, in matters of foreign policy.

We cannot leave this branch of our subject without reverting

to Lieutenant Eyre's interesting publication ; because, though it

is written in a candid spirit, it yet contains statements upon
points of great importance in relation to the circumstances v.hich

led to or preceded the outbreak at Cabul, but absolutely at vari-

ance, as we believe, with the facts of the case.* Justice requires

that these matters should be placed in their proper light and
bearings. We should scorn, we trust, to screen the living at

the expense of the dead ; but, on the other hand, we must
not allow that responsibility which rightfully belongs to those

who are now beyond the reach of human praise or blame,

to be shifted upon the shoulders of survivors. Of the late

Sir William Macnaghten, it is impossible that we should speak

otherwise than in terms of respect and esteem. His great

ability, his knowledge, his honourable spirit, his public estima-

tion, won and sustained by a long career of distinguished ser-

vice, are known to every one conversant with the affairs of British

India during the last twenty years—to none better than to us.

To the unflinching courage and energy with which he performed

* Since our observations upon Lieutennnt Eyre's narrative were
written, a third edition of it has uppeaietl, in which tlie Editor Las

given a Note correcting some of its inaccuracios.
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his duty during the insurrection ; how often and earnestly he

pressed for vigorous military measures; what contempt he felt

and expressed for the rabble opposed to our disciplined troops

;

how he urged the Generals to throw our force into the Bala-His-

sar, and there await the spring ; and how reluctantly he consent-

ed to enter into negotiations with the enemy ;—to all this Lieu-

tenant Eyre bears the fullest testimony. Indeed, almost every

step betokening spirit and determination appears to have been

undertaken at the personal instance, and upon the responsibility,

of the Envoy. But though these circumstances are honourable

to Sir William, they do not absolve him from entire responsi-

bility for all the political measures preceding the outbreak, still

less transfer it to others.

We have said that we do not believe that outbreak was the

result of a widely spread conspiracy. We are persuaded that

such plots, in any land, exist only in the imaginations of the

lovers of the marvellous ; and that where there are many con-

spirators, there is sure to be one, at least, too many. Trea-

chery apart, think how few are fit to be trusted with an
ordinary secret ; and then try to calculate the probability of

finding hundreds or thousands of adequately discreet persons

in an affair of life or death. Affghanistan, where for years

no man has trusted h.is neighbour, because treachery may be

said to be universal, was a field marvellously unlikely for a plot

like this to take root in it and ramify. It is in respect to this

matter that Lieutenant Eyre is manifestly inconsistent, and, as^we

believe, misinformed. He is inconsistent, because he speaks of

the insurrection as having been concocted in Kohistan, and
among the Ghiljye tribes, months before it broke out ; of re-

presentations of danger from such machinations from the sub-

ordinate political authorities to Sir William Macnaghten, and
even to the Governor- General; and of applications for an
increased military force, and for expeditions in various direc-

tions to coerce the disaffected : whilst, at the same time, he

treats the insurrection as 'at first a mere insignificant ebul-
' lition of discontent on the part of a few desperate and rest-

' less men, which military energy and promptitude ought to

' have crushed in the bud;' and states that 'its commencement
' was an attack by certainly not three hundred men on the dwell-
' ings of Sir Alexander Burnes and Captain Johnson.' Now, both

these statements cannot be correct. We are persuaded that the

latter is correct. We believe that if Sir William Macnaghten
and Sir Alexander Burnes knew nothing of the organization

of a conspiracy, it was because there was little or nothing to be

known. In a country where all adult males are armed, a rising
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of less than 300 men might well be got up without much premedi-

tation. But if this be so, what becomes of the cliarges of disre-

gard of warnings, (except, perhaj)s, that given by Taj-Mahomed
to Sir A. Burnes on the night preceding the insurrection, JEi/re,

p. 22)—of the alleged insufficiency of the military force of oc-

cupation—of tho mischief arising from the neglect to punish the

contumacious chiefs of Nijrowand theKohistan—and of thegene-

ral imputation of ' blind security,' on the part of the authorities?

Doubtless, AfFghanistan, under Christian rule—under any go-

vernment—must always be abundantly combustible ; but there

is not a tittle of proof that it was more so in the autumn of

1841 than at any previous period; still less can it be thouglit

by any candid judge that the military force stationed at Cabul
was inadequate for its purposes.

We have expressed our persuasion that Lieutenant Eyre has

written under erroneous information, as well as inconsistently.

He states that ' there can be little doubt that the rebellion had
' its origin in the deep offence given to the Ghiljyes, by ill-

' advised reduction of their annual stipends—a measure which
' had been forced upon Sir William Macnaghten by Lord Auck-
' land ;' and that ' it is but justice to Sir William to say, that
' such recommendations from him' (the context relates to requi-

sitions for more troops) ' as were incompatible with the retrench-
' ing system, were not received at headquarters in a way en-
* couraging to him as a public officer.' Again, he intimates that,

when General Elphinstone wrote to the late Governor-General,

stating plainly and honestly ' that his health had unfitted him to

' continue in command, and requesting permission to resign. Lord
* Auckland at first pressed him to remain, but ultimately acceded
* to his wishes ;'—implying that he was kept at Cabul against his

own better judgment, and when conscious of his incapacity for

the post. Mr Eyre states in his Preface, that ' not having been
' one of the initiated,' he intends to ' glance but slightly at poli-

* tical events;' yet in some instances he has spoken very decided-

ly upon matters certainly beyond his personal cognizance.

Li all these points he is entirely misinformed or mistaken. Wo
have reason to believe, that so far from Lord Auckland having
' forced ' upon the Envoy the reduction of the Ghiljye stipends,

he never issued any order on the subject ; and the fact that they
had been reduced was not announced to him, until after the mea-
sure had produced its effect in the stopping of the passes. The
act—whatever its character or consequences—w;is entirely Sir

William Macnaghten's, who, though economy had been strongly

pressed upon him (as was necessary), had always been particular-
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ly directed to conciliate the interests and feelings of the ruder

mountain tribes, whose power of giving trouble was well known.
No hint of the reduction of any such allowances ever proceeded
from the Governor- General. The reduction really contemplated
related to Shah Shoojah's personal establishment and expendi-
ture, amounting to as much as L. 110,000 per annum. Nor,

again, was any military strength wdiich the Envoy or General
Elphinstone desired, ever withheld from them. If they had not a

sufficient force, which we do not believe, it was because they did

not ask for more. In truth, all the reports—and those not from
Sir William Macnaghten alone—for some time before the out-

break, recommended rather a reduction, than an increase, of the

army of occupation. The impression of a rapidly augmenting tran-

quillity was nearly universal throughout Afghanistan at that

period ; and Major Pottinger—on whose prognostications of dan-
ger Lieutenant Eyre dwells so much—spoke of nothing, as late

as the middle of September, but an early peaceable settlement

with the wildest tribes under his superintendence. As to General
Elphinstone's alleged detention at Cabul, his resignation was
accepted on the very day that it reached the Governor- General.

We will not take leave of Lieutenant Eyre without quoting,

though that has been done in some previous publications, the

most affecting passage, perhaps, of his narrative. It describes

the condition of the ladies attached to the force, at the time when
they were entrusted, as a last resource, to the protection of

Mahomed Akber.

' Up to this time scarcely one of the ladies had tasted a meal since

leaving Cabul. Some had infants a few days old fit the breast, and were
unable to stand without assistance. Others were so far advanced in

pregnancy, that under ordinary circumstances a walk across a drawing-

room would have been an exertion
;
yet these helpless women, with

their young families, had already been obliged to rough it on the backs

of camels, and on the tops of the baggage yahoos : those who had a horse

to ride, or were capable of sitting on one, were considered fortunate in-

deed. Most had been without shelter since quitting the cantonment

;

their servants had nearly all deserted or been killed ; and, with the ex-

ception of Lady Macnaghten and Mrs Trevor, they had lost all their

baggage, having nothing in the world left but the clothes on their backs :

those, in the case of some of the invalids, consisted of night-dresses, in

which they had started from Cabul in their litters. Under such cir-

cumstances, a few more hours would prol)ably have seen some of them
stiffening corpses. The ofier of Mahomed Akber was, consequently, their

only chance of preservation.'— (Pp. 213-14.)

Colonel Dannie's Letters, written in the off-band style of a sol-

dier upon actual service, go far to prove, we regret to say, that

the distinguished services of that gallant and able officer were
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hut ill appreciated by his military superiors. He was not only

not adequately lewarded—he was slighted and insulted. Until
his statement be controverted, he must be held to have won,
by a very brilliant coup-de-maiv , the fortress of Ghuzni, the

immediate fall of which saved us, probably, from serious embar-
rassment. A little petulance—if he were guilty of it—might
well have been pardoned in one who had done such eminent ser-

vice ; but one of Lord Keane's letters to him contains matter a

hundred times more intemperate and offensive than all of Colonel
Dennie's put together. It is, indeed, one of the very worst
specimens of official arrogance that ever fell under our notice.

We have nothing, however, to say in favour of the manner in

which Colonel Dennie's Letters liave been published. They
have been strung together in a catchpenny style, by an Editor
wholly unacquainted with the affairs of Aifghanistan.

Having, as we trust, disponed of the principal misrepresenta-

tions and misconceptions as to Lord Auckland's policy, in such
a manner as to render them unserviceable to any but the utterly

unscrupulous, we proceed to notice those statements connected
Avith the war in Affghanistan, which have the most immediate
interest for the British public. We refer, of course, to Sir

Robert Peel's statements, repeated on several occasions,—first,

that the then recent disaster at Cabul would occasion an imme-
diate and direct charge upon the British treasury ; and secondly,

that the general expenses of the w-ar had so completely exhausted
the resources of the Company, that whilst we were providing for

our domestic deficiencies, it was absolutely necessary to take into

account the probability that we should be obliged to lend pecu-
niary aid to the Government of India. If we can show that these

statements had not the smallest foundation in fact, no candid
person will deny that they were unworthy of the Minister who
stooped to make use of them.

Even those who w^ere most forward on the occasion to which
we allude, will probably now recall, with emotions of shame, the
cheers wuth which they applauded Lord Stanley's unftiir endeavour
to fasten upon Mr Macaulay the charge of inhumanity, because
he very properly refused to admit that the perfidious slaughter of

our gallant soldiers, and the captivity of our countryw^omen, fur-

nished any valid arguments by which to determine a simple ques-
tion of finance. The feverish excitement of which the skilful

debater knew so well to avail himself, has subsided ; and it must
now be evident to all, that it was one thing to feel deep compas-
sion for the sufferers in the lamentable events at Cabul, and
another to proclaim that a disaster had befallen us, so great that

our annals afforded no parallel to it ; that the military power and
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pecuniary credit of our Indian empire were seriously impaired

;

and that it was indispensable, even at a time of extreme com-
mercial depression, to call upon the people of this overburdened
country to submit to heavy and odious fiscal impositions, in order

to supply the deficiency in the treasury of our great and wealthy
dependency.

Such, nevertheless, was the line of argument which the Prime
Minister of England did not scruple to pursue, in order to throw

another weight into the light scale of that alleged necessity,

which could alone justify a tax of which the men of the present

generation only knew that it was intolerable to their lathers.

Having had some personal experience of its hatefulness, they

must now, we doubt not, earnestly wish that their representa-

tives had looked a little more closely into the state of the

finances of India, before they allowed themselves to be per-

suaded that it was necessary to uphold, by such an act of self-

immolation, the tottering fabric of British ascendency in the

East.

Not a little curious it is to see that the colours which the Pre-

mier, for a temporary purpose, hung out, have been hauled down
;

and that the signal now flying at Whitehall is
—

' no connexion
* between this establishment and that in Leadenhall Street.'

The Directors of the East India Company, after having been

paraded before the public, and exhibited to Europe in forma
pauperis, and having been encouraged by the patronizing air of

the Premier to expect liberal assistance from the Imperial re-

sources, have had the door of the Treasury shut peremptorily in

their faces, and have been told to conduct their own wars with

their own means—means, of course, in nowise improved by the

Minister's declaration, that it was indispensable that he should be

provided with a sum in hand sufficient to enable him to carry on
the concern upon their insolvency. But even those at whose
expense this game has been played, must be dull indeed if they

do not admire, in common with all unconcerned observers, the

dexterity with which Sir Robert Peel has contrived to secure

the honey without getting his fingers stung ;—to say enough
upon the excess of expenditure in India to eke out an argument
in justification of a tax upon the subsistence of the productive

classes of England, but not enough to sanction the claim of the

Directors for the liquidation, by Great Britain, of a share of the

expenses of the war.

Upon the merits of that claim, it is not our intention to enter

at present. It must be decided upon grounds of equity, quite

irrespective of the question whether the Company be rich or

poor. Our business is with Sir Robert Peel's representations
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of Indian deficiencies and British liabilities; and as he referred

to those subjects more than once, and with that vague dift'useness

which betokens rather a plausible case to make out, than a plain

story to tell, it will be necessary to quote rather lari^cly from his

speeches. Great dexterity was shown in exhibiting the probable

demands of India uj)on the national purse, without acknowledging'

the smallest obligation to assist her, except in the event of an over-

whelming necessity, which assuredly did not exist, and of the

occurrence of which there was not, in fact, the smallest hazard.

But the most practised tongue will occasionally make a slip;

and it is clear to us that—in the matter of the expenses actually

entailed upon England by the reverses in Affghanistan, and the

consequent necessity of ' a considerable increase in the army
' estimates,' as well as with respect to the repayment to the

East- India Company of the advances made by them for her Ma-
jesty's service in China—the cautious Premier somewhat over-

shot his mark ; and committed himself to an extent which he
will now find it very difficult to explain away.
On the 1 1th of March last, in his great speech developing the

financial necessities of the country, and his plans for meeting
them. Sir Robert Peel expressed himself as follows, in lespect
to a branch then, we believe, for the first time connected with
the subject :

—

' In addition to all this, those events of which we have had recent
cognizance, as having- occurred in Affghanistan, may, and so far as I can
form a judgment, will impose upon her Majesty's Government the
necessity of calling upon parliament to sanction, pcihaps, a ct)nsiderahle

increase in the army estimates. * * * * j^pj,,. {„ niind, then, that
to my estimate of the actual dtficiency cf L.2,470,000, for the general
service of the year, and of the deficiency which must at some time or
other be provided for on account of the expenditure in China, you must
add the probulile demand I may have to make for the increase of the
military or naval establishments of this country, having regard to the
position of affairs in the East. * * * « I am quite aware that there
may appear to l)e no direct and immediate connexion between the finances

of India and those of this country, but that would be a superficial view of
our relations with India which should omit the consideration of this subject.

Depend upon it, if the credit of India should become disordered, if some
great exertion should become necessary, then the credit of England must
l)e brought forward to its su])port, and the collateral and indirect effect of
disorders in Indian finances would be felt extensively in this country. Sir,

1 am sorry to say that Indian finance offers no consolation for the state of
finance in this country. I hold in my hand an account of the finances of
India, which 1 have every reason to believe is a correct one. * * * *

It states tb.e gross revenue of India, with the charges on it ; the interest
of the debt ; the surplus revenue, and the charges paid on it in England

;

and there are two columns which contain the net surplus and the net
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deficit. In the year ending- May 1836, there was a surplus of L. 1,520,000
from the Indian revenue. In the year ending the 5th iMay 1837, there

was a surphis of L. 1, 100,000, which was reduced rapidly in the year

ending- May 1838, to one of L.620,000. [n the year ending- 5th May
1839," the surplus fell to L.29,000. In the year ending 5th May
1840, the balance of the account changed, and so far from there being

any surplus, the deficit on the Indian revenue was L.2,414,000. I am
afraid I cannot calculate the deficit for the year ending May 1841,

though it depends at present partly on estimate, at much less than

L.2, 334,000. The House, then, will bear in mind, that in fulfilment of

the duty I have undertaken, 1 present to them the deficit in this country

for the current year to the amount of L.2,350,000, with a certain pro-

spect of a deficit for next year to the amount of. at least L.2,470,000,
independently of the increase to be expected on account of China and
Affghanistan ; and that in India, that great portion of our empire, I

show a deficit on the last two years which will probably not be less than

L. 4,700,000. Sir, this is the deficiency we have to meet, (I mean, of

course, only the part I have stated affecting this country;) how shall

that deficiency be supplied?'—(/^awsar^/, Vol. II. 1842. Pp. 428-9.)

In this speech the Prime Minister adverts to the state of affairs

in Affghanistan, as imposing upon the Government, as far as he-

can form a judgment, ' the necessity of calling upon parliament
' to sanction, perhaps, a considerable increase in the army esti-

' mates ;' and refers again to the deficit of next year ' of at least

* L.2,470, 000, independently of the increase to be expected on
* account of China and Affghanistan.'' On the 23d of March, he
spoke out still more explicitly both as to the * estimate for the
' reinforcement of our troops in India,' and the obligation of

l)eing prepared with money in hand to maintain the failing credit

of the Company.
' It is proved that, for the present year, your expenditure will exceed

your income by L.2,500,000, taking the expenditure as voted upon the

estimates ; but it will be found that the deficit cannot be less than

L.3,500,000, for 1 shall have to submit an estimate for the reinforcement

of our troops in India, and we shall have to pay the expenses of the

China expedition for the current year. Why, that fact alone is enough
to establish a case of considerable difficulty. I, at tlae same time,

reminded you of the position of a great branch of your empire in another

hemisphere. I asked you to remember the position of your Indian

finance.'

Again, on the 8th of April, Sir Robert Peel said :

—

' You do not believe, perhaps, that the financial difficulties of India

will recoil upon you ; but if you think so, I shall convince you that the

time is approaching when you will know by experience that such a po-

sition cannot be maintained. * * * * Look at the war in India

and China. We have to send six regiments to India in order to maintain

the honour and power of this country. This is attended with no little
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expense. Asfain, it should be l)orne in mind that as yet we have not

come to the House for the supplemental estimates.'

All this—utterly buseles-*, as we shall presently demonstrate it

to be—did excellent service in the early part of the session

—

whilst the expense to come could be talked of vaguely, and ' the
' supplemental estimates' were still at a distance— in assisting to

mystify an assembly notoriously ignorant of the real condition of

the revenue and finances of British India; and especially of the

nature of the pecuniary relations actually existing between the

delegated rulers of that country and the Imperial Government.
The fiction was most opportune, as affording something like

an apology for the infliction of an Income-tax. But as the

session drew on, and ' the supplemental estimates' could no

longer be withheld, it was necessary to make the mixture some-

what more ' thick and slab' in order that the naked truth, so en-

tirely at variance with the Premier's representations, might not be

transparent to the intelligence of even the most easy and un-

suspicious of the county members. Accordingly, the aid of

China was called in for the further involution and complication of

the subject; and, on the Iltli of July, pressing the House to

proceed to the consideration of the estimates, Sir Robert Peel

spoke as follows. How well he succeeded in making the matter

unintelligible, even to the practised reporters, the following ex-

tract, as given in Hansard verbatim from the Times, will evince

:

' We have now to vote, with the sanction of the House, the miscel-

laneous and China estimates, which are very pressing. There will be

a vote for the service of the East India Company, for the expenditure in

China, which is of uri^ent importance to the Government of India. Be-
sides meeting the extraordinartj expenses of the tear in AJfyhanistan,

we have had to advance laryehj on account of the Chinese loan opened

in India not having turned out so productive as ivas expected. A com-
munication has been made to the Court of Directors to render relief by

their home treasury ; and a communication has been made to the Trea-

sury ; and the iinderstanding is, that the sum of L.800,000 shall be ad-

vanced in payment of sums formerly advanced in China ; that thu

Government of India might suspend their advances on hypothecated

goods, provided they should abstain from drawing on the treasury of

India for six months, and making an engagement to meet the China

expenditure.'

On the 29th of the same month (July), appeared at last the

long-threatened ' supplemental estimates ;' and then, as was
unavoidable, the ' six regiments sent to India in order to maintain
' the honour and power of this country,' referred to by Sir

Robert Peel, in his speech of the 8th of April, as a source of ' no
' little expense ;' and ' the extraordinary expenses on account of

' the war in Affghanistan,' mentioned in the above speech of the
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1 1 th of July, were thrown overboard unceremoniously. The two
iirst items in the estimates are as follows :

—

Decrease. Increase.

A regiment of cavalry (9th dragoons)

transferred to India : charge for ten

months L.l 4^590
' Six regiments of infantry (10th, 25th,

29th, 78th, 64th, 86th,) transferred

to India: charge for eleven months . 145,926

L.160,516.'

Then follow the augmentations, amounting in the aggregate
to L.331,860; or, after deducting the decrease, to L. 17 1,344.

What passed on the occasion is given as follows in Hansard :

—

* Supply—India and China.—On the question that L.272,921 he

granted for the army, navy, and ordnance services for China and India,

Sir E. Colehroolie enquired what part of this expense belonged to India?

It seemed to him to relate only to China.'

' Sir H. Hardinge, in answer to an (the) honourable member, said,

that six regiments had been sent to India to replace the regiments which

had been sent thence to China. This had been done at the request of

the East India Company, ivho would hear the whole of the expense. These
six regiments had been replaced by other regiments raised in England
since.* The extra expenses which appeared in the vote were chieily for

China.'

We are assured by a gentleman who took part in the discus-

sion, that Sir Henry Hardinge admitted still more distinctly

than appears in the Report, that there was no real increase on

account of the force substituted for the ' six regiments' in ques-

tion. But though that plea could avail no longer, the Chinese

mystification was considered to be still serviceable ; for, in the

course of the same debate, ' the Chancellor of the Exchequer
' said he had already, in an early part of the session, explained
' the application of the money alluded to, (the ransom of Can-
' ton.) A portion of the sum—about, he believed, L,620,000

—

' had been applied to our service in India; and the remainder
' had been brought home, and paid into the Consolidated Fund,
' to be made available for our services in India and China.'

The real fact is, that the war in Affghanistan has not cost,

and is not likely to cost, the people of this country one farthing.

The reinforcements so emphatically mentioned by Sir Robert
Peel, with reference to the necessity of maintaining the honour
and power of Great Britain—a statement which would have

* Sir Henry ought to have said, < by additions made to other regi-

' ments since.' No new regiments aj)pCtir to have been raised.
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l)een very proper if it had not been coupled with an anounce-

incut that we should have to pay for them, and that an Income-
tax was therefore indispensable—were sent out just as troops

always are sent out to India, alike in peace and war, at the

sole expense of the Company ; upon whom the entire charge

devolves, even before the troops leave this country, as soon

as they are put upon the Indian establishment. Indeed, were

it necessary, we think that it would not be difficult to prove

that the transfer of these six regiments occasioned an actual

saving to the Imperial Government. As respects China, the

circumstances of which so complicated a version was given by
Sir Robert Peel, in his speech of the 11th of July, were
simply these : The Government of India, which, in order to

smooth the passing of the Income-tax, the Premier had repre-

sented as unable, or on the verge of becoming unable, to pay
its own expenses, had actually defrayed in advance, on behalf

of the Imperial Government, a very large proportion, if not
the whole, of the charges occasioned by the operations in

China ! These operations continuing, and becoming probably
more expensive, whilst at the same time the demands for money
on account of the Aft'ghan war were very heavy, the Court of

Directors represented to the Treasury (in consequence, it would
seem, of a suggestion to that effect from the Government of

India) that it was no longer convenient to make such great

advances ; and as they needed funds to pay their heavy home
charges, and thought it advisable, under existing circumstances,

to avoid as much as possible drawing largely upon India, or remit-

ting largely from thence, they requested that the estimated amount
of what they were disbursing from time to time in Calcutta,

might be made good to them, from time to time, by payments
here, as near as might be, simultaneously. It will be observed

that no favour was asked ; no obligation incurred. On the con-
trary, all the obligation was conferred upon the Imperial Go-
vernment, for whose accommodation the Company had been
advancing largely ; and to which it was still a great convenience

to be able to make its payments in London, contemporaneously
with estimated payments in India; instead of being obliged—as

must have been the case but for the assistance of the Company
—to send large quantities of bullion from hence to China in an-

ticipation of its being needed, and more, probably, than was ac-

tually required, in order to obviate the dangerous hazard of an
empty military chest in so remote a quarter.

Such being the facts of the case, mark the illustration afforded

by Sir Robert Peel, of the proverbial ingratitude of statesmen !

Fie represented the Directors as coming to the Queen's Treasury
as beggars for an ailvauce, whereas, in truth, they had stated
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only that it no longer suited them to go on making large ad-

vances to the Crown. Mark, too, the art with which the re-

quests of the Government of India to the Court of Directors— not

to draw heavily upon Calcutta, nor to expect that large advances
should be made there upon goods shipped by merchants for

England, whilst they were advancing largely to the Crown on

account of the expedition to China, (points interesting only to

the Company and its delegates,)—were jumbled up with the only

matter that it concerned the House of Commons to know, namely,

that the Company was still willing to act as bankers for the

Crown, and to remit the necessary sums from Calcutta to China

;

but that it could no longer afford to make such remittances, as it

had done, many months or years in advance. The passage

in Italics (see above, p. 279)—if uttered by the Minister—is some-
thing more than mere mystification. ' We' have not had to meet
any expenses, ordinary or extraordinary, ' on account of the war
* in Affghanistan;' and the ' loan opened in India' (which was no
more Chinese than it was Japanese) has been very far from un-

productive. Of the same character is the declaration of the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, in his speech of the 29th of July,

that a part of the ransom of Canton had been ' applied to our
* service in India,^ or ' made available for our services in India
' and China :'—the simple fact being, that a part of the bullion

paid by the Chinese was sent round to Calcutta, in liquidation

of previous advances made by the Government of India on
account of the expedition to China. Briefly and clearly—had
brevity and clearness been his object—could Sir Robert Peel

have explained to the House, in his speech of the 11th of July,

the real nature of the payment of L. 800,000 which the Court
of Directors had called upon the Imperial Government to make!
We pass, by a natural transition, in reviewing the conduct of

the Miaistry and its followers in relation to the affairs of the

East, from the mystification with respect to the mode of liquidat-

ing the expenses of the war with China, to the unblushing

attempt to purloin the credit due to their predecessors for its

successful issue :—for the success, be it remarked, of a war which
had been denounced as iniquitous, and as utterly incapable, from

the circumstances of the case, of jnelding either honour or profit

to the nation which had so unrighteously engaged in it. This
prediction of failure having been falsified by a triumph so com-
plete, and so vast in its probable consequences, that the soberest

speculators are equally amazed and delighted at it; we now are

told, to our astonishment, that the satisfactorj'^ result of the

struggle is to be ascribed to the new direction given to our opera-

tions, and the greater vigour infused into them, by the Ad-
ministration of Sir Robert Peel.
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The calumny that our contest with Cliina was an ' opium
* war,' undertaken tor the purpose of compellinu^ a wise and pa-

ternal Government to submit to allow its subjects to be poisoned

and demoralized l)y a deleterious drug, lor the benefit of the reve-

nue of India, and of a greedy and unscrupulous body of dealers,

may be considered as having expired with the Sfteeches of Lord
Stanley, Sir James Graham, and Mr Gladstone ;—speeches which

they would be glad were they equally forgotten with the ca-

lumny embodied in them. It is now generally admitted, that the

object of the war was to enforce redress for injuries actually

inflicted, for the imprisonment of our Sovereign's representative,

the maltreatment of our merchants, and the unjust confiscation of

property,—such being the Chinese notion of the proper means
for j)utting down smuggling; and to avail ourselves of the oppor-

tunity afforded by these gross aggressions—a tenth part of which
would have occasioned an instantaneous rupture with any Euro-
pean power—to teach a much-needed lesspn of international jus-

tice to the most arrogant people on the face of the earth. i he

whole world now knows how completely these ends have been
answered,—how Tartar pride has been humbled, reparation en-

forced, the aggressors compelled to defiay the expenses of the

contest, and what may be almost called a new world opened to

the commercial enterprize of Europe, and to the permeating in-

fluences of civilization and Christianity. The issue having been

at once so glorious and beneficial, it became worth while for the

Government to endeavour, if possible, to appropriate to them-
selves the credit of it.

The ground of this appropriation is thus stated in a passage
from Lord Ellenborough's General Order, announcing to

India the termination of the war. ' Within two months after
' the arrival of the reinforcements sent from England and from
' India, for the prosecution of the third campaign, the direction
' of a preponderating force to the true point of attack has
* compelled the Emperor of China to submit to all her Ma-
'jesty's just demands.' It is not even hinted what has ren-

dered ' just' those demands, vvhich were iniquitous as long as

they were urged by the late Ministry ; but it is insinuated that

the realization of those demands is attributable to ' the arrival
' of the reinforcements,' and to the selection of ' the true point
' of attack' by those who now direct the energies of the empire
in so superior a manner. The Newspaper organs of the party
have spoken out unequivocally. According to them, the pro-

traction of the war is to be ascribed solely to the incapacity of

the Whigs ; its prompt and glorious termination is one of the

first-fruits of the ascendency of Tory wisdom and vigour.

The orders and j)lans of the late Government for the direction
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of operations in China have not as yet been laid before Parlia-

ment, or otherwise published. But we think that we can find

information enough to make the matter clear to all who wish to

arrive at the truth ; premising-, that though we do not pretend

to speak from any certain knowledge, we have reason to think

that, when the real facts come before the public, our statements

will not be found to differ from them in any material respect.

We believe, then, that what Lord Ellenborough rightly calls

' the true point of attack,' was indicated by the late Ministry

to the oflBcers whom they had selected to conduct the opera-

tions of war and diplomacy, before a ship or a soldier had left

this country on a hostile errand to China : That the late Go-
vernment were quite aware, on the one hand, that no blow
struck at Canton, however successful, would bring matters to

a satisfactory and final conclusion ; and did not underrate, on
the other hand, the difficulties and risks attendant upon an attack

upon Pekin : That the centre of the seaboard of the Empire
appeared to them to be the most vulnerable point, and also the

point where a blow well struck M^as most likely to be decisive :

That it was with this view that they directed the occupation of

Chusan as a first step, and as a basis of operation, in order that

our force might act from thence in the Yellow River, or in

the Yangtse Kiang, for the purpose of cutting off the commu-
nication between the northern and southern provinces by the

Great Canal ; the commanders being, of course, instructed to

adopt such other means of annoyance and compvdsion, as, wlien

actually on the spot, they might find most practicable, and best

fitted to accomplish the great end in view; and as the Goveriior-

General of India, by whom the greater part of the military force

was furnished, might suggest. We believe, further, that the Pleni-

potentiary having been instructed to proceed, in the first instance,

to the Peiho, without any force for warlike operations, and
there to try the effect of negotiations ; and having been persuaded,

by what he deemed a. fair prospect of a satisfactory result from
these peaceful overtures, to return to Canton, and there to renew
negotiations—ti^g execution of the plan chalked out for carrying

on the process of coercion was unavoidably postponed. That
this delay was mischievous is now clear; but the step cannot be
justly found fault with ; seeing that it was felt (as it must still

be felt) that it would have been utterly unwarrantable to com-
mence a series of sanguinary assaults upon a people so helpless

as the Chinese were believed, and have since proved themselves

to be, until sincere and sufficient endeavours to obtain ovu-

just ends by mild measures had been tried in vain. The con-

centration of our force at Canton, in consequence of the evacu-

ation of Chusan, (a step taken to assure the Chinese of the sin-
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cerity of our desire for peace,) led to the attack on that city; in

the hope that the result might convince the Chinese Government,

without subjecting the people to further suft'ering, of the impos-

sibility of resisting our troops. The Admiral appointed to suc-

ceed Admiral Elliot, and Sir Henry Pottinger, the l^lenipo-

teiitiaiy, left 1 nyland in June 1841, with the same instructions

as to the mode of coercion as had been furnished to their prede-

cessors ; but reached China too late to carry them into effect

during that season. They made, however, the necessary pre-

parations for their execution in IS42, by re-occupying Chusan,

and by taking Amoy and several other places on the opposite

coast ; and the moment they were in a condition to do so, they

effected all the objects of the expedition, by the very means

which those who sent it out had always relied upon for that end ;

(allowing, of course, a reasonable latitude of discretion as to

particular steps to authorities acting at such a vast distance,

and in so novel a field,) namely, by the demonstration, in force,

of a determination to intercept the commerce of the Great

Canal, and to occupy the imperial city of Nankin.

If this summary be correct—as we are persuaded it will be found

to be ; and if, secondly, it be equally true— as we may confidently

affirm—that the treaty, as far as its provisions have been made
known by Sir Henry Pottinger's communication to the British

residents in China, consists as nearly as possible of the condi-

tions which the late Administration had, from the beginning, in-

structed their plenipotentiary to obtain,*—nothing will remain

for Sir Robert Peel's Government but the negative credit of not

having departed from the wise ])olicy of their predecessors

;

unless, indeed, they can show that ' the reinforcements for

* the prosecution of the third campaign' of which Lord Ellen-

borough speaks, would not have been sent by Lord jMelbourne ;

and that, consequently, if he had remained in office, what the

Governor-General calls ' a preponderating i'orce,' would not have
been at the disposal of the officers in command. But there is

no ground for such an assumption. It is quite true that since

the present Government came into power, considerable rein-

forcements have been sent to China, both naval and military.

But the greater part of the ships so sent had been put into com-

* We know in whose possesssion the map is, in which, at tlie very
commencement of the war, certain ports were marked in pencil, 1, 2, 3,

&c., l)y the mercantile authorities consulted by the late Government, as

those which it was most desirable to have thrown open to our tiade.

The very ports so marked are those with which trade has been secured
by the treaty.
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mission by the late Admiralty, for the purpose of sending- them to

China, though of course their destination was not officially fixed,

because their crews were not complete, and they were not ready
to proceed to sea ; till which time the destination of a ship-of-

war is never formally announced. The military force dispatched

consisted of the liSth regiment, and a detachment of artillery sent

from this country; and of four regiments of native infantry sent

from India ; besides two other regiments of native infantry which
had not reached China when the treaty was concluded. These
reinforcements were applied for by the late Governor-General

;

his application was received by the present Administration ; and
Sir Robert Peel did just what Lord Melbourne would have done
had he been in office when the requisition arrived—that is, he com-
plied with it. The proposal was Lord Auckland's, and the Min-
istry departed from its terms only by sending the British regiment
from hence, instead of ordering it to be sent from India. The
only act that was done upon this occasion, otherwise than at the

suggestion of the late Governor-General, was the sending of the

two additional regiments of sepoys from India ; and, be it re-

membered, those regiments had not arrived at the scene of ac-

tion when peace was concluded.

Upon this statement of the facts of the case, our readers will

find no difficulty in measuring that amount of credit which ought
to be deducted from the reputation of the late Administration, on
account of the successful issue of the war with China, and
added to Sir Robert Peel's. The late Ministry entered upon

^{hat war, being persuaded that it was necessary and just, pro-

vided that the claims which the Plenipotentiary was directed to

urge, in the first place, by a pacific communication with Pekin,

were rejected or trifled with; and being confident also, that in that

event we should be able to reduce our arrogant opponents to

submission by force of arms. Three of the principal members of

the present Government, on the other hand, denounced the war
as iniquitous in its origin ; and declared that they could enter-

tain no hope of its leading to other than a most disastrous issue.

They succeeded in exciting a considerable outcry against the

measure. The late Ministry nevertheless persevered. They
laid down, a priori, a general scheme of operations ; they ap-

pointed the Plenipotentiary, and the commanders by sea and land

;

the Governor- General of their nomination superintended the pro-

ceedings of those officers, and sent home, from time to time, re-

quisitions for the necessary reinforcements ; and they dictated the

terms which were to be insisted on when the Emperor should be

compelled to yield. Every thing has turned out according to

theii- calculations ; all their plans have been carried out; and all

the beiiefiis which they anticipated have been realized. Will it
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l)e believed that there are men of assurance sufficient to claim

lor Sir Robert Peel's Government the credit of this splendid

success, simply because he happens to be First Lord of the Trea-
sury at the moment when the triumph has been completed?
We now proceed to examine how tar Sir Robert Peel was jus-

tified in speaking of the finances of India as being in so dis-

ordered a condition as to render it probable that the Imperial Go-
vernment would be compelled to provide funds for the mainte-

nance of the national honour and power in the East ; and there-

upon in making this supposititious state of things a plea for the

necessity of an Income-tax.

The Parliamentary papers cited at the head of this article,

exhibit the following results of the administration of the revenue
of India during the six years ending with 1839-40:

—

Net Excess of Net surplus of

Expenditure over Income. Income above Expenditure.

1834-35, . L. 194,477 L.
1835-36, .... 1,441,513
1836-37, .... 1,248,224
1837-38, .... 780,318
1838-39, . 318,227
1839-40, . 1,846,069

Total, . L. 2,358,773 L. 3,470,055
Deduct excess, L. 2,358,773

Net surplus, . . L. 1,11 1,284*

This brings the account down to the 30th of April 1840. The
net deficiency for 1840-41 is estimated at L. 2,044,090, leaving
a balance of excessive expenditure on the 30th of April 1841,
after deducting the surplus on hand at the close of the preceding
year, of L. 932,908. To this, at the time when Sir Robert Peel
was speaking, was to be added the deficit of the year 1841-42;
and we will also add the equally certain deficit of the year
1842-43, closing on the 30th of April next. No estimate of these
two years has been published; but we are not aware of any
reason why they should be assumed to exceed the estimated de-
ficit of 1840-41. We are sure, however, that we shall not take
too favourable a view in calculating the deficit of 1641-42, and
1842-43, at L 5,000,000 for the two years; which, added to the
net deficit of 1841, makes an aggregate of L. 5,932,908 ; or say
L.6,000,000.

^

* These results are derived from revenue alone, irrtspectively of the
extraordinary receipts from the produce of the Company's commercial
asset's, to be noticed hereafter.
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This, however, is but one view of the subject. The Com-
pany began the war with a very i'ull treasury, resulting partly

from the surplus of revenue over expenditure during rtcent years,

as shown above; but mainly from the realizaiion and appropria-
tion of the Company's commercial assets to what used to be called,

in contradistinction, territorial charges. The Parliamentary
Papers printed on the 12th of August last, [second series,) show
the receipts from that source to have been as follows:

—

' Extraordinary receipts from the produce of the commercial assets in

England and India, deducting' extraordinary charges consequent upon
the closing- of the Company's commercial concerns, and the (hscharge of

the Carnatic and remfttable 6 per cent debt of India.'

1834-35, . . L.8,203,761
1835-36, . . 601,994
1836-37, . . 1,225,241

1837-38, . . 718-705
1838-39,

,
. 460,806

1839-40, . . 3L033

L.ll,241,540

Of this sum, L. 2,000,000 were applied to the formation of the

guarantee or security fund for the Proprietors of East India

Stock, under section 14th of the last Charter Act;* and the

papers of August last, above cited, show that during the six

years under review, the registered debt of India was paid off to

the aggregate amount of L. 5,252,526, (5 and (i per cent stock,)

and new debt contracted to the aggregate amount of L. 1,6 16,649,

(principally at 4 per cent,) leaving a balance of expenditure in

the reduction of debt to the extent of L. 3,635,877. This sum,
with the L. 2,000,000 above specified, being deducted from the

L. 11,241,540 of receipts from the produce of the Company's
commercial assets, leaves L. 5,605, 877, available in aid of the

expenses—ordinary and extraordinary—of the Government of

India.

Accordingly, we find from No. 11 of the last annual return

of the Company's accounts, (printed on 5th of July last,) that the

cash balances in the Indian treasuries on the 30th April IScS,

amounted to no less a sum than Rs.10,62,20,932 = L.10,622,093

;

that at the same period of 1840, those balances were stilt

Rs.9,46,48,750 = L.9,464,875 ; and that, on the 30th April

1841, they were estimated at Rs.7,46,47,644 = L. 7,464,764

;

a reduction, occasioned not merely by the expenses of the war
beyond the Indus, but by large remittances to England, (where

* See Return to an Order of the House of Commons, printed 13th

March 1838.
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there was a balance in hand, on 1st May 1841, after payment of

all the charges of the year, of L. 1,038, 299,) and by heavy ad-

vances to her Majesty's Government, ' on account of expenses of
* the expedition to China.' The precise amount of these advances

is not stated; but the repayments in this country to the Court of

Directors amounted, in 1841-2, to L.423,442 ; and were esti-

mated for 1842-3 at L.800,000.

We have now shown that L.6, 000,000 beyond the actual

income of the Government of India will abundantly meet all

demands upon it up to 30th of April next. We have also shown
that it entered upon the Aft'ghan war with a full treasury

;

and that down to the latest date to which the accounts extend,

the cash balances in India considerably exceed the sum necessary

to keep the wheels of the great machine in full play. We know,
too, from the Company's home accounts, (printed 30th of June
last,) that during 1841-2 the Governor-General remitted to

England, (irrespectively of advances on account of the expedition

to China, to be repaid here,) no less than L. 3, 735,079 ; and that

the balance in the home treasury on the 30th of April last—at

the very time when the Prime Minister was taking every oppor-

tunity of representing the Company as on the verge of insol-

vency, and about to cast themselves upon the finances of Great
Britain for support—amounted to L.1,687,561.

It must not be supposed, however, that these satisfactory

results have been efi'ected merely by drawing upon the full Indian

treasury of 1838-39-40, in aid of the annual revenue. If

British India could carry on an expensive war upon her income,

she would be very unlike any other country in the world, and
especially unlike England. The able men who have conducted
the financial concerns of India during the period under examina-
tion—financiers quite competent to manage the business that

they have undertaken, without either intellectual or pecuniary

assistance from Sir Robert Peel's Government—were well aware
that it would be unwise in the extreme to reduce their cash

balances too low, through a sanguine calculation upon a probably
early termination of the war in Affghanistan. They accordingly

opened a loan at 5 per cent, which, though represented as a failure

by those who have lost no occasion of maligning Lord Auckland's
administration, had drawn L. 3, 700,000 previoitsli/ to our recent

successes, and L. 4, 500,000 up to the date of the latest accounts
which have reached this country;—a sum which may confidently

be expected to reach L. 5, 000,000 at least before the 30th April

next—the date to which we have extended our calculations of

ways and means.
Here, then, are two-thirds of the estimated deficit provided for.

7'lie remaining L. 1,000.000 jmy witli safety be t:iken from the

Vv.L. CLVJI. N(\ CLV.
'

T
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surplus cash balances in the Indian treasuries. And here we
must remark that the apparently heavy reduction of those balan-

ces in 1840-41, (from L.9,464,875 to L.7,464,764,) is both easily

accounted for, on the score of very large remittances to England,

and of advances on account of the expedition to China; and will

be compensated to the Indian treasuries. For it will be observed,

from the estimate given at the fifth page of the home accounts, that

owing to the large amount on hand, and the expected repayment
of the advances made to her Majesty's Government, the Directors

will require in 1842-43, a remittance of only L. 1,471, 527, instead

of L. 3, 735,079, as in the preceding year; leaving a large sum
from the ordinary revenue of the year, to aid in restoring the cash

balances to their former level.

Now, we appeal to every one who has had patience to follow

us through these necessarily dry statements, whether they afford

even a shadow of ground for the position which the Prime Minis-

ter had the honour of taking up, during the last session, in conjunc-

tion with the followers of Mr Urquhart. The Company, having
been engaged in a protracted and expensive war, will have spent,

on the 30th of April next, L.6, 000,000, at the utmost, beyond their

current revenue and the accumulated surplus of the six preced-

ing years : the aggregate expense being from L. 8,000,000 to

L.10,000,000, at the utmost. To meet this excess of expenditure

they will have raised L. 5, 000,000 by loan, and have been able,

from the previous condition of their treasuries, to take the remain-

der from their large cash balances. Before the 30th of April next,

to which our calculations extend, we hope and believe that the

war expenditure will have entirely ceased; and if it be said that

the Imperial Government had no right to build upon so early a

termination of the contest, we feel assured that no one who has

any practical knowledge of the incalculable superiority of British

troops, under commanders of ordinary ability and energy, to the

bravest of undisciplined Asiatics, could have anticipated any
other issue of the recent advance upon Cabul than that over

which we are now rejoicing. We speak, of course, solely of the

military result. More cordiality and unity of purpose among
our adversaries might have delayed the rescue of the prisoners

;

but who, except ignorant declaimers, could have expected cor-

diality or union among Affghan chiefs, especially after a series

of defeats ? But even if the termination of the contest and of

expense had not come when it did, the loan would have yielded

at least L.4,000,000 up to 30th of April next; and with that ad-

dition to its revenue, the Indian Government would have been

abundantly able to maintain its credit and its power.

We are anxious not to be misunderstood. We do not say that

the finances of India are in a flourishing condition. It would
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be strange if they were, at the close of an arduous contest of

four years' duration. But they are still further removed from

that other extreme of exhaustion or approximate insolvency,

which alone would have warranted Sir Robert Peel in making
their condition a plea in justification of his Income-tax. Nor
is it any excuse for the line that he took, that the late Governor-

General may have suggested the probable expediency, if the

war continued eighteen months or two years from April last,

that the Court of Directors should raise money in England for

their English expenditure ; leaving the Indian revenue, free

from other drains upon it, to bear the Indian charges. We are

convinced that no such suggestion was before the Prime Minister

in March last. If any thing like it ever reached him, what was
contemplated was obviously a loan in England, not a lo^wfrom
England, rendering additional taxation necessary. It was a matter

to be arranged between the authorities in Leadenhall Street and
the capitalists in the city ; and the Prime Minister need no more
have meddled in it, than in the management of any other of the

many financial operations of the Company. We have already-

shown what, is the positive state of the Indian exchequer, and
what abundant means it possesses of meeting all demands upon
it. We will now prove, from the documents prefixed to this article,

and from other authentic sources of information, how sound and
satisfactory that state undeniably is, when estimated by a com-
parison with the condition of the finances at previous periods of

our Indian history ;—periods, notwithstanding, at which no

British minister deemed it necessary to require the overburdened

people of this country to submit to any grievous taxation for

their restoration.

Let us enquire, in the first place, at what rate of interest the

Government of India has borrowed money of late years, and

during the recent crisis, compared with the rate at which it has

been compelled to supply its necessities on former occasions.

During the brilliant administration of the Marquess Wellesley,

so often referred to of late, for the purpose of disparaging, by
comparison, the government of Lord Auckland, the Company
raised money in India at the following rates of interest :

—

Date. Rate per Cent.

A.D,

1798 ... 12

1799 ... 11

1800 ... 9

1801 ... lU
1802 ... 10"

1803 ... 8
1804 ... «

1805 ... y
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During much of this period, all the civil servants of the State,

and even the army, were many months—we believe that we
might say years—in arrear. What the distress of the subordi-

nate presidencies was, will appear from the following extract

from a letter from Mr Webbe, the well-known Secretary of the

Government of Madras :

—

' At present, the funded debt of this presidency is 51 lacs of pagodas,

(about L. 1,780,000 ;) the Company's credit is so low that their 8 per cent

paper bears a discount of 18 and 20 per cent ; and the scarcity of money
is so great, that their 12 per cent bonds do not pass but at a discount of

4 per cent. Every mode has been tried, without effect, to raise money
at this presidency : our only means of supply is from Bengal. After
repeated and urgent applications for money, we have been disappointed

for want of funds in Bengal.'

Can it be pretended that the state of financial affairs during
the Affghan war has been any thing like that described by Mr
Webbe ? But if we look at the parliamentary papers, printed

on the 12th of August last, we shall find that the present condi-

tion of the public debt of India contrasts very favourably, in the

important matter of the rate of interest, with the state of things

at still more recent periods.
Average

Amount of Interest. Rate per Cent.

. L.1,835,423 . L.7 : 16 :

. L.1,735,173 . L.5 : 19 : 7^

. L.I,846,457 . L.5 : 7 : 81

. L.1,447,453 . L.4 : 14 : ^ *

The same papers show that no money was raised during the

wars of Lord Hastings' administration at a lower rate than six

per cent; and that money was first borrowed at five per cent in

1823-24, and at four per cent in 1824-25—years of profound
peace. During the Burmese w^ar, which immediately followed,

the rate was again five per cent. The offer of the same rate has
been sufficient to supply the Government with funds during the

late contest. Yet it was stated in the House of Commons that

the loan was an utter failure, not from any knowledge of the

facts of the case, but on the a priori assumption that it must be
so, because money was not to be borrowed in Calcutta, on landed
property, under ten per cent. This very circumstance—which
is probably true—coupled with the fact that the two banks of

* In the debates of last session in the House of Commons, it was
scarcely admitted that the Government of India had ever raised money at

four per cent; at any rate, the amount so raised was alleged to be quite

trifling. The fact is, that the registered debt of Bengal, on the 30tii

April 1840, being about L.28,000,000—the amount bearing only four

per cent interest was L. 12,000,000.

Date. Amount of Debt.

1809-10 .

1819-20 ,

1829-30 .

1839-40 ,

. L.23,528,641

. L.29,014,808

. L.34,280,269

. L.30,703,776
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Calcutta were discounting, at the time, the best private paper,

having no more than three months to run, at eight and ten per

cent, proves beyond question, both that there was no superabun-

dance of money to facilitate the operation, and that the credit of

the Company, as well as of the local administration, must be

more than good. For, taking the rates at which private indivi-

duals of most credit, and offering the best security, are able to

borrow, as the standard in both cases; it is obvious that the

Government of India, which is able to raise money, during war,

at five per cent, must be quite as well thought of by the wealthy

classes of that country, as the Imperial Government, even when
it is supposed to meditate, during peace, the liquidation of the

three-and-a-half per cents, by the capitalists of Europe.

Such was the state of the finances and credit of the India

Company at the time when their alleged distress, and the neces-

sity that the Imperial Exchequer should be provided with means

to relieve them when in extremity, was made one of the chief

pleas for the imposition of the Income-tax. As yet they have

needed no such assistance. As yet—incredible as it must appear

to all who read the extracts which we have given, faithfully and

at length, from the speeches of the Prime Minister—neither the

opening and closing triumphs, nor the intermediate disasters, of

the Affghan war, have cost the j)eople of Great Britain a single

farthing. Keeping the justice ofa claim for contribution as a re-

served pointy there is no fear that any demand will be made, ad
misericordiam, or of necessity, upon the Imperial Finances. India

will recover rapidly—as she has often before recovered, when her

resources were less, and her laws and institutions far worse—from

her temporary depression. The Burmese war, which cost from

three to five millions more than the recent campaigns beyond the

Indus, did not close till 1827. We have shown that in the year

1835-36—that is, within nine years—there was a net surplus of

income above expenditure to the amount of L. 1,441, 513; and
that the interest upon the debt had been reduced from an average

of L.5 : 7 : 8^ per cent, to an average of L.4 : 14 : 3^ per cent.

We say nothing of the reduction of the capital of the debt, be-

cause that was mainly effected by the appropriation of the Com-
pany's commercial assets. But the improvement in all other

respects has been drawn solely from intrinsic resources. These
resources have much increased since the close of the Burmese
war. The Charter Act of 1833 threw the country more practi-

cally open to the capital and enterprize of Great Britain. India

owes much to the successive administrations of Lord William

Bentinck, Sir Charles IMetcalfe, and Lord Auckland; all of

whom earnestly applied themselves to the amelioration of the

condition of the people, by a course of civil policy uniform in
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every essential respect, but especially in well-directed endea-

vours to improve the administration of justice, and in the aboli-

tion of the injurious iidand-transit and octroi duties. The tardy

justice, accorded by the imperial legislature, in admitting the

sugar and rum of British India upon equal terms of duty with
the similar products of the colonies of the Crown, has also been
highly beneficial. There is no fear for India—no fear that our

possessions will not advance in institutions and in wealth in a

rapidly accelerating ratio ; above all, no fear that they will be-

come a pecuniary burden to Great Britain ;—that is, if the no-

bleman whom Sir Robert Peel has selected as the fittest of his

great party to administer their important affairs, will be satisfied

with pursuing the wise course of domestic policy chalked out for

him by those who originated, or maintained and improved, that

order of things which he there found in existence.

We confess, however, that in this respect we have very serious

misgivings. Hitherto, the most notable of the acts of the Governor-
General have been crude schemes of pseudo-reform, (such as that

which limits service on the staff of the army to a term of five

years,) and misrepresentations of the policy and proceedings of

his immediate predecessor. We shall say nothing, on the present

occasion, of the specimen of conduct of the latter description af-

forded by the proclamation of the 1st of October last—by far the

most discreditable document, })urporting to be a State Paper, that

ever came under the notice of a discerning public ; but there is

one transaction, less known to the people in this country, aiid

immediately connected with the principal subject of this article,

which admirably illustrates the tenor of Lord EUenborough's
proceedings in both of the respects above mentioned.

The Governor- General having separated himself from his

council, and proceeded alone to Allahabad, a city about 450
miles north-west of Calcutta, resolved, on the 23d of June last,

' to appoint a Committee of Finance to consider and report, from
' time to time, upon the civil changes of Bengal and the North-
' Western provinces.' The place of Lord EUenborough's sojourn,

where he directed the Committee to assemble, was especially ill

adapted for such a purpose; being about equidistant from Calcutta

and Agra, where the oflSces of account and audit for Bengal and
the North-Western provinces are respectively fixed. Consequently,
all the investigations of the Committee, every explanation that

they required, and every analysis of items upon which they might
require to enter, were necessarily conducted by a tedious corre-

spondence, in a country where the post travels at the rate of four

or five miles an hour.

Lord Ellenborough pointed out to the Committee, on their con-

stitution, ' that a comparative statement of civil charges in Ben-
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' gal and the North- Western provinces, fiom the 1st May 1830
' to the 1st May 1841, exhibits a gradual increase of charges
' during the last six years of that series,' (the first of which be-

longed to Sir Charles Metcalfe's, and the remaining live to Lord
Auckland's administration,) ' amounting to ninety-nine lacs of
' rupees, (L.990, 000,) under the several heads of salaries and com-
' mission, establishment and contingencies; while under those
' heads, in the previous years of that series, (until 1834-5,) no
' material or regular increase took place.' And he desired that

the attention of the Committee should be given, * in the first in-

' stance, to the charge under the head Contingencies; which in

' Bengal alone,' (Lord Auckland's especial province,) ' has in-

' creased more than fifty lacs of rupees (L.500,000) in the course
' of the last eight years.'

On the (ith of August last, the Committee made their Report.

As might have been expected from the circumstances under which
they were assembled, they had made nothing of the subject-mat-

ter which they were directed to investigate. The Report consists

almost entirely of a laboured statement of what they had endea-

voured to do, why they had been unable to do it, and what they

still hoped to do—strangely enough—after their impending disso-

lution. But a single discovery they did make, which, notwithstand-

ing its somewhat startling magnitude, they had the tact to com-
municate in the most modest manner to the Governor-General.
' It will be seen,' they say, ' that two very large items' of the

alleged increase ' in Bengal alone,' of more than L.500, 000,
' amounting together to Rs. 31,27,t250, (L.01'2,725,) are due on
' account of Cabul and China advances, and are properly war
' charges.' 1 hey ought, indeed, to have said that L.*248,875 of

the L.3 12,725, was not a charge at all, either of war or peace,

but a mere loan to the crown for the service of the expedition

to China. ' It maybe doubted' whether it would not have
been more creditable to Lord EUenborough, if the brief enquiry

made even at Allahabad, which enabled the Committee to strike

oft' at once, as utterly irrelevant, three-fifths of the supposed in-

crease of civil charges ' in Bengal alone,' and nearly one-third

of the whole increase, (for the sum of L.500,000 is a part of the

sum of L.990,000.) had preceded the publication of the charge

of extravagance against Lord Auckland's administration.

Knowing, however, what the real facts of the case are, we
confess that we have looked with astonishment at the names
of the five gentlemen—some of them distinguished, all most re-

spectable public officers—attached to a Report which for utter

worthlessness is only to be surpassed by Lord Eilenborough's re-

solution upon it. He might well offer to the Committee ' his

' grateful acknowledgments,' for they have let him oft' marvel-

lously cheap. But if we know any thing of the public service of
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India, of its high spirit and its sense of justice, neither he nor they
will escape so easily at the bar of opinion in that country. And
we will endeavour to make the matter intelligible, in its broad
features, at home. Both Sir Charles Metcalfe and Lord Auck-
land have deserved far too well of their country, that we should

allow them to be denounced, even by covert implication, as hav-
ing authorized or permitted the lavish expenditure of the public

funds committed to their charge. Never was an accusation more
devoid of the smallest colour of truth. In fact, both of these

statesmen leaned rather to parsimony than to profuseness in their

civil administration. This the Committee must have known.
Why did they not. then, tell the Governor- General so? Why
did they waste their time in drawing up a tedious detail of the

merest technical formalities—how they had looked here and there

—and all in vain—for the means of reconciling the figures in one
officer's books with the figures in another officer's bills ? Why
did they trifle still more egregiously in recommending the issue

of a circular letter enforcing economy in incurring and sanction-

ing ' contingent charges ?' The subject was an increase of ex-

penditure to the extent of L.990, 000, and the Committee spun
paragraphs about the functions of disbursing and controlling offi-

cers in the weighty matters of red-tape, ink-powder, and sweeper's

brooms ! Surely, they must have known that in dealing with a

sum little short of a million sterling, the fraction really belonging

to what are correctly called ' contingent charges,' or which could

have been aflfected by the proposed circular letter, must have
been infinitesimally small. But we complain of something

worse than mere trifling. The characters of honest public men
were at stake. They had been wrongfully assailed. The Com-
mittee, even sitting at Allahabad, must have had the means of

doing them justice ; at any rate, they could have pointed out in

what way the investigation ought to be pursued, so as at once

to arrive at the truth, and to expose the groundlessness of the

Governor- General's insinuations. Yet they stuck to the Civil

Auditor's books, and the reconciling of figures, when they ought
to have cleared up the whole matter by a lucid explanation of

the principles of Indian finance. They did even worse than this.

Their sole suggestion upon the matter referred to them, implied

an admission that there had been extravagance which needed
correction. They did not pretend to have ascertained this point;

but by assuming that it was so, without a tittle of evidence, they

gave sanction and currency to the charge. They did not do
what they ought to have done; and in riding oft' from the proper

discharge of their duty, they took occasion to gratify the Gover-
nor-General for the time being, by a most unmerited side-fling

at his distinguished predecessors.

Tiip cor.rsc which they ought to liave taken is plain. They
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should have explained to the Governor-General, if the ci-devant

President of the Board of Control needed such information,

that the revenue of India is not raised, like that of England,

by direct or indirect taxation, but is mainly derived from

a very large proportion of the rent of almost all land, the

monopolies of salt and opium, and the like, \vhich often re-

quire, like the estates of private individuals, a considerable

outlay for their improvement—sometimes even for their main-

tenance. They should have stated, that the enquiry which

had been devolved upon them could answer no purpose but

that of delusion, unless they commenced it by drawing a broad

line between those expenses which had been incurred for

the purpose of improving or upholding the property of the state,

and those properly appertaining to the administration of the go-

vernment: That the two descriptions of charges were not only

quite distinct in their nature, but that those in the former cate-

gory were often, in effect, not charges at all—though appearing as

such in the public accounts—being compensated, and more than

compensated, by the enhanced revenue resulting from them :

That, therefore, it was necessary to a correct appreciation of

outlay of this sort, to examine, at the same time, the amount of

public revenue, in order that the returns might be set against

the expenditure ustd to obtain them, and a balance struck of loss

or gain : That such a preliminary classification of the charges

incurred within the period indicated by the Governor- General

was especially necessary; because during those years, after a long

season of most mischievous torpor, great and expensive opera-

tions had been carried on to redeem past neglect and mismanage-

ment, and to improve the public resources : That among those

measures, one, entailing great immediate expense, but of the

highest permanent benefit botri to the revenue and the commu-
nity, had been a detailed survey—field by field, upon scientific

principles, but in the most minute detail, so as to distinguish

each peasant's holding—of the whole of the north-western pro-

vinces,—followed by a settlement, for a long term of years, of

the amount of the public assessment upon each individual

:

That similar operations had been extended, with a like satisfac-

tory result, to the province of Cuttack, to the whole district of

Chittagong, to the newly-acquired territory of Jynteea, and

to many large tracts of country in other districts of the inner

provinces: That in the IS orth- Western provinces considerable

sums had been expended in enlarging and extending the canals,

which had thus been made to aiford the advantage of irrigation

to a much larger extent of country—warding oil', at the same

lime, all hazard of drought and famine, and defalcation of re-

venue : That during the same period, large establishments had

been mainluincd throughout both divisions to investigate the
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claims of individuals to hold lands free from the payment of

public revenue, and to measure and assess such parts of the same
as might be adjudged liable to such payment : That the result

of these and other like operations had been, that in spite of a

considerable falling off under the Bombay Presidency, the gross

revenue derived from the land had increased from an average

—in the three years, 1831-32, 1832-33, and 1833-34—of
L. 12,628,84 1 per annnum, to an average—during the three years

1839-40, 1840-41, and 1841-42—of L. 13,431, 222 per annum :

That in ' Bengal alone,' the collections of land revenue had in-

creased, in round numbers, from L.3,003,000 in 1834-35, to

L. 3,334,000 in 1839-40 : That whilst the outlay incurred for

the objects above stated was in its nature temporary, the increase

of revenue resulting from it—to say nothing of other benefits

—

was permanent ; and ought to be calculated as if set against the

expense of obtaining it at so many years' purchase : That
the like outlay had been made, with a like manifold return,

in the department of the opium monopoly : That the ex-

pense incurred in rendering efficient the Preventive Service

attached to the Calcutta customs swelled the charges, which
the increased revenue resulting from that efficiency more than
covered : That, in like manner, all the expenses of maintaining

a number of steam-boats for the navigation of the Ganges, &c.,

appeared as a civil charge, without any off-set of returns, either

received from the public for freight, or saved to the Government
in the transport of treasure : That the general result—notwith-

standing a great falling off in the proceeds of the opium mono-
poly, owing to the rupture with China—was an increase of

aggregate gross revenue from an average of L. 20, 837,7 74,

in the three years ending with 1833-34, to an average of

L.2 1,239,417, in the three years ending with 1841-42 ; and that,

if the proceeds of the opium monopoly had remained at the level

which they had reached during the years intermediate between
the two series, about L.800,000 would have been added to the

average revenue of the three years ending with April 1842, rais-

ing it to L.22,000,000.

Further, the Committee might have exhibited to Lord Ellen-

borough an analysis of the increase of ' contingent charges of
' more than fifty lacs of rupees (L.500,000) in Bengal alone,' in

figures not very different from the following :

—

Rupees.

Cabul and Affghanistan, . . . 6,38,499

Marine, (principally service in China,) 28,09,928

Judicial, 3,48,458

Land revenue, . . . . 7,45,379

Opium and Excise, . . . 5,43,865

Rupees, 50,86,128 L508,6J2
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They might have shown that a considerable part of the judicial

increase had been occasioned by the increase of appeals to Eng-
land, since the extension of the license for such appeals ; and that

the remainder was principally attributable to the increased num-
ber of prisoners dieted, and to a wise and humane attention in

the system of dieting them. They might have pointed out to

the Governor-General, that on the other hand, notwithstanding

great improvements, involving a much larger employment of

native agency, and the much better remuneration of those agents,

the cost of the fixed judicial establishment had been slightly re-

duced. And as regards the land revenue, they might have shown
him, that by a temporary increase of expenditure, in a state of

gradual reduction after having effected its end, the fixed revenue
of ' Bengal alone,' {i.e. the provinces specially subject to the

Governor-General, in his capacity of Governor of Bengal,) had
been raised from L.3,307,224 on 1st May 1885, to L.3,40 1,593
on 1st May 1840. Similar results might have been exhibited in

the departments of opium and excise.

All this, and more to the same purport, the Committee might
have reported to Lord Ellenborough, if they had not preferred

hunting figures through the Civil Auditor's books and the bills of

disbursing officers, to no end but that at which Lord Grizzle, in the

Farce, arrives :
—

* I do not positively pretend to say, but, as far as I

' can tell, I do not know.' Had they done what they ought to have
done, they would probably have missed the ' grateful acknow-
* ledgments ' of the Governor-General ; but they would have
rendered him substantial service, by imparting solid instruction

upon important matters respecting which he had shown himself

to be profoundly ignorant, and might blunder still more mis-

chievously ; and by teaching him, moreover, a wholesome lesson

of respect for his distinguished predecessors, whom he would
have felt that he could not misrepresent with impunity. They
would have enjoyed, at the same time, the satisfaction of vin-

dicating the character of Sir Charles Metcalfe and Lord Auck-
land from most unmerited obloquy, and of exhibiting the truth

regarding one great feature of the financial condition of British

India, both to that country and to the public at home.
The fact is, that Lord Auckland was not only an economical

financier, but the best administrator, in every civil branch of the

government, that this country ever sent to India. If our space
permitted, it would be an easy task to substantiate this statement.
We should be truly glad if we could see any ground to hope
that Lord Ellenborough will w-alk in his steps in following that

course of internal improvement, to which, in his Proclamation of

the 1st of October last, he professed his intention to devote him-
self; for whatever may be our political feelings, we would rather
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witness the fulfilment of our heavy national obligations to the
people of India, by affording them the largest measure of the

blessings of good government, than exult over the fall of an op-

ponent. But we confess that our expectations of any beneficial

results from Lord EUenborough's administration have sunk lower
and lower with the arrival of every monthly mail. He ' makes
' all India laugh at him, but the laugh is spreading among the
* natives, and that will not be so pleasant if it goes on.' Such
is the information contained in an Indian letter of November
last, now before us. He has already destroyed much of the

power for good which he possessed when he first took charge
of the government. He has affronted and disgusted the Civil

Service—a most powerful official oligarchy—by whose instrumen-

tality, whether he like them or not, he must conduct the go-
vernment. He has done this, not by unpopular measures of

reform, honestly meant at least, if not altogether judicious ; for

in that case he would have found, as Lord William Bentinck
found, that all the many high-minded members of that body
would assuredly' have stood by him

J
but by gratuitous, object-

less, slights and insults.

Unless rumour be falser than usual, Lord EUenborough has

equally alienated and disgusted the Court of Directors, the ma-
jority of whom were disposed, in the first instance, to expect

much from a statesman selected for such an office by Sir Robert
Peel. But his Proclamations, and, above all, his General Order
on the restoration of the sandal-wood gates to the Hindoo temple
of Somnauth, seem to have brought public opinion as to his dan-

gerous interferences and general unfitness to absolute unani-

mity. Nor will even the approval—the deplorable approval

—

of the greatest military authority alive, save them from undoubt-
ing derision and contempt, now, and throughout all posterity.
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NOTE to the Article on Mr Dickens's * American Notes^ in

No. 154.

In the above article we happened to state that Mr Dickens
went to America as a ' Missionary in the cause of International

Copyright.' We have since found that we were misinformed in

saying so. We had no intention, however, to disparage a gentle-

man whose character and genius we alike esteem, by that state-

ment. We thought the cause a good cause, and that we had
sufficient authority for what was stated. But as it would be very

wrong to ascribe Mr Dickens's visit to America to an erroneous

cause, we willingly retract the statement, and regret that it was
made.

No. CL VJ. ivill he piihlished in April.

^d'mhirnh : Printed by DaHiinij/nc and Iluu^lies, Paul's Worh,
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^Ew men are better qualified to write the History of the Law of

Nations than Mr Wheaton. A lawyer, a historian, and a

statesman, he unites practical and theoretic knowledge ; and ho is

the author of one of the best treatises on the actual state of that

Law, of which in the Essay, the subject of this article, he is the

historian. If we rise, therefore, from the perusal of his work
with little feeling of advanced knowledge of the subject which it

professes to treat—if we find that we have been reading a series of

acute and interesting historical essays on the conduct of nations

towards one another, in which the governing principle seems to

be, to do one another in peace the least possible good, and in war
the utmost possible harm—we attribute our disappointment, not

to the author but to his subject. We believe that Mr Wheaton
has made as much as was to be made of his materials ; and that

VOL. I.XXVHI. NO. CLVI. V
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the want of connexion and precision, which is the defect of his

work, arises from the impossibility of marking- with accuracy the

progress of a Law, of which it is often difficult to ascertain the

existence.

The general desire of mankind that the mutual conduct of

nations should be governed, or at least directed, by recognised

rules—that there should be some principles to be invoked by the

weak, and yielded to, without humiliation, by the powerful—has

produced, indeed, a literature on international jurisprudence

exceeding in magnitude that which has been employed on any
other branch of the Moral Sciences. Many of the writers have
been remarkable for sagacity, and almost all have been men
of diligence and learning, and devoted to the subject of their

labours. Has the success corresponded to the effort ? Are we
decided as to the elements of the science, or as to the sources in

which they are to be sought for, or as to the evidence sufficient

to establish them?
If every thing connected with the law of nations is vague, it

may be worth while to enquire how far this indistinctness arises

from the subject, and how far from the mode in which it has been

treated. We hope to offer some suggestions which may assist

subsequent students, or at least to give some warnings which
may prevent their labours from being wasted.

For this purpose we shall endeavour to explain the objects,

the limits, and the sources of the science, or rather of the

sciences, to which the expression ' the Law of Nations' has

been applied ; and to point out the causes which have retarded

their progress ; and we shall conclude by some remarks on the

advance which they have made during the period embraced by
Mr Wheaton's work.

The rules of human conduct to which the word ' Law ' is

applied, are thus classified by Locke

—

* Of the moral rules or laws to which men generally refer, there seem
to me to be three sorts, with their three different enforcements, or re-

wards and punishments. 1. The Divine law. 2. The Civil law. 3. The
law of Opinion or Reputation. If I find an action to agree or disagree

with the esteem of the country I have been bred in, and to be held by

most men there worthy of praise or blame, I call the action virtuous or

vicious. If I have the will of a supreme invisible law-maker for my rule,

then, as I suppose the action commanded or forbidden by God, I call it

good or evil, duty or sin. And if I compare it to the civil law, the rule

made by the legislative power of the country, 1 call it lawful or unlawful,

no crime or a crime.' *

To express the same ideas in fewer words :—a sin is a breach

* Locki on the Human Understanding, Book I. Chap. 28.
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of the law of God ; a crime is a breach of the municipal law ;

an impropriety is a breach of the law of public opinion.

It is to be observed that Locke uses the word Maw' in two
different senses. One, its etymological and primary sense— the

other, metaphorical. Etymologically, law is that which is laid

down ;
primarily, it signifies a general command addressed to

certain persons by a competent authority. Such a command is a

law, whether it be or be not obeyed. The divine law and the

municipal law are such commands : they are perpetually violated,

but still remain laws. Metaphorically, the word ' law ' is often

used to express some general fact inferred from the observation

of particular instances. In this sense we apply the word ' law'

to the collective statement of many similar phenomena, and talk

of the laws of electricity and the law of gravitation. But even

in this sense of the word ' lav,-,' there is always a reference to the

notion of a command. What are called the laws of nature, are

merely the qualities which the will of God has imposed on mat-

ter ; and as this will is irresistible, and apparently unalterable,

we believe the laws of nature to be permanent. The instant we
discover that what we have called a law of the physical world is

inconsistent with existing facts, we abandon it.

Now, what Locke terms the law of public opinion, is law only

in a metaphorical sense. If, from the observation of numerous
individual instances, we can ascertain that certain acts are ap-

proved or disapproved by the majority of a society, we call that

approbation or disapprobation a law, and say that public opinion

commands or forbids the acts in question. No such command or

prohibition has, in fact, been issued ; but the approbation or dis-

approbation of society, produces effects analogous to those which

would have been produced by a real law imposed by a competent

authority. A hundred years ago a man was laughed at if he

went to a ball without a full-bottomed wig and an embroidered

coat ; now he would be laughed at if he wore either. The same
facts may be stated by saying, that the law of public opinion

required embroidered coats and full-bottomed wigs a hundred

years ago, and liow prohibits them.

It is obviuus that, in the present state of the world, no civil

law exists between independent nations ;—such nations having

no common superior, no common tribunal, and no common execu-

tive, can have no legal relations in the strict sense of the word
« legal.'

But as they are capable of promoting, to some extent, the

welfare of one another, and of inflicting on each other the utmost

extremity of suffering, it cannot be supposed that their conduct

is indifferent to the Deity. Believing, as we must, that God
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commands us to promote the welfare of mankincl, we must be-

lieve that this command extends to national as well as to indivi-

dual conduct ; and consequently that national morality is as much
apart of the Divine law as individual morality.

Again, it is clear that there exists among nations a public

opinion. As far as that opinion is operative, it produces the

uniformity of conduct which is the purpose of the civil or muni-

cipal law of a single state. The rules which it sanctions, there-

fore, are metaphorically termed ' laws.' Unhappily the public

opinion of nations has often been miserably ill-informed, miser-

ably ill-directed, and miserably weak ; but with all its imperfec-

tions, it has been one of the principal aids to modern civilization,

and we trust that it is destined to perform services still more im-

portant and more extensive.

These, then, are the elements of which what is called ' the Law
' of Nations' is composed ;—first. The rules of international con-

duct which we believe to be commanded by the Deity, and which
may be called the Divine law of nations, the natural law of nations,

or, more concisely, international morality; and secondly, the

rules of conduct which are dictated or permitted by the public

opinion of nations, and which may be called the human, the actual,

the received, or the positive law of nations. To avoid the con-

fusion incident to the use of one word to express rules of con-

duct often different, both in themselves and in their sources, we
shall in future express what has been called the Divine or natural

law of nations, by the term international morality ; and shall con-

fine the term international law to the rules of conduct, whether
consistent or not with international morality, which are sanctioned

by the public opinion of nations.

A passage in the work of Hobbes' De Cive, appears, from the

constant reference to it by subsequent writers, to have had an
extensive influence on the theory of international morality. In
that passage Hobbes affirms, that organized nations assume the

personal characters of men, and consequently that there is no dif-

ference between the moral rules which ought to be observed by
nations, and those which ought to be observed by individuals.*

In fact, however, the analogy between nations and individuals

is so imperfect, that we are seldom warranted in inferring, as to

the one, conclusions which have been established as to the
other.

* Lex naturalis dividi potest in naturalem hominum et civitatum, quae
vulgo jus gentium appellatur. Praecepta ntriusque eadem sunt— quia
civitates semel institutfe induunt proprietates hominum personales,

—

Jmperium, cap. xiv, $ect, 4,
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In the first place, the principal rules of morality amonw men
relate to what have been called imperfect obligations, and direct

what is to be done, not what is to be avoided. The negative

precept, not to injure, is merged, if we may use the expression,

in the positive precept, to do good. But, in the existing state of

human improvement, almost all the precepts of international

morality are negative. A time may come when it may be useful

to inculcate international benevolence ; but if we confine our

efforts to attainable objects, we must be satisfied for the present

with endeavouring to enforce international justice. To suppose

that a nation, such as nations now are, unless with a view to

enrich a customer, or to strengthen an ally, or to weaken an

enemy, or to raise a barrier against a rival, or for some other self-

ish purpose, will actively strive to increase the power or the

wealth of another, is a vision in which no practical politician can

indulge. Instances may, indeed, be pointed out in which a

people, too weak to excite jealousy, has received disinterested

assistance. But such instances are very rare. Great must be

the progress of civilization before the most sanguine international

moralist can hope to do more than to diminish fraud and violence,

to preserve the weak from treachery and oppression, and to pre-

vent the strong from tearing one another to pieces.

A further difference between the morality of nations and the

morality of individuals, arises from the necessity imposed on the

former of self-protection. An individual is protected by the law.

His cottage is not endangered by the palace which arises in its

vicinity. He is not justitied, therefore, in taking any measures

to diminish the power of his neighbours.

But one of the best established principles of international

morality declares, that, under certain circumstances, it is not

only the right, but the duty of the general body of nations to

prevent any one from acquiring a preponderance of force danger-

ous to all the others.

Again, it is now an admitted doctrine, that between indivi-

duals a contract obtained by violence is not binding. A few

years ago, a Hertfordshire farmer was decoyed into a house in

Southwark, in which a dungeon had been prepared for his recep-

tion, and confined there until he signed an agreement affecting

his property. The most scrupulous moralist did not blame him
for proceeding, as soon as he recovered his liberty, to set aside

an instrument so extorted from him. But all Europe was shocked

at the immorality of the statesmen who ventured to proclaim

that the treaties of 1815 were not binding on France—having

been wrung from her after her armies had been defeated, and her

fortresses captured, and while her capital was in the possession
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of the enemy. Agreements entered into by an individual while

under duresse are void, because it is for the welfare of society that

they should be so. If they were binding, the timid would be

constantly forced by threats, or by violence, into a surrender of

their rights, and even into secrecy as to the oppression under
which they were suffering. The notoriety of the rule that such

engagements are void, makes the attempt to extort them one of

the rarest of human crimes. On the other hand, the welfare of

society requires that the engagements entered into by a nation

under duresse should be held binding ; for if they were not, wars
would terminate only by the utter subjugation and ruin of the

weaker party. If the Allies had believed that their treaties with

France were waste paper, they must have destroyed her fortresses

and partitioned her territory. They ventured to leave her power-
ful, only because they thought they could rely on her engage-

ments.

And, lastly, there is a marked difference in the force of the

sanctions which tend to restrain immorality among men, and
those which tend to restrain it among nations. These sanctions

are moral or physical. The physical sanction is the fear of

injury to person or to property. The moral sanction is the fear

of punishment in a future world, or the loss of honour, of repu-

tation, or of self-esteem in this. Among men, the latter of these

sanctions is by far the more effectual. The feelings of religion,

of conscience, of pride, and of vanity, to which it appeals, are the

most powerful of human motives. It is only the outcasts of

society who are kept down by the terrors of the lash, the prison,

or the scaffold. But the attem.pt to bind nations by mere moral

sanctions, is to fetter giants with cobwebs. To the greatest of

human restraints, the fear of a hereafter, they are insensible.

Nations, qua nations, have no existence beyond the grave.

Their life in this world, indeed, is of indefinite duration ; but

experience does not justify the belief that national crimes, except

those crimes of which one part of a nation is guilty towards

another, are always, or even usually, punished. The principal

states of continental Europe— France, Russia, Austria, and

Prussia, have grown from small beginnings to powerful and

flourishing monarchies, by centuries of ambition, injustice, vio-

lence, and fraud. The crimes which gave Wales to England,

Alsace and Franche Compte to France, and Silesia to Prussia,

were rewarded by an increase of wealth, power, and security.

Again, nations are not restrained by fear of the loss of honour

;

for honour, in the sense in which that word is applied to indi-

viduals, does not apply to them. In that sense, honour is a nega-

tive term. It consists in the absence of certain imputations,
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which exclude a person tainted by them from the society of his

equals. Amon^ educated Europeans, these imputations are in

men cowardice and falsehood ; and in women unchastity. But
as a nation cannot be excluded from the society of other nations,

a nation cannot lose its honour, in the sense in which honour is

lost by an individual. Never has the foreign policy of France

been more faithless, more rapacious, or more cruel, ihan during

the reign of Louis XIV. For half a century she habitually

maintained a conduct, a single instance of w hich would liave ex-

cluded an individual from the society of his equals. At no time

was France more admired, and even courted. At no time were

Frenchmen more welcome in every court, and in every private

circle. What are often called injuries to the honour of a na-

tion, are injuries to its vanity. The qualities of which nations

are most vain, are force and boldness. They know that, so

far as they are supposed to possess these qualities, they are

themselves unlikely to be injured, and may injure others with

impunity. What they most fear, therefore, is betraying timidity,

w hich is both an index and a cause of weakness. But timidity,

which excludes a man from society, makes a nation only the

more acceptable. To call, therefore, any manifestation of cow-

ardice, however gross, a loss of national honour, is illogical. It

implies the double error of applying to a nation a liability which
is peculiar to an individual, and of inferring a result which, even

if that liability existed among nations, would not follov/ from the

supposed cause.

The fear of loss of reputation is, indeed, a restraint; and,

among the nations that desire to be respected for justice, a con-

siderable one. But such nations are few. Strength and courage

—or, as it is usually termed, spirit—not integrity and moderation,

are the qualities for which most nations desire to be admired.

If they can succeed in inspiring fear, they are indifferent to

hatred.

Nearly the same remark applies to the fear of the loss of self-

esteem. Nations care little for the possession of the qualities for

which they do not desire admiration. Their self-esteem is, there-

fore, little wounded by the consciousness of ambition and injus-

tice. However aggressive or faithless the foreign policy of a

government may be, it is rarely unpopular at home until it fails.

Men sometimes feel remorse for successful wickedness ; nations

scarcely ever.

It appears, therefore, that the fear of physical evil, the fear of

injury to the persons or to the properties of the members of the

community, is the principal restraint on the conduct of nations.

As a protection to the weak, of course, it is trifling ; and the
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rights of weak nations therefore, unless they acquire the advan-
tages of strength by confederacy, are always disregarded by the

strong. But when a nation perceives a probability that it will

be resisted, and a possibility that it may fail, the check is

powerful—more powerful, in most eases, than that imposed by
the physical sanction on individuals. When an individual pro-

poses to break the municipal law, he expects to escape detection,

and he generally knows the amount of evil which, if he be de-

tected, will follow. A nation never escapes detection, and never
can estimate the amount of suffering which it may incur. The
law of nations appears at first sight to resemble those of Draco.
It seems to have only one punishment for every offence. But
that punishment may vary from a passing inconvenience to the

utmost evil that man can endure from man. It may be confined

to a temporary financial and commercial derangement. It may
extend to the destruction of the wealth, the institutions, the inde-

pendence, the education, and even the religion of the country.

The fear of these dangers generally prevents deliberate breaches

of international law between great nations.

The principles and details of international morality, as distin-

guished from international law, are to be obtained, not by apply-

ing to nations the rules which ought to govern the conduct of in-

dividuals, but by ascertaining, in as far as we are capable of ascer-

taining them, what are the rules of international conduct which,

on the vvhole, best promote the happiness of mankind. The
means of this enquiry are observation and meditation—the one
furnishing us with facts ; the other enabling us to discover the

connexion of those facts as causes and effects, and to predict the

results which will follow when similar causes are again put into

operation. It is thus, by meditation on the experience of many
centuries, that the wiser portion of the European nations have
at length discovered the mischievousness of war. It is thus that

they will in time discover the folly of commercial jealousy and
of mutual restrictions and prohibitions. It is thus that they have

discovered the expediency of abstaining from the plunder and
wanton devastation of hostile property on land ; and that they

will in time discover the expediency of abstaining from such

plunder and devastation at sea.

To ascertain what are the rules of international conduct which
are sanctioned by the public opinion of nations, or, in other

words, what is the existing international law, we must look to

their public professions. Whatever the conduct of men may be,

the principles which tlioy avow are always those which public

opinion prescribes. The principles, therefore, on which nations
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profess to acf, the rules to which they appeal, when they think

it necessary to justify their conduct, form the law of nations

which depends on public opinion. It differs from the Divine law

by its mutability, by its silence or doubt on many subjects, its

arl)itrariness on others, and its positive mischief on some.

The principles and details, then, of international law, as dis-

tinojuished from international morality, are to be ascertained by
collecting and balancing the statements of those who, from their

position, their knowledge, and their character, may be supposed

be_st to represent the public opinion of their contemporaries.

Among these authorities, the highest respect is due to the deci-

sions of judges to whom questions of international law have been
referred. Such are Boards of Arbitration, specially appointed to

decide questions disputed between independent nations. Such
are the Admiralty Judges, appointed by every maritime country to

decide questions of prize and salvage. Such men speak in the

presence of the whole civilized world. Their judgments give to

the immediate suitors affluence or ruin. A stronger responsibi-

lity can scarcely be supposed. And they have each side of every

question explained and sifted by counsel. They cannot, of course,

be always free from national feelings and national prejudices ;

and there have been occasions, as was the case in the French
tribunals under the Directory and the Consulate, when their

decisions have been the result of rapacity and corruption ; but

with all these imperfections, they afford, perhaps, the best testi-

mony that exists as to any matter of mere opinion.

A second depositary of international law is to be found in the

Opinions of Jurists, given confidentially to their governments.
Only a small portion of the questions which arise between states

become public. Before one state requires redress from another,

or resists a demand on itself, it generally acts as an individual

would do in a similar situation. It consults its legal advisers,

and is guided by their opinions as to the law of the case. Where
that opinion has been adverse to the sovereign client, and has
been acted on, and the state which submitted to be bound by it

was more powerful than its opponent in the dispute, we may
confidently assume that the law of nations, such as it was then
supposed to be, has been correctly laid down. The Foreign
Office of Great Britain contains a series of such documents, run-
ning back for centuries. A few of them have been published.

Several drafts of the opinions given to Charles II. by Sir Leo-
line Jenkins were found among his papers, and form one of the
appendices to his * Life' by Wynne. A selection from the cases

and opinions contained in onr archives, would be a valuable addi-

tion to the existing materials of international law.
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A third source of that law arises from the statements of Writers

who have made the law of nations their especial study. It is

true, that in studying the works of such writers, the reader must
be on his guard against a bias towards some theory, a favourite

with the author or with his countrymen ; and that he is often left in

doubt whether the author speaks as a moralist or as a lawyer

—

whether he states what he thinks that the law of nations is, or what
he thinks that it ought to be. It must be recollected, however,

that on a matter of mere opinion, the statement of his own opi-

nion by an eminent writer, is not only an authority but a fact

;

and that it is in this manner that a large portion of the existing

international law has been created, and most beneficially created.

Without putting the statements of even the most distinguished

text-writers on a par with solemn juridical decisions, or even with

the opinions given confidentially by jurists to their governments,

we think that they hold the next place.

Last comes what may be called ex parte evidence. This con-

sists of the official declarations of sovereigns, the arguments used

in negotiations, the resolutions of deliberative bodies, the pre-

ambles or recitals of Treaties, and generally of the statements or

the admissions of interested parties. These are to be treated as

such statements or admissions generally are treated by municipal

tribunals. When they are against the interest of the party who
makes or admits them, they are conclusive evidence as to what
that party believed to be the law. Where they are in his favour,

they show merely what points could be raised, and what decla-

rations could be hazarded—they show what questions could be

submitted to public opinion, not what the decision actually

was.

It appears, therefore, that international morality, and interna-

tional law are separated by marked distinctions.

International morality is unalterable, although it sometimes

may appear to change when new circumstances, or better directed

enquiries, bring to light new principles; or show the necessity of

modifying those which have been previously laid down. Inter-

national law is constantly changing, though with a tendency, as

knowledge and civilization extend, to coincide with international

morality. International morality is independent of authority. Its

conclusions are, or ought to be, logical inferences from notorious

facts; and can neither be supported nor weakened by approbation

or dissent. International law is the creature of authority. It teaches

only what is assented to, and the question as to its doctrines al-

ways is, not whether they are useful or mischievous, but whether

they are or are not received. The expositor of international mo-
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rality hopes to benefit mankind by showing to them what inter-

national law ought to be. The expositor of international law, by

showinor to them what it is.

The latter object is next in importance to the former. In the

present state of the world, countries of equal, or nearly equal'

stren<>-th, are, as we have already remarked, desirous of mutual

peace. War has become a far more expensive, and a far move

dangerous game than it was two, or even one hundred years ago.

Both nations and sovereigns feel that its risks more than balance

the chances of gain. But the increased publicity of matters of

state, tlie increased interest taken in them by the people of every

country, and the increased influence of the people over the go-

vernment—which tend to prevent wars of ambition or cupidity—

-

tend to promote those of national vanity, or, as it is usually

termed, of national honour. In every dispute, each party thinks

that its honour would be tarnished if it were to yield when it has

the law of nations on its side; and as each is judge in its own
cause, each thinks that the law of nations is with it, on every

point that appears to be susceptible of debate. In countries pos-

sessing- a free Press, the national vanity, or the national anger,

is inflamed by Journalists— a set of traders in excitement, Avho

profit by the agitation which is mischievous to every other por-

tion of the community, and whose misrepresentations nothing but

the fear of immediate exposure can check. While the law to

which each party appeals is in its present vague and imper-

fect state ; and while a knowledge of its rules, as far as they

may be considered as established, is so little diffused, it is

impossible to prevent the frequent recurrence of international

disputes, and very difficult to adjust them. But as it seldom

happens that a nation intentionally violates what it believes

to be that law—except, indeed, in the case of a neighbour

too weak to resist—and as it is seldom that a nation thinks

itself called on to resent conduct which it does not believe to

be a breach of that law, it follows that if the rules of interna-

tional law were full, clear, and notorious, national disputes would

be rare and brief. If it be important that municipal law should

be clear and w^ell known, in order to prevent the inconvenience

of private litigation, how much more important is it that the

rules of international law should be ascertained and studied, in

order to prevent the worst of human evils—war between civilized

nations

!

Having thus sketched the objects, the limits, and the sources of

the two sciences, international morality and international law,

which are equa'ly comprehended under the expression 'the Law
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* of Nations,' we proceed to the next branch of our subject, the

causes which have retarded their progress.

Among the principal obstacles to the progress of the moral
sciences have been verbal ambiguities. There is, perhaps, none
which they have more impeded than the Law of Nations. Gro-
tius, the great founder of the sciences of international morality

and international law, applied to both of them the term Jus.

Now, the word Jws has four separate principal meanings.
First, It denotes justice—the conduct which, in all questions

between ourselves and others, an impartial third person would
approve as riuht. Thus, ^z^-s is defined in the Digest as ars cequi

et boni. And, again. Id quod semper cequum et bonum est, jus
dicitur.* In this sense it is' used by Grotius, when he says, that

what is properly termed jW5 consists in abstinence from what be-

longs to others, restitution of any improper acquisition, perform-

ances of promises, reparation of injuries, and punishment of

wrongdoers. t In this sense it is opposed to injuria ; and nearly

agrees with the primary sense of the English word right.

A second meaning of the term^'w^ corresponds with the English

term a right; that is, a legal title or power. In this sense it is

used in the well-known Roman distinction of rights—into rights of

persons, or rights of things ; the first, jura personarum^ compre-
hending the powers which men may legally exercise over other

persons, i>uch as the jus patrice potestatis, the right of a father

over his offspring, jus mariti, the right of a husband over his

wife; the second, Jwra re;7<m, comprehending the powers which
men may exercise over property. And as these powers are most
obvious when they are exercised over the property of another,

the words j7/s and right are often employed in the Roman and the

English law, to indicate a power of limited use, as distinguished

from perfect ownership. Thus, jus via is a right of way over

another man's land
;
jus usufructus, a temporary and transferable

right of enjoyment ; ^^5 usus, a temporary and intransferable

right of enjoyment. In this sense of the word, Justinian ranks

among incorporeal things, ea quce injure consistunt; that is to say,

rights as distinguished from possessions.^

Thirdly »/?« sometimes signifies Law. In this sense it is op-

posed to violence ; as in the fine passage in Cicero's defence of

Sextius, in which, after contrasting savage and civilized life, he
traces the diiFerence to the prevalence of jus or vis. One or the

other must govern. ' Vim volumus extingui? Jus valeat we-

* Digest, Lib. i. tit. 2. § 1-11. f Prolegomena, 8.

^ Instit, Lib. ii. lit. 2.
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' cesse est—id est judicia, quihus omne jus continelur. Judicia
' displicent ? vis dominelur necesse est.'* In this sense of the word
Jus, the burning of heretics wa-ijus in Spain ; the use of torture

wsL^jus in France ; the imprisonment for life of a debtor wasji/s

in England. They were Jura, not because they were right, but

because they were law ; that is to say, because they were rules of

conduct, sanctioned by an authority having the power and the will

to enforce them. In this sense. Jus is sometimes opposed to

cequitas. Thus, in the celebrated question between Antonius and
Crassus, whether a purchaser could object to a defect of title of

w^hich he had notice— ' Jus,' says Cicero, ' Crassus unjehat, aqui-

tatem Antonius.' ]

In a fourth meaning, also corresponding with one of the mean-
ings of the English word Law, /W5 signifies a body of legal insti-

tutions. Thus Justinian terms the legal institutions which are

common to all nations—such as marriage, and the support of
children by their parents—Jus geyitiutn; the peculiar institutions

of Athens, Jus Atheniensium ; the peculiar institutions of
Rome, Jus Iiomanu7n, or Jus Quiritium.X And Papinian subdi-
vides Jus Romanum into Jus civile, consisting of laws formally

enacted, and Jus Frcetorium, rules by which the Prsetor supplied
the defects, or moderated the severity, of what may be cd^lled

the statute law of I\ome.§ Even a small branch of law is termed
Jus. Thus the rules of adoption are called by Cicero Jus adop-
tioms.\ The rules observed by the Augurs, j«5 Augvrum.
The adjective Justum follows most of the significations of the

substantive from which it is derived. Thus, Justum is sometimes
that which is right ; sometimes that w^hichis legal

—

as Justum ma-
trimonium, a legal marriage ; and sometimes a person or a thing
entitled to certain privileges. Thus Cicero says, that he ob-
tained over the Amanienses, Justam victotiam ; that is to say,

a victory which entitled him to be saluted Imperator.^ He holds
that Regulus was bound to perform his promise to the Cartha-
ginians, because it was maAe Justo et leyitimo hosti ;**—not
meaning that the cause of the Carthaginians was just, but that
they were engaged in lawful hostility, and therefore entitled to

rights which are denied to pirates and robbers. And, in a nearly
similar sense, that Justum helium is a war that has been publicly

declared.tt

* Pro Publio Sextio, 42. f De Off. 3, 16. I Inst it. Tit. 2.

§ Digest, Lil.. i. § 6.
II
Pro Domo, 13. % Ad. Fain. Euis. x.

.»* DeOff. .3, 29. ttDeOff. 1.
^
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It is unfortunate that the successors of Grotius on the Conti-
nent, whether they wrote in German, in French, or in Italian

—

and these, together with Latin and English, are almost the only
languages in which the Law of Nations has been treated—found in

each language a single word comprehending all the different sig-

nifications oijus. In French, droii is right as opposed to wrong.
La justice, we are told, est la conformite des actions avec le droit.

Again, droit is a legal claim. Les droits Seigneuraux are feudal

rights ; the droit de visite is the right of search. Droit de com-
mission is brokerage. Thirdly, droit is law. Droit 'AnAfait are

opposed, \\\^ejus and vis. A docteur en droit is a doctor of laws.

And finally, droit, like jus, signifies a body of law. The canon
law, is droit canon ; the civil law, droit civil ; the common law,

droit coutumier.

We will not fatigue our readers with enumerations of the pa-

rallel significations oi recht and of diritto. It is enough to state

that each of them is used in the four different senses of jus—
that i.s, to signify 1st, what is right; 2d, a right; 3d, law;
and 4th, a body of law.

It is to be remarked that jus, droit, recht, diritto, in the pri-

mary sense of each, imply the idea of moral approbation, but do
not imply the ideas of legal claim or legal duty. And that in

all the other senses, they imply the ideas of legal claim and of

legal duty, but not that of moral approbation. What is right

cannot be unjust, but may often be unsupported by law. A
right, a body of law, or law in the abstract, may be unjust ; but

to call either of them illegal would be a contradiction in terms.

On the other hand, few of the ideas denoted or suggested by
these words mutually exclude one another. A plaintiff' may be

said to proceed jure, because he has justice on his side ; because

what he claims is a right, not a possession ; because he proceeds

by law, not by force ; and because he invokes a given /W5 or body
of law. It is obvious that a writer who has to use a term, the

meanings of which are numerous, dissimilar, and yet not oppos-

ed, must be in constant danger of sliding from one meaning to

another ; and of drawing inferences which appear to be legitimate

only because the same word is used differently in the premises

and in the conclusion. He is in constant danger of supposing

that a rule is jtis, droit, recht, or diritto, in the sense of law ; be-

cause it is jus, droit, recht, or diritto, in the sense of justice : or

that it is jus, droit, recht, or diritto, in the sense of justice; be-

cause it is jus, droit, recht, or diritto, in the sense of law. An
English writer, possessing distinct words to express justice and
law, is likely to under-estimate the danger of confounding them

;
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yet in every other language they have been confounded, and
whole treatises have been bottomed on their confusion.

The example was given by Grotius. Plis great work was
published during the Thirty Years' War, perhaps the most calami-

tous period in modern history. The sovereigns of the Conti-
nent, far more numerous than they are now, were little influ-

enced by public opinion ; and indeed, except on theological sub-

jects, little public opinion existed. The great business of all

the more eminent and more energetic portion of mankind was
war. Princes sought it to gratify ambition or vanity, nobles as

the only road to advancement, and the lower classes as the rea-

diest, often indeed the only, employment that was left to them.
The oliject of all parties seemed to be, not to conclude, but to

prolong it. To obtain quarters for the ensuing winter, or an
opportunity of plundering some province which had not been
recently ravaged, was a sufficient object for a campaign, or even
lor a war. As the art of raising a public revenue was almost
unknown, armies supported themselves, whether in a hostile, a
friendly, or a neutral country, by requisitions, ransoms, and
robbery. Sovereigns trembled before their own generals, and
generals before their own troops. In some cases the seed-
corn, and the labouring cattle and stock were consumed, the
towns and villages were burned, famine was followed by pes-

tilence, and what had been a rich and populous district fell

back into a wilderness. To use a picturesque expression of
Schiller, ^die menschenvenvilderten mit der landeniy * men became
savage like their country.

* I found,' says Grotius, ' an almost universal opinion, that in the
conduct of a king or a state, nothing is unjust that is expedient—that
might is right—and that to unite government and justice is impossible,

I saw throughout the Christian workl a license of fighting, of which
barliarians would have been ashamed. I saw men rush into war for

trifling causes, or for no cause at all ; and I found war treated as a sanc-
tion for every crime which the maddest wickedness could perpetrate.'

f

It was under these circumstances, and with these feelings,

that Grotius undertook to write de Jure Bdll tt Facts. He be-

lieved, in opposition as we have seen to the prevailing doctrine,

that there exists a jus between nations ; and believed that an
exposition of this jus, as it exists in war and in peace, might
check the progress of disorders which threatened to destroy the
civilization of Europe. Grotius was a man of vast learning and

* Thirty Years' War, Book v. f Proleg. 3, 28.
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industry, and of very considerable aeuteness ; but the fame which
he has acquired, and the good which he has effected, are owing
much more, perhaps, to his moral than to his intellectual qualities.

Candour, conscientiousness, a sense of duty often amounting to

scrupulosity, indignation against fraud and oppression, and an
unwearied diligence in the attempt to hold them up to public

detestation, are the qualities which now interest us in his works,

and must have been those which enabled them to interest his

contemporaries. But he was much better fitted to persuade

than to instruct; to improve the feelings of his readers, than
their judgment. His delects as a reasoner, contrast painfully

with his merits as a moralist. His conclusions are often inde-

pendent of his premises, and the premises themselves are often

a mass of words, out of which definite ideas cannot be readily

extracted.

Such is his statement of the grounds on which he rests the

existence of a jus hominum naturale. ' As man can treat similar
' things in a similar manner, and as he eminently desires society,
* it must be believed that he has the faculty of understanding
' and acting according to general principles ; and that this

' faculty agrees with the things which suit the human nature.
' This preservation of society agreeing with the human intellect,

' is the source of what is properly called justice, (jus,) which
* consists in the abstaining from what belongs to another, or
' restoring it if in our possession, performance of promises, repa-
' ration of injury, and the infliction of deserved punishment."*

Having established—we will not say how, for we do not pre-

tend to understand the passage which we have quoted—the exis-

tence of natural principles of justice between man and man, he
infers their existence between nation and nation, and gives to

them the name of Jus gentium naturale.

He remarks, that in addition to i\\e jus hominum naturale, there

exists in every community a body of rules, which the commu-
nity, or the ruling body of the community, has voluntarily

imposed on its members. Such a body of rules he terms j'w^ civile

voluntarium ; and finding that the conduct of nations towards

* Homini cum circa similia similiter agere norit, cum societatis appe-

titu excellente, inesse etiam facultatem scienrii agendique secundum
generalia prsecepta par est intelligi, cui qure conveniunt sunt humanse
naturae congruentia. Msec societatis custodia humano intellectui conve-

niens fons est ejus juris quod proprie tali nomine appellatur, quod perti-

net alieni aUstinentia, et si quid alieni habeamus restitutio, promis?orum
implendorum obligatio, damni culpa dati reparatio, et poenaj inter hominei?

meritura.— (Proleg. 7, 8.)
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one another, is reo^ulated by certain usages which cannot be

traced to the principles of justice, he infers that there exists also

among nations a jus voltintarium. He divides jus voluntarium^

therefore, into jus civile voluntarium, and jus gentium volunta-

rium.

The ambiguity of the word /m5 now shows itself. When Gro-
tius speaks of ih.Qjus gentium naturale^ he uses the word jus to

signify justice. When he speaks of \\\QJus civile voluntarium, he
uses the word jus to signify law. But when he speaks of the

jus gentium voluntarium, he means by jus neither justice, nor even
law, in the primary sense of the word law. He uses that word
to express a set of rules laid down by public opinion, and, as we
have already remarked, caWed jus, or law, only by metaphor.

Grotius, indeed, cannot be accused of iiaving first introduced

this metaphorical use of the word jus ; since even by classical

writers^M* gentium is sometimes, though very rarely, opposed to

cecjuum bonumque, and, when so used, can signify nothing but the

usage of nations. Thus, Sallust says that the attempt to try

Bomilcar for a crime committed by him while ambassador, was
magis ex aqua bunoque quam exjure gentium* But though (Jro-

tius did not invent it, he first employed it systematically, and set

the example of using the same word to signify what is morally
right, what is legal, and what is customary.

It is difficult to avoid believing, that if he had used distinct

words to express these distinct ideas, he would have modified

many of his conclusions. I'hus his doctrine, that a monarch may
be the proprietor of his kingdom and of his subjects—that he may
have a right {jus) to subdivide his territories, and to sell, ex-

change, or bequeath them, wholly or in part—is true, M jus is

used merely to express a legal right, but false, if it is used, as it

is in this instance by Grotius, to denote a moral right. Again,
when he holds that a foreign nation has a right to interfere in

favour of the oppressed sui)jects of an independent sovereign,

and to redress their injuries even by war; but that subjects them-
selves have no right to resist the tyranny of their ruler ; his dis-

tinction is founded on the circumstance that a subject, though he
may have J?<s in the sense of justice on his side, cannot resist

his sovereign except by a breach oi' jus in the sense of law. He
compares him, therefore, to a minor, who cannot bring an action

against his guardian, but whose cause may be lawfully taken up
by a stranger not subject to such a personal disqualification.

A clear perception of the inconvenience of the use of the w ord

* Bell. Ju^., cap. 39.

VOL. LXXVJ). NO. CLVI.
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jus by Grotius, and that the jus gentium voluntarium has no legal

efficacy, seems to have led Pufendorf to the opinion, that it has

no efficacy whatever. He considers thejura belli as mere technical

rules, which princes and generals, whose great amusement was
war, framed for their own convenience, and to prevent that noble

game from being absolutely intolerable to their subjects. The
jura pads he considers as depending on general morality, or as

mere forms of good breeding.* If his views had been universally

admitted, and he had many followers, they would have tended
to perpetuate in Europe the lawlessness from which Grotius
had endeavoured to rescue her.

It was long before any work on the mutual relations of nations

appeared in the English language; and, in the mean time, the

yvovAjus had been firmly established in Latin as the general name
for such relations, subject to the existing controversy, whether
they did or did not comprehend Sijus voluntarium. The English
writers, if they thought fit, as they did, to translate jus by a sin-

g^le word, had to choose between right and law. Right answer-
ing to the two first senses ofjus, and of its equivalents in French,
German, and Italian—and law to the third and fourth senses.

They selected law, an ambiguous term, though less so than jus.

The consequence has been, that the relations of nations have
been considered by some English writers as more definite than
they really are. The expression ' Law of Nations,' seems to imply
legal relations. It does not imply them, because the word legal

is never used metaphorically ; and it is only by metaphor that the

rules of conduct professed by nations are termed laws ; and
other writers, struck by the impropriety of calling such rules

laws, have adhered to the school of Pufendorf, and denied that

there is any law between nations except the moral law imposed
by God.
A second obstacle to the progress both of international morality

and of international law, has been the uncertainty of the sources

from whence they have been derived.

The principle that all rules of public and private morality,

have for their object the promotion of the happiness of mankind,
and are right or wrong so far as they effect or obstruct that object,

was not recognized in the times of Grotius. In the absence of

this simple and intelligible principle, Grotius definesJms natw^ale

to be, ' the dictate of right reason, indicating a moral impro-
* priety or a moral necessity to be inherent in every action, accord-
* ing to its agreement or disagreement with rational and social

* Lib. ii. cap. 8, sec. 23.
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' nature,'* The vagueness of this definition is perhaps the ex-

planation of the mass of citation in which what is original in

Grotius lies buried. He had no facts by which to test the agree-

ment or disagreement with rational and social nature, on which
he rested the morality of actions; and was driven, therefore, to

testimony as the only medium of proof.

The principle of utility, vaguely indicated by Leibnitz, f but

clearly expressed and adopted by Cumberland, ;{: and admitted

by almost all subsequent writers as the test of international mo-
rality, has dispelled much of the mist with which the foundations

of that science were obscured by Grotius, and by his immediate
successors. But it was long before the real sources of interna-

tional law, as distinguished from international morality, were
ascertained and recognized, if indeed they can be said to be recog-

nized even now.
Grotius believed that what he denominated jus gentium volun-

tarium—that is to say, the rules of international conduct which
are generally admitted, but caimot be traced to any supposed
agreement or disagreement with rational and social nature—must
have arisen from some general compact between the civilized

portions of mankind. He looked for the evidence as to the exist-

ence and the details of these rules, and as to this original com-
pact, in the opinions of writers, and in the examples furnished by
history, and selected them from the earlier periods of Greece and
Rome, as the best times of the best nations.

§

Now, in the first place, the theory of an original compact be-
tween nations, is utterly without foundation. Secondly, inter-

national law, so far as it diifers from international morality, is

essentially mutable. To infer the principles on which nations
now profess to regulate their conduct, from those which were
professed by the contemporaries of Themistocles or of Scipio,

would be puerile ; even if there had existed in those times an
established international law. And thirdly, except the obser-
vance of treaties, and the privileges of public messengers—rules

rather of international morality than of international law, and

* Jus naturale est dictatum recta? rationis indicans actui alicui, ex
ejus convenientia aut disconvenientia cum ipsa natura rationali et
sociali, inesse raoralem turpitudinem, aut necessitatem moralem. Lib. i.

cap. 1, sec. 10.

f De actorum publicorura usu S. 13.

\ Lex naturaj est propositio naturaliter cognita, actiones indicans
effectrices communis bont.—Cap. 5, s. 1

.

§ Proleg. 46.
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acknowledged even by savage nations—it can scarcely be said

that either Greece or Rome recognized any international law
whatever. There were, indeed, in Greece, certain usages con-

nected with the prevailing superstition, such as the rights of

sepulture, of sanctuary, and of liberty to frequent public games;
but they were rather religious than political customs. The jus

belli of the Romans prescribed certain forms of declaring war,

and forbad those who were not legally soldiers from taking part

in it; but it was a mere domestic institution to prevent individuals

from engaging the state in hostilities, or interrupting the plan of

a campaign by unauthorized expeditions.

With the exception, which we have made, of the obligations

of treaties, and the privileges of public messengers, neither the

Greeks nor the Romans admitted any international rights or inter-

national duties. They attacked all whom they hoped to con-

quer—they wasted the territory and destroyed the habitations of

those whom they thought it expedient to declare enemies. Some-
times they put to death, indiscriminately, the whole of a hostile

population—sometimes they sold them all, indiscriminately, into

slavery—and sometimes they made slaves only of the women and
children, and massacred the men ; or, according to the Roman
practice, reserved them to perish in the amphitheatre, in contests

with one another, or with beasts. The international law of

Greece and Rome was the international law of New Zealand,

with the single exception of cannibalism. The classical quota-

tions which form the principal portion of the pages of Grotius

are amusing, and even interesting ; but there their merit ceases.

As a means of ascertaining what the law of nations ought to be,

they are useless, for that is not a question to be decided by au-

thoiity ; as a means of judging what it was when Grotius wrote,

they are worse than useless, for they tend only to mislead. De-
fective and ill-directed as national feeling and national conduct

then were, they were as superior to the feelings and conduct

which prevailed in what Grotius ventured to term the best times

of the best nations, as the feelings and actions of imperfectly

civilized Christians might be expected to be to those of imper-

fectly civilized heathens.

Gradually, however, a school of writers arose, who perceived

that rules of conduct, which derive their force from public opi-

nion, must vary with all the changes of that opinion ; and that it

is absurd to infer the opinion of one age from the acts which were
done, or from the sentiments which were professed, in another.

But the meritorious men who, from time to time, endea-

voured to ascertain what was the public opinion of Europe as to

the conduct which nations might require from one another, have,
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in general, shown more dllig-ence in the collection of materials

than judgment in their estimation. The authorities on which

they have principally relied have been treaties. Now, treaties

are often of great vahie, as showing the opinion of nations as to

what international law ought to be. Thus, the clauses in the

treaty between Prussia and the United States of America, in

1785, which, in the event of a future war between the two

powers, provided against the confiscation of the property, or the

molestation of the persons of private individuals, show the opinion

of those nations as to what ought to be the international law of

war. Again, stipulations which prohibit an act under certain

circumstances, tacitly admit its lawfulness under any but the ex-

cepted cases. Thus, the convention of 1801 between England

and Russia, which provided that neutral merchant vessels, when
under convoy, should not be searched for enemy's property by

any but national cruisers, and then only under certain restric-

tions, recognized the general law, that when not under convoy

they might be searched for enemy's property by privateers.

Again, stipulations which require an act to be done in certain

cases, admit that it cannot be demanded in any other cases.

Thus, the treaties by which many nations have agreed, that

under certain circumstances, and during certain periods, they will

mutually deliver up persons accused of certain crimes, are con-

clusive evidence that, in the opinion of those nations, there is no

general international law requiring all nations to deliver up all

criminals. But when a treaty is regarded, as has often been the

case, not merely as recognising the general law by its admis-

sions, but as creating a new general law by its express enact-

ments,—or as binding the contracting nations, not only as be-

tween one another, but to other nations not parties to the treaty,

—

such inferences are unwarranted, and their frequency is one of

the many proofs of the illogical manner in which international

law has generally been treated.

Another fertile source from which Jurists have derived the doc-

trines of international law, has been the opinions of their pre-

decessors. During the greater part of the last century, a quota-

tion w-as an argument, with little reference to the real value of

the testimony adduced. We have already remarked the abuse

of citation by Grotius ; and though subsequent writers have

avoided the error of looking for the opinions of modern Europe

in those of Greece and Rome, they have copied from one another

even more servilely than he did from his classical authorities. A
proposition announced undoubtingly in the text, will often be

found, on referring to the note, to rest on a mere chain of quota-
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tion, where every link depends on the one which preceded it, and
the whole hangs on Lactantius or St Augustine.

Where their premises have not been drawn from treaties or from
authority, they have generally been taken from example, or, as

it is usually termed, usage. But if the rules of international law
were to be taken from usage, much that is now considered to be

a part of that law must be rejected ; and principles would be intro-

duced far less favourable to the happiness of mankind than those

which we believe now to prevail. The professions of the worst

men and of the worst nations, are generally better than the prac-

tice of the best.

Thus, it is an admitted principle in international law, that all

nations are to be treated as equal ;—that all are entitled to similar

rights, and to a similar independence, whatever be their power.

But not a shadow of this equality is to be found in practice. In

practice the treatment which nations receive depends on their force

:

the strong dictate, the weak submit, and those whose power is

nearly balanced, negotiate. But as the principle, that might
gives right, though always acted on, is never avowed, we venture

to exclude it from the law of nations. And finding the opposite

principle constantly professed, even by those whose conduct is a

perpetual violation of it, we hold it to be established in theory,

and hope that happier times will see it established in practice.

In fact, if the opinions of nations were to be inferred from

their actual conduct, almost every crime against which interna-

tional law is supposed to be directed would be sanctioned.

What are the rights of Neutrals, if the conduct of all the Belli-

gerent powers during the revolutionary wars (and what power
was not belligerent during a portion of that unhappy period?) is

to be their measure ? What reliance is to be placed on treaties,

if their obhgation is to be estimated by the respect which then

was paid to them? That the business of nations is to plunder

or to subjugate enemies, neutrals, or allies, and that these ends are

to be efi'ected by fraud and treachery if possible, and where these

fail, by violence—that the true objects of every statesman are to

increase the strength of his own country, and to weaken his

neighbour's—and that all means are justifiable by which either of

those objects can be efi'ected,—such are the principles of interna-

tional law, which are to be deduced from the examples afi"orded

by Continental Europe from 1792 to 1814. That these examples
shook international law to its foundations must be admitted ; but

they did this injury, not by creating of themselves new rules, but

by corrupting public opinion. In one nation on the Continent,

and, unfortunately for mankind, still perhaps the most powerful
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one, they seem to have utterly perverted it ; and we fear that

there is none in which the improvement in public morality has

kept pace with the general advance in civilization. The con-

duct of Britain during that long struggle, bad as it was in many
respects, was far less censurable than that of any of her powerful

neighbours. She was sometimes insolent, illegal, and unjust.

She trampled under foot law and morality; but it was for the

purpose of defence, not of attack : it was in order to defend her-

self from aggression, or perhaps from destruction, not in order

to rob or to conquer. Her crimes were those of violence, not

of treachery. She alone, among the nations, kept faith. And
we believe that public opinion on international subjects, is in a

far sounder state in Britain than in any other of the great nations

of Europe—but even in Britain it is lamentably imperfect.

We now proceed to the third branch of our subject—the pro-

gress of the law of nations from the Peace of Westphalia to the

Congress of Vienna.

The most convenient mode of stating Mr Wheaton's views,

will be to extract the recapitulation which closes his work:

—

' On a general view of the progress of the law of nations since the

peace of Westphalia, it appears to me

—

< That the result has been, rather that the principles laid down by

Grotius, and by the jurists of his school, have been more clearly defined

and recognized, than that new laws have been established to regulate

international relations.

' That these relations have been maintained by the general adoption

of permanent missions, and the recognition of diplomatic privileges.

' That although the right of intervention to preserve the balance of

power, or to prevent the dangers to which one country may be exposed

by the domestic events within another, has been frequently assumed, yet

no general rules have been discovered by which the occasions which call it

forth, or the extent to which it may be carried, can be laid down ; and

that it remains, therefore, an undefined and undefinable exception to the

mutual independence of nations.

' That the exclusive dominion over particular seas has been abandoned

as a barbarous pretension—the general right to use the ocean for the

purpose of navigation, commerce, and fishery, has been conceded, and

the right of search limited to periods of war.

' That the universal right to use the Scheldt, the Rhine, and the other

great European rivers, has been established as a principle of international

law.
' That the colonial monopoly has nearly ceased, and with it the ques-

tion as to the right of neutrals to enjoy in war a commerce prohibited in

peace.

' That the slave-trade is generally reprobated as a stain on human
nature, though not universally abolished in fact, or even by law.

* That the laws of war have been improved, apd among the more civi-
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llzed nations the usages of war have heen sensibly softened ; and that,

although there is still some uncertainty as to the rights of neutral navi-

gation, a conventional law has been created by treaty, which shows a

manifest advance towards securing the commerce of nations which re-

main at peace, from interruption by those which are at war.

' That the sphere within which the law of nations operates has been

extended by the unqiialitied accession of the states of the western hemi-

sphere, by the tendency of the Mahomedan powers to adopt the public

law of Cl^ristendom, and by the general feeling even among less civilized

nations, that there are rights which they may exact from others, and,

therefore, duties which they may be required to fulfil.

' That the law of nations as a science (in our nomenclature, interna-

tional morality^ has advanced with the advance of philosophical kriow-

lellge, and the improvement in philosophical language with our extended

knowledge of the past and of the present condition of mankind, and with

the variety and importance of the occasions for its application.

' And lastly, that the law of nations, as a system of positive rules regu-

lating the intercourse of nations, {iri our nomenclature, international

law,) has improved with the general improvement of civilization, of

which it is one' of the most valuable products." *

Of the subjects of discussion thus suggested by Mr Wheaton,
our bounds of course oblige us to leave many unnoticed, and to

dwell more briefly than the importance of the questions, or the

authority of the writer, would require, on the few which we have
room to consider.

We must begin by expressing a doubt as to the accuracy of

Mr Wheaton's first position, ' That the progress of the law of
* nations, since the peace of Westphalia, consists rather in the
* recognition of the principles laid down by Grotius and his

' school, than in the introduction of new international laws.'

And we will support that doubt by comparing the doctrines of

Grotius on some of the most important questions of international

law, with those now acknowledged by Europe. We will first

take the great question of the right of intervention.

' The opinion,' says Grotius, ' is not to be tolerated, that the
* law of nations permits war for the purpose of preventing one
' nation from acquiring a dangerous preponderance of power over
* others. Where war, indeed, is just on other grounds, such a
* motive may decide as to its prudence ; but that the fear of suf-

* fering injury should give a right to inflict it, is against all

* rules of equity. Such is the condition of human life, that
* perfect safety is not to be attained. Against dangers that are
* merely probable, we must take innocent precautions, and then
' rely on Divine Providence, without having recourse to force." t

* P, 444. t ^^^- "• cap- Ij sec. 17.
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And in the same spirit, he maintains that even warlike prepara-

tions on the part of a neighbour are to be met, not by oblio^in;^

him to desist, but by equivalent preparations on our own side.*

If this were international law, what would become of the right

of intervention to preserve the balance of power ? or of the right

of preventing aggression by preventing the accumulation of

the means of attack ?

Again, he denies to a nation the right of preventing foreigners

from settling in its uncultivated territory. He holds, indeed,

that such a territory may be seized by occupants, provided they

acknowledge the authority of the sovereign.! If no nation could

legally prevent the intrusion of foreigners into its unoccupied
territories, how could the maritime powers of Europe have
created or defended their vast colonial dependencies ? how
could Spain, Portugal, and England, have appropriated and
divided America? and how could Russia have extended herself

from the Baltic to the Northern Pacific? With the single ex-

ception of British India, the great empires which European
nations have founded in the other quarters of the globe, have
been formed by first assuming sovereignty over large territories

unoccupied, or occupied only by tribes held unentitled to the rights

of international law, and then gradually peopling them with
their own subjects. Without doubt, such a course of proceeding

is open to abuse, and in fact has been grossly abused ; but it is

equally certain that it is sanctioned by the Law of Nations, and
we believe that it ought to be so sanctioned.

But while Grotius denies the lawfulness of hostility in cases

In which it is now admitted, he affirms it in cases in which it is

now abandoned. Thus, he affirms that it is a just cause of war,

if a nation, engaged in a just war with a third party, is denied

by a neutral the liberty of military transit, whether the motive
for denial be the fear of injury from the passing army, or from
the other belligerent. Fear, he repeats, does not justify a denial

of right, which he considers the liberty of the transit to be, and
still less does the fear that a third party may take unwarranted
oftence.t He even maintains that a belligerent whose cause is

just, may lawfully seize a neutral territory, if he foresees that it

* Lib. ii. cap. 22, sec. 5. f Lib. ii. cap. 2, sec. 18.

I Lib, ii. cap. 2, sec. 13. Grotius seems to have been seduced into

this strange doctrine by the example which he quotes from Numbers,
chap. 21, of the war waged by the Israelites against the Amorites on
the denial of liberty of passage, and the approbation of that Mar by St
AuL-ustine.
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may otherwise be occupied by the enemy.* Such was the pre-

tence on which we seized Copenhagen in 1807 ; but who will

now venture to defend that occupation ?

Perhaps there is no point on which the Law of Nations, as laid

down by Grotius, differs more from that which is now recognized,

than as to the treatment of criminal refugees. Grotius main-
tains that a nation is strictly bound either to punish or give

them lip ; but he admits that the injured nation seldom exacts

the performance of this duty, except in the cases of persons

accused of political offences, or of atrocious crimes.f

It is now admitted, first, that no nation can lawfully punish or

even try offences committed by foreigners in a foreign territory.

Secondly, that the extradition of criminals for trial or punishment
in the country where the crime was committed, is a matter of

treaty, and can be required only where such a treaty exists, and
then only to the extent and under the circumstances defined by
the treaty ; and thirdly, that political offences are precisely those

to which no such treaty ought to extend. The most power-
ful, and the least scrupulous European nation, would scarcely

venture to incur the odium of requiring the weakest of its neigh-

bours to surrender a political offender. France does not exact

this from Geneva.
We have not nearly exhausted the points of difference between

the opinions supported by Grotius, and those which now consti-

tute international law ; but those which we have mentioned are

sufficiently numerous and sufficiently important to justify us in

holding, that the greater part of the existing international law is

of a more recent date than the times of Grotius, or of his imme-
diate followers, who may be termed his school.

We rather regret that Mr Wheaton has included in one para-

graph, and apparently considered as subjected to the same prin-

ciples, the right of intervention created by danger arising from

the undue preponderance, either actual or possible, of a single

power, and that created by inconvenience or danger arising from

events occurring in the interior of a foreign country. Each of these

rights is founded on a supposed danger or inconvenience—each

of them sanctions hostilities against a nation willing to remain at

peace. But there the resemblance ends. In the degree of pre-

cision with which they are capable of being defined and regu-

lated—in the frequency of the occasions for their exercise—in

the benefit arising from their legitimate employment—in the

* Lib, ii. cap. 2, sec. 10.
-f-

Lib. ii. cap. 21, sec. 3, 4, 5.
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evils likely to follow from their abuse—and in tlie amount of the

temptations to such abuse, the difference is striking.

The occasions on which the right of forcible intervention, to

prevent the undue augmentation of a single power, has been exer-

cised, are comparatively rare. The internal development of the

resources of a country has never been considered a pretext for

such an intervention, nor has its acquisition of colonies or depen-

dencies at a distance from Europe. It seems to be felt, with

respect to the latter, that distant colonies and dependencies gene-

rally weaken, and always render more vulnerable, the metropo-
litan state. And with respect to the former, although the increase

of the wealth and population of a country is the most effectual

means by which its power can be augmented, such an augmen-
tation is too gradual to excite alarm. To which it must be

added, that the injustice and mischief of admitting that nations

have a right to use force for the express purpose of retarding the

civilization and diminishing the prosperity of their inoffensive

neighbours, are too revolting to allow such a right to be inserted

even in the lax code of international law. Interferences, there-

fore, to preserve the balance of power, have been confined to

attempts to prevent a sovereign, already powerful, from incorpo-

rating conquered piovinces into his territory, or increasing his do-
minions by marriage or inheritance, or exercising a dictatorial

influence over the councils of an independent state.

Four principal occasions have occurred, since the peace of
Westphalia, in which interferences for the preservation of the

balance of power have led to actual war. In three of them the

power restrained, or attempted to be restrained, was France—in

one it was Russia.

The first was a consequence of the power acquired by
Louis XIV. in the earlier part of his reign;—a power which,
during the interval between the peace of Nimeguen in 1678, and
the commencement of hostilities in 1688, threatened to render
Europe subservient to France. That danger was averted by the
league of Augsburg, the war of 1688, and the peace of Ryswick
in 1697. The material power of France was diminished, and
her moral preponderance destroyed ; and the beginning was made
of the intimate relations between England and the Continent,
which have since produced so much good and so much evil.

The second produced the war of the ' Spanish Succession.'
Charles II. of Spam, without descendants or very near relatives,
was supposed to have—and if, in the agglomeration of states
which formed his vast empire, there was any common law as to
the transmission of the crown, perhaps had—the right to bequeath
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his territories. In the event of his intestacy there were two
claimants—the House of Bourbon and that of Hapsburg—each

descended from a Spanish Princess, but each estopped by express

renunciations. It was known that the affections of Charles,

and, what was more important, those of his wife, leant strongly

towards an Austrian candidate. Under such circumstances,

France proposed to England, Holland, and Austria, a treaty of

partition. The will of Charles, whatever it might be, was to be

set aside. Loraine and Bar, a portion of Savoy and of the

north of Spain, Sicily and Naples, and the Spanish possessions

in Tuscany, were to be given to France ; Milan to the Duke of

Loraine ; and to an Austrian Grand Duke the rest of Spain, the

Spanish Netherlands, Spanish America, and Sardinia.

The motive of France was obvious. If the will of Charles

was in her favour, she was prepared, as the event showed, to

disregard the treaty, and seize the whole inheritance ; if it was
against her, she could enforce the treaty, and have the as-

sistance of England and Holland in securing a large portion of

it. Austria refused her concurrence, but England and Holland

acceded.

It must be admitted that this transaction carried to its utmost

extent the right of intervention to maintain the balance of power.

Neither the interests nor the wishes of the nations who were to

be distributed among the different sovereigns, were consulted.

Their earnest desire was to remain united ; and Charles, thinking

that the validity of his will would depend on the power of his

legatee,—and that France was more powerful than Austria, and,

estimating at its real value the obligation imposed on France

by the treaty,—bequeathed the whole of his dominions to the

House of Bourbon. Louis, with that contempt of public faith,

with which his country stands generally accused, accepted the

perilous gift. The war by which England and Holland endea-

voured to prevent this enormous accession to the power of France,

was successful in one of its most important objects—the exclusion

of France from the Netherlands ; but the success was bought by
twelve years of exhausting war, and by burthens from which

Holland has never recovered, and which even now press upon

England.
For many years after the peace of Utrecht, there was no

single sovereign in Europe whose power was generally formi-

dable. The importance acquired by Prussia shows the weakness

of all her neighbours. With a poor disjointed territory, and a

population not equal to that which now belongs to Bavaria, she

was able to raise herself from an electorate to a kingdom ; to de-
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stroy the unity of the Empire, and what remained of force to the

Imperial crown ; to seize on portions of Austria and of Pohind,

and to be for a time the most influential state in Europe. Much,

without doubt, depended on the talents of her great Elector and

of her great King ; but if Frederic the Second had had to deal

with states resembling in power the existing great monarchies

of Europe, no personal qualities would have enabled him to act

as a superior or even as an equal.

The wars that intervened between the peace of Utrecht in

1712, and the peace of Paris in 1784, arose from ambition,

from vanity, from commercial or colonial disputes, or from the

family interests of sovereign houses; not from any general ap-

prehension of danger from the preponderance of a single state.

Of course we do not mean to say that the desire to keep down

the power of a rival was not often one of the motives to war;

but it was not the principal motive; and, above all, it was not

the motive assigned. To borrow an expression from Grotius,

it was a ^ causa belli suasoria non justijica.' In 1778, for in-

stance, when Prussia and Saxony made war on Austria, in order

to force her to relinquish Bavaria, one motive, without doubt,

was fear of danger from the increase of power which Austria

would have obtained from so large an accession of territory and

population. If this fear, however, had been the only motive—if

Austria, for instance, had had a just claim, without any breach

of international law, to the inheritance of Bavaria—we do not be-

lieve that her claim would have been opposed. But the seizure

of Bavaria by Austria was an unvarnished robbery, it was an open

violation of treaties to which Prussia and Saxony were parties ;

—

these were the circumstances which gave a right to interfere,

and by which, therefore, they defended their interference.*

Towards the end, however, of the last century, the power of

Russia began to excite serious alarm, principally, of course,

among the states which had the misfortune to be nearest to her.

Towards Sweden, towards Poland, towards Turkey— in fact,

on all her frontiers—she was in a course of extension, which is

scarcely arrested even now. There was no period at which she

inspired so much dread as during the five years immediately pre-

ceding the wars excittd by the French Revolution. It is true

that at that time she had not perhaps more than half of her pre-

sent offensive force ; but, as compared with the present, it was

a period of general weakness. Great as the additions are which

the last half-century has made to the power of Russia, they are

* Declaration of the King of Prussia, July 7, 1778.— Annual Kegis-

tor; Vol. XXX. j». 31G.
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probably less than tbose which it has made to the power of Eng-

land and of Prussia. And, what is of more importance, the

intrigues and wars in which the Germanic and Scandinavian

powers used to waste their strength and destroy their mutual

confidence, have ceased. Russia is an object of dread now; but

she was a still greater object of dread in 1788, and with reason.

She was at that time urging a successful war against Turkey

—

a war which seemed likely to he finished in Constantinople.

Austria was her associate, in the hope of sharing the spoil, and

Denmark was united to her by treaty. France, occupied by her

own internal affairs, was incapable of moving; and Prussia,

Holland, and England, contented themselves with forming the

celebrated triple alliance, but showed no signs of the purpose of

their union.

Sweden was at peace with Russia, and, what is very rare

between contiguous countries, had not even an injury to com-

plain of. But her rash sovereign ventured to stop the progress

of Russian aggrandizement. He made an offensive aUiance

with Turkey, and assembled an army in Finland ; and, when his

motives were demanded by Russia, required that she should

make peace with Turkey on terms to be dictated by himself.*

In the war which followed, Sweden was unfortunate. Nothing,

indeed, but the intervention of the Triple Alliance prevented her

destruction. But the diversion was most valuable to Turkey,

and probably enabled her to struggle on until a subsequent

intervention of the Triple Alliance, which, as it did not proceed

to actual war, would be here out of place, obtained for her a

tolerable peace.

The balance of power had little to do with the events between

the deposition of Louis XVI. and the Consulate. It was not

until the resources of France were collected in the hands of

Bonaparte, that their real magnitude was perceived.

In considering the wars which lasted from the rupture of the

peace of Amiens in 1803, until the peace of Paris in 1814, it is

often difficult to separate those which were provoked by the

aggressions of France, from those in which she was assailed for

the mere purpose of reducing her power. Many were of a mixed

character. Such was the war with England. It is scarcely

possible that England would have preferred war to the evacua-

tion of Malta, if she had believed that there was safety in peace.

And, on the other hand, her desire to put down the preponder-

* Note of the Swedish Court, 1st July 1788—Schoell, Histoire

Abrege, he, Vol. xiv. p. 84,
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ance of France, would scarcely have induced her to resume arms

only a year after she had laid them down, if the conduct of

France in Holland, in Switzerland, and in Italy, had not afforded

her a lawful pretext. The same may be said of the Coalition of

1805. France certainly had not observed the stipulations of the

treaty of Luneville ; but her breach of them was not of suffi-

cient importance to have authorized a war on the part of Austria

or Russia, if such a war had not been thought a favourable op-

portunity of restoring the balance of power. The war declared

by Prussia against France in 1806, was less founded on any im-

mediate provocation by France. The Prussian declaration* is

full of reproaches, and of very just reproaches, of the conduct

of France towards third parties, and of well-founded anticipa-

tions of future evil to Prussia ; but contains scarcely a single

precise complaint of injury actually suffered by herself.

The war on the part of Austria in 1809, was the first which
can be considered as a pure intervention to restore the balance

of power. The Spanish war had by that time begun to show
its dangerous character ; and France, anxious to avoid being in-

cumbered by a new enemy, had endeavoured to avoid offending

Austria. The Austrian Court, therefore, was forced to state, as

grounds for its declaration of war,t ' That nations were falling

' around her,—that lawful sovereigns were torn from their sub-
' jects—and that the danger of universal subjugation threatened
* even the happy subjects of Austria.'

The conduct of Austria in 1813 was a more striking instance.

For nearly four years she had been in intimate connexion with
France. Only a year before she had by express treaty, that of
the 14th Alarch 1812, guaranteed to France her existing terri-

tories, and joined on her behalf in the invasion of Russia. But,
in the mean time, the French armies had been destroyed. Prussia
had turned against her, and if Austria would do so, it seemed
probable that the rest of Germany would follow the example.
The paper in which Austria, in the person of her emperor, de-
clared her intention to join her enemies against her ally, main-
tains, in its most unqualified form, the lawfulness of attacking
a preponderant power merely because it is preponderant.

That paper states that ' Austria, in all her measures, had been
' directed by the principle that, as all balance of power in Europe
' had been destroyed by the boundless superiority of France, no

* Declaration of Erfurth, Oct. 9th, 1806 Ann. Reg. Vol. xlviii.

p. 800.

I Austrian Declaration, April 6th, 1809 Ann. Re^. Vol. li.p. 691.
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* real peace was to be expected unless that superiority was dimi-
* nished. That by one means or by another, by negotiation or
' by force of arms, a new state of things must be effected. That
* France would hear of no proposition for peace that should
* violate the integrity of the French empire ; and that the con-
' sequent necessity of war was engraven on the heart of every
* Austrian.'*

It must be obvious that such interferences are matters of dan-
ger and difficulty. The sovereign against whom they are directed

is, by the supposition, already so powerful as to excite the dread
of his neighbours. No single one among them, therefore, can
oppose him, but at the heavy penalty of an expensive and dan-
gerous war. Recourse, then, must generally be had to a coali-

tion ; and experience has shown how difficult it is to form a
coalition, or to give to it unity of purpose or perseverance.

On these grounds we found our belief that the right of armed
intervention, for the purpose of preserving the balance of power,
is less liable to abuse than almost any other international right.

It is not necessary to enter into a long exposition of the dif-

ferences between the right of intervention which we have just

been discussing, and that which is created by a supposed incon-

venience or danger arising to other nations from events occurring

in the interior of a country. The first is, the privilege of the

weak against the strong ; the second, that of the strong against

the weak. The circumstances which give rise to the first are

tolerably definite, and must always be evident. Those which
create the second are incapable of definition, and generally inca-

pable of proof. If we examine the statements of evils suffered

or apprehended from the domestic affairs of independent nations,

on which the most remarkable modern interventions have been

founded, we shall find them in general too vague to be suscep-

tible of refutation, or too frivolous to deserve it.

The evils and dangers, for instance, which Austria, Russia,

and Prussia held forth to the world as a justification of the first

partition of Poland, were, that the disordered state of that

Republic forced them to incur expense in securing the tranquil-

lity of their own frontiers, and exposed them to the uncertain,

but possible consequences of the dissolution of Poland, and to

the danger of seeing their own mutual harmony and Iriendship

destroyed. ' In consequence hereof,' continues the Manifesto,
* their Majesties are determined to take immediate and effectual

* Austrian Declaration, 11th August 1813.—Ann. Reg-., Vyl. Iv,

p, 422.
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' possession of such parts of the territory of the republic as may
' serve to fix more natural and sure bounds between her and the

'three powers.'* In 1793, however, Russia 'found that her
' endeavours to maintain peace and quiet among her Polish
* neighbours had been attended with innumerable losses, and that
' some unworthy Poles had not been ashamed to approve the
' government of the ungodly rebels in the kingdom of France.
* From these considerations, her Imperial Majesty, for the future
* safety of her empire, and for the cutting off for ever of all

* future disturbances, was pleased to take under her sway, and
' unite for ever to her empire, the territories between the Dwina
'and the Dniester.'! The King of Prussia stated 'it to be
' universally known that the Polish nation never ceased to afford

' to the neighbouring powers frequent grounds for just rcsent-
' mcnt; and that what princi{)ally excited their serious attention,

' was the unceasing spirit of rebellion, and the spread of the
' abominable notions by which all civil, political, and religious

'ties would be dissolved; destructive principles more to be
' dreaded in a country like Poland, always distinguished by party
' spirit, and powerful enough to be dangerous. In order, there-
' fore, to prevent disturbances which have often shaken her own
' tranquillity and endangered her neighbours, there is,' says his

Prussian Majesty, ' no other means except to incorporate her
' frontier provinces into our states, and for this purpose imme-
' diately to take possession of the same.'

J

It was the singular fate of Poland to become more and more
dangerous as she became more and more v/eak. She was dan-
gerous in 1772, and was stripped of half her territories. She was
found still more dangerous in 1793, and three-fourths, of the

remainder were taken from her. Still, however, she excited

alarm among her great neighbours; and, in 1795, they finally

dismembered her. and, as far as in them lay, extinguished the
name and the nationality of Poland.

A remarkable similarity runs through all the state papers in

which this right of intervention is asserted. They generally
begin by disclaiming the wish to interfere with the affairs of any
independent state; they then state the inconveniences sntTered

by their own frontiers, in consequence of the disturbed state of

* Manifesto of the 18th September 1772.—Ann. Ilog-. Vol. xv,

t Russian Ukase.— lljid. Vol. xxxv. p. 227.

j Prussian Manifesto Iliiil. Vol. xx.w. p. 229,

VUL. I.XXVIl. ^O. CLVI. V
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their neighbours; they add that the doctrines professed, and the
examples held out, are subversive of the general tranquillity of
Europe, and particularly of that of their own dominions ; and
they therefore propose to take military possession of the dis-

turbed country, with no views of aggrandizement, but simply in

self-defence.

It is seldom, however, that a nation rests its interference in the

affairs of an independent neighbour on the bare ground of incon-

venience or danger to herself. She generally supports her inva-

sion by the further pretext, that it is for the purpose of redressing

some injury suffered by some class, or even by some individual

of the invaded nation ; and she usually asserts that the interests

of the class, or of the individual whose side she espouses, are

those of the nation as a whole.

By far the most numerous interventions, in modern times,

have been made for the benefit of individuals.

In a large majority of the nations of Europe, foreign affairs

are the exclusive province of the executive. In constitutional

countries, indeed, the people have acquired a right to grant and
appropriate the supplies, and thus to influence the conduct of the

executive; but these countries are, even now, comparatively few,

and the power exercised by their assemblies operates slowly and
indirectly.

There are few exceptions to the general proposition, that,

during the period embraced by Mr Wheaton's work, the foreign

policy of the continental nations has been guided by their

monarchs. Now, it is scarcely necessary to remind our readers,

that this college of sovereigns is animated by an esprit de corps

stronger than that which unites any other equally large class

in the world. Their constant intermarriages have connected
them by ties of consanguinity and affinity, which constitute them
one family scattered over the different thrones of Europe ; their

remote and inaccessible position deprives them of society, on
equal terms, except among one another. The only language
which they hear speaks of devotion to their interests, and even

to their wishes ; and, what is still more important, they are all

in the presence of a common enemy, the advancing spirit of

democracy. From the sixteenth century, when the United Pro-

vinces threw off the yoke of Philip II., every succeeding age has

witnessed victories of democratic over royal power more and
more important. The English Revolution marked the seventeenth

century; those of British America, and France, the eighteenth;

and, in the nineteenth, we have already seen the triumph ofpopular

power in Spain, Portugal, France, Belgium, Saxony, and Nor-

way. In every one of these countries, the royal power was, within
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our own memory, despotic. In every one of these, the sovereign

is now either a mere instrument in the hands of the representa-

tives of his people, or derives his influence from the accident of

his personal qualities. The philosopher may know that such

changes are on the whole beneficial, but no sovereign ever be-

lieved so ; or, if such were his belief, ever acted on it. Among all

their mutual jealousies, sovereigns have always hadastrong fellow-

feeling for a king against a people. And where they have

assisted the latter, they have generally done so in obedience to

some overpowering motive of aggrandizement or self-defence ; or

to some sympathy between their own subjects and those of their

brother, which they did not think it safe to resist.

Thus, William, asStadtholder of the United Provinces, interfered

to protect the people of England from the tyranny of James II.

;

but it was partly to obtain a throne for himself, partly to use

the resources of England in his struggle against France ; and

partly from the sympathy between the Dutch and English Pro-

testants. If James had been a Protestant, and an enemy of

France, he might have subverted the liberties of England un-

checked by foreign interference.

About a century afterwards, Charles IV. of Spain and Louis

XV. of France assisted our North American fellow-subjects to

throw off the dominion of England ; but neither of these mon-
archs thought fit to ground his interference on the right to pro-

tect subjects against the oppression of their sovereign. The
JSpanish declaration consists exclusively of complaints of English

aggressions, and rests the justice of war, on the part of Spain, on
* the absolute necessity to curtail and destroy the arbitrary pro-

' ceedings and maxims of the English maritime power.' * The
French Manifesto states that the King of France neither was,

nor pretended to be, a judge of the disputes between the King
of England and his colonies ; and that he took up arms ' to avenge
' his injuries, and to put an end to the tyrannical empire which
* England has usurped, and pretends to maintain, upon the

* ocean.' f

The intervention of the Triple Alliance in the Belgian revo-

lution of 1789, was of a mixed character. The events which led

to that intervention are so remarkable, their influence on the

subsequent history of Europe has been so great and so perma-

nent, and they are so little known, or, to speak more correctly,

so little notorious, that we will venture to relate them at some

* Spanish Declaration of 1779.—Ann. Reg. Vol. xxii. p. 386.

\ French Manifesto of 1779.—Ibid. 390.^
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length. Those who dislike an. episode may pass over the next

seven pages.

The sovereignty to which Joseph II. of Austria succeeded,

differed from all other great empires in being the result, not of

conquest, but succession.

* Bella gerant alii, tu felix Austria nube.

Nam quae Mars aliis, dat tibi regna Venus.'

In Austria Proper, and in the neighbouring provinces, which

formed the ancient patrimony of the Archdukes, his power was
practically absolute ; but every where else it was shared with

other bodies or authorities more or less powerful, and was bound

by restrictions more or less binding, and more or less precise.

It is scarcely possible that an empire so constituted can enjoy

internal harmony. A sovereign yields easily to the restrictions

imposed by the constitution of his native country. He has been

bred up to respect them ; he sees that they are revered by all

Avho surround him ; and, if he perceives their inconvenience,

he submits to it as the condition to which he was born. But
he is not likely to feel much reverence for the institutions of

communities, which, though united under his sceptre, are not

parts of his nation. He probably exaggerates their evils, and

undervalues their advantages. His acquaintance with them is

imperfect, and is derived principally from their opposition to his

will. He finds them impede his foreign and domestic policy, and

interfere with his schemes of ambition and of improvement ; and

ends by believing them to be anomalies, which the welfare of his

whole empire, and even of the portions of it which enjoy these

mischievous privileges, requires to be removed. When we say

He, we do not mean to imply that such feelings are peculiar to

a monarch. They belong to every sovereign power that has to

deal with institutions differing from those of the metropolis. The
English government, from the time that the Revolution defined

the constitution, has adhered to that constitution more faithfully

than any government that the world has ever seen. But it has

never respected any independent legislature. The separate par-

liaments of Scotland and Ireland were never allowed free liberty

of action, or even of resistance. It was only after their legis-

latures had been incorporated with that of England, and united

in one aggregate imperial parliament, that those countries were

governed constitutionally. Such an expedient has been sup-

posed, and perhaps with truth, to be inapplicable to the British

colonies. The consequence has been, that the legal rights of

those colonies have been perpetually violated. Those which
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were strong enough were driven to separation—those which ad-

hered to us in that great contest, or which we have subsequently-

acquired or founded, are either denied constitutions, or, if the

local authorities oppose the will of the imperial parliament, find

their constitutions changed, suspended, or annulled.

When such has been the conduct of the English government,

a government, in general, scrupulously legal—when it has been

adopted not occasionally, or under the influence of a single party,

but systematically, under Whigs as well as under Tories, under

a reformed as well as under an unreformed House of Commons

—

no one can wonder that it was not avoided by Joseph II. In no

part of his vast heterogeneous dominions was his power so limited

us in the Netherlands. The institutions of the different pro-

vinces were various, but in all the ruling principle was that of an

aristocracy, or of an oligarchy, rather than that of a monarchy.

They had been wrested from the ancient dukes and counts by
the nobles and by the clergy, and seemed to have been formed

on the principle, that the enemies to be opposed were the sove-

reign and the people. Education was in the hands of a clergy

of immense wealth, fiercely intolerant, devotedly subservient to

Rome, and so ignorant, that up to the time when Belgium be-

came part of France, the university of Louvain taught that the

sun goes round the earth. Justice was administered by heredi-

tary seignorial courts, deformed by torture and by secret proce-

dure. The supplies were annually voted by the States, and, as

if to keep thein in opposition, no officer of the government was
allowed a seat in them. The population was numerous and rich,

but ignorant, superstitious, blind instruments of the nobles in the

villages, of the corporations in the cities, and of the priests in

both town and country.

Such a state of society offered great temptations to a reformer,

and at the same time opposed to him obstacles almost insurmount-

able. Joseph's own character added force to the temptation and
to the difficulty. He was urged to the attempt, and disqualified

from effecting it both by his virtues and by his defects. If he
had possessed less public spirit, less zeal for the welfare of his

subjects, less contempt for ignorance, or less hatred of intole-

rance, he might have been satisfied to remain the prince of an

unenlightened, unadvancing, but, on the whole, obedient people.

He found them loyal to the House of Austria, and they Avould

have continued so if he had attempted no improvements. On
the other hand, if he had had less vanity and less presumption,

or more knowledge of mankind, he would not have fancied that,

by the mere assumption of absolute legislative authority, he

could abolish constitutions which had endured for centuries. He
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would not have believed that an aristocracy would give up their

legal jurisdiction, or a clergy surrender the education of the

people, in obedience to an imperial edict. He would not have
believed that, by a mere expression of his will, he could force a
bigoted Catholic population to tolerate heresy, and to submit
to the suppression of their convents, their processions, and their

feasts. And, if he had had more justice, he would have felt that,

admitting all his changes to be improvements, they were crimes

when founded on usurpation.

It is a remarkable proof of the folly of the monarch, and of

the submission of the people, that Joseph began his reforms by
innovations in matters of religion, and that for several successive

years those innovations were submitted to. He succeeded to the

sovereignty of the Netherlands in November 1780, and in July
1781 made his public entry into the capitals of the different pro-

vinces, and swore to observe their different constitutions. Only
four months afterwards he published his edict of toleration, which
allowed Protestants (including under that name the Lutheran
and Calvinistic persuasions) to erect churches, and admitted
them to the universities and to all civil privileges and offices.

The provincial estates, the bishops, and the universities, remon-
strated ; the university of Louvain declared, that ' toleration is

' the parent of dissension, since the Catholic religion holds all

' heretics devoted to damnation—a doctrine which it has always
' taught, and always must teach.'

*

Within a few months afterwards, further edicts required the

Catholic clergy to solemnize mixed marriages, and declared that

the sons of a Protestant should be educated as Protestants.

Further edicts in 1781, 1784, and 1785, forbad the Bishops from
appealing to the Pope ; placed their episcopal administration

under the control of the imperial government; and finally de-

prived them of jurisdiction with respect to marriages. Between
1 783 and 1 786, the greater part of the monasteries and nunneries,

and many of the abbeys and canonries, were suppressed ; and in

1786 the distribution of the parochial clergy, and the boundaries

of their parishes, were altered, and changes were made with re-

spect to the right of patronage and the qualifications of candi-

dates. Having thus offended the prejudices, and injured the in-

terests of the universities, the bishops, and the regular and secu-

lar clergy, the Emperor proceeded to attack the religious feelings

and the amusements of the whole body of the people. He for-

bad religious processions and pilgrimages, the favourite recrea-

* Jannsen, Histoire des Pays Bas.—Vol. ii. p. 404.
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tions of that part of the community, which, having but few

pleasures, can ill afford their diminution ;—recreations too, which,

unitinu- the enjoyments of society, of music, of exercise, and often

of fine scenery, to a feeling of religious merit, are attractive to

a Catholic population in a degree which a Protestant can scarcely

estimate. And lastly, he abolished the Kermess, a festival

which, ever since Belgium was Christian, and probably long

before, had been an annual season of enjoyment and festivity.

All this was submitted to. There can be no doubt that it

excited the hostility which subsequent outrages inflamed into

insurrection ; but there was no open resistance until the promul-

gation of the edicts of January 1787. By these edicts the

Netherlands were constituted a province of the Austrian mon-

archy, and divided into nine circles, subdivided into districts.

The circles were to be governed by intendants appointed by the

Austrian sovereign, and the districts by commissioners appointed

by the intendants. All the ancient courts of justice were sup-

pressed, and new tribunals with new forms of procedure, in which

foreigners were to preside, were substituted. The old constitu-

tions were in fact abolished.

Under such circumstances, the States of Brabant refused to

vote the annual supplies. It is unnecessary to say more as to the

events of the remainder of that year and of 1788, than that

Joseph, after having appeased his Belgian subjects by revoking

the edicts of 1 787, was mad enough to renew the contest by an

attempt to change the education of the candidates for holy orders ;

the result of wliich was, that in November 1788 the Tiers Etat

of Brabant again refused the supplies, and their example was

followed by all the three estates of Hainault. In January 1789,

Joseph issued an edict abolishing the estates of Hainault, and

declared that he would in future govern that province as a con-

queror. In February he abolished the Tiers Etat of Brabant,

and as the two other orders, the clergy and nobles, refused to

act in the absence of the Tiers Etat, on the 18th of June (about

three weeks before the storm of the Bastile) he annulled the

whole constitution of Brabant, and converted the government

into an absolute despotism.

The immediate consequence was a large emigration, who found

shelter within the Dutch frontier, organized there a considerable

force, re-entered Flanders in October, and gave the first impulse

to an insurrection which, before the end of the year, forced the

Austrian authorities and the Austrian soldiers to abandon the

whole country, with the exception of Luxemburg and Limburg.

The revolted provinces, nearly co-extensive with the present

kingdom of Belgium, declared their independence, and on the
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10th of January 1790, formed themselves into a federal republic,

under the title of the United Belgie States.

TJp to this time the Belg-ian opposition had enjoyed the sympa-
thy of Europe. They had resisted great and manifest wrong-,

and had resisted it with courage and forbearance ; and, what
was of more importance, Joseph was the object of universal dis-

like and fear. Absolute governments disliked his innovations,

free governments his despotism ; and all Europe dreaded his un-
scrupulous and insatiable ambition. The governments with
whom he was most unpopular were those connected by the

Triple Alliance. Prussia had j ust wrested Bavaria from his grasp,

at the expense of a serious war ; and appeared on the point of

being forced to the same extremity to prevent his dismembering
Turkey. England and Holland had complained that he had
violated the Barrier Treaty, and broken the engagements which
were the price for which Belgium had been annexed to .Austria.

The scheme, which twenty-five years afterwards was executed,

of substituting for the Barrier Treaty the annexation of Belgium
to Holland, was seriously contemplated by England and Prus-
sia, and earnestly desired by Holland. Deputies from the insur-

gent provinces were received at each of the three courts, and
Holland even allowed the revolutionary army to be assembled
and organized within her territory. But within a few weeks
after that army had entered Brussels in triumph, the fears, the

wishes, in short, all the political views of the three powers, were
altered. Joseph was dead, and a well-deserved confidence was
placed in the justice and moderation of his successor. Leopold
withdrew public sympathy from the insurgents, by renouncing

all the usurpations of his predecessor. The united Belgian

provinces showed their unfitness for self-government by internal

dissension; their folly and injustice by a M^anton invasion of

Limburg; and their weakness by its disgraceful failure; and,

above all, the rapid progress of events in France rendered esta-

blished governments unwilling to give further aid, or even coun-

tenance, to a revolution. Under such circumstances, the minis-

ters of England, Holland, and Russia, at the Congress of

Keichenbach, declared, on the 27th of July 1790, their deter-

mination to take such measures as might be necessary to replace

the Belgian provinces under the Austrian government, but with

the enjoyment of their ancient constitutions.* For this purpose,

a congress assembled at the Hague in September 1790, consist-

ing of ministers from the four courts and of deputies from the

insurgents. Its first act was to require from each party the im-

Marten's Recueil, Vol. iii, p. 74.
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mediate cessation of hostilities. The Belj^ians were mad enough
to refuse ; and the consequence was, that the Austrian troops

advanced, overcame with ease a resistance no longer supported

by public opinion, and, in the beginning of l^ecember, Merc in

military possession of the whole country. The congress, how-
ever, continued its labours; and, on the 10th of December 1790,

a convention was signed by the ministers of England, Holland,

Prussia, and Austria, by Mhich Austria confirmed to the Belgian

provinces their respective constitutions as they had existed at the

accession of Maria Theresa ; and the three mediating powers
guaranteed to Austria the sovereignty over the provinces, and
to the provinces the enjoyment of their constitutions. 'I'his

convention Leopold refused to ratify, unless the death of Maria
Theresa were substituted for her accession, as the period from
which the constitutions were to be restored. The alteration of

treaties, after they have been signed by competent public agents,

has always been opposed by England. She refused her assent

to the proposed modification, and the convention therefore re-

mained unratified.

Great importance has been attached to the failure of this me-
diation. An eminent historian seems to have thought that, if

Leopold had ratified the convention, and thus obtained the

guarantee of England, Belgium might have been preserved to

Austria.* But, in fact, a train of events was then in progress

which must have separated Belgium from Austria, whatever had
been, in this respect, the conduct of Leopold. It was no want of

assistance from England, Prussia, or Holland, that occasioned

the loss of Belgium. Their common interest in keeping Erance
from the Pthine, was a stronger motive than any guarantee ; and
if their efforts, and those of Austria, had been seconded by the

Belgian people, it appears to us possible, we are inclined to say
probable, that they might have succeeded, and the subsequent
calamities of Europe might have been averted. France might
have escaped the intoxication which necessarily followed her
early victories and conquests. Listead of fancying herself irre-

sistible, and therefore rushing into war with England and Hol-
land, she might have contented herself with rej)elling attack,

and turned her attention to the reconbtiuclion of her govern-
ment. But when the Belgian provinces, provoked, it must bo
owned, by intolerable injuries, threw off their allegiance to the
house of Burgundy, they destroyed their only principle of cohe-
sion, and their only source of national feeling, and of the exer-

tions and sacrifices to which national feeling is the stimulus.

* Coxu's House of Austria, Vol. iii. p. 698.
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They split at once into separate municipalities, without a com-
mon history, a common dynasty, a common interest, or, in fact, a
common country. For the few months that intervened between
the expulsion of the Austrians, in December 1789, and their re-

entry, in December 1790, they enjoyed, indeed, self-govern-

ment, and wasted it in dissension and civil war ; but from that

time, till 1830, their influence over their own fortunes ceased.

The battle of Jemappes made them French ; the battle of

Neerwinden restored them to Austria ; the battle of Fleurus
returned them to France ; the battle of Paris placed them at the

disposal of the Allies ; and a protocol of half-a-dozen sentences

presented them to Holland.*

The diplomacy of Austria, Prussia, and Russia, and the arms
and diplomacy of France and Eng-land, have now erected Bel-

gium into an independent state. The intervention, however,

by which that event was accomplished, though in its form an
intervention between the King of the Netherlands and his sub-

jects, scarcely belongs to this branch of international law. The
object of the intervening powers was not to promote the interests

of either of the contending parties. Neither party, indeed,

received much sympathy. The King of the Netherlands had
not governed constitutionally; not one of the limited monarchs
on the Continent had done so. It requires centuries of expe-

rience to convince such a sovereign, or his ministers, that the

existing constitution ought to be superstitiously observed, what-

ever may be the immediate convenience of breaking through its

restraints. But in spite of the irregular acts of the administra-

tion, the people had enjoyed a degree of liberty and prospe-

rity unexampled during any previous portion of their history.

Europe did not hold them justified in risking these substantial

advantages, and exposing to chance the future destinies of their

country, by rising against a government which, with all its

faults, was believed, whether truly or falsely we will not at pre-

sent decide, to have been among the best on the Continent.

But it was obvious that, if the contest were prolonged, it would

occasion an European war—a war which must have overthrown

the recently elected dynasty of France, and have produced exten-

sive mischief to every other portion of Europe. The five powers,

therefore, interposed, not for the sake of the people, which they

erected into a new state, but purely for their own preservation.

That Belgium may continue independent, must be the prayer of

every enlightened statesman. The freedom of her institutions,

the general prudence of her government, and the admirable sys*-

* Scboell, Abrege des Traites, Vol. x. p. 534.
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tem of railroads, which has given to her territory a compactness

and a facility of intercourse unequalled on the Continent, afford

reasonable grounds for hopinjr that this prayer may be granted.

But many years must elapse before the Belgians can form a real

nation—before they cease to be a mere aggregate of communi-

ties, separated in many instances by mutual dislike, and in all

by mutual jealousy ; and kept together only by the pressure of

the great monarchies which have assumed the control of their

destiny.

The treaty of 1827, by which the Kings of England and

France, and the Emperor of Russia, agreed to put a stop to the

civil war between the Porte and the insurgent inhabitants of

Greece, was perhaps, as far as France and England were con-

cerned, the most disinterested interference of sovereigns in behaif

of a people that has occurred in modern times. They were im-

pelled, however, by a sympathy on the part of their own subjects

with the Greeks, which the number and the force of its causes

rendered irresistible. The long duration of the contest—the

ferocity with which it was carried on by the Turks—the appa-

rent success of Greece against her gigantic enemy until she was

crushed by the invasion from Egypt—the fear of having to wit-

ness the utter extirpation of a Christian population by Maho-
metans, that Christian population being the descendants of those

to whom the world owes its civilization ;—all these were motives

which it would have been hard to withstand, even if the inter-

ference had been matter of difficulty or danger. But the three

powers did not choose to assign these as their exclusive, or even

as their principal motives. They expressed, indeed, a wish to

stop the effusion of blood, but they justified their interference by
' the interest of the repose of Europe, and the impediments which
' the contest threw in the way of European commerce, and the
' piracies which it occasioned, exposing the subjects of the high
' contracting parties to considerable loss, and rendering necessary
* burthensome measures of protection and repression.'* To
arrest these evils they required each party to consent to an imme-
diate armistice ; and, to prevent their recurrence, they proposed

that the Turks should evacuate Greece, but that Greece should

remain a dependency of Turkey, paying to her a tribute, and

governed by local authorities, elected indeed in the country, ' but
' in the nomination of whom the Porte should have a defined

' right.'

* Treaty of London for the pacification of Greece, 6th July 1827,

-State Papers, 18-26, 1827, p. 635.
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The narrowness of the ground assumed by the contracting

parties, gave to the Porte the barren advantage of having the best

of the argument. It answered, and with truth, that the pre-

tence of any serious injury inflicted on France, England, or Rus-
sia, by the war, was absurd ; and that it was equally absurd to

suppose, that troubles existing in a single corner of the vast Otto-

man empire could be communicated to other European countries;

but that, even if this were the case, each power ought to punish

its own seditious subjects, and the Porte promised not to inter-

fere in their behalf. On the other hand, it required to be allowed

to deal with its own subjects according to its own laws ;—asking

no assistance for itself, and trusting that its friends would give

none to its enemies.*

The three powers replied by sending a fleet, which, after

blockading the Turkish armament in the Turkish harbour of

Navarino, entered the port in line of battle, and moored their

vessels alongside of the Turkish ships, but, according to their

own statement, ' with no hostile intention.' The Turks, how-
ever, after allowing them to pass the batteries and take their

position, ' committed the aggression' (to use the language of the

European Admirals) ' of firing on them,' f and met with the usual

fate of a Turkish fleet in such a contest—utter destruction.

The naval force of Turkey having been thus destroyed, a

French army entered Greece, drove out the Turkish troops, and
left the country to enjoy the degree of independence which it

might suit the interests of the three great powers, which had
taken the management of its affairs, to confer on it.

We have seen how timid has been the interference of princes

on behalf of subjects against their sovereign ; but when the case

has been reversed, and the sovereign has been the party to be

assisted, it has seldom been thought necessary to disguise the

real motive, or to defend the interference on pretended grounds
of self-defence. This may be seen by a short notice of the prin-

cipal interventions of this kind which Mr Wheaton has men-
tioned.

The first is that of the King of Prussia, in 1787, in support of

his sister and of his brother-in-law, the Stadtholder of the United
Provinces. The popular party, which has always been powerful

in those provinces, especially in Holland Proper, the most im-

portant among them, had been for some years actively endea-

* Manifesto of the Sublime Porte, \^21.— State Papers, 1042.

t Declaration of the Admirals after the action of Navarino.— Ibid.

]0.>I.
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vourino;' to restore the republican s^overnmcnt, which had pre-

vailed durine;- the best periocU in their liistory; or, if a Stadtholder

were retained, to limit his power. As early as the bei^innin;!? of

1785, Frederic the Great had required the States-general ' to

' maintain the Prince-Stadtholder in the full enjoyment of the

' prerogatives which were the rightful attributes of his person

' and family.'* In 1784 he repeated his requisition, ' freely con-

' fessing that he was not perfectly acquainted with tlie internal

' constitution of the republic ; but holding it evident that, as the

' States-general had irrevocably deferred to the father of the

' Prince of Orange, for himself and his heirs, the Stadtholdership,

' with all the rights and prerogatives thereto belonging, such
' rights and prerogatives could not be recalled without his con-
' sent ;' and ending with a declaration, that * though he did not

' presume to meddle in the private affairs of the States, or to

' encroach on their freedom, he never would tamely suffer the

' Stadtholdership to undergo any alteration.' f These remon-

strances and menaces were ineffectual. The States of Holland

deprived the Prince of the command of the army, forbad the

use of Orange colours, and, what seems to have been the bitterest

of all insults, allowed the Pensionary of Dort to drive through

the gate at the Hague, which had never before been open to any

carriao-e except the Stadtholder's. The Prince retired to Guelder-

land, to be in the neighbourhood of the Prussian territories. His

wife, however, who was always a vehement but unfortunate po-

litician, resolved to support her husband's interests in person at

the Hague. She was stopped on her arrival at the frontier of

Holland, near Schoonhoven, on the 28th June 1787, and forced

to return. Frederic the Great was dead; but his successor,

Frederic William, the brother of the princess, considered, to

use his own language, this injury to the princess as an insult

offered to himself, and demanded immediate and suitable satis-

faction4 The terms of this satisfaction were afterwards stated

to be a written apology, the punishment of those who had stop-

ped the princess, and an invitation to her to come to the Hague
as negotiator for her husband. The States w-ere ready to apo-

logize, but not to admit that the act was illegal, or that those

who effected it were punishable. The result was, that on the

17th September 1787, a Prussian army, commanded by the

* See his letter to the States-general of the 21st January 1783, quot-

ed in his letter of 1784'.—Ann. Reg-. "S'ol. xxvii. p. 720.

t Ibid. p. 3-22.

\ Prussian Memorial, Gth August 1787 Ann. Rog ^^^^. xxix.p, 278.
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Duke of Brunswick, then the most celebrated general in Eu-
rope, entered Holland, and by the 10th of October was in pos-

session of Amsterdam. The Prince of Orange was restored to

his full powers of Stadtholder, and declared to hold them, not as

formerly, by a separate delegation from each province, but as

the fundamental institution of the confederacy ;
* and England

and Prussia engaged to maintain that form of government against

all attacks, of whatever nature they might be.f

The standard of international morality is still low in England;

but it certainly has risen since 1787. If such events could now
occur, no British House of Commons would address the Crown
in such terms as these .

—
' The rapid and brilliant success of the

' Prussian arms, under the conduct of the Duke of Brunswick,
' affords us peculiar satisfaction, both as it was the means of
' obtaining the reparation demanded by the King of Prussia,

' and as it has enabled the Provinces to re-establish their law-
' ful government.' +

There can be no doubt that the rapid and brilliant success of

the Prussian arms, which excited such satisfaction in the British

Parliament, had much to do with the subsequent misfortunes of

Europe. Five years afterwards, a more important member of the

college of sovereigns than the Stadtholder was threatened with

deposition ; and the Emperor of Germany had to redress injuries

to his brother-in-law and sister, more serious than those which

the King of Prussia had avenged by the subjugation of Holland.

The precedent set in 1787 was blindly followed in 1791; and the

right of sovereigns to mutual support against nations, was again

nakedly professed by the Convention of Pilnitz. In that memo-
rable document, the Emperor and the King of Prussia declared

that they ' looked on the situation of the King of France as an
' object of common concern to all the sovereigns of Europe, and
' that they trusted that none of the powers would refuse to em-
' ploy the most efficacious means to enable the King of France
' to consolidate, in the most perfect liberty, the basis of a monar-
' chial government suitable to the rights of sovereigns, being
* themselves determined to act speedily, with necessary force, to

* obtain their common end.'
||

* Act of Guarantee of the 17th June 1788.—Ann. Reg. Vol. xxx.

p. 218.

t Treaties of the 25th April 1788.—Ibid. p. 273.

J Address of the House of Commons, November 9, 1787.—Ibid,

p. 268.

II

Convention of Pilnitz, Aug-. 21, 1791.— Ibid. Vol. xxxiii. p.

190.
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The first result of this convention was a declaration of war, by-

France, against Austria;* and by Prussia against France.

t

The joiiit Manifesto of Austria and Prussia breathed the spirit

of the convention of Pilnitz. It declared that the supreme au-

thority in France, being never-ceasing and indivisible, the King

could neither be deprived, nor voluntarily divest himself, of any

of the prerogatives of royalty, but was obliged to transmit them

entire to his successors ; that the Allied sovereigns did not mean

to interfere with the internal administration of France, but that

they were determined to re-establish in it order and public secu-

rity; and finally, to procure to the King perfect safety, until he

could enjoy the satisfaction of seeing his subjects repent, and of

finding them submissive to his supreme authority. %

The Prussian armies were again confided to the Duke of

Brunswick ; and it was supposed that the general who had over-

run Holland in a few days, would be in Paris, at the farthest, in

as many weeks.

Mr Wheaton's view of these events agrees with our own. He
rejects as mere pretences the other grounds—grounds which we
have not thought worth enumerating—which were assigned, by

Austria and Prussia, as justifications of their coalition against

France. He states truly that they made war in order to re-esta-

blish Louis XVI. But when he adds, 'that the causes which
' led England to abandon the system of neutrality which she had
' adopted in this war of principh^s, are to be found in the diplo-

' matic correspondence and the Parliam.entary debates of 1792,'
||

he uses expressions which do not appear to us to be borne out by

the facts. The war in which Enghind became entangled, and of

which she ultimately bore the principal burden, was not in its

origin, on her part, a war of principles. It was a war founded on the

ordinary motives of war—ambition on the part of France; and on

the part of England self-defence, joined to a determination to

enforce the obligations of treaties, and to preserve the balance of

power. It is true, that after the exercise of the royal functions

had been withdrawn from Louis X Vl.on the 10th of August 1792,

Lord Gower was withdrawn from Paris ; but the letter of recall

contained a declaration, that England would maintain her neu-

trality in every thing regarding the internal affairs of France. It

is true, also, that the executive council which formed the provi-

* April 21, 1792.—Ann. Reg. Vol. xxxiv. p. 203.

t July 24, 1792.—Ibid. p. 22o.

± Austrian and Prussian Manifesto, Aug. 4, 1792.—Ibid. p. 236.

II P. 271.
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sional f^overnment of France, was not formally acknovv'ledged by-

England ; but this circumstance did not interrupt the intercourse

between the two governments until a few days before they were
actually at war. And if France had adhered to the enactments
of her existing constitution—if she had renounced all war for the

sake of conquest *— she would have had nothing to fear from Bri-

tish interference. We must, indeed, have despised the folly and
detested the wickedness of her factions ; but our contempt and
our abhorrence would have been exhaled in the harmless form
of speeches and addresses. But the ignorant and unprincipled
men, to whom the 10th of August gave temporary power, carried

into the foreign affairs of France the habits of violence and
fraud acquired during the previous three years of revolution.

They appear to have been almost unconscious of the existence

of international faith, or international law. Without assigning

any pretext, except that the King of Sardinia, commanding the

passage of the Alps, might in time have become a dangerous
enemy, t they overran Savoy, and converted it into the French
department of Mont Blanc. Having obtained military posses-

sion of Belgium, they subverted all its institutions, and were pre-

paring to incorporate it with France. They opened the naviga-

tion between the Scheldt and the sea, which, by the stipulations

of treaties with Holland, of w-hich England was the guarantee,

was always to remain closed. These stipulations, indeed, ought
never to have been required by Holland, or sanctioned by Eng-
land. They deprived mankind of one of the great highw^ays of

nature, merely for the purpose of enriching Rotterdam and Am-
sterdam at the expense of Flanders and Brabant. But they

were contained in treaties to which France was a party, and
which she could not abrogate at pleasure. The Convention pub-
lished the well-known decree of the 19th November 1792, offer-

ing fraternity and assistance to every people desirous of recover-

ing its liberty ; and, as a supplement to that decree, ' the French
' nation declared that she would treat as an enemy the people
' which, refusing to accept or renouncing liberty and equality,

' should wish to keep, to recall, or to negotiate with its prince or

' its privileged castes.' And France promised and engaged herself

not to sign a treaty, or lay down her arms, until the indepen-

dence of the people into whose territory she had once penetrated,

* Constitution of 1791, § 16.

t See the Speech of Lebrun, Minister for Foreign Affafrs, Sept. 15,

1792.
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should be confirmed, and popular government, freedom, and equa-
lity established there.*

And in order to direct this measure pointedly against Eng-
land, a member of the government, Monge, the minister of ma-
rine, in an official communication to the seaports of France,

declared, that the French ' would fly to the succour of the Eng-
' lish, would make a descent on the island, would lodge there
* fifty thousand caps of liberty, plant there the sacred tree,

* stretch out their arms, to their republican brethren, and the
' tyranny of the government would be destroyed.'

These were acts which must have produced remonstrance from
England; and, if that remonstrance had been unattended to, would
have justified war whether France had been governed by a Con-
vention or a King. The King's speech, on the opening of the

session in December 1792, expressed uneasiness at the intention

apparent in France to excite disturbances in other countries, to

disregard the rights of neutral nations, to pursue views of con-

quest and aggrandizement, and to adopt towards our allies—the

United Provinces—measures conformable neither to the law of

nations, nor to the positive stipulations of existing treaties; and
stated that some augmentations had been made to our naval and
military force, f An Order in Council was issued, prohibiting the

exportation of wheat ; and two acts were passed, one subjecting

aliens to restrictions nearly the same as those which are now usual

on the continent of Europe, the other prohibiting the circulation

in England of French assignats.

None of these were acts of hostility ; but, taken together, they
showed that the English government believed war to be pro-

bable. M. Chauvelin, who had been accredited by Louis XVI.,
and still resided in London, though without fresh credentials

from his existing government, demanded, in the name of the

executive council of the French Republic, whether France ought
to consider England as a neutral or an enemy.:}: Lord Gren-
ville, then Foreign Secretary, after remarking that the govern-
ment by which ]\L Chauvelin had been accredited had ceased

to exist, stated that England saw, in the decrees of the Conven-
tion, the declaration of a design to encourage revolt in all neutral

countries—that she would never consent that France should arro-

gate the power of annulling, at her pleasure, solemn treaties.

* Decree of the 15th Dec. 1792.

t Ann. Ret:. Vol. xxxiv. p. 167.

X Note of 27th Dtc. 1792 Ann. Reg-. Vol. x.\xv. p. 114.

VOL. LXXVII. NO. CLVI, //
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guaranteed by all the powers of Europe— and further, that Eng-
land, adhering to the maxims which she had followed for more '

than a century, would never see with indifference that France

should make herself, directly or indirectly, sovereign of the Low
Countries.*

The French reply denied that the decrees were to apply, unless

in the sole case of the general will of a nation, clearly and une-

quivocally expressed, calling the French nation to its assistance

and fraternity ;—that the rights of nature authorized them to

open the Scheldt, which had been closed against Belgium by
treaties made by a master, who sacrificed the inviolable rights of

his subjects in order to secure his own despotism ;—that France

renounced conquest, and that her occupation of Belgium should

continue only during the war, and until the Belgians could be in-

dependent and happy. If these explanations were insufficient

—

if France were still obliged to hear a haughty language, and hos-

tile preparations were continued in the English ports, she would
prepare for war. f

Lord Grenville replied that these explanations were insuffi-

cient ; and that to threaten Great Britain with war, because she

judged it expedient to augment her forces, was a new ground of

offence. J And a few days afterwards, on receiving the news of

the execution of Louis XVL, he intimated to M. Chauvelin, on

the 24th of January 1793, that his functions being entirely termi-

nated by the death of the King whom he represented, he must
leave the kingdom.
On the 1st of February following, France declared war against

England on the following grounds :
—

' That the King of Eng-
' land had persisted in giving proof of his being ill-disposed

* towards the French nation, and of his attachment to the coali-

' tion of crowned heads.
* That he had recalled his ambassador from Paris, and refused

' to acknowledge the ambassador from the French Republic.
' That he had impeded the purchase of corn in England by

* French citizens, or by the agents of the Republic.
* That he had prohibited the circulation of assignats.

* That he had subjected Frenchmen in England to inquisito-

* rial and vexatious forms.
* That he had given protection and pecuniary aid to emigrants.

* And, finally,

* Note of 31st Dec. 1792.—Ann. Re^. Vol. xxxv. p. 116.

I Note of the French Executive, Jan. 7, 1793.—Ibid. p. 119.

:j: Note of the 18th January 1793—Ibid. p. 125.
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' That he had augmented his naval and military forces.'

*

Many wars have been undertaken on motives as inadequate as

these. But, since the invasion of Holland by Louis XIV. in

1672, there is not, perhaps, a single case in which such frivolous

grounds have been assigned.

The dominant faction in the Convention seems not merely to

have been eager for war, but eager to be the first to declare it,

and to have feared that a few weeks' delay would produce the

declaration from England. For, even if we had yielded to the

terms which France dictated ; if we had acknowledged the Re-
public ; had repealed the Alien Act ; had permitted the exporta-

tion of corn and the circulation of assignats ; had expelled the

emigrants ; had disarmed our fleet, and had consented to see

Savoy and Belgium become departments of. France— still our

treaty with Holland would have forced us to defend her against

invasion. Even if we had proceeded still further in the course

of submission, and had consented to violate that treaty, we should

have been unable, even at that price, to preserve our neutrality.

When once it was proclaimed that, in the contest between the

democratic and the monarchial principle, all who were not for

France were against her, no option was left to us but that of

active resistance or active co-operation. In fact, France no more
offered a real option to England, than Prussia and Austria

offered an option to France. Austria and Prussia exacted from
France, and France exacted from England, concessions and con-

duct which the exacting party knew to be impossible, and of

which the mere demand was itself an act of hostility. We must
repeat, therefore, our dissent from Mr Wheaton, when he states

that England abandoned her system of neutrality. She can no
more be said to have abandoned that system, than a man who is

knocked down by a robber can be said to have abandoned his

system of keeping the peace.

The interferences of PVance, Austria, Prussia, and Russia,

against the people of Spain, Naples, Sicily, and Piedmont, in

1820 and the two following years, are so connected that they may
be treated as a single event. It is scarcely necessary to remind

the reader, that when Spain in 1808 was abandoned by her royal

family, their place was supplied by a Cortes elected by the people;

representing the whole national will, and therefore armed with

the whole national authority. In the exercise of their functions,

they established a constitution for the present and future govern-

ment of Spain. This constitution, which afterwards became

* French Declaration of War against England and Holland, February

1, 1793.—Ann. Reg. Vol. xxxv. p. 139.
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notorious under tlie name of the Spanish Constitution of 1812,

copied the ultra-democratic models afforded by France in the

early periods of her Revolution. The whole legislative power

—

for the King had only a suspensive veto—and a large portion of

the executive power, was vested in the Cortes, a single assem-

bly, appointed by an elaborate process of indirect election,

reposing ultimately on a nearly universal suffrage. The inhabi-

tants of each parish appointed a parochial delegate, the delegates

of each district a district elector, and the electors of each pro-

vince a deputy for every 70,000 souls. The assembly thus con-

stituted sat for three consecutive months every year, and was
represented during the recess by a permanent committee. The
King could not prorogue or dissolve it ; but it was elected for

only two years, and no person could sit twice consecutively.

After thus providing for the inexperience of the Cortes, care

was taken that it should be in permanent opposition to the

executive, by enacting that no member should receive for him-
self, or solicit for any other person, any employment under the

Crown.
Such a constitution was obviously, we might almost say

ludicrously, ill-framed ; but it was less mischievous than the

despotism which, in less than three hundred years, destroyed the

morality, the knowledge, the wealth, and even the courage of

Spain ; and left her at length without statesmen, without admi-
nistrators, without officers, without soldiers, without sailors, and,

what was perhaps still worse, without the consciousness of her
deficiencies, and apparently without the power of understanding
them when pointed out.

The constitutional government provided ill against a counter-

revolution. Their mismanagement, indeed, had been so deplo-
rable, that probably no precautions would have been sufficient.

Within a few weeks after Ferdinand's return from France in

1814, he abolished the constitution, dispersed the Cortes, re-

sumed absolute power, and employed it in the persecution of all

who had endeavoured to improve the institutions of Spain.

In the present state of Europe, however, it is seldom that, in

her contests with despotism, democracy is permanently worsted :

the fire still lives in the ashes. Less than six years afterwards,

on the 1st of January 1820, an insurrection broke out in Anda-
lusia ; and, though unsuccessful in the south of Spain, extended
itself to the east, the north, and the west, and by the beginning
of March was triumphant in Madrid. By a decree dated the

7th of March, Ferdinand declared that the general will of the
nation having been pronounced, he had resolved to swear to the
constitution of 1812, and directed its immediate promulgation.

A constitutional Cortes was assen)bled; the chiefs of the liberal
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party were called, from exile and from dungeons, to direct the

administration; and in less than three months, Spain, from a

despotism, became almost a republic.

This was the first interruption of the general tranquillity which

followed the Congress of Vienna. It was the first popular insurrec-

tion against an established government which had occurred during

the nineteenth century. Such events have since become familiar

to us; we are able to estimate their relative importance, and to

foresee their progress, and, to a certain extent, their results.

But the great majority of those who, from surrounding countries,

watched the Spanish Revolution, were unassisted by experience.

Surprise, admiration, vague fears, and hopes still more vague,

were the feelings which it excited.

There was no country more ready for these impressions than

Naples. In the beginning of the sixteenth century—the time at

which it seems to have been decided for most European nations

whether they should advance in civilization, remain stationary,

or even recede—Naples became a province of Spain. For more

than two centuries she languished under Spanish misgovernment

;

and when at length she obtained a separate sovereign, it was still

a Bourbon, whose ignorance, prejudices, and selfish carelessness

left her under the yoke and the whip of subordinate oppressors.

The rashness with which the ruling family rushed into war with

the French Directory ; the precipitation with which they fled

from the danger which they had provoked ; the cruelties which

deformed their first return, and the cowardice of their second

flight—had rendered them odious as well as contemptible. When
the Congress of Vienna recalled him to the Neapolitan throne,

Ferdinand promised a constitution ' under which the people

' would be the sovereign, and the monarch only the depositary

' of the laws.' This proclamation is dated the 1st of March 1815.

On the 12th of June following, he signed a treaty with Austria,

by which he engaged to admit no changes in his dominions

inconsistent with the principles on which Austria governed her

Italian provinces.*

Of these two irreconcilable engagements, it may be easily

imagined that he preferred the latter. His conduct towards

Sicily had been still more atrocious. He destroyed an existing

constitution which had been framed with his assent, and had
been for years working with his participation. It was natural

that a people, thus injured and deceived, should endeavour to

extort from the fears of their sovereign, what they had vainly

* Sec the documents—EdinlMiruh Annual Register, Vol. xiii. p. 293.
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expected from his sense of honour or of faith ; and the facility

with which, both in Naples and in Sicily, a constitution was sub-

stituted for a despotism, shows that the change was the work, not

of a party, but of a nation. On the 2d of July 1820, one hundred
and fifty men at Nola raised the cry of ' God, the King, and a

Constitution !' And by a proclamation, issued on the Bth, the

King declared that the general wish of the kingdom for a consti-

tutional government having manifested itself, he consented to it

of his full and entire will, and promised to publish the basis in

eight days. He was informed, however, that the constitution

demanded by the people was the Spanish constitution ; and the

next day a proclamation issued, by which the King declared that

he had appointed his son Franci«i vicar-general of the kingdom

;

that his son had arranged the bisis of the constitution on the

Spanish model ; and that he, the King, confirmed the act. In

less than three months, the first parliament of the Neapolitan

nation had assembled.

In the mean time, the people of Sicily adopted the Spanish

constitution as readily, or rather as eagerly, as those of Naples.

But, with the exception of the two districts of Trapani and
Messina, which adhered to the union with Naples, the Sicilians

declared themselves a separate independent nation, and estab-

lished their seat of government at Palermo.

It is seldom that a revolutionary party allows to others the

right of self government which it claims for itself. The govern-

ment of Palermo endeavoured by military force to compel Tra-

pani and Messina to become a part of the independent constitu-

tional monarchy of Sicily ; and the government of Naples used

the same means to compel Sicily to be a part of the independent

monarchy of the Two Sicilies. The Neapolitan aggression was

the successful one; and at the cost of much bloodshed and

money, and some bad faith, and the waste of the best troops of

Naples as a garrison, the separate independence of Sicily was,

for a time at least, suppressed.

But a storm was rising in the north, which threatened a speedy

and violent end to the new liberties of the south. In 1815, the

sovereigns of Austria, Russia, and Prussia had made the cele-

brated treaty of the Holy Alliance—a treaty by which, after

recognising the important and neglected truth, that the prin-

ciples of Christianity, the principles ofjustice, charity, and peace,

ought to govern the relations of governments as well as those of

individuals, the relations of public as well as those of private life,

the three Princes declared that they would consider themselves

as fellow-countrymen and brothers, and give to one another, on

every occasion, assistance and succour. France was not invited
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to join in this alliance. England was invited, and refused. In

1818, however, at the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle, a declaration

was signed by the ministers of England and France, as well as

by those of Austria, Russia, and Prussia, which, without ex-

pressly alluding to the Holy Alliance, appears to recognise its

principles. The declaration affirms, in substance, that the inti-

mate union existing between the five powers is a sacred pledge

for the future tranquillity of Europe ; that the object of that

union is the maintenance of peace, and of the stipulations by

which it has been consolidated, and generally the repose of the

world ; and the means, a strict observance of the principles of

the law of nations, {droit c^es^ff??^)—principles on which the in-

dependence of each nation, and the stability of the community of

nations {associatioji generate) depend.*

The language, both of the Treaty and of the Declaration, is

studiously vague ; but it was now thought necessary to give to

it some precision. A meeting of the sovereigns of Austria, Rus-

sia, and Prussia took place at Troppau, and was afterwards trans-

ferred to Laybach. The papers issued by that Congress show

what, in the opinion of the majority of the parties to the declara-

tion of 1818, was meant by the words ' jjeace' and ' repose ;'

what were the principles of the law of nations which were to be

strictly observed ; and what were the mutual assistance and suc-

cour to which the parties to the Holy Alliance were pledged.

The monarchs declare that they are bound by sacred engage-

ments to exercise their incontestable right of coercing a nation

which, by revolting against its sovereign, has assumed an atti-

tude hostile to all legitimate authority.! They declare that their

objects are the inviolability of all established rights, the indepen-

dence of all legitimate governments, the tranquillity of states, the

rights of thrones, and the repose of the world.! They declare

that changes in the laws or in the administration of States, what-

ever be their apparent utility, or even necessity, ought to spring

from no source but the free-will, the considerate and wise impulse

of those to whom God has given power, and whom he has made
responsible to himself. Every thing else leads to revolutions and

to mischiefs, far worse than those which it may be attempted to

remedy. Penetrated by these t>ternal truths, they proclaim them
frankly and vigorously ; and, while they respect the rights of

* Declaration of the Five Powers, 15th November 1818—State

Papers, 1818, 1819, p. 18.

t Circular, 8th December 1820.—Ibid. 1820, 1821, p. 1150.

X Austrian Declaration, 13th February 1821.—Ibid. p. 1181.
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legitimate power, they regard as null, and as disavowed by the

national law {droit public) of Europe, all i-eforms effected by
revolt and force.*

None of these papers were signed by the French minister,

though subsequent events showed that his government approved

of their contents.

It is some comfort to find that England, though she had been

seduced into becoming a party to the declaration of 1818, pro-

tested against this interpretation of that engagement, against this

theory of international law, and against the conduct which they

were supposed to justify.

The British government denied that any general right of in-

terference against revolutionary movements in independent states

was sanctioned by the Law of Nations, or could be made prospec-

tively the basis of an alliance. Admitting the right of a state to

interfere where its own immediate security or essential interests

were seriously endangered by the internal transactions of another

state, they declared this right to be an exception to general prin-

ciples of the greatest value ; to be capable of arising only out of

the circumstances of each special case ; to be justified only by the

strongest necessity, and to be limited and regulated thereby ; and

to be insusceptible of being so far reduced to rule, as to be incor-

porated into the ordinary diplomacy of states, or into the insti-

tutes of the law of nations, j

The rest of the story is quickly told. The King of Naples

was summoned to Laybach, and found the monarchs resolved to

exact the pure unqualified submission of the Neapolitan people

to his absolute authority, and the garrisoning the country by
Austrian troops. These terms were refused by Naples. About
the beginning of March 1821, fifty thousand Austrians entered

the country, the constitutional army disbanded on their approach,

and in a few weeks Ferdinand was again the absolute sovereign

of the Two Sicilies ; and the principal members of the constitu-

tional government were exiles, or enduring the rigours of despotic

imprisonment.

During the few weeks employed by the Austrian army in re-

establishing absolute government in Naples and Sicily, a consti-

tutional revolution broke out and was suppressed in the conti-

nental dominions of the King of Sardinia. On the 10th of March
1821, the Spanish constitution was proclaimed in Alexandria.

On the 13th, the King, Victor Emanuel, abdicated, leaving the

* Circular of the ISth May 1821.—State Papers, 1820, 1821,

p. 1201.

t British Circular, 19th January 1821 Ibid. 1820, 1821, p. IIGO.
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crown to descend to his brother Charles Felix ; but nominating
the present King, then Prince of Carignano, regent. On tlie

same day the prince announced the adoption of the Spanish
constitution ; and on the 15th swore to observe it. On the

21st, however, he fled to Novara, the headquarters of a small

body of troops who refused their assent to the change. On the

8th of April, the Austrian troops entered Piedmont ; and on the

30th, just a month from the beginning of the revolution, were
masters of Turin. The only results of this rash movement were
the substitution of Charles Felix as King for Victor Emanuel,
the death, imprisonment, or exile of many of the best Pied-
montese, and the occupation of the country by twelve thousand
Austrian troops.

But though the Holy Alliance interposed rapidly and effec-

tually to crush constitutional government in Italy, for a long
time it seemed likely that the people of Spain would be allowed
to frame their own institutions. Russia, indeed, in her charac-
teristic hatred of liberty, and contempt or ignorance of interna-

tional morality and of international law, had seized the earliest

opportunity to denounce the Spanish revolution as a crime,

{attentat ;) to proclaim that the object of the declaration of
Aix-la-Chapelle in 1818 was the prevention of revolutions, or,

in other words, of constitutional changes not proceeding from
the free-will of the sovereign ; and to propose that the five

powers, parties to that engagement, should require from the
Spanish Cortes an immediate submission to their king.* But
England denied the premises, and refused to adopt the conclu-
sion. She denied that the alliance between the five powers was
intended as a union for the government of the world, or for the
superintendence of the internal affairs of other countries. She
denied that the Spanish revolution menaced other states with the
direct and imminent danger which alone justifies external inter-

ference ; and she protested against a conference charged with the
commission of deliberating on the affairs of Spain, t The pro-
posal made by Russia was not accepted ; and, with the exception
of the representation made by the ministers of Austria, France,
Russia, and Prussia, on the 7th of July 1822, to the Spanish Exe-

* See the Answer of Count Nesselrode to the Chev. Zea Bermiulez,^P^ 1820 ; Memoir, of the 1| April 1820._State Papers,
2 May, 30 ^

1819, 1820, p. 941—943.

f Minute of May 1820, communicated to France, Prussia, and Russia.
—Ibid. 1822, 1823, p. 71.
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cutive, as to the importance of providinof for the personal safety

of the royal tamily,* we are not aware of any eoiu'erted cleinou-

stration a^Minst tlie Spanish constitution, until the sovoivitrus or

ministers of the live great monarchies met at the Congress of

Verona in the autumn of 1822.

The atlairs of Spain were not the motive of that congress;

and it appears probable that, if they had not been brought for-

ward by France, they would have remained unnoticed, in fact,

experience had calmed the alarms excited in the absolute mon-
archies by the tirst outbreak of the revolution. The physical

po^ve^ of Spain to disturb her neighbours was absolutely null

;

and the moral effect of her example was not to seduce, but to

warn. The army unpaid and nndothed ; the clergy starving
;

the revenue partly uncollected, and partly taken in kind ; the

Cortes at war with every successive set of ministers, and most of

the large towns in open rebellion against the Cortes : the Ame-
rican provinces lost ; one great and spreading civil war in the

north ; and twenty unconnected ones in the south and east ;

—

such were the results exhibited by two years and a halt" of

popular rule.

The early prognostic of the British government, ' that there

* is no portion of Europe, of equal magnitude, in which a revolu-

* tion could have happened less likely to menace other states,'

f

was completely justified. Though the disapprobation of Austria

and Prussia was unabated, their fears were at an end ; and they

were unwilling to incur expense and danger without an object.

And though Russia was eager for a pretext to reappear in the

south of Europe, her di-tance rendered her incapable of acting

without the concurrence of all the intermediate powers.

But France was influenced by motives totally different from

those which affected the Holy Alliance. For the last hundred and

fifty years one of the ruling principles of her policy had been to

procure the subservience of Spain. For this purpose, in the tirst

partition treaty, she required a large portion of the northern fron-

tier of Spain to be ceded to her. For this purpose Louis XIV.
wasted the blood and the treasure, and even risked the indepen-

dence of France, in order to place a Bourbon on the throne of

Spain ; and few French statesmen have denied that the object

was worth the vast sacrifices by which it was attained. For this

purpose he forced his grandson, while scarcely yet firmly seated

on that throne, to abolish the established law of inheritance

* State Papers, 1821, 1822, p. 895.

f British Minute of May 1820—Ibid. 1822, 1823, p. 72.
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ill his new dominions; to violate tlie will of Cluirles II., and

thus to destroy the only titles which ^rnve him a pri'fencc to

thi" crown ; and to suhslitutc the Salic law, in order that Spain

might he under a liourUon as lon;^ as a male Hourhon line

should exist. For this purpose, when tlu' liotiaparle dynasty

was suhstituted in h'rance for that of the Bourhons, Naj)oleon

ran yet more frightful risks, and made still more <lestructive

sacrifices, in order to effect a similar suhstitution in Spain.

lint the oidy means hy which I'Vance can ohtain or preserve

an aseendi'iU'V in Spain, is !»y sul)j\ifratini»; the mind of the Mo-
narch, and through him, or tlirouji^h his favourites, controliiiif^

the j^overnmi'iit. The antipathy hetween Spaniards and I'riMich-

im>n—perhaps the two populations in Europe most opposed in

character to one another—and the jealousy and fear with which

the weaker nation looks on her fierce and un8cru|)ul()us nei<>;h-

hour, indispose Spain towards I'rance whenever the will of the

Spanish people can operate. The oidy government, therefore,

which l-'rance will voluntarily tolerate in S|)ain, is that of an

ahsolute Monarch—her own hiind hut irresistihic instrument.

In her wildest democratic madness, while surrounding herself

with affiliated repuhlics, she never attempted to revolutionize

Spain. 'I'he traditional policy was oheyed even hy the Con-
vention and the Directory. Still im|)elled hy these motives,

France appears to have resoivrd from the hegituiing to strangle

the liherty of Spain. ' The lievolution,' says M. C'hateauhriand,
' had made Spain Fnglish. Under her new institutions, and
* the influence acquired hy Great Britain during the war of
* independence, it hecame clear that our enemies would |)redomi-

* nate in the councils of Madrid ; and tluii change would follow
* change till a corrupt legislature, or the weakness of a prince,

* occasioned a disastrous alteration in the law of the royal suc-
* cession. Not merely the family interest of the Bourlions, hut
* the safety of France, depends on perpetuating the Salic law in

* Madrid. Is that law iri danger? Tlu'u let France and S|)ain

' become repuhlics, or piepare instantly to coiKjuer Spain and
* unite her to I'ranct'.'*

At the heginning of the Spanish Revolution, France, just

relieved from the presence of the Allied armies, did not feel

strong enough to act openly. We know, however, from the con-

fession of one of her Ministers, that ' every thing that could he
* done against the constitutional system was done. It was dilli-

* cult to supply the extravagant demands for men and money

* Congves de J'erone, Vol. i. p. 363.
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* made by the leaders of bands ; but assistance was given to them,
' and insurrection was stirred up wherever it was possible.'

*

In the autumn of 1820, a large body of French troops was
stationed along the Spanish frontier. The motive assigned was
the exclusion of a contagious disorder then prevailing in Cata-
lonia and Aragon. Before the end of the year the disorder had
ceased ; yet the military cordon was not only maintained, but
increased, until it swelled to a formidable army. Spain com-
plained ; but the answer, as contained in the speech of the King
on the opening of the session of the 4th June 182-2, was,
' that the season required the continuance of the precautions
' which had kept the contagion fi-om the frontiers of France, and
' that malevolence alone coukl discover in such measures a
* pretext for misrepresenting his intentions.' With this assu-

rance Spain seems to have been satisfied.

At length the time came when the mask was to be thrown off.

As it appeared clear that the Holy Alliance would take no active

measures, France found that she must either herself attack

Spain, or suffer her to remain constitutional. It was a necessary

consequence of the civil war which she had stirred up in the

north of Spain, that France should be forced to take precautions

to prevent her frontier from being occasionally crossed by parties

in flight or pursuit, and that these precautions should be expen-
sive and sometimes ineffectual—that French criminals should
take refuge in Spain—that the Spanish press should attack the

French government—and that the commerce between the south

of France and the provinces which were the seat of war, should

fall oft'. On these grounds France maintained that she had a
special right of war against Spain, independent of the general

right of monarchies to put down revolutions.

In the beginning of October 1822, M. de Chateaubriand,
representing France at the Congress of Verona, required the

Ministers of England, Austria, Russia, and Prussia, to state what
would be their conduct if France were involved in a war with
Spain. Three probable occasions of war were mentioned;— 1.

An invasion of the French soil by Spanish troops, or an official

invitation by the Spanish government of the subjects of France
to rebellion. 2. The formal deposition of Ferdinand, or legal

proceedings against him, or against any of the members of his

* The public Reporters were excluded from the sitting of Deputies on
the 8th February 1823, at which the speech, of which this is an extract,

was delivered. 13ut the concurrent testimony of private reporters proves,

that a statement to this effect was made by M. de Villele.
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family. 3. A formal act of the government affecting the succes-

sion to the crown, or, in other words, the abolition of the Salic

law.*

Austria, Russia, and Prussia, answered that they would make
common cause with France ; England, that she was not aware

what cause of complaint France might have, and that she could

not answ^er hypothetical questions. Neither Austria nor Prussia,

howevei-, desired to see a French army master of Spain, and
France herself wished to avoid the expense of a war. ' At the end
' of the year,' said M.de Villele to M.de Chateaubriand, ' I might
* have a surplus of twenty-five millions ; why do these wretched

'foreign affairs come to disturb our prosperity ?'f It was
agreed, therefore, by the four powers—England standing aloof

—

that each should address a Note to its Minister at Madrid, stating

the terms on which they would continue on friendly terms with

Spain. Each Note denounced the state of things in Spain as

destructive to that country, and dangerous to Europe. The Rus-
sian Note stated the precise source of evil to be, ' that the will of
* the King, the only authentic organ of communication between
* Spain and the other European powers, w^as chained ;

' and
required ' that he should be placed in a position enabling him
* to remove these sources of com])laint and anxiety.' j: The
Prussian Note required that the King should be restored to entire

liberty of action, and enabled to give to Spain such institutions

as she really wanted, and might lawfully desire

—

{les institu-

tions que demandent ses besoins et ses vceiix legitimes.^ § The
Austrian Note required that the King should be restored to

liberty— not mere personal liberty, but the liberty without

which a sovereign cannot answer to his high vocation ; a liberty

which will enable him to put an end to the misfortunes of his

people, and to substitute, for a mode of government which expe-

rience has shown to be impracticable, a state of things in which
the rights of the monarch may be combined with the real in-

terests and lawful desires of all classes among his subjects.
|^

The French Note was more ambiguous. It declared that France
united with her allies in the firm determination to repress revo-

lutionary principles and revolutionary movements ; that she

would assist, to the utmost of her power, in promoting the hap-

* Chateaulirland, Cons;res de Verone, Vol. i. p. 113.

t Ibid. p. 15G.

± State Papers, 1821, 1822, p. 911.

§ Ibid. p. 914.

II

Ibid. p. 9-30.
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piness and prosperity of Spain ; but that her Minister would be
recalled, and still more efficacious measures taken, if she lost

the hope of seeing in Spain the amelioration which the love of

Spaniards for their King- entitled her to expect. A supplemental
explanatory despatch stated this amelioration to be, that Ferdinand
should be in a position by himself, and of his own proper autho-

rity, to modify the existing constitution.*

The Notes were received at Madrid early in January 1823.

The Spanish answer to those of Austria, Prussia, and Russia,

declared nakedly the determination of Spain to adhere to the

constitution of ISTi.f The Ministers of those courts immedi-
ately left Madrid. The answer given to France was, that all the

assistance which Spain desired from France was negative ; that

she should be satisfied if France would merely abstain from active

injury; and that she was unalterably attached to the constitution

of 18 12, and determined never to acknowledge, in any power, the

right of interfering in her affairs. J The French Minister then

quitted Madrid. On the 28th of January 1823, the French
Chambers met. The King's speech stated that 100,000 French-
men, commanded by a French Prince, were ready to march,
invoking the God of St Louis, to preserve the Spanish throne to

a descendant of Henry IV., to save that fine kingdom from ruin,

and reconcile her to Europe ; but that the war would be averted

if Ferdinand VII. were free to give to his people institutions

which they could hold only from him, and which would put an
end to the anxiety of France. ' I have consulted,' said the

King, ' the dij^nity of my crown, and the honour and safety of
' France, We are all Frenchmen; we shall always be agreed
* when such interests are to be defended.'

England offered a mediation which was refused by both par-

ties. Spain, torn by civil war, and no longer supported by Eng-
land, fell almost without resistance, and Ferdinand was restored

to the free agency ' without which a sovereign cannot answer to
' his high vocation.' It was a just retribution to France, that

the only institution which he gave to his people was the aboli-

tion of the Salic law, and the re-establishment of the old prin-

ciple of succession—one of the three contingencies to avert

which France had destroyed the constitution.

On considering the events of which we have given this very

imperfect outline, we think that the doctrines now prevalent in

State Papers, 1821, 1822, p. 926. f Ibid. p. 933.

% Ibid. 1822, 1823, p. 759.
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Europe, as to the right of one country to interfere between the

sovereign and the subjects of another, may be stated thus.

It does not appear that interference for the mere purpose of

preventing the oppression of Subjects by their Prince, is now held

lawtul by any nation. No country interfered to prevent the

oppression of Spain by Ferdinand, on his return from France in

1814. And yet the Allies, who had given to him the means of

being mischievous, had the power, for they were then the dicta-

tors of Europe, and, if the Law of Nations sanctioned it, seemed
liable to the duty of restraining him ; and it is diHicult to be-

lieve that they had not the will. Enghind, at least, could not

have seen with indifference the re-establishment of the Inquisi-

tion, at'd the exile, imprisonment, or death, of those who for

years had fought by her side. The powers who gave the king-

dom of Polan(l to Russia, Piedmont to the house of Savoy, and
Naples and Sicily to the Italian Bourbons, have not interfered

to check the misgovernment of those countries. According to

mo lern international law, it appears to be doubtful whether a

nation has any rights against its so\ereign; and certain that, if it

have any, they are rights which no third party is justified in

supporting.

On the other hand, it appears to be the opinion of Russia,

Austria, and Prussia, that the rights of a sovereign against his

subjects are whatever he may think fit to claim. We have

already quoted a passage from the Austrian and Prussian mani-

festo of the 4th of August 1792, which denies that a King can

be deprived, or voluntarily divest himself, of any portion of his

supreme, never-ceasing, and indivisible Authority ; and the same
sentiment, though seldom so nakedly expressed, is stated or

implied in all the state papers of these three monarchies. They
further assert that-, by international law, all third parties are jus-

tified in interfering to enable a sovereign to retain or recover his

authority. Whether they should or should not actually inter-

fere, they have considered a matter of discretion to be governed

by the circumstances of each case ; but we are not aware that

any one of them has ever abandoned, or doubted, or even limited

the right.

England admits the validity of every established government,

whether depending on usage, on popular revolt, or on royal usur-

pation. Subject to the universal exception, that every state has

a right to protect itself against great mischief, or even imminent

danger, arising out of the domestic affairs of another, she denies

that international law allows one state forcibly to interfere in the

internal affairs of anortier, on any pretext or to any extent what-

ever. She denies that third parties can lawfully interfere to
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force a people to obey their sovereign ; as she denies that they

can lawfully interpose to force a sovereign to respect the liberties

of his people.

It is difficult, we are inclined to say impossible, to state what

is the doctrine of France on this, and indeed on any point of in-

ternational law. During the last two hundred years she has

tried almost every form of government, almost every kind of

ruler, and almost every variety of fortune. She has been a feudal

kingdom, a republic, a military despotism, and a constitutional

monarchy. She has been governed by kings, by soldiers, by
courtiers, by lawyers, by mistresses, and by mobs. She has

sometimes been a maritime power, and sometimes has depended

solelv on her armies. Sometimes she has been commercial, and

sometimes she has excluded commerce by a wall of prohibitions.

Twice she has been nearly mistress of the Continent. Three

times she has been laid helpless before her enemies, and been

saved only by their mutual jealousy. All her maxims, and all

her opinions as to internal legislation and administration, have

varied with the changes in her form of government, and in the

character of her rulers. Her external policy has of course been

influenced in its details by her fortunes. But with the exception

of the comparatively short period of Fleury's ministry, it has been

directed by one leading principle. That principle is—that France,

or, as she usually calls herself, the Great Nation, is entitled,

directly or indirectly, by actual coercion or by influence, to go-

vern the rest of Europe ; and that all means are to be adopted,

and all principles are to be avowed, by which that end can be

obtained. Her state papers contain, on every subject of inter-

national law, every doctrine, however irreconcilable ; for every

shade of doctrine has, at one period or at another, seemed con-

venient to her. It is useless, therefore, to cite them even as

evidence of the opinion of France ; for they show, not what, in

the opinion of France, the Law of Nations then was, but what,

for the purposes of the moment, it seemed to her advisable to

represent it to be.

The length at which we have dwelt on the subject of inter-

vention, the most important and the most doubtful question in

international law, forces us to pass rapidly over the remainder
of Mr Wheaton's conclusions.

It is with great regret that we must express a doubt as to

the accuracy of his statement, that ' the laws of war have
* been improved, and, among the more civilized nations, the
' usages of war sensibly softened.' We doubt whether the laws

of war between enemies, for these are the laws of war of
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\vhich Mr Wheaton speaks, can be considered as having- been

materially improved during the two hundred years embraced

by his work. The hvnouage of text-writers has been more
Christian-like than that of Grotius, or of his earlier followers

;

but there are few instances in which governments, or national

tribunals, have attempted to deprive war of any of its fierce pre-

rogatives. The right of confiscating debts due to the members

of a hostile community, affords, perhaps, one of these instances.

That rii^ht was in full force at the time of the peace of Aix-la-

Chapelie; but in 1817,* the Court of King's Bench in England,

declared an ordinance of the King of Denmark in 1807, purporting

to exercise the right, to be contrary to the law of nations, and

therefore void. And by the supplemental articles to the treaty,

of Paris, between England.and France, of the 30th May 1814,

a similar confiscation, made by the French Government in 1792,

was declared to have been undue, and France bound herself to

indemnify the British sufferers. The treaty of 1795, between

England and the United States, pronounced such a confiscation

to be unjust and impolitic ; and on the whole, notwithstanding

the decisions to the contrary in the American courts,! we think

we may venture to hold that it is no longer sanctioned by inter-

national law. But without absolutely denying that there may
be other instances of imj^rovement in the laws of war, we are un-

able to point one out. And it is to be remarked, with respect to

the solitary case wiiich we have mentioned, that England has

not yet abandoned the claim to confiscate, as droits of the Admi-
ralty, vessels which, having entered her ports in time of peace,

are found there at the breaking out of war;— a claim not to be

distinguished in principle from the confiscation of debts.

On the other hand, we fear that instances may be shown in

which the laws of war have become more barbarous.^ Until the

end of the last century, the Arts were privileged in war. Frede-

ric the Great, master of Dresden, would not enter the gallery

without the permission of the sovereign whom he had driven from

his capital. According to the principles avowed by France from

1792 to 1815, he might have carried off its contents to Berlin.

It is true, that in 1815 France was forced to restore her plunder.

That is to say, what war had given, war resumed; but in 1814,

when the Allies tore from her her other conquests, they allowed

her to retain all her spoil in pictures and statues—a conduct not

easily reconciled to a firm belief that their original acquisition

* In f!ie cn^3 of WoUT v. Oxbolin, (6 Maule and Selwyn, 92.;

f See thu cases culiected.— I Kent's Commentaries, p. H4.

VOL. l.XXVll. NO. CLVI, 2 A
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was a violation of the laws of war. Architectural monuments
have fared still worse. As they could not be carried away, they
have been destroyed. The blowing-up of the Kremlin, by France

;

the burning of the Senate-House at Washington, by England;
the attempt to destroy the Bridge of Jena, by Prussia—an attempt
defeated by an appeal not to the laws of war, but to the conven-
tion of Paris—are instances of wanton destruction which must
occur to every reader.

Mr Wheaton thinks that the usages of war, as distinguished

from its laws, have been sensibly softened. It is difficult to sup-

pose that even armies have not shared the improvement in

humanity and gentleness, which is the most remarkable charac-

teristic of the eighteenth and nineteenth, as compared with the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. But we look in vain for

the evidence. Some of the worst exhibitions of military ferocity

have occurred within our own memory. Such was the proclama-
tion of the Duke of Brunswick, when he invaded France in

1792. ' The national guards,' said this monstrous document,
' who shall fight against the allied troops, and shall be taken in
' arms, shall be punished as rebels and disturbers of the public
' peace. And their imperial and royal Majesties declare, on
' their faith and word as Emperor and King, that if the royal
' family of France be not immediately set at liberty, they will

' inflict the most exemplary and ever-memorable avenging punish-
' ments, by giving up the city of Paris to military execution,
* and exposing it to total destruction.'* Fortunately for his

reputation as a man, the Duke of Brunswick was unable to

execute his threats ; but what must have been the state of public

opinion when such threats could be uttered?

Such, again, was the decree made by the French legislature,

of the 7th Prairial, An. 2, (26th May 1794,) forbidding their

troops to give quarter to Englishmen or Hanoverians. And this

decree was acted on. ' How many prisoners,' said Barrere, in

his official statement of the result of the battle of Fleurus ;
—

' how
* many prisoners do you suppose we have made ? How do you
' think that the army of the Sambre has executed your decree
* against the perfidious English ? The result of this great day
* is one single prisoner.— (Loud applause.')*

Such was the decree of the French government in January

1798, condemning to death all neutral sailors found on board

English ships.

* Annual Register, Vol. xxxiv. p. 230, 231.

t Moaiteur, 12 Messidor, An. 2, (30th June 1794.)
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Such was, in 1799, the execution by a French army, after a

long consultation, of four thousand Arnauts and Albanians, who,

when Jaffa was taken by assault, had surrendered on an express

promise of safety. Bourrienne, who was present at the different

councils of war where the fate of the prisoners was the subject

of four days' deliberation, tells us that one of the motives for

their massacre was, the discontent of the troops ' at seeing their

' provisions shared by enemies who had been withdrawn from
' their just vengeance, since the laws of war had pronounced
* sentence of death on the garrison of Jaffa.'* Their crime was

a resistance of two days.

A less revolting, but still more cruel exercise of military power,

was the refusal of France, in the war which followed the peace

of Amiens, to exchange prisoners with England ; a refusal which

condemned tens of thousands of the subjects of each country to

misery and disease, without any motive except the infliction of

suffering. If we come down to our own immediate times, and

look at the two principal wars of the last ten years, can it be

said that the conduct of the British troops in Affghanistan, or

that of the French in Algeria, shows a perceptible mitigation of

military violence? We fear that the present state of the laws

and usages of war is one of the proofs that the last two hundred

years, though they have done much to alter, have done little to

improve international law.

We feel bound to express a still stronger dissent to Mr
Wheaton's statement, that, since the peace of Westphalia, the

right of maritime search has been confined to times of war. The
truth is, that since the peace of Westphalia that right has been

extended to times of peace, though with different motives and on

different grounds.

Subject to the general rule that public vessels are not to be

interfered with, every commissioned vessel has a right, during

war, to search every other vessel whatever. She enjoys that

right by the law which entitles her to seize, at sea, enemies' pro-

perty and contraband of war, and she enforces it in foreign ves-

sels as foreign vessels. This right, of course, ceases with its

cause. A ship is a part of the territory of its country, and no
one is justified in knowingly entering a foreign territory without

permission. On land, this rule is in general easily maintained;

for the frontiers of most countries are marked and well known.
But the only sign of a ship's nationality is her flag ; and she

* Bourrienne, vol. ii. p. 2S3.
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can assume any given flag, and change it at her pleasure. If,

therefore, the mere assumption of a flag be conclusive evi-

dence of her right to use it, a vessel on the high seas becomes
practically exempt from all jurisdiction. She has only to hoist

the flag of some country whose cruizers are not to be met with

in the seas in which she is sailing, and all inquiry is at an end.

It follows, that if any jurisdiction is to be exercised on the high

seas, it must either be exercised over all vessels without reference

to their nationality, or it must carry with it the right to ascer-

tain their nationality. Until the present century, the only crime

of which a vessel on the high seas could be guilty was piracy

;

and, by the international law of all civilized nations, pirates have

no national rights. They are the common enemies of the human
race, and may be hunted down by any force, and tried and
punished by any tribunal, whatever be the nation which they

disgrace. Until the present century, therefore, it never could be

necessary, in time of peace, to ascertain the nationality of a ves-

sel on the high seas. Unless she were a pirate, she could not be

interfered with. If she were a pirate, no flag could protect her.

This is the answer to the remark, that the right to board a ves-

sel on the high seas, in order to ascertain her nationality, was
never exercised until it was claimed by Britain after the termina-

tion of the late war. It was never exercised before, because it

was never wanted before; because, in fact, it never could be

used before.

But, in 1807, the United States of America declared the mari-

time slave trade to be a crime ; and their example has been fol-

lowed by every Christian nation ; and every Christian nation has

solemnly engaged to use the utmost exertions to put it down.

The British government held that this reprobation of slave-

trading by the whole civilized world assimilated it to piracy, and

entitled every nation to seize and punish slave-traders, to what-

ever country they might belong. Had this been acquiesced in,

the nationality of a vessel would have remained unimportant;

she could be seized only for piracy or slave-trading, and against

neither of these imputations could her flag have been a defence.

The English Courts of Admiralty defeated this attempt. They
decreed the restitution of foreign slave-traders, and established

the doctrine, that slave-trading is an offence cognizable only by

the country of which the offender is a subject ; or by some autho-

rity to which that country has expressly delegated its jurisdic-

tion. The necessary consequence is, an inquiry into the

nationality of a vessel suspected of slave-trading. If she could

protect herself from all investigation, by merely hoisting a flag

different from that of the cruizer which attempts to detain her,
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all Httempts to intercept slavers on the high seas must cease. If

a ship, vith her deck crowded with negroes, and the ' Mary of

London' painted on her stern, had a right, on showing Swedish

colours, to pass unchallenged through a British fleet, the mutual

engagements of the Christian world to put down the maritime

slave-trade w^ouid become solemn emptiness. But such an in-

quiry takes time, and loss of time at sea is always expense, and

sometimes danger. If vexatiously pursued, it may occasion

intolerable annoyance, and never can be endurable unless carried

on with the utmost moderation and candour—candour and moder-

ation which, we fear, have not been always exhibited by the lieu-

tenants and midshipmen of the British cruizers. It is made, too,

at the peril of the inquirer; that is to say, on the condition of

making full compensation, if the suspicion which occasioned it,

however apparently fair, should prove to be groundless. All the

maritime nations of Europe and America, with one solitary

exception in each hemisphere, have determined therefore, by

mutual treaties, where, and by whom, and how it shall be effected.

The United States and Portugal have, as yet, refused to become

parties to this arrangement. 'J'he consequence is, as Mr Wheaton
has remarked in his work on the ' Right of Search,'* that these

nations are placed in a much worse situation than if they had

not thus separated themselves from the rest of the civilized

Morld.

Unless the other maritime nations, or rather Great Britain,

to whom the duty of suppressing the slave trade seems to have

been abandoned, allow the mere assumption of an American or

a Portuguese ensign to preclude all further inquiry, American

and Portuguese vessels must sometimes be visited by mistake.

The treaties w'hich regulate the exercise of the right of search,

provide a remedy for all injuries which it may inflict on the sub-

jects of the contracting governments ; but no remedy can be pro-

vided for the members of a nation which refuses to recognize the

right. This state of things must be inconvenient to the United.

States, but does not justify Mr Wheaton in denying that the

right exists. His error appears to have been occasioned by his

occasionally confounding the right of search for the purpose of

detention^ and the right of search for the purpose of inquiry ; and

from his always assuming that England exercises the latter right

only by treaty.

It has been decided, and we think properly, that the right

* Inquiry info the validity of the Right of Visitation and Search,

161.
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of search for the purpose of detention, or in fact for any
purpose except that of ascertaining the nationality of a vessel,

is the creature of treaty ; and exists, therefore, only in as far as

it has been expressly conceded. But the right of search for the

purpose of inquiry, was created not by treaty but by necessitj^

It arose as soon as slave-trading was declared a crime, and the

Christian world agreed to suppress it. It is not extended but

limited by treaty ; confined to certain latitudes and to certain

persons. America may or may not fully co-operate with the rest

of the civilized world. She may become a party to all the

clauses of the quintuple treaty, or only to a few of them, or even
merely to those which regulate search for the single purpose of

inquiry, or she may remain querulous and alone. But whatever
course she adopts, unless indeed she will maintain a fleet of ob-

servation sufficient to deter slavers from assuming her flag—

a

sacrifice which her previous conduct does not warrant us in ex-

pecting from her—we must repeat that it is certain that, as long^

as Europe continues her exertions to restrain the slave trade,

American vessels will occasionally be searched. When a Eu-
ropean cruizer meets with what she firmly believes to be a Spa-
nish slaver, she will not allow the mere display of an American
flag to be conclusive evidence that she is an American. In pro-

portion to the confidence reposed in the sincerity of America as

to the abolition of the slave trade, will be the tendency to believe,

when a slaver shows an American flag, that it is usurped ; and
from time to time the cruizer will find herself to be mistaken.

It is scarcely possible, indeed, to believe that America herself

can avoid exercising the right. She has employed for some
years a force in the African seas, and another in the Gulf of

Mexico, for the purpose of interrupting slavers. Do her cruiz-

ers board only those vessels which choose to display the Ame-
rican flag ? If so, they must be useless unless when in com-
pany with an European cruizer. There can be little doubt that

if they meet a vessel which they believe to be an American
slaver, they board her, whatever be the colours which she may
think it expedient to show.

It is remarkable, indeed, that while Mr Wheaton, writing in

the intensely Anti- Anglican atmosphere of Paris, was denying to

England the right to enforce her own laws with regard to her

own vessels, if they thought fit to assume the American flag, the

real question in dispute was virtually conceded by Mr Steven-

son, then the American minister in London. ' Great Britain,'

says Mr Stevenson, ' has the undoubted right, and so have all

' other nations, to detain and examine the vessels of their own
' subjects, whether slavers or not, and whether with or without a
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' flag purporting to be that of the United States."* Now, it is ol)-

vious that the rij^ht to examine a European vessel must imply
the right to examine every vessel suspected to be European; un-

less America can brand her vessels with some national mark in-

capable of imitation.

We cannot part with Mr Wheaton without expressing a hope
that he will translate his es>ay into English. It would form an

excellent supplement to his great work on International Law.
There are many persons in his own country and in ours, to whom it

is inaccessible in its present form ; and he must be anxious that

his field of utility, and of fame, should be co-extensive with the

English language.

Art. II

—

Poems bi/ Alfred Tennyson. 2 vols. 12mo. London,
1842.

/^NE of the severest tests by which a poet can try the true
^-^ worth of his book, is to let it continue for two or three

years out of print. The first flush of popularity cannot be trust-

ed. Admiration is contagious, and means often little more
than sympathy with the general feeling—the pleasure of being

in the fashion. A book which is praised in all the Reviews,
thousands will not only buy but be delighted with; and thus a

judicious publisher may contrive, by keeping it cleverly in

people's way, to preserve for years a popularity which is merely
accidental and ephemeral. But if this be all, the interest

in it will cease as soon as it becomes difficult to procure. Let
a man ask for it two or three times without getting it, he will take

to something else ; and his curiosity, unless founded on something
more substantial than a wish to see what others are looking at,

and a disposition to be pleased with what others praise, will die

away. If, on the other hand, a new edition be perseveringly de-

manded, and when it comes, be eagerly bought, we may safely

conclude -that the work has something in it of abiding interest

and permanent value; for then we know that many people have
been so pleased or so edified by the reading that they cannot be
content without the possession. To this severe test, the author

* Mr Stevenson's note of the 21st Oct. 1841.— Slave Trade Corres-

pondence, 1841.

—

Clast D, p. 272.
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of the unpretending volumes before us has submitted an infant,

and what seemed to many a baseless and precarious, reputation

;

and so well has it stood the test—for we understand that prepara-

tions are already making for another edition—as to give him an

undeniable claim to the respectful attention of all critics.

The book must not be treated as one collection of poems, but

as three separate ones, belonging to three different periods in the

development of his mind, and to be judged accordingly. Mr
Tennyson's first book was published in 1830, when he was at

college. His second followed in 1832. Their reception, though

far from triumphant, was not inauspicious ; for while they gained

him many warm admirers, they were treated even by those critics

whose admiration, like their charity, begins and ends at home,

as sufficiently notable to be worth some not unelaborate ridicule.

The admiration and the ridicule served alike to bring them into

notice, and they have both been for some years out of print.

As many of these productions as Mr Tennyson has cared to pre-

serve, are contained in the first volume of the present edition.

The second consists entirely of poems not hitherto published

;

which, though composed probably at various intervals during the

ten intervening years, have all, we presume, had the benefit of

his latest correcting hand. In subject, style, and the kinds of

excellence which they severally attain or aim at, they are at once

so various and so peculiar, that we cannot affect to convey any

adequate idea of the general character of the collection ; unless

we should go through the table of contents, giving as we go a

description and a sample of each poem. Neither shall we trouble

ourselves to assign to the author his exact rank among the poets

of the day. We trust we have room enough in our hearts for

as many true poets, each moving in his just and entire orbit, as

the land can produce ; we are not, therefore, concerned to enquire

how far one differs from another in glory : Havra o's r i'lbirai aar^a'

yh/Yik b; ri tpp'sva --oi/jy/iv. We shall content ourselves with en-

deavouring to form a true estimate of the man himself, and

his claims upon the public attention, both for what he has done

and for what is to be expected of him hereafter;—which, if we
are not much mistaken, (and supposing, what as yet however we
have no absolute assurance of, that he possesses the one great

faculty of holding all his other faculties in full and sustained

exertion,) is something that will make all he has yet produced

appear only like preliminary essays and experiments. For the

indications of improving taste and increasing power exhibited

not only in the results of his later labours, but in the omi'^sion

of some and the alteration of others among his earlier, lead us to

infer that his faculties have not yet reached their highest de-
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velopment; and, even af? tliey are now, lie has not yet ventured

upon a subject lar^e enout,rh to brino- them all into j)lay together.

His earliest published volume—though it contains one or two

poems, as ' Mariana ' for instance, which must always rank

amons^ his very best—is to be referred to rather as a point from

which to measure his subsequent progress, than for specimens of

what he is. The very vigour and abundance of a poet's powers

will commonly be in his way at first, and produce faults. But

such faults are by no means unpromising. Indeed it is better that

the genius should be allowed to run rather wild and wanton during

its nonage ; for a poet will hardly have the free command of his

faculties when full grown, unless he allow them free play during

growth. Too severe a repression of their young activities will

stunt and cripple them, so that their aid will not be forthcoming

when it is wanted ; while, on the other hand, a free indulgence of

them will bring in the end a double advantage—they will be not

only more fully developed by exercise, but (having sown their

wild oats) more readily brought into discipline when business

begins.

Regarded as a crop of wild oats, Mr Tennyson's first col-

lection of poems, as originally published, cannot but be ac-

counted a production of unusual promise. The natural faults of

youth—exuberance, prodigality, lightness of heart and head,

ingenuity wasted upon nothing, the want of sustained effort and

a determined course, together with some vanities and fopperies

—it may well afford to be charged with. The untried genius

needed to be assured of its powers by putting them forth— to

feel itself alive through all its capacities by living acts of crea-

tion. Hence his early efforts are, many of them, rather exer-

cises than works—gymnastic exercises for the fancy, the intellect,

the imagination, the power of language, and even for the feel-

ings—valuable, as the games and tasks of schoolboys are valu-

able, not for the thing done, but for the practice, strength, and
dexterity acquired in doing it. Here we have a succession of

vague melodies, in which the power of musical expression tries

how far it can go ; there a group of abstract ideas, turned, for

the satisfaction of the creative genius, into shapes ready for the

sculptor ;—here a cojiceit, in which the fancy admires its own in-

genuity ; there a thought, of no great worth or novelty perhaps,

but expressed with curious felicity :—presently we find ourselves

surrounded by a bevy of first-loves— Adelines, Madelines, and
Lilians, more than we can remember—phantoms of female grace

in every style, but all belonging to the land of shadows

:

then again come delineations of every state of mind, from that

of the mystic who has nearly reached the highest circle, to
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the * second-rate sensitive mind not at unity with itself;' and
of every variety of untried being-, on earth or in water, or on the

earth under the water, from the grashopper with his 'short youth,
' sunny and free,' to the kraken sleeping for ages in the central

depths, among millennial sponges and giant-finned polypi : whilst

at intervals we recognize a genuine touch of common humanity
—a 'Character,' (p. 44,)—a 'Circumstance,' (p. 67,)—or a sketch

truly drawn from homeliest nature,, which needs, however, no
fancy dress to make it beautiful, but will remain for ever fresh

when all that 'airy stream of lively portraiture' has faded before

the increasing daylight :

—

' No matter what the sketch might be

;

Whether the high field on the bushless Pike,

Or even a sand-built ridge

Of heaped hills that mound the sea,

Overblown with murmurs harsh,

Or even a lowly cottage whence we see

Stretch'd wide and wild the waste enormous marsh,

Where from the frequent bridge,

Like emblems of intinity.

The trenched waters run from sky to sky.'*******
* Come from the woods that belt the gray hill-side,

The seven elms, the poplars four,

That stand beside my father's door;

And chiefly from the brook that loves

To purl o'er matted cress and ribbed sand,

Or dimple in the dark of rushy coves.

Drawing- into his narrow earthen urn,

In every elbow and turn.

The filter'd tribute of the rough woodland.

O ! hither lead thy feet I

Pour round mine ears the livelong bleat

Of the thick-fleeced sheep from wattled folds,

Upon the ridged wolds,

When the first matin-song hath waken'd loud,

Over the dark dewy earth forlorn.

What time the amber morn
Forth gushes from beneath a low-hung cloud/

{Ode to Memory, Vol. i. p. 34.)

In the course of these exercises, though Mr Tennyson may
not have produced much that he now sets any high value on,

yet he made himself master of a great variety of instruments

;

and his next appearance, only two years after, showed manifest

symptoms of the benefit derived both from what he had acquired

and from what he had thrown off. The. superiority of his second
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collection of poems lay not so much in the superior workman-

ship, (it contained perhaps fewer that were equally perfect in

their kind,) as in the general aim and character. If some of the

blossom was gone, it was amply repaid by the more certain pro-

mise of fruit. Not only was the aim generally larger, the sul)-

jects and interest more substantial, and the endeavour more sus-

tained ; but the original and distinctive character of the man
appeared more plainly. His genius was manifestly shaping a

peculiar course for itself, and finding out its- proper business;

the moral soul Avas beginning more and more to assume its due

predominance—not in the way of formal preaching, (the proper

vehicle of which is prose,)—but in the shape and colour w hich his

creations unconsciously took, and the feelings which they were

made insensibly to suggest. Considerable faults, however, still

remained ; a tendency, for example, arising from the fulness of a

mind which had not yet learned to master its resources freely, to

overcrowd his composition with imagery ; a habit also (caused

by that dissatisfaction with himself, which, so long as it does not

depress the spirits too much, a poet ought to cultivate rather

than to repress) of adding, altering, and retouching, till in try-

ing to improve the form he lost the spirit and freshness of his

work, and blurred the impression ;—to which may be added an
over-indulgence in the luxuries of the senses—a profusion of

splendours, harmonies, perfumes, gorgeous apparel, luscious meats
and drinks, and such ' creature comforts,' which rather pall upon
the sense, and make the glories of the outward w'orld a little too

obscure, and overshadoAv the world within.

In all these respects, the decade during which Mr Tennyson
has remained silent has wrought a great improvement. The
handling in his later pieces is much lighter and freer ; the interest

deeper and purer;—there is more humanity with less imagery and
drapery ; a closer adherence to truth ; a greater reliance for effect

upon the simplicity of nature. Moral and spiritual traits of char-

acter are more dwelt upon, in place of external scenery and cir-

cumstance. He addresses himself more to the heart, and less

to the ear and eye. This change, which is felt in its results

throughout the second volume, may in the latter half of the first

be traced in its process. The poems originally published in 1832,
are many of them largely altered

; generally with great judcr_

ment, and always with a view to strip off redundancies—to make
the expression simpler and clearer, to substitute thought for

imagery, and substance for shadow. < The Lady of Shalott,'

for instance, (p. 77,) is stripped of all her finery ; her pearl
garland, her velvet bed, her royal apparel, and her ' blinding
diamond bright,' are all gone; and certainly, in the simple white
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robe whicK alie now wears, her native beauty sbows to much
greater advantage. The ' Miller's Daughter,' again, is greatly

enriched by the introduction of the mother of the lover ; and
the following beautiful stanzas (which many people, however,
will be ill satisfied to miss) are displaced, to make room for

beauty of a much higher order :

—

* Remember you the clear moonlight

That whiten'fl all the eastern ridge,

Whert o'er the water, dancing white,

I stepp'd upon the old mill-bridge?
* I heard you whisper from al)ove,

A lute-toned whisper, "I am here !"

I murmur'd, " Speak again, my love.

The stream is loud : I cannot hear !''

* I heard, as I have seem'd to hear

When all the under- air was still,

The low voice of the glad new year

Call to the freshly-flowered hill.

* I heard, as I have often heard

The nightingale in leafy woods
Call to its mate, when nothing stirr'd

To left or right but falling floods.'

These, M'C observe, are away; and the following graceful and
tender picture, full of the spirit of English rural life, appears in

their place. (The late squire's son, we should premise, is bent on
marrying the daughter of the wealthy miller:—

)

< And slowly was my mother brought

To yield consent to my desire:

She wish'd me happy, but she thought
I might have look'd a little higher ;

And I was young—too young to wed :

" Yet must I love her for your sake;

Go fetch your Alice here," she said ;

Her eyelid quiver'd as she spake.

* And down I went to fetch my bride ;

But, Alice, you were ill at ease

;

This dress and that by turns vou tried.

Too fearful that you should not please.

I loved you better for your fears,

I knew you could not look but well

;

And dews that would have fall'n in tears,

J[
kiss'd away before they fell.

< I watch'd the little flutterings.

The doubt my mother would not see ;

She spoke at large of many things,

And at the last she spoke of me ;
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And turning look'd upon your face,

As near this door you sut apart,

And rose, and, with a silent grace

Approaching, press'd you heart to heart.'

(Vol. i. p. 109.)

In the song- of the ' Lotos-Eaters'—which, as an expression

of the loathing of exertion supposed to be produced by thut

plant, and as a picturesque and melodious assemblage of all

images in nature that can suggest or persuade repose, hardly ad-

mitted of improvement—Mr Tennyson has added some touches

of deeper significance, indicating the first effects of the physical

disease upon the moral and intellectual nature :

—

• Dear is the memory of our wedded lives,

And dear the last embraces of our wives

And their warm tears : but all hath suffer'd change;

For i^urely now our household hearth-, are cold:

Our sons inherit us : our looks are strange:

And we should come like ghosts to trouhle joy.

Or else the island princes over-hold

Have eat our substance, and the minstrel sings

Before them of the ten-years' war in Troy,

And our great deeds, as half-forgotten things.

Is there confusion in the little isle ?

Let what is broken so remain,

The Gods are hard to reconcile

:

'Tis hard to settle order once again.

There in confusion worse than death,

Trouble on trouble, pain on pain,

Long lubour unto aged breath.

Sore task to hearts worn out with many wars.

And eyes grown dim with gazing on the pilot-stars.'

(Vol. i. p. 182.)

At the end of the same poem there will be found an alteration

of similar tendency, but of still more awful import; where for

the flow of triumphant enjoyment, in the contemplation of merely

sensual ease and luxurious repose, with which it originally closed,

a higher strain is substituted, which is meant apparently to show
the effect of lotos-eating upon the religious feelings. The gods of

the Lotos-eaters, it is worth knowing, are altogether Lucretian.

Another instance, more convenient for quotation, of JNIr Ten-
nyson's growing tendency to seek deeper for sources of interest

is the third and concluding part (which is entirely new) of the

* May Queen.' Many of our readers are probably familiar with

the first two parts of this poem ; in the latter of which the natu-

ral Ucitlios of the situation—a beautiful girl dyin^- in bcr priine,

before life has lo.jt its freshness, before decay and sorrow have
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made her familiar with the thought of death—is wrought up
with so much truth and tenderness, that there seemed to be little

room for more. It is a picture of resignation to a fate felt to be
a hard one—the reluctant abandonment of pleasures which she

is content to resign since she needs must, but would fain be per-

mitted to keep ;—the case of thousands, the rudest delineation of

which must always be affecting. With Mr Tennyson's treat-

ment of it, no fault can be found. The homely pleasures, the

sports, the cares, the vanities of her little life—the familiar

places she must leave, the familiar process of the seasons,

hitherto bringing to the delighted spirit only a succession of

delights, now sad and sacred, because watched for the last time

—all her shining world, as it was when she moved the centre

of it, as it will be when she is no longer there—pass over
her mind like shadows, and are touched with exquisite sweet-

ness and simplicity. But he saw in the situation materials

for a deeper and loftier strain. Hitherto so full of life, what
should she know of death ? A blank negation it seemed ; the

non-existence to her of all that existed ; no positive image.

But as she grows familiar with the thought of total separation

from all she knows, new interests disclose themselves, and death-

appears but as the passage to a new life. That life she has long
known of, indeed, and looked forward to ; but idly, as a thing far

off, which did not yet practically concern her; a proposition

assented to, but not comprehended ; a book possessed and known
to contain precious things, but not yet read—or, at most, read

with a truant attention,

' Like words
Tbat leave upon the still susceptive sense

A message undeliver'd, till the mind
Avv'akes to apprehensiveness, and takes it.'

But now the formless void takes shape and substance as she

gazes into it, and draws her whole spirit that way, until al-

ready in imagination death is swallowed up in victory. The
theme is as trite as can be, and the treatment as simple ; but it

is not the less original. There are probably not less than a

thousand persons now living who could have made elegant and
touching verses upon it—one set, perhaps, not greatly differing

from another. But of all the thousand poems, we will venture

to say that not one would have resembled this :

—

* I thought to pass away hefore, and yet alive I am
;

And in the fields all round I hear the bleating of the lamb.

How sadly, I remember, rose the morning of the year I

To die before the snowdrop came, and now the violet's here.
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' O sweet is the new violet, that comes beneath the skies,

And sweeter is the young' lamb's voice to me that cannot rise,

And sweet is all the land about, and all the flowers that blow,

And sweeter far is death than life to me that long to go.

< It seem'd so hard at first, mother, to leave the blessed sun,

And now it seems as hard to stay, and yet His will be done I

But etill it can't be long, mother, before I find release
;

And that good man, the clergyman, he preaches words of peace.******
* He show'd me all the mercy, for he taught me all the sin.

Now, though my lamp was lighted late, there's One will let me in :

Nor would I now be well, mother, again, if that could be,

For my desire is but to pass to Him that died for me.

* I did not hear the dog howl, mother, or the death-watch beat.

There came a sweeter token when the night and morning meet

:

But sit beside my bed, mother, and put your hand in mine.

And Effie on the other side, and I will tell the sign.

* All in the wild March-morning I heard the angels call
;

It was when the moon was setting, and the dark was over all ;

The trees began to whisper, and the wind began to roll.

And in the wild March-morning I heard them call my soul.

* For lying broad awake I thought of you and Effie dear

;

I saw you sitting in the house, and I no longer here
;

With all my strength I pray'd for both, and so 1 felt resign'd,

And up the valley came a swell of music on the wind.

* I thought that it was fancy, and I listen'd in my bed.

And then did something speak to me— I know not what was said;

For great delight and shuddering took hold of all my mind,

And up the valley came again the music on the wind.

* But you were sleeping ; and I said, " It's not for them : it's mine."

And if it comes three times, I thought, I take it for a sign.

And once again it came, and close beside the window bars,

Then seem'd to go right up to heaven and die among the stars.******
< O look ! the sun begins to rise, the heavens are in a glow

;

He shines upon a hundred fields, and all of them I know.
And there I move no longer now, and there his light may shine

—

Wild flowers in the valley for other hands than mine.

< O sweet and strange it seems to me, that ere this day is done
The voice, that now is speaking, may be beyond the sun

—

For ever and for ever with those just souls and true

—

And what is life, that we should moan ? why make we such ado ?

' For ever and for ever, all in a blessed home^

—

And there to wait a little while till you and Effie come

—

To lie within the light of God, as 1 lie upon your breast

—

And the wicked cease from troubling, and the weary are at rest.'
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These specimens may serve to show that the full blossom
which distinguished the * Poems chiefly Lyrical,' contained no
deceitful promise. But it is a small thing that the genius pos-
sesses the command of all its instruments, if it be not itself in

tune with nature. All that is of true and lasting worth in poe-
try," must have its root in a sound view of human life and the
condition of man in the world; a just feeling with regard to the
things in which we are all concerned. Where this is not, the

most consummate art can produce nothing which men will long
care for—where it is, the rudest will never want audience; for then
nothing is trivial—the most ordinary incidents of daily life are in-

vested with an interest as deep as tlie springs of emotion in the
heart—as deep as pity, and love, and fear, and awe. In this requi-

site Mr Tennyson will not be found wanting. The human soul, in

its infinite variety of moods and trials, is his favourite haunt; nor
can he dwell long upon any subject, however apparently remote
from the scenes and objects of modern sympathy, without touching
some string which brings it within the range of our common life.

His moral views, whether directly or indirectly conveyed, are

healthy, manly, and simple; and the truth and delicacy ofhis sen-

timents is attested by the depth of the pathos which he can evoke
from the commonest incidents, told in the simplest manner, yet
derivino^ all their interest from the manner of tellino-. See, for in-

stance, the story of ' Dora,' (vol. ii. p. 33,) and ' The Lord of Bur-
leigh,' (p. 20 L) What is there in these that should so move us?
Quarrels and reconciliations among kindred happen daily. Hope-
less affection, secretly, without complaint, cherished to the end, is a
grief commoner than we know of. Many a woman marries above «

her natural rank, and afterwards dies of a decline. How is it

'

that we do not pass these stories by as commonjilace—so like

what we see every day that we want no more of them ? It is be-

cause they are disclosed to us, not as we are in the habit of see-

ing such things, through the face they present to the outward
world—but as they stand recorded in the silent heart, to whose
tragic theatre none but itself (and the poet) may be admitted as a

spectator. And many a lighted drawing-room is doubtless the scene

of tragedies as deep as Hamlet, which pass into the long night

unwept, only for want of some vates sacer to make them visible.

As a specimen of the same kind of power in quite another style,

take the following stanzas, entitled ' A Farewell,' the pathos of

which, if it be difficult to account for, it is not the less impossible

to resist :

—

' Flow down, cold rivulet, to the sea,

Tliv tribute wave deliver:

No more by tbee my steps shall be.

For ever and for ever.
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* Flow, softly flow, by lawn and lea,

A rivulet, then a river:

No where by thee my steps shall be,

For ever and for ever.

* But here will sigh thine alder-tree,

And here thine aspen shiver;

And here by thee will hum the bee,

For ever and for ever.

* A hundred suns will stream on thee,

A thousand moons will quiver

;

But not by thee ray steps shall be,

For ever and for ever.'

A simple touch this—a mere ejaculation of tender emotion, which
seems as if it mio^ht have escaped from any body; yet it shows,
as well as a more elaborate performance could have done, how
truly the poet's feeling vibrates in sympathy with nature

;

otherwise how should so simple a tone out of his heart awaken
such an echo in our own ?

But there are four poems in which Mr Tennyson has expressly
treated of certain morbid states of the mind ; and from these we
may gather, not indeed his creed, but some hints concerning his

moral theory of life and its issues, and of that which constitutes

a sound condition of the soul. These are the ' Palace of Art,'

the ' St Simeon Stylites,' the ' Two Voices,' and the ' Vision of
Sin.* The ' Palace ofArt' represents allegorically the condition of
a mind which, in the love of beauty and the triumphant conscious-
ness of knowledge and intellectual supremacy, in the intense
enjoyment of its own power and glory has lost sight of its rela-
tion to man and to God.

* I built my soul a lordly pleasure-house,

Wherein at ease for aye to dwell.

I said, " O soul, make merry and carouse,

Dear soul, for all is well
!"

* * * *

* To which my soul made answer readily

:

•" Trust me, in bliss I shall abide

In this great mansion, that is built for me,
So royal-rich, and wide."

'

There she gathers round her whatever is beautiful in nature,
perfect in art, noble and moving in history—all objects, from ail

climates and ages, that can inspire the imagination, flatter the
senses, or charm the heart; in the midst of which she ' lives

alone unto herself,' till she feels beyond the reach of change or

chance.
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' Then of the moral instinct would she prate,

And of the rising from the dead,

As hers by right of full accomplished Fate
;

And at the last she said

:

' " I take possession of men's minds and deeds.

I live in all things great and small.

I sit apart, holding no forms of creeds,

But contemplating all."

'

The very remembrance of human misery and weakness— ' the

riddle of the painful earth".—though it crosses her thoughts, does

not disturb her triumph. But such immunity from the common
yoke of mortality is not given to mortal ; for a man (as our

author expresses it elsewhere)

< is not as God
;

But then most Godlike, being most a man.'

The sin of self-absolution from human cares and duties, finds its

appropriate retribution in the despair which the sense of being

cut off from human sympathy, when it once forces itself on the

mind, inevitably brings ;—a truth which Shakspeare has indi-

cated in the case of Richard III. ; when he ' that had no brother,

that was like no brother,'— ' he that had neither pity, love, nor

fear,'—was shaken by his conscience in sleep,

' There is no creature loves me ;

And if I die no soul shall pity me :

—

I shall despair.'

We have not room for the whole passage in which Mr Tennyson
describes the despair of this soul, when, in the midst of her solitary

delights, ' deep dread and loathing of her solitude ' fell upon
her. But the concluding stanzas (as conveying the moral, and
especially as showing that it is not the enjoyment, but the selfish

enjoyment, of her intellectual supremacy—not the gifts, but the

gifts as divorced from charity—which he holds to be sinful) must
find a place.

' Back on herself her serpent pride had curl'd.

" No voice," she shriek'd in that lone hall,

" No voice breaks thro' the stillness of this world

:

One deep, deep silence all!"

* She, mouldering with the dull earth's mouldering sod,

Inwrapt tenfold in slothful shame,
Lay there exiled from eternal God,

Lost to her place and name

;

< And death and life she hated equally,

And nothing saw, for her despair,

But dreadful time, dreadful eternity,

No comfort any where

;
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* Remaining- utterly confused with fears,

And ever worse with growing- time,

And ever unreheved by dismal tears,

And all alone in crime :

* Shut up as in a crumbling tomb, girt round
With blackness as a solid wall,

Far off she seem'd to hear the dully sound
Of human footsteps fall.

< As in strange lands a traveller walking slow,

In doubt and great perplexity,

A little before moonrise hears the low
Moan of an unknown sea.

' And knows not if it be thunder or a sound
Of stones thrown down, or one deep cry

Of great wild beasts ; then thinketh, " I have found
A new land, but 1 die."

< She howl'd aloud, " 1 am on fire within,

There comes no murmur of reply.

What is it that will take away my sin,

And save me lest I die?"

< So when four years were wholly finished,

She threw her royal robes away.
" Make me a cottage in the vale," she said,

" Where I may mourn and pray.

' " Yet pull not down my palace towers, that are

So lightly, beautifully built

:

Perchance I may return with others there,

When I have purged my guilt.'"

As the ' Palace of Art' represents the pride of voluptuous enjoy-

ment in its noblest form, the ' St Simeon Stylites' represents

the pride of asceticism in its basest. To shadow forth dra-

matically the faith, the feelings, and the hopes, which sup-

port the man who, beings taught that the rewards of another
life will be proportioned to the misery voluntarily undergone in

this, is bent on qualifying himself for the best place—appears

to be the design, or the running idea, of the poem. It is done
with great force and effect ; and, as far as we can guess, with
great fidelity to nature. Of this, however, we must confess

that we arc not competent judges. Holding, as we do, that all

self-torment inflicted for its own sake—all mortification beyond
what is necessary to keep the powers of self-command and self-

restraint in exercise, and the lower parts of our nature in due
subjection to the higher—is a thing unblest ; and that the man
who thinks to propitiate God by degrading his image and mak-
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ing his temple loathsome, must have his whole heart out of

tune, and be in the right way to the wrong place—we must
confess that we cannot so expand our human sympathy as to

reach the case of St Simeon. We notice the poem for the light

it throws on Mr Tennyson's feeling with regard to this disease

of the mind ; which, if we collect it rightly— (for, as the

saint has all the talk to himself, it cannot of course be conveyed
directly)—is, that selfishness, sensuality, and carnal pride, are

really at the bottom of it ; and this, however paradoxical it may
appear, we believe to be quite true.

In the ' Two Voices' we have a history of the agitations, the

suggestions, and counter-suggestions, of a mind sunk in hope-
less despondency, and meditating self-destruction ; together

with the manner of its recovery to a more healthy condi-

tion. Though not one of the most perfect, it is one of the

most remarkable of Mr Tennyson's productions. An analysis

of the arguments urged on either side, would present nothing

very new or striking ; and in point of poetical management

—

though rising occasionally into passages of great power and
beauty, and though indicating throughout a subtle and compre-
hensive intellect, well fitted for handling such questions— it

appears to us to be too long drawn out, and too full of a certain

tender and passionate eloquence, hardly compatible with that

dreary and barren misery in which the mind is supposed to be

languishing. The dry and severe style with which the poem
begins, should have been kept up, we think, through the greater

portion of the dialogue, especially on the part of the ' dull and
bitter' voice, which sustains the character of a tempting Mephi-
stopheles. These, however, are points of minute criticism, into

which we have not room to enter. What we are at present

concerned with, is the moral bearing of the poem. The disease

is familiar; but where are we to look for the remedy? Many
persons would have thought it enough to administer a little

religious consolation to the diseased mind ; but unfortunately

despondency is no more like ignorance than atrophy is like

hunger ; and as the most nutritious food will not nourish the

latter, so the most comfortable doctrine will not refresh the

former. Not the want of consoling topics, but the incapacity

to receive consolation, constitutes the disease. Others would
have been content to give the bad voice the worst of the
argument ; but, unhappily, all moral reasoning must ultimately
rest on the internal evidence of the moral sense ; and where this

is disordered, the most unquestionable logic can conclude no-
thing, because it is the first principles which are at issue ;—the

major is not admitted. Mr Tennyson's treatment of the case is
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more scientific. We quote it, not indeed as new or original,— (it

has been anticipated, and may perhaps have been suggested, by

Mr Wordsworth, in the memorable passage at the close of the

fourth book of the ' Excursion,')—but for the soundness of the

philosophy, and the poetic beauty of the handling. The dialogue

ends, (as such a dialogue, if truly reported, must always do,)

leaving every thing unsettled, and nothing concluded. Then the

speaker, having answered the tempter's arguments, but gathered

no practical assurance from his own, opens the window and

looks forth into the early Sabbath morning :

—

* And I arose, and I released

The casement, and the light increased

With freshness in the dawning east.

* Like soften'd airs that blowing steal,

When meres begin to uncongeal,

The sweet cburch-bells began to peal.

* On to God's house the people prest.

Passing the place where each must rest,

Each enter'd like a welcome guest.

' One walk'd between his wife and child,

With measured footfall firm and mild,

And now and then he gravely smiled.

« The prudent partner of his blood

Lean'd on him, faithful, gentle, good,

Wearing the rose of womanhood.

* And, in their double love secure,

The little maiden walk'd demure,

Pacing with downward eyelids pure.

' These three made unitv so sweet,

My frozen heart began to beat,

Remembering its ancient heat.

* I blest them, and they wander'd on

:

I spoke, but answer came there none :

The dull and bitter voice was gone.

* A second voice was at mine ear,

A little whisper, silver-clear,

A murmur, " Be of better cheer."

* As from some blissful neighbourhood,
A notice faintly understood,
" I see the end, and know the good."

* A little hint to solace woe,
A hint, a whisper breathing low,
" I may not speak of what I know."
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< Like an j^olian harp, that wakes
No certain air, but overtakes

Far thought with music that it makes.

* Such seem'd the whispei at ray side :

" What is it thou knowest, sweet voice?" 1 cried.

" A hidden hope," the voice replied :

* So heavenly-toned, that in that hour

From out my suUeu heart a power
Broke, like the rainbow from the shower.

' To feel, although no tongue can prove,

That every cloud that spreads above

And veileth love, itself is love.

< And forth into the fields I went.

And Nature's living motion lent

The pulse of hope to discontent.

< I wonder'd at the bounteous hours.

The slow result of winter showers :

You scarce could see the grass for flowers.

* I wonder'd, while I paced along.

The woods were fiU'd so full with song,

There seem'd no room for sense of wrong.

' So variously seem'd all things wrought,

I marvell'd how the mind was brought

. To anchor by one gloomy thought

;

* And wherefore rather I made choice

To commune with that barren voice

Than him that said, " Rejoice I rejoice !
" '

The ' Vision of Sin' touches upon a more awful subject than

any of these ;

—

the end, here and hereafter, of the merely sen-

sual man :

—

' I had a vision when the night was late :

A youth came riding toward a palace-gate.

He rode a horse with wings, that would have flown,

But that his heavy rider kept him down.

And from the palace came a child of sin.

And took him by the curls, and led him in.'

Then follows a passage of great lyrical power, representing,

under the figure of Music, the gradual yielding up of the soul

to sensual excitement, in its successive stages of languor, luxury,

agitation, madness, and triumph :

—

* Till, kill'd with some luxurious agony.

The nerve-dissolving melody

Flutter'd headlong from the sky.'
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This is the sensual life to which the youth is supposed to Ije

given up. Meantime, the inevitable, irrevocable judgment

comes slowly on,—not without due token and warning, but

without regard :

—

' And then I look'd up toward a mountain-tract,

That girt the region with high cliff and lawn :

I saw that every morning, far withdrawn

Beyond the darkness and the cataract,

God made Himself an awful rose of dawn,

Unheeded : and detaching, fold hy fold,

From those still heights, and, slowly drawing near,

A vapour heavy, hueless, formless, cold,

Came doating on for many a month and year,

Unheeded ; and I thought I would have spoken,

And warn'd that mudmau ere it grew too late :

But, as in dreams, I could not. Mine was broken,

When that cold vapour touch'd the palace-gate,

And link'd again. I saw within my head

A grey and gap-tooth'd man as lean as death,

Who slowly rode across a wither'd heath,

And lighted at a ruin'd inn
'

This is the youth, the winged steed, and the palace—the

warm blood, the mounting spirit, and the lustful body—now
chilled, jaded, and ruined ; the cup of pleasure drained to the

dregs; the senses exhausted of their power to enjoy, the spirit of

its wish to aspire : nothing left but ' loathing, craving, and rot-

tenness.' * His mental and moral state is developed in a song,

or rather a lyric speech, too long to quote ; and of which, with-

out quoting, we cannot attempt to convey an idea;—a ghastly

picture (lightened only by a seasoning of wild inhuman hu-

mour) of misery and mockery, impotent malice and impenitent

regret; 'languid enjoyment of evil with utter incapacity to

' good.'t Such is his end on earth. But the end of all ?

* The voice grew faint : there came a further change ;

Again arose the mystic mountain-range:

Below were men and horses pierced with worms,

And slowly quickening into lower forms ;

By shards and scurf of salt, and scum of dross,

Old plash of rains and refuse patch'd with moss.

Then some one said, '< Behold ! it was a crime

Of sense avenged by sense that wore with time."

Another said, " The crime of sense became
The crime of malice, and is equal blame."

Berkeley. f Lamb.
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And one: " He had not wholly quench'd his power;

A little grain of conscience made him sour."

At last I heard a voice upon the slope

Cry to the summit—" Is there any hope 1"

To which an answer peal'd from that high land,

But in a tongue no man could understand ;

And on the glimmering limit, far-withdrawn,

God made Himself an awful rose of dawn.'

Into the final mysteries of judgment and of mercy let no man
presume to enquire further. Enough for us to know what for

us is evil. Be the rest left to Him with whom nothing is im-

possible !

We have dwelt longer on these four poems than either their

prominence or their relative poetic merit would have led us to

do ; because, though they may not show the author's art in its

most perfect or most attractive form, they show the depth from

•which it springs ; they show that it is no trick of these versify-

ing times—born of a superficial sensibility to beauty and a turn

for setting to music the current doctrines and fashionable feel-

ings of the day ; but a genuine growth of nature, having its root

deep in the pensive heart—a heart accustomed to meditate ear- 1

nestly, and feel truly, upon the prime duties and interests of man. 1

Having ascertained the depth and quality, we should next en-

quire into the compass, of his power, and the manner in which it

has hitherto been most completely and characteristically deve-

loped. But we have already transgressed our limits, and must
leave the book to speak for itself on these points. Such poems
as the ' Morte d' Arthur,' the « Pictures,' the * Talking Oak,'

the ' Day Dream,' and many others, could derive no additional

interest from any comment of ours; and if there be persons

to whom a few of the lighter pieces—such as 'Audley Court,'

'Walking to the Mail,' 'Will Waterproof,' or 'Amphion'

—

appear idle and foolish, we see no help for it ; nor, in the mean
time, any harm. Those whose humours (to borrow FalstaflF's

phrase) they happen to 'jump with,' will relish them: the rest

may pass on.

We cannot conclude without reminding Mr Tennyson, that

highly as we value the Poems which he has produced, we can-

not accept them as a satisfactory account of the gifts which

they show that he possesses ; any more than we could take a

painter's collection of studies for a picture, in place of the pic-

ture itself. Powers are displayed in these volumes, adequate,

if we dp not deceive ourselves, to the production of a great work ;

at least we should find it difficult to say which of the requisite

powers is wanting. But they are displayed in fragments and
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snatches, having no connexion, and therefore deriving no light or

fresh interest the one from the other. By this their eft'ective value

is incalculably diminished. Take the very best scenes in Shak-

speare—detach them from the context—and suppose all the rest

to have perished, or never to have been written—where would

be the evidence of the power which created Lear and Hamlet?

Yet, perhaps, not one of those scenes could have been produced

by a man who was not capable of producing the whole. If Mr
Tennyson can find a subject large enough to take the entire im-

j

press of his mind, and energy persevering enough to work it I

faithfully out as one whole, we are convinced that he may pro- '•

duce a work, which, though occupying no larger space than the

contents of these volumes, shall as much exceed them in value,

as a series of quantities multiplied into each other exceeds in

value the same series simply added together.

Art. Ill Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Reports of the Poor-

Law Commissioners. Ordered by the House of Commons to

be printed.

Tt does great honour to the British people that the increase of
-*- their influence in the government has been shown principally

by legislation for the sake of the poor, the weak, and the unrepre-

sented. The abolition of Slavery, the regulation of Childrens'

Labour, and the introduction of a Poor-Law into Ireland—the

three most important measures of this kind which have been

carried during the last ten years—all originated in the public

will, of which the Administration was not the guide, but the in-

terpreter. All of them were measures involving the certainty

of considerable sacrifice, and the contingency of much more; for

they were experiments with respect to which every one could

see that the results must be important ; though no one could

say precisely what would be the details of their direct operation,

or what might be their remote or collateral consequences.

Among these measures, we are inclined to think that the Irish

Poor-Law was the one to which the Government looked with the

greatest anxiety. About fifteen years ago, when such a measure
was first seriously considered, a poor-law seemed to be rapidly

destroying the wealth and morals of England. Of the three

principal modes in which public assistance can be afforded— out-

door relief, the workhouse, and emigration— tlie tvio first had
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been tried in England, and had apparently failed, and the last

was alarming by its immediate expense.
The Committee of the House of Commons, which produced

the valuable Report on the poor of Ireland in 1828, state that
' The subject which has occupied the greater portion of the time
* of your committee, and that on which the most prolonged
* examination of witnesses has taken place, is the enquiry how
* far the poor-laws of England or of Scotland, the principle of
* the 43d Elizabeth, or any other system of assessment, can be
' introduced into Ireland with beneficial consequences.'
They do not venture, however, to draw any conclusion from

their premises, and end by recommending that the consideration

of the subject should be resumed at a future time ; and that, in the

mean time, the most severe and scrutinizing attention should be
applied to the evidence which they had collected.

But, though they do not dare to deal with a Poor-Law,
they recommend a Vagrant-Law^ after stating that the existing

law is inefficient. The demise of the Crown prevented the ques-
tion from being reconsidered during that Parliament, and the
short-lived one which followed was fully occupied by the Ptcform
Bill. In 1832, Mr Sadler moved a resolution declaring the ex-
pediency of a poor-law in Ireland ; but he was opposed by the
Government, and defeated. The discussion, however, excited
great attention within the House, and, what on such a subject
was more important, without; and the next year it was thought
necessary to appoint the well-known Commission of Enquiry. In
1835 the Commissioners presented their first report, accompanied
by selections from the evidence which they had collected. Nearly
one half of the volume is devoted to Mendicancy. The evidence
describes almost every part of Ireland as overrun by beggars,
consisting principally of aged or impotent men, or of families

where the man, though able-bodied, is absent or out of work.
It states that they avoid the dwellings of the wealthier classes,

who are protected by walls or gates, or at least by closed doors

;

but that they make their way into the houses of tradesmen and
small farmers, and the hovels of labourers, and obtain milk and
meal where such things are to be found, and potatoes every
where. Refusal seems to be almost unknown, so that a beggar's
income is equal at least to a handful of potatoes for every house
which he can intrude into. The whole burden of supporting the
poor is stated to fall on the middling and small farmers, the
shopkeepers, and, above all, on the labourers themselves.

With one exception, that of the town of Derry, the laws
against vagrancy are stated to be wholly unexecuted. Many
of the witnesses were themselves on the verge of mendicancy.
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All stated that while they had food they must give it. Religious

feelings, and the belief that, by some special intervention of

Providence, charity, however profuse, does not impoverish,

seem to be the principal motives. The following very striking

extracts present a sample of the evidence :

—

' I consider that I should be in greater want if I gave none away

than if I gave a great deal away; for I think that charity never short-

ens the quantity.' *

' If a meal were going on, and a beggar called, you would ne\'er

miss what you gave away. I gave away myself part of the cake made

of a quart of meal, aiid at the time I had no more victuals in the house,

nor the hope of getting it the next day ; but I hoped that, as God

gave it me that day, he would give me more next.'f

' Many give that can ill afford it, but God gives it back to them.' J
' It wHl never lessen [impoverish] me Avhat I have given in the

honour of God, and it is a great delight to me to hear the beggar say

good prayers in honour of my soul.' §
' Many persons stated that they had never been a night without

some beggar in their houses. One family, in particular, was men-

tioned in which were nine children, well brought up, yet the house

had never been without one or two beggars in it.'
||

' I know persons that would be glad to have beggars in their houses

every night of the year ; they conceive they carry a blessing with

them. They are generally admitted with welcome into any poor man'^

house, and sometimes stay a week or longer.'^

' It is true that the beggar may be more certain of his next meal

than one of ourselves, but we would think it a sin to refuse him.'*"*

' I was reduced to great distress last summer myself ; I begged

;

and, if it be the will of God, may expect to do so next summer too ;

yet, when a beggar asks for God's sake, I cannot hold back part of

what I have. The poorest man among us, if he has any charity in

bim, must give at least one stone of potatoes a-week in winter.' ff
' The farmer, as he likes the beggar's benediction, so he fears his

curse. The ferrywoman at Valcntia, who has orders not to convey

any beggars into the island, is afraid to refuse them a passage lest a

curse should sink the boat.' j J

The Reverend Mr Mahoney (parish priest of Listowel) observed,

that ' he himself would be afraid of the beggar's curse, for every poor

person represents the Almighty.' §§

* Selection of Parochial Examinations, by Commissioners for En-
quiry into the Condition of the Poorer Classes in Ireland—P. 283.

I Selections, p. 284.

\ Appendix to the first Report of the Commissioners of Enquiry,

p. 753. § Ibid. p. 627.
||

Ibid. p. 766.

«[[ Selections, p. 290. ** Ibid. p. 292. ff Ibid. p. 293.

\X Ibid. p. 384. §§ Appendix, p. 687.
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In 1836 the Commissioners delivered their final Report, in which
they describe a destitution so extensive as to be both a ground for

legislative interference, and a circumstance rendering such inter-

ference most difficult and most dangerous.

They begin by considering the means by which relief may be
afforded to the able-bodied and their families. The)'^ first con-

sider and reject the workhouse system as unnecessary as a test,

and as too expensive if accepted, and illusory if refused.

They then consider and reject still more decidedly a legal

system of out-door relief. They state that it would destroy the

industry and usefulness of the labourer; would absorb the whole
rental of the country ; would render potatoes and cheap clothing

the only commodities in demand ; would extinguish manufac-
tures and commerce, and within a very short period produce uni-

versal ruin.

There remained emigration, and this is the immediate remedy
on which the Commissioners rely. They propose that all poor

persons, whose circumstances require it, shall be furnished with a

free passage, and the means of settling themselves in a British

non-penal colony : That the laws with respect to vagrancy be

altered, and that penitentiaries be established, to which vagrants,

when taken up, shall be sent : That they be charged with

vagrancy before the next Quarter- Sessions, and, if convicted, be

removed to such colony, not penal, as the Colonial Office may
approve, and that the wages of the adult be attached for payment
of the expenses.

Having thus dealt with the able-bodied and their families, the

Report proposed extensive schemes of local improvement ; and

that a legal provision should be made for the relief and support

of persons labouring under bodily infirmities, for the support of

Penitentiaries to which vagrants should be sent, and for the main-

tenance of deserted children.

These recommendations had in view only the able-bodied and

their families, and the impotent by accident or disease. For the

relief of those who, though not comprised in those classes, are

yet fit objects of charity, the Report proposed the encouragement

of voluntary associations, to be placed in connexion with the

Poor-Law Commissioners ; to be subject to their regulation and

contro'l ; and to be assisted by them by grants from the national

rate, in some proportion to the sums voluntarily contributed.

A very small minority of the Commissioners were opposed to this

suggestion, and the consequence was that it was mentioned

shortly and dryly in the Report, and developed only in a subse-

quent paper, called Appendix H.

It appears to us, that the proposal which was powerfully, we
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are almost inclined to say unanswerably, supported in this paper,

has never been sufficiently, or even seriously considered. We
earnestly recommend it to the attention of the Government, when
they undertake the further improvement of the Irish poor-law

;

and to that of the Commissioners on whom the arduous and

responsible task of Reporting on the poor-laws of Scotland has

been imposed.

It is to be observed, that in this Report, and indeed through-

out the discussion on Irish poor-laws, the words ' vagrant' and

'mendicant,' and ' vagrancy' and ' mendicancy,' though etymolo-

gically different, are generally used as synonymous. According

to the English law, mendicancy, and many other acts which may
be committed by a person who never travels a hundred yards

from his house, are punishable as acts of vagrancy or vagabond-

age. The laws prohibiting mendicancy have, therefore, usually

been termed the vaD:rant laws. As this nomenclature is usual,

and does not appear likely to produce error, we have not

avoided it.

The Government seems to have been alarmed at the extent

and the complexity of the recommendations of the Report. But
as it was obvious that some measures must be introduced to re-

lieve the destitution, and check the mendicancy which it described,

they sent Mr NichoUs to Ireland, with general directions to en-

quire into the expediency of its proposals ; and with a special

instruction to consider whether a rate might be usefully directed

to the erection and maintenance of workhouses for all those who
sought relief as paupers.

Mr Nicholls made his Report in November 1836. He agreed

with the Commissioners in describing the mendicancy of Ireland

as a frightful evil—as an evil hardly to be overrated. ' Mendi-
' cancy,' he says, * and indiscriminate almsgiving, seem to have
' produced the same results in Ireland, as indiscriminate relief

' produced in England; the same reckless disregard of the future,

' the same idle and disorderly conduct, the same proneness to

' outrage and resistance to lawful authority.' He agreed also

with the Commissioners, that the burden of supporting the poor

fell exclusively on the poorer classes. 'There is,' he says, 'in

' reality, a compulsory rate now levied in Ireland, though not
' sanctioned by legal enactment ; and no occupier, however
' limited his means, turns away the mendicant empty-handed.
' There is an almost superstitious dread of doing so; and this

' operates as compulsorily as the law would act in the raising a
' regular rate.' He differed from them as to the inutility of the

workhouse as a test. He believed much of the apparent distress

to be fictitious, or the result of idleness. He believed that th^
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establishment of workliouses would enable the Legislature to"

suppress mendicancy ; and recommended that it should be gene-
rally prohibited, and that the central authority should be respon-

sible for bringing the act into operation in the several unions,

as the workhouses became fitted for the reception of inmates.
' In furtherance of this object,' he adds, ' the police should act
' in close communication with the boards of guardians, and the
* central authority should bo regulate the measure, that the now
' itinerant mass of mendicants who may be really unable to pro-
' vide for themselves, should be placed in the several workhouses,
' and the able-bodied but idle vagrants, and disorderly persons,
' should be compelled to provide for their own subsistence.'

And he expressed a strong belief, that a rate for this purpose,

divided between the landlord and the occupier, would relieve the

occupier from more than half of what he then contributed in the

form of alms, and would be still more beneficial to the landlord,

by restoring the dominion of the law, and enabling hkn to be
master of his estate.

The Irish Poor-Law Bill of the first Session of 1837, was
founded on this report. It authorized the erection of work-
houses, and enacted, that when the commissioners should have
declared a workhouse to be fit, the guardians should take order

for the relieving at their discretion, and setting to work in such
workhouse, such persons as they should deem to be destitute

poor. It further enacted, that every person, able, wholly or in

part, to maintain himself, or any other person whom he might be

liable to maintain, and wilfully neglecting so to do, by which
neglect he or such person should become destitute, and relieved

at the expense of the union ; or who, not being destitute, should

apply for relief within a union on the plea of destitution ; or who
should beg, or set a child to beg, within a union containing a

workhouse capable of receiving him ; should, on conviction at

petty sessions, be imprisoned with hard labour for a month.
Repetition of the offence, or gathering alms on false pretences,

were punishable with three months' such imprisonment.

In the speech by which Lord John Russell introduced the

bill, on the 13th February 1837, he proposed, as the ultimate

result of the measure when in full operation, that to all destitute

persons seeking relief subsistence should be given, and that they

should not be allowed to disturb society by seeking it by any
other means. But that, until that could be done, vagrancy
should not be altogether prohibited ; and therefore that persons

should not be prohibited from seeking alms, if they could show
that they had been to the workhouse, or applied to the guardians

and had been refused relief. ' If the scheme,' he added.
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' succeed, we shall be hereafter and finally able to prohibit
' vagrancy.'

In the debate on the second reading, on the 1st of May, Lord
John stated the three advantages of a poor-law to be—that it

relieves the extremely destitute ; that it gives a right to prohibit

vagrancy ; and that it brings the landowners and the labourers

into closer contact. It was subsequently, however, thought
advisable that the vagrancy clauses should be made the subject

of a separate bill. They were, therefore, passed over in the

committee ; and ultimately the progress of the whole measure
was stopped by the dissolution.

In the autumn of 1837, Mr Nicholls made a second visit to

Ireland. It has been seen that, in his first Report, made in 1836,

he proposed a Poor-Law as a means of suppressing mendicancy.
The same view is taken in the Report which he made in 1837.
' To establish a poor-law,' he says, ' without at the same
' time suppressing mendicancy, would be very imperfect legis-

* lation, especially with reference to the present condition of the
' Irish people. To make a provision for relieving mendicants at

' the public charge, without at the same time preventing begging,
' would leave the Irish cottier exposed to much of the pressure
' which he now sustains ; for the mendicant classes generally, if

' permitted, would prefer the vagrant life to which they are
' accustomed, to the order, cleanliness, and constraint of a work-
' house. To suppress mendicancy, therefore, constitutes an es-
' sential part of the proposed system of poor-laws.

When the bill was re-introduced in the Parliament which met
in November 1837, the separation of the mendicancy clauses was
abandoned, and they were reinserted without alteration. They
were, in fact, the basis on which the bill was founded. ' In
' every country,' said Lord John Russell in his opening speech,
' recovering from want, there must be many persons in a state of
' destitution. The question arises, what provision can be made
' for this class ? If you make no provision, you cannot say that
' such persons have not the right to receive from their neigh-
' hours necessary food and raiment, and you thereby leave in the
' state a vast number of persons, some of whom exercise fairly,

' and from the utmost need, the right of asking for alms, but
' many of whom are impostors, who prey on the rest of the com-
' munity. Besides this, you leave one department of police
' neglected ; for you leave these persons at one time beggars, to

' become at another plunderers. By furnishing relief for the
* destitute, you obtain the power of preventing and punishing
' mendicancy. When the means of existence are supplied, no
' man will have a right to become a common beggar or to prey
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* on the property of the country.' In his speech on the second

reading of the bill, on the 5th of February 1838, he stated it

to be just, to be a part of the law of England, and to be consonant

to humanity, that relief should be afforded to destitution ; but that,

if persons who do not want that relief, or who refuse to accept it,

'

persist in infesting the country, some punishment should be in-

flicted on them. He proposed to put the law on a just footing,

and while enacting that vagrancy should not be permitted, to

provide also that destitution should be relieved. The principle,

he repeated, on which a poor-law ought to be founded was,

that the state should relieve destitution, and at the same time

prevent vagrancy.

Nothing could be weaker—in fact, more really insignificant

—

than the few objections, in the debate, to the clauses suppressing

vao-rancy. Some expressions of dissent from Sir F. Shaw and

Mr Miles, and some declamation from Sir W. Brabazon, Sir

F. Burdett, and Mr Hindley, were the whole amount of opposi-

tion in debates which lasted from December till March—debates

in which almost every other portion of the bill was fiercely and

pertinaciously attacked. But when the Committee had reached

the clauses on the 2d of March, they were struck out, with-

out explanation or even remark. A few days afterwards, on

the 9th of April, Mr Redington moved their restoration ; but

Lord Morpeth begged him to withdraw the motion, on the

ground that it was the intention of Government to bring in a

separate measure for the suppression of vagrancy. The bill,

therefore, passed the Commons without the enactments which,

till then, had been supposed to be the vital portion of the

measure.

When the bill was first read in the House of Lords, in May,

Lord Melbourne stated it to be the foundation of a measure for

the suppression of mendicancy. And the Duke of Wellington,

admitting that, without a Poor-Law, mendicancy could not be put

down, expressed his hope that, in the course of the session, the

Government would give the House reason to believe that a mea-

sure for that purpose would be brought in. The opinions on this

subject in the Lords were, indeed, as decidedly expressed as in the

Commons. Lord Hatherton said, that he agreed with the Duke

of Wellington that the bill could not work unless clauses were

inserted to suppress mendicancy and vagrancy ; or some separate

measure were passed for that purpose. Lord Clanricarde urged

that such clauses should be inserted in the bill before the House ;

and Lord Melbourne's answer was, that he was not prepared to

say whether they would be comprised in that bill, or form the

matter of a separate measure. The subject, however, seems to
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have been lost siglit of, and tlie bill passed in the form in which

we now see it.

On the 19th of March 1840, the Administration performed the

promise which they had made in each House, that the mendi-

cancy portion of the Poor-Law measure should be brought for-

ward. Lord Morpeth, ' in pursuance,' as he said, ' of the under-

« standing when the poor-law passed, that the mendicancy clauses

* should be embodied in a separate bill; in pursuance of the lle-

* ports of the Poor-law Commissioners, and particularly of the

' resident commissioner ; and lastly, in pursuance of the sug-

' gestions of many large bodies, and many boards of guardians

' already formed in Ireland,' asked leave to bring in a bill for the

suppression of mendicancy in Ireland.

The bill was far less comprehensive than the clauses struck

out from the Act of 1838. It merely enacted, that any person

beo-ging, or setting a child to beg, in a union containing a work-

house capable of receiving him, should be imprisoned, with hard

labour, for one month ; and that a person repeating the offence,

or going about on false pretences as a collector of charitable con-

tributions, or obtaining alms by the exposure of wounds or de-

formity, should be imprisoned, with hard labour, for three months.

It was read, the first time, on the 20th of March 1840, but was

coldly received by Sir R. Peel, without whose active co-opera-

tion it could not, in the then state of parties, have been passed.

A short time afterwards. Lord Morpeth withdrew it
—

' not,' as

he said, ' from any doubt as to its expediency, or even as to its

' necessity, but in the expectation that subsequent events would
' make that necessity evident to all parties.'

It will be observed, that, throughout these discussions, it is

assumed that Ireland is now practically without a law restraining

mendicancy. There are, indeed, such laws in the statute-book ;

but defects in their machinery, the severity of their punishments,

and the absence in their enactments of any reference to a legal

provision for the poor, have rendered them inefficient. The
assumption, therefore, is correct.

The abandonment of the mendicancy clauses has been account-

ed for, by imputing to their opponents a belief, that when once a

provision was made for the destitute, the practice of indiscrimi-

nate almsgiving would cease without legal interference. Such a

belief could have been entertained oidy by those who had attend-

ed little to the real grounds on which the practice depends.

' I think,' says Mr St George, ' that relig-ious feelings would induce

many to relieve a beggar even at the door of a poor-house.'*

* Selections, p. 284,

VOL. LXXVII. NO. CLVI. 2 G
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< Though there were a legal relief for the destitute, I should still

like to do something for the Last Day, if I could afford it. The way
would be this :—A beggar would come to you, and you would refer

him to the institution. " Oh, the curse of God !" he would say, " on
itself and its institutions ; not a blast of a pipe they'll give us ; we
were better off when we had the run of the country." You can't re-

fuse one then ; besides, if you give alms, you'll get a prayer for it, but
the people in that house would pray neither for the quick nor the
dead.' *

' The predominating feeling with the class who give most freely and
indiscriminately, is a belief that charity is a duty, the neglecting which
would entail misfortunes both here and hereafter. It is believed that
the feeling is so strong, that they would not consider themselves re-
lieved from the claims of charity by the establishment of places of refuge
for the poor.f

' " If there were a poor-house at the top of the street, where every
beggar could get relief, you would rather give than let him go in
there ?

"—" Why, if a poor person came to me, I would give him some-
thing, to be sure."—" Even though you knew that a person in real
distress could not want relief, and that you were encouraging idle-

ness?"—" Why, to tell you the truth, I think we would be lonesome
without them. J

' A fear,' says Dr M'Hale, the Roman Catholic archbishop of Tuam,
* that the applicant is suffering from want, is not the motive for giving
alms. Instances of extremity rarely appear at the door. Beggmg is

a trade, and charity is a duty. The peasantry are under the impres-
sion (a salutary one,) that " he that giveth to the poor shall not want,
but he that despiseth his entreaty shall suffer indigence."

§

It must never be forgotten that. the beggar is not in Ireland

—

as he is in England—an outcast, whose apparent misery is as-

cribed to imposture or vice—whose contact is degradation to the
humblest labourer—and who is relieved, not so much to satisfy

his wants as to get rid of his presence. The Irish cottier consi-

ders the beggar as his equal—indeed, as acting a part in the great
drama of life which he may have to perform erelong himself.

The beggar is not an occasional and unwelcome intruder ; he
makes a part, and probably not the least agreeable part, of the
society of the family. He has his regular seat before the pota-
toe-bowl, his nook near the chimney where a chimney exists,

and the corner in which he sleeps, on the straw which he has
begged during the day. He brings with him ncM's, flattery, con-

* Selections, p. 338. John Casey. f Ibid. p. 414Ji)hn Casey.

J Appendix to the First Report of the Commissioners of Enquiry,
p. 650.

§ Ibid. 488-490.
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versation, prayers, the blessing- of God, and the good-will of
men. ' The cabin,' as one of the witnesses remarks, ' would be
* lonesome without him.'

To believe that a practice, the growth of centuries—strength-

ened by hourly occasions for its exercise, requir«?d by public

opinion, and enforced by the hope of good and the fear of evil,

both temporal and eternal—would cease, while the opportunities

for yielding to it remained unremoved ; to believe that the small

farmer, the shopkeeper, and the labourer, would turn the beggar
from his dooi—would refuse to him the accustomed shelter, or

the accustomed handful of meal or potatoes.—would incur the

pain of witnessing want which he could relieve, the imputation
of avarice or hard-heartedness, and the fear of a curse in this

world and in the next ; and deny himself the pleasure of sympa-
thy, the credit of charitableness, and the certainty of recompense
from Heaven, merely because he was told that, some miles off,

'

there was a union workhouse where the applicant could be re-

lieved ;—to believe all this, seems to imply an ignorance of

human nature which it would be presumptuous to impute to the

Legislature.

It must have been observed, that the late Government never
ventured to take the opinion of either House on the enactments
by which they proposed to suppress mendicancy. They decla-

red those enactments to be necessary; they introduced them in

three different bills ; but, on every occasion, postponed or with-
drew them before the time of discussion. They obviously con-
templated a formidable resistance; and, though the debates do
not show any ground for such an apprehension, yet we have
no doubt that it was well founded. Whether the resistance

was expected to arise from misdirected benevolence, or from a
desire to obtain a repeal of the Irish poor-law by rendering
it inefficient ; or, at a later period, from the eagerness of the Op-
position to overthrow a tottering Ministry, (and it is probable
that many members might have been influenced by one or

more of these motives, and some by all of them,)—whatever were
the quarters from which resistance was feared, the fear was yield-

ed to; and the boldest administrative measure of modern times

—

the measure which its enemies denounced as destructive, and
which even its friends could scarcely call safe—was passed with
the omission of a portion which those who proposed it declared
to be essential to its working ; and has now been suffered to re-

main thus imperfect for nearly five years. On almost every
other point of the proposed measure opinions had been divided

—

whether relief should or should not be confined to the workhouse

;

whether there should or should not be a law of settlement; whe-
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ther the right to relief should or should not be acknowledged

;

whether the rate should be national or local; whether the

superintendence of the new law should be in the hands of the

English poor-law commissioners or of a separate board ; whether
the commissioners should or should not have the control of cha-

rities ;—all these questions were long and fiercely contested. On
one point, and on one only, all who wrote, and nearly all who
spoke, were unanimous; namely, that the offer of relief must be
accompanied or followed by the prohibition of mendicancy. And
on that point the act is silent ; Lord Morpeth's bill expired after

the first reading, and reliefand mendicancy are allowed to coexist.

The Commissioners seem to have thought, and we believe that

they were right, that it was their business to assume either that

the law, even in its imperfect state, would be eflficient, or that

the defect would be supplied by subsequent legislation. When
they dispatched their assistant-commissioners on their first ex-

pedition to form unions, they directed them to consider how
the new law might be introduced so as soonest to abate the

practice of begging ; and they instructed them to calm the fears

of the future rate-payers, by stating that the mendicant classes

were supported by the community, and would be so no more after

the establishment of the unions ; that the relief would, in future,

be afforded in the most economical manner, and only to the

really destitute ; and that a decrease of the existing charge would
be the consequence of the act.*

The Boards of Guardians, however, were less confiding. One
of the first uses which the majority of them made of their new
powers, was to demand a law for the suppression of mendicancy.
We shall here extract a few of their Resolutions if

—

' Athlone Union, 3d Dee. 1839.
' The guardians of the union having been called on to raise the

necessary sum for building the workhouse, cannot refrain from ex-

pressing their unanimous opinion, that it will be of essential importance
to the -well-working of the poor-law to have a stringent vagrant law,

such as now exists in England.'
< Belfast Union, 10th Dec. 1839.

' Resolved unanimously— That this board desires to impress vipon

the poor-law commissioners their opinion of the essential necessity of

some legislative enactment for the suppression of vagrancy aud men-
dicancy, from which, when they are called upon to pay rates for the

relief of the destitute poor, the payers of rates have a right to be
exempt.'

* Instructions to Assistant-Commissioners.-^Sixth Report, p. 51—57.

t See Sixth Report of the Poor-Law Commissioners, pp. 417, 418.
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' Limerick Union, 27tli Nov. 1839.
* That it is the opinion of this board, that a legislative enactment

for the punishment and suppression of mendicancy is required ; but

that the penalties of such act should not be enforced against any mendi-

cant unless it can be proved that he has received an offer of the work-

house from an authorized person, but has refused the relief so off"ered

him.'

These resolutions, and the opinion of the Commissioners, strong-

ly expressed in their sixth report, were amonjr the grounds on
which Lord Morpeth rested his unsuccessful bill of 1840. In

their next Report, that of 1841, the Commissioners repeat their

conviction,

' That the suppression of mendicancy is necessary in every union,

as soon and so long- as the workhouse is open, and available for the

relief of the destitute.' . . ' It has been thought' [they add] ' by
some, that persons will cease to give to beggars when called upon to

pay poor-rates.' . . ' We cannot concur in this opinion. We
believe that the mendicant classes will continue to levy their contri-

butions, unless the legislature shall protect the rate-payer from
demands and threats which, if left to himself, he will be totally unable

to withstand.
' Such being our deliberate view of this question, we observed

with regret that the bill for the suppression of mendicancy, which Lord
Morpeth introduced into the House of Commons last session, has not

been proceeded with. We do not mean to say that the enactment of such

a law was indispensably necessary at the time, or even that it will be im-

possible to continue our operations eff'ectively during the present year

without the aid of such a measure ; but it is our duty to state to your

lordship our conviction, that a law for the repression of mendicancy is

essential to the well-working of the poor relief act in Ireland, and
that a bill for this purpose ought to be introduced into parliament at

the earliest practicable period.'

On the 1st of May 1841, the Commissioners hinted a doubt
whether a vagrant law was not indispensable to the working of

the law even during the then current year. Nearly two years

have since elapsed without one, and experience has, we think,

justified their fears.

On the first opening of the union-houses, mendicancy is said

to have nearly ceased in their vicinity. We are told that many
of the mendicants were relieved in them ; and that many others

abandoned their trade. The conduct and the professions of all

who had taken any part in the introduction of the law, associated

in every mind the prohibition of mendicancy with the public

relief of the poor, and it was generally supposed that the act pro-

hibited begging.* The error of course was short-lived. Those

* Seventh and Eighth Reports, passim.
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"who had merely suspended their requisitions renewed them

;

many tried the workhouse and fled from its conliiiement to the

freedom of vagrancy ; and still more crowded to fill up the

vacancies, which the opening of the workhouses was known to

have occasioned.

The Report of May 1842, the last which has been presented,

leads to the painful suspicion that the Irish Poor- Law, like many
of its predecessors in England, has aggravated the evil which it

was intended to repress ; and that there is now in Ireland more
mendicancy and more vagrancy than before its enactment.

' In some of the unions,' say the Commissioners, ' after the stock of

habitual mendicants had, for the most part, been taken into the work-

houses, the rate-payers, finding that the removal of what may be call-

ed their own established poor did not protect them from mendicancy,

but was followed by inroads of beggars from the surrounding districts,

or even from those more distant, have deemed it better that their own
poor should be permitted to levy contributions from house to house as

heretofore, than that the rate-payers should incur the charge of main-

taining them in the workhouses ; and at the same time be compelled to

make contributions to casual vagrants or mendicant strangers, by whom
their doors were beset.

' In the Kilmallock Union, the rate-payers of a certain electoral

division came in a body to the workhouse, and demanded to haA'e their

poor delivered up to them, which was accordingly done, and they were

carried back, with great demonstrations of rejoicing, to be supported

by almsgiving in the accustomed mode. The rate-payers in this case,

no doubt expected that, when they had their own beggars about them,

they would be protected from the inroads of beggars from other dis-

tricts, to which they were liable so long as their own habitual stock

were maintained in the workhouse.'

We will not fatigue the readers by repeating the remonstran-

ces from Boards of Guardians and other public bodies, appended

by the Commissioners to their last Report. They resemble in

substance those which we have quoted from the Report of 1841,

though, perhaps, marked by more asperity of language. We will

extract, however, the Petition from the Castlederg Union, be-

cause it alludes to a new source of danger :

—

' Your petitioners, after fourteen months' experience, are convinced

of the necessity of a law to suppress mendicancy. From mistaken

ideas of economy on the part of some of the rate- payers, and dislike

of workhouse relief on the part of the mendicants, almsgiving still

continues, and the community still suffers from the profligacy which is

a necessary accompaniment and consequence of begging.'

The mistaken economy alluded to by the Petition is a notion

that it is cheaper to relieve by almsgiving than in the work-

house. Such an opinion, if extensively prevalent among the
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rate-payers, would paralyze the whole law. Its progress and its

consequences are well pointed out by Mr Clements:

—

' I think it necessary to state, that there is a desire amongst the people,

which is on the increase in various j)arts of the country, to encourage
mendicancy rather than incur the expense of maintaining the paupers

in the workhouse. When the workhouse was first open, there was but

cue wish, that of putting down begg'ing. I believe that, if the question

were put to any of the people who have now other views, they would
say, that they did not desire to encourage mendicancy, but merely

to help their own poor. It is needless for me to point out to you the

Impossibility of their continuing such a practice, without perpetuating

the system of indiscriminate almsgiving, as has hitherto been the

custom.
' It appears to me that, if a law for the repression of mendicancy be

enacted early next session, begging may be put down by degrees witli

comparative facility ; but if the matter be deferred for another year,

the difficulty wdl be very much increased, as the general co-operatiou

which may now be expected might not be obtained when the people

shall have formed an opinion, that to give to the beggar In the manner
I have described, is preferable to maintaining him In the workhouse.

' I should observe, that the provision for the maintenance by each

electoral division of its own poor, which has always been considered,

and I think justly, an improvement to the original bill, will, If some
enactment be not made for the repression of mendicancy, become the

means of defeating the whole object of the law ; because it is on ac-

count of different rates made on electoral divisions, according as they

have many or few paupers in the house, that the people on whom the

higher rate Is made are Induced to endeavour to diminish It, by en-

couraging the paupers to leave the house, to be maintained in the

manner 1 have before described. The more general this feeling should

become, the more difficult it will be to put down mendicancy. The
legal enactment becomes, therefore, the moi-e urgent, In order that It

may be made available while the majority of the people are prepared
to assist In Its enforcement.'

This warning, like all the others, was disregarded. Sir Robert
Peel, with his majority of one hundred, was not more bold than

Lord John Russell had been with his twenty-one. The session

of 1842 passed by, and the evil has been allowed to grow and
to extend; until the dangers of the disease and the dangers of

the remedy might well alarm a stronger and a more resolute

Administration than that to which the welfare of Ireland is now
confided.

We are often told that the people of Ireland are lovers of

justice ; the meaning of which we take to be, not that they are

peculiarly prone to act justly towards other people, but that they

fiercely resent the appearance of injustice towards themselves.

Now, it is impossible to deny that, in this matter, the rate-
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payers of Ireland have been treated with injustice. They have
been induced, on false pretences, to consent to erect workhouses
and levy rates. They were told by all who in Parliament brought
forward or supported the law, that it was to be a measure of eco-
nomy

; that they were to be saved in almsgiving more than they
would have to pay in rates. The same doctrine was repeated to

them by the commissioners, by the assistant commissioners ; in

short, by all who recommended or even defended the measure.
If this statement turns out to be only partially true in any of
the unions, and utterly unfounded in the great majority ; if the
rates are, in general, a mere addition to the alms ; if the men-
dicancy is, in general, altered only by the substitution of a new
crowd of beggars—can we wonder that the law should become
odious, or that the collection of rates should be opposed by
tumult, or by the more effectual machinery of passive resistance ?

It is, of course, much easier to prove the necessity of a law
for the repression of mendicancy, than to suggest its details.

The English vagrancy laws are measures of Police ; and compre-
hend, as we have already remarked, many offences which are
not acts either of vagrancy or mendicancy. Since we think that
the measure which we demand ought to be introduced as a part
of the Poor-Law ; and since the repression of the offences in

question, however proper or however necessary, has no necessary
connexion with the relief of the poor; we would recommend that
it should form no part of the measure, and that the bill, at the
furthest, aim at nothing beyond the prohibition of vagrancy and
mendicancy.

Lord Morpeth's bill, as we have seen, merely prohibited
mendicancy ; and perhaps, as a first experiment, it may be
well not to go beyond it. In one respect, indeed, we would not
go quite so far. That bill, following the bills of 1837 and
1838, punishes the beggar if there be within the union a work-
house capable of maintaining him. If the law be passed in that
form, the guilt or innocency of mendicancy will depend, not on
the conduct of the mendicant, but on a fact of which he may
frequently be ignorant. A beggar finds, or hears, that the work-
house is full. He exercises the right which that fact confers on
him, and begs in a distant part of the union, perhaps eight or
nine miles from the workhouse. While he is doing so, somebody
dies in the workhouse, or quits it ; it becomes capable of receiv-
ing him, and his right to beg is gone without his knowing it.

Or perhaps he crosses, in ignorance, the frontier between the
union in which the workhouse is full, and begging therefore pri-
vileged, and one where the workhouse is empty, and begging
therefore an offence. Statistical and geographical errors will be
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punishable by imprisonment and hard labour ! We much prefer

the proposal made by Lord John Russell in his speech of the

13th of February 1837 ; namely, that no one should be punished

for beggint^ if he could show that he had applied at the work-

house, and had been refused legal relief.

It has been suggested to us by an authority which we
respect, that every person applying at the workhouse and

refused relief, should be entitled to receive a ticket, stating such

refusal, its date and its grounds, and such other particulars as the

Poor-Law Commissioners shall prescribe ; a duplicate to be

kept by the board of guardians. And that, for the space of

seven days from the date of such ticket, such person shall not

be punishable for the mere act of begging, if, while begging, he

show his ticket. We say for the mere act of begging; for he

must remain punishable, notwithstanding the ticket, if his beg-

ging were accompanied by any otiier ott'ence. If, for instance,

he were begging on false pretences. Otherwise, an impostor

who had been refused relief on the express ground of his being

an impostor, would, by such refusal, become a privileged beggar.

Requiring the beggar while begging to show his ticket, would

enable the police to arrest, without further enquiry, all beggars

unprovided with ticket;*, and all whose tickets disclosed facts

making their trade an offence.

We are anxious, however, to guard against any impression

that we join in the belief which seems to have been felt by all

who introduced the Irish Poor-Law, that, if the vagrancy clauses

htwl been retained in that act, mendicancy would have been gene-

rally and quickly suppressed ; or that we believe that it would

now be so suppressed, if our recommendations were adopted.

No law is so dependent for its efficiency on public co-opera-

tion as a law prohibiting mendicancy ; and there is no country in

which that co-operation can less be relied on than Ireland. We
believe that the best chance for the success of the prohibition

would have been to incorporate it (as was proposed by all the

friends of the measure) in the poor-law. But even then it would have

been neglected in some districts, and imperfectly executed in more.

We fear that if it be passed this year, it will be less efficient than

it would have been in 1838 ; and that if it be delayed till lt^44.,

it will be worse executed than if it become law during the pre-

sent session. But a well-grounded fear that all the objects of a

measure will not be attained, is no reason for abandoning it ; if

it appear likely to be beneficial, though less so than it might
have been under more favourable circumstances. We believe

that there are many parts of Ireland in which a law restraining

mendicancy will be faithfully executed. We believe that there are
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many others in which it will be executed, imperfectly indeed,

but yet usefully, so far as it is executed at all. And we believe

that when its utility has been tested by experience—when the

Assistant-Commissioners, on whom we rely for the diffusion of

sound principles, can urge the authorities in one district to use

their power of repressing mendicancy, by pointing out the advan-
tages which have been derived by tlieir neighbours—the law will

be more widely and more effectually acted on every year, until

at length the evil, though never to be extirpated, may be redu-

ced to the endurable amount in which it obtains in Great Bri-

tain. Then, and not till then, will the promise on which the

Poor-Law was founded be performed. While a rate for the relief

of the poor, levied by the legal collector, is coexistent with a rate

levied by the mendicant, the Irish Poor-Law is almost a legisla-

tive fraud ; since the express ground on which the landholders

were required to pay poor-rates was, that they were to be relieved

from at least an equivalent expenditure in alms.

Another, or, as we think, an unfortunate deviation from the

Report of the Commissioners of Enquiry from the recommendation
of Mr Nicholls, and from the bill of 1837, respects the liability

to poor-rate of occupiers under the annual value of I..5. The
bill of 1837, and that of 1838, as passed by the House of Com-
mons, made the rate in all cases a charge on the occupier, but

allowed the L.5 occupier to deduct the whole amount. But
this arrangement was altered in the House of Lords, and the

occupier under L.5 was put upon the same footing as all

others; rendered liable to the rate, and allowed to deduct from
his rent a poundage equal to one-half of his assessment.

The principal motive which induced the House of Lords to

make this change, appears to have been a fear that the land-

lords, in order to escape the rate, might be induced to raise the

rents of their small occupiers to L.5, or to eject them, and to

consolidate their tenancies. The provisions of the act render

the former supposition impossible. The value of every tene-

ment is taken, for the purposes of the Poor-Law, not according

to its nominal rent, but according to an estimate formed by
valuers appointed under the act. If the nominal rent exceeds

that value, the landlord, so far as the rate is concerned, is a

loser; for the tenant can deduct from the rent a poundage
equal to the poundage of the rate. Thus, if the rate be a shil-

ling in the pound, and the tenement is rated at L.4, but rented

at L.5, the occupier is entitled, under the existing act, to deduct

two shillings and sixpence, or half of one shilling in the

pound on L.5, though he has only four shillings to pay. We
have heard of cases where the difference between the nominal
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rent and the estimated value has been such, that the occupier has

been entitled to deduct more than he has paid.

Those who feared that the expectation of having to pay the

whole rate would lead to ejectment, cannot have been aware of

the trifling amount of the payments in question. We believe

that the occupiers under L.5 in value, are about one-half in

number, and one-fifteenth in value of the rate-payers ; and that

the average yearly rate in Ireland does not amount to fifteen-

pence in the pound on the rental.* On these data, if, instead of

the whole, one half of the rate on tenements under L.5 were

thrown on the owners, it would be an additional charge, equal to

one-half of a sixteenth of a fifteenth of the rental of Ireland, or

one-halfpenny on the pound. Of course, however, the tenancies

under L.5 are not equally distributed. In some districts, they

form a larger portion in value of the lands than in others, and
there may be properties of which they constitute the bulk. But
even in these cases, it is highly improbable that the landlord

would be governed in the management of his property by the

apparent saving of sixpence or sevenpence in the pound. We say

the apparent saving ; for it is clear, indeed it is admitted, that the

whole rate, whether partially or wholly advanced by the occu-

pier, is really paid by the landlord. Unless the landlord volun-

tarily sacrifices rent to influence—a case very rare in Ireland

—

he obtains from the tenant the full value of the use of the land.

Every tax, every burden thrown upon the land, reduces that

value, and causes a proportionate diminution of rent. 1 his is

true, even in Great Britain, and more obviously so in Ireland
;

where the competition for land gives it a value, compared with
its productiveness, far exceeding what it bears in a country where
agriculture is only one of many occupations. On the larger

farms, the landlord receives all that the tenant can pay, after re-

serving an average remuneration for his capital, his skill, and his

labour. On the small holdings, where the tenant has neither

capital nor skill, the landlord gets all that the tenant can pay
after reserving the means of existence. To talk of dividing the

rate between such a tenant and his landlord is mockery.
It may be supposed, however, that the smallness of the sum

at which the occupiers under L.5 can be assessed, prevents its

being felt. And if it could be satisfied in potatoes, or in labour,

such would be the case. But it is exacted in money, and money

* We have now accidentally before us the rental of a property in

Westmeath, consisting partly of ftirms and partly of a town. The
whole net ineoaio is L.700U a year. The poor-rate is estimated at
sixpence in the pound.
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is a commodity almost unknown to the Irish cottier. His family

live on the produce of his potatoe-ground, and his cow; they use

the fuel which he cuts from the bo^f, and are clothed principally

in the work of their own hands. He pays his rent partly in pro-

duce and partly in labour ; and for months together has never

to purchase or to sell, or even to barter. Under such circum-

stances, any unexpected call for a money payment, however low,

finds him unprepared; and the circumstance, that he is entitled to

deduct one-half from his landlord, makes the demand appear to

him more vexatious ; as it seems an advance made by the poorer

man on behalf of the richer.

In England, the occupier under L.5 is seldom rated, or, if

rated, is generally excused. The Poor-Law Commissioners, fol-

lowing the plausible advice of the English Commissioners of

Enquiry, endeavoured at first to enforce the rating of all occu-

piers ; but they found the attempt resisted or evaded, often by

parochial relief given in order to pay the rate, and have ultimate-

ly abandoned it. How can we expect that a practice which can-

not be maintained in a population remarkable for the constant

use of money, and for a money income, large when compared to

the average money incomes of the labouring classes in the rest of

Europe, will be submitted to in a country equally remarkable

for the absence of both ?

There seem to be three modes of meeting the difficulty. First,

To rate the occupier under L,5, and to allow him to deduct the

whole amount from the rent which he has to pay to his immediate

landlord ; Secondly, To excuse him altogether ; or Thirdly, To
rate the immediate landlord.

The first plan, rating the occupier, and allowing him to de-

duct, was, as we have seen, that proposed by the Commissioners

ofEnquiry, and adopted by the Government and by the House of

Commons. The objections are those which we have mentioned

the difficulty and expense of exacting a money payment from a

very poor population, little accustomed to its use ; and the hard-

ship of making the poorer man advance what is due from the

richer. To which must be added, the frequent suspicion of fraud

or oppression on the part of the landlord, who, where there is a

lease, is always tempted to refer the deduction to some old claim

or hopeless arrear.

The second plan is, as we have stated, usual in England. It

is open to the obvious objections, that it must increase the burden

on all other classes, and afford a new motive to subdivide tene-

ments, or at least to retard their consolidation. With respect to

the first objection, if our information be correct—that there are

few unions in which the occupations under L.5 amount to one-

fifteenth in value of the whole, when the expense and the loss on
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collection are deducted—we believe that the real sacrifice occa-

sioned by their total exemption would be trifling. With respect

to the second, the exemption of such tenements in England,

where the rates are three or four times as high as in Ireland, has

not led to any subdivision; and when we consider the force of

the motives which now drive the Irish landlord to consolida-

tion, we do not believe that they would be overcome by the

hope of so small a saving. We will venture also to express a

suspicion that the clearing system has received an impulse from

the Poor- Law, under which it is advancing with a rapidity to

which it might not be unadvisable to interpose a slight check.

We should, on the whole, prefer this arrangement to the en-

forcing payment from the occupier, whether he were or were not

entitled to make a corresponding reduction from his rent.

The third plan, however, is that which we venture to recom-

mend. It was proposed by the Poor-Law Enquiry Commissioners

for England, for all dwellings under the annual value of L.15.

It was proposed by Mr NichoUs for Ireland ; and has been adopt-

ed, and indeed extended much further than we now purpose to

carry it, in the acts commuting tithes in Ireland. W^e recom-

mend that the immediate lessor be the person assessed ; and, to

prevent any difficulty in discovering him, that the occupier be

relieved from payment only on the condition that he state truly

who is his lessor.

Relieving the occupier, whatever were the mode adopted,

would of course diminish by about one-half the constituencies of

the Boards of Guardians. This would be unmixed good. The
occupiers under L.5, have neither the necessary education nor

the necessary independence. In many cases they are the blind

instruments of their clergy ; and the clause which excludes reli-

gious ministers from the Boards, is virtually repealed by a con-

stituency which elects their nominees. We cannot doubt that

the existing system of universal suffrage is one of the causes of

the unpopularity of the law among the more educated classes.

One of its great purposes was the bringing the higher and

middle classes into contact ; and enabling, indeed forcing them to

deliberate in common on the measures that may best promote

their common welfare, and that of their inferiors. Under the

existing system this purpose is only partially and imperfectly

effected. Better constituents would elect more enlightened

guardians; the ex q^c/o members would attend; and the 13oards

might become in Ireland what they are in England— Schools in

which the different classes of society learn each other's wants and

opinions, and acquire by practice the difficult and necessary arts

of administration.
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Art. IV I. Memoirs of the Court ofEngland during the Reign

of the Stuarts, including the Protectorate. By John Heneage
Jesse. 4 vols. 8vo. London : 1840.

2. Memoirs of the Court of England, from the Revolution in

1688 to the Death of George the Second. By John Heneage
Jesse. 3 vols. 8 vo. London: 1843.

Qeven volumes in toto, in addition to recent works of a similar
^ kind, and to fresh editions of older ones! Truly there is

no end to the pleasure of reading about Courts. In vain the

utilitarian asks the use of it, and the moralist questions the good,

and the republican sneers at what he secretly admires. In vain

an occasional Madame d'Arblay escapes from under a load of

duties, to inform the world that it is possible for Courts to be

tiresome and unhappy ; nay, that it may even be difficult to get

a cup of tea there when you want it. In vain a reader may
know the whole real state of the case, agreeable and otherwise,

or all that ever was written upon the subject from the time of

Henry VIII. down to that of the estimable Court now flourish-

ing. Every body waives his particular knowledge in favour of

the general impression. It is true, the imaginations of the

youngest modern readers cannot be quite of the opinion of the

little boys in the country a hundred years ago, that a King and
Queen were a couple of superhuman people, sitting all day on
thrones, with crowns on their heads and sceptres in their hands

;

eating, at the very least, (when they did ear,) bread and honey;
and counting out gold as the smallest of their diversions. But
nevertheless, to the great bulk of readers, there is always some-
thing splendid, and gay, and full-dressed, and holiday-like, in the

idea of a Court ; something processional and gorgeous, graceful

and powerful—always in selectest condition, waited upon by the

noble, and living in an atmosphere of romance. Pains, and tedi-

ums, and defects of whatever sort, appear to be only exceptions

to the general delightful fact. Henry VIII. himself does not

make the peruser throw away the book in disgust, nor Charles II.

with a sense of degradation, nor James II. with his very dulness,

nor William HI. with his dryness. He reads, for the hundredth
time, of glorious Queen Bess with her juvenile airs at sixty, and
her bright eyes and skinny lips, and knows not which to do most
— laugh at or respect her. He is told eternally, and is still

willing to be told, of the ungainliness of James I., of the gravity

of Charles, of the levities and grim looks of his successor, and
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the naughtiness of the ' beauties,' and the squabbles of Anne
with the vixen Marlborough; nay, of the suit of snuft-colour in

which George I. was beheld with awe by the staring infant eyes

of Horace VValpole. And why ? How is it that readers can

turn and return to these evt-rlasting histories of people generally

no better than themselves, and sometimes worse ? It is because

a prince is one of themselves, in a state of splendour and imj)or-

tance. It is because, inasmuch as the readers merge themselves

into his being^ the readers are himself; gazed upon by the same
multitudes, j> littering and mighty with the same power and rank.

It is because, though they are not immodest enough to equal their

merits with those of the greatest princes, they feel a superiority

to the worst, and a right of participation with the most prosper-

ous. Thus the very vices as well as merits they read of, flatter

their self-love ; and this, for example, is one of the reasons why
all of us, more or less, are so indulgent to the character of

Charles II., positively base as he was in some respects, and ad-

mirable in none. Gaiety on his part, and superiority on ours,

make a combination that is irresistible.

Mr Jesse therefore, having industriously produced seven vo-

lumes on these all- popular subjects, and being modest enough
withal to claim no higher merit than that of a compiler, we feel

bound to say, upon the whole, that his industry is creditable to

him and amusing to the reader. He is as impartial as can well

be expected of a gentleman with a special liking to such topics;

and his feelings are quick and generous, and for the most part cor-

rect. The weakest things are what he says about Cromwell and
Charles II., and the ' undeviating rectitude' of Lord Straflbrd.

What we chiefly miss is novelty of remark; though, as he pro-

fesses himself to be only a compiler, we have no right perhaps
to expect it. He is at all events not a man of ' scissors and
paste.' He has honestly rewritten his work ; searched the ori-

ginals themselves, without taking the copies for granted ; and
even added an occasional document found out by himself, though
of little importance. A great failure of the work is in arrange-

ment and some determinate plan. The first volume, we observe,

is entitled on the fly-leaf, ' Keign of the Stuarts.' The title of
' Courts' was perhaps an afterthought, in consequence of the

biographical or personal nature of the chief part of the matter,

in distinction from public and political. And in fact, the com-
pilation, properly speaking, is neither a history of Courts, nor of

Keigns, nor of any one thing more than another, except as far

as regards a predominance of the courtly and biographical.

Sometimes, for want of a Court, there is a Reign, as in the in-

stance of William III.; and sometimes, accounts of people are
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given who had little or nothing- to do either with Courts or Reigns
—as Beau Fielding and Beau Wilson. On the other hand, he has

left out the Court Poets in the time of James and Charles, the

members of the Cabal in those of Charles II., Prior and Gay
afterwards, Hanbury Williams, and many others. What Mr
Jesse ouoht to have done, in accordance with the title of his

work, and in addition to the histories of the individuals composing
or connected with the Courts, was to give us, not merely a heap
of materials out of which to gather the particulars here and there

for ourselves, (and he does not, as we see, completely do this,)

but distinct and characteristic pictures of each Court in its ag-
gregate or popular sense, after the manner of what the painters

call a conversation-piece. We should thus have had a set of

paintings or Tableaux before us, giving us impressions of the

general differences of the Courts one from another ; and these

would have advantageously introduced, or concluded, the histo-

ries or enlarged characters of the chief persons composing them.
It will not be expected of us to supply Mr Jesse's deficiencies ;

and we undertake no such task. It would be attempting to

crowd a picture-gallery into a closet. Still, we shall make such
remarks as we can, after the fashion we think best ; beginning

with the Court of James, and regretting that Mr Jesse has not

preceded it with that of Elizabeth. To commence with James,
is like entering London by the Isle of Dogs and Shoreditch, in-

stead of Windsor and Piccadilly.

If the morning is fine, his Majesty King James is, to a cer-

tainty, going out hunting; and a singular spectacle he is. Who
would take him to be the son of the elegant Mary, Queen of

Scots ? He is a red-faced man, corpulent, and ill-set on his limbs,

with a thin beard, large wandering eyes, and a tongue too big

for his mouth ; and he is trussed up in a huge bundle of clothes,

the doublet stiletto-proof, and the pockets as big as Hudibras's.

Round his neck is a rufi". His hat is stuck on his head, with a

feather in it; and he himself is, in a manner, stuck into the sad-

dle, upon a beautiful horse trained not to stumble. Some lords

are about him, chiefly of his own country ; and, among the closest

of his attendants, is a page with a basketful of wines and li-

queurs. He takes a cupful of one of these, to keep the cold

out of his stomach ; the huntsman winds his horn ; the hounds
are in full cry ; and away goes King James to his victory over

the stag. His want of courage being a baulk to his will, he is

very fierce when the stag is taken ; and bustles down from his

horse, with a vindictive and hysterical delight, to cut him up ;

though, should a strange face happen to look on, his Majesty

slartSj and sidles back, and. does not at all understand how his
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attendants could have allowed the approach of so trying a phe-
nomenon.
On the other hand, if the weather is bad, King James is as

surely in-doors—studying, say his friends ; drinking and playing

the fool, say his enemies. His Majesty, doubtless, has his books
about him, including his Basilicon Doron^ and his treatise in proof

of Witchcraft ; but he has also his wines and liqueurs, with plenty

of other good things ;—and if he is not reading some new folio,

or disputing with some Bishop, or hearing some not very deli-

cate story from Sir Edward Zouch, or writing some not very

delicate letter to a favourite ; or lastly, if he is not giving Buck-
ingham some lesson in morals or politics, accompanied with a
new jewel, why then most probably Sir John Finett, and Sir

George Goring, and the Court-Fool, Archie Armstrong, are

of the party, and all four are playing antics and practical jokes

to amuse him. Lady Compton (Buckingham's mother) has lately

been installed as a kind of housekeeper at Whitehall, and is

almost the only female visible in that place; his Majesty hav-

ing long lived apart from the Queen—not out of ill-will, but from

a love of elbow-room, and a wish that each should live at their

ease. All day long therefore his Majesty is either hunting, or

reading, or giving lectures, or eating and drinking, and laughing

at some new jest or masquerade, got up by these facetious gen-
tlemen of his chamber, generally in ridicule of some actual oc-

currence ; and the more forbidden the joke the keener is the

royal relish. But besides feastings and masques of a nobler

sort, which we shall notice presently, and to which he invites

his friends in general, the King is sometimes entertained in like

manner by the Queen ; and in either of these cases, but espe-

cially the latter, a full and proper Court is beheld, consisting of

ladies as well as gentlemen, and containing the flower of the

beauty and genius of the nation. Thither comes, and there let

us now behold, the beautiful Duchess as well as good Duke of

Richmond ; and Lady Suffolk, (wife to the Lord Treasurer,) with

large emerald bribes in her ears ; and the Countess of Rivers, con-

templating the scene with her arms akimbo ; and the Countess

of Dorset, (Anne Cliftord,) with her large indignant eyes, bidding

Daniel the poet take notice of her ; and Lucy Harrington by her

side, (the Countess of Bedford,) darling ol all the poets ; and
Donne with his profound face, and Drayton smiling, and Ben Jon-

son pledging my Lord Pembroke in a cup of canary ; and old Sir

Fulke Gieville, ' the friend of Sir Philip Sydney,' looking older

than he is with a weight of retrospection ; and the gallant Lord
Sawley, (Carlisle,) with a flower in his ear, vying with Bucking-

YOL. LXXVII, NO. CLVI. 2 D
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ham in splendour of apparel ; and Buckingham himself, looking
like a sort of angel of fashion, all over jewels ; and Buckingham's
mother, the Lady Compton aforesaid, who, being a Beaumont,
is talking with the great Fletcher about his deceased friend, and,
as she cares for nothing but ambition, is astonished to see the tears

in his eyes ; and there also is the chivalrous Lord Herbert of
Cherbury, bowing to the Queen, whom he fancies in love with
him ; and on a dais a little elevated sits the Queen herself, plump
and jovial, with a good skin and little beauty besides, proud, how-
ever, to see so glorious an evening at her house, and pledging the
King a little too often in his beloved sweet wines. Lastly, the
King himself sits next her, and is getting heartily tired, and
longing to tear off his coat and shoes, and lie down. He is re-

turning his wife's compliments, and swearing aside all the while
to Sir John Finett, who will make him laugh in a minute with
catching the eye of Lord Herbert, and returning him a burlesque
of his pompous bow.
A palace nevertheless may be a painted sepulchre, thinks Dr

Donne. Underneath all this splendour there is a grossness of
talk, and, in some respects, of manners. The hands of Majesty
itself are not clean ; and Sir Fulke Greville contrasts the noise
and indecorum with the grace of the Court of Elizabeth, and
doubts whether even the beauty of the masque has made up
for it.

Assuredly the first thing that strikes one in the Court of
James, is its excessive grossness. It has been attempted to show
that this was merely the reflection of similar want of refinement
on the part of the English gentry ; but that such was not the case,

is manifest both from the pictures of the ' fine old Queen Eliza-
* beth's gentleman,' given by the writers of the day as a model
of grace and sentiment ; and from the contrast undoubtedly fur-

nished by James's Court to that of his predecessor. ' The tastes
* and habits,' observes the present writer, ' which were introduced
* by James into the English Court, differed widely from the
' stately pastimes and chivalrous amusements of the past reign.
' There was no want of what may perhaps be called magni-
* ficence ; indeed, the expense of supporting the royal pleasures
* occasionally amounted to extravagance; but at this period of
* his reign there was not only little elegance, but the taste of the
* Court, and especially of the King himself, appears constantly
* tinctured with grossness and vulgarity. * * * Xhe Scotch
' who accompanied James to his new dominions, are said to have
* brought with them their filth as well as their poverty. The
* Countess of Dorset informs us, that when she paid her visit of
* congratulation to the royal family at Theobald's, she was sur-
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' prised at the great change which had taken place in regard to

' the want of cleanliness since the preceding reign. Soon after

' quitting the palace, she found herself infested with those in-

' sects, the name of which it is scarce considered delicate to men-
' tion.'— (Vol. I, p. 47.)

It is not to be implied that there was nothing objectionable

to be found in the Court of Elizabeth. Refinement itself is one

of the sources of temptation ; and most places in which leisure

and luxury meet, undergo the hazard of standing in need of a

generous allowance. But Elizabeth was not only a woman of

taste, but of a judicious and masculine understanding. She had

been surrounded by the Burleighs, the Raleighs, and the Sydneys.

Shakspeare's refined plays had been her pastime; and, if gallantry-

gave itself more sentimental airs in her Court than are sup-

posed to have been warranted, Comus and his drunkards never

presided there as they did in that of her successor. Nor is the

charge against the Scotch an illiberal one. The in-door habits

of the English had been equally filthy in the time of Henry VIII.,

as is well known from a celebrated passage in Erasmus ; but

commerce, and poetry, and the intercourse with the countrymen

of Raphael and Castiglione, had greatly refined them. Rizzio

and the good taste of Mary would perhaps have tended to do

something of the same kind for the Scotch ; but a fierce nobility

and fiercer bigots interfered ; and the young king, taught to

despise the body for the good of his soul, and therefore tempted

to degrade it, was but the more driven in secret upon the accu-

mulation of those gross propensities, which he afterwards ex-

hibited in the golden sunshine of the English Court, to the

astonishment of the friends of Elizabeth. Hence, both as a

consequence and a reaction, a deterioration of the manners of

the gentry, and a corruption of poetry itself in the hands of

Beaumont and Fletcher; who, noble poets as they weie, con-

descended to be the echoes of the new men of the day ; and

whose muse thus became the monstrous anomaly we see it—

a

being half angel, h'dXi drab. We really can find no fitter word to

express the lamentable truth.

We shall not extract from Mr Jesse's pages the very worst

evidences of the degradation of the Court under James. They
are bad enough in the context in which they are bound to ap-

pear, and far worse when dragged out of it. They are also very

well known. The frightful case of Car, Earl of Somerset, and

his wife, may be said to contain an epitome of it all. It must

be allowed at the same time, that the case is unique as regards

murder, and not unaccompanied with doubts as to the rest ; and
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it is judicious, perhaps, in an historian, to avail himself as much
as possible of doubts in all such cases. James is a very dis-

agreeable character in his sottishness, and his vulgar jesting,

and his disregard of appearances ; but he was not a hard-heart-

ed man ; and he has a right to have as many of his actions as

possible attributed to his love of peace and quietness. His

notions of his prerogative were not greater than those of his

predecessor ; and Granger has well observed, that ' if all re-

* straints on it had been taken off, and he could have been
* in reality the abstracted king he had formed in his imagina-
* tion, he possessed too much good-nature to have been a ty-

* rant.' To sum up the character of James in the most charit-

able manner, he was really after all, and notwithstanding a good

deal of positive acuteness and scholarship, nothing but a ' great

lubberly boy' from first to last; and it should be added, that

no human being, from his infancy, appears to have been more

the creature of circumstances. In the murder of Rizzio before his

mother's face, his constitution probably received a shock before

he was born ; his mother was of the same self-indulgent tempera-

ment, notwithstanding her attainments ; his father. Lord Darn-

ley, was a foolish dissolute lad ; and the very wet-nurse of the

future maudlin Solomon was a drunkard. Buchanan then took

the child and flogged him into a pedant ; the religious Reformers

perplexed him with alternate homage and insult ; and when
Elizabeth died, this victim of birth, parentage, and education,

with rickety limbs, a sensual temperament, and just talents

enough to make him vain and self-satisfied, walked out of a poor

kingdom into a rich one, half mad with his joy, and flattered

into the most ridiculous notions on all points, by some of the

greatest wits in Europe. Mr Jesse considers it very singular

that James should entertain, to the last, the most extravagant

notions of his prerogative, ' since his tutor, the illustrious Bu-
' chanan, endeavoured by every means in his power to instil very
* dift'erent ideas into the mind of his sovereign pupil.' But that

was, perhaps, one of the reasons. The ' sovereign pupil' did not

choose to be flogged into a love for such unkingly notions. The
more he feared and hated his tutor, the more he would fear and

hate his republican doctrines. He had no such objections to the

learning that enabled him to dogmatize, or to the more luxurious

parts of Buchanan's poems—the rifius, et pocula, et illecebrce—
though he did not retain much love for Nesera. Even points

which are difficult to allude to in the history of this preposterous

monarch, were not unprepared for him by perplexities in classi-

cal education, which exist at the present moment, but which were
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then far more perilous, owing to the recent diffusion of a taste

for the ancient writers, and its identification with wisdom and
refinement.

Of Anne of Denmark, the Queen of James, our opinion has

perhaps been sufficiently intimated. She was a common-place
woman, who began with interference, and compounded for being

let alone with insignificance. She was as fond of pleasure as

the King, or more so ; and led such a gay life at Somerset
House and other places, as to bring her ladies into disrepute.

Prince Henry, the heir-apparent, who died at eighteen, is

loaded by Mr Jesse with the customary panegyrics for his grave

tastes, and his martial aspirations. His Royal Highness, it seems,

could not endure an oath ; and presented, in almost every respect,

(or is said to have done so,) an excessive contrast to the idle-

ness, levity, and pacific tendencies of his father. It is well

known that every reigning prince is the 'best of princes;' and
that every prince, who is expected to reign but does not, would
have made a still better. We have no more faith, for our parts,

in the perfections of Prince Henry, than in those of any other

deified youth whose merits have had the luck to be untried.

We grant willingly that he may have had talents and good qua-
lities, and that his love of martial exercises may not have been
entirely owing to a youth's natural fondness'^for playing at soldiers,

and an heir-apparent's propensity to differ with his father. The
best thing we know of him is the homage which he rendered to

the great capacity and attainments of Sir Walter Raleigh, and
his wonder at his father's keeping ' such a bird in a cage :' the

worst (which Mr Jesse leaves to transpire in a subsequent article)

is his taunting his brother Charles with his scholarship and his

' bad legs.' This was no evidence of a generous nature ; and it

increases our suspicion that the country was lucky in his not
reigning.

James's daughter Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia, though heaped
also with extravagant eulogies, we take to have been really a
reasonable and gentle person, endeared not undeservedly to the
nation by her misfortunes. The ' Queen of Bohemia' is still

the mystical sign of many a country alehouse, people wondering
who she was.

The man of the best dispositions, after all, about the Court of
James, till injured by flattery and power, we suspect to have been
Buckingham himself. His virtues were sincerity and zeal ; sin-

cerity in all things, and zeal to serve his master—a rare mixture
any where, much more in a court. He openly professed to be
a friend or enemy, as the case might happen ; and he made good
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what he professed. His decision saved trouble to the indolence

of James and to the hesitation of Charles ; and address and
superiority of nature, rather than of talents, (especially in the

article of truth, in which both were deficient,) combined to give

him the mastery over both. We believe that what Charles said

of him was true, with regard to his not being the dictator he was
supposed to be ; and that his greatest merit with them, was his

making their convenience the rule of his actions. He might also

have been in possession of important secrets, both of State and
Household; yet nothing, in our opinion, could have given him
the unshaken ascendenc)'^ which he obtained over two Kings in

succession, and those father and son, except some quality of a

superior description. Bassompierre, the French ambassador, was
astonished (and truly he well might have been) when Bucking-
ham rushed one day between him and King Charles, crying out,

* I am come to keep the peace between you two;' but no man
could have dared to commit himself in that manner with a Prince

so jealous of his power, had not the habit of ascendency been
kindly attempered. Ingenuousness was probably the crowning
charm even of Buckingham's countenance.

Bacon was one of the great glories of the time of James, but

hardly belongs to his Court, though he flattered him like a cour-

tier, and once assisted in getting up a masque. Mr Jesse says

he was a ' poet.' A poet he may be called, in as far as he was
master of a great style of prose, largely impregnated with imagi-

native beauty ; but in the sense in which Mr Jesse uses the term,

let the reader judge of his laurels by the following couplet : *

* With wine, man's spirit for to recreate

;

And oil, man's face for to exhilarate.'

The masques of Ben Jonson are the chief ornaments and re-

commendations of the Court of King James, and should have
made a greater figure in the work before us. Mr Jesse ought
to have gone to themselves for an account of them, and not been
contented with repeating a few brief and incidental notices from
others. He might easily have ' compiled,' in this instance, from
the best originals. We will give a specimen or two of the ma-
chinery, as well as other features, of these enchanting entertain-

iiients, to show in what respect James's Court may boast of a true

refinement. Inigo Jones was the worker out of the poet's fancies

;

and the chief nobility of the Court, male and female, were his

performers. They appeared in the most characteristic and most
beautiful dresses, glittering with gold and jewels, with feathers

and wings, and cloths of white and crimson. They paraded
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and danced to music, were drawn in chariots, descended and rose

in clouds, and dawned over mountain-tops in lii<enesses of Phoe-
bus and Aurora. It was an anticipation of all which machinery
has since done on the stage, but with greater cost and elegance.

What could be more poetically picturesque than the following

opening scene of the masque called Oberon, the Fairy Prince ?

' The first face of the scene appeared (says the poet) all

* obscure, and nothing but a dark rock with trees beyond it,

* and all wildness that could be presented ; till at one corner of
' the clift', above the horizon, the moon began to show ; and, ris-

* ing, a satyr was seen by her light to put forth his head, and
« call.'

In the Masque of Hymen, the upper part of a scene ' which
' was all of clouds, and made artificially to swell and ride like the
' rack, began to open ; and the air clearing, in the top thereof was
' discovered Juno sitting in a throne, supported by two beauti-
' ful peacocks. Round about her sat the spirits of the air in
' several colours, making music. Above her, the region of fire,

' with a continual motion, was seen to whirl circularly ; and
* Jupiter standing in the top, brandishing his thunder. Beneath
' her, the rainbow, Iris; and on the two sides, eight ladies, at-
' tired richly and alike in the most celestial colours, who repre-
' sented her powers.' In another scene of the same masque,
these eight ladies descend in the clouds to a song, and then
dance forth in pairs, ' with a varied and noble grace, to a rare
' and full music of twelve lutes.' In the Vision of Delight,

Fancy, with purple wings, breaks out of a cloud ; an ' Hour' de-

scends ' with golden hair,' and the scene changes to the ' bower
' of Zephyrus,' a place full of flowers, and hung with convolvu-
lus, honeysuckle, and jessamine : the bower then opens, and
discovers the masquers as the ' glories of the spring,' in a land-

scape full of fields and woods, with rivers running, herds and
flocks feeding, and larks singing in the air. When he published
the Masque of Hymen, Ben Jonson could not conceal his tran-

sports at the recollection of the performance ; but must needs run
into a rapturous strain of prose at the end of it, from which we
extract the following passages.

' Hitherto extended,' says he, ' the first night's solemnity,
* whose grace in the execution left not where to add unto it with
' wishing ; I mean (nor do I court them) in those that sustained
' the nobler parts. Such was the exquisite performance, as, be-
' sides the pomp, splendour, or what may be called the apparel-
* ling of such presentiments, that alone, had all else been absent,
* was of power to surprise with delight, and to steal the spectators
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away from themselves. Nor was there wanting- whatsoever

might give to the furniture its complement, either in richness

or strangeness of the habits, delicacy of dances, magnificence

of the scene, or divine rapture of music. Only the envy was,

that it lasted not still ; or, now that it is past, there cannot, by
imagination, much less description, be recovered to us part of

that spirit it had in the gliding by.'

After describing the dresses of the men, he says, ' the ladies'

attire was wholly new for the invention, and full of glory ; as

having in it the most true impression of a celestial figure. The
upper part, of white cloth of silver, wrought with Juno's birds

and fruits : a loose under-garment, full gathered, of carnation,

striped with silver, and parted with a golden zone ; beneath,

another flowing garment, of watchet (bluish) cloth of silver,

laced with gold ; through all which, though they were round

and swelling, there yet appeared some truth of their delicate

lineaments, preserving the sweetness of proportion, and ex-

pressing itself beyond expression. The attire of their heads

did answer, if not exceed ; their hair being carelessly (but with

more art than if more affected) bound under the circle of a rare

and rich-set coronet, adorned with all variety and choice of

jewels ; from the top of which flowed a transparent veil down
to the ground, whose verge, returning up, was fastened to

either side in most sprightly manner. Their shoes were azure

and gold, set with rubies and diamonds ; so were all their gar-

ments ; and every part abounding in ornament.' ' No less to

be admired, for the grace and greatness, was the machine or

the spectacle from whence they came ; the first part of which
was a microcosmos or globe, filled with countries and then gild-

ed ; where the sea was expressed, heightened with silver

waves. This stood, or rather hung, for no axle was seen to

support it ; and turning softly, discovered the first masque,
which was of the men, sitting in fair composition within a mine
of several metals ; to which the lights were so placed [we do
not exactly understand this] as no one was seen, but seemed
as if only Reason, with the splendour of her crown, illumined

the whole grot. On the sides of this (which began the other

part) were placed two great statues, feigned of gold, one of

Atlas the other of Hercules, in varied postures, bearing up the

clouds, which were of relievo, embossed, and translucent as

natural. To these a curtain of painted clouds joined, which
reached to the utmost roof of the hall, and suddenly opening,

revealed the three regions of air, in the highest of which sat

Juno in a glorious throne of gold, circled with comets and
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* fiery meteors, engendered in that hot and dry region ; her feet

* reaching to the lowest, where there was a rainbow,' &c. The
rest of the scene has been given already ; but there is a conclud-

ing passage describing the action of it which deserves quotation.

* The midst,' says the poet, ' was all of dark and condensed
' clouds, as being the proper place where rain, hail, and other

' watery meteors are made ; out of which two concave clouds

' from the rest thrust forth themselves, in nature of ihose nimbi\

' wherein, by Homer, Virgil, &c., the gods are feigned to de-
' scend ; and these carried the eight ladies over the heads of the
' two terms, (Atlas and Hercules,) who, as the engine moved,
' seemed also to bow themselves, and discharge their shoulders
' of their glorious burden ; when, having set them on the earth,

' both they and the clouds gathered themselves up again, with
' some rapture of the beholders.' He then described the motion

of the sphere of fire, with Jupiter above it ; which, he says, was
the thing that delighted the spectators most of all.

It need not be added, that the poetry of these masques was
worthy of the machinery and embellishments. Mr Jesse should

have given us some specimens of it as a part of the Court elegance.

A scene of a banquet in Loves PVelcome, opens with the following

beautiful mixture of sense and sentiment, in which the reader

will admire the repetition of the word Love. It was sung by
' two tenors and a bass.'

' Full Chorus. If Love be call'd a lifting of the sense

To knowledg-e of that pure intelligence

Wherein the soul hath rest and residence

—

First Tenor. When were the senses in such order placed ?

Second Tenor. The Sight, the Hearing, Smelling, Touching, Taste,

All at one banquet ?

Bass. Would it ever last

!

First Tenor. We wish the same. Who set it forth thus ?

Bass. Love

!

Second Tenor. But to what end, or to what object ?

Bass. Love I

First Tenor. Doth Love then feast itself ?

Bass. Love will feast Love.

Second Tenor. You make of Love a riddle or a chain,

A circle, a mere knot. Untie 't again.

Bass. Love is a circle ; both the first and last

Of all our actions; and his knot's too fast.

First Tenor. A true-love knot will hardly be untied ;

And, if it could, who would this pair divide ?

Bass. God make them such, and Love.'
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In the Masque of Queens are the celebrated songs of the

witches; part of which was afterwards so finely set to music by
Purcell :

—

* The owl is abroad, the bat, and the toad,

And so is the cat-a-mountain,' &c.

The lovers of vocal music will recognize another in the masque
of the Gipsies Metamorphosed

:

—
' To the old, long- life and treasure

;

To the young-, all health and pleasure;

To the fair, their face

With eternal grace
;

And the foul, to be loved at leisure.

' To the witty, all clear mirrors

;

To the foolish, their dark errors;

To the loving sprite

A secure delight

;

To the jealous, their own false terrors.*

There is plenty of flattery to the King ; and alas ! an occa-

sional excess of coarseness, astonishing to be met with amidst so

many graces, and not to be conceived by the delicacy of the pre-

sent day. The coarseness is assuredly to be laid to the account

of the King and his circle ; and yet they could as certainly enjoy

the graces too : such anomalies are there in times and manners

!

The flattery was often made to contain some admirable lesson.

A vindication, for instance, of the King's passion for the chase,

ends with a very exalted moral. We shall repeat the whole
chorus for the benefit of our modern Nimrods :

—

' Hunting! it is the noblest exercise,

Makes man laborious, active, wise.

Brings health, and doth the spirits delight

;

It helps the hearing, and the sight

;

It teacheth arts that never slip

The memory, good horsemanship.

Search, sharpness, courage, and defence,

And chaseth all ill-habits thence.

' Turn hunters then again,

But not of men.
Follow his ample
And just example,

That hates all chase of malice and of blood.

And studies only ways of good.

To keep soft peace in breath.

Men should not hunt mankind to death,
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But strike the enemies of man.

Kill vices if you can
;

They are your wildest beasts,

And, when they thickest fall, you make the gods true feasts.'

The worst of these splendid entertainments was, that they

were very expensive. ' By a letter,' says Mr Jesse, ' amoncr

' the Talbot Papers^ it is proved that one masque alone cost

' the Exchequer three thousand pounds. This taste (he adds)

' for lavishinir immense sums on magnificent spectacles and
* social diversions, was not confined to the Court. To provide

' for a masque at Lord Haddington's marriage, twelve of the

' principal courtiers subscribed three thousand pounds a-piece.

' The King, however, was the principal sufferer ; and so reduced
* were his finances about the fourth year of his reign, and so

' clamorous were the officers of his household for the payments
' of their salaries, that they actually stopped the coach of the

' Lord Treasurer, and prevented his proceeding further till he
* had given a solemn promise that their demands should be satis-

' fied.' It does not follow that the expenses of the masques

themselves were always paid. In fact, Inigo Jones at one time

performed the duties of surveyor of the works gratuitously, on

purpose to clear off the debts of his predecessor ; and there are

some pleasant verses of Ben Jonson's, when he was laureate, in

which he raises a

woeful cry

to Sir Robert Pye

for the arrears of his salary—which Sir Robert Pye, by the

way, was ancestor of one of the poets-laureate of King George
the Third. Nor is the bard of the loves and graces of the

masques, with all his loyalty, understood to have invariably

waived the rougher part of his character in favour of the ac-

knowledgments doled out on him. He is said to have exclaimed

on one occasion, when the King made him some small payment
or present— ' He sends me this, because I live in an alley.

* Tell him, his soul lives in an alley !'

The Court of Charles I. was decorum and virtue itself in com-
parison with that of James. Drunkenness disappeared ; there

were no scandalous favourites ; Buckingham alone retained his

ascendency as the friend and assistant; and the King manifested

his notions of the royal dignity by a stately reserve. Little

remained externally of the old Court but its splendour ; and to

this a new lustre was given by a taste for painting, and the pa-

tronage of Rubens and Vandyke. Charles was a great col-

lector of pictures. He was still fonder of poetry than his father,
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retained Ben Jonson as his Laureate, encouraged Sandys, and
May, and Carew, and was a fond reader of Spenser and
Shakspeare ; the last of whom is styled by Milton (not in

reproach, as Warton strangely supposed ; for how could a poet
reproach a King with loving a poet ?) the ' closet companion

'

of the royal ' solitudes.' Walpole, as Mr Jesse observes, was
of opinion, that ' the celebrated festivals of Louis XIV.
' were copied from the shows exhibited at Whitehall, in its

' time the most polite court in Europe.' Bassompierre, in men-
tioning his state introduction to Charles and Henrietta, says,
' I found the King on a stage raised two steps, the Queen and
* he on two chairs, who rose on the first bow I made them on
* coming in. The company was magnificent, and the order exqui-
* site.' ' I never knew a duller Christmas than we have had this

* year,' writes Mr Gerrard to the Earl of Strafford :
' but one play

* all the time at Whitehall, and no dancing at all. The queen
' had some little infirmity, the bile or some such thing, which
* made her keep in ; only on Twelfth Kight she feasted the king
' at Somerset House, and presented him with a play newly
* studied, the Faithful Shepherdess, (Fletcher's,) which the king's

* players acted in the robes she and her ladies acted their pas-
' toral in last year. I had almost forgot to tell your lordship,

* that the dicing night, the king carried away in James Palmer's
' hat L.1850. The queen was his help and brought him that
* luck ; she shared presently L.900. There are two masques
' in hand ; first, the Inns of Court, which is to be presented
* on Candlemas day ; the other, the king presents the queen
* with on Shrove Tuesday, at night : high expenses ; they speak
* of L. 20, 000 that it will cost the men of the law.'—(Jesse, Vol.

ILp. 91.)
' Charles was not only well informed,' says Mr Jesse, * in all

* matters of court etiquette, and in the particular duties of each
* individual of his household, but enjoined their performance
' with remarkable strictness. Ferdinand Masham, one of the
' esquires of his body, has recorded a curious anecdote relative

* to the king's nice exaction of such observances. "I remem-
' ber," he says, " that coming to the king's bed-chamber door,

' which was bolted in the inside, the Earl of Bristol, then being
' in waiting and lying there, he unbolted the door upon my
* knocking, and asked me ' What news?'— I told him I had a
' letter for the king. The earl then demanded the letter of me,
* which I told him I could deliver to none but to the king him-
* self; upon which the king said, ' The esquire is in the right

:

' for he ought not to deliver any letter or message to any but

< myself, he being at this time the chief ofiicer of my house
;
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' and if he had delivered the letter to any other, I should not

' have thought him fit for his place.' " It seems, that after a

'certain hour, when the guard was set, and the "all right"

' served up, the royal household was considered under the sole

' command of the esquire in waiting. " The king," says Lord
' Clarendon, " kept state to the full, which made his court very

' orderly, no man presuming to be seen where he had no pre-

' tence to be.'"— (Jesse, 11.94.) .

The truth is, that both from greater virtue, and a less jovial

temperament, Charles carried his improvement upon the levity

of his father's Court too far. Public opinion had long been

quitting the old track of an undiscerning submission ; and, though

it was the King's interest to avoid scandal, it was not so to pro-

voke dislike. It was on the side of manner in which he failed.

His reformations, the more scandalous ones excepted, appear to

have been rather external than otherwise. Mrs Hutchison,

while she speaks of them highly, intimates that there was still a

good deal of private license ; and, though it is asserted that

Charles discountenanced swearing, perhaps even this was only

by comparison. It is reported of Charles II., that in answer

to a remonstrance made to him on the oaths in which he

indulged, he exclaimed in a very irreverent and unfilial manner,
' Oaths ! why, your Martyr was a greater swearer than I am.'

It has been questioned also, whether in other respects Charles's

private conduct was so ' immaculate,' to use Mr Jesse's phrase,

as the solemnity of his latter years and his fate has led most

people to conclude. Indeed, it is a little surprising how any

body, partisans excepted, could have supposed, that a prince

brought up as he was, and the friend of Buckingham, should be

entirely free from the license of the time. His manners and

speeches to women, though not gross for that age, (to say

nothing of the letter. Vol. II. p. 88,) would be thought coarse

now ; and, at all events, were proofs of a habit of thinking quite

in unison with custom. But the present age has been far strict-

er in its judgment on these points than any which preceded it

—at least up to the time of George III. It was not the ques-

tion of his gallantries, or of his freedom from them, that had

any thing to do with Charles's unpopularity. The people will

pardon a hundred gallantries sooner than one want of sympathy.

Charles I. would not have been unpopular in the midst of Court

elegancies, if he had not been stift' and repulsive in his manners.

Unfortunately, he wanted address ; he had a hesitation in his

speech ; and his consciousness of a delicate organization

and of infirmity of purpose, with the addition of a <;ood deal

of tiie will cou)niou to :nust people, and particularly encouraged
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in Princes, made him afraid of being thought weak and easy.

He therefore, in what he thought self-defence, took to an of-

fensive coldness and dryness of behaviour, and gradually became
not unwilling even to wreak upon other people the irritability oc-

casioned by it to himself. He got into unseemly passions with

Ambassadors, and neither knew how to refuse a petition grace-

fully, nor to repel an undue assumption with real superiority.

Even his troubles did not teach him wisdom in these respects till

the very last. He was riding out one day during the wars, when a
' Dr Wykes, dean of Burian in Cornwall,' says Mr Jesse, ' an
* inveterate punster, happened to be near him, extremely well
* mounted. " Doctor," said the King, "you have a pretty nag
' under you ; I pray, how old is he ? " Wykes unable to re-

' press, even in the presence of majesty, the indiiferent conceit
' which presented itself, "If it please your majesty," he said, "he is

' in the second year of his reign," (rein.) Charles discovered some
' displeasure at this unlicensed ribaldry. " Go," he replied, " you
are a fool

!'
" Now that the Dean was a fool there can be no doubt

;

but that this blunt, offensive, and never-to-be-forgotten word
was the only one which a King in a state of war with his subjects

could find, in order to discountenance his folly, shows a lament-

able habit of subjecting the greater consideration to the less.

Unluckily for Charles's dignity in the eyes of his attendants,

and for his ultimate welfare with the people, there was a contest

of irritability too often going forward between him and his con-

sort Henrietta ; in which the latter, by dint perhaps of being

really the weaker of the two, generally contrived to remain con-

queror. Swift has recorded an extraordinary instance of her

violence in his list oi Mean and Great Fortunes. He says, that

one day Charles made a present to his wife of a handsome brooch,

and gallantly endeavouring to fix it in her bosom, happened un-

fortunately to wound the skin, upon which her Majesty in a fit

of passion, and in the presence of the whole court, took the

brooch out and dashed and trampled it on the floor. The
trouble that Charles had to get rid of Henrietta's noisy and

meddling French attendants, not long after his marriage, is well

known ; but not so, that, having contrived to turn the key upon

her in order that she might not behold their departure, ' she
' fell into a rage beyond all bounds, tore the hair from her head,
' and cut her hands severely by dashing them through the glass

' windows.'—(Jesse, Vol. H. p. 79.)

When not offended, however, the Queen's manners were lively

and agreeable. We are to imagine the time of the Court divided

between her Majesty's coquetries, and accomplishments, and

Catholic confessors, and the King's books, and huntings, and
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political anxieties ; Buckingham, as long as he lived, being the

foremost figure next to himself; and Laud and Strafford domi-
neering after Buckingham. In the morning the ladies embroi-

dered and read huge romances, or practised their music and
dancing, (the latter sometimes with great noise in the Queen's

apartments ;) or they went forth to steal a visit to a fortune-teller,

or to see a picture by Rubens, or to sit for a portrait to Van-
dyke, who married one of them. In the evening there was a

masque, or a ball, or a concert, or gaming ; the Sucklings, the

Wallers, and Carews, repeated their soft things, or their verses;

and ' Sacharissa' (Lady Dorothy Sydney) doubted Mr Waller's

love, and glanced towards sincere-looking Henry Spencer;

Lady Carlisle flirted with the Riches and Herberts ; Lady Mor-
ton looked grave ; the Queen threw round the circle bright

glances and French mots ; and the King criticized a picture

with V^andyke or Lord Pembroke, or a poem with Mr Sandys,

(who, besides being a poet, was gentleman of his majesty's cham-
ber;) or perhaps he took Hamilton or Strafford into a corner,

and talked, not so wisely, against the House of Commons. It

was, upon the whole, a grave and a graceful Court, not without

an under-current of intrigue.

It seems ridiculous to talk of the Court of Oliver Cromwell,
who had so many severe matters to attend to in order to keep
himself on his throne; but he had a Court, nevertheless ; and, how-
ever jealously it was watched by the most influential of his ad-

herents, it grew more courtly as his protectorate advanced; and
must always have been attended with a respect which Charles
knew not sufficiently how to insure, and James not at all. Its

dinners were not very luxurious, and the dishes appear to have
been brought in by the heavy gentlemen of his guard. In April

1654, we read of the 'grey coats' of these gentlemen, with
' black velvet collars, and silver lace and trimmings ;'—a very

sober effort at elegance. Here his daughters would pay him
visits of a morning, fluttering betwixt pride and anxiety ; and his

mother sit with greater feelings of both, starting whenever she

heard a noise : flocks of officers came to a daily table, at which
he would cheerfully converse ; and now and then Ambassadors or

the Parliament were feasted ; and in the evening, perhaps after a

portion of a sermon from his Highness, there would be the con-

sciousness of a princely presence, and something like a courtly

joy. In the circle Waller himself was to be found, (making good
the doubts of ' Sacharissa;') and Lord Broghill, the friend of

Suckling, who refused to join him; and Lady Carlisle, growing
old, but still setting her beauly-spots at the saints ; and Richard

Cromwell, heir-apparent, whom l)ick Ingoldsby is forcing to die
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with laughter, though severe Fleetwood is looking that way
;

and the future author of ' Paradise Lost' talking Italian with
the envoys from the Apennines ; and Marvel, his brother secre-
tary, chuckling to hear from the Swedish Ambassador the pro-
posal of a visit from Queen Christina ; and young Dryden, bash-
fully venturing in under the wing of his uncle Sir Gilbert Pick-
ering, the chamberlain. There was sometimes even a concert

;

Cromwell's love of music prevailing against the un-angelical de-
nouncements of it from the pulpit. The Protector would also

talk of his morning's princely diversion of hunting ; or converse
with his daughters and the foreign ambassadors, some of which
latter had that day paid their respects to the former, as to royal
personages, on their arrival in England ; or if the evening were
that of a christening or a marriage, or other festive solemnity,
his Highness, not choosing to forget the rough pleasures of his

youth, and combining, perhaps, with the recollection something
of an hysterical sense of his present wondrous condition, would
think it not unbecoming his dignity to recall the days of King
James, and bedaub the ladies with sweetmeats, or pelt the heads
of his brother generals with the chair cushions. Nevertheless,
he could resume his state with an air that inspired the pencil of
Peter Lely beyond its fopperies ; and Mazarin at Paris trembled
in his chair to think of it.

But how shall we speak of the Court of Charles II.? of

that unblushing seminary for the misdirection of young ladies,

which, occupying the ground now inhabited by the correctest of
men, rendered the mass of buildings by the water's side, from
Charing- Cross to the Parliament, one vast—what are we to call

it?—
' Chi mi dara le voci e le parole

Convenienti a si nobil soggetto ?
'

Let Mr Pepys explain. Let Clarendon explain. Let all the

world explain, who equally reprobate the place and its master,

and yet somehow are so willing to hear it reprobated, that they
read endless accounts of it, old and knew, from the not very bash-

ful expose of the Count de Grammont, dov/n to the blushing

deprecations of Mrs Jamieson. Mr Jesse himself begins with

emphatically observing, that ' a professed apology, either for

' the character or conduct of Charles II., might almost be consi-
* dered as an insult to public rectitude and female virtue

;

' yet

he proceeds to say, that there is a ' charm ' nevertheless in ' all

' that concerns the " merry monarch," which has served to res-

* cue him from entire reprobation ; ' and accordingly he proceeds

to devote to him the largest portion given to any of his princes,

not omitting particulars of all his natural children j and winding
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up with separate memoirs of the maids of honour, the mistresses,

and those confidential gentlemen—Messrs Chiffinch, Prodgers,

and Brouncker.

' Now this is worshipful society.'

Upon the reason of this apparent contradiction between the

morals and toleration of the reading world, we have touched be-

fore ; and we think it will not be expected of us to enter fur-

ther into its metaphysics. The Court is before us, and we must
paint it, whatever we may think of the matter. We shall only

observe in the outset, that the ' merry monarch,' besides not

being handsome, had the most serious face, perhaps, of any
man in his dominions. It was as full of hard lines as it was
swarthy. If the assembled world could have called out to have

a specimen of a 'man of pleasure * brought before it, and Charles

could have been presented, we know not which would have been

greater, the laughter or the groans. However, ' merry mo-
narch ' he is called ; and merry doubtless he was, as far as his

numerous cares and headaches would let him be. Nor should

it be forgotten, that cares, necessities, and bad example, con-

spired, from early youth, to make him the man he was. We know
not which did him the more harm—the jovial despair of his fel-

low exiles, or the sour and repulsive reputation which morals and
good conduct had acquired from the gloominess of the Puritans.

Charles was of good height as well as figure, and not ungrace-

ful. Andrew Marvel has at once painted and intimated an ex-

cuse for him, in an exordium touching upon the associates of his

banishment. His allusion to the filial occupation of Saul is very

witty :—

.

' Of a tall stature and a sable hue,

Much like the son of Kish, that lofty Jew ;

Ten years of need he suft'erM in exile,

And kept his father's asses all the while.'

He was a rapid and a constant walker, to settle his nerves ;

talked affably with his subjects ; had a parcel of little dogs
about him, which did not improve the apartments at Whitehall;
hated business ; delighted to saunter from one person's rooms at

Court to another's, in order to pass the time ; was fond of wit, and
not without it himself; drank and gamed, and was in constant
want of money for his mistresses, which ultimately rendered him
a scandalous pensioner upon the King of France ; in short, was
a selfish man, partly by temperament, and partly from liis early
experience of others; but was not ill-natured; and, like his

grandfather James, would live and let live, provided his plea-

sures were untouched. His swarthiness l.e got from the Italian

VOL. LXXVII, NO. CI.VI. 2 K
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stock of the Medici, and his animal spirits from Italy or France,
or both : they were certainly not inherited from his father.

The man thus constituted was suddenly transferred from an
exile full of straits and mortifications, into the rich and glorious

throne of England. The people, sick of gloom and disappoint-

ment, were as mad to receive him as he was to come. It was
May, and all England dressed itself in garlands and finery.

Crowds shouted at him ; music floated around his steps
;
young

females strewed flowers at his feet
;
gold was poured into his

pockets ; and clergymen blessed him. He receives the homage
of Church and State; and goes the same night to sup with Mrs
Barbara Palmer, at a house in Lambeth.

Such was the event which, by an epithet that has since ac-

quired a twofold significancy, has been called the ' blessed Res-
* toration.' Orthodoxy and loyalty had obtained an awkward
champion.

Mrs Palmer soon restored the King to Whitehall by coming
there herself, where she became in due time Countess of Castle-
main, Duchess of Cleveland, and mother of three Dukes and as

many daughters. This was for the benefit of the Peerage. But
Charles, for the benefit of Royalty, was unfortunately compelled
to have a wife ; though, as an alleviation of the misfortune, his

wife, he reflected, would have an establishment, with ladies of

the bedchamber; nay, with a pleasing addition of maids of

honour. He therefore put what face he could on the matter,

and wedded Catharine of Braganza : when Lady Castlemain
was presented to her as one of the ladies, the poor Queen burst

out a-bleeding at the nose. It took a good while to reconcile

the royal lady to the ' other lady,' (Clarendon's constant term for

her ;) but it was done in time, to the astonishment of most and
disgust of some. Clarendon was one of the instruments that

effected the good work. From thenceforth the Queen was con-

tented to get what amusement she could, and was as merry as

the rest. She was not an ill-looking woman ; was as fond of

dancing as her husband ; and he used good-naturedly to try to

make her talk improper broken English, .and would not let her

be persecuted.

In the course of the arrangement of this business, Charles

"wrote a letter to Clarendon, his Chancellor and keeper of his con-

science, in which are the following devout passages ;—odd, in the

conjunction with the matter in hand ;—edifying, as coming from
the head of Church and State :

' I think it very necessary to give
* you a little good counsel, lest you may think that by making
* a further stir in the business you may drive me from my reso-

* lution, which all the world shall never do ; and I wish I may be
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unhappy in this world, and in the world to come, if I fail in the

least degree of what I resolved, which is of making my Lady
Castlemain of my wife's bedchamber : and whosoever 1 hnd en-

deavouring to hinder this resolution of mine, except it be only

to myself, I will be his enemy to the last moment of my life.

You know how much a friend I have been to you : if you will

oblige me eternally, make this business as easy to me as you

can, of what opinion you are of; for I am resolved to go through

with this matter, let what will come of it, which again / so-

lemnly sicear before Almighty God; therefore, if you desire to

have the continuance of my friendship, meddle no more with

this business, except it be to beat down all false and scanda-

lous reports, and to facilitate what I am sure my honour is so

much concerned in ; and whomsoever I find to be Lady Castle-

main's enemy in this matter, I do promise upon my word to be

his enemy as long as I live. You may show this letter to my
lord-lieutenant, and if you have both a mind to oblige me, carry

yourselves like friends to me in this matter.
' Charles R.'

In consequence of this royal determination on the part of

Charles, aided by a few tears, and perhaps oaths, on that of the

lady, and by the more gentle philosophy of the Queen, White-

hall now adjusted itself to the system which prevailed through

this reign, and which may be described as follows : We do not

paint it at one point of time only, as in previous instances, but

through the whole period.

Charles walked a good deal in the morning, perhaps played at

ball or tennis, chatted with those he met, fed his dogs and his

ducks, looked in at the cockpit, sometimes did a little business,

then sauntered in doors about Whitehall ; chatted in Miss Wells's

room, in Miss Price's room, in Miss Stuart's room, or Miss

Hamilton's ; chatted in Mr Chiffinch's room, or with Mr
Prodgers ; then dined, and took enough of wine ; had a ball or

a concert, where he devoted himself to Lady Castlemain, the

Duchess of Portsmouth, or whoever the reigning lady was, the

Queen talking all the while as fast as she could to some other

lady ; then, perhaps, played at riddles, or joked with Bucking

ham and Killegrew, or talked of the intrigues of the Court—the

great topic of the day. Sometimes the ladies rode out with him
in the morning, perhaps in men's hats and feathers ; sometimes

they went to the play, where the favourite was jealous of the ac-

tresses; sometimes an actress is introduced at Court and becomes

a ' madam' herself—Madam Davis, or Madam Eleanor Gwyn.
Sometimes the Queen treats them with a cup of the precious and

unpurchasable beverage called tea, or even ventures abroad with
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them in a frolicsome disguise. Sometimes the Courtiers are at

Hampton, playing- at hide and-seek in a labyrinth ; sometimes

at Windsor, the ladies sitting half- dressed for Sir Peter Loly's

voluptuous portraits. Lady Castlemain, the Duchess of Ports-

mouth, and Nell Gwyn, all have their respective lodgings in

Whitehall, looking out upon gardens, elegant with balconies

and trellices. By degrees the little dukes grow bigger, and
there is in particular a great romping boy, very handsome,

called Master Crofts, afterwards Duke of Monmouth, who is

the protege of Lady Castlemain, though his mother was Mrs
Walters, and who takes the most unimaginable liberties in all

quarters. He annoys exceedingly the solemn Duke of York,

the King's brother, who heavily imitates the reigning gallant-

ries, stupidly following some lady about without uttering a word,

and who afterwards cut off the said young gentleman's head.

The concerts are French, partly got up by St Evremond and the

Duchess of Mazarin, who come to hear them ; and there, in ad-

dition to the ladies before mentioned, come also the Duchess of

Buckingham, short and thick, (daughter of the old Parliamentary

general, Fairfax,) and Lady Ossory, charming and modest, and
the Countess of Shrewsbury, who was neither, and Lady Fal-

mouth, with eyes at which Lord Dorset never ceased to look,

and the Duchess of York, (Clarendon's daughter,) eating some-

thing, and divine old Lady Fanshawe, who crept out of the

cabin in a sea-fight to stand by her husband's side. The Queen
has brought her there, grateful for a new set of sarabands, at

which Mr Waller is expressing his rapture— Waller, the visiter

of three courts, and admired and despised in them all. Behind

him stands Dryden, with a quiet and somewhat down-looking

face, finishing a couplet of satire. ' Handsome Sydney' is among
the ladies; and so is Ralph Montague, who loved ugly dogs

because nobody else would ; and Harry Jermyn, who got before

all the gallants, because he was in earnest. Rochester, thin and
flushed, is laughing in a corner at Charles's grim looks of fa-

tigue and exhaustion. Clarendon is vainly flattering himself

that he is diverting the King's ennui with a long story ; Gram-
mont is shrugging his shoulders at not being able to get in a

word ; and Buckingham is making Sedley and Etherege ready

to die of laughter by his mimickry of the poor Chancellor.

The reader will excuse our not following up this picture with

more details of such personages.

The Court of James IL is hardly worth mention. It lasted

less than four years, and was as dull as himself. The most
remarkable circumstance attending it was the sight of Friars and
Confessors, and the brief restoration of Popery. Waller, too, wag
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once seen there ; thefourth court of his visiting. There was a
poetess also, who appears to have been attached by regard as

well as office to the court of James—Anne Kingsmill, better

known by her subsequent title of Countess of Winchilsea. The
attachment was most probably one of feeling only and good-na-
ture ; for she had no bigotry of any sort. Dryden, furthermore,

was laureate to King James; and in a fit of politic, perhaps real,

regret, turned round upon the late court in his famous compari-
son of it with its predecessor :

—

' Misses there were, but modestly conceal'd ;

Whitehall the naked Venus first reveal'd ;

Where, standing- as at Cvprus in her shrine,

The strumpet was adored with rights divine.'

The Court of King William III. was duller even than that ot

James. Queen Mary had her ladies with whom she used to read

and work, but we learn nothing more of them. While she was
Princess of Orange, she had a young lady among her attendants,

with whom the Prince fell in love, and when he became King-

he afflicted his wife with his attentions to her ; but Mary did

not cease to love him. Perhaps a little difficulty and disinclina-

tion made her love him the more. All the house of Stuart had
fond attachments of some kind or other, in which there appears
to have been a strong zest of the wilful. As to King William,
it was in vain his new courtiers implored him to try and make
himself popular ; habit and reserve prevailed ; and he shut him-
self up with his Dutchmen to alleviate his cares with the bottle.

The two sprightliest anecdotes of the Court, next to his Majes-
ty's single amour, are told by the Duchess of Marlborough,
whose vindictive recitals, however, are always to be received
with suspicion. One is, that when Queen Mary took posses-
sion of her father's palace, she ran about the house with a
face full of glee, turning over all the bed-clothes and cupboards
to see what she had got. The other informs us, that when the
Princess Anne was sitting one day at dinner with the King and
Queen, his Majesty took the only plate of peas wholly to him-
self, though the Princess was in a very interesting situation, and
could hardly keep her eyes oif the dish. The Princess had a
will of her own, not usually in accordance with that of his Ma-
jesty ; and a dish of new peas became part of his prerogative.
William has been thought an unfeeling man, but such was not
by any means the case. He lamented his wife with remorse,
because he had not been a fond and faithful husband. His
friendships were strong and lasting ; and, if he was taciturn and
cold in his manner, it was owing to his want of address and
ready flow of ideas. He was sickly, and was kept in a constant
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state of irritation by party feuds. When he was in his saddle,

even in his latter days, his eye is said to have lighted up as if

with the memory of his campaigns. He was at that moment on
a level with men who have some imagination. Mr Jesse records

an exclamation of this Prince, which he seems to admire. He
was once in danger off the coast of Holland, and the boatmen
showing symptoms of apprehension, the King exclaimed, ' What

!

* are you afraid to die in my company?' This, if true, was a

blundering parody on the speech of Csesar on a like occasion.

But the CcEsarem vehis of the great Roman implied that the

boat was safe. What! it said; can you be afraid when you
'carry Csesar' and his prosperity? We must add, that the

lady for whose sake his Majesty followed the royal fashion of

having a mistress, was a Villiers of the old favourite stock, to

which belonged also the Duchess of Cleveland. William made
her Countess of Orkney, with remainder to her husband's heirs

' whatsoever.' She wanted the beauty which had become an in-

heritance in the race of Villiers, but appears to have been sensi-

ble and kind. Swift calls her ' the wisest woman he ever knew.'

Having entertained George II. once at her house at Clif-

den, and the dinner not succeeding to her mind, she made the

following rare and honest remark— ' I thought I had turned my
* mind in a philosophical way of having done with the world ; but
* I find I have deceived myself; for I am both vexed and pleased

' with the honour I have received.'—(Suffolk Correspondence,

Vol. II. p. 352.)

The history of Anne's Court is that of a closet containing the

Queen and the Duchess of Marlborough—the latter being ulti-

mately displaced by Lady Masham. At one time, the great Whig
Duke makes a third in the closet ; at another, the Tory Earl of

Oxford ; at another, his rival Bolingbroke ; but all, more or less,

by the grace of the reigning favourite. Anne was a quiet, good

sort of woman, with the tendency of her race to romantic attach-

ments ; and the Duchess of Marlborough, with whom, in child-

like earnest, she may be said to have -played atfriends under the

names of ' Mrs Morley and Mrs Freeman,' might have kept her

regard for life, had not an imperious temper rendered her insup-

portable. Masham was humble and more cunning ; and contri-

ved to assist at the squabbles of Oxford and Bolingbroke, till

death relieved the poor Queen from the troubles of Toryism. The
Duchess has left an account of the matter to posterity, which,

like all such effusions of self-love, only defeated its object. The
most painful part of the picture is the Duke her husband, lament-

ing his lost ' stick' like a child. It has been made a question,

whether great Captains would be thought as great as they are, if
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the sphere of their operations were not on so grand a scale. Great

abilities of some sort, it is pretty clear, they must have ; but

some of the most renowned have certainly not shone much out

of their profession. •

In takinoc have of Queen Anne, we may observe, that in the

person of George of Denmark she possessd a husband duller

than herself; that she was comely, if not handsome ; and that

she was the mother of nineteen children, not one of whom sur-

vived a dozen years, and all the rest died ia their infancy. Of
thirteen out of the nineteen, there is no mention made of the

very names.

The Jameses and Charleses, to use Mr Jesse's phrase, have so

accustomed us to the ' adventitious exitement' of improprieties,

that after the good conduct of Mary and Anne, our eyes, we
fear, brighten up at the prospect of a few more in the succession

of the House of Hanover. We can really find no such pleasure,

however, as our author does, nor do we think that he finds it either

generously or justly after his toleration of the conduct of Charles

H. ; when he says that George I. had ' the folly and wickedness
* to encumber himself with a seraglio of hideous German pros-
' titutes.' Ihe Duchess of Kendal, though not well-favoured,

was not ' hideous;' both she and the King were upwards of fifty;

the attachment had lasted many years; and was understood to

have been sanctioned, alter a fashion not of the worst kind under
such circumstances, by a private marriage. The Countess of
Darlington, the other chief of this ' repulsive seraglio,' though
she had grown large, was a woman of very agreable manners and
conversation, and had been handsome when young. The re-

maining ' favourite' was Madame Kilmansegg. It is Walpole,
in his wholesale way, who applies the term to the entire German
importation. George's only other mistress was an Englishwoman,
Miss Brett, daughter of the Colonel Brett ' who married Sav-
* age's mother, and bought Gibber's wig.' There was a vulgar
cant in that day against • foreigners.' Germans were not to be
considered ladies and gentlemen, because they were not English.
But George's foreign mistresses were better gentlewomen than
those of Charles and James, and certainly no such ' prostitutes.'

The most vulgar was Miss Brett herself. And as to the Kino-'g

own manners, we take them to have been as decent and well-bred^
after the staider fashion of his country, as the Frenchified style

of the later Stuarts. Charles I. was a gentleman, but not a
strictly well-bred one ; for he had not the art of making people easy
in his presence. His father made them easy by making himself
contemptible. The aspect of George I., as it impressed itself on
the boyish memory of Horace Walpole, was probably that under
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which he appeared to most people; and had a decorous simplicity

about it, which would be favourably regarded at the present day.
* 1 do remember,' says Walpole, ' something about George I.

* My father took nie to St James's while ¥ was a very little

* boy; after waiting some time in an anteroom, a gentleman
* came in, all dressed in brown, even his stockings, and with a
^ riband and a star. He took me up in his arms, kissed me, and
' chatted some time.' And in another place he says, that the

person of the King was that of an elderly man, ' rather pale,

' and exactly like his pictures and coins; not tall;' and ' of an
* aspect rather good than august.'

George I. did not speak English ; but he spoke Latin, which

was no ungentlemanlike accomplishment. His minister. Sir

Robert Walpole, could speak no German or French, so in

Latin they conversed ; probably not very like that of Cicero

or Erasmus, but good enough to govern a great nation with
;

and the difficulty on the King's side must have been the greater,

owing to the Latinized English words and allusions. He
was a sociable good-humoured man, very, willing to be led by
his great Minister in the establishment of liberal principles of

government. The worst things to be said of him, (and very

painful and perplexing they are,) was his long imprisoment of

his wife, and his unfatherly dislike of his son. But we have

seen, even in our own time, a wife persecuted by a libertine

Prince. So hard it is for the overweening pretensions of the one

sex to learn to do justice to the other—especially when mixed

up with pretensions of state. The dislike of the son was prob-

ably connected with the prejudice against the wife. As the

King lived in one country and the Queen in another, there was

no Court, properly so called, in the palace ; though of course there

were public days of reception. It is true the legitimate ladies

in waiting v/ere not all at the Court of the Prince and Princess;

for when the latter went away from St James's to live by them-

«selves, the King retained their three eldest daughters, who re-

mained with him till his death. But, for obvious reasons, there

was no female parade ; though Miss Brett would fain have made
one. During the King's last visit abroad, she ordered a door to

be broken out of her apartment into the royal garden. The eldest

of the Princesses ordered it to be filled up. Miss Brett, says

Walpole, ' as imperiously reversed the command.' But things

were for the most part quiet. George, every evening, was in the

apartments of the Duchess of Kendal, sometimes at cards, some-

times entertained by visitors ; or perhaps he had a bowl of punch

with Sir Robert. The best account of his Court, ' if Court it

* could be called,' is given by the interesting descendant of Lady
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Mary Wortley Montague, who, still living at an advanced age,

wrote the ' Introductory Anecdotes' to Lord Wharnclift'e's late

edition of the ' Letters,' with much of the grace and spirit of her

ancestor ; and, it hardly need be added, with none of her license.

We repeat the well-told anecdote it contains, at the hazard of its

not being new to the reader, in order that our pictures of the

spirit of the several Courts may be as complete as we can, within

our narrow limits, render them. ' In one respect,' says this lady,

' the Court, if Court it could be called, bore some resemblance to

' the old establishment of Versailles. There was a Madame de
* Muintenon. Of the three favourite ladies that accompanied him
' from Hanover, viz., Mademoiselle de Schulenberg, the Countess
* Platen, and Madame Kilmansegg, the first alone, whom he crea-

* ted Duchess of Kendal, was lodged in St James's Palace, and had
* such respect paid her as very much confirmed the rumour of a

' left-hand marriage. She presided at the King's evening parties,

' consisting of the Germans who formed his familiar society, a
* iQw English ladies, and fewer Englishmen ; among them Mr
' Craggs, the secretary of state, who had been in Hanover in

' the Queen's time, and by thus havinir the entree in private,

' passed for a sort of favourite. Lady Mary's Journal related a
' ridiculous adventure of her own at one of these royal parties

;

* which, by the bye, stood in great need of some laughing matter
' to enliven them, for they seem to have been even more dull than

' it was reasonable to expect they should be. She had on one
' evening a particular engagement that made her wish to be dis-

* missed unusually early ; she explained her reasons to the Duchess
' of Kendal, and the Duchess informed the King, who, after a few
' complimentary remonstrances, appeared to acquiesce. But,
* when he saw her about to take leave, he began battling the point

* afresh, declaring it was unfair and perfidious to cheat him in such
* a manner, and saying many other fine things, in spite of which
* she at last contrived to escape. At the foot of the stairs she ran
* against Mr Secretary Craggs just coming in, who stopped her
' to enquire what was the matter ? Were the company put off?

* She told him why she went away, and how urgently the King
' had pressed her to stay longer

;
possibly dwelling on that head

' with some small complacency. Mr Craggs made no remark ;

' but when he had heard all, snatching her up in his arms, as a
* nurse carries a child, he ran full speed with her up stairs, depo-
' sited her within the antechamber, kissed both her hands respect-

' fully, (still not saying a word,) and vanished. The pages seeing
' her returned, they knew not how, hastily threw open the inner

* doors, and before she had recovered her breath, she found her-

' self again in the King's presence. " Ah, la revuilu !" cried he
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and the Duchess, extremely pleased, and began thanking her for

her obliging change of mind. The motto on all palace gates is

" Hush," as Lady Mary very well knew. She had not to learn,

that mystery and caution ever spread their awful wings over the

precincts of a court ; where nobody knows what dire mischief

may ensue from one unlucky syllable about any thing, or about
nothing, at a wrong time. But she was bewildered, fluttered,

and entirely thrown ojflf her guard ; so, beginning giddily with
" Oh Lord, sir! I have been so frightened

!

" she told his Majesty
the whole story exactly as she would have done it to any one else.

He had not done exclaiming, nor his Germans wondering, when
again the door flew open, and the attendants announced Mr
Secretary Craggs, who, but that moment arrived, it should seem,

entered with the usual obeisance, as if nothing had happened,
^- Mais comment done. Monsieur Craggs,'^ said the King going up
to him, " est-ce que cest I'usage de ce pays de porter des belles

dames comme un sac de froment .^" " Is it the custom of this

country to carry about fair ladies like a sack of wheat?" The
Minister, struck dumb by this unexpected attack, stood a minute

or two not knowing which way to look ; then, recovering his

self-possession, answered, with a low bow, " There is nothing I

would not do for your Majesty's satisfaction." This was com-
ing off" tolerably well ; but he did not forgive the telltale culprit,

in whose ear, watching his opportunity when the King turned

round from them, he muttered a bitter reproach, with a round

oath to enforce it ;
" which I durst not resent," continued

she, for I had drawn it upon myself; and indeed I was heartily

vexed at my own imprudence."

—

{Letters of Lady M. W. Mon-
tague, Vol. L p. 37.)

George L was a man of a middle height, features somewhat
round, and quiet though pleasant manners; George II. was a

little brisk man, with an aquiline nose, prominent eyes, and was

restless though precise. He was so regular in his habits, that Lord

Hervey said he seemed to think ' his having done a thing to-day

* an unanswerable reason for doing it to-morrow.' He had no

taste; was parsimonious, yet could be generous; was a truth-

teller, yet destroyed his father's will ; loved a joke, especially a

practical one—on others; did not love his children till they were

dead, (he hated, he said, to have them running into his room ;)

had mistresses, yet was fond of his wife ; was a kind of Sir An-
thony Absolute in all things ; is supposed to have been the ori-

ginal of Fielding's King in ' Tom Thumb;' and Lady Mary says,

' looked upon all the men and women he saw, as creatures whom
' he might kick or kiss for his diversion.'

This overpowering little gentleman had, however, a wife, taller
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and gentler, who tuled him by her very indulgence, and to whom
he had heart enough to be grateful. His mistresses had so little in-

fluence, compared with hers, as to put the courtiers on a wrong

scent; and many an astonishment and reproach were vented

against them, which they were powerless either to prevent or ex-

plain. Sir Robert Walpole's own good-nature helped him to

discover this secret ; for a less indulgent man than himself would

hardly have been able to conceive it. It has been well said, that

' every man's genius pays a tax to his vices.' It may be added,

that every man's virtues hold a light to his genius. Be this as

it may, Sir Robert made the discovery ; and in paying his court

in the right place, governed King, mistresses, and all, to the as-

tonishment of the nation. Queen Caroline was a comely, in-

telligent, liberal German woman, of the quiet order ; such as

Goethe, or Schiller, or Augustus la Fontaine would have liked.

She would have made an admirable mother for the heroines of

Augustus's novels. She carried herself to the King's mistresses

as if they had no existence in that character, but were only well-

behaved prudent women ; and it was lucky for all parties that

such they really were. The amiableness of Mrs Howard (Lady

Suffolk) is well-known ; and Madame de Walmoden (Lady Yar-

mouth) is seldom mentioned by her contemporaries, says Mr
Jesse, * without some tribute to her good-nature and obliging

' disposition.' The Queen, therefore, ruled willing subjects on

all sides ; and her levee presented a curious miscellaneous spec-

tacle. Caroline was a great lover of books ; and though the

reverse of ascetic or bigot, she did not omit in her studies either

philosophy or controversial theology. She received company at

her toilet, and among the courtiers and ladies were to be found

metaphysicians and clergymen. Mrs Howard dressed her hair

;

Dr Clarke mooted a point about Spinoza; and Lord Hervey
enlivened the discussion with a pleasantry : Sir Robert comes,

on his way from the King, to bow and say a word, and catch

some intimation from a glance ;— all make way for him as he en-

ters, and close in again when he goes ;—and in the antechamber

is heard some small talk with the lady in waiting, or a scornful

laugh from Mrs Campbell (Miss Bellenden.)

Mr Jesse says, that ' the Court of George II. was neither

* more brilliant nor more lively than that of his predecessors.'

This can hardly be possible, considering that it had more wo-
men, and that there was still a remnant of the maids of honour
that flourished in his Court when he was Prince of Wales.

And who has not read of the Bellendens and Lepells, of the

Meadowses and the Diveses, the witty Miss Pitt, and Sophy
Howe, who tho»ight she could not be too giddy and too kind

till a broken heart undeceived her? Do thev not flourish for
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ever in the verses of Pope and Gay, and the witty recitals

of Horace Walpole ? Now Mary Bellenden still visited the
Court as Mrs Campbell ; Mary Lepell was surely there, too,

as Lady Hervey ; Mrs Howard remained there till she was a
widow; and thither came the Chesterfields, and Schultzes,
and Earles ; and Young, (to look after a mitre, the want of
which g'ives him terrible ' Night Thoughts.') It must be
owned, however, that there is a falling off. The sprightliest

thing we hear of is a frolic of the maids of honour at night-
time, in Kensington Gardens, rattling people's windows and
catching colds. The King hunts as ardently as he used to do
when he was Prince, taking his whole household with him,
maids and all, and frightening Lady Hervey for the bones of
her friend Howard. She had known what it was. Here is a
picture of those days from Pope, answering to both periods :

—

' I met the Prince with all his ladies on horseback, coming from
hunting. Miss Bellenden and Miss Lepell took me into their

protection, contrary to the laws against harbouring Papists,
and gave me a dinner with something I liked better, an oppor-
tunity of conversation with Mrs Howard, We all agreed that

the life of a maid of honour was of all things the most miser-

able ; and wished that every woman who envied it had a spe-
cimen of it. To eat Westphalia ham in a morning ; ride over
hedges and ditches on borrowed hacks ; come home in the heat
of the day with a fever, and (what is worse a hundred timos)
with a red mark on the foreh-ad from an uneasy hat ; all this

may qualify them to make excellent wives for fox-hunters, and
bear abundance of ruddy-complexioned children. As soon as

they can wipe off the sweat of the day, they must simper an
hour and catch cold in the Princess's apartment ; from thence
(as Shakspeare has it) to dinner, with what appetite they
may ; and after that, till midnight, work, walk, or think,

which they please. I can easily believe no lone house in

Wales, with a mountain and rookery, is more contemplative
than this court ; and as a proof of it, I need only tell you,
Miss Lepell walked with* me three or four hours by moon-
light, and we met no creature of any quality but the King,
who gave audience to the vice-chamberlain, all alone, under
the garden-wall.'

Afterwards, when the Prince was King, we read, in the notes
to the ' Suffolk CorrespondeJice,' of pages and princesses being
thrown during these ' immoderate huntings;' and lords and ladies

being overturned in their chaises. To hunt in a chaise was an
old custom. Swift describes his meeting Queen Anne hunting
in a chaise, which, he says, she drove herself, and drove ' furious-
' ly, like Jehu; and is a mighty hunter, like Nimrod.'
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The King- never lost his passion for making a noise with
his horses, neither did his punctuality forsake him. His last

years, Walpole tells us, ' passed as regularly as clockwork.
' At nine at night he had cards in the apartments of his dam^h-
' ters, the Princesses Amelia and Caroline, with Lady Yar-
* mouth, two or three of the late Queen's ladies, and as many of
' the most favoured officers of his own household. Every Satur-
' day in summer he carried that uniform party, but without his
' daughters, to dine at Richmond ; they went in coaches and six
' in the middle of the day, with the heavy horse-guards kicking
' up the dust before them—dined, walked an hour in the garden,
* returned in the same dusty parade ; and his Majesty fancied him-
* self the most gallant and lively prince in Europe.'

George II. died at Kensington, aged seventy-eight, after hav-
ing risen at his usual hour, taken his usual cup of chocolate, and
done his customary duty, in ascertaining which way stood the
weathercock. Here we shall close our cursory glances at the
Courts of England. Mr Jesse concludes his work with notices
of a variety of other people, royal and aulic, but they do not
tempt us to say more.

Art. V— 1. Researches in Asia Minor, Pontus, and Armenia,
with some Account of their Antiquities and Geology. By
William J. Hamilton, Secretary to the Geological Society.
Two vols. 8vo. London: 1842.

2. A Journal written during an Excursion in Asia Minor.
By Charles Fellowes. 8vo. London: 1838.

3. An Account of Discoveries in Syria, being a Journal kept
during a Second Excursion in Asia Minor. By Charles Fel-
lowes. 8vo. London: 1841.

\ traveller should always be an enthusiast; it matters, per-
haps, but little what the object of pursuit may be, so long

as the chase is ardently prosecuted; but the necessity is urgent
of finding some goal for his labours^of setting before him some
prize, the hope of gaining which may lure him onward through
all the difficulties that surround his career. Nor will the actual
value of the end desired affect the earnestness of his search for it.

Bruce was as sincere in his enthusiasm, and even more deter-
mined in his perseverance, when seeking for those two tritkling
springs which were called the 'fountains of the Nile,' as were
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any of the adventurers whom the hopes of boundless wealth
stimulated to search for the fancied El Dorado.

It is this enthusiasm which gives so vivid a charm to the
narratives of the earlier travellers. The real difficulties they
had to encounter were great, the fancied ones greater still; so

that nothing but the stimulus of a genuine enthusiasm could
support them under their trials; and this enthusiasm, mixed as it

is with an ample share of credulity, and occasionally with more
than a suspicion of exaggeration, gives a large portion of life and
freshness to their pages.

In our latter days, travelling through Europe, certainly, and,
for the most part, in America, is much too easy. The tourist

need seldom descend from his post-chaise: he need encounter no
more serious evil than a damp bed, or dinner delayed. He re-

quires no enthusiasm—too often he feels none. With an effort

he may contrive to display a little, in the proper seasons, when
placed by his diligent Cicerone in the presence of some glory of

nature or art; but the effort is painful, the enthusiasm fictitious;

it is quickly evaporated; and if he attempt, subsequently, to trans-

fer its expression to his Journal, in all probability the chill per-

ception of unreality will entirely destroy its effect, and make the

reader long to return to the garrulous, credulous, incredible

pages of Coryate or Marco Polo.

The charge of want of enthusiasm cannot, assuredly, be
brought against either of the travellers before us. Both were in-

spired by a genuine love for antiquity, caused and accompanied
by an intimate acquaintance with those details of history, reli^

gion, manners, and art, which furnish materials for comparison

and association, and give to the study of antiquities all its charm.

To the cultivated reader, the volumes of Mr Fellowes will prove

the most attractive in style, as they have been more carefully

prepared, and his narrations are given in a condensed and
spirited manner. Mr Hamilton has preserved his notes in their

original form of a Diary, which makes his details in some places

appear monotonous ; yet he is not behind his fellow-traveller,

either in ardour, or in the amount of new and interesting facts

contributed to the stock of knowledge.

Among the countries which will ever be surrounded with

interest from their associations with the past, we must assign

a high, perhaps the third, rank to Asia Minor. Palestine,

as the birthplace of our religion, as the Holy Land heretofore

consecrated by a Divine presence, will claim the most sacred

sympathy from every Christian ; and Greece next, with her

many remaining emanations from the spirit of beauty, her

poetry and eloquence, and the memories of high virtues which
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were the fit inspiration of both. The interest of the regions

of the Lesser Asia, if inferior, is yet derived from a combina-

tion of the sources of that which attaches to Greece and Pales-

tine. The Greek colonies that multiplied so fast throuu^h-

out their whole extent, rivalled the parent country in all the

attainments, whether of literature or art. The^ productions of

many authors whose names are cherished with as much reverence

as those of Athens herself, and the material relics that still lie

thickly scattered over the sites of many renowned cities, prove

how complete was the imitation. In after ages, it was there

that St Paul laboured most successfully— it was there that arose

the Seven Churches addressed in the Apocalypse.

If we continue to trace the history of this country, we find it

will present in all times the same features ;—always a land

whereon important events have passed, and notable changes been

exhibited; yet never indepLndent, nor, in any great degree, itself

interlering in the change or the event, but serving rather as the

field for the conflicts of other nations;—much as the Low Coun-
tries have served for the contests of other European powers.

The tide of conquest which, rolling towards the east, and com-
mencing with the burning of Sardis, bore the Macedonian
phalanx to the Hyphasis, and the Roman eagle to the Ganges,
sent every successive wave through its plains ; and when the rtflux

came, here were witnessed the first struggles against that Sara-

cenic invasion which the Pyrenees hardly checked; and here, step

by step, the decaying energies of the Byzantian empire recoiled

before the advance of the Turkomans. In short, from the days
of Homer, to those when the crescent finally planted its con-

quering ensign upon the walls of Byzantium, the historian would
find but few intervals, and those of brief duration, wherein his

attention was not demanded by the eventful scenes of Asia Minor.
Since this country has been under the undisturbed dominion

of the Grand Seignior, few of its districts have been accurately

examined. Except the coast line, where trade was always carried

on to a considerable extent with one or other of the maritime
powers of Europe; and the ruined sites of the Seven Churches,
to which pilgrims were attracted by the desire to learn the exist-

ing state of places so renowned in the Apostolic ages ; little was
known either of the condition of the present, or the relics of

the past inhabitants. The curiosity for antiquarian discovery
was absorbed by the nearer attractions of Italy and Greece; and
till lately there has existed a strong impression of the insecurity

of travelling in this country, and of the lawless habits of the

tribes that are to be found in it—an impression which does not

seem to be well founded.
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It is only by these considerations that we can explain the fact,

that a country with which Enj^land has long held commercial
intercourse, whose great port of Smyrna is, in a few days, reached

by the steamer from Malta, should not even yet have had its

geographical features accurately ascertained. The maps that

accompany the works both of Mr Hamilton and Mr Fellowes

vary considerably from the most elaborate of those previously pub-
lished ; the authors allude frequently to the fatigue and disap-

pointment perpetually encountered from their acting upon the

information of the charts they brought with them; and, as they

explored only a portion of the whole country, their accurate de-

lineations of the routes traversed, can but partially supply de-

ficiencies.

A cultivated mind can never fail to find its sympathies engaged
when passing through scenes to which history has given renown.

But a still more vi\'id interest must attach to any place where
the past has left not only recollections but relics—where some
actual remains are found that speak to us through our senses

—

and endow with substance the fleeting shadows, so to speak, of

the ancient world.

The Lesser Asia is strewed thickly with memorials which still

retain a large portion of the beauty they originally possessed,

and amply confirm the historic records of their' magnificence.

And, ruins themselves, the cities of Ljana, Phrygia, and Mseonia,

are piled upon other ruins that tell of more than one race whose

sway must have been of no brief duration, and whose manners

and civilization were of a character (juite different from that of

their successors.

The earliest erections that have been recognized exist in walls

of what is termed Cyclopean construction : these are composed

of huge blocks piled together with perfect precision, but without

cement, and still retaining their original form ;—no tool having

been employed upon them to reduce their shape to a regular

pattern. This mode of building presents a curious analogy to

the polygonal architecture of the Mexican temples : some resem-

blance to it is also found in the construction of the vaults of the

Pyramids. We must either assign to the Cyclopean structures

a period so remote, that the manufacture of tools capable of cut-

ting stone was unknown ; or adopt the hypothesis, that some

religious feeling prohibited the destruction of the natural rock

—

a feeling that makes its appearance also in the Hebrew mode of

erecting their altars, and in the plan pursued in the building of

their temple. Associated with the Cyclopean walls are erections

which Mr Hamilton hasnotedas formingapeculiarstyle: the blocks

of which they consist are found rudely squared and laid in courses,
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but with no equality in their size, and without cement. The
more primitive bulwarks are sometimes found repaired with
masonry in this style. As a secondary system, are to be re-

mariced gateways, whose sculptures in some measure resemble

the Egyptian; and tombs emblazoned with the Lion of Perse-

polis. These intervene between the rude buildings we have

mentioned and the beautiful edifices of the Greeks.

But it is of Grecian art that we encounter the most striking

and abundant relies. Many cities, in fact, contain no other;

thus showing that the Greek colonies were, both in time and
number, the lasting and chief possessors of the country.

Later than the Greeks came the Roman conquerors, to be
traced here, as too often elsewhere, chiefly in the character of

destroyers ; having not unfrequently emj)Ioyed marbles enriched

with Hellenic sculpture in the erection of lines of fortification.

In no long time the Roman—that is, the Latin—domination
was superseded : the division of the empires took place, and Asia
Minor was again Grecian, having only abjured the ancient wor-
ship of Greece. Then arose the edifices of the Byzantine
period, where we find the inscriptions and architecture still

Greek ; but the sign of the cross proves that temples and theatres

were already abandoned to desolation ; and other signs quite as

plainly show, that art had become infected by the fatal degene-
racy which was so rapidly corrupting the whole frame of the
Lower Empire.

Unquestionably a higher idea of the extraordinary nature of
Grecian civilization is to be derived from the relics to be found
in Asia Minor, than from those of Athens itself. In the latter,

doubtless, works of exquisite design are yet existing in better

preservation, and scattered in greater profusion. But in Asia
Minor we are struck not only by the mere number of the

cities, but also by the deep root, the perfect possession, which
the Greek spirit had so manifestly taken of the whole country.

I'he beautiful erections that are left, do not appear as solitary

trophies of a conqueror's vanity—such as the Romans left in

the shape of a fortress or an aqueduct in chosen spots of their

subjugated provinces. The Greeks themselves built cities and
peopled them. Every where are found temples where the deities

of Greece were worshipped ; stadia for the celebration of their

games ; theatres for the representation of their dramas—the xqty
sites of which proclaim that love of the beautiful so universally

manifested among the Greeks. For, as Mr Hamilton remaiks,

the spot selected for their erection is always that whence the

spectator could command the most lovely landscape, and where
VOL. LXXVU, NO. CLVI. 2 F
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the beautiful realities of nature enhanced the beautiful illusions

of art.

Nothing proves more strongly the high state of cultivation

which society had attained in Asia Minor, than the multitude of

inscriptions in every one of its cities. St Petersburg, in the

present day, can boast of a collection of edifices on which far

more labour and expense have been lavished, than, probably, was

bestowed upon any city of antiquity excepting Athens. Yet in

the capital of the Czars the very shops are obliged to have

recourse to pictorial representations, to inform the passengers of

what nature are the commodities dealt in. It is not two centuries

since London itself had its houses of traffic distinguished by signs,

appended to their doors, for the benefit of that large class of the

community who could not read. But the Greek public was

evidently of a kind to whom an inscription was intelligible ; for

these are often addressed to cultivated readers, and are sometimes

of a nature that must have rendered it very inconvenient to be

unable to interpret their meaning. Orders and notices from the

governing powers, edicts of state, and abstracts of public acts

are discoverable. Besides, there are many containing monu-

mental memorials, votive dedications of offerings to the gods,

honorary testimonials to the virtues of individuals, and some

registers of historic facts.

Some curious specimens of bilingual inscriptions were ob-

served by both Messrs Hamilton and Fellowes,—marking

periods when an intermixture of two races was in course of

progress. At Angora, (the ancient Ancyra,) Mr Hamilton was

able to copy a large portion of a translation into Greek, of the

Latin inscription upon the temple of Augustus, known as the

Monumentum Ancyraneum. Several chasms in the inscriptions

occurring in the Latin, were there supplied ; and another portion

still exists, although unattainable for the present, being concealed

by the thick wall of a modern house, built against the ancient

temple. Mr Fellowes, however, has discovered yet more re-

markable inscriptions, which refer to a double population long

preceding the entrance, or, possibly, the existence of the Romans.

At Xanthus, and some other cities of Lycia, he found bilingual

inscriptions where the two languages were Greek, and another

of quite distinct character, whose alphabet, even, cannot yet be

interpreted ; but which Mr Fellowes supposes to be that of the

ancient inhabitants of the country, and calls Phrygian. The let-

ters show no approach to the oriental conformation, being chiefly

of angular forms, with lines as distinct and sharply traced as the

Greek ; but as Mr Fellowes, after making a third voyage to

Syria for the purpose, has succeeded in depositing a long series
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of the Xanthian marbles—seventy-eight in number—in the Bri-
tish Museum, some of which contain specimens of the characters
in question, we probably may, erelong, have more light thrown
upon these obscure records of remote ages.

A question of some interest in the history of architecture,

may perhaps be solved by further examination of the cities

of Asia Minor ; namely, the period of the discovery of the
arch. In the course of their investigations, both the present
travellers met with remains wherein a gradual approach to the
principle of the arch was visible. The most distant resem-
blance was one found frequently occurring in gateways, covered
in above, by an arrangement of blocks similar to that existing

in the tomb of Agamemnon at Mycene : the courses of mai bie

are made to project a small distance, each over their subjacent
stratum, so that the sides gradually incline towards each other,

and the top is closed by one long slab. Sometimes the perfect
form of an arc was given by cutting away the projecting edges,
and scooping the inferior surfaces into a curve. A modification
of this plan next occurs, presenting instances where the upper
block is supported, like a keystone, by lateral pressure ; and at
length, in buildings contemporary with the Roman era, we find

a perfect arch, with its system oi vousaoirs and abutments.
Remarkable even above the edifices for the use of the living,

are the erections in memory of the dead. And these latter ex-
ist universally in a better state of preservation ; since every new
conqueror left those sacred abodes unviolated, however much the
necessities of defence or the varieties of taste might induce him
to remodel the cities themselves. Only in places where the
Turks have built in the neighbourhood, and had recourse to the
sepulchres for their almost inexhaustible supplies of marble, are
there any signs of mutilation other than those which time has
caused. The extent of the cemeteries is often so much vaster
than that of the cities to which they belong, as to indicate a
long period of existence in the several towns ;—the space occu-
pied by the dwellings of the living being, as just observed, so
much more circumscribed than that devoted to the resting-places
of past generations. The most ancient traces of sepulchres
that are found, appear to belong to the ante-Grecian period, and
are probably Phrygian or Phenician : inscriptions occur among
them, but not in the Greek character. The distinction between
their construction and those of the Hellenic era, is, that the for-
mer are excavated in the rocks, not erected above ground ; and the
enormous numbers in which they are found, bespeak the long-
protracted existence of a dense population. Passing the Soanli
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Dere, near the ancient Soandus, after accomplishing the ascent

of Mount Argseus, Mr Hamilton entered the following scene :

—

" Proceeding along the western brancli of the valley, we soon reached

a narrow pass between high cliffs of volcanic tuff, capped with horizontal

beds of a harder variety of the same formation, nun:ierous fragments of

which covered the talus at the foot of the cliffs. Presently we reached

an insulated mass of rock on the left side of the road, in wliich a tliousand

tombs or grottoes had been excavated. The scene in front became sin-

gularly curious and striking, as we thus entered what may be really

called the commencement of Soanli Dere : the cliffs on either side of the

valley were perfectly honey-combed with a countless number of excava-

tions, dwellings, and tombs, hollowed out of this soft and peculiar rock,

to the fieight of two hundred feet, and many thousands of which are in-

accessible from without. A little way further on, we passed tl)rough an

arch cut through another mass of rock which projected over the road and

entered at once into this wonderful valley, which, for its strong peculi-

arities and mysterious character, far exceeded in interest any thing 1 had

been led to expect. Curious as the scene was, it became more wonder-

ful at every step. As the valley narrowed, and the cliffs on either side

became more perpendicular, they Vv'ere covered to the very top with in-

numerable caves and excavations ; some of which were large and hand-

some, with broad openings and architectural facades ; while others again

were plain and small, resembling windows in the face of this natural

wall. Some of the larger grottoes were covered with every variety of

architectural ornaments ; arches supported by rich pilasters, decorated

cornices, elaborate architraves, and columns, all cut out of the solid rock,

vied with each other in giving to this wild and abandoned valley, the

strange and mysterious appearance of a conflict between habitation and

desolation. At the extremity of the point between the two ravines,

stood the ruins of a small Byzantine church of yerj ancient date ; above

which the cliff was again excavated in an extraordinary manner, studded

with innumerable caves, one above the other, which, from the circum-

stance of the front of many of them having been worn away, presented

a strange appearance. I climbed into several of them, in one of which

were remains of painting, as well as a handsome cornice round the ceil-

ing. Near the chapel above mentioned, was a burial-ground : the grave-

stones of which seemed to have been cut out of small projecting pinnacles,

and very rudely finished ; all faced the north : some had small niches

with a cross carved beneath them."

Many other localities were found to contain rocks excavated into

sepulchres as at Soanli Dere, In some places, the tombs, which

Mr Hamilton compares to pigeon-holes, appeared to haA'e been

enlarged and employed as places of Christian worship. Proba-

bly this was done during some of the earlier persecutions, which

were felt in all their cruelty throughout Asia Minor, then the

stronghold of Christianity. At such times, these caves would

offer to the disciples places of refuge and secrecy for the perform-
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ance of worship. The few scattered and unintelligible Greek

letters found graven upon the walls iu some of the excavations,

may perhaps be referred to these latter frequenters. A multi-

tude of monumental buildings exist, belonging to the genuine

Greek school. Many of these are of most elaborate and beauti-

ful construction, with rich carvings ; on some of them may still be

recognized the traces of the colours that were once employed to

give greater brilliance to the sculpture. Many of the inscrip-

tions upon the monuments are very striking. One at Nicsea bears

only these words— ' Paulinus, son of Aulius, lived seventeen

' years. Farewell.' Another at Soma (anc. Cerma,) runs thus

—

' Onesimus the father, and Chryseis the mother, made this tomb
' for their sweetest child Polychronius, for the sake of remeni-
' brance.' The last words of the latter inscription are con-

stantly recurring, and are often the only part still to be de-

ciphered. Mr Bewick's well-known vignette of the ruined

church with tlie broken tombstone, whose fragmentary inscription

runs— ' This monument is erected to perpetuate the memory oi

< ,' may find a thousand resemblances in Asia Minor. How
often might we meet wiih scattered columns that once bore the

memorials of affection to the departed, standing ruined amid a

city in ruins, and a province almost unpeopled, retaining only

the half-obliterated final syllables ' MNIIMH2 XAPIN !'

The inscriptions, of every kind, found throughout this country,

lead to the conclusion that the peculiar forms of social life and

habits that existed in Athens, prevailed very generally among
the colonies in Asia; and many questions present themselves

for investigation concerning the colonial policy of the Greeks,

prompted by the remarkable character of their colonization as

evidenced in the remains they have left. Evidently their pos-

session was founded on far different principles from that of the

Romans, who were contented with simple military predominance
;

building a few fortresses, and allowing the inhabitants to con-

tinue undisturbed in the use of their ancient forms of worship,

life, and speech, provided they paid the capitation lax. It was

the easy yoke imposed that rendered the Roman conquest so

rapid, and subsequently made the division of the empire inevi-

table; for the fracture took place at the junction of the two

languages—the Lower Empire absorbed the provinces where the

Greek prevailed, and those eastern provinces that lay beyond

—

Rome retaining the Latin and Ultra-Alpine territories.

Still less did the Greeks colonize merely for commercial pur-

poses, as did the Phoenicians when they founded Carthage, or

as the modern European nations were accustomed to do, at least

in the eastern hemisphere, till within the past century. The
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roots of the Roman power were only slightly fixed, but those

of a mere trading establishment would be weaker still. They
are often confined for a long period to a narrow strip of coast,

where commerce may be carried on. A city gradually arises

around the harbour, but the colonists live only as strangers in

the land ; their presence effects little change in the nation they

are thrown amongst ; their races seldom become intermixed

—

their manners are distinct—their interests conflicting. A colony

of this description cannot weather a storm, and when uprooted it

leaves no trace behind. Far otherwise did the Greeks establish

themselves in Asia. They made the whole country Grecian

—

they carried thither their religionj their usages, and their poetry.

Their arts were cultivated—their laws observed—their language

spoken, universally. As a consequence, after the cessation of their

subjection to Italy, the provinces of Asia Minor threw off every

taint of Latin infection, and became again purely Greek ; retain-

ing their independent nationality for centuries after the empire of

Rome had crumbled into fragments. They yielded only by slow

degrees to the irresistible tide of Mahometan invasion ; and still

preserved a Greek population, keeping itself distinct amid the

multitude of its conquerors, and, though subjugated and trampled

on, retaining not a few proud recollections of former glory.

Connected with the questions relative to the Greek system of

colonization is the remarkable fact-—which is proved more strongly

the more we examine the ruins of their cities in Asia—that is,

the wonderful uniformity displayed in the productions of Grecian

art. Throughout the wide extent of country embraced in their

Asiatic colonies, and extending to the valley of the Euphrates,

the style and design of all their edifices present the same cha-

racteristics. The execution is in some instances ruder than in

others, and the materials coarser in districts where marble is

scarce ; but in all cases—whether we regard the whole plan or

its separate portions—whether we examine the design of the

buildings, the carvings of a column, or the minute sculpture of

a frieze— the pure Greek taste is always evidenced, and the

identity of genius and design recognised. Of no other people

could we assert this : where else could we expect to find, in

the fragments of temples erected in remote colonies, a purity

and elegance such as Mr Fellowes in more than one place de-

clares to have appeared little inferior to the sculptures of the

Parthenon ?

The researches of Messrs Hamilton and Fellowes, fruitful as

they have proved, have by no means exhausted the rich stores

strewed over the country they visited. In fact, they have done

little more than indicate what a plentiful harvest of discovery
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is yet left for future travellers to reap. The traces of their

rouses given upon their own charts, show at a glance how
great an extent of those regions is yet to be explored ; and

many of the cities they saw, but which their time allowed

them only to traverse hastily, are well worth a more leisurely

examination. In some of them, the number and good preserva-

tion of the marble sculptures and edifices promise much inter-

esting information. For many, the names and position have

yet to be assigned ; and, every where the traveller will be at-

tracted by the opportunity of pursuing novel investigations

—

of forming new theories ; and by the hope of clearing up some
doubts that may have arisen relative to the accounts transmitted

to us by the ancient historians. Nor will the excitement attemd-

ing uncertainty be absent. In some districts he will find him-

self suddenly brought into the midst of a city of ruins, hitherto

unknown ; or visited only by tribes of wandering Kurds, who
have given it the general title of Bala Hissar, or Old Castle—
the adjective being obviously a reminiscence of the Greek rraXaia.

A deep interest, not unmixed with melancholy, must be excited

in a region where the traveller may, at any hour, find himself in

such a scene as the following—entered upon by Mr Hamilton
without any previous expectation, and left behind with no clue

to the city's name or history :

—

' About half-past three, while crossing this flat country, my attention

was arrested bv several square blocks of stone in the fields on the right

;

and on proceeding to examine tbem, I found myself on the site of an

ancient city. The ground and walls between the enclosures contained

many similar block'^, some of which were still in situ, others mere pedes-

tals, but without inscriptions, while broken pottery and tiles lay scattered

about in all directions. The most remarkable feature was what may be

called a street of tombs, extending in a N. by E. direction from the

town. All of them had been much injured, but the foundations of many
were still perfect. The whole area of the city had been ploughed over,

but the remains of walls of houses and other buildings were every where
visible, in one of which, of undoubted Hellenic construction, two or three

courses of stone could be traced for some distance. A little to the S.W.
of the tombs were the foundations of a small building, with several

broken columns, five or six feet high, still in situ ; but these, as well as

the other remains, were quite plain, and consisted of the common lime-

stone of the country. No traces remain of the town having been sur-

rounded with walls or otherwise fortified. The ruins extended on both
sides the road, and were in places much overgrown with vegetation. I

can form no idea as to the name that should be given them ; the Turks
call them Kepijih ;—there are, however, so many towns of Lydia and
Phrygia still unplaced, and which it is scarcely possible to fix, in the

absence of inscriptions and other more direct testimony, that conjecture

would for the present be useless.'
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The discovery of some curious subterranean passages was made
by Mr Hamilton at several places in Pontus ; where ancient

castles, situated upon precipitous rocky heights, were found to be
connected with vast caverns penetrating into the earth at a steep

inclination, and to a depth not yet ascertained. At Tocat, Gil-

leh, and Tourkhalwere to be seen the apertures of these chasms,

which the Turks regard Avith no little awe;—supposing them,

probably, the entrances to some dread abyss. Upon attempting

the descent of the cave at Tocat, Mr Hamilton's guide ' re-

' monstrated vehemently, and talked much of Sheitan,' (Satan.)

An obstacle, greater than any terrors of Sheitan, prevented the

full exploration of the cavern ; arising from the steepness of the

descent, which was at an angle of more than 45°. At Unieh,

Mr Hamilton again met with a similar opening, down which
he cast stones, being unprovided with a light or ropes to -enable

him personally to descend. The stones, says he, ' bounded off

* twenty or thirty steps at a time, and I heard them distinctly for

* twenty-four or twenty-five seconds, when the sound became too
' faint to be distinguished.' Afterwards, v;hen visiting Amasia,
our traveller accomplished his purpose of exploring one of these

caverns to its extent. The cavern selected was that mentioned

by Strabo, in his account of his native place, under the title of

' Having seen so many of these places, I determined to descend this

one and to explore its recesses, having procured a guide and lights, and
being told that a fountain of excellent water existed at the bottom. Mj
opinion of its antiquity was at first rather shaken, by finding the entrance,

sides, and roof arched over with bricks ; but after descending about ^0

feet I reached the old entrance, formed of Hellenic masonry. The
descent, which was extremely steep, the steps being either worn away or

filled up with mud and grave!, commenced rather inauspiciously, by my
sHding down fifteen or twenty steps at once. Here I observed that the

sides were in several places built up with Hellenic blocks in the same style

as the entrance; and having at length reached the bottom, at the depth of

about 300 feet, I found a small pool of clear cold water, the wall around

which was also of Hellenic masonry ; it appeared to have been originally

much deeper, and to have been filled up with stones, and may therefore

have been one of the wells so destroyed by Pompey's order ; or perhaps

those which are described by Strabo * as being destroyed by Pompey in

the war against Arsaces, were of this description, as he applies the same
word {/ocs/a in both cases.f The rock through which this has been cut is

a hard limestome, but it sometimes passes through beds of soft friable

schist, supported by walls where required. I may add, that the subter-

ranean passages already described at Unieh and Tourkhal so closely

* Lib. xii. p. 5G0. •[• Lib. xii. p. 5CL
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resemble this of Amasia, tliat there can be no doubt as to their antiquity ;

and this increases the [)rol)iU)ility of those places having been some of

the strongholtls of Mithridates.'

It seems highly probable that the subterranean passages here

described were not altogether artificial. We are led to this con-

elusion, both by the negative testimony, that only in a few places

are they discovered, although fortresses of as much importance,

and of the same position and character, occur in great numbers;

and by the positive probability deduced from the mineralogical

character of the places where they exist; since they are all situated

in the neighbourhood of the mountainous regions which fringe

the shores of the Euxine, and in the metalliferous districts of Asia

Minor. The mines of Marsavan, producing silver and copper, lie

within a few milesof three of the sites(Gilleh,Tocat, andiVmasia,)

where the caverns are found ; and Unieh is in the country once

called Chalybes, from its stores of iron ore, and where there

exists a population still employed in collecting and smelting the

metal. We find also mention made of a fountain in the market-

place at Gilleh, producing a large volume of water whose source

was not known by the inhabitarits of the place, but was evidently

derived from a subterranean passage ;—thus leading to the con-

clusion that the strata were perforated naturally. Besides,

what motive could have led to the expenditure of labour to so

vast an extent as must have been required for an artificial ex-

cavation ? and why would the projectors have chosen a shaft in-

clined at the steep angle observed in all the caverns?— If they

were intended as wells, a perpendicular pit would have been

easier to excavate, and more useful when finished. IMr Hamil-

ton, indeed, suggests the idea that the places where they occur

were used by jNiithridates, in his war with the Romans, to serve

as hiding-places in case of assault, or as depositories for trea-

sure. But their position, and the absence of any attempt to con-

ceal their openings, bear strongly against this hypothesis. Be-
sides, why were they dug so steep ? if a perpendicular shaft were

best for a well, one nearly horizontal should have been adopted

for a store-house.

The existence of vast perforations is abundantly proved in al-

most every case where a mountain has been formed by recent

volcanic agencies. Upon Mount Ktna many caverns are to be
found, inclined commonly at a steep angle, and formed by the

action of the currents of lava which flowed down the sides of

the cone ; for while their outer surfaces had cooled and soliditied,

the matter in the interior, remaining fluid, had flowed onwards,

leaving behind a vast tube, which subsequent lava currents

covered deeply with superimposed strata. The volcanic derivu-
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tion of all the mountain ranges in Pontus, and even through
every province of Asia Minor, is so evident, that the analogy of
the Etna caverns leads us to assign a similar origin to the adyts
described by Mr Hamilton.

Asia Minor offers an abundant field for geological research,

and one peculiarly deserving examination; inasmuch as through-
out its regions many of the grandest operations of natural forces

have lately been, even still are, in course of completion. As far

as the globe has been explored, there has been found no part of the

surface, of equal size, so young; and as the same natural causes

have been at work many ages before, in various other locali-

ties, it is interesting to observe their traces where time has left

them most fresh and inetfaced. In Mr Hamilton's work are

scattered a multitude of observations which prove how richly

the labour of the geologist would be repaid by the discoveries ^
he is so certain to make. The author has embodied most of his

own observations in Memoirs presented to the ' Geological So-
' ciety,' and printed in their 'Transactions;' but the facts ob-

served are so singular, and the evidences so strong of changes

still incomplete, that we cannot refrain from noticing a few of his

discoveries.

Although no volcano is actually in activity at the present day,

nor any mark of fire existing internally to be found—with the

exception, perhaps, of the Yanah Dagh, A^hich has continued to

stream in a current of inflammable gas ever since the days of

Pliny—traces are very legible of extended and recent eruptions.

A whole district, called anciently Cateacaumeni, or Burnt-up, is

especially of this description ; bearing a close resemblance to the

volcanic regions in the south of France. In numerous instances

facts have been collected which prove that some violent convul-

sion had caused the primary rocks of granite and trachyte to burst

through the strata of more recent depositions—disturbing their

continuity, and occasioning chasms in their various beds. At no

place was this more remarkably evidenced than at Nemb Sheher,

situated in the midst of a completely volcanic district, lying west

of Mount Argseus.

' At a quarter after nine,' says Mr Hamilton, ' we were in the village,

, situated on the extreme edge of the table -land, with a deep valley beyond.

On arriving at this edge, I witnessed a most curious and extraordinary

sight : in the several valleys spread out beneath our feet, towards the east

and north-east, many thousand conical hills, or rather pointed pinnacles,

varying in height from 50 to 200 feet, rose up in all directions, so closely

arranged that their bases touched each other, leaving only a narrow path

between them, and presenting a most strange and inexplicable pheno-

menon. In many places they were so slender and close together, that

they resembled a forest of cedars, or lofty fir-trees. As we descended
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through the village, and wouiul round the base of the h:)fty rock above
mentioned, on our left, its sides were literally covered with caves, some
of which, from the front wall having fallen away, presented vast ajtart-

ments supported by columns ; on our right was an insulated pinnacle,

rising up in the centre of the village to a height of more than 200 feet,

excavated on all sides, and offering many windows and openings even

near the very summit, an approach to which appears impossible, except

by an internal staircase cut in the rock itself.'

Mr Ainsworth,* who has since visited Nemb Sheher, (or, as he
spells it, Nev Shehr,) observed some hills which had been curi-

ously worn by the rains, having assumed the shape of inverted

cones, and resting in apparent insecurity upon a small point : the

forms were caused by the abrasion of the surface, except where pro-

tected from the destructive agencies of the weather by a layer of

more compact substances. The same phenomenon was ol)served

by Bruce in Abyssinia ; is to be seen among the clayey heights

that fringe the Ohio; and also in a totally different species of for-

mation—the glaciers of the Alps.

Some conical hills, not unlike those seen at Nemb Sheher, as

above mentioned, only formed by another process, and still growl-

ing—if we may use that term for an increase of dead matter

—

were observed at Gumiskhana, in Armenia. Water was there

the instrument of elevation—a function the reverse of its general
action.

' At half-past seven we passed a group of remarkable conical hillocks,

consisting of thinly laminated calcareous sinter or travertine, and which
have been produced by the successive deposits of a calcareous spring,

still flowing, and in the act of forming another cone in the immediate
neighbourhood. It is probable that, when the deposit from the water had
raised tlie sedimentary tumulus to a certain height, the spring flowed
with less rapidity, and with so much less force that the old vents became
gradually choked up by fresh deposit, and the water was forced to seek a
new opening, where it continued to deposit its laminated matter as be-
fore, until a fresh hillock was produced, and the same process again re-

newed. The spring now rises al)out fifty yards to the east of the old

mounds, having commenced forming a new one. The water, which I

tasted, was not very cold, but strongly chalybeate, and, in a civilized

country, would probably be turned to a better purpose tlian forming such
gigantic molehills. About a mile further we passed a village situated on
a low hill of calcareous tuff, probably deposited by similar mineral springs
in former ages.'

Thermal springs might be expected to exist in a country so

* Travels and Researches in Asia 3Iinor, Mesopotamia, &c. Lon-
don : 1842.
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peculiarly composed, and, accordingly, they are found in great

numbers. The most extraordinary spring was found at Brusa,

which appears to produce the hottest natural water known—the

thermometer rising in the fountain-head to 184 degrees, within 30

degrees of the boiling point. This is 72 degrees higher than in

any English hot well; and nearly 20 degrees higher than the

Carlsbad waters, which are the hottest in Europe. The Turks
have erected baths at Brusa, which are much frequented ; but.

rather, it seems, from convenience, and in accordance with the

usual customs of the Mahometans, than from any idea of medici-

nal properties. It is curious that univalve shells of the Buccl-

noida genus are found in numbers in the water issuing from the

baths; although it still retains a temperature of 97 degrees, and

is slightly impregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen gas. An-
other consequence of the extensive and recent volcanic action, is

the number of instances where the earth is undermined. Many
of the streams are found suddenly to disappear into subterra-

nean channels, like the Greek Alpheus, making a reappearance

at many miles' distance. We have already alluded to the fountain

at Guneh as thus suddenly starting to the surface. After com-

pleting a considerable portion of the Hassan Dagh' Mountain,

in Cappadocia, Mr Hamilton remarked that no stream flows

down its sides, leading to the conclusion that the water received

from the rains found an exit through the interior. Stronger

evidence was afforded by the phenomena of some of the lakes.

That of Egirdir presents the singular phenomenon of a lake sup-

plying a large river that flows out of it, although no stream of

consequence visibly enters it;—proving that the supply must be

derived from springs or mountain torrents, whose embouchure

is subaqueous. Lake Soghla is still more remarkable in its fea-

tures ; as it is occasionally and suddenly left dry by the escape

of its waters through some chasm among the rocks. Mr Hamil-

ton's enquiries have left no doubt as to this fact

—

' Being rather incredulous respecting- the drying up of the lake, I

made further enquiries about it here, when every thii^g was confirmed

with still more circumstantial details. I was assured that the water dis-

appeared about every tenth or fifteenth year, when the plain remained

drv for four, five, or six years; that the water escaped by several chasms

in' the rocks outside the Boghaz, not in the little lake itself; that when

the plain is dry it is sown with wheat, and produces most abundant crops.

All the neighbouring peasants sow as much as they can, and the practice

is for them to pay half the produce of the first year to the Government,

by which the possessor becomes the proprietor so long as the land I'e

mains dry, paying for all subsequent years only the usual tenth of the

produce. This lake of Soghla is fed by a river which comes from the
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lake of Bav Sheher; when tlie lake is dried up the river flows along; the

western side of the plain, at the foot of the mountains, and is lost in the

chasms above mentioned. It would seem that, after a time, these he-

come choked up, the water cannot escape through them fast enoui^h, and

t,'ra(hially overflows the plain ; then, when it rises to a certain height in

the Soghla Ghieul, it escapes by the ravine between Eski Serai and Kara

Euran, and is lost in the plain of Koniyeh. All this information was

£;iven with so much detail, and from so many various sources, that I can-

not doubt its truth. It is certainly a curious and interesting- phenomenon,

and probably explains many facts respecting the dift'erent sizes ot the lake

as reported by different writers, and the dift'erent localities which have

been attributed to the Palus Trogites, of which it is undoubtedly the mo-
dern representative.'

The cliasni appears from its effect to be of the nature of a

syphon; but where the ultimate issue of the water occurs is not

discovered. Perhaps it may not again reach the surface of the

earth, but join the ocean beneath its bed—a fact which Mr Fel-

lowes observes to occur near the shore at Adalin, where he says

—

' A curious effect is produced by strong springs of fresh water rising

in the sea at the distance of a few yards from the shore, causing an ap-

pearance like that seen on mixing syrnp or spirit with water; the sea

ijeing so clear that the bursting of the fresh water from among the stones

at the bottom, though at a great depth, is distinctly visible.'

But more extraordinary still, and apparently incredible, was
the stream observed in Cephalonia, flovving/rom the sea

—

' The first object which attracted our attention was the wonderful

stream or river which, contrary to the analogv of all other rivers, runs

from, instead of into, the sea, and after flowmg a short distance down a

rugged channel, disappears under the broken rocks. It is situated at

the north point of the tongue of land which forms the west side of the

harbour of Argastoli ; and is so remarkable in its nature that the cave into

which it finds its way has never yet been filled, or the river shown symp-
toms of ceasing. A spirited proprietor in the island had opened a great

cavity in the rocks, for the purpose of tracing its mysterious course ; but

having dug to the depth of ten feet, he still found the water disappear

through the cracks and crevices ten or twelve feet below the surface of

the sea, from which it was only separated by a narrow wall of rock. This
person afterwards took advantage of the great fall he had thus obtained,

and the supply of water-power at hand, to erect a large corn-mill moved
liy an undershot wheel, which was constantly kept at work by the great

Iiody of water which he was able to let in from the inexhaustible reser-

voir of the ocean.'

Many districts are found, where there are manifest tokens that

lakes have covered lartre tracts of ground at a very recent period.

In the valley of the Euphrates, those tokens were peculiarly ap-

parent, although few of the rivers were unmarked by the same
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appearances : in some cases level terraces, whose edges were
marked by Lacustrum deposits, were observed with no existing-
river passing near them. Future observers may be interested in
ascertaining the relative level which obtains upon the various
lake-beds in all parts of the promontory, and in endeavouring to
trace some series of descents between them ;—such as exists
among the terraces formed upon the sites of dried lakes along the
course of the Rhone. It is remarkable that the level tracts
fornied from the beds of fresh-water lakes, are so often found
destitute of trees. In i\ye jjrairies of America this has been long
remarked, and it is the same along the valley of the Euphrates;
though in both places probably far longer time has elapsed since
the lake disappeared than was necessary for the growth of a
forest. The cause of this deprivation remains to be explained.
Mr Hamilton's enthusiasm is all expended upon ancient times.

The existing state, or living inhabitants of the countries passed
through, excite none. Nothing can be more deplorable than their
condition, if we may take for granted the opinions repeatedly
expressed throughout his volumes. The reformation of the
Turks, under the influence of the European predilections of the
late Sultan Mahmoud, had already made considerable progress,
although far from being complete; but if we can accept as ac-
curate the picture drawn by Mr Hamilton, we must despair of
any possibility of their ultimate improvement. Indeed, the in-
ternal energy of the Mahometan race is represented as being so
utterly decayed, that reforms would only hasten the evil day of
its total annihilation, by depriving the tottering structure of what-
ever support it had derived—and this in all cases is considerable
—from the outworks of custom and habit, which, in the lapse
of centuries, had risen around it. We are, however, compelled
to charge this writer with extreme prejudice in thus stigmatizing
the Turkish character. At the first view, so absolute a decay
of any portion of the human family would seem alike questionable
and melancholy. The mind is reluctant to admit the possibility
of any race who have once attained so high a position in civilized

lile falling into such utter degradation. Nevertheless, exam-
ples are not wanting even of a decline as great as this : the
memories of the preceding possessors of that very soil are too
fresh—the fact of their actual condition too notorious—to leave
any doubt of the possibility of a ruin as complete as that which
Mr Hamilton predicts for the Mahometan. But is the fact so ?

Does the state of the Turkish power, either in Asia or Europe,
support the representation ? We shall briefly compare his nar-
rative with his reflections, his facts with his comments, in order
to see how the case stands. First, we will quote his summary
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of the Turkish character—his ultimate deductions from the oc-

currences of which he was witness. After describing the system

of 'farming' the sources of the public revenues, which was

very much the same as prevailed in France in the days of the

ancien regime— but, be it observed, one of those customs now
in course of removal—Mr Hamilton specifies an instance, ne-

cessarily of very rare occurrence, where the farmer or contractor

had lost considerably by his bargain, and then proceeds to make
the following retteciion ;

—

' Trifling- as the above instances of maladministration may at first

sight appear, and as they would really be if only insulated cases, they are

so incorporated with the social existence of the Turkish nation, that

they become objects of great importance, anrl must always he taken into

account, when the question of Turkish reform is to be considered. At
present it is too evident that the expectations which have been held on

the subject by writers, who, from long residence in the country, ought

to be better acquainted with the Turkish character, must be diisappoint-

ed ; and every one must feel that the Turks themselves areas yet inca-

pable of that high moral energy and perseverance in the path of duty,

which are essential to the accomplishment of any moral or political rege-

neration."
' The future capabilities of the Turkish nation were a frequent source

of redection to me during my solitary rides ; but the bigotry and intoler-

ance of Mahornetanism ever presented themselves as an insuperable bar

to their moral or political improvement, as well as to any reform in re-

spect of their religion itself; for such is the virulence of their bigotry,

that the bare idea of a discussion or a doubt as to the merits or infallibi-

lity of Mahometanism, will drive the whole population to insurrection.'

Yet their bigotry has not prevented the existence of a large

Greek population, left almost uninterrupted in the enjoyment

of the rites of their faith—possessing considerable wealth—in

all the social relations of life free and undisturbed. The bi-

goted adlierence to the laws of the Koran prohibiting usury, has

left, as Mr Hamilton himself remarks, the Greeks in possession

of the lucrative trade of the banker. Bigotry rarely exhibits

itself in so mild a spirit. That it has not latterly become more
bitter, we find proved by the fact that even the establishment of

a school has recently been authorized among the Unbelievers.
' I was informed,' says Mr Hamilton, ' that a Greek school had
' lately been established here, (Amasia,) by permission of the

' authorities—the only one, with the exception of that at Bafra,

* in this part of Asia Minor.'

Nor does the bigotry of the Mahometans render them in-

capable of social spirit. In truth, many nations calling them-

selves Christian, have failed to draw from their better reli-

gion an influence so mild and humanizing. The hospitality so
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unaffectedly and universally manifested towards the traveller and
the stranger, has been often recorded ; and Mr Hamilton adds
his testimony of its truth. The only semblance of a grudging
spirit was manifested in a few villages, where the inhabitants met
liim with a recommendation to proceed to another halting-place,

as being better provided with accommodation ;—being desirous,

as he tells us he quickly discovered, to shift upon others the

duty of entertaining him. Yet if the recommendation were dis-

regarded, and he decided to remain where he was, he imme-
diately became invested with the venerated character of guest,

and the best fare that could be provided was placed before him.
To supply this provision the villagers made a general contribu-

tion, every one bringing a dish to help the feast ; and as they

did not always know what every man proposed to contribute, it

happened occasionally that several dishes of the same sort ar-

rived together. This spirit of hospitality is of no small moment
in the qualities of a nation—especially when it is so thoroughly

imbued into its character, as we find it in Asia Minor ; for not

only are the wants supplied of the stranger when present, but

his necessities are provided against when he is absent and un-

expected—a mere guest in posse. In many places where the

natural springs are distant, wells have been prepared; or if these

could not be dug from the nature of the ground, huts are built,

wherein water jars, carefully placed in the shade, are kept con-

stantly full by the spontaneous and unrewarded labour of the

peasants.

' We were much struck, on all the roads in Asia Minor, at the great

number of fountains which are met with. They are invaluable to the

traveller over the parched and dried-up plains, and are often the result of

the pure benevolence and genuine native hospitality of the Turkish pea-

sant. In some places where there is no spring or supply of water to form

a running stream, the charitable inhabitant of a neighbouring village

places a large vessel of water in a rude hut, built either of stone or

houghs, to shade it from the sun : this jar or vessel is filled daily, or

as often as necessity requires, and the water is sometimes brought from a

distance of many miles.'

Many of the legends current in different places prove how
genuine is their reverence for hospitality. At Malassa, on the

banks of the Tchorab, a curious tradition exists.

' Ascending the narrow valley on the right bank of the river, we
passed at half-jtast two an enormous mass of rock lying between the river

and the road, at least forty feet hij^h. The following tradition was told

us by a suriji respecting it :—A village once stood near the spot, and ;he

rock in question was a haystack belonging to an old woman ; one day a

traveller arrived on horseback, and requested food for liis hungry steed,

but the old woman refused to comply with his request, in consequence
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of which, to punish her avarice and want of hospitality, her haystack was
turned into stone."

We learn from Mr Ainsworth that a similar legend is

told in explanation of the existence of the salt-mines at Taz
Keuy ; a village in the neighbourhood of the Taz Ghieul, (or

Salt Lake,)—the ancient Tattsea Palus.

' The tradition of Haji Bectash's discovery of these mines, relates that

the holy man stopped in the neighbourhood to request food, whereupon a

dish of eggs was laid before him; but the hospitable hostess forgot the

salt, and he did not, even after several requisitions, obtain this condi-

ment, so essential to the digestion of eggs. The dervish, reduced toper-

form a miracle, vowed that the village should never again be in want of

salt ; so, putting his staff into the ground, he opened the subterraneous

store that lay buried there.'*

A fact which speaks most favourably both for the natural

dispositions and the government of the Turks, is the per-

fect safety the traveller enjoys even while passing through
the wildest districts—and not only a safety of person, but also

of property. More than one instance is related by Mr Hamil-
ton of the honesty displayed by the inhabitants. On one
occasion, two men who had picked up his geological hammer, fol-

lowed him for a considerable distance till they could overtake

him and return his property. If we had not limited our proofs

to the testimony to be derived from the work of Mr Hamilton
himself, we might select from the narratives of Messrs Fellowes,

Ainsworth, and other travellers, many instances of u similar

observance of strict honesty. We cannot, however, forbear

referring to one passage in Mr P'ellowes' work, where he re-

lates, that upon one occasion, having left his baggage exposed
while preparing for a tour of exploration, he observed to his

guide the danger he incurred of having his property stolen ;

when the man gave him an answer, which he found correct,

that a ' Turk might not steal—his religion forbade it !' That
the j)ersonal safety of the traveller is assured, we have from
Mr Hamilton a full acknowledgment. Haji Mehemet Agha
had made him the present of a valuable horse, a gilt which it

would have been unfriendly to return unaccepted ; and yet, in

accordance with the manners of the Turks, the gift must be
acknowledged by another of equivalent value. A traveller is

not overstocked with supernumerary articles, so Mr Hamihon
selected ' his only pair of pistols, which, though rather small for a
' Turk, were very good, and had percussion locks. I added also

* Travels and Researchea in Asia Minora Mesopotamia, Sfc.

V(^L. LXXVIJ. NO. CLVI, 2 G
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* a patent canister full of English powder, and some copper caps

—

* a pretty good proof of the conviction I had gained, that tra-
* veiling in Asia Minor was, at this period, unattended with any
' personal dangers.'

A pleasing scene is described, of which Mr Hamilton was wit-
ness at Harmanjeh, of the intercourse between the common people
and the great man, the Agha of the town; yet even then he can-
not conclude without a disparaging comment, which is, to say
the least of it, unsubstantiated :

—

' During- this delay I remained in the Agha's salamlik, watching the
progress of public business, highly interested with the appearance of
bold independence and the digniried manner of all around me, as well as

with the perfect silence in which the whole was conducted. But what
struck me most was the grace and dignity of the peasants who came in

to pay taxes:, or procure a teskeray, or make some small present to the
Agha, who was at the same time their landlord, or, as was the case with
some, merely to kiss his hand. 'Jhis ceremony was performed in a pecu-
har and impressive manner ; the inferior takes the right hand of his mas-
ter between both his own, bowing low at the same time, after which he
slowly strokes his beard with both his hands, whilst the superior merely
touches his own with the hand that has been embraced. One man par-
ticularly attracted my attention ; he was a fine athletic figure, and ad-
vanced towards the Agha's secretary with great dignity as he presented
his petition, accompanied with a gift rolled up in paper, containing sugar,

coffee, pepper, or some such trifle ; then retreating backwards until he
reached the centre of the room, he quietly assumed a most dignified

attitude, with his right foot a little advanced, whilst both his hands rested

upon his broad red sash. Although I understood not a word of the

speech which he then delivered, I felt that no Young or Kemble, with
their most studied arts, ever came near the natural dignity and carriage

of this illiterate peasant. In broad contrast with this man's appearance
was that of a feel.'le old man, the picture of rtiiserv, in rags and tatters,

who was sitting on the floor beside him. When he afterwards arose to

make liis salutation to the Chief, the proud Agha half rose from his

seat to receive his m elcome, and to spare him the trouble and fatigue of
stooping. It was a touching instance of respect for old age ; and the
whole scene was well calculated to impress upon a stranger a favourable

idea, as far at least as externals went, of the manners and feelings of the

Turks. I was also much struck with the ease and publicity with which
their business was transacted, and their courteous bearing towards each
other ; but I must confess that, when I afterwards became better ac-

quainted with their motives, and with their corrupt system of govern-
ment, I learnt to look with more suspicion on their outward manners,
and to judge less favourably of their actions and intentions.'

His own reception at that place (Harmanjeh) was graceful,

and hospitable, as he acknowledges; though even his acknowledg-
ment evinces before its conclusion the same acid flavour of pre-

judice.
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' Here we were most hospitably entertained by tlie villaj;ers, one of

whom brought wood, another carjjets, another cushions ; and after some
tiaie a profusion of dishes for dinner, consisting of soups, stewed mutton,
vegetables, rice, and sherbets, which, when we had satisfied our appe-

tites, afforded a repast to the bystanders. Their hospitality, however,

was rather troublesome, for every man in the village seemed to think he
had a right to come and stare at us, smoke our tobacco, and crowd our

apartment, which they did for several hours with provoking- perseve-

rance, although the only conversation carried on was through an inter-

preter. Yet, notwithstanding their humble rank, their dignified manners
would not have disgraced a palace ; this natural ease is one of the most
peculi ir features of the character of the Turkish peasant. They com-
])lained of the new registration then in progress throughout Anatolia by
order of the Sultan, and could not understand or ajiprove of his sending-

round persons to take an inventory of their property, their lands, their

wives, and their flocks.'

This last remark is an insinuation of the bigoted ignorance ot

the inhabitants
; yet their fears were but natural ; being accus-

tomed, from experience, to associate every survey of their num-
bers or their possessions with the imposition of a tax. Or,

granting that there was some dei se want of apprehension, we
can produce a parallel from the capital of not the least advanced
nation of Europe—a city, too, boasting the possession, if we
may believe Mrs Trollope, of an aristocratic society of most ex-

traordinary refinement,—composing, in her own phrase, la creme

de la creme—we mean Vienna. Not many years since, as we are

told by Mr Turn bull, the Emperor Joseph endeavoured to in-

troduce the mode of distinguishing houses in the principal streets

by numbers, instead of the antiquated mode by painted signs.

An emeufe was the result;— the populace having taken up the

idea that numbers were affixed for the purpose of more conveni-

ently registering and collecting a new house-tax.

Together with their hospitality, their refined courtesy, and an

implicit resignation to the decrees of Providence, which we have
too hastily confounded with fatalism, the Mahometans of Asia

Minor retain no little feeling of national pride;—a feeling which
must descend to, and impress every individual before he can be-

come an active member of any social community. Even the

beggars evince the proud sense of dignity derived from their

nationality. Passing through the suburbs of Ak Shiher, Mr
Hamilton remarks, ' the narrow street was thronged with beg-
' gars; but such was their Mahometan pride, that although loud
' in their cries and entreaties to every Turk, and even to our
' suriji, they would not condescend to ask a single para from
' Demetrius or myself.'
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At the close of his work Mr Hamilton thus sums up his accu-

sations :

—

' They are all ignorant and presumptuous, vain and bigoted, proud

without any feeling of honour, and cringing without humility ; they can-

not resist the temptation of money, or the prospective benefit of a lie.

lu their government and administrative duties they are tyrannical and
overbearing ; in their religious doctrines dogmatical and intolerant, and
in their fiscal measures mercenary and arbitrary. They are as ignorant

of their own history as of that of other nations ; and this is the case even

with the better educated, who are in most respects far inferior in charac-

ter, probity, and honour to the peasants and lower classes. Their virtues

are those of the savage, who is generous because nature easily supplies

his wants, and charitable because of the uncertain tenure by which he
holds his fortune. The rich man of to-day may, by the caprice of an

erring individual, be a beggar to-morrow ; why then should he hoard

his wealth, since he knows not who shall spend it ? As long as a Turk
is poor and removed from temptation, he is honest, but no sooner is he

appointed to office, or obtains the management of public money, than his

uneducated mind is unable to withstand the charm, and he becomes a

peculator and a thief ; he appropriates to himself whatever he can lay

hands on, and oppresses those below him, while, for the sake of securing

his ill-gotten plunder, he propitiates his superiors by bribery and adula-

tion. This has undoubtedly led to that demoralizing practice of the

Turkish Government, of selling all places to the highest bidder, allowing

him in return to make the most he can out of the unprotected subjects,

by extortion and taxation.

' The mischievous effects of such measures are but too apparent, and
cannot be mistaken by the stranger in this anomalous country. At-
tempts, it is said, are being made, under the influence of a hw enlight-

ened Turks, to reform some of their greatest grievances, and particularly

this corrupt practice of buying every place under Government. But suc-

cess is, I fear, more than doubtful. Kvery object of change or improve-

ment must be opposed by the bigoted influence of Mahometanism ; and
the dread of Christian encroachments will resist all attempts to introduce

any rational and practical form of government, which can only be based

on education and a higher tone of moral feeling.'

Mr Hamilton, who seems to be a Conservative in England,
becomes a Reformer of the most radical description when he
crosses the Propontis ; and he accordingly proposes entirely to

displace the Mahometans from the soil they usurp :

—

' Every day's experience confirmed me in the idea, that it would be

preferable for humanity, civilization, and commerce, if the Russians
were in possession of this country instead of the Turks. That, how-
ever, is of course out of the question : the other European powers could

never consent to such aggrandizement on the part of Russia ; but might
not other means be devised to get rid of the Turks, whose existence in

Europe in the nineteenth century is a disgrace to all Christian nations ?
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They should be driven back to their natural boundaries, and the Maho-
metan territories should be limited to Syria, Arabia, Egypt, Persia, and

Tartary. ******
The Turks, reduced to their native wilds in Tartary, might perhaps re-

cov»;r from the moral detjradation in which they are now steeped ; and,

with a more healtliy state of feeling, a way might be prepared for their

admission, in the fulness of time, to the pale of Christianity.'

After the proposal, so reluctantly withdrawn, to supersede

Turkisli by Russian domination, we confess that we look with

some suspicion at the author's contrast of the two nations, when
he saw them almost in contact, at Kars on the frontier :

—

' What a striking contrast this exhibits between the conduct of these

two people—the Russians, strong and flourishing, and constantly acting

as the aggressors, fortify their frontier line on the left bank of the Arpu
Chai, thereby securing every successive conquest—while the Turks, weaiv

and disorganized, helpless against their neighbour, and oppressed by their

own rulers, leave the line of their frontier without a guard or a sentry,

and their towns dismantled, in ruins, and unprotected by a single soldier

or piece of cannon.'

The author often alludes to the evil tendencies of the Turkish
system of administration, which leaves the subordinate powei5
almost without responsibility for their actions, as they have pur-

chased their authority from the Porte. And the result, by giving

full scope to the rapacity of the governors, is brought forward as

the great cause of the degeneracy of the people ; whenever a

man becomes rich, he is an object of suspicion and persecution
;

when a town is, from natural causes, enabled to obtain an influx

of trade and wealth, the invariable consequence is, ' that it is

' proportionably harassed by its governors, and speedily restored
' to its state of poverty and ruin.' Another remark is intro-

duced to show the want of subordination in all departments of

authority. ' It is an universal feature in the successive grada-
' tion of powers in Turkey, that more respect and obedience is

' shown to the orders of an immediate superior than to those of
' a higher rank ; as, for instance, the governor of Ak Serai shows
* more obedience to the bouyourdi of the Pasha of Koniyeh than
' to the Sultan's firmahn ; while the Agha of Kadj Hissar pays
* more attention to the letter of the governor of Ak Serai than
' to the bouyourdi of the Pasha.' If Mr Hamilton had visited

the villages around the tomb of Haji Bectash, the holy der-

vish, of whom he makes mention in a preceding page, he would
have seen proof that the condition of the inhabitants does not
always owe its character to the rapacity of the governors. In that

district, the sanctity attached to the tomb of the dervish is allowed

to exempt the inhabitants from the payment of every tax, except

a trifling- sum to serve for keeping the sepulchre in repair. I'hc
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consequence is that the population there is idler and poorer than

in almost any part of Asia Minor ; even the small demands upon
their exertions are not supplied, and the tomb itself is in a ruin-

ous condition. The fact appears unquestionably to be, that the

energies of the Mahometans are not to be excited, for any con-

tinuance, by the mere stimulus of gain. An Englishman is apt

to give over as irreclaimable those who cannot be persuaded to

take proper advantage of their opportunities for obtaining wealth

by the expenditure of labour. It requires a most comprehensive

observation, and a full appreciation of the wide differences in in-

tellectual and social life, between race and race, before a just

judgment can be passed upon their true position in the scale of

humanity.

Mr Fellowes has, we think, formed much more reasonable

views of the state of the Turks. In his Preface he thus ex-

presses himself:— ' At the time of my arrival in the countrj'^, I

' was strongly biassed in favour of the Greeks, and equally pre-

* judiced against the Turks ; and it will be seen in the course of
* the narrative, how the unfavourable idea of the Turkish cha-
* racter was gradually removed by a personal intimacy with the
* people ; generally in situations where they were remote from
* every restraint but those which their religion imposes.' Con-
sequent upon this generous sympathy with the Mahometan
race, is a juster and more hopeful view of their state and pros-

pects. Mr Fellowes remarks the notice that wealth attracts to-

wards its possessors ; but his comment upon the fact is, that in

Turkey a rich man rarely breaks the law. Frequently he suf-

fered inconveniences—unexampled in Europe—from finding that

money would not tempt the inhabitants of a remote village to

exert themselves in his service ; but he also records with simple

grace, that what he could not get for gold was given from

kindness.

We are happy to pass on to subjects which enable us to speak

with deserved praise of Mr Hamilton's work. His descriptions

of scenery are picturesque and graphic ; and he has made them
more especially valuable by the geological phenomena, upon the

grandest scale, which he portrays. The most magnificent scenes

he witnessed, were upon the shores of the Black Sea, which he
coasted for a considerable distance when on his way to visit the

ruins of Anni, the Mithridatic capital of Pontus. The journey

to Trebizond was perforriied in a steamer, being the second time

that passage had been made by steam. Since then, we believe,

a packet has been established to ply regularly between that port

and Constantinople.

At Trebizond, Mr Hamilton found the same kind of poisonous
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honey from which tlie soldiers of Xenophon suffered. The flower

whence is derived the deleterious quuhty, is a species of Azalea

that grows in large quantities upon the declivities of the moun-
tains around Trebizond ; and probably both bees and flowers

are the lineal descendants of those that flourished at the date of

the Anabasis.

The Euxine owes its modern title of Black Sea to the dense

fogs that hang over its surface. Mr Hamilton explains the

cause as arisins: from the hio-h mountain-ranges that circle the

coast, and confine the vapours as in a basm, causing them to

expand over the water. This is the reason why the Euxine

is always so full of water, and keeps a perpetual current flowing

downwards through the Dardanelles into the Mediterranean.

A corroboration of this hypothesis is derived from the cir-

cumstance, that though the mountains are so near the coast

that all the rivers which flow northwards, and empty themselves

into the Euxine, are necessarily of very short course, yet the

quantity of water they bring down, is in all of them unusually

great.

Several migratory tribes are found scattered about different

parts of Asia Minor, of whom we should have wished to learn

more particulars. Though wandering, they do not appear to be

predatory in their habits, according to the general tendency of a

roving life. A few exceptions were found among the Kurds, '^'ho

occasionally turn m.arauders. A brief enumeration of the nomadic

tribes is given in Mr Hamilton's account of the different classes

of inhabitants in Asia Minor:

—

' There are four flistinct classes who live in the country, and who are

to be distinguished from one anoihpr. 1. The common Turkish pea-

sant. 2. 'I'he Turcoman. 3. 'J'he Euruque. 4. The Kurd.
' 1. The Turkish peasants, who dwell in villages and cultivate the

ground, are the real agricultural labourers of the country ; they generally

por^sess small gardens, and are called yerti, (from jere, earth.) They
always have fixed habitations, although many of them, during the sum-

mer months, retire to the mountains, or other cool places in the neigh-

bourhood, wiiich are called Yailais ; but even then they live in houses

and not in tents.

< 2. The Turcomans have also their villages, in which they reside du-

ring the winter months, but seldom, if ever, cultivate the ground or raise

corn. They live on the produce of their flocks and herds, and some-

times breed camels. They always live in tents during the summer, in

some extensive plain near their villages, for the sake ot their flocks and

herds, and do not go to the mountains in search of a cooler air. They
are, I suspect, the parent stock of the Turks, but have longer pursued

their wandering nomadic habits ; they are seldom met with except in the

neighbourhood of great plains, which aflFord pasture for tlieir flocks and

herds.'
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< 3. The Euriiques have no villages ; like the Kurds, in this respect

they are a truly nomadic race. They live on the produce of their flocks

and herds, but generally in mountainous and wooded districts. They
breed camels, and one of their principal occupations is burning charcoal.

They live in tents made of black goats' hair, like the Kurds, and not in

the round bell-shaped tents of the Turcomans, which are made of slender

twigs, forming a kind of wickerwork covered over with carpets or thick

felt. They are said to speak the same language as the Turks.
' 4. The Kurds are quite a different race of people, and speak a diffe-

rent language ; they have their own chiefs and leaders, and lead a tho-

roughly independent life. They likewise have no villages, and cultivate

no land, but breed horses and keep large flocks. They invariably move
into different districts according to the season, having their summer and

winter stations. * * * They are the most turbulent and least

reconciled to the authority of a regular government of all the tribes in

Asia Minor, but have become more orderly since the successes of Res-

chid Mahomed Pasha in Kurdistan,'

We cannot take leave of these interesting^ works, without ex-

pressing our satisfaction at learning that Mr Fellowes is about

again to visit Asia Minor ; and that he will depart better pro-

vided than heretofore, both for pursuing the requisite investi-

gations, and for the amicable removal of any specimens of ancient

art that he may discover. The duty could not be assigned to

any one more indefatigable in prosecuting researches among
treasures whose extent is as yet unknown.

Art. VI The Naturalist's Library. Conducted by Sir William
Jardine, Bart. (Vol. 34. Part 3. Comprising the Rasores

and Grallatores of the Birds of Britain and Ireland. By
the Editor.) Post 8vo. Edinburgh: 1842.

Tt would be difficult to mention a frame of mind which is at
-^ once more desirable in itself, and more beneficial in its con-

sequences, than that which habitually seeks for gratification in

the survey and contemplation of the works of nature, Few will

be found more lastingly calculated to soothe irritation of tem-

per—to elevate the noblest feelings—and to maintain through

life a cheerful and contented disposition ; and few pursuits are

more thoroughly within the reach of all ranks and conditions of

society, and all kinds and degrees of intellect. While men of the

most powerful faculties and the most extensive attainments may,
for the period of the longest life, employ all of them in the study

of nature, and still find the subject unexhausted and enchanting,
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the individual of acquirements the most limited, and opportunities
for observation the most unfavourable, may, from the same source,
experience daily an amount of rational- pleasure, which it would
be in vain to look for, at the same easy and agreeable rate, from
almost any other employment of his mind.

But however rational and enduring may be these pleasures,

it is only of late years that a taste for almost any of the branches
of Natural History became prevalent throughout Britain and
Ireland. When we look back some thirty or forty years, and con-
template the position then occupied by this country in as far as
regarded that branch of science, we cannot but be struck with
surprise at the truly barren prospect which it presented. There
was no periodical publication expressly devoted to the illustra-

tion of any one of the Kingdoms of nature ; nor was there,

in fact, any number of individuals whose contributions would
have been sufficiently valuable and interesting to support such
a publication.- And when any publication in professed elucida-
tion of the works of nature did make its appearance, at a dreary
interval from its predecessor, its merits were, generally speaking,
of a very inferior character, and its illustrations meagre— ill

executed as works of art, and in point of scientific precision alto-

gether unsatisfactory. Let any one who is in doubt on the sub-
ject examine, both in respect to text and illustrations, the works
of Edwards, Shaw, and even of Pennant, who are usually re-

garded as the chief ornaments of this backward period.

Great is the change which has taken place in Britain within
the course of the last twenty-five years ! During this period the
study of Natural History has, in all its branches, advanced with
rapid steps. Some time previous to this, indeed, an impulse in
this direction had been communicated by the exquisite produc-
tions of Bewick. These, although unpretending in their nature,
and intended principally for the young, nevertheless enjoyed
general and unusual favour. They are likely still to continue
to do so. For although, in more recent publications of a similar

character, the mechanical execution of the cuts, as was naturally
to be expected from the progress of the art, is undoubtedly much
more delicate and beautiful, the spirit, the life, the expression,
the motion almost, by which, in particular, the ornithological

portraits of the great restorer of cutting in wood are distinguished,
have never yet been approached by any other artist. A begin-
ning so worthy has been followed up, in numerous quarters, with
increasing spirit and success; and ot the many splendid and accu-
rate df lineations of natural objects which have recently appeared
in Britain, few of our readers, who are interested in such mat-
ters, can require to be informed. The magnificent illustrations,
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for example, of British Ornithology by Mr Selby, and the sub-
sequent illustrations of general Ornithology by the same fli^tin-

guished naturalist, in conjunction with Sir William Jardine,
reflect the highest credit on their talents and perseverance. The
eff*orts, indeed, which have been made, and which are still making,
by these gentlemen in behalf of every branch of natural science,

are worthy of all commendation. They not only excel as na-
turalists and as draughtsmen, but they have very often also been
themselves the etchers of their own plates. In the character of
artists, we are not, however, of opinion that their merits are on a
footing of equality. The productions of Sir William Jardine are

undoubtedly beautiful, and executed, on the whole, with deli-

cacy and care ; but we cannot help regarding- his figures as occa-

sionally constrained in the attitude, and destitute of that graceful

freedom and vigour of execution by -which both the pencil and
the graver of the Ornithologist of Northumberland are distin-

guished. Nothing can be finer than the manner in which the

plumage of his birds, especially of those where it is of a mottled

or downy description, is, in his happier efforts, exemplified
;

and also the trees, the trailing plants, and the herbage, amid
which his ornithological portraits are so frequently placed.*

All who have taste for these subjects, must be aware of the

excellence of Mr Wilson's Illustrations of the Animal Kingdom^
derived principally from the specimens in the rich Museum of the

University of this city. In accuracy and faithfulness of detail,

it would be difficult to surpass this accomplished draughtsman
and most agreeable writer. It would be great injustice not to

allude, at least, to the diversified labours of Mr Swainson. His
Zoological Illustrations, and especially his Illustrations of the

Northern Zoology of America, are well known, and must always

be admired by all for whom a representation of nature, soft in

the touch, chaste in the colouring, and lifelike in the look and
attitude, shall continue to possess attractions.

Some other departments to which we have not so particularly

adverted, have also met with delineators and admirers. Hewit-

son's Illustrations of British Oology, is a work not only complete

in itself, but finished with great accuracy and beauty. The
author, in his enthusiasm for the works of nature, and his anxiety

* The only deduction which we would feel inclined to make from the

warmest prai-;es that could be bestowed on the etchings of Mr SeUiy

would he, that, not unfrequently, the outline of his birds has an unplea-

santly angular and abrupt appearancf, and is destitute of that rounded

and flowing grace by which the originals are distinguishedJn nature.
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to o-ratify tbe wishes of his subscribers, did not hesitate, during

the progress of his undertaliing, to make various fatiguing ex-

peditions in search of rarities, to be drawn and figured. He tra-

versed the whole of the Shetland Isles; atid explored the almost

innumerable islets by which the Norwegian coast is studded, till

he had advanced within the Arctic circle ; besides examining,

at the same time, a considerable portion of the mainland. His

work, in consequence, not only contains numerous eggs which

had nrver been previously figured, but is particularly rich in

original and graphic accounts of the birds themselves, and of

the peculiar habits by which they are distinguished. In a pic-

torial point of view, its merits we should imagine almost defy

competition. Previouj.ly to its appearance, it was the opinion

of Mr Yarrel*—a great authority in these matters—tliat the best

work on the eggs of birds was that of Naumann and Buhle, pub-

lished, in five parts, at Halle in Gerinany. Let any one compare

with this work the Ouloyy of Mr Hewitson, and he will not fail

to perceive the superior merits of our countryman.

In speaking of publications intended to illustrate particular

branches of natural science. Sir W. Jardine's Illustrations of the

British Salmonidce deserve particular notice. Of this magnificent

and minutely accurate publication we have only seen the first two

fasciculi ; but we understand that there is a reasonable prospect

of the work being continued, and brought to a conclusion. It would

be difficult to over-estimate the beauty and fidelity of its engraving

and colouring. In consequence of the size of the plates on which

the various species are represented, and the scrupulous accuracy

with which all their parts are individually rendered, the engravings

may almost be said to be to the naturalist of equal interest and

value, as if the living specimens themselves, shining in all the

brilliancy and distinctness of nature, were placed before him.

Nor is the subject one merely of scientific curiosity, or calculated

only to furnish gratification to pictorial taste. A proper know-
ledge of the various species of our native Salmonidce—our infor-

mation regarding which has been hitherto confused, contradictory,

and unsatisfactory—ought, doubtless, to be regarded as of very

material consequence in a commercial, and therefore national,

point of view. The unravelling of the numerous synonyms which

have been attached to this highly-interesting tribe of fishes

—

the establishment, upon carefully considered grounds, of the dif-

ferent species of which the tribe is composed— and the knowledge,

from personal observation and experiment, of their habits and

Loudon s Mag. of Nat. Hist. Vol. ii. p. 205.
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economy—has, it is understood, been long a favourite pursuit

with the author He has, it is known, spared neither pains nor

expense in collecting materials, and it would be much to be re-

gretted if he should not be encouraged to complete his design.

Our limits will not allow us, at present, to touch, even in

the foregoing slight fashion, upon many other publications in

Natural History, with which the press may, at the present mo-
ment, be said to teem ;* and we hasten to observe, that we be-

lieve none of them is more popular or influential in diffusing a

taste for the science, than the publication which has led to the

preceding observations. The Naturalist^s Library appears in the

shape of a handsome post octavo volume, once every two or

three months. Each volume, at an average, contains fully more
than 250 pages of well printed text, together with about thirty-

two engravings on steel, drawn and coloured, in most cases,

from nature. Many of the volumes are from the pens of the most
eminent naturalists of the day ; in proof of which it is only neces-

sary to mention the names of Selby, Swainson, M'Gillivray,

Duncan, ~ Hamilton, Smith, and others. The accurate pencils

of Swainson, Lear, Dickes, Stewart, Westwood, Smith, &c.,

have been successfully employed upon the illustrations. Its suc-

cess with the public has been unusually great. Of some of the

more popular volumes, we are informed that upwards of eleven

thousand copies have been sold.

The work embraces the four great departments of Mammalia,
Ornithology, Entomology, and Ichthyology. In the first, there

have already appeared twelve volumes; in the second, twelve;

in the third, seven ; and in the fourth, three. The series

is to close at the fortieth volume. These volumes appear to

* We have not, for example, bestowed any notice on the Illustrations

of American Ornithology by Audubon. To have done so, however,

would have appeared to be altogether unnecessary. It is long since Cuvier

himself characterized the drawings of Audubon as the most splendid

monument which art had yet erected in honour of Ornithology. His vo-

lumes of Ornithological Biography have been regarded as rivalling, in

originality of observation, and vividness of expression, the admired

descriptions of Wilson ; and so widely have his merits been appreciated,

that there is now almost no one in this country to whom his name has

not, in some measure, become known. We should, also, have been glad

to have dwelt on the ornithological publications of Mr Gould—an author

whose works, especially in a pictorial point of view, are considered by

many as placing him at the very head of those who have employed them-

selves in that delightful department of natural science to which his

attention has, we believe, been exclusively directed.
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us to have, almost always,* hit the happy medium between a

rigorously scientific and a merely popular method. Those
who are but entering on the study of natural science may
read them with pleasure, and without any laborious exertion

;

while even those who have made the greatest advances in the

knowledge of nature, and penetrated furthest into the recesses

of her majestic temple, would have no excuse for turning away
from them with any thing approaching to indifference. Their

style is almost uniformly clear and correct ; and, on proper occa-

sions, rises into the eloquence and the warmth befitting the in-

spiriting nature of the subject.

If an exception must be made to the above commendation, we
are compelled to name the Editor as the transgressor. And it

is because we consider this circumstance as a blot on the general

merits of the work, which a little circumspection might very easily

prevent, that we are not displeased that the volume now before

us, one of the last which has issued from the press, has proceeded
from his pen ; as it gives us an opportunity of proving the truth

of the charge we have made. Of his merits generally we do not

suppose that many of our readers require to be told : his acquire-

ments as a naturalist have indeed been long recognised. It is,

however, as an Ornithologist that he is best known. It was in

this character, if we mistake not, that he first made his appearance
before the public; and in it he appears to be generally regarded as

an authority. He is evidently a close ajid patient observer of nature.

* The only volume which can be justly regarded as an exception to

this remark, and as misplaced in such a puhlication, is the tenth, on fhe

iiatural arrangement a/td relations of the family of fly-catchers. Our
readers are probably aware that the ingenious and learned author (Mr
Svvainson) is a strenuous advocate for what in Natural History is termed
the quinary system ; or, in other words, that he contidently asserts that

all the productions of nature will be found to resolve themselves into

circles consisting of five groups each ; that proximate circles or larger

groups are connected by the intervention of lesser groups; that each
class in any one of these groups is a representative of a corresponding
class in some other group; and, in a word, that the whole animal king-
dom is arranged in circular affinities ! With the enforcement of this theory,
and the working out of its details—in as far as the fy-caichers form one
of its constituent parts—the whole volume is occupied. Now, it is well
known that naturalists are exceedingly divided in opinion regarding this

quinary system—some extolling it as a discovery of first-rate importance ;

others maintaining that it is a tissue of absurdity, and a most presump-
tuous attempt to subject the infinite variety of the works of nature to a
few arbitrary and lutile aj^suuijiiiuns.
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While laudably attentive to anatomical structure, he seems to

delight in detecting and pointing- out those often minute links

by which nature passes from one class of animated beings to

another; and he is, at the same time, equally anxious to describe

the habits of the animals which occupy his attention, and to show
the admirable concord between structure and habits. He is

no closet compiler—no mere copyist of the writings and the ob-
servations of others. The freshness and the originality of his

observations on birds, and the many interesting facts in connexion
with their habits which his writings contain, are obviously the
fruit of his own immediate and habitual observation. Those to

whom his writings are known, will be inclined, we should think,

to agree with us in what we have remarked as to their solidity

and value. And it is because we, in general, consider his matter

to be so original and so good, that we regret the language in which
that matter is too frequently submitted to the eye of the public.

His style is destitute, in a remarkable degree, of precision and
clearness; and, on numerous occasions, unaccountably deficient

even in grammatical accuracy. The volume now under our con-

sideration makes no exception to the remarks we have applied to

his writings generally.

The task is irksome and ungracious ; but we feel it to be a

duty to make good our censure. In p. 64, for example, it is

said of the stock-dove— ' its manners in other respects some-
' what resemble the last, mixing occasionally with it.' Here
the word mixing must be considered as agreeing with manners^

and the result is sheer nonsense. In what grammatical com-
pendium shall we find an authority for the construction that

follows? 'We have once or twice received the young birds

' from the south, but was never successful,' (p. 72.) It is

said of the bittern, that it is in the evening that that peculiar

booming noise is uttered, ' to which has been attached various
' superstitions and also singular conjectures,' (p. 145.) Of the

family of the Tetraonidce, the author observes— ' the birds belong-
' ing to it in general pair and remain in parties, the mvnber of
' the broods from season to season ; but some species are polyga-
' mous, and run into this greatcharacteristic of the Kasoiial group,'

(p. 76.) The characteristic here mentioned is unquestionably

polygamy, and it therefore follows that the meaning in other

words is, ' some species are polygamous and run into polygamy.'

To the words in italics we profess our inability to attach suck a

meaning as will be productive of sense. ' The capercailzie,'

it is said, ' was certainly the noblest of the British feathered game;
' but the attributes of size, strength, and beauty, have proved his

' destruction, and it has been for many years extinct,' (p. 79.)
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As a general remark, we may here mention that Sir W. is ex-

ceedingly des[)Otic in respect to the per^^onal pronouns. What
at one moment is masculine, the next become neuter ; and what

in one line is singular, may, in the one immediately succeeding,

appear as plural. Thus, in the words last quoted, the pronouns

liis and it are, in the course of a few words, both applied to the

capercailzie. Still spt-aking of this noble bird—the author (p. 80)

says, ' in its habits in a wild state, all our accounts agree in

' stating their close alliance to those of the black-cock. They
' frequent forests,' (p. 80.) Whether the pronouns their and

t/ieij refer to the bird, or to its habits, seems rather puzzling.

The author enters into a brief discussion (p. 82) whether or

not the Tetrao mediiis is a hybrid between the capercailzie and

blauk-cock, or a distinct and well-marked species, constituting an

interesting link in the chain of nature's affinities. His arguments

are, in our opinion, ingenious, and would almost appear to be

conclusive as to the Tetrao medius being a separate species. Here,

however, as in many other parts of the volume, although the

matter is apparently good, the language is exceedingly detective

in precision and accuracy. * The continental ornithologists ge-
' nerally, we believe, adopted the theory of hybridity, and it

' has been assented to, or at least not contradicted, by those of

* this country. One residing at a distance from their haunts
* cannot be expected to go narrowly into the question.' Although

we are easily able to see what the author intended to say, it is

nevertheless strictly true, that by all the known rules of speech the

haunts spoken of must be regarded as the haunts of the ornitho-

loijists. Take, also, as a rare specimen of the qualities upon

which we have been commenting, the singularly lucid and eupho-

nious sentence which follows :
—

' The similarity of the specimens
* we, however, consider now as the strongest fact against the

' hybrid theory; and even if a differently marked specimen should
' occur—and they car. bear no proportion to the resembling ones

< —we should consider it much more probable to be a cross be-

' tween the presently considered hybrid and the capercailzie,'

(p. 83.) It is obvious that now is meant to supply the place

of some such expression as, in the present state of our knowledge.

With what word, moreover, does the pronoun they agree? Whom
or what do the resembling ones resemble? If it refers to a diffe-

rently marked specimen, wiih what does more probable agree?

Instead of the expression at present, we have, too, the Scotticism

presently, which, on the slightest examination, will always be

found to refer to ix future time. The most astounding fact, how-

ever, connected with the capercailzie, remains to be mentioned.

We are gravely assured (p. 8^) ' that a fine male specimen of the
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' capercailzie will sit fully two feet above the branch on which he
' is perched.' Perched, we take it for granted, will be allowed to
be here synonymous with seated; so that the information com-
municated in the above sentence regarding this splendid bird
is neither more nor less than this, that he will sit two feet

above the branch on which he is sitting ! In page 124, the
heron is spoken of as exch-^ngiug habits for a JbresC ; and after

mentioning—in a sentence, the members of which have as usual
an exceedingly doubtful relation to each other—that the bird in
question generally makes choice, in the breeding season, of a
locality where there is a thoroughfare, the author goes on to

say, ' we, at the same time, know of a few breeding stations
' in most retired places, a wild and retired glen, or the
' solitary islet in some Highland loch,' &c. Interpreted accord-
ing to the usual rules, these words must mean, that in most of
the retired places throughout the country there are a few breed-
ing stations—whereas it is easy to see that the writer intend-
ed to say, in very retired places or in the most retired places.

In page 132, the words 'our next beautiful division of the
' herons is that of the egrets,' ought evidently to be ' our next
' division of the herons is the beautiful one of the egrets.' What
the exact meaning of our author actually is, when he tells us,

(p. 132,) that ' the plumage of the egret is generally pure
' white, and always pale at one period, either in the complete
' or incomplete plumage,' we acknowledge ourselves unable to

discover. Let any one unravel to us the mysteries of the follow-

ing sentence, and we will not call him Davus

:

—
' The present

' bird is confined to the old world ; but how far restricted, or
' whether the other white egrets, from almost all parts of the old
' hemisphere, of a similar size, are all identical, perhaps still

' requires a more strict investigation,' (p. 133.) Does this

mean that the other white egrets are all identical with each
other ? or that they are all identical with the present bird ? If,

moreover, they are all identical with the present bird, how can

they be other egrets ? Still speaking of egrets, it is observed,

(p. 134,) that 'during the last winter (1840-41) there have
' been several instances of white herons being seen and killed,

' both in England and Scotland, which, it is little doubt, were
* egrets of one species or another, but the difficulty of tracing
' them is great. These notices appeared chiefly in the news-
' papers, and, from the peculiar colour and appearance of the
' bird, they were sure to draw attention.' When our author here

speaks of these notices, to what notices does he refer ? In as far

as we have been able to perceive, he had previously made mention

of none. What is it, moreover, that was sure to draw attention ?
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According to the ordinary rules of speech, it should be either

the notices or the newspapers ; and yet we dare swear that the

writer himself is referring to the white herons. In the same page

it is said, ' in Scotland we are not aware that it (the egret) has

* ever been taken.' Surely the use in this sense of the verb to

takey is a vulgarism ; and yet we have, of late, observed that it is

becoming a favourite expression with not a few other naturalists.

It is said, (in p. 137,) that ' the attendance on cattle is a
' curious habit in some of the egrets, without doubt, on account
* of the insects that abound near them.' This is a choice speci-

men of the style of composition on which we are animadverting.

Taking the words according to the usual rules of construction

and of punctuation, the sense might very naturally be rendered,

as follows :
—

' The attendance on cattle in some of the egrets is

* a habit curious, without doubt, on account of the insects that

* abound near them ;' whereas, it is on account of the insects, and

on their account alone, that the habit is not curious. Speaking

of the nest of the woodcock being found in this country, it is

observed— ' The great attention that has been paid to British

* ornithology for thirty years past, has made known many in-

' stances of breeding ; for we do not see any changes in the coun-
* try that could have, at a later period, increased their frequency,'

(p. 171.) Can it be said that this is any thing but nonsense?

What is the meaning, in particular, of the expression at a later

period i Still speaking of the nest of the woodcock, the author,

(in p. 172,) says, ' scattered instances have been noted of nests

' being found in other districts of England ; but all these can
' merely be looked upon as cases on the very limit of their breed-

' ing range, and not at all similar to birds,' &c.

—

i. e., instances

ofa nest being found are not at all similar to birds ! Immediately

after the author says— ' like a great proportion of the aquatic

' birds, a dry spot is selected for the nest.' Not many, we pre-

sume, will be disposed to agree with the author, that a dry spot is

like a great proportion of the aquatic birds!

We might continue our criticisms to an indefinite extent—or,

to speak more accurately—the only limits to their extent would

be those of the book itself; for it is almost impossible to look

into any of its pages without meeting with examples of that

unusually ambiguous, involved, and ungrammatical mode of ex-

pression, which we cannot help regarding as a serious blemish in

an important work, and which we have, therefore, considered it

our duty to expose with some minuteness and severity.

Before concluding, we must notice the Illustrations with which

the present volume is accompanied. They are thirty -four in

VOL. LXXVII. NO. CLVI. 2 H
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number, and, with two exceptions, are engraved from the designs

of Mr Stewart—an artist whose pencil has been employed on

various volumes of the Naturalist's Library; but of whose merits

we cannot think so highly as of those of some others by whom
the work has been illustrated. There appears, not unfrequently,

an unnatural violence in the attitudes of the animals he has depict-

ed ; and we cannot divest ourselves of the idea that, in his anxiety

to avoid that deathlike insipidity and monotonous stifftiess by
which the representation of natural objects is so often disfigured,

he has sometimes been induced to run into the opposite extreme
;

and has thus overstepped the modesty of nature. This remark we
would particularly apply to his illustrations of the three volumes

on the * Birds of Britain,' by the Editor. If the engravings of

these illustrations are coloured in faithful imitation of the original

drawings, we should certainly feel inclined to say that the colour-

ing is, generally speaking, by far too strong and vivid ; that the

manner in which one tint is shaded into another is often harsh

;

and that, in some of the subjects, the effect produced can

scarcely be regarded as a resemblance of the original. Will any
one who is acquainted with the subject say that the figure given

in Plate XVII., as a specimen of the purre or dunlin in its

winter plumage, is a correct likeness of the bird as it exists in

nature? or would any individual, on seeing the figure presented

by itself, be able to name the bird which it is intended to repre-

sent? The woodcock, Plate XL, is also a signal failure, both as

respects the colouring and the drawing. That it would be un-

reasonable to expect that, in a cheap publication like the present,

the beautiful mottling and harmonious tinting of Nature's pencil,

as exhibited in the bird in question, should be faithfully and
minutely copied in the engraving, we are ready to allow

;

although we should have certainly expected to find the plumage
more faithfully rendered than it is in the plate in question. Be
this, however, as it may, the same indulgence ought not to be

extended to the drawing; and we have no hesitation in saying

that the representation of the bill, particularly at its tip, is by
no means true to nature ; and that, moreover, the square-like

shape of the head and the position of the eye—peculiarities by
which the woodcock is remarkably distinguished—are almost

completely lost sight of in the drawing. In as far as our own
taste is concerned, we cannot help thinking that the apparently

simple, but, in reality, artful and exquisite cut of Bewick, is the

only real portrait of the woodcock which we have happened to

see. The colouring of Plate XXV., on which is depicted the

lapivirifff is surely far stronger and more glaring than is warranted
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by nature ; and the same remark is applicable to the fio^ure of

the jack-snipe on Plate XII., and, indeed, to not a few of the

others. The neck of the corn-craik, as represented on Plate

XXIX., we cannot but consider as out of all proportion large

and tumid ; and so likewise, in a still more remarkable and

almost ludicrous degree, is that of the common thick-knee^ on

Plate XXIV. On not a few of the plates, also, the lines have

a wiry appearance, and fail in conveying to the eye that softness

and delicacy by which the plumage of birds is in nature so

beautifully distinguished. Judging of the whole edition from

the volume before us, we should say that, in many of the plates,

the colours have been laid on with a hasty and slovenly hand.

Hence the frequency of those blotches which at one time trans-

gress the prescribed limits of the outline, and at another, as if

by way of compensation, leave certain portions within it without

any colouring at all. Than this, nothing can be more offensive

to the eye of taste ; nor can any thing more readily induce the

belief that the object depicted is presented in an unnatural and

unfaithful dress.

It would be no answer to tell us, that we are unreasonably

looking for a degree of accuracy and of polish which it is at once

unjust and ludicrous to expect in a volume which is sold for

six shillings, and which contains three hundred and fifty pages

of text, and thirty-four coloured illustrations. The principal

merit claimed for these illustrations is their accuracy, and their

faithful resemblance to their prototypes in nature; and that

they are not intended to please the eye and to gratify the taste

as mere pictures, but have the higher object in view of assisting

the student in his researches in Natural History. If, therefore,

the illustrations could not be faithfully given at the price for

which the volumes are sold, their number ought to have been re-

duced : because it is plain that, in as far as Natural History is con-

cerned, a single engraving, which is an accurate representation

both as to drawing and colouring of the object intended to be

represented, is worth an unlimited number of those tawdry figures,

with respect to which we feel, as it were instinctively, that no

such objects, either as to form or hue, are likely to be met M'ith

in nature. Besides, in some of the former volumes we have seen

exhibited, for the same price, the most pleasing representations

of nature, both as regards colouring and drawing. This is par-

ticularly the case in the volumes on Parrots and Pigeons, and

in some of the others, where the drawing is at once animated

and natural, the engraving delicate, and the colouring carefully

laid on.

As we regard this work as in some respects of a national
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character, and, at all events, as a remarkable proof of the taste
of the present age, and of its relish for intellectual food of an
improving and elevating character, we think we shall have per-
formed good service, if, by any strictures which we have felt it

our duty to make, we shall induce a greater degree of attention,
for the time to come, to defects which it requires but very little

pains to avoid ; and the absence of which would, undoubtedly,
render the work still more worthy of the continued regard of its

readers.

Art. VII.

—

Father Oswald; a Genuine Catholic Story, 8vo.
London: 1843.

Tt was anciently usual, when opinions differed upon any point
-* of importance, to discuss the question according to the forms
of logic—each party stating his own argument, and refuting that
of his opponent with all the dexterity in his power. But this

custom, however rational in itself, has proved so inconvenient to

many controversial writers, that it is now very sparingly resorted

to. It hns been found that unskilful combatants in these intellec-

tual conflicts cannot always escape serious injury to their vanity
and their reputation ; and therefore a new mode of discussion has
been adopted, in which victory, if not quite so honourable, is far

more secure. The challenger now excludes the party assail-

ed from all share in the dispute. He takes both sides of the
argument under his own management, and arranges the attack,

defence, and victory, with the secure precision of a general direct-

ing a mock fight at a review. Political and theological contro-

versies are now decided by fictitious narrations, in which the
various characters discuss the question ; and the conversion of the

hero or heroine to the author's own opinion forms the catastrophe.

We have abandoned the ancient judicial combat, in which arms
and horses, sun and wind, were divided with scrupulous impar-
tiality ; and we have begun to imitate the adroit duellists of Bran-
tome, who not only exerted their own skill to the utmost, but
took care to supply their antagonists with unserviceable weapons.
We have selected the Novel* before us as the occasion,

* The number of Novels of a far different, and far more eligible de-

scription, daily issued from the Press—two or three sometimes appearing
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rather than the principal subject, of a few observations upon this

point, for these reasons : It is the latest controversial novel with

which we have happened to meet ; it combines in itself many of

the most unpleasin^ peculiarities of its class; and it proposes

to decide a question of the utmost importance—the authority of

the Church of Rome as opposed to the doctrines of the Reforma-
tion, and the Right of Private Judgment.
We need scarcely stop to point out to our readers how useless

in all respects, and how much worse than useless in many, such

a work, upon such a subject, must always be. It is obviously

impossible to make it at once conclusive and impartial. The
author's grand object is of course to give a decisive victory to

his own side of the question. But he cannot be sure of doing
this to the satisfaction of his readers, if he argues as real Protes-

tants would argue with real Catholics. If he conducts the dis-

pute by fairly matching the arguments of Luther and Chilling-

worth against those of Erasmus and Bossuet, he will have their

comparative force as undivided in fiction as in reality. He must
therefore either run the risk of making converts the wrong way,
or betray, by a pious fraud, the cause which he thinks in error.

However skilfully his artifice is performed, it can seldom escape

detection. The simplest reader, when he observes that the writer

never allows an attack which he cannot parry, and never notices

an objection which he cannot solve, will ask himself whether
questions, upon which the wisest men have diflfered for centuries,

could, if they were fairly stated, be unanswerably solved by an
indiiferent novel. The more skilful critic will at once contrast

the feeble sophisms of the mock disputant, set up merely to be

in one day—makes it impossible for any Quarterly Journal to overtake
even those that rise greatly above mediocrity. It is with some regret,

certainly, that we have felt ourselves obliged to omit all notice of such
publications as ' The Last of the Barons,*—a work of great power and
brilliancy ; the charming tales of Swedish life by Frederika Bremer, latelv

translated; ' Widows and Widowers,' the chef-d'oeuvre, in fictitious nar-

rative, of its highly respectable authoress; and the ' Adventures of Susan
Hopley,'—published previously to the other works just named, but now
again brought under our observation by its reappearance in the unusual
form of weekly Numbers. With some blemishes, it has merits altogether

peculiar, and well Htted to recommend it to readers of all classes, were it

not for an impression which has somehow arisen that it is addressed
chiefly, if not solely, to maid-servants—than which no supposition can
be more wide of the fact, or more likely to circumscribe the attraction,

and limit the utility, of what we feel it to be a duty to pronounce a highly

meritorious and widely-interesting storv.
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defeated, with the forcible reasoning of those advocates who have
elsewhere espoused the same cause in truth and sincerity. Those
who already agree with the work will not be benefited by it.

Those who think otherwise, will throw it aside with the incredu-

lous contempt of a Frenchman witnessing a puppet-show of the

battle of Waterloo; or of an Englishman reading, in Mr Fenimore
Cooper's Romances, the defeat of the British regiments by Cap-
tain Lawton, and the capture of British cruisers by Tom Coffin.

Where the deception is successful, the case is much worse. It

is certainly possible, by artful misrepresentation, to persuade an
ignorant Catholic that all Protestants are sceptics, or an ignorant

Protestant that all Catholics are idolaters ; but it is impossible

to prevent such an opinion from being dispelled by correct infor-

mation on the subject; and thus a delusion, which certainly will

not promote Christian charity while it lasts, may bring on a

dangerous reaction when it is removed. Intolerance is no secu-

rity whatever for consistency. The poise of the mind, like that

of the body, is safest when it stands upright—not when it exerts

its force in one particular direction. And we see by experience

that no man is in general so ready to abandon the substance of

his opinions, as the bigot who has become ashamed of their su-

perfluous bitterness.

Some of our readers may recollect that a little tale, entitled

" Father Clement, a Roman Catholic story," was published about
twenty years ago. Though intended to present a contrast be-

tween the Roman Catholic and Calvinistic creeds, to the decided

advantage of the latter, it was preserved, by the good taste of its

author, from many of the worst faults common in controversial

novels. But in spite of this, and in spite of much that is both

striking and pleasing in the fictitious part of the story, it is a

work whose spirit, we think, no liberal-minded Protestant can

approve. The author, though not expressly|denying the possible

existence of a truly religious Roman Catholic, has taken care to

represent every member of that Church but one, in whom the

reader takes any interest, as a knave, a fool, or a Protestant con-

vert. The single exception is the character of an interesting

Jesuit, who, after a life of religious doubt and distress, is worn
out by mental suffering and corporeal austerities, and dies in

peace, unconsciously abandoning, though not openly abjuring,

the opinions of his church. A sincere Catholic must strongly re-

sent the injustice of such a picture of his creed; but this is the

very reason why, if he were a man of sense and feeling, he would
scorn to retaliate by a similar attack upon Protestantism. ' Father

Oswald ' is intended as * an antidote to the baneful production
* of " Father Clement."' It is the history of an English Protestant
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whose wife has become a convert to the Church of Rome. The
husband, after treatinor the unfortunate proselyte with the most
inhuman harshness, goes to the Continent to escape from her so-

ciety. At every stage of his tour he is silenced by the reasoning,

or edified by the piety, of saintly priests, simple peasants, and
blue-eyed si>ters of charity. He receives a severe wound during

the Revolution of 1830—which is represented as the causeless

persecution of a pious Catholic by fanatical Deists—and is

shocked by the neglect of all his liberal friends. At length, after

resisting proofs of Catholic virtue and Protestant depravity which
might have converted John Knox himself, he visits Italy, when
his a}»parently insane incredulity is finally dispelled by witness-

ing the miracle of the blood of St Januarius.

The spirit of the work is as uncharitable as its plan is unskilful.

The author of ' Father Clement,' though frequently displaying

the gloomy prejudices sometimes attributed to extreme Calvinism,

has at least the sense to refrain from coarse abuse and pointless

ridicule. But tlie present writer, though in his dedication he
expresses great anxiety for the welfare of the ' many noble and
* generous individuals in the British isles' who have the misfortune

to be Protestants, is perfectly unable to keep his hatred of those

whom he courteously styles 'madcap biblicals' within decent

bounds. It is not too much to say, that he does not appear to

believe in the existence of a virtuous or rational Protestant. His
hero, whom he represents as a strict and exemplary member of
the Church of England, is a domestic tyrant, a political Jacobin,

and, until he becomes a Roman Catholic, little better than a re-

ligious infidel. But it is upon the clergy of the Established

Church that the full measure of the author's insolence is poured
forth. He introduces the characters of several, and never with-

out doing his utmost to ridicule and degrade them. They are all

depicted in the coarsest strain of dull malignity—as ignorant,

indolent, corpulent priests, encumbered with tawdry wives and in-

numerable children, and devoted to the sports of the field and the

pleasures of the table. The Catholic divines, on the other hand,
are all upon the model of Sterne's sentimental Friar, and are en-
dowed with every imposing quality of mind and body which the

author's imagination can furnish. We shall not allow such absurd
misrepresentations to lead us into a discussion of the general cha-
racter borne by the Protestant and Catholic clergy ; but we must
say that charges of pride, luxury, and ambition, come but un-
gracefully from the advocates of a Church which placed Wolsey
and Dubois among its Cardinals, and still retains Dunstan and
Becket among its Saints.
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After this, we need scarcely describe the plan on which the con-

troversial part of the work is carried on. A man who will not

believe that Protestants can be decent members of society, is not

likely to represent them as rational Christians. Accordingly, we
find that the author of ' Father Oswald' has carefully abstained

from placing in the mouth of any of his Protestant characters a

single sentence bearing even the semblance of an argument.

Vague assertion and angry abuse are the sole weapons allowed

to these devoted champions ; and they are seldom permitted to

employ even these, without being interrupted by the facetious

remarks of the writer upon the absurdity of their manners and

gestures. It is impossible to witness the author's complaisant

triumph over the discomfiture of the senseless puppets whom he

has conjured up, without being reminded of the duellist in the

* Tatler,' who practises the art of fence by making passes at

figures chalked upon the wall, an?d boasts that he seldom fails to

hit them in a mortal part.

* Father Oswald' caricatures the unfairness which may gene-

rally be detected in controversial tales. In a fictitious dispute

upon such a controversy as that between the Catholic and Re-

formed Churches, a decisive victory is at best a suspicious event.

But a rapid, easy, unresisted victory, is too much for the credu-

lity of the most careless reader. Surely, he will reflect, there

must be some plausible arguments for a creed which satisfied

Newton and Locke. Surely there must be some excuse for doubts

which did not shock Hooker or Tillotson. These eminent men
may have been mistaken ; but they must have had something to

sav in their defence. The triumph of ' Father Oswald ' resem-

bles that of the English at Agincourt, or of the Americans at

New Orleans—it loses its chief glory by the very ease and im-

punity with which it is achieved. Every one knows that no vic-

tory worth having is gained without hard fighting and severe

loss ; and therefore, when the conquerors are found to have sus-

tained no injury at all, it is impossible to believe that the van-

quished have had fair play.

The author of ' Father Clement' does not escape. We have

said that we cannot consider the plan of that work as at all satis-

factory to a candid mind ; and, therefore, we do not intend to

undertake its defence. There is much in it which a well-instruct-

ed Catholic could no doubt refute. There is therefore the less ex-

cuse for an ignorant Catholic, who wilfully misrepresents its ar-

guments. But the author of ' Father Oswald ' is perpetually

misquoting passages from his antagonist, in order the more eff^ec-

tually to refute th6m. We will give a single instance out of many.
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In ' Father Clement,' a Presbyterian clergyman is made to cite

a text of scripture as opposed to the Roman Catholic custom of

bestowing the paternal title on priests. This is perfectly con-

sistent with the known doctrine and practice of the Scottish

Church. But the author of' Father Oswald' has the folly to

place the same sentence in the mouth of an Episcopalian Dean
;

purely in order that his Catholic opponent may triumphantly re-

mind him, that the Bishops of the Anglican Church are styled

* Right Reverend Fathers in God.'

It is not, as may be supposed, our intention to discuss in this

place the theological opinions of the Catholic church. If it were,

we certainly should have taken the pains to select some more re-

sponsible opponent than the author of the slight and feeble work
before us. I'here would be little credit, and less real utility, in

exposing the blunders of a writer who believes that the Sovereign

of Great Britain is head of the Scottish Church ;* who advocates

the worship of Saints without an attempt to explain the express

prohibition of Scripture ;f who argues the question of clerical

celibacy without noticing the advice of St Paul, that a Bishop

should be ' the husband of one wife ;' \ and who endeavours to

prove that St Peter possessed supreme authority over the primi-

tive Church, in apparent ignorance of the remarkable passage,

in which another Apostle speaks of ' having withstood him to

the face, because he was to be blamed.' §

The only subject mentioned in the work before us, upon
which we intend to permit ourselves a few remarks, is the doc-

trine of Ecclesiastical Infallibility—a doctrine which has caused

an intolerant spirit, the shame and scandal of every other Chris-

tian sect, to become a necessary article of the Roman Catholic

creed. It is on this account, and not merely because we think

it a theological error, that we desire to notice it ; and we shall

discuss it in the character, not of polemical disputants, but of

advocates for universal peace and good-will—in the hope, not ot

making Protestant converts, but of making candid and charitable

Catholics.

The strictest Catholic will scarcely maintain that the passages

of Scripture which refer to an Infallible Church are either very

numerous or wholly unequivocal. They consist chiefly of gene-
ral promises of Divine support and consolation, or of injunctions

to obey the Church ; most of which, as appears by the context,

allude solely to the maintenance of the »wo/-a/ discipline, so neces-

• P. 261, t Col. ii. 18. X 1 Tim. iii. 2. § Gal. ii. 11.
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sary in a community of Christians living- under a heathen
government. There is only one text which we remember to

have heard cited as absolutely decisive upon the point. This is

the express promise made to St Peter, that the gates of hell

should not prevail against the Christian Church. To us these

words appear a simple prediction of final triumph to the Chris-

tian religion. We are perfectly satisfied with their fulfilment,

when we find that religion, after a lapse of eighteen centuries,

still flourishing, and likely to flourish. We are unable to com-
prehend by what subtle process a Catholic can extract from

them an assurance of the uninterrupted existence of a Church
holding an entirely pure faith. Nor can we conceive how the

gross practical abuses which are admitted to have abounded
during the dark ages, can be thought consistent with a prophecy

which excludes the most trifling and transitory theoretical error.

A Pope might profess himself an Atheist—he might commit
parricide, and incest, and sacrilege—he might encourage crime

oy the open sale of Indulgences—he might destroy the souls

of unborn generations, by disgusting whole nations of good
Catholics into incurable heresy. All these abominations gave

no triumph to the powers of darkness. But that a Pope who
hated and despised Christianity should misrepresent the least of

its doctrines—that a Pope who had poisoned his father should

consecrate an unworthy Saint—this was a scandal precluded by

the express promise of Scripture. We certainly cannot under-

stand why the bad advice of a Pope should be more pernicious

to the Church, or more gratifying to its enemies, than his bad

example ; and we own, that a victory over the gates of hell,

which was maintained by Alexander Borgia and would have been

lost by Melancthon, appears to us very far from unequivocal.

Our limits will not permit us to discuss the evidence of the

various modern miracles upon which most Catholics place such

strong reliance. We shall but remark that the facts, supposing

them proved, are mere exceptions from the ordinary laws of

matter, occurring spontaneously, and without any perceptible

cause or object. When St Paul healed the sickness of a

believer, or struck blind a blaspheming fanatic, it was easy

to see the connexion between his miraculous powers and the

truth of the doctrines he preached. But we cannot perceive any

such connexion between a supernatural phenomenon and the

religious belief of the nation in whose country it appears.

Take, for instance, the miracle which converts the hero of the

present tale. Suppose that, fifteen hundred years ago. Provi-

dence was pleased, for some mysterious purpose, to endow a
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phial of blood with certain miraculous properties—can any one

presume to sav, that the relic must necessarily lose those quali-

ties while in the custody of persons holding an erroneous faith ?

Can any one prove that it would not retain them, though trans-

ferred to Westminster Abbey or the mosque of St Sophia?

Every one has heard of the extraordinary stories which several

intellio-ent travellers have related respecting the feats of certain

Egyptian necromancers. They are as well attested, and appear

as inexplicable, as any miracle of the Romish Church. But
would it have been reasonable in Lord Prudhoe to turn Maho-
medan, because he could neither doubt nor explain what he has

told us ? Or was a devout Jew bound to accept the miraculous

qualities of the pool of Bethesda, as a Divine confirmation of all

the absurd subtleties taught by the Rabbinical schools?

We have thought it necessary to touch upon these subjects,

because we are unwilling to test the pretensions of the Roman
Catholic Church by human rules of reason, without at least

stating our opinion on her claims to the support of revelation.

It is not for us to doubt the inspired writings on grounds of

expedience or of probability. But if—as we think will be

agreed by most persons who minutely examine the well-known

arguments, at which we have merely hinted—it is more than

doubtful whether this supreme authority interferes with the

question, we have then less scriiple in giving our own opinion.

To us, indeed, the mere existence of a reasonable doubt upon
the point we have noticed, appears almost conclusive. How
strange that a book like the Bible, written for the express pur-

pose of being expounded l)y an infallible human tribunal, and of

a nature to prove most pernicious to those who reject that assist-

ance, should not be full of references to the auxiliary guidance

which can alone make it a blessing to mankind ! How strange

that it should nowhere inform.the reader in what precise quarter

all his doubts may be resolved ! How strange that the Catholic

should be unable to discover in its pages a single distinct recog-

nition of the Church as an infallible authority in matters of

doctrine! And how much more strange that it should contain

two or three passages, apparently, if not indisputably, recom-
mending the inspired writings as a rule of Christian faith !

Before we proceed to mention a few of the most plausible argu-

ments against the Right of Private Judgment,* we must briefly

* We have discussed this suVtject at sufficient length, and in a different

fashion, in an article deroted to it, in our preceding Nunaber.
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notice a misapprehension which very commonly prevails on the
subject. Catholics are accustomed to speak with astonishment
of the presumption which Protestants display in rejecting the
authority of the Church. They are apt to talk as if they could
conceive no possible motive for doubting it, except a desire to

exercise the intellect upon forbidden subjects. To us, we con-

fess, implicit submission on such a subject appears no such safe

or innocent measure. We can easily conceive the consolation

which fancied relief from responsibility bestows on those minds
which mistake indolence and inditference for faith and humility.

But to a conscientious Christian we think that the admission of

a guide pretending to infallibility must appear a most serious and
anxious step—a step to be taken with the calmest deliberation

and the deepest solicitude. This is the feeling of a religious

Protestant. He would gladly shelter himself under the autho-

rity of an infallible Church, if he could satisfy himself that any
such Church existed. But he is unable to feel this conviction.

He knows that Providence has given him faculties which enable

him, in some measure, to weigh the evidences, and understand

the nature, of revelation ; and he dares not abandon this security

until he is confident that it will be replaced by a better. He
may be wrong ; but we are sure that his error is one which a

candid mind would rather pity than blame. It is the error

of over-scrupulous timidity rather than of presumptuous self-

conceit.

We shall not meddle with the arguments, addressed rather to

the imagination than the understanding, which Catholics found

upon the venerable antiquity of their Church. We shall leave

them to discuss their chronological priority with the Ghebir and

the Brahmin ; and their claims to primitive immutability with the

Anglican high-churchman and the Greek schismatic. Nor shall

we dispute their boasts of the affecting and consoling nature of

their peculiar doctrines. We know that every thing is captiva-

ting to human weakness which tends to substitute the excitement

of the imagination for the devotion of the heart. We have no
doubt that the minds of the Israelites were deeply impressed by

the sight of the golden calf, and by the rites of Moloch or

Ashtaroth. The history of religion, in short, is but a series of

Divine revelations, each in its turn defaced and corrupted by the

inveterate repugnance of mankind for the pure and rational wor-

ship of a spiritual being.

The great argument against the expediency of private judg-

ment is, of course, the variety of dissensions and errors to which

it leads. Catholics ask, whether it is not incredible that this
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should be the will of Providence—whether it is not certain that

there must be somewhere a constantly accessible oracle, able to

solve each new doubt, and detect each new heresy, as it arises.

We shall not pause to discuss the ab^tract question. We shall

not decide whether an infallible Church, possessing such sanc-

tions that no rational being could at once profess Christianity

and doubt her authority, would have been a benefit to mankind.

One thing is certain : the Church of Rome does not possess

such sanctions. Thousands of the best and wisest men that ever

existed, have lived happily, and died peacefully, in open dissent

from her doctrines. Whether they were right or wrong, their

example is amply sufficient to show that the most patient and

unprejudiced enquirer will frequently be unable to convince

himself of the existence of an infallible Church. Even if we go

no further, the difficulty is clearly unresolved. Incredible as it

may be, that Providence has appointed no certain guide to sal-

vation, it is far more incredible that Providence has made the

attempt and failed.

But we may go much further. What we have said of Eccle-

siastical Infallibility is far from applying to those great doctrines

which are common to Catholics and Protestants. It is certain

that there are sectarians who profess to draw opinions from the

Bible, which would reduce Christianity to the level of Deism.

We do not wish to judge such persons harshly or hastily. But
it cannot be denied that they form a very small minority ; and

that iavf eminent names are to be found among them. This is

a distinction which no Catholic can deny. No Catholic can

deny that, where one Christian has doubted the great truths of

the Gospel, fifty have doubted the authority of the Church of

Rome. Of those who have professed Christianity during the

last three centuries, a very large minority have refused to believe

in the existence of an infallible Church. Of the same body,

how many have denied the doctrines comprised in the Apostles'

creed ? Probably not one in a hundred. And if we subtract

the prejudiced, and the careless, from this comparatively small

number, we shall really find reason to doubt whether the Bible

ever leads a candid and sincere enquirer into dangerous error.

But be this as it may, the facts are undeniable ; and the conclu-

sion, reason as we will, is irresistible. Difficult as it may be to

interpret the Scriptures, to ascertain the existence of an inspired

interpreter is more difficult still.

The weight of this consideration is increased tenfold when we
find that, according to the Roman Catholic, Ecclesiastical Infal-

libility is, to many well-meaning men, not merely a doubtful

support, but a new and formidable danger. The Church of

Rome has determined, that submission to her authority is an
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essential, as well as an assistance, to happiness in a future state.

It is thus that the most trifling misconception becomes a fatal

heresy, by infusing distrust of the Church. It is thus the most
faultless orthodoxy ceases to be a security, if it is not the conse-

quence of implicit belief in her infallibility. Surely we must
pause before we admit the monstrous conclusion, that an institu-

tion, which has narrowed and limited the path of safety, was in-

tended by Divine goodness to smooth and secure it."

Even if we acknowledge the Church of Rome to be in theory
an infallible guide, this does not make her so in practice. It is

one thing to possess unerring means of discovering the truth,

and another to possess unerring means of communicating it.

Catholics, indeed, are apt to speak as if their oracular Church
were continually at their elbow. They seem to imagine that an
Irish peasant, or a South American guacho, or a Paria convert
at Goa, can put himself in communication with the Pope when-
ever he wants advice or consolation. But we know, and they
know, that the truth is far otherwise. The uneducated Catholic
is compelled to receive all the doctrines of his Church upon the
bare word of his Confessor. It is not pretended that a Priest is

supernaturally inspired in instructing his flock, or supernaturally

restrained from betraying them. Instances of public scandal
have proved that all Jesuits are not so learned or high-minded
as ' Father Oswald.' Hence nine Catholics in ten must submit to

have their faith dictated, not by an infallible Church, but by a
mortal like themselves—an instructor always fallible, often igno-

rant, and sometimes interested or malevolent. One such instance

is enough to show that a Catholic is not safe from error merely
because his Church is infallible ; for he can never be sure that he
has received her true and genuine decisions.

Catholics, we are aware, will contend that, when a layman
acts in good faith upon the advice of his Confessor, the guilt of

his errors will rest upon the Priest who misleads him. We might
retort, that when a Protestant does his best to understand his

Bible, he cannot be held answerable for the weakness of his in-

tellect. But this is not the point in dispute. In both cases mis-

chief is done, let who will be answerable for it. The question

is, which is the more common and the more probable mischief?

There is no doubt that an ignorant layman is as likely to blun-

der as an ignorant Confessor; but, if he is a conscientious man,
he will at least do his best to be right. He will not go astray

from indolence, or recklessness, or wilful obstinacy. Every mo-
tive which can mislead a sincere man in judging for himself, may
mislead him in judging for another. But there are a thousand

motives which might induce a man to deceive another, which
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would not influence him in deciding for himself. Our meaning

will be best illustrated by examples. Neither Catholics nor

Protestants can deny that many may be cited on both sides. If

Cromwell thought it right to sack Drogheda because Joshua

sacked Ai, did not Sixtus V. offer public thanksgivings for the

massacre of St Bartholomew? If Balfour justified the murder

of an Archbishop because Samuel hewed A^ag in pieces, did not

Clement and Ravaillac commit regicide at the instigation of their

spiritual advisers ? Now, we leave it to any impartial reader to

decide which error is the more natural, and the more consistent

with sincerity—the blind credulity which follows evil counsel, or

the impious sophistry which is its own deceiver ? '1 he ignorant

bigotry of Charles IX. or Philip II. is surely a thousand times

more likely to find imitators than the perverse fanaticism of

Knipperdoling or Hugh Peters. We therefore think it clear

that where one well-meaning Protestant is misled by his Bible,

ten well-meaning Catholics are likely to be misled by a wicked

Confessor. The inference is obvious. The wiser system of dis-

cipline is that which guards against the more probable danger

—which protects the simple Christian from being deluded by

others, and leaves Providence to protect him from deluding

himself.

But even when the decrees of the Church are correctly re-

ceived, we do not see why they are less liable to misconstruction

than the Bible. The wisest Catholic, when he has ascertained

what they are, must use his own understanding to expound and

apply them. This is what Protestants do when they consult the

Scriptures; and what Catholics think so absurd and so perilous.

But, it will be replied, the Commentary of the Church gives us

the meaning of the Bil)le in less ambiguous language. On points

of real importance we deny that this is possible. No language

can be less ambiguous than that in which the Bible states those

religious truths which practically concern mankind. If there are

men who persist in explaining away those truths when declared

by an inspired book, we cannot see why they might not explain

them away when declared l)y an infallible Church. If there are

men who will not believe that St Paul means what he says, we
do not know what is to make them believe that the Council

of Trent meant what they said. If a Socinian cannot under-

stand the assertion, that the Author of Christianity ' thought it

' no robbery to be equal with God,' we know no language by

which the Church could make him credit her belief in the Tri-

nity. If the command, ' Do this in remembrance of me,' is not

explicit enough for the Quaker, we cannot perceive by what form

of words the Church can convince him that she thinks it his duty
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to attend the sacrament. An angel from heaven could not per-

suade men who will not comprehend what is plainly told them

;

and we know that inspiration has declared, that when conscience

and common sense are silenced, an angel from heaven would

plead in vain.

The truth is, that Popes, Councils, and Confessors, are all in-

sufficient to insure true, or detect erroneous belief. The more we
examine their nature, the more convinced we shall be that they

are the expedients of human weakness, ever anxious to inter-

pose somevisible interpreter between itself and the spiritual

world. The more we examine their efifects, the moi-e convinced

we shall be how frail such expedients are. There is a point at

which language ceases to communicate the workings of the mind

;

and beyond that point there is an infinite field for wandering or

for discovery. Let casuists define and distinguish as they will,

the subtle infidelity of the human heart will extract doubt and

heresy from their most skilful definitions. Let Confessors probe

the consciences of their penitents as they may, there are recesses

which their penetration cannot explore, nor their counsels en-

lighten. It is, in short, impossible for one man to embrace

another's belief in its full perfection, or comprehend another's

error in its full peril.

But let us suppose these preliminary difficulties surmounted,

and the authority of the Roman Catholic Church admitted : Still

it may well strike the proselyte as strange, that the difference in

faith, or rather the additional articles of faith, which she teaches,

should be thought to justify such high pretensions and such rigid

intolerance. He will be surprised to find that the hopes and the

duties of the true believer, and the heretic, are practically the

same ; and that the exclusive privileges of the Church consist in

pronouncing upon mysteries which no human being is called on

to explain, and in ordaining ceremonies which, whether beneficial

or not, are certainly but of secondary importance. Catholic in-

genuity has provided an answer, such as it is, to these com-

plaints. It is not, we are told, because he is authorized to

recognise a miracle in the Eucharist, or to worship saints, or to

pray for the souls of the departed, that the Catholic is superior

to the Protestant. It is from the nature of his belief. His faith

is grounded upon the authority of an infallible Church, not upon

his own uncertain views of Scripture, and therefore it is firm and

undoubting to a degree which no other Christian can imagine.

Catholics ' deny entirely that Protestants have Siny faith at all;

' they have nothing but opinion. . . . Opinion is the persuasion

' of man's mind grounded upon probable, though not certain, mo-
' tives. . . . Divine faith, on the contrary, is founded on the cer-
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* tain and infallible word of God, which can never suffer change.

* Protestants often chanjie their opinions, as they see more or

* less of probability in their interpretation of the Bible ; hence

' they have opinion, not faith.'—(Father Oswald, p. 225.)

We need not detain our readers by metaphysical definitions of

opinion, faith, and certainty. Any man of common sense can

perceive the situation of each party. The Protestant possesses

a book which he believes to be the genuine work of inspiration.

Much of it, as any reasonable student might expect, is obscure

;

but he finds there the great outlines of revealed religion defined

with all the clearness of which language is capable. He knows

that few persons, not grossly ignorant or bitterly prejudiced,

have ever denied the authority of the Bible ; and that fewer still

have doubted its obvious interpretation upon any material point.

The Catholic, on the other hand, receives the same great truths

from a CHurch which he believes infallible. Be it so ; but why
does he believe in her infallibility ? Has he no better reason

than that he happened to be born and educated within her pale?

There is but one answer : He believes because his reason is sa-

tisfied. He believes because he has applied to the evidence of

Papal authority, the same test which the Protestant is so severely

blamed for applying to the text of the Bible. His faith, like

that of the Protestant, is more or less firm according to the

strength of his rational conviction. Like the Protestant, he may
be firm, or wavering, or lukewarm, in his religious opinions ; and,

like the Protestant, he may be betrayed into unbelief by fear, in-

terest, or delusion.

Let us see how the attempted distinction looks when applied

to the ordinary exercises of the understanding. One mathema-
tical student believes that the square of the hypotenuse is equal

to the squares of the sides enclosing the right angle, because he

has read Euclid's forty-seventh proposition. Another, wholly

ignorant of geometry, believes the same upon the statement of

his tutor, lioth are perfectly reasonable, and may be equally

firm, in their conviction. But how absurd to say, that one

believes by opinion and the other by faith ! Nothing can be

clearer than that the same effect takes place in the mind of each,

though produced by different processes. One has mastered a

demonstration in Euclid, the other has been instructed by a skil-

ful mathematician who has no motive for deceiving him. In

both cases, reason may undo what reason has done. The geome-
trician will abandon his conclusion if he is shown a flaw in his

theorem. The tyro is of course inaccessible to such reasoning as

this; but prove that his informant knows nothing of geometry,

VOL. LNXVII. NO. CLVI. 2 1
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or has an interest in misleading his pupils, and his belief is shaken

at once.

So far we have reasoned as if Catholics and Protestants stood

on the same ground. But we might easily insist upon giving
the superiority to the latter. We might easily argue that a chain

of historical evidence, almost every link of which has been ques-

tioned by learned and disinterested judges, cannot produce the

same effect upon tlie understanding with a few plain words,

written in a Book which almost every man of worth and sense,

during eighteen centuries, has admitted to possess divine autho-

rity. A reasonable man may be brought to believe that he has
given too much weight to the testimony of such a Father, or

too little to the arguments of such a Reformer ; but he can
scarcely be persuaded that he does not comprehend his own
native language.

Still there is no great and undoubted difference between the

belief of the Protestant and that of the Catholic. The former
holds fast such doctrines as are distinctly and uniformly laid down
in Scripture ; but does not think himself bound to explain all ob-

scurities, or reconcile all conflicting passages. The latter clings

as scrupulously to the use of holy water, and the sign of the

cross, as to the most solemn truths of religion. But we cannot

see the merit or the advantage of this. Suppose that Protestants

cannot agree about Church government, or that they differ in

interpreting the Book of Revelation—what have such doubts to

do with the religious or moral duties of a Christian ? To us,

we acknowledge, nothing appears more irrational than the anxious

craving after certainty, upon all religious subjects alike, which
Catholics appear to encourage. We are wholly unable to com-
prehend their compassion for the miserable vacillation of persons

who are content to hold different opinions, or no opinion at all,

upon the expediency of litury;ies and surplices, or the mysteries

of election, assurance, and final perseverance. They seem utter

strangers to a state of contented doubt upon speculative ques-

tions—to that disposition of mmd, which, even when musing
with the deepest interest upon the secrets of religion, resigns the

hope of completely resolving them. But this is what a Protes-

tant feels—and feels without a touch of uneasiness or repining

—

upon most of the points so dogmatically decided by the Church
of Rome.

Catholics are"accustomed to interpret the assertion of the Right
of Private Judgment into a refusal to believe any doctrine which
appears mysterious or unintelligible. No error can be more un-

.xeasonable. Evidence may establish a fact, without explaining
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its nature. It would be easy to multiply cases in which no man
of sense would hesitate to believe the truth of a proposition

which he is unable to comprehend. May not a third man be

convinced of the existence of light ? May not a man believe,

upon the assurance of Sir John Herschel, that the earth describes

an ellipse round the run, though he does not know what an

ellipse is ? This is peculiarly the case in religion. A rational

mind will expect, and even require, some obscurity in a revela-

tion of the secrets of a future state. There is nothing which

more distinctly exposes the human origin of false faiths, than

their clumsy attempts to influence the imagination by attribut-

ing corporal pains and pleasures to spiritual beings. The whips

and chains of Tartarus, the Houris of Mahomet, and the inex-

haustible ale-cups of Valhalla, are rejected by men of sense, prin-

cipally because they are too familiar and intelligible. And,
therefore, religious Protestants do not think themselves justified

in denying doctrines otherwise well supported, because they can-

not pretend fully to understand them.

If Catholics require any thing more than this, we are certainly

unable to comprehend their reasons. We know they aretond of

contrasting their own simplicity and humility with the intellec-

tual pride of the Protestant. But we presume that they scarcely

mean to commend the habit of belief without examination. We
own we cannot discern the merit of a lucky guess upon religious

subjects. We always believed that the ready faith, so much
commended by Scripture, was the triunpph of reason in a candid

and humble mind, unresisted by pride, or prejudice, or the delu-

sions of the fancy. We are persuaded that the keenest, the

calmest, and the most purely rational intellect, is precisely that

which is likely to be most strongly impressed by the evidences

of the Christian religion. We think, in short, that the believer

in the Bible ought to feel a stronger conviction that he is right,

than the believer in the Koran or the Shastra ; and we cannot

perceive how he can effect this, while he shrinks" from the pre-

sumption of exercising his natural faculties on the subject.

Still, it does not follow from what we have said, that no man
is responsible for his belief. It is true that the natural infirmity

of the mind is no more a crime than that of the body. A man
that is an infidel purely from the obliquity of his understanding,

is as blameless as a Hindoo or a Mussulman ; for intellectual in-

ability to comprehend religious truth, is as involuntary as physi-

cal inability to hear it. But mental, like bodily infirmity, may
be produced by the neglect or the vices of the individual ; and in

that case he is responsible for the consequences of his own fault

and folly. Though belief itself is not an act of the will, yet the
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acts of the will may directly influence it ; and when this is know-
intrly done, it ceases to be irresponsible. There is the greatest

difference between a belief dictated by the unbiased decision of

the reason, and a belief arising from pampered prejudices, sup-
pressed scruples, and neglected means of information.

The misapprehension upon which we have just animadverted
has naturally led Catholics to believe that infidelity is the con-

sequence of Protestant principles ; and that, if all Protestants

are not infidels, it is only because they shrink from following

up their own reasoning. This opinion is expressed, in the work
before us, by a French Deist. ' No sooner,' says this philoso-

pher, * do we take leave of Notre-Dame, than we seek refuge in

' the temple of reason and universal philosophy. No halfway
' house can for a moment detain us in our ardent career. In one
* word, we see intuitively the final conclusions of your admirable
* principles ; for, to do you justice, we cannot but allow that the
* true principles of philosophy—independence of thought, and free-

* dom from the trammels of authority—passed from Britain into
' France.'—(P. 187.) Thisisnodoubtthetruelanguageofabigot-
minded infidel—of a weak man who is ashamed of having believed

too much, and is therefore determined to believe nothing at all. But
does not the writer perceive that such a man's ' intuitive' views
of Protestantism are not to be relied upon ? It is perfectly na-

tural that an apostate Catholic should think he is carrying out

the principles of the Reformation by becoming an atheist; just

as Cloots and Marat thought they were carrying out the prin-

ciples of British liberty, by instituting ' Feasts of Reason' and ' Re-
* volutionary Tribunals.' But a man who has never lived but at

the Pole or the Equator, is no judge of the merits of a temperate

climate. Before we settle that ' independence of thought, and
' freedom from the trammels of authority,' are inconsistent with

Christianity, let us look at their practical consequences. Before

we condemn the Protestant religion, let us enquire its effect

upon those who are acquainted with it, not, like this Deist, by
intuition, but by long and happy experience.

Undoubtedly Protestantism is, in sober earnest, what he calls

it in silly irony—a ' halfway house.' It is a halfway house
between Popery and Deism—between superstition and infideli-

ty—between the weak enthusiasm which accepts without proof,

and the weak prejudice which rejects without examination.

We never heard of a sober, rational belief on any disputed sub-

ject, which was not a halfway house between some two extreme
opinions. Nicknames for moderation have always been common
among zealots. But the assertion that Protestantism is the

usual or natural road to scepticism, is contradicted by every
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principle of human nature, and every page of ecclesiastical

history.

Every one has seen instances of the principle of excessive re-

action—of the tendency which leads men to mistake reverse of

wrong for right. It is the nature of weak and passionate

minds to fly from one error into that which is diametrically op-

posed to it. But who ever saw such a change take place gra-

dually, or by measured intervals? We know that there is no
rebel so desperate as a slave outwearied by tyranny; and no loy-

alist so submissive as a Jacobin scared by a Reign of Terror.

But we never heard that the subjects of Louis XIV. became
moderate Whigs before they became Anarchists ; or that the

colleagues of Robespierre began by turning liberal Conservatives,

and ended by crowning Napoleon. We can understand the feel-

ings which change a despot into an ascetic recluse, or a volup-

tuary into a cynical misanthrope; but we should have been sur-

prised indeed if Charles had prepared for his Convent by becom-
ing a private noble, or Timon for his Cave by settling in retired

lodgings.

The history of Christianity, in all ages, offers the strongest

proof of the comparative safety of moderate opinions from sudden
and violent change. In religion, as in politics, slavery has always

been the surest precursor of anarchy. Whether we look at the

epicurean scepticism of Italy under Leo, or at the fanatical infi-

delity of France before the Revolution, we constantly observe

the same process—unreasoning faith converted, by a short and

easy metamorphosis, into unreasoning disbelief. We know of

no such change in any community familiar with the exercise of

Private Judgment.
The truth is, that in the great majority of Protestants, St

Dominic himself could discover no heresy, except that they
scruple to profess any decided faith on points which are neither

distinctly revealed nor essential to religious practice. They
differ from the Catholic, not so much by positively denying what
he believes, as by not presuming to enforce it as undoubted truth.

They do not condemn the faith of the Papal Church, even on
most points where they consider it most improbable. They
condemn the presumption with which, on her own authority

alone, she has declared that faith infallible, and has taken it for

granted in her most solemn forms of worship.

A Protestant, for example, may speculate as he pleases upon
the precise nature of a future state, or upon the intercourse of

departed spirits with mankind. But he does not venture to act

upon his speculations. He does not intercede for souls in pur-

gatoiy, or offer prayer to Saints, because he thinks it presump-
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tion to take for granted any opinions, or to offer up any devotions,

not directly warranted by Scripture. TJie same reasoning may
be applied without irreverence to the most solemn rite known
among Christians. A Protestant finds himself expressly com-
manded to perform a certain ceremony in commemoration of the

Founder of his religion. This command he scrupulously obeys
;

and his obedience is enough to satisfy his conscience. He has no
certain means of comprehending, nor is he called upon to com-
prehend, the precise nature and consequence of the act in which
lie partakes. His own senses compel himself to believe that the

only inspired words which explain this mysterious subject must
be in some degree figurative; because their literal meaning points

to a material transformation, which, by the admission of Ca-
tholics themselves, is never perceptible. How far those words
are figurative, he cannot contrive positively to decide. He may
form what opinion he will, or he may decline to form any at ail

;

but he must recollect that his conjectures are unsupported by
revelation. If he considers the Eucharist to be a symbolical rite,

it is not because he doubts the power of heaven to work a miracle,

or because he rejects the benefit of such a supernatural interference.

If he considers it a miraculous solemnity, it is without venturing

to adore a Presence, the precise nature of which is not intel-

ligibly defined by inspiration.

Let any wise and liberal Catholic consider the arguments we
have been using. Let him look upon his Protestant fellow

Christians, not as malignant enemies to his Church, but as pre-

vented, by their involuntary doubts, from staking their souls

upon her infallibility—not as insolently despising her peculiar

doctrines, but as fearing to be guilty of presumption, by making
them matter of religious obligation. Let him look upon them
as men warmly attached to the great truths of Christianity,

but excluded, by acquired prejudice or natural weakness, from
the enjoyment of those auxiliary benefits in which Catholics

profess to find so much consolation. Surely the Church of Rome,
if she were indeed the indulgent mother which her children

esteem her, could not denounce such bewildered wanderers as

exiles from her pale, and strangers to her hope! Surely the

Christian who believes himself to possess an infallible guide to

heaven, should look with hope and interest, not with scorn and
abhorrence, upon the unassisted exertions of those whose con-

scientious scruples compel them to attempt the arduous path

alone !
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Art. VIII.— 1. Tracts for the Times. By Members of the

University of Oxford. 5 vols. 8vo. 1833—40.

2. Church Principles cnnsidered in their Resuffs. By W. E.
Gladstone, Esq. M.P. 8vo. London: 1840.

3. Ancient Christianitif, and the Doctrines ofthe Oxford Tracts.

By the Author of Spiritual Despotism. Vols. I. and II.

London.

4. The Divine Ride of Faith and Practice ; or, a Defence of
the Catholic Doctrine that Holy Scripture has been, since the

times of the Apostles^ the sole Divine Rule of Faith and Prac-
tice in the. Church, against the Dangerous Frrors oj the Authors

ofthe'' Tractsfor the Times,' and the Romanists. By William
GooDE, M.A. of Trinity College, Cambridge. 2 vols. 8vo.

London.

5. The Kingdom of Christ delineated; in Two Essays, on our

Lords oion Account of his Person and of the NatJire of his

Kingdom, and on the Constitution, Powers, and Ministry of a
Christian Church, as appointed by Himself. By Richard
Whately, D.D., Archbishopof Dublin. 8vo. London: 1841.

6. Oxford Divinity compared with that of the Romish and An-
glican Churches, icith a Special View of the Doctrine of Justifi-

cation by Faith. By the Right Rev. C. P. M'Ilvaine, D.D.,
Bishop of Ohio. 8vo. London: 1841.

7. The Church of the Fathers. 12mo. London : 1842.

8. The Voice of the Anglican Church, being the declared Opinions

of her Bishops on the Doctrines of the Oxford Tract IVriters.

12mo. London: 1843.

9- Anglo- Catholicism not Apostolical; being an Enquiry into

the Scriptural Authority of the Leading Doctrines advocated in

The Tracts for the Times.' By W. Lindsay Alexander,
M.A. 8vo. Edinburgh: 1843.

It may sound paradoxical, but it is nevertheless true, that with

the disciples of the Oxford Tract School* we have no manner of

* We have employed the term Puseyism, simply as the ordinary
name by which a certain system of doctrines has come to be popularly
designated, and by which it is therefore most readily recognised. It

is not intended to imply that the Reverend Gentleman from whose
name the term has been derived, would subscribe to every statement or
opinion contained in the works of the School to which he belongs ; but
his own writings leave us no doubt, that in aU the more important he
cordially concurs. Still, we should have preferred a name not derived
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controversy. Their principles, logical and ethical, are so totally

different from our own, that we feel it as impossible to argue with
them as wi^li beings of a different species. There may be
worlds, say some philosophers, where truth and falsehood change
natures—where the three angles of a triangle are no longer equal

to two right angles, and where a crime of unusual turpitude may
inspire absolute envy. We are far from saying that the gentle-

men above mentioned are qualified to be inhabitants of such a

world; but we repeat that we have just as little dispute with
them as if they were. With men who can T)e guilty of so

grotesque a petitio principii as to suppose that to those who
question the arrogant and exclusive claims of the Episcopal

Clergy, and who 'ask by what authority they speak,' it can be

any answer to cite the words, ' He that despiseth you despiseth
* me,' and 'whosesoever sins ye remit they are remitted'*

—

with men who think that no ' serious' person can treat lightly

their doctrine of Apostolical succession, and that if there be,

it is to some purpose to quote the text, ' Esau, a -profane

^person, who for one morsel of meat sold his birthright 'f—with
men who can so wrest the meaning of common terms as to

represent the change effected in the eucharistic elements by
the words of consecration, to be as much a miracle as that per-

formed at the marriage feast at Cana %—with men who are so

enamoured of the veriest dreams and whimsies of the Fathers,

as to bespeak all reverence for that fancy of Justin and others,

that the 'ass and the colt' for which Christ sent his disciples,

are to be interpreted severally of the ' Jewish and the Gentile
* believers,' and also to attach much weight to that of Origen, who
rather expounds them of the ' old and the new Testaments'

—

with men who can treat with gravity the various patristic expo-
sitions of the ' live barley loaves,' which some suppose to indi-

cate the ' five senses,' and others the ' five books of Moses' §

—

with men who can lay down the general principle, that we are to

* maintain before we have proved,' ' that we must believe in

* order to judge,' ' that this seeming paradox is the secret of

from an individual, had we known of any such as widely used and as

generally understood. The Oxford party, it is true, vehemently pro-

test ag-ainst being designated by any name (whether derived from an
individual or not) which would imply that they constituted a particu-

lar School or Sect, on the ground that their doctrines are not those of

a school or sect, but of the ' Catholic Church !' But in this we can-

not humour them; they are in our judgment decidedly a ' Sect,' and
nothing more.

* Tracts, Vol. i. No. 17, p. 6.

t Tracts, No. 19, p. 4.

I Br. Crit., Vol. xxvii. p. 259, 260. § Tracts, No. 89.
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* happiness,* ' and that never to have been troubled with a
* doubt about the truth of what has been taught us, is the
* happiest state of mind,'*— these writers at the same time de-

claring that the immense mojority of mankind are brought up in

this same quiet reception of the most fatal delusions—with men
who can believe that the true doctrine of Christian baptism vvill

prove a preservative against forming either a Neptunian or

Vulcanian theory of geology ; and that the vertebral ' column
* and its lateral processes' were designed to affind a type and
adumbration of the crossj—with men who think the words
ruZ-r, -noiuTi sig rriv s/Mr,v dvd/Mvridiv are the most natural words for

our Lord to have used, if he meant to say ' Sacrijice this in

* remembrance of me 'J—with men who can believe that St

Antony's nonsensical conflicts with devils may not unworthily

be compared with the temptations of our Lord in the wilderness,

and that the grotesque portents with which his ' life' abounds
may be attributed to diabolical agency §—with men who can

write or defend soch a Tract as Number Ninety, and at once

swear to the Articles and explain them away—with men who
think that there is no reason to believe that ' the private stu-
* dent of Scripture would ordinarily gain a knowledge of the
' Gospel from it;' and who ' confess a satisfaction in the in-

* fliction of penalties for the expression of new doctrines or

*a change of communion'^—with men who can affirm and
believe such things, and many others equally strange, we
repeat we can have personally as little controversy as with
those inhabitants of Saturn, who, according to Voltaire's lively

little tale, have seventy-two senses, and have discovered in

matter no less than three hundred essential properties. The
powers of speculation of these gentlemen are either so much
above our own, or so much below them—their notions of

right and wrong so transcendantly ridiculous, or so transcen-

dantly sublime—that there can be nothing in common be-

tween us. Thousands, we know, are ready to resolve the

mystery of their conduct by saying, ' Surely these men are
' either great knaves or great fools :

* but in the exercise of that

charity which hopetk all things, we will not assume the former;

and in the exercise of that charity which btheveth all things,

we will not assume the latter. We regard them simply as an
unexplained phenomenon ; we stare at them as at a new comet,

* Tracts, No. 85, p. 85, 73 ; Br. Cr., No. 63, p. 39, 83.

f Sevvell's Christian Morals, p. 324. See also Tract No. 8[), § vj. vii.

X Fronde's Remains, Second Part, Vol. i. p. 91, &c.

§ Newman's Church of tha Fathers, p. 360. f Br. Cr., No. 59. p. 105.
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devoutly hoping at the same time that they may be found to

move in a highly hyperbolical trajectory, and that, having swept

across our system, they will vanish and return no more.

It is not to them, then, that we address ourselves; but to the

thousands of our readers who may have neither time nor inclina-

tion to peruse the voluminous productions of their School. For

their sakes we shall attempt something like a systematic expo-

sition, once for all, of its principal doctrines, and they can then

decide whether or not it is their duty to accept them.

It is now about ten years since the founders of this School set

about achieving their great miracle of putting the ' dial' of the

world ' ten degrees backward.' Their first proceedings were

comparatively moderate. They had arrived at the conclusion

that the Church of England had become more ' Protestant than

* the Reformation ;' that she had somehow swung loose from her

moorings, and had insensibly drifted with the tide to a point

very different from that at which the pilots of the Reformation

had anchored her; that the spirit of the English Church re-

sides rather in the Liturgy and Rubric than in the Articles,

and that the former ought to interpret the latter; that certain

* great and precious truths' had nigh gone out of date, and that

certain high ' gifts' and prerogatives of the Church had come

to be cheaply rated. They further thought that these ' pre-

* cious truths' required to be restored, and these high ' gifts' to

be vindicated.

To diffuse their views they commenced that remarkable

series of publications well known by the name of the ' Oxford

Tracts;' at an early stage of which appeared Mr Newman's

Via Media, or middle road to heaven, between Romanism and

Protestantism. This Via Media appeared to many nothing

more or less than the ' old Roman road' uncovered and made

passable. What was thus early suspected was in due time made

manifest. No matter how comparatively moderate the first

pretensions of these writers; it was soon seen that their system

of doctrine and ritual was fast assuming a form not essentially

different from that of undisguised Romanism. Flushed with

success, and forgetting all caution, they rapidly developed,

partly in the Tracts and partly in separate works, principles at

which the Protestant world stood aghast. In a word, the

system closely resembled that of Rome ; it was, as geometricians

say, a similar figure, only with not so large a perimeter.

They affirmed, as we shall fully show hereafter, that the Scrip-

tures were not the sole and absolute rule of faith ; that tradition

was supplemental to it, and that what it unanimously taught was

of co-ordinate authority ; that a fully developed Christianity must

be sought somewhere or other, (nobody knows where,) within the
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first (nobody knows how many) centuries ; they spoke contemptu-

ously of Chilliiigworth's celebrated maxim, and elevated that of

Vincent of Lerins into its place : in defiance of the first principles

of the Reformation, they advocated ' Reserve' in the coinmunica-

tion of relit^ionsknowled^jfe, and avowed their preference of the an-

cient disciplina arcani ;* they spoke in terms of superstitious

reverence of the Fathers, and eagerly defended many of their

most egregious fooleries;! they denied most contemptuously
' the right of private judgment,' and inculcated a blind, unques-

tioning acquiescence in the assurances of the Priest. As they

had advocated principles which would ju'^tify nearly all the

abuses of Rome, so they learned to speak of the abuses to

which those principles had led in a new dialect— in terms which
would have made the hair of Cranmer or of Ridley stand on end.

They apologized for her errors, and, as they were bidden, * spoke
' gently of her fall.' They were rewarded (significant omen !) with

the frien()ly greetings of the Romanists in return ; and conde-

scendinui^ly assured that ' they were not far from the kingdom of
' God.' J All this will be fully proved hereafter, if indeed there

are now any who stand in need of such proof.

But their zeal somewhat outran discretion. They were not yet

quite perfect in the art of poisoning. Instead of administering it

in homoeopathic doses, in invisible elements, by means of per-

fumed gloves or sweet confectionary ; their impatience could not

brook the long delay required by so tedious a process. They
exchanged the gentle decoction of laurel leaves for prussic acid ;

till at last, in Number Ninety, which ought by right to be

called the ' Art of Perjury made Easy,' they administered so

strong a dose, that even the Ostrich-stomach of the Church could,

no longer endure it. She threw off the nauseous compound with

a convulsive effort, and refused to take any further preparations

from the laboratory of these modern ' Subtles.'

Hut though the Oxford Tracts were at length silenced by
authorities unvvontedly patient of scandal, the poison was too

widely diffused to admit of any sudden and instant counteraction.

* Nos. 80 and 87, Tracts on ' Reserve.'

f Tract 89—On ' Ancient Mysticism,' passim.

ij:
' It seems impossible,' says Dr Wiseman, 'to read the works of

the Oxford divines, and especially/ to follow them chronologically, with-

out discovering a daily approach towards ourholy church, both in doctrine

and affectionate feeling To suppose them (without an
insincerity which they have given us no right to charge them with) to

love the parts of a system and wish for them, while they would reject

the root and only secure support of them—the system itself—is, to my
mind, revoltingly contradictory.'
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Accordingly, in periodical publications of all sorts and sizes

—

in Reviews, Magazines, and Newspapers, in flimsy Pamphlets
and bulky Volumes, in letters, in dialogues, in tales and novels,

in poetry, in congenial fiction and perverted history, in every form
of typography, and in every species of composition—have the

very same, nay, still more outrageous, doctrines been industri-

ously propagated. Of this, too, we shall give full proof.*

Thus it was seen that the Via Media, instead of being a road

L/Tunning between Protestantism and Romanism, and parallel to

both, branched off at a large angle from the former, and, after

traversing a short interval of moss and bog, which quaked most
fearfully under the traveller's uncertain tread, struck into that.

' broad,' well-beaten, and crowded road which leads to Rome
and destruction ' at the same time.

If the Oxford Tract writers had strictly adhered to what ap-

peared to be their original intention, as stated in the Via

Media, it would have been difficult, at all events, for a clerical

antagonist to know how to deal with them ; as they, for similar

reasons, would have found it equally difficult to know how to

deal vvith him. While the Oxford party maintain that the spirit

x/' of the Church resides rather in the Liturgy and Rubric than in

the Articles, their opponents plead that the spirit of the Church
resides rather in the Articles than in the Liturgy and Rubric

;

and these last, if change must come, would fain have the latte;

brought into harmony with the former; rather than the former

misinterpreted into agreement with the latter. Which of these

two parties is more near the truth in its notions, we shall not

particularly enquire. Never having ourselves sworn and sub-

scribed an ex animo assent to ' all and every thing ' contained in

the ' Articles, Book of Common Prayer, Rubric, and Canons,'

we feel at perfect liberty to admire and revere whatsoever we
deem excellent in the constitution, doctrines, or ritual of the

Church of England, without pledging ourselves to admire or

* The Oxford Tract writers and their adherents, have shown but

small practical regard to that principle of unquestioning' obedience

which forms a prime article of their faith. They supjJressed the
' Tracts,' it is true—an act of obedience which, considering that they

have since propagated the same doctrines with undiminished zeal, and
even openly defended Number Ninety itself, the Bishop of Oxford has

acknowledged, in a recent charge, with a gratitude which looks almost

ludicrous. They seem to have understood the objection oftheir superior

to be to the title of the books, not to the doctrines they contained—to

the label on the bottle, not to the poison in it. Their obedience

was of the same kind with that of the dutiful son mentioned in the

Gospel, who said to his father, ' I go, sir,' but Avont not.
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revere all. Considering the circumstances under which the

Church was founded, the nation's recent escape from the grossest

Popery—the prejudices which required conciliation— the dilfe-

rent, and in some respects contradictory, interests that were to

be adjusted—the explicit admissions of the most eminent Re-

formers, that they could not do all they wished, and that they

were compelled to content themselves with doing what they

could—we cannot wonder that some portions of the Articles and

Formularies of the Church should be hard to be reconciled. As
little can we wonder that those who have sworn an ex animo as-

sent to 'all and every thing in them,' should, after so miscellane-

ous a feast, feel now and then a little dyspeptic. Tliey may
well be pardoned if they make some desperate efforts to show

that they are not inconsistent; and even applauded, if they take

the more rational course of recommending that any expressions

which trouble conscience should be rectified and adjusted.

Meantime, as it is impossible that inconsistency should itself be

consistent, it is no matter of surprise that these tw^o parties should

feel it more easy to refute each other's opinions than to establish

their own. One appeals to the Liturgy— the other to the Arti-

cles—each can prove the other partially wrong, but neither can

prove itself wholly right. In a word, it is a war of reprisals;

each takes out its ' letter of marque,' and proceeds to burn and pil-

lage on its adversary's coast ; and returning in anticipated

triumph—finds equal desolation on its own.

Meantime, one thing is clear. The much boasted unity of

the Church—that unity which Mr Gladstone vaunts, and which

Mr Newman sorrowfully laments is not to be found,* (not at/ree-

lug, it appears, even as to whether they are disagreed,)—is some-

thing like the unity of chaos. There was but one chaos, it is

true, but in that one there was infinite confusion. ^
Whether absolute unity be desirable, we have our doubts ; that ^(/^

it is impossible of attainment, we have none. We see that the

very men who have sworn assent to the very same documents,

exhibit almost every variety and shade of theological opinion.

From every zone, every latitude of theology, has the Church

* ' In the English Church we shall hardly find ten or twenty neigh-
bouring clergymen who agree together ; and that, not in the non-
essentials of religion, but as to what are its elementary and necessary

doctrines; or as to the fact, whether there are any necessary doctrines

at all—any distinct and definite faith required for salvation."

—

Lectures

0)1 the. Prophetical Office of the Church, p. 394. Again— ' In the Eng-
lish Church, by itself, may be found differences as great as those ichich

separate itfrom (hxecc or Home'—P. 310.
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collected its specimens. Each extreme, and all between, is there
;

from the mere ethical declaimer who has successfully laboured
to expel from his discourse every distinctive trace of Christianity,

except what may be found in the text and the benediction, to

the fanatic who suffers ' grace' wellnigh to exclude 'morality'

—

from the most rigid Arminianism to the most rigid Calvin-
ism—from high-church doctrines like those of Laud, to low-

church doctrines like those of Hoadley—from a theory of the

sacraments like that of Dr Hook, to a theory of the sacraments
like that of Mr Noel.*

The argumentum ad hominem, however, with which the Ox-
ford Tractisis (had they restricted themselves to what seemed
their oriyinal o\>']ect) might have met their c/e/-2m/ opponents, is of

no avail against those—whether in the Church or out of it—who
have not sworn and subscribed an ex animo assent to her public

documents; and further, as they have not restricted themselves to

that object, but have affirmed doctrines and developed a theory

essentially inconsistent with Protestantism, it is competent to

every body to affirm that they do not of right belong to the Church
of England, though they remain within her pale, and most 'un-

worthily eat her bread.

Of this any one may convince himself who will take the trouble

to examine the Oxford Tracts seriatim—more especially those

from Number Seventy to Number Ninety. But there are two
facts more easily appreciable by the public. The first is, that

the Tracts have been suppressed by authority'—none can deny
that. The second is, that the ablest and most influential Pre-

lates have, in ' Charges' and other publications, delivered their

express testimony against them, in every tone of lamentation,

reproof, rebuke : they do not disguise their mingled shame,

sorrow, and consternation, that such doctrines should have

been promulgated by clergymen of their own communion.
Those who please may see this collection of testimonies set

forth in one of the publications at the head of this article

—

' The Voice of the Anglican Church.' Nor must it be forgot-

ten that this series of testimonies derives additional force from

the fact, that there is so much in the Oxford Tracts to gratify

-Episcopal vanity, and to strengthen Episcopal pretensions. No-
thing surely but an imperative sense of truth and duty could have

"extorted them, in the face of the pleasing adulations with which

the ' Tracts' abound. It is hard to be compelled to strike the

parasite in the very act of sycophancy ; and frequent and most

The reader may see this point more fully treated in our Article on

Gladstone's » Church and State/ Vol. Ixix.pp. 268^271.
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fulsome was the flattery with which these right reverend men
were assailed. Their office and prerogatives were studiously

magnified ; they were addressed in the humblest tones of awe
and veneration ;* they were compared to the apostles, not only in

their office and dignity—but (let not the reader smile) in their

sufftrings.] How pleasant for a worthy gentleman of princely

revenue and baronial dignity, to be told that he is at the same

time a sort of martyr, and may aspire to combine the character

of prince and anchorite in his own proper person. We have much
sincere respect for the Bench of liishops ; but amongst the marks

of apostolical succession,' we certainly had imagined that 'priva-

' tions and sutferings' were not generally included. We repeat,

then, that our Prelates have done themselves much credit in so

loudly condemning this new heresy. We only hope that they will

act consistently v\ith their protests in the discharge of their public

duties, and in the employment of their private patronage.

In attempting to give some account of the principal opinions

held by the new School, we do not mean to deny that some of

them are held, wiih certain modifications, by many who would

Strenuously remonstrate against being classed in the same cate-

gory with its founders; nay, we shall not charge all who avow
a general coincidence with holding every one to the same extent.

' Private judgment,' proscribed as it has been, has been at work
here too, and left these men little reason to boast of their unity.

We shall content ourselves with developing the system as ex-

plained in the Oxford IVacts, and in woiks avowedly written in

approval or defence of them.

* ' To them (the Bishops) we willingly and affectionately relinquish

their high privileges and honours ; we encroach not upon the rights of

the Successors of the Apostles [these are not our capitals] ; we
touch not their sword and crosier.' . . . Exalt our holy fathers, the

Bishops, as the representatives of the Apostles and the angeJs of the

Churches, and magnify your office as being oi'dained by them to take part

in their ministry.'—(Tracts, No, 1, p. 1, 4. Addresacd to the Clergy.)

I
' Again, it may be asked, who are at this time the successors and

spiritual descendants of the Apostles ? I shall surprise some people by

the answer I shall give, though it is very clear, and there is no doubt

about it—THE Bishops. They stand iu the place of the Apostles as

far as the office of ruling is concerned ; and whatever we ought to do,

had we lived when the Apostles were alive, the same ought we to do for
the Bishops. He that despiseth them, despiseth the Apostles. . . . But
I must now mention the more painful part of the subject, i. e- the suf-

ferings of the Bishops, vhich is the second mark of their being our

living Apostles. 1 may say. Bishops have undergone this trial iu every

age.'—(No. 10, p. 3, 5 J also Vol. i., passim.)
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Neither will our space permit us to attempt more than a ge-

neral statement of the opinions in question. Some of the par-

ticular doctrines most in favour with the Oxford Theologians,

we have already pretty fully considered ;* and some others may,
hereafter, come under our review.

1. These writers maintain, in its fullest integrity and extent,

the doctrine of Apostolical Succession.j 'I hey affirm that

the spiritual blessings of Christianity are, so far as we know or

have any right to infer, ordinarily restricted to the channel of an

Episcopally-ordained ministry ; that no minister is a true mem-
ber even of that ministry, unless found in the line of the suc-

cession—in other words, duly ordained by a Bishop duly conse-

crated ; whose due consecration again depends on that of a whole

series of Bishops from the time of the Apostles ; that mini-

sters not so ordained have no right to preach the gospel, and

cannot efficaciously administer the sacraments, let them be as

holy as they may ; that all who are so ordained may do both,

* See the articles on Dr Pussy's Fifth of November Sermon, (Vol.

Ixvi. p. 396.)—On Gladstone's ' Church and State,' (Vol. Ixix. p. 231.)

—

On Tract Number Ninety, (April 1841.)—On the ' Right of Private

Judgment, and Se well's Christian Morals,' in the Number for Jan,

1842.
j" ' Why should we talk .... so little of an Apostolic Succession ?

Why should we not seriously endeavour to impress ovir people with

this plain truth (!)—that by separating themselves from our communion,

they separate themselves not only from a decent, orderly, useful society,

but from the only Church in this realm which has a right to

BE QUITE SURE SHE HAS THE LoRD'S BODY TO GIVE TO HIS PEOPLE.'

—(Tracts, Vol. i.. No. 4, p. 5.)

' As to the fact of the Apostolical Succession, i. e. that our present

Bishops are the heirs and representatives of the Apostles by succes-

sive transmission of the prerogative of being so, this is too notorious

to require proof. Every link in the chain is known from St Peter to

our present Metropolitans.'—(No. 7, p- 2.)

Dr Hook says, ' We ask what was the fact, and the fact was this :

that the officer whom we now call a Bishop was at first called an Apostle ;

althoui^h afterwards it was thought better to confine the title of Apos-

tle to those who had seen the Lord Jesus ; while their successors, exercis-

ing the same rights and authority, though unendowed with miraculous

powers, contented themselves with the designation of Bishops.' It is

the prerogative of men of this school to talk nonsense; but really Dr
Hook abuses his privilege. It reminds one of what a lady said to

Pelisson, < Really, JVIonsieur Pelisson, you abuse your sex's privilege—

of being ugly.^
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let them be as unholy as they will ;
* that, accordingly, Philip

Doddridge and Robert Hall were no true Christian ministers,

but that Jonathan Swift and Lawrence Sterne were. All this

we know is very mysterious ; but then, as the Tracts say, so

are many other things which we nevertheless believe ; and
why not this? It is better 'to believe than to reason' on

such a subject ; or believe first and reason afterwards. ' Let
* us believe what we do not see and know Let us maintain
* before we have proved. This seeming paradoxf is the secret of
* happiness.' Thus, seeing is not believing, as the vulgar sup-

pose, but believing is seeing ; and you will, in due time, know the

'blessedness' of such child-like docility-t But it is necessary

to dwell a little on the arguments of the opposite party, in

order to do full justice to the hardihood of the required act of

faith.

Whether we consider the palpable absurdity of this doctrine,

its utter destitution of historic evidence, or the outrage it implies

on all Christian charity, it is equally revolting. The arguments
against it are infinite, the evidence for it absolutely nothing. It

rests not upon one doubtful assumption but upon fifty; and when
these are compounded together, according to Whately's receipt

for gauging the force of arguments, it defies the power of any

* ' The unworthiness of man, then, cannot prevent the goodness of

God from flowing in those channels in which he has destined it to flow ;

and the Christian congregations of the present day, who sit at the feet

of ministers dull/ ordained, have the same reason for reverencing in

them the successors of the Apostles, as the primitive Churches of

Ephesus and of Crete had for honouring in Timothy and in Titus the

Apostolic authority of him who had appointed them.'—(No. 5, p. 10, 11.)

t No. 85, p. 85.

\ ' I readily allow,' says one Tractist on the doctrine of the Succes-

sion, ' that this view of our calling has something in it too high and
mysterious to be fully understood by unlearned Christians. But the

learned, surely, are just as unequal to it. It is part of that ineffable

mystery called in our Creed the Communion of Saints ; and, with all

other Christian mysteries, is above the understanding of all alike, yet

practically alike within reach of all who are willing to embrace it by
true Faith.'—(Vol. i. No. 4, p. 6.)

' It may be profitable to us to reflect, that doctrines, which we be-

lieve to be most true, and which are received as such by the most pro-

found and enlarged intellects, and which rest upon the most irrefrag-

able proofs, yet may be above our dlsputative powers, and can be treated

by us only with reference to our conduct.'—(No. 19, p. 3, On Arguing
concerning the Apostolical Succession.)

VOL, LXXVII. NO. CLVI. 2 K
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calculus invented by man, to determine the ratio of improbability.
First, the very basis on which it rests—the claim of Episcopacy
itself to be considered undoubtedly and exclusively of Apostoli-
cal origin—has been most fiercely disputed by men of equal
erudition and acuteness; and, so far as can be judged, of equal
integrity and piety. When one reflects how much can be plau-
sibly and ingeniously adduced on both sides, and that it would
require half a volume only to give an abstract of the arguments ;

one would think that the only lesson which could or would be
learned from the controversy, would be the duty of mutual cha-
rity

; and a disposition to concede that the blessings of Christia-
nity are compatible with various systems of Church polity. God
forbid that we should for a moment admit that they are restricted

to any one !

But this first proposition, however doubtful, is susceptible of
evidence almost demonstrative, compared with that offered for

half a dozen others involved in the integral reception of the doc-
trine of Apostolical succession. Accordingly, there are thou-
sands of Episcopalians, who, while they affirm a preponderance
of evidence on behalf of Episcopacy, contemptuously repudiate
this incomprehensible dogma: of these, Archbishop Whately is

an illustrious example.
The theory is, that each Bishop, from the Apostolic times, has

received in his consecration a mysterious ' gift,' and also trans-

mits to every Priest in his ordination a mysterious ' gift,' indi-

cated in the respective offices by the awful words, ' Receive the
' Holy Ghost;'* that on this the right of Priests to assume their

functions, and the preternatural grace of the sacraments admi-
nistered by them, depends ; that Bishops, once consecrated,

instantly become a sort of Leyden jar of spiritual electricity, and
are invested with the remarkable property of transmitting the
'gift' to others; that this has been the case from the primitive

age till now ; that this high gift has been incorruptibly trans-

mitted through the hands of impure, profligate, heretical eccle-

siastics, as ignorant and flagitious as any of their lay contem-

* ' Thus we have confessed before God our belief, that through the
Bishop who ordained us we received the Holy Ghost, the power to hind

and to loose, to administer the sacraments and to preach. Now, how is

he able to give these great gifts ? Whence is his right ? Are these

words idle, (which would be taking God's name in vain,) or do they ex-
press merely a wish, (which surely is very far below their meaning,) or

do they not rather indicate that the speaker is conveying a gift?'

—

(Tracts, Vol. i. No. 1, p. 3.)
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poraries ; that, in fact, these ' gifts* are perfectly irrespective of

the moral character and qualifications both of Bishoj) and Priest,

and reside in equal integrity in a Bonner or a Cranmer—

a

Parson Adams or a Parson Trulliber.

Numberless are the questions which reason and charity forth-

with put to the advocates of this doctrine, to none of which will

they deign an answer except the one already given—that be-

lieving is seeing, and implicit faith the highest demonstration.

What is imparted ? what transmitted ? Is it soinething or nothing ?

Is consecration or ordination accompanied (as in primitive times)

by miraculous powers, by any invigoration of intellect, by

increase of knowledge, by greater purity of heart ? It is not pre-

tended ; and, if it were, tacts contradict it, as all history testifies :

the ecclesiastic who is ignorant or impure before ordination, is just

as much so afterwards. Do the parties themselves profess to be

cow5c?ow5 of receiving the gift? JSo. Is the conveyance made
evident to us by any proof which certifies any fact whatsoever

—

by sense, experience, or consciousness? It is not affirmed. In

a word, it appears to be a nonentity inscribed with a very for-

midable name—a very substantial shadow ; and dispute respect-

ing it appears about as hopeful as that concerning the ' indelible

' character' imparted in the unreiterable sacraments of the

Romish Church ; of which Campbell archly says— ' As to the
' ubi of the character, there was no less variety of sentiments

—

' some placing it in the essence of the soul, others in the un-
* derstanding ; some in the will, and others more plausibly in the

* imagination ; others even in the hands and tongue ; but, by
' the general voice, the body was excluded. So that the whole
' of what they agreed in amounts to this, that in the unreiter-

* able sacraments, as they call them, something, they know not
* what, is imprinted, they know not how, on something in the
' soul of the recipient, they know not where, which never can
* be deleted.'

Again, who can certify that this gift has been incorruptibly

transmitted through the impurities, heresies, and ignorance of

the dark ages? Is there nothing that can invalidate Orders?
* Yes,' say some of these men, ' error in fundamentals will.'

Others affirm it will not; but still, with that superstitious reve-

rence for forms which ever attends neglect of the substance, de-

clare that they may be invalidated ' if the formalities of consecra-
* tion have not been duly observed !' Either answer will serve the

purpose. If error in essentials is sufficient to invalidate Orders,

we ask—had the Romish Church so erred when you separated

from her? If she had, her own Orders were invalid, and she

could not transmit yours. If she had not, as you all affirm that
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nothini^ but heresy in fundamentals can justify separation^ you
are schismatics, and your own Orders are invalid.

What are the conditions on which the validity of Orders de-
pends, or whether any thing can annul them* except some
informality in ordination itself, our Anglican friends are very
reluctant to state. That they do not insist on all those condi-
tions of the Romish Church which made Chillingworth say,

that ' of a hundred seeming Priests, it was doubtful whether there
' was one true one,' is certain ; and it is equally certain that they
are discreet in adopting such a course. The Fathers, indeed,
often insist upon purity of life and integrity of doctrine as neces-
sary to authenticate the claims of a successor of the Apostles

;

but it would not be convenient, with the ecclesiastical history of
the middle ages spread out before us, to insist strongly on any
such requisites; it being certain that in those ages there has
been no lack of simoniacal, atheistical, and profligate Prelates

;

though, if simony, atheism, and profligacy will not annul
' holy orders,' truly we know not what will. The majority,
therefore, seem to have determined that there is hardly any
amount of doctrinal pravity or practical licentiousness which
could repel the indwelling spirit of holiness—though, incom-
prehensible dogma ! an error in the form of consecration may !

Be it so. The chances are still infinite that there have not
been flaws somewhere or other in the long chain of the suc-
cession—and though these may be few, yet as no one knows
where the fatal breach may be, it is sufficient to spread universal

panic through the whole Church. What Bishop can be sure that

he and his predecessors in the same line have always been duly
consecrated ? or what presbyter, that he was ordained by a Bishop
who had a right to ordain him ? Who will undertake to trace up
his spiritual pedigree unbroken to the very age of the Apostles,

or give us a complete catalogue of his spiritual ancestry ?

We can imagine the perplexity of a presbyter thus cast in

* Mr Gladstone thinks of nothing but ih^forms. He says, ' Again,

with respect to the darkness of the middle ages, I apprehend that the

high and even superstitious reverence then paid to the office of the

priesthood, tells positively and most strongly in favour of the succes-

sion, because it thus becomes so much the more highly improbable

thatforms .so sacred should have been neglected, that unauthorized in-

trusion should have been either permitted or attempted.'—Gladstone

on Church Principles. (Chap, v, p. 236.)

See Tracts, No. 15, pp. 9, 10, 11, for some curious statements on this

subject.
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doubt as to whether or not he has ever had the invaluable ' jjjift'

of Apostolical succession conferred upon him. As that ' gift' is

neither tangible nor visible, the subject neither of experience

nor consciousness;—as it cannot be known by any ' effects' pro-

duced by it, (for that mysterious efficacy which attends the ad-

ministration of rites at its possessor's hands, is like the gift which

qualifies him to administer them, also invisible and intangible,)

—

he may imagine, unhappy man ! that he has been ' regenerating'

infants by baptism, when he has been simply sprinkling them

with water. ' What is the matter?' the spectator of his distrac-

tions might ask. ' What have you lost?' ' Lost!' would be the

reply. ' 1 fear I have lost my apostolical succession, or rather,

' my misery is that I do not know and cannot tell whether I ever

' had it to lose !' It is of no use here to suggest the usual ques-

tions, ' When did you see it last ? When were you last con-
' scious of possessing it ? ' W hat a peculiar property is that of

which, though so invaluable—nay, on which the whole efficacy of

the Christian ministry depends—a man has no positive evidence

to show whether he ever had it or not ! which, if ever conferred,

was conferred without his knowledge; and which, if it could be

taken away, would still leave him ignorant, not only when, where,

and how the theft was committed, but whether it had ever been

committed or not! The sympathizing friend might, probably,

remind him, that as he was not sure he had ever had it, so, per-

haps, he still had it without knowing it? '^ Perhaps!' he would
reply; ' but it is certainty I want.' * Well,' it might be said,

' I\lr Gladstone assures you, that, on the most moderate com-
' putation, your chances are as 8000 to 1 that you have it

!'

' Pish!' the distracted man would exclaim, 'what does Mr
' Gladstone know about the matter ?' And, truly, to that query
we know not well what answer the friend could make.

It is true, however, that Mr Gladstone, in his Church Prin-

ciples, proposes to remove any such perilous doubts as may arise

from the historic difficulties against the doctrine of succession,

(on which we have said the less, as they are so unanswerably,

as we think, urged in our Article on his first work,*) by nothing-

less than mathematical evidence I It is a novelty to find him
reasoning at any time ; and mathematical accuracy is indeed more
than we looked for. But it is a perversion of language, and an
insult to the human understanding, to talk of mathematical e\i-

* Art. on Gladstone's ' State In its relations with the Cluirch.'

—

Edinburgh Review, Vol. kix. pp. 263-268.
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dence in such a question. Though mathematical in form, the argu-
ment, treating it seriously and decorously, yields but a probable
conclusion. By a novel application of the theory of ratios and
proportion, he endeavours to show that, on the least favourable
computation, the chances for the true consecration of any Bishop
are as 8000 to 1. ' If it be admitted,' says he, ' that regular
* consecration was the general practice, but only insinuated that
' there may have been here and there an exception through
* neglect, say, for example, 1 in 500_for argument's sake let us
' grant so much ; upon this showing, the chances for the validity
' of the consecration of every one of the three officiating Bishops
' in a given case are, : : 500 : I. For the validity of" those of
< two out of the three, : : 500 x 500 = (sic) 25,000 : 1. For the
' validity of some one out of the three, : : 500 x 25,000 z=
* 12,500,000 : I. \i, however, this be not enough, let us pur-
* sue the numerical argument one step farther, and, instead of
' taking the original chances at 1 in 500, let us reduce them
' lower than perhaps any adversary would demand ; let us place
* them at 1 in 20. On this extravagant allowance, the chances

.
' in favour of the validity of the consecration of a Bishop who
' receives his commission from three of the order, are only
' 20 X 20 X 20 = 8000 : l.'_* Beit so: this only diminishes
the probability that, in any given case, the suspicion of inva-
lidity is unfounded ;— it still leaves the proposition untouched,
that there is a probability that such invalidity exists, and, as no
one knows where, the panic is not allayed. What is wanted, is

a criterion which shall distinguish the genuine Orders from the
spurious. Alas ! who knows but he may be the unhappy
8000th? According to Mr Gladstone's theory, limited as his
view of the subject is, no man in the Church of England has a
right to say that he is ' commissioned to preach the gospel,' but
only that he has ^^^ parts of certainty that he is ! A felicitous

mode of expression, it must be confessed. What would be the
fraction expressing the ratio of probability, on the supposition
that simony, heresy, or infidelity, can invalidate holy orders, is

—

considering the history of the middle ages—far beyond our arith-

metic.

But the difficulties of this puzzling doctrine do not end here.
It is asked, how a man who is no true Christian, can be a true
Christian minister? How he, who is not even a disciple of Christ,
can be a genuine successor of the Apostles? Whether it be not

Gladstone on Church Pritwiples, Chap. v. pp. 233, 236.
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impious to suppose that God has pledged himself to impart, by
inevitable necessity, the gift of the ' Holy Ghost' to an unholy
man—merely on the performance of external rites, and to (|ualify

him for the performance of the functions of a pun-ly moral insti-

tute, though still morally unfit ? We can understand, it may
be said, how, by the overruling Providence of God, a bad man
preaching truth may do some good, if the heafer (a rare case)

has both sense and honesty to separate truth from him who
propounds it. But if he be ignorant of the truth, and preach
' pernicious error,' (as thousands so ordained have done,) we can-

not conceive how his preaching can have the eifect of truth,

simply because he is ' commissioned.' Yet this, no less an au-

thority than Mr Melville asserts, in language as plain as the

doctrine itself is mystical.*

In like manner, if it be supposed that the sacraments are

only external signs of affecting and momentous truths, and that

the benefit derived from them still depends on the moral and
spiritual dispositions of the recipient, we can understand that they

may be beneficial even when he who administers them may be a

bad man. In both the above cases, however, as the effect is a

moral one, that effect will be proportionably diminished by the

conviction of the worthlessness of the officiating Priest. This
necessarily results from the laws of our moral nature. It is

impossible to get the generality of men to revere that which
their teachers practically despise; to obey precepts rather than

imitate example. As all history shows, it is impossible long to

maintain religion when the Priest is himself irreligious. But
that, by a divinely-ordained necessity, some preternatural effi-

cacy, itself certified by no evidence either of sense or conscious-

ness, is conveyed through the minister merely because he has

been episcopally ordained, (however wicked or worthless he may

* Mr Melville expressly affirms, * If, whensoever the minister is him-
self deficient and untaught, so that his sermons exhibit a wrong system,

ofdoctrine, you will not allow that Christ's Church may be profited by
the ordinance of preaching ; you clearly argue that Christ has given

up his office, and that he can no longer be styled, " the Minister of

the true Tabernacle:" when every tiling sekms against the true fol-

lowers of Christ, so that, on a carnal calctdation, you would sup-

pose the services of the Church stripped of all efficacy, then, hy acting

faith on the head of the ministry, they are instructed and nourished,

though, IN THE MAIN, the given lesson be falsehood, a7id the /irqffir-

ed sustenance little better than poison.
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be,) and which is withheld when that ordination is wanting, (how-
ever worthy and holy he may be,) who can really believe ? No-
thing but the most express revelation, or the most undeniable
effects, could attest it. And both the one and the other the

advocates of the dogma are avowedly unable to indicate.

At these, and all other arguments, the supporter of the doc-

trine only shakes his head in awful warning, proclaims his horror

of ' rationalistic' presumption, and asserts, that by implicit faith

alone can it be received. In this we believe him.
But is it, can it be true that Christians will be content to

receive these strange conclusions? Are they willing to sacri-

fice even charity itself to an absurdity? Powerful as are the

arguments on all hands against this paradox, none is so power-
ful with us as this. The advocates of the Oxford system, when
they are destitute of arguments, (which may be represented

as their ordinary condition,) are fond of appealing to our moral
feelings ; if we do not know, they tell us we may feel the

truth of a certain conclusion. Without being, we trust, in the

same miserable destitution of argument, we would fearlessly

adopt their course on the present occasion. We feel that if

there were nothing else to say, there is no proposition in Ma-
thematics more certain, than that a dogma which consigns the

Lutheran, the Scottish, and indeed the whole reformed Non-
Episcopal clergy to contempt, however holy ; and which neces-

sarily authenticates the claims of every Episcopal Priest, however
unholy—must be utterly alien from the spirit of the institute of

the New Testament.

2. Equally extravagant are the notions entertained by this

School on the subject of the Sacraments. With them, they are

not simply expressive rites, symbolical of religious doctrines, and
capable of awakening religious emotion through the medium of

the senses and the imagination ;—they are themselves the media

of a * supernatural grace,'—exclusively communicated, however,

through the Episcopally-ordained minister. This supernatural

influence is supposed to be conveyed in every case, in which
secret infidelity or open vice oflfers no obstruction on the part of

the subject of the rite. It is supposed to be actually conveyed,

therefore, in every case of infant baptism, (the subject being there

incapable of oifering any obstruction,) and to involve that stu-

pendous and mysterious change, called in Scripture ' regenera-

tion ;' and which surely ought to imply, if we consider either the

meaning of the term, or the nature of the institute, a moral revo-

lution equivalent to an absolute subjection to the law of Chris-

tianity. In the eucharist, it is supposed that infidelity or unwor-
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thiness in the recipient may obstruct the * preternatural grace,'

which nevertheless is, as it were, flowing through the Priest,

and permeating the elements. Such a state of mind may operate

as a sort of non-conductor to the ethereal and subtle influence.

Meantime, it is most strange that this ' preternatural grace,'

which is represented as so scrupulous, has no objection to reside

with the Priest, and act in, and by him, even though he should

be, morally, ten thousand times worse than those to whom the

rite is administered !

The doctrine of ' baptismal regeneration,' is indeed held by

many men who are far from approving of the Oxford movement.

With the peculiar, yet, we must be permitted to think, consistent

audacity of the new School, its advocates have carried it out to

its uttermost extravagance.

It probably will not be doing injustice to the generality of

the disciples of this School, (though they do not conceal that

there are some diff'erences,) if we further state, that their senti-

ments on the subject of the Sacraments are pretty generally re-

presented by those of Dr Pusey and Mr Newman. The former

contends that not only is the dread mysterious change called

' regeneration,' effected in every case of baptism rightly admi-

nistered ; but that there is no certain hope of the pardon of

sin wilfully committed after it;* and that he who has once so

sinned, must live in perpetual and trembling doubt of his final

safety. If so, one would think, that as Scripture assuredly has

no express command on the subject, these men would be dis-

posed to postpone the rite of baptism to a late period ; instead

of administering it to those who as yet have no sins to repent of,

and leaving them to sin (as they assuredly must) with the know-
ledge that the only plenary antidote was improvidently wasted

before they were permitted to have a voice in the matter. One
cannot wonder, that if this doctrine be true, thousands in the

much admired Church of the age of Chrysostom and Ambrose,

should have thriftily put off the performance of this wonder-

working rite to the very last extremity. Only think of the sys-

* ' The Church,' he says, * has no second baptism to give, and so she

cannot pronounce him (who sins after baptism) altogether free from his

past sins. There are hut two periods of absolute cleansing, baptism and

the day of judgment.'—(Letter to Bishop of Oxford, p. 93, 4th Edition.)

If, ' after having been washed once for all in Christ's blood, we again

sin, there is no more such complete absolution in this life—no restora-

tion to the same state of undisturbed security in which God had by

baptism placed us.'—(See also Tract No. 80, p. 46.)
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tern. A child is baptized when a few days old ; he commits a

mortal sin when he is (say) sixteen years of age ; he lives to nine-

ty ; and with the New Testament and its numberless promises in

his hand, he is to spend nearly eighty years in perplexity and
anguish, and die in doubt at last, though truly penitent, devout,

and consistent ; because somebody applied the baptismal water

before he had any voice in the proceeding ! But further, as all

have committed sin after baptism, all are in the same predica-

ment, and can entertain but a trembling hope of heaven ! Can
Christian men and women believe this hideous system to belong

to the Gospel?

The difficulties of this subject have constrained Dr Pusey to

make the convenient Romish distinction between venial 2iW^ mortal

sins ; although in the case of those who have committed ' mortal*

sin after baptism, he has not been able to hit upon a method half so .

sure and satisfactory as the 'penances' and ' indulgences* of Rome.
In fact, Dr Pusey does not see his way clear to any remedy.

The doubt and the anguish are part of ' the bitterness of the an-
' cient medicine.' *

Again, with their peculiar views of the exclusive prerogatives

of the episcopally-ordained Priest, they deny the validity of all

baptism but their own ; and in defiance of the law of their own
Church, and of decency, charity, and common sense, often refuse

to inter an infant who has not passed under their own patent

process of regeneration. The consequence is, that they throw

doubt (and many of them do not scruple to avow it) on the

final state of the myriads of unbaptized infants.f Whether they

* ' What the distinction between lesser and greater, venial and
mortal sins ? or if mortal sins be " sins against the Decalogue," as St

Augustine says, are they only the highest degrees of those sins, or are

they the lower also ? This question, as it is a very distressing one, I
would gladly answer if I could or dared. But as with regard to the

sin against the Holy Ghost, so here, also, Scripture is silent. I cer-

tainly, much as I have laboured, have not yet been able to decide any

thing. Perhaps it is therefore concealed, lest man's anxiety to hold

onward to the avoiding of all sin should wax cold. But now, since the

degree of venial iniquity, [what is venial iniquity ?'\ if persevered in,

is unknown, the eagerness to make progress by more instant continu-

ance in prayer is quickened, and the carefulness to make holy friends

of the mammon of unrighteousness is not despised.'—Pusey, cited by
M'llvaine. See also Letter to Bishop of Oxford, p. 83, 4th Edition.

f
' But I will rather suggest the consideration of the vastness of the

power claimed by the Church

—

a power whiehplaces it almost on a level

tvith God himself—the power of forgiving sins by wiping them out in
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are, as some of the Fathers believed, neither happy nor miser-

able CO! sijrned to a state of joyless apathy, or condemned

to eternal suffering—we are all, it seems, in the dark. We may
hope the best, but that is ail the comfort that can be given us.

To a Christian contemplating this world of sorrow, it has ever

been one of the most delightful sources of consolation, that the

decree which involved even infancy in the sentence of death, has

converted a gn at part of the primeval curse into a blessing, and

has peopled heaven with myriads of immortals, who, after one

brief pang of unremembered sorrow, have laid down for ever

the burdens of humanity. It has been the dear belief of the

Christian mother, that the provisions of the great spiritual eco-

nomy are extended to the infant whom she brought forth in sor-

row, and whom she committed to the dust with a sorrow still

deeper; that he will assuredly welcome her at the gates of Para-

dise, arrayed in celestial beauty, and radiant with a cherub's

smile. But all these gloriously sustaining hopes must be over-

cast in order to keep the mystical power of * regeneration' exclu-

sively in the hands of the Episcopal Clergy. All charity, all

decency, all humanity, as well as common sense, are to be out-

raged, rather than the power of conferring some inconceivable

' nonentity ' should be abandoned.

As to the Eucharist ; if the doctrine of the Oxford School,

especially according to the latest ' development,' be any thing

less mysterious or more intelligible than the Romish doctrine of

Transubstantiation, we confess we cannot perceive it. That there

is some great ineffable change wrought by the formulas of conse-

cration, we are expressly told, but what, is not explained.*

baptism

—

of transferring souls from Hell to Heaven, without admitting a

doubt of it, as when " baptized infants," it is said, " dying before they

commit actual sin, are undoubtedly saved." '—Sewell's Christian Morals,

p. 247.
* See Mr Newman on Art. XXVIIL, Number Ninety.
' As regards the Holy Communion,' says even Mr Gladstone, ' our

Church . . . does not feel that the solemn words of the institution of the

Eucharist are adequately, that is, scripturally, represented by any ex-

planation which resolves them into mere figure; and she fears lest the

faithful be thus defrauded of their consolation, and of their spiritual

food.'—Gladstone's Church Principles, p. 161.

Again— ' There Is no one passage in the New Testament which
alludes to the Eucharist at all, which is otherwise than most naturally

consistent (to say the least) with the Idea of its mysterious and mira-

culous character.'

—

British Critic, July 1842, p. 73.

Again— ' What is the meaning of the popular phrase, " the age of
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On the alleged mysterious efficacy attending the administra-
tion of the Sacraments at the hand of the privileged priesthood,
(what their personal character is, it appears, little matters,) simi-
lar observations may be made as upon the mysterious ' gift

'

handed down in ordination from hand to hand? What is it?

Is it any thing which can be distinguished from a nonentity,

—seeing that it is not cognizable by sense, consciousness, or

experience ? Take baptismal regeneration, for example. What
is imparted—what etfected ? If any change be produced, it

surely ought to be stupendous, in order to justify the application of
such a term; and it surely ought to be moral^ for moral excellence
is the design of the whole institute. Yet we look in vain for any
such effects, or rather for any effects at all. Millions of the in-

fants thus annually regenerated, present in all respects just the
very same qualities—physical and moral—with those who have
not been subjected to the process. Visibly do they grow
up, neither wiser, nor holier, nor better than the less for-

tunate infant who has been subjected to the unavailing baptism
of the Presbyterian minister, or to no baptism at all. Here an
amazing spiritual revolution, to describe which metaphor and hy-
perbole are exhausted, is supposed to be effected, which yet leaves

absolutely no traces behind it—whether physical or moral. No-
thing less than Omnipotence is introduced to effect that, of which,
when effected, we have not the slightest evidence that it has been
effected !

Such mysteries as these, if received at all, must be received
just in the same manner, and for similar reasons, with the doc-
trine of Trausubstantiation ; and we cannot wonder that those who
have no scruple in receiving the one, should adopt views inde-

mlracles ? " Is there all the difference, or, indeed, any thing more than
the difference between things seen and unseen, (a difference worth no-
thing in faith's estimate)—between healing the sick and converting the
soul—raising man's natural body and raising him in baptism from the
death of sin ? Is the wonder wrought at the marriage of Cana a
miracle, and the change which the holy elements undergo, as consecrated

hy the priest, and received by the faithful, no miracle, simply because the
one was perceptible to the natural eye, while the other is discerned by
the spiritual alone ?'

—

British Critic, Vol. xxvii. pp. 259, 260.
This" transcends all. We always thought that the very essence of a

miracle consisted in its appealing to the senses of those in whose pre-
sence it is wrought. ' It is wrought in their presence,' vii'tually says this

writer, ' and is as wonderful a miracle as raising the dead, only you can-
not see it—a difference worth nothing in faith's estimate.' For simi-

lar doctrine see Tract 85; p. 95.
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finitely near the other. In both cases we are called upon to be-

lieve that a stupendous change has, in millions of instances, been

effected, without any evidence that there has been any, or rather

with all the evidence that our nature is susceptible of, that there

has been none. In Transubstantiation, we are commanded to

believe that a gresit phi/sical change has been wrought, of which

our senses give us no information ; and, in baptismal regenera-

tion, that a great spiritual change has been wroujfht, of which

both consciousness and experience give us just as little.

But as was said of Apostolical succession, so we may say of

the ' sacramental doctrine ' connected with it, that no niere argu-

ments can be more conclusive against it, than the feeling that it

shocks the whole spirit of the Christian institute.

3. But perhaps this consciousness is more strongly felt in

relation to the views held by this School respecting the Church,

than in relation to any other subject. According to these men,

the Church of Christ is visible and one; and as the Church

can exist only where ' the gospel is truly preached, and its ordi-

' nances are duly administered,' while these are exclusively and

inseparably connected with an episcopally-ordained clergy ; they

deny the name and privileges of the Church to every com-

munity in which such a ministry is not found, and as freely

concede them wherever it is.* Apparently, scarcely any pravity

of doctrine, any flagitiousness of practice, is sufficient to annul

this title where these channels of preternatural grace are found

no purity of doctrine, no blamelessness of conduct, can jus-

tify its application to a community in which they are not

found. But as this Church is also one, it might be sup-

posed an insuperable objection that the Romish, Greek, and

* ' Do not we hover about our ancient home, the home of Cyprian

and Athanaslus, without the heart to take up our abode in it, yet afraid

to quit the sight of it ; boasting of our Episcopacy, yet unwilling to

condemn separatism ; claiming a descent from the Apostles, yet doubt-

ing of the gifts attending it ; and trying to extend the limits of the

Church for the admission of Weslei/ans and Presbyterians, while we
profess to be exclusively primitive? Alas, is not this to witness against

ourselves like coward sinners, who hope to serve the tcorld without giving

up God's service?'— ' Whatever be our private differences with the Ro-
man Catholics, we may join with them in condemning Socinians, Bap-
tisfs, Independents, Quakers, and the like. But God forbid that we should

ally ourselves with the offspring of heresy and schism, in our contest

with any branches of the Holy Church which maintain the foundation,

whatever may be their incidental corruptions !'— (^Oxford Tracts, Vol.

II. ; Records of the Church, No. XXV. pp. 3, 8, 9.)
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English Churches—which are acknowledged to be ' branches' of

the true Church, but which all exist in a state of professed sepa-

ration from one another, nay, which have reciprocally anathe-
matized one another—must be proved to be one. One would
imagine that unity in any community, must imply unity of go-
vernment and jurisdiction ; intercommunion of its members, or at

the very least, perfectly friendly relations between its several
* branches.* And so Mr Gladstone seems at first to admit ; but
he afterwards discovers, when it is convenient to discover it, that

union in the Church by no means requires as one of its essential

conditions, ' the consciousness (?) and actual or possible com-
* munication of the persons united.'

It would sadly perplex any ordinary understanding to com-
prehend how communities can be one, which are not only hostile,

but mutually excommunicate. If unity may still be preserved in

such a case, it would really seem that there might be devised

some reasonable way in which Episcopalians and Presbyterians

might be regarded as one. An unsophisticated mind would im-
agine, that if unity is not impossible amongst those who respec-

tively acknowledge the Thirty-nine Articles and the Tridentine

Decrees, it should be not altogether impossible for those who ac-

knowledge the Thirty-nine Articles and the Confession of Faith,

to find one Church large enough to hold both. But such a man
would only show his ignorance of theology. The terms of com-
munion must be wide enough to embrace the whole Churches of

Greece and Rome, for they have the Apostolical succession ; but

not a single Lutheran or Presbyterian community, for they have
it not.

Hence the fraternal yearnings of our Anglicans towards the

Greek and Romish Churches. Hence the language recently

quoted, ' that it is evident at first sight that there is much
' grace and many high gifts' in each of these communions

—

hence the declaration, equally arrogant and insulting, cited in

the preceding note from the Oxford Tracts—hence the lamen-

tations over the Reformation as an untoward event, and all

but 'a fearful judgment'*— hence their eagerness to show,

* British Critic, No. 59, p. 1— ' We trust, of course, that active

and visible union with the see of Rome is not of the essence of a Church ;

at the same time we are deeply conscious that in lacking it, far from

asserting a right, we forego a great privilege. Rome has imperishable

claims on our gratitude, and, were it so ordered, on our deference . .
'.

for her sins, and our own, we are estranged from her in presence, not

in heart.'

—

Ibid. p. 3.
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though at the peril of exposing their own Church to the

charg^e of having been guilty of a detestable schism, that the

differences between England and Rome are far from being so

momentous as those between Anglicans and other Protestants

—hence it is that we see them stretching themselves half over

the gulf which separates them from Popery, to the infinite ha-

zard of toppling into it, for the purpose of touching only the

tips of the fingers of their new friends and allies. But it will

not do ; as long as the separation itself is continued, their argu-
ments will all be futile. Either that separation was justifiable

or not ; if it was, then are the churches of Rome and England
two communities, not one—and Rome heretical ; if not, still they

are two communities, and not one—and that of England schisraa-

tical. If the latter be the fact, let those who maintain these views

act like men of sense and honour—return to the bosom of the Ro-
mish Church, and not only subscribe, but carry out, the follow-

ing declaration of the Editors of the ' Ecclesiastical Almanac' for

the present year :
' It is by the constant action of this principle,

' as upon our theological opinions so upon our ritual and ceke-
* MONiAL, and indeed upon every branch of our religious life,

' that we may hope to prepare ourselves for that union for which
' we sigh, and which we are so far privileged as to be permitted
' to hope for, and even to begin to look forward to. For this
' who would not pray and labour as for an end, before which all

* other objects of desire sink into infinite insignificance? For
' these poor pages, at least, the motto has long been chosen, and
' must be year by year repeated. God grant it may ever be its

' sole aim to hasten that union, and render ourselves
' WORTHY OF ENTERING INTO IT.'*

Meantime, is it not wonderful that those who are astute enough
to discover that the Romish, Greek, and English Churches all

form constituent parts of One Visible Church, merely in virtue

of holding Apostolic succession and kindred Church principles,

should not recoil at the bigotry of unchurching all the Reformed
Churches of the Continent—the Church of Scotland, and the

communities of dissenting Protestants ! But here, again, the Ox-
ford men are but carrying out their views consistently, however
absurdly. The Bishop of London, indeed, naturally shocked at the

uncharitableness of the above views, has, in his ' Three Sermons
' on the Church,' entered his protest against them. We only re-

gret that he has protested on principles which, whatever respect

* Ecclesiastical Almanac, 1843, p. 5.
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we may feel for his charity, leave us little room to congratulate
him either on his consistency or his lou^ic. It is hopeless to con-
tend against the Oxford men on the principles which his Lordship
has laid down. He does not escape from one of the real difficulties
in which the hypothesis of Church principles involves him, and is,

in effect equally uncharitable. For how does this Prelate argue ?
He affirms that ordinarily, Episcopacy, and an Episcopal ly-ordain-
ed ministry, are essential to the constitution of a true Church; but
hesitating at the thought of consigning all the foreign Reformed
Churches to ' the uncovenanted mercies of God,' as no part of
the true Church of Christ, he frames for them a special excep-
tion, on the ground that their individual members have no choice,
(there being no Episcopal Church to which they can join them-
selves ;) while he consigns the Dissenting communities at home
to the said ' uncovenanted mercies,' or to no mercies at all, (as
the case may be,) because it is their duty to join the Church of
England. How they can do so, if they conscientiously believe
they 0M^/<^ not; and whether his Lordship, in saying they can and
ought, be not constituting himself a judge of conscience, it may
be wise in him to consider. But let that pass. It is plain, that
on his Lordship's principles the foreign Reformed Churches are no
true Churches; for though it is true that individual members of
those Churches may not have had an opportunity of availing
themselves of the inestimable advantages of ' apostolical succes-
' sion ;' the churches themselves, (of which, and of which alone,
his Lordship is professedly speaking,) considered as entire com-
munities, have had the opportunity any time within the last three
centuries. They are therefore, as communities, no true Churches,
however charitably his Lordship may be supposed ' to hope' re-
specting individual members. But we will further try his Lord-
ship's test by an additional instance, which he has done wisely to
keep out of sight, although it lay at his very door. We ask,
* Is the Church of Scotland a true Church?' If his Lordship
answer in the affirmative, it must be for some reason : it cannot
be because she embraces Episcopacy, for she repudiates it ; it can-
not be because she could not have effected reunion with the Epis-
copal Church, had she been so pleased ;—nay, she has not only
had Episcopacy offered, but thrust upon her, and has, doubtless,
deeply sinned in wilfully rejecting it. It can then only be on the
ground of her being established. But then a totally different
criterion of a true Church is at once admitted ; will his Lordship
affirm that every Church established is a true Church ? If, on the
other hand, he says that the Scottish Church is not a true Church,
then, for aught we can see, he may just as well go the whole
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length of his censured, but more consistent brethren of Oxford.

We will submit another case to his Lordship, still near home.
Let us cross the Irish Channel. Is the Romish Church there a
true Church, and entitled to the allegiance of the people ?—if not,

it appears that it is possible that the criterion of an Episcopal

ministry may fail ; if it be, then it is at least as much entitled

to a rightful obedience as the Anglican Church. If his Lordship

says, No, because it is not established, he again introduces a crite-

rion of a true Church inconsistent with his theory. Such are

the inconsistencies in which this Prelate is involved. We thank

him for his charity; but we cannot be content to hoodwink our-

selves to palpable absurdities and inconsistencies, even in order

to be charitable ; and can only regret that he did not ' find out a
* more excellent way' of rebuking that bigotry at which he is

naturally shocked, and which we once more say, is a stronger

argument against the errors of the Oxford school than any, or all

besides. God forbid that we should deny the member of any-

community—Episcopalian, Presbyterian, or Independent, who
holds the essential doctrines of Christianity, and is manifestly

animated by its spirit—to be a member of the true Church ! We
£sel that whom we dare not deny to be a ' Christian,' we dare

not deny to be a member of Christ's Church. We feel that the

saying of Robert Hall commends itself at once to common sense,

to the highest reason, and to the noblest instincts of our moral

nature— ' he who is good enough for Christ, is good enough for

* me.'

Views so extraordinary as those on which we have com-
mented—so unsupported by reason and so destructive of charity

—ought surely to be authenticated by the clearest utterances of
Revelation. Even then, it may perhaps be said that their recep-

tion would present greater difficulties than ever yet troubled aa
infidel; but strange to say, it is admitted by their very advocates,

that one of the greatest difficulties connected with these doc-

trines is. the /?/7':72ajfec/e evidence of Scripture against them; that

they are not at all events on the surface nor explicitly stated, but

are to be developed out of mysterious hints and ambiguous whis-

pers.* Further, the very texts on which they exhaust every art

of exegetical torture to make them speak their mind, sound, when
tlius interpreted, so cold, constrained, and frigid, that they

acknowledge, again and again, that these doctrines cannot be
established by Scripture alone; and they therefore discreetly call

in. the authoritative voice of tradition.

* No. 85. iwsxhn.

VOL i.xxvii. NO. ci.vr.
"
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4. It is, then, a further dogma of this School, that the Scrip-
tures are not the sole, or a perfect rule of faith ; that they are to

be si/pplemented by tradition ; that they furnish at best but the
germ of an imperfectly developed Christianity—which is to be
found full blown and perfect somewhere, (no one can tell where,)
in the third, or fourth, or fifth, or sixth century, or some century
still later ; and that the Fathers have much to tell us of undoubted
apostolical authority, which the Apostles themselves have failed

to tell.

Infinite are the disputes which such a theory instantly gives
rise to. In essence and principle it in nowise differs from that
of Rome, (for it affirms both a icritten and an unwritten uord ;)
it differs only in the pleasant and gratuitously perplexing addition,

that it is impossible to assign the period within which the circle of
Catholic verities may be supposed complete—the period when
the slowly developed church-system became ripe, but had not yet
hecome rotten. The unity of faith v/hich is thus sought, is farther
off than ever; for the materials of discord are enlarged a thousand-
fold.

1. There is the dispute as to whether there be any such
authoritative rule of faith at all ; and this alone promises to be
an endless controversy.

2. Even if we were to admit the possible existence of such
a rule, the uncertainty in its application would preclude the
possibility of its being of any use.

3. Even if men in general are told that they need not enquire
for themselves, but just receive what their ' authorized guides*
choose to tell them, private judgment is still pressed with insu-

perable difficulties ; for alas, we find that the ' authorized guides'
themselves, in the exercise of their private judgment, have ar-

rived at very different conclusions as to what is Catholic verity,

and what is not. It is very easy for Mr Newman to talk in
magniloquent phrase of that much abused abstraction, the
* Church ;' and to represent his system of ' Church principles' as

one and complete in every age. But when we enquire which
is that Church, ichat are the doctrines it has delivered as the
complete circle of verity, and who are its infallible interpreters,

we find those whom these authorized guides proclaim equally

authorized, at endless variance ;— Romanists, Greeks, and Angli-
cans, differing in judgment from each other, and from them-
selves. In a word, we find the ' Church' is just Mr Newman
or Dr Pusey—not unbecomingly disguised in the habiliments of

a somewhat antiquated lady, and uttering their * private judg-
ments' as veritable oracles. What can one of these * guides' say
to ' a brother guide,' who declares, ' I adopt your principles, and
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it appears to me and many others, that on the same grounds on
which you contend for the apostolical succession—that is, on
the authority of the ancient Church— I must contend for the

celibacy of the clergy?' Or to another who declares, ' on our
common principles 1 think there is good reason to admit the

invocation of saints, the worship of images, the doctrine of the effi-

cacy of holy relics, the monastic institute, to be of apostolical ori-

gin?' Or to another, 'it appears to me that the doctrine of purga-

tory is but a development of the doctrine which justifies prayers

for the dead ?' Or to another, 'you will not go beyond such and
such a century in determining your Catholic orthodoxy ; I

think the limit ought to be fixed a century later, or two cen-

turies, or three?* What can he reply ? He may perhaps say,

We can show when your doctrines came in.' ' Ah !' he replies,

so it appears to you ; but it appears to me, that on the same
principles another person may show when your favourite doc-

trines came in ; for I do nothing more than adopt your prin-

ciples of "expansion" and "development"—of improving
"liints," of harmonizing apparent contradictions, and so on;
and my doctrines are thus brought out as clearly as those for

which you contend. There is no greater apparent discrepancy

between my favourite doctrine and those of the Fathers of the

third century, than there is between those you extract from the

Fathers of the third century and the Scriptures.' ' But tve

decide otherwise.' ' But who are we ?' is the instant and scorn-

ful reply.

Such is, in fact, the inevitable course which the controversy

is taking; ; till at last thousands of Ano;lican3 are contending- for

the system of the fourth or fifth century, and even there feel

that their footing is insecure.

This variety of result is inevitable 1. The very elements from
which this Catholic system of theology is to be collected, are in a

great degree doubtful ;—intermixed with forgeries ; disfigured by
interpolations, erasures, mutilations ; so that it has transcended

all mortal skill to settle the patristic canon. 2. What one man re-

ceives as genuine, another rejects as spurious ; and endless is the

controversy as to which is right. 3. The works themselves, spuri-

ous and genuine, are most formidably voluminous, written in

different languages, and each of them dead. 4. They contain

much of universally acknowledged error, and a pleasing assem-

blage of obscurities and contradictions. 5. Some are dark with

curious subtleties, and others as much disguised by rhetorical

exaggerations. G. Owing to these and other circumstances, it is

possible for very different controvertists to prove from them very

different conclusions, and to wage an interminable war of citations
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and counter-citations. The Romanist brings forward a citation:—
* you are to consider the rhetorical mode of reasoning of these

* venerable men,' exclaims the Protestant. The Protestant
countercites— ' you are not to forget,' says the Romanist, ' that
* it was said in the heat of controversy, when it is so natural to
* deal in unlimited propositions.' The Romanist is ready with
another; ' the writing is not genuine—most probably a forgery,*

shouts the Protestant— ' all critics allow it to have been at least
* grievously interpolated.' To a fourth it is said, ' it is an inter-
' polation of the Greeks.* To a fifth, ' it was foisted in by the
' Latins.' To a sixth, 'the passage is corrupt; there are five
* diff*erent readings, and twice as many renderings.' To a
seventh, ' it is a contradiction only in appearance; we can easily
* harmonize the statement.' To an eighth, ' though it be only a
* hint, you are to consider the " reserve" of the early Church.'
To a ninth, * true, that passage says so, but here is another
' from the same author, directly in the teeth of it :' and so on for

ever.* Such is the unity to which the guidance of tradition has
ever led, and will ever lead us ; and of this the present contro-

versies—the goodly array of books which stand at the head of
this article—and the many others which might be added to them,
afford a signal and irrefragable proof. Unity ! Babel itself is but
a faint image of this ' confusion of tonorues.'

But the advocates of tradition profess to have discovered an
unfailing directrix in all difficulties, in the far-famed rule of

Vincentius Lirinensis—that we are to believe what has been de-

livered EVERY WHERE, ALWAYS, and BY ALL: ' QuOD SEMPER,
QUOD L'BIQUE, QUOD AB OMNIBUS TRADITUM EST.' This rulc

sounds plausible, but on examination will be found to involve,

for reasons already hinted, most complicated difficulties in its

application ; and is about as serviceable as a certain guide-post,

-which assured the traveller that when it was uyider water, that

road was impassable. This, however true, would not prevent

liis being drowned before he made the discovery. When we
come to examine the rule, we find that if we take it without

limitations it is a manifest absurdity ; and if we take it with

* The Archbishop of Dublin bas well illustrated this subject :

—

« Tbe mass of Cbristians are called on to believe and do what is essen-

tial to Christianity, in implicit reliance on the reports of their respec-

tive pastors, as to what certain deep theological antiquarians have

reported to them, respecting- the reports given by certain ancient

Fathers, of the reports current in their times concerning Apostolical

usages and institutions.'
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all the limitations it requires, it becomes as manifest a nullity ;

—

not to mention that, at the very least, it leaves open the ques-

tion, who is to determine what has been thus delivered ' always,

every where, and by all?'—a question not very easy of solution,

when we reflect that both Romanists and Anglicans profess to

receive it, and yet reach widely different results.

But to consider the rule itself. We will not here refine, as

some have done, and say that it is ambiguously expressed ; that

it may be so interpreted as to imply that we are to receive all that

has ever been delivered for truth ; in a word, that we are to be-

lieve error and truth, heresy and orthodoxy, contradictions and

paradoxes—such a creed as may well be supposed too much for

even a Montanist or a Marcionite. We will take it for granted

that it means, that that only is to be received for Catholic verity

which has been affirmed by all conjointly, at all times, and every

where. But taken even in this sense, we have, at the very out-

set, a notable instance of what is called reasoning in a circle. For

when it is asked— ' Is the word " all" to be taken absolutely?'

The answer is
—

' By no means.' ' Who are the " all" then ?'

Answer— ' The Orthodox alone.' ' And who are the Orthodox ?'

' Those who hold what has been delivered by " all.'" This

is limitation the first. But now, let us suppose this difficulty

evaded by some subterfuge, and the authorities to which appeal

is to be made otherwise determined. We proceed to ask then

—

does this rule mean, that whatever is delivered for truth must be

expressly asserted by all whom the advocates of the rule itself

invest with a vote ? Are we, for example, to look for the whole

circle of affirmed Catholic verities in the writings of each of the

apostolical Fathers? ' No;' must be the reply, 'it is sufficient that

' they do not contradict them. Their silence must be supposed
* to give consent.' To this it might be replied, that this is at

once to abandon the rule, or rather to take for granted the very

thing to be proved ; while we have a sufficient explanation of

the silence of these earliest Fathers in the fact, that it was impos-

sible for them to anticipate, and therefore to condemn all the ab-

surd innovations and corruptions which after ages would bring in.

They were no prophets ; Clement could not anticipate the vaga-

ries of a Tertullian, nor Polycarp predict those of an Origen

;

any more than Cranmer could have supposed that such a peculiar

logician as Mr Newman would, at the distance of three cen-

turies, arise to prove that the Articles might be explained away.

This, then, is limitation the second. It is not necessary that all

that we are to believe should be expressly affirmed by all who
are included in the circle of authorities; that is, we are to

believe much which non ah omnibus traditum est. But if the
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supposed argument drawn from their silence be of any avail,

then let us consider with what weapons we are to combat the

Romanist, who is continually playing off against us this very
stratagem. Why may not he urge, on behalf of transubstantiation,

(which undoubtedly for many ages could boast the uhique et ah
omnibus,^ the same apology for the silence or the ambiguous utter-

ances of earlier Fathers, as our Anglicans urge for many of those

. novelties which are not to be found in the Apostolical Fathers?
To both or neither is the course open—to say that Christianity

was a gradually developed system ; that it does not appear in its

perfect proportions till some ages after the Apostles had gone to

their rest; and that we are not to wonder that many Catholic

verities are very slightly noticed, or not at all, in the earliest age.

Thus these parties may endlessly refute each other, but mean
time, by that very dispute the boasted rule is shown to be a nul-

lity. But if we are to believe nothing but what is affirmed by
ALL, AT ALL TIMES, EVERY WHERE, then any ouc of those whom
they themselves challenge as orthodox, will do as a standard as

well as the rest—Clement of Rome, for example. If they say,
* True, but nevertheless there are many things which, though he
' did not assert, he would have asserted had he written about them,
* or thought of it,'—this is again to abandon the rule, and to substi-

tute conjecture for it. If it be said, we imagine all believed these

things, because later writers generally testify they did, we again

reply, this is to imagine and not to prove, and will do as well for

the Romanists as for you ; for of course each succeeding age
"will take care to authenticate its own corruptions ; and, right or

wrong, vouch for its predecessor. Thus, if we may believe the

Papists, Peter was first Bishop of Rome ; and if the Oxford Trac-
tists, prayer for the dead is an Apostolical tradition. But we
come to a third limitation. When we ask— ' But is it true that the
' dissent on any point, on the part of any one of those whom you
' deem in the main orthodox—as Clement of Alexandria, for ex-
' ample— is sufficient to invalidate that article ?' The answer is

—

' Ko, certainly;' but then what becomes of your quod ab omni-
bus ? for there is hardly an article, (if we except those great

fundamental truths, which we can at once extract from the Scrip-

tures without any thanks to these worthies)—there is hardly one
of the opinions which you peculiarly patronize but is denied by
some of them. Answer— It is not necessary that Catholic verity

be asserted by all absolutely, but only by the * greater part.'

Limitation the third

;

—set down, then, that omnes means the
* greater part.' But we have not yet half done with the difficul-

ties of the rule : we here come to a curious problem of limits. It

is said that it is not necessary that each article of faith should be
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admitted by all those who arc included in the circle of authori-

ties, but only by ' the greater part.' Pray, how much ' greater'

is this 'greater part' to be? Will a bare majority of one, or

two, or three, or half-a-dozen, or halt' a score, be sufficient? or if

not, of how many ? What is to be the ratio of s-iffrages which

shall determine that to be Catholic truth, which otherwise woukl

be no truth at all ? And if the judgments of different men differ

as to what this ratio ought to be, (as they needs must, where

there is nothing but caprice to determine them,)—who is to

be the judge as to whose judgment is to be received? Even
supposing that impossible point decided—who is to be the judge

as to what opinions have or have not the requisite majority of

authorities to back them ? But yet again, if a bare majority, or

any thing short of unanimity, will be sufficient, are you prepared

to receive any of those doctrines or usages which are sustained

by an equal majority, with any one of those you enjoin upon

our belief? If so, this precarious rule will compel you to go

much further than you have hitherto gone—if not, you have

gone much too far. The doctrine of the Millenaries, now
universally abandoned, and explicitly condemned by you ; the

administration of the Eucharist to infants; the celibacy of the

clergy ; the monastic institute ; superstitious reverence for relics ;

the worship of the saints; the monkish miracles; and what

would be quite as hard for ijou to digest, the popular election of

Bishops and their voluntary support, can plead a* large an amount
of authority to sustain them, as many of those tenets which you
enjoin upon us. He who wishes to see this subject fully

handled may consult Mr Isaac Taylor's able and elaboi ate work,

entitled Ancient Christianity^ on which we shall presently offer

a few remarks. He plies the Oxford Tractists with this argu-

ment very fairly, and shows, in our judgment conclusively, that

they are shut up to one of two courses ; either to cieveloj^e their

system much further, (for which, if we may judge by recent

demonstrations, they are fully prepared,) or retrace their steps to

the principles of the Reformation.

Once more ; as it is a part of the rule that what we are to be-

lieve must have been not only universally received, but always,

that body of truth must have been as perfect in the earliest times

as the latest ; there is, therefore, no occasion to go lower than

the first age—that is, to the Scriptures themselves, and honestly

to apply the rule to them. That the truth was subsequently

received by greater numbers, or was more widely diffused, is

nothing to the purpose, and does not affect its integrity. The
base of a pyramid may be enlarged ; but as every section of the

pyramid parallel to it, cuts off a precisely similar pyramid, so if

the body of doctrine we are to receive has been always the
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same—it was just the same in tbe Apostolic age as in the fifth

century, or in our own, and we may as well stop there. Thus a
j)erfectly fair application of this much vaunted rule, issues most
unexpectedly, but most legitimately, in allowing us to defer to
the exclusive authority of Scripture ; and with this fresh limita-
tion we are willing to abide by it. The Apostles shall be our
omnes, their writings our ubique, and their age our semper.
* But,' says the Anglican, ' though it is true that the body of
* truth has always been the same, and is therefore entire in
* the Scriptures, it is not on the surface there—it is five hundred
* fathoms deep—it must be developed.; they contain but hints which
* require expansion.' In the first place this is begging the very
question ; and in the next place, it is just what the Romanists
tell us, who, adopting the very same rule, and using no greater
artifice oi expansion, 'expand' the system of the Scriptures into
the system of Trent.

But further still; will these imitators of Rome, in borrowing
Rome's own rule, apply it fairly to all ages of the Church ? Will
they take the semper absolutely ? ' No, by no means,' is the
reply ; ' for how should we confute the Romanists, who truly
* allege that during many ages doctrines have been professed, uni-
'* versally and by all, which ive deny ? ' What then, we ask, is

your semper? Within what limits is alicays to be confined?
* That question does not admit of an answer,' says Mr New-
man ;

' we had better not perplex ourselves with it : " the era
' of purity" cannot be determined within less than 400 years;
* it was not " much earlier than the Council of Sardica, a.d. 347,
* nor so late as the second Nicene Council, a.d. 787 !'" What a
curious solution of a historical problem, which brings us some-
where withia 400 years of the truth, and leaves the rule of Vin-
centius of uncertain application, within that very period in which
the doctrines and practices were developed on which the very
gist of the controversy depends ! However, as limitation the last,

let it be noted that semper means not always^ as some foolish
people imagine ; but some time between 347 and 787 years.

Thus the rule which Vincentius Lirinensis has delivered with
so much gravity and solemnity, amounts to this—that we are
religiously to receive all doctrines, which some unknown persons
have, in some undetermined places, delivered for truth at some
uncertiiin periods ! But the rule becom.es yet more flagrantly ab-
surd, as less epigrammatically delivered by himself. It then sinks
into the most contemptible of truisms ; for he takes care, as Daille
has remarked, to fence his proposition with so many limitations,
that if they could but be all complied with, he must be an infidel

indeed who would refuse assent to it. He tells us in his own
-inimitable style, that « he speaks not of any authors, but only of
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« such as having- piously, wisely, and constantly lived, preached,

' and persevered in the Catholic faith and communion, obtained the

* favour at length, either to die faithfully in Christ, or else had the

* happiness of being crowned with martyrdom for Christ's sake ;'

he further adds, ' that we are to receive as undoubtedly true,

' certain, and definitive, whatsoever all the aforesaid authors, or

' at least the greater part of them, have clearly, frequently, and
* constantly affirmed, with an unanimous consent, receiving, re-

' taining, and delivering it ov^er to others, as it were jointly, and
* making up all of them but one common and unanimous council

* of doctors.' Whence it appears, as Daille has fully shown, and

not without a touch of humour unwonted in him, that ' all that

* Vincentius here promises us is no more than this, that we may
* be sure not to be deceived, provided that we believe no other

* doctrines save what are holy and true. This promise of his is

* like that which little children are wont to make, when they tell

* you that you shall never die if you but always eat.' So that

to the enquiry— ' What is the Catholic faith ?
' it appears that we

are at liberty to reply that it is the doctrine of those who have
* piously, ivisely, and constantly lived, preached, and maintained to

' the death—the Catholic faith ;' or, at all events, of the greater

part of such. A truly cautious conclusion !

Nothing can be more ridiculous than the extravagant claims

which our modern lovers of antiquity prefer on behalf of the

Fathers. It is true that Mr Newman, by way of obviating the

argument arising from their unspeakable weaknesses and extra-

vagances, assures us that it is not their individual autho-

rity, but their concurrent testimony, to any point of doctrine and

ritual, which sanctions it as of Apostolical origin. But then, as it

is difficult to say how far it may be necessary to draw upon these

holy men, or how far their poor credit will serve to give cur-

rency to the preposterous doctrines for which they are made re-

sponsible, it is as well to accredit as much of their worthless paper

as possible. If there be a concurrence of a majority, their autho-

rity is then infallible ; if only of a considerable number, the most

egregious puerility ceases to be such ; while the opinion only

of one, though it may appear downright craziness to common
sense, is to be treated with silent veneration. Throughout the

Oxford Tracts, and more especially in Number Eighty- Nine,

(On the Mysticism of the Fathers)—a besotting and besotted

veneration is constantly inculcated towards them.* Many of their

* * A devout mind will probably at once acknowledge on which side, in

the present question, tlie peril of erring will be greatest. The question
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most extravagant absurdities are not merely palliated, but laud-

ed :—even their inimitable vagaries in the way of allegorical in-

terpretation, are seriously recommended to our devout attention ;

and we are told to enquire whether we have not lost much by
renouncing the system which led to them. The tone of reverence,

which is every where maintained and enjoined, is evidently de-

signed to perplex the understanding of the ignorant and timid,

(an artifice in common use with this School,) and to foster the

belief that the Fathers are too sacred to be dealt with as merely

human authors. No matter how childish, how ludicrous the

fancies which provoke our laughter, these writers shake their

heads and say, ' Beware how you despise things that may be sa-

* cred,' *

is like that of tlie general evidences of religion ; a person who would go

into it with advaiitage, should be imbued beforehand with a kind of natural

piety, which will cause hira to remember all ab^ng, Xhai jyerhaps when he

comes to the end of his enquiry, he ivilljind that God teas all the while

really ^Aere.'—(Oxford Tracts, No. 89, p. 5.)
* After vindicating the patristic system of allegorical and mystical in-

terpretation as a system, and fearlessly justifying it in some of the most

extravagant instances—as, for example, in those absurd fancies in which

the Fathers persisted in discovering types of the cross and baptism in

every mention of wood and icatcr in the Old Testament—as in the rods

which Jacob stuck in the troughs before Laban's sheep, or the staff v/'iih.

which he passed over the river Jordan, or in the ladder which he saw
in a dream—(on which the Tractist actually makes the following incon-

ceivably silly remark, ' This example is not irrelevant, since a ladder is

part, so to speak, of the furniture of the cross ;')—after all this, pursued

at great length and with most edifying solemnity—the wi'iter makes this

frank statement,— ' Some examples have been given above : examples

purposely selected, many of them, as the likeliest to startle and scanda-

lize a mere modern reader; and something, it is hoped, has been done to-

wards showing, that in those cases, at least, the holy Fathers well knew
what they were about (?) ; that they proceeded in interpreting Scripture

on the surest ground—the warrant of Scripture itself in analogous cases.'

—(No. 89, p. 40.)
' But in order to appreciate rightly the Fathers' reasoning in such

places, we ought, of course, to recollect, that its force lies in the accu-

mulation of instances. It is not necessary that each anecdote, taken by

itself, should be a complete type of the evangelical truth, at which the

sura of the whole points : e. g. though a person questioned the distinct

allusion to any Christian mystery, in the account, taken singly, of Jacob

using rods to influence the breed of Laban's cattle, still it must come in

as one among many examples, to show how constantly the Alnnghty

employed that material, which was to be the instrument of redemption,

as a conveyance of temporal blessings to bis chosen people (! !)*
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The author of the Tract in question is even so infatuated as to

express his regret that the selections from the Fathers to which the

people have been occasionally treated, are such as to give the

reader a too favourable opinion of them ; that is, that the Editors

of such SLlections have exercised some discretion, and extracted

only the better parts of these authors. ' But the very circum-

' stance,' says he, ' of such selections being made with a view to

* modern prejudices, shows that they can do no more than palliate

' the eyil. When a reader passes from specimens of that kind to

* the whole body of any Father's writings, he is apt to feel as if he
* had been unfairly dealt with, and is inclined rather to be the

' more intolerant of the many things which he is sure to meet with,

* alien to his former tastes and habits of thought.'* He proceeds,

therefore, to expose more freely the (in popular opinion) more
questionable ' sayings and doings' of the Fathers ; in the hope,

no doubt, that the public, on becoming familiarized with, may be

enamoured of them ; and this Tract, in which so much that is

whimsical and delirious in the Fathers is not only apologized for,

but cited with applause, may be considered as a sort of tentative

experiment—a test of the patience and stupidity of the English

people.!

We, too, share in the author's hopes, that the public may
no longer be restricted to the more ' select ' portions of the

Fathers. W^e differ widely from him in our anticipations of the

effect of throwing open the doors of thij storehouse of learning.

We are convinced that the plain good sense of the English people

would immediately resent the attempt to blind and delude them;
and reject vtith abhorrence that idolatry of the Fathers, to which

they are invited to degrade themselves. We thank the Oxford
divines for having projected and partly executed a ' Library of
* the Fathers,' and heartily bid them go on. The only thing

we fear is, lest they should not give us those unique specimens

of madness and folly, which the patristic literature supplies. If

they will not, we trust that others will. It will be easy to furnish

a 'Supplement' to the 'Library;' and we confidently antici-

* No. 89, p. 8.

\ ' It is a subject,' he says,* ' which scholars in general have, perhaps,

been apt to treat over lightly, not to say profanely ; so that, in speaking

of it, a person insensibly falls into tlie apologetic tone ; but the more we
really come to know and think of it, the more deeply, perhaj)s, shall we
feel, that even that tone is inexcusable presumption, compared with what
would become us in making mention of those who come nearest the

Apostles, and had, in greatest perfection, the mind of Christ.'—(No. 89,

p. 38.)
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pate that we shall be able to say of this appeal to the Fathers,
what Chillingworth says of a certain argument of his opponent;
* though it may seem to do you great service for the present, yet
* you will repent the time that ever you urged it against us.' We
are convinced that nothing more is needed than the indiscrimi-

nate exposure of an impartial sample of the works of these un-
paralleled writers to the popular gaze, to obliterate that feeling

of traditional reverence with which they are regarded. The
drunken Helots never taught the Spartans a more wholesome
lesson of temperance than the inimitable antics of these holy men
would teach the present age the folly of deferring to them as our
spiritual guides ; and still more of investing them under any con-
ditions with the authority of Scripture. It is impossible, how-
ever, to help wondering at the infatuation implied in thus throw-
ing open to public gaze the ' treasures ' of the Fathers. These
writers had better by half adhere to their wiser maxims of ' re-
' serve in the communication of religious knowledge.' But,
whatever be the motive, we rejoice at the step they have taken.
It will be singular should they in this way become the icono-
clasts of their own idols, and, by a sort of righteous retribution,

the reformers of their own errors. The task of freely exposing
the errors and absurdities of the Ancient Church, has in a certain

degree been performed by Mr Taylor in his ' Ancient Chris-

tianity,* on which we must here offer a few remarks. The work
has more than the author's usual excellences, and fewer of his

characteristic defects. There is less of the indistinct haze and
magniloquent common-place, which are too often found in his

other writings ; while the earnestness of controversy has certainly

improved his manner—leaving him less leisure for the false glare

and splendida vitia, which so commonly taint his style. Here,
however, as elsewhere, he is often exceedingly prolix : of simple

energy, of the art of saying much in few words, he seems to have
but a faint idea. But these are small matters ; and it is a duty
to notice some others which are not trivial. One is the almost
offensive egotism by which he has stated his claims to be consi-

dered nearly sole champion in this great cause ; another is the

perilous concessions which, in his first Number, he was induced
to make, and which he has since, in almost every page, been
compelled virtually to retract. As to the first ; it is amusing to

find him cutting off first one body of religionists, and then an-

other—some parties in the Church and all out of it—as quite

incapable of encountering champions of such redoubted learning,

and all but invincible prowess, as the new Knights of Oxford ;

and then modestly naming himself as one who may be deemed
not insufficiently equipped for this glorious adventure. He lays
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great stress not only upon his familiarity with patristic litera-

ture, but upon his havin<r access to a complete collection of the

Fathers ! We have no doubt that there are many men, both in

the Church and out of it, who have a knowledge of this peculiar

species of literature quite sufficient to qualify them to take part

in that good work in which Mr Taylor is engaged ; and we know
that access to the Fathers is not altogether a singular privilege.

Whether he has assumed this tone from an unconscious tendency

to magnify the importance of cherished and solitary studies, or

whether from a desire to impress his readers with a deep convic-

tion of the difficulty of the achievement which he proposed to him-

self, we know not ; and most assuredly we should not have alluded

to the topic, were it not that it tends to strengthen the delusion

which the tone of the Oxford Tractists was all along calculated

to produce, that they were monopolists of some peculiar sources

of information, and that none but persons of the profoundest eru-

dition could be presumed to be in possession even of the data on
which to form an opinion of the soundness or unsoundness of their

views. This we must be permitted to designate sheer delusion. It

is true that patristic literature had been little studied by the mass
of educated persons, but it was from an impression (and a correct

impression, too) of its general worthlessness. Nor were the data on
which that opinion had gradually difl'used itself scanty or insuffi-

cient. Though the Oxford Tract writers insinuated that that im-

pression was the result of ignorance, and suffered themselves to

speak contemptuously of those who had not merely a knowledge
of such writers as Chillingworth and Daille,* but had studied the
Fathers quite long enough to convince them that they were not

worth studying longer ;—though they thought it a sufficient an-

swer to a Whately or a Shuttlevvorth, to insinuate that they were
mere sciolists in patristic literature, because they had been too wise

to waste life in reading little or nothing else ; yet is it quite cer-

tain that every nook of this vast field had been explored again and
again, and the results fully given to the world, in works which
were written long before Dr Pusey and Mr Newman were born,

and which will be read long after they are forgotten. More
especially is it true, that, in relation to that dogma of the new
School now under consideration, ample materials for forming

* Even Daille himself does not escape the same sort of depreciation. It

is thus the writer of the Tract on ' Mysticism ' allows himself to speak of

that truly learned man :

—

' By his skill iu rhetorical arrangement, and
t)y a certain air of thorough command of his subject, u-hich he has heeii

very successful in assuming^ he became at once the standard author for

all who took that side of the question.'—(No. 89, p. 1.)
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a judgment were long since provided in works on the Romish
controversy. Daille was no sciolist ; Jeremy Taylor was not,
it is presumed, deficient in learning ; Chillingworth Avas no
schoolboy ; Stillingfleet and Hall were not to be despised ; all

these and many others had learning quite equal to that of any
of the authors of the Oxford Tracts ; and in powers of reason-
ing and argument, and, we will add, a love of truth, were immea-
surably their superiors. Mr Taylor is indeed pleased to say,
that ' Whatever analogies may seem to connect the doctrines of
* the Oxford Tracts with Popery, the difference between the two
* is such, as that those must certainly be disappointed who, hastily
* snatching up the rusty swords and spears of the Reformers,
* rush, so accoutred, upon the Oxford divines.'* But we have
no occasion to confute this statement; for the progress of the
controversy, and a more correct appreciation of its bearings, have
compelled him to confute it himself. ' By explicit avowals, or
* implied approbation, or in the mode of delicate allusion, these
* writers,' says he, ' in their various publications, have at length
* taken to themselves every thing in Romanism which is of earlier
* date than the close of the fifth century ;'f and he further tells

us, * R omanism, and nothing else, has become the subject of the
* great argument which the Oxford Tract writers have origina-
* ted. Candour now scarcely demands that the alleged distinction
* between the Anglo- Catholic Church system and the faith and
* worship of the Tridentine Council should any longer be much
* regarded. This difference, be it what it may, affects no funda-
* mental principle.' %
We wonder that Mr Taylor did not see this from the first.

Though particular points disputed between the Romanists and
Protestants are different from those in question between the
Anglicans and their opponents, yet the general principles in

controversy are the very same ; and the great dogma now under
consideration—the authority of the Fathers, and the value of
Tradition—had often been subjected to the fullest investiga-

tion. The vagueness of the rule of Vincentius Liiinensis,

and the uncertainty of tradition, are as clearly asserted and
demonstrated by Jeremy Taylor, (a writer in some respects

fondly claimed by the Oxford school,) as they could be by Isaac

Taylor. But further; we affirm that the very same views which
Mr Taylor maintains, had in substance been given to the world
in works which had no special reference to the Popish contro-

* Ancient Christianity^ No. 1, p. 18.

t No. 4, p. 5.
ij: No. 8, Vol. ii. 379.
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versy. In Mosheim's History, and still more in his De Bibus
Christianonmi ante Constantinum*— a work of the most extensive

and searching erudition,—practically the same conclusions are

drawn respecting the early and wide-spread corruptions of the

Church. None will pretend that Mosheim had not learning,

and none but an Oxfordist that he wanted judgment. Precisely

the same conclusions are established in the writings (though less

calm and impartial) of Jortin, and of Conyers Middleton. But
why do we say all this ? Merely to dissipate the illusion that the

Tractist champions are in possession of some exclusive treasures

of knowledge;—an illusion which we think the first Number of

Mr Taylor's work would go to confirm. We ridicule the notion

that none are competent to form an opinion on the present con-

troversy, unless they have given a ' lifetime' (which Mr Newman
says it requires) to this species of reading. Any plain man, with

the Bible in one hand, and Chillingworth, Daille, and Mosheim
in the other, need not fear to pronounce on the truth of the prin-

ciples asserted by the Anglicans. Is it necessary to read through

the Koran and all its commentators in order to pronounce on the

claims of Mahomet ; or to toil through the absurdities of the

Talmud before being qualified to say that the Rabbis are not to

be trusted?

But Mr Taylor has also run into a more serious error. He
has been pleased to claim a certain indefinite ' authority ' for the

Fathers ; and has suffered himself to speak most strangely of the

celebrated maxim, ' that the Bible and the Bible only is the
* religion of Protestants.' What this authority, over and above
that which may be yielded to any other human beings, may be,

he nowhere distinctly informs us. He asserts that ' divine Pro-
* vidence has connected the later with the earlier Church by a
* link which can never be severed; and which connexion implies
* a general duty of acquainting ourselves with the records of the
* early Church, and oi yiddincj such a specific deference to its tes-

* timony and judgment as is not to be claimed for the Church of
* any later period.' f Again: he says, 'it has been nothing so

* much as this inconsiderate " Bible alone" outcry, that has given
' modern Popery so long a reprieve in the heart of Protestant
* countries.' J He appears to lay much stress on the old fallacy,

* Of a portion of this work, an excellent translation (a little too

wordy, perliaps) has been given to tho world by Mr Vidal. The first

volume appeared in 1813, the third in 1835. We sliall be glad to see it

completed.

I Ancient Christianity, No. 1, p. 46.

I Ibid. No. 1, p. 5G.
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that we depend on the Fathers for ascertaining the canon of
Scripture itself; and hence would seem to infer that we are in

fact dependent on them for a great deal more. Much has been
founded on this argument, yet most illogically. We do certainly

admit the Fathers to be witnesses to the fact, that in their day
such and such books were received as of undoubted apostolical

authorship; just as we admit their successors of any succeeding
age to be ' witnesses * that they also had the same books. They
are witnesses of a * fact;' and, as they had eyes and ears, we have
no reason to distrust them. But we need not enlarge on this sub-
ject; and the less, that whatever mysterious and inexplicable
authority Mr Taylor may claim for these men beyond that of any
other witnesses, he has taken effectual care to dissipate the illusion

in the course of his work. In truth, the impression that he must
leave on every reader's mind is, that more unsafe guides it is im-
possible to follow. He expressly says, (and there is much more
to the same purpose,)— ' in proving them to have grossly per-
* verted the Gospel, and to be amongst the worst guides which
' the Church can follow, we are driven to the necessity of pro-
* ducing evidence which no motive less imperative would have
* led us to bring forvs^ard.'* In this, and the preceding case,

we appeal from Mr Taylor's first thoughts to his second.

We should also probably differ from Mr Taylor in relation to

the date, extent, and rate of progress of certain corruptions ; and
in some instances cannot but think he has damaged his cause by
overstating it. It would also have been as well had he refrained

from citing some authorities of doubtful quality ; though, as an
argumentum ad hominem, we do not know what his opponents
could fairly reply. He has been assailed, for example, for having
made use of Athanasius' * Life of St Antony;' yet Mr Newman,
in his * Church of the Fathers,' admits its substantial authenticity,

and deduces from it some most edifying conclusions.

In spite of these, and some minor defects, we cannot but regard

Mr Taylor's work as a most valuable contribution to the cause

of Scriptural Christianity ; and, considering the circumstances

under which it was produced, most creditable to his talents,

energy, and learning.

The Fathers will receive, and ought to receive, just the degree
of respect that we should pay to any other men, and no more

;

that is, their authority will be in proportion to their know-
ledge, good sense, freedom from prejudice, honesty, and oppor-

tunities of forming a judgment. It may be supposed, indeed.

No. 5, p. S6.
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that the last circumstance, considenng their proximity to the

Apostolic age, would give them a decided superiority over every

other class of writers ; but it is very possible that their dis-

advantages in other respects may depress their authority in the

greater number of cases below that even of a third-rate student

of Scripture of a later age—just as a man with bad eyes may
not see an object so clearly at iiffy yards, as another with good

ones may see it at half a mile. Now, almost all the Fathers had

very bad eyes; and, what is worse, they attempted to remedy the

defect by still worse spectacles. On this point the reader will

find some admirable remarks in Dr Shuttleworth's treatise on

Tradition.

The reason of this phenomenon is not far to seek. Many of the

Fathers, indeed, were men of unquestionable genius, and of

large erudition (such as it was ;) and small portions of many of

their writings may be read with profit. But they were all more

or less tainted—most of them deeply—with the false maxims and

pernicious prejudices which characterized their day; and from

the influence of which, without being more than human, it was

impossible that they could be free. This is no disparagement to

their genius or their learning, any more than it is disrespectful to

Descartes or Kepler to affirm, that having been early imbued

with false principles of science, they constructed theories which

we do not feel bound to reverence, because we reverence the

men. We can separate Descartes from his ' vortices,' and Kepler

from his fanciful analogies between the laws of the planetary sys-

tem and the ' five regular solids.' In like manner we may well

despise the interpretations of Origen, without despising Origen

himself.

That Christianity should be fearfully corrupted, and that at

no remote period from its origin, was not only natural, but in-

evitable, unless a series of perpetual miracles had been wrought
to prevent it. Brought suddenly into contact with many sys-

tems of false philosophy, and of the most degrading polytheism,

and attracting converts from all nations and all ranks, was it

likely to be received and retained in its perfect purity ? Falling

on such a million-sided surface as the humanity of that day, it

was impossible that the heavenly light should not undergo all

sorts of refractions ;—let down into such a pit of mephitic va-

pours, it was impossible that the lamp of truth should not bnrn

dim. Christianity did much for its converts, doubtless ; but it

could not, and did not pretend to release them from all their

prejudices and ignorance. It was perfectly natural, it was to

be expected, that in a thousand cases the new principles should

VOr. LXXVII. NO. CLVI. 2 M
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rather enter into combination, according to the ordinary laws of

mental affinities, with the old—than that they should wholly
repel them. The philosopher could not absolutely forego his

lifelong speculations, nor the polytheist the habits of an ingrained

idolatry ; and thus, at a very early period, we find attempts to

xeconcile the doctrines of Christianity with the speculations of

the Oriental and Grecian Schools; and to complicate and cor-

rupt the ritual of the new religion by luckless imitations of that of

the old. ' Such,' remarks Mr Taylor at the close of an eloquent

passage, which we much regret that our limits do not permit us

to give entire— ' such were the antagonist principles, in contend-
* ing with each of which the holy religion of Christ triumphed
* in each instance, and in each Vtas trampled upon ; conquered,
' and was conquered ; diffused light and health, and admitted
* darkness and corruption.'

*

It is thus and thus only that we can account for the rapid

corruption of the Christian faith ; and the extraordinary facility

with which the best of the Fathers admitted the most mon-
strous extravagancies and the most silly puerilities. We can on
this ground, indeed, palliate their errors and compassionate their

foibles ; but to set them up as guides, does appear to us the most
extraordinary fatuity. Guides ! A very moderate course of

patristic allegories, conceits, visions, legends, miracles, and super-

stitions—of Barnabas and Hermas, Origen, Tertullian, Jerome,

and Ambrose—will be quite sufficient to reclaim any sane mind
from such abasement; while, if we were to judge by any spicile-

gium of their errors, collected out of that menstruum of insipidity

and commonplace in which they usually float, we should imagine

that we had got into the company rather of a set of Bedlamites
than of Christian sages ; and should be unable to conceive the

reason of that reverence with which they are regarded, except on
that principle of the ancient Greeks, which connected insanity

witTi inspiration ; or that which dictated the custom of the Ma-
hometans, to worship and reverence as saints those who are fairly

out of their senses.

And yet these are the men whose authority, when they are

tolerably unanimous, is to be considered as co-ordinate with that

of Scripture—from whose single opinions we are to dissent with

the greatest caution—and to whose keeping Divine Providence has
committed an unwritten revelation. ' And so He may have done,'

it is said :
' for it is not the errors and absurdities of the Fathers

Ancient Christianity, No. 1, p. 1?<^9.
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* for which we contend, but the apostolic truths of which they
' were the depositaries.' But is there no difficulty in believing

that the freight of imnaortal truth should have been committed to

such leaky and rotten vessels ?—that God, designing- to give a
Revelation, would purposely and intimately mix it up with a
mass of impure metal, leaving mankind to smelt it as they might ?

Truly, if this theory be correct, it may well be said, that ' we
* have the eternal treasures in earthen vessels !

'

This difficulty is still further increased if we consider the

character of that portion of Revelation for which these men are

the vouchers—the nature of the dogmas superadded to the Bible.

The question is whether the Christianity of the third, fourth, or

fifth century is a development or a corruption of the Scripture

system—a natural growth or a cancerous enlargement ? We
believe the latter ; but assuredly nothing could warrant us in be-

Jieving the former; except the most obvious harmony between the

Scriptures themselves and these supposed additions to it. But it

is acknowledged that no such obvious harmony is to be found;

—

that the doctrines contended for are not easily reconciled with the

Scriptures—that apart from the patristic authority no one would
have suspected them to be there—that there is very much at the

least which appears to contradict them—that the tone and spirit

in which the relative importance of the several elements of re-

ligion are spoken of, appear to be entirely alien. One would
imagine, therefore, that nothing less than a Revelation as clear,

as express, and as miraculously authenticated as the Scriptures,

would be sufficient to justify our reception of these addiiions.

Can we then believe that they would have been committed to

such men as the Fathers are proved to be, and mixed up with

their acknowledged errors, follies, and superstitions? Ought
not this circumstance alone to make us suspect, that the soi-

disant additions to Revelation are more probably corruptions of

it?*
The interval between the Scriptures and the very best of the

Fathers is so immense, that not a few have testified that it forms

to them the most convincing proofs of the inspired origin of the

former; it being, in their judgment, absurd to suppose that any
man—much less a number of men—could have composed such a

volume as the Bible, in an age in which their immediate succes-

* On this subject the reader will find some truly philosophical ob-
servations in Mr Taylor's Ancient Christianiti/. Nos. 2 and 3. See
particularly p. 180-190.
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sors, many of them possessing- undoubted genius and erudition,

and having the advantage of their light to walk by, could fait

into puerilities so gross, and errors so monstrous. We could

sooner believe that Jacob Bohmen could have composed the 'No-
vum Organum,' or Thomas Sternhold the ' Paradise Lost.'

But the more intimate this conviction, the deeper ought to be
the indignation that any man should attempt to exalt the Fathers,

either singly or collectively, to the same level with the Scrip-

tures ; or attempt to divide their exclusive and paramount autho-

rity with that of a' set of men on whose pages are so legibly in-

scribed the marks of error, absurdity, and fantastic raving.

Yet this has the Oxford Tract School done. It has don.e

more. Without, we hope, designing it, it has, by way of shield-

ing the palpable contradictions and fabulous legends of the Fa-
thers from contempt, suffered itself to speak of the Scriptures in

language which cannot but tend to diminish reverence for them,
and to give no little advantage to infidelity. In one of the most
gratuitously offensive of the Tracts (No. 85,) it is argued that, if

the Fathers apparently contradict one another, so do the Scrip-

tures ;—if many of their statements are unintelligible and re-

volting to reason, there are many in the Scriptures which are

equally so. And then it is added, that if the Scriptures are never-

theless true, so may the system dependent on the Fathers be true.

With the accustomed suppressio veri, the writer has carefully con-

cealed two essential points : the first is, that the reason why we
receive any apparent contradictions or startling prodigies in the

Scripture, is not on account of their antecedent probability ; but

on account of the man}'^ and convincing proofs, of an independent

character, that the Scripture is of Divine origin. Give us the

same evidence for the Fathers, and except where they really con-

tradict one another, (which they do very plentifully,) we will re-

ceive them too. The second is, that there is the widest possible

difference between the miraculous narratives of Scripture and the

idle legends of the Fathers—not less in the character of the events

themselves, than in the tone and manner of the writers. These
writers have gone yet further. We have seen it recently assert-

ed, that there is as much reason for rejecting the most essential

doctrines of Christianity—nay Christianity itself*—as for reject-

ing their ' Church principles.' That, in short, we have as much
reason for being infidels as for rejecting the doctrine of Apostolical

succession. What other effect such reasoning can have than that of

* British Critic, No. 63, Art. II. p. 75, 76.
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compelling men to believe that there is nothing between infidelity

and Popery, and of urging them to make a selection between the

two, we know not. The author of Tract Number Eighty- Five,

calls his argument a ' kill-or-cure remedy.' We believe that it

will kill in either case. But even in the sense in which the author

uses these words, we are persuaded it will ' kill ' far more than it

will ' cure.' Not a few will say, ' We accept your reasoning ;

* you are a learned man, and we will believe as you say, that

* you have no more to say in behalf of the Scriptures than in

* behalf of your Church principles ; and as we see that what you
* have to say for the last is little enough, you will excuse us for

* rejecting Christianity altogether.' Indeed, we fully expect that,

as a reaction of the present extravagances—of the revival of

obsolete superstitions—we shall have erelong to fight over again

the battle with a modified form of infidelity, as now with a modi-

fied form of Popery. Thus, probably, for some time to come,

will the human mind continue to oscillate between the extremes

of error ; but with a diminished arc at each vibration ; until the

gravitation of eternal truth shall at last prevail, and compel it to

repose in the centre.

After all, the greatest enemies of those ' good but greatly
' erring men,' the Fathers, are their modern idolaters ; who,

by exaggerating their claims, compel us to prove them un-

founded. Most certain is it, that they do not invest either them-

selves or the church to which they belonged, with the authority

which their modern admirers would fain attribute to them ;

—

a point which the reader will find abundantly proved in Mr
Goode's ample citations from them. Daille has a striking pass-

age on this point, from which we extract a single sentence :
' 1

* am firmly of opinion that if these holy men could now behold
* from the mansions of blessedness . . what things are done
* here below, they would be very much offended by the honours
* which men confer upon them much against their wills . . or

* if from out of their sepulchres, where the relics of their mortality
' are now laid up, they could but make us hear their sacred
* voice, they would, I am very confident, sharply reprove us for

' this abuse, and would cry out in the words of Paul, " Sirs, why
* do ye these things ? we also were men of like passions witfi

* yourselves !
" '

In concluding this part of the subject, we may remark that

it is a suspicious circumstance, that the authority of ' tradition'

did not maintain the unity of the faith and the integrity of doc-

trine, to secure which their writers would restore it. No sooner
did the ancient Church assume that perfect form to which the

Oxford theologians would assimilate the modern, than it degene-
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rated into Popery : it no sooner became ripe according: to their

no'tions of ripeness, than it became rotten. Of course, we have
no difficulty in accounting for the phenomenon ; there was con-
tinuity in the whole process. That the sun which had long been
setting, should go down, and leave darkness behind it, was
natural; but how it came to plunge at once from the zenith

into the ocean, may well surprise us. Two things, however, are

clear. One is, that this marvellous rule of faith is no security

at all against corruption; secondly, it appears that, in the only
experiment ever made of its efficiency, it instantly ended in it.

Its advocates can be consistent only in arguing that Romanism
is not a fearful corruption, but, like the Church of the fifth cen-

tury, still a harmonious development. To this it is coming.
5. We had intended offering some observations on the views

propounded by this School on the important subject of ' Justifi-

* cation,* and the related topics. But our space warns us to for-

bear, and we must content ourselves with referring to the able dis-

cussions in the volume by the Bishop of Ohio. Suffice it here to

say, that the views in question approximate indefinitely to those

of Rome ;—at least, if there be any important difference, it

depends on the most subtle refinements and the most unintel-

ligible distinctions. Mr Newman's * Lectures' on the subject

form one of" the most curious specimens of cloudy metaphysics
ever given to the public. Most unfairly is reason dealt with by
this School. In general, they dispense with it altogether ; when
they do appeal to it, it is only to mock it with incomprehensible

subtleties. Of the two, we decidedly prefer their mysticism to

their metaphysics ; we had rather be called upon to exercise

faith without logic, than be insulted by a logic which can be
received only by faith. It at least saves much fruitless effort to

understand what we, after all, discover is not to be understood.

6. In addition to all this, many individual writers, and some of

the public organs of this School, have put forth a variety of

opinions and statements, the general tendency of which cannot be

mistaken. They together constitute Romanism, almost perfect

in its organs and lineaments, but of Lilliputian dimensions. We
shall give them miscellaneously.

The tracts on ' Reserve' openly plead for a method of exhibit-

ing Christianity, or rather a method oi veiling it, which strongly

reminds one of the Romish Church. The writer contends for the

ancient disciplina arcani^ by which the more awful mysteries were
* reserved' for the initiated ; but amongst these, with a plenitude

of extravagance to which the ancient Church affords no parallel,

he includes even the characteristic doctrine of Christianity,

and vehemently denounces the * explicit' and * prominent' exhi-
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bition of the Atonement.* He casts high scorn on all the present

'utilitarian' methods of doing good—on cheap churches and

cheap Bibles. He disapproves of the attempt to bring the

church to every man's door; and seems to think that an empty

church, provided it cost enough and the services be sufficiently

magnificent, will, by a sort of opus operatum be of ' incalcu-

lable efficacy.' t I" open defiance of the command to 'preach
' the gospel to every creature,' and to proclaim the truth ' whether
* men will hear or whether they will forbear ;' in equal defiance of

the Apostles themselves—he assures us that it is an awful thing to

make known the gospel to those who are ignorant of it, lest we
involve them in deeper condemnation.t We must not give a

Bible, we presume, unless we are beforehand guaranteed that it

will be rightly used ; a plan very much like that ' utilitarian'

* No. 80. < Sect. ly. On the necessity of bringing forward the

doctrine of the Atonement.'—Its ' explicit and prominent' exhibi-

tion 'is evidently quite opposed to what we consider the teaching

of Scripture, nor do we find any sanction for it in the gospels. If

the Epistles of St Paul appear to favour it, it is only at first sight.'

' In all things it would appear that this doctrine, so far from Its being

what is supposed, is in fact the very secret of the Lord, which Solomon

says "is with the righteous," and "the covenant" not to be lightly

spoken of by man, but which He will show to them that fear him'

f
< For if the erection of churches, which from commodiousness and

easiness of access are to invite, and from their little cost partake more

of a low contriving expediency than of a generous love of God, is to do

the work of religion, then is it more easy to win souls than Scripture

will warrant us in supposing ;' and he adds ' that we have to fear lest,

rather than doing good, we be breaking that holy law which hath com-

manded that we give not that which is holy to the dogs '—(P. 69-)

' The effect of the Church as a witness, though in a manner silent

and out ofsight, is something very great and incalculable, of which I would

adduce the following instance. Before the Reformation the Church

recognized the seven hours of prayer. However these may have been

practically neglected, or hidden in an unknoivn tongue, there is no

estimating what influence this may have had on common people's minds

secretly:—{?. 73.)

X
' Much of what is here said may be applied to an indiscriminate dis-

tribution of Bibles and religious publications. We must not expect

that the work which occasioned our Saviour and his disciples so much
pains, can be done by such means. We have rather to look with awe

on these new dealings of Providence with mankind. . . . ' That the

unprepared cannot receive the "truth," is the appointment of God;

but our attempting to act contrary to his mode of acting may be pro-

ductive of evil.'—(P. 70.)
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benevolence which buttons up its pockets, and will not bestow a
farthing till quite sure that the 'object is worthy.' The utili-

tarian thus reserves his money as the writer of the Tract would
reserve his Bibles. Alas ! for St Paul and his ignorant colleagues ;

we fear they must have incurred much guilt, and occasioned much,
by proclaiming the gospel without sufficiently considering whether
it would be rightly received or not. They seem to have been but
poorly provided with the doctrine of ' reserve ;' or, if they had it,

they assuredly ' reserved' it. It is evidently also the opinion of

this writer, that it is better to leave the heathen in utter darkness
than attempt their conversion by any ' unauthorized' methods or

irregular zeal. Men had better, one would suppose, die of their

spiritual maladies than be cured empirically— had better not

go to heaven at all than go there by any other route than the

Fia Media. But to proceed to other facts.

After stating the early or original opinion respecting Purga-
tory, the writer of the tract professedly against the Romish doc-

trine says, ' taken in the mere letter there is little in it against
* which we shall be able to sustain formal objections.'

Prayers for the dead are openly justified. The practice, says

Mr Newman, ' is Catholic, and apparently Apostolical.'

While the Tracts on 'reserve' advocate a very cautious and
measured communication of religious truth, a sort of compensa-
tion is to be given in the shape of multiplied symbols. It is but
the exchange of one sort of instruction for another, and effects a

great economy of time, breath, and labour. As the philosophic

exile found

' Sermons in stones and good in every thing,'

SO the stupid rustic is to study celestial wisdom in a system of

symbols; though, as all history proves, he is more likely to learn

superstition than religion from them. If the ' Priests' are to be

in a measure ' dumb'

—

n'importe, for the very ' stones in the wall'

are to ' cry out,' emblazoned as they are to be with the characters

of a hieroglyphical religion. A Journal devoted to the sect, has

given us its views on the subject in an article on ' The Church Ser-

vice.' We there find the cross called a ' sacramental sign'— ' a

holy efficacious symbol.' Yet, with the exquisite prudery of the

new doctrine of ' reserve,' the writer does not approve of the cru-

cifix in churches. ' Doubtless,' the reader will say, ' because it is

* so easily abused to superstition.' No such thing. ' We are no ad-
' vocates of the crucifix, at all events in the open way in which it is

' commonly exhibited abroad. Even pictures of the same solemn
* subject strike us as irreverent, atid shoidd at least he always veil'

* ed. And we would not hazard an unqualified objection even
' against the crucifix as an object for very private contemplation,
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' under certain trying circumstances ; say, for instance, a surgical
' operation. The crucifix openly exhibited, produces the same
' sort of uncomfortable feelint^ with certain Protestant exposures,
' in preachincr the mystery it represents.' But with equal refine-

ment, the writer highly approves of the image of the cross, and
he hopes the time will come—golden age !

—
' when no English

* church will want what many possess already, the image of the
' cross, in some place sufficiently conspicuous to assist the devo-
' tions of the worshipper. Let us multiply the same holy and
* efficacious emblem' far and wide. There is no saying how
' many sins its awful form might scare, and how many evils

' avert.' * ' With the cross,' proceeds the writer, ' should be
* associated other Catholic symbols, still more than itself fonavra
* awiroic. For these, painted windows seem to furnish a suitable

* place. They should at all events be confined to the most sacred
' portion of the building. Such are the lamb with the standard

;

'the descending dove; the anchor; the triangle; the pelican;
' the lyj-og (fish), and others. Perhaps the two or three last men-
' tioned, as being of most recondite meaning, should be adopted
' later than the rest.' To these the writer is prepared to add more,

when the right time shall come. For ourselves we doubt whether,

in our present state of deplorable spiritual ignorance, the anchor

and the triangle may not prove too much for us.

In the same spirit, this writer laments the absence of anoint-

ing at Baptism and Confirmation, as the ' loss of a privilege ;
' and

rejoices in the perpetuation of the custom in the coronation

service, as nothing less than an ' example of providential care
' over the Church.* Can superstition go further ? He else-

where tells us that there should be " more special decorations
* of the church on Festival Days ; altar coverings and pulpit
' hangings of unusual richness ; or the natural flowers of the
' season, woven into wreaths, or placed according to primitive
* custom on the altar. These should be chosen with especial

' reference to the subject of the Festival.' ' White flowers,'

proceeds he with infinite gravity, ' are most proper on the days
* consecrated to the Virgin, as emblematic of sinless purity

;

* purple or crimson upon the several saints' days, (except St John
' the Evangelist, and perhaps St Luke,) to signify the blood of
* martyrdom ; and on All Saints' days and the Holy Innocents,
* white should be intermingled as a memorial of Virgin inno-
* cence.' ' We deprecate,' proceeds this exquisite spiritualist,

^forced flowers, which look artificial ; but we believe that, with a

Br. Or., No.liv, p. 271.
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* little management, natural flowers of the proper colours may be
* found throughout the year. It is difficult to conceive a more
' suitable occupation for the Christian population than that of
' cultivating flowers for such a purpose, and afterwards arranging
* them.' Thus the practice would be in equal degree an en-

couragement to piety and market gardening.

Neither are the chandlers forgotten :
' two lights should be

' placed upon the altar.' ' These,' he thinks, 'should be lighted,

' else they do not so well signify the truth, Christus lux mundi*
Truly we think they but indifferently express this truth, whether

lighted or not ; but he does not press this point, though disposed

to think it ' truly Anglican.'

When we consider not only the number and variety of these

proposed ' embellishments,' but the importance attached to them,

and the solemn tone in which they are spoken of, it is impossible

to doubt whither we are tending. If the views of such writers

prevail, they must lead to an entire subordination of what is spi-

ritual to what is ceremonial—and religion will degenerate into

abject superstition. No wonder that the country is infested by
not a few young ' priests,' raving about their apostolic succes-

sion ; founding the most absurd pretensions on their mere sacer-

dotal character, though backed neither by experience nor wisdom ;

boasting of the thaumaturgic powers they can exert in the ad-

ministration of the sacraments ; contending, not for the faith once

delivered to the Saints, but for wax candles, altar cloths, chaplets,

crosses, crucifixes, and mummery of all kinds ;—at the same time,

modestly consigning all Protestants out of the Episcopal pale,

either to perdition or the ' uncovenanted mercies;' in a word,

exhibiting zeal indeed, but zeal that is utterly unacquainted

with any other of the Christian graces—zeal that is not even on

speaking terms with knowledge, faith, or charity.

The Bishop of London, we regret to say, in his recent ' Charge,'

has done not a little to fan the zeal in behalf of ceremonial.

Though in great part condemning the Oxford Tractists, and

severely reprobating their most dangerous innovations, he yet

gives such space and importance to certain trumpery matters of.

ritual, that we are not surprised his ' Charge' should have been

claimed on the whole as a triumph by the Oxford party. If we
have been rightly informed, his Lordship has expressed bis dis-

pleasure that what he designed as a condemnation of that party,

should have been so misconceived. He is the only person, we
suspect, who will feel any surprise on the subject. When we
see him expressing such anxiety that the Rubric should be

closely adhered to—laying so much stress on the merest trifles

—

more severely censuring those who do not punctiliously keep
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to the Rubric, even in points virtually obsolete, than those who
make unauthorized additions to it—discussing- with so much gra-

vity matters of pulpit etiquette and clerical costume—expressing-

his wish that all his cleroy should preach in lohite, though it

appears he had enjoined those of Chester to preach in black—af-

firming that he sees ' no harm* in the two wax candles, provided^

strange reasoning ! they are not lighted—sagely declaring his

approval ' of the arrangement lately adopted in several churches,
' by which the clergyman looks to the s(Mth while reading prayers,
* and to the tcest while reading lessons'—it is impossible not to

regard him as too nearly allied in spirit to those whom he con-

demns. We sincerely thank him, however, for his unequivocal

censure of the most comprehensive and poisonous errors of the

Tractists, and shall not ungraciously ask whether it might not

have come sooner.

But to resume. Not less significant is the altered tone in

which these writers speak of those errors of Popery, which they

still admit to be such. There is as great a difference between
their tone and that of the Reformers, as between the playful tap

of a coquette's. fan and the vigorous stroke of a boatswain's lash.

The invocation of saints, these writers content themselves with

calling ' a dangerous practice, as tending to give, often actually
' giving, to creatures the honour and reliance due to the Creator
' alone.' Of the worship of images, which they soften into
' honour paid to images,' they say only that ' it is dangerous
' in the uneducated, that is, of the great part of Christians.*

Yet they profess to be following Bishop Hall. The Bishop
of Exeter truly remarks, that Bishop Hall calls the first of these

practices 'a foul superstition;' and of the second, says, * not
' merely that it is dangerous to some, but sinful in all.' One of

these writers elsewhere calls these and other things * uncatholic
' peculiarities.' But other and more recent writers have gone
further, and almost adopted an apologetic tone. The British Critic,

after having described some of the most childish and absurd super-

stitions of the middle ages—implying the grossestidolatry—merely
remarks— ' Much there was which sober piety cannot sanction ;

' but let us not forget what was holy and religious on account of
' incidental corruptions.' As well might a polite physician as-

sure somB patient crusted over with leprosy, that he feared he
was labouring under a slight cutaneous eruption !

Equally significant are the approximations to Romish usages

and practices in other instances. The Tracts recommend to

private Christians the dedication of particular days to the reli-

gious commemoration of deceased Saints ; and have furnished a

model service in honour of Bishop Ken, after the pattern of an
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office in the breviary of a Roman saint. The Journalist just quo-

ted goes further, and is evidently inclined to think that the Saints

know of our prayers, and sensibly feel the compliment of com-
memorations. ' Days and places,' says the writer, ' specially

' dedicated to the saints, are means to us of communion with
* them. They not only remind us of them, and lead us to con-
* template their lives, but they give us a special interest in the

' prayers which those blessed spirits offer vj) day and night before
' the throne' *

Many of this School are in ecstacics with the riches of the

Romish and Parisian Breviaries. They have also for several

years past furnished their followers with an ' Ecclesiastical

' Almanac,' in which the minute rules of the Romish Church
are quoted, as a guide to individuals. Some of them openly

plead for the restoration of Monasticism ; and others have not

obscurely expressed their predilections for the celibacy of the

clergy. The Reformation, as already mentioned, is spoken of

as all but a fearful judgment : we are told that the ' unprotestant-

' izing of the National Church' is an object well worth all the

hazard and bitterness which may attend the attempt ; that ' we
* must recede more and more from the principles, if any such
' there be, of the English Reformation.' t Mr Fronde's too

famous exclamation is adopted by not a few— ' Really, I hate
' the Reformers and the Reformation more and more !

' In per-

fect accordance with all this, the Revolution of 1688 is called

' rebellion ;' while, as as we have recently seen, some have put

the copestone on the whole system, by expressly denying the

Right of Private Judgment, and vindicating the maxims and prac-

tices of persecution.

We must now notice some of the general characteristics and

tendencies of this school.

1. It is a very suspicious circumstance, that the whole system

tends to the increase of the power and glory of the Episcopal
Clergy. This is the case with the principal doctrines them-

selves,—apostolical succession, the thaumaturgic efficacy of the

sacraments as exclusively administered by them, the restriction of

the name and privileges of the ' Church ' to the communities in

which they exercise their functions. The same result may be

calculated upon, in proportion as Christianity is transmuted into

a religion of rites and symbols. As such rites and symbols

become the objects of awful veneration and superstitious de-

pendence, (as they are sure to do, conjoined with the convenient

* Oct. 1842. t Br. Cr., No. lix. p. 45.
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system of ' reserve,' and tlie inculcation of an * implicit faith,')

the people will look to the hierophants who perform, or exhibit

them, as the very arbiters of their eternal destiny.

Such a tendency is further fostered by the blind, unquestion-

ing acquiescence in the Priests' dicta which these writers so

strongly enjoin. Their deluded victims will do well to remem-
l)er the old and quaint saying, that ' though they may believe
* by proxj'^, they must be damned in person.'

The same general tendency is observable, if we consider how
earnestly—almost exclusively—these doctrines are insisted upon
by the writers of this School. Marvellous, indeed, is the difterence

in this respect between the Apostles and these successors of the

Apostles. The former are intent—almost exclusively intent—

^

on those great themes which render the gospel 'glad tidings;'

the latter, almost as exclusively, in magnifying their office :—the

former absolutely forget themselves in their flocks; the latter

welhiigh forget their flocks in themselves :—the former, if they

touch on the clerical oflice at all, are principally intent on its

spiritual qualifications and duties; the latter on its prerogatives

and powers.* To hear these men talk, one would imagine that

by a similar Ucrsgoi/ r^orisoi' with that of the simple-minded monk,
who ' devoutly thanked God that in his wisdom he had always
* placed large rivers near large towns,' they supposed the Church
of Christ to be created for the sole use of the clergy ; and the

doctrine of ' apostolical succession' to be the Jinal cause of Chris-

tianity.

The tendency in question is most suspicious ; but we are far

from charging the chief founders of this School with the sordid

aims of priestcraft ; although we cannot help thinking, that witli

many of their followers an unconscious bias in this direction

afl'ords the true solution of their conduct. Some of them, wo
fear, are not altogether unconscious of the bias.

2. The next characteristic of the system is, that it tends to

rob Christianity of its chief glory as a spiritual and moral insti-

tute, and to render it a system of mere formalism—to substitute

for the worship founded on intelligent faith, a devotion which is a

species of mechanism, and rites which operate as by magic. The
doctrine of Apostolical succession itself is neither more nor less

respectable than that of the hereditary sanctity of the Brahmi-
nical caste ; while the prayer-mills of the Tartars aflbrd a fair

illustration of the doctrine of sacramental eflicacy. The stress

* The first volume of the Oxford Tracts contains no less than eiglit

distinct papers on ' apostolical succession ' alone.
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laid on rites and symbols, and outward observances, and the at-

tempt indefinitely to multiply them, tend the same way. It

is true, that as religion appeals to every part of man's complex
nature, rites and symbols have their use, and are not to be ne-

glected. Still, whether they be beneficial or not, will entirely

depend on the place they hold in the system. The Divine
Founder of Christianity, as if in wise jealousy of a tendency which
may be so easily abused, has confined the ceremonial ot his re-

ligion within the straitest limits : while no element of our nature
which can be subordinated to religious use is wholly neglected,

each is appealed to only in the precise degree in which it can be
rendered tributary to the great object. Would that all who have
taught this religion had taken this significant intimation of super-

human wisdom as their guide ! As the history of all corrupt reli-

gions shows, nothing is more difficult than to prevent the material

from corrupting the spiritual—the senses and the imagination from
assuming an undue influence. Let the balance be destroyed, and
the ritual and symbolical is immediately substituted for religious

sentiment and emotion. Let rites and symbols be multiplied

—

perpetually insisted upon—made unduly prominent—and spiritual

truth will be forgotten ; they produce an eifect on the great doc-

trines which they are professedly employed to illusti'ate, analogous
with that which a minute system of casuistry produces on our
views of morality. Let but the great principles of a noble and
ennobling system of Ethics be sincerely received, and human
nature may be safely left to determine the modes in which they
are to be applied in particular cases ; it will choose to take coun-
sel of what is great, generous, and magnanimous, rather than ask
just how much is scrupulously lawful. But let the casuist come
with his scale and weights, or his foot-rule, and determine within
how many grains an action is of being strictly unlawful, or how
far, to an inch, we may proceed in a certain direction without
committing crime ;—under what circumstances a man may con-
sider himself not absolutely compelled to do what his noblest

instincts tell him he ought to do, and in what way he may obey
the letter of a law and violate its spirit ; and the essence of mora-
lity is gone—it is well if even the form be retained. It is much'
the same with Ileligion and its ritual. Let but the great doc-
trines be fully and adequately received, and little need be said

on the ritual ; it will adjust itself. But if a man be taught (es-

pecially after acquiescing in the doctrine of ' reserve,' and being
told that an implicit faith will answer the purpose very well)

to gaze in stupid wonder on an exhibition of rites and symbols,
whether it be on the gorgeous and solid magnificence of the

Romish Church, or the mimic gilt and tinsel of our Puseyites—
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let him be taught to make much of wax-candles burnt at noon-
day—the cross or the crucifix—painted windows—u;arlands of

flowers, triangles, and fishes—vestments, black and white—pulpit-

hangings and altar-cloths—postures and attitudes—and his re-

ligion stands a chance of being about as much worth as that of

him who was thus praised by Dr Johnson : ' He never passes a
* church without pulling off his hat—this shows he has good
' principles.' Let his attention be principally or much directed

to these things, and the process of degeneracy is inevitable. It

was so with the ancient Church, which we are now so ejirnestly

exhorted to take as our model. No one can read the writings of

the Fathers without feeling that they gi-adually became more in-

tent on the circumstantials of religion than on the essence of it

;

more solicitous about the modes in which religious duties should

be performed, than about the spirit of them. It is all over with
religion when this is the case. The process of corruption is soon
complete. The next thing is to count our prayers—to measure
the value of devotions solely by their frequency, their length by
the dial, or their number by the beads—to consider that if a man
is holy who says a hundred prayers a-day, he is twice as holy
who says two hundred ; and that if he who fasts four-and-twenty
hours has some merit, he who fasts eight- and-forty has twice as

much.
3. Another signal characteristic of this School is its disposition

to vilify and traduce reason. They do well to hate it ; for, as

Hobbes well said, ' when reason is against a man, a man will be
* against reason.' Reason, they feel, is their implacable foe, and
Idinded indeed it must be before it will admit their pretensions.
' My Lord Understanding's house,' says John Bunyan, ' was
' too light for the Prince of Darkness, and he therefore built a
' high wall to darken all the windows.'

In inviting us to lay down our reason, they remind us of the

wolf who counselled the sheep to get rid of their watch-dogs.
Their constant plan is to inveigh against the sin of ' ration-

alism,' as they call it, in relation to the ' mysteries,' of religion

—

by which they mean any tendency to question their dogmas.
They thus avail themselves both of the prejudice against the first

term, and of the awe inspired by the second. That there are
* mysteries' both in philosophy and religion about which it is

irrational to speculate, is true ; but we receive them, though not
on mtrinsic, yet on sufficient evidence; and reason is still the
judge as to w hether that evidence be sufficient to justify thei;* re-

ception, though it be not able to speculate on the mysteries them-
selves. The existence of God is a great mystery; but if we do
not admit it, we must admit manifold contradictions and absur-

dities:—the permission of evil is a great mystery; but it would do
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us no good to deny its existence as a matter of fact :—Christian-

ity is itself full of mystery ; but we receive it on proofs so manifold

and various, that we feel it impossible to resist them. Give us

similar reasons for believing * apostolical succession,' and we

faithfully promise that it is not its being- a mystery that shall

startle us. But to hoodwink our reason, and receive any ab-

surdity without examination, because some piece of solemn in-

anity shakes his head, and assures us it is too awful to reason

about, is not to be tolerated. Yet this is the continual artifice

employed to protect ' Church principles,' and imposes, we have no

doubt, upon thousands. We have already adduced some remark-

able specimens of this species of logical artifice. ' Beware how
' you rationalize on these great truths,' is the -constant cry— ' how
' much better is it to obey than to speculate—to believe than to

reason ! ' A plain understanding would sa)^
—

' Both very well in

' their place, reverend sir; what God hath joined together let

* no man put asunder : I think it better to believe than to reason,

' when I have reason to believe that God has spoken; I think it

' better to reason than to believe, when I have reason to believe

' that it is only Dr Pusey or Mr Newman.' In fact this artifice is

itself the highest insult to reason, since it involves a quiet assump-

tion of the whole question in dispute—namely, whether the mys-

teries of the Oxford Tract School are supported by the evidence

which proves that they are worthy of being believed in spite of

their transcendental character. Of course the Papist uses the

same plea for his transubstantiation. Doubtless even the Egyp-

tian priest of ancient times often used the same plea, when he had

to defend the divinity of ' cats and onions' against the rationalists

of those days, at whom he would unquestionably shake his head,

and tell them how superior after all was faith to logic ! About

as reasonable is the defence which the Oxford writers employ,

and about as reasonable the dogmas for which it is resorted to.

« The first principle, or universal axiom,' says Mr Taylor,

' of the modern revivers of Church principles, is the abjuration

' of that integrity of reason to which the inspired writers always

' appeal, and of which they enjoin the exercise and culture.

( » * * 'Po doubt is a sin. To adduce evidence, given in

« relation to common facts of history, and to judge of it accord-

' ing to the common rules of historical enquiry, is to be a " ra-

^ tionalist." To distrust the pretensions of St Dunstan, or the

« genuineness of the " True Cross," is an offence as grievods as

' to reject the Trinity ; both are disobedience.'
*

4. Amongst other characteristics which belong to these writers

* Ancient Christianity, No. 6, p. 225.
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in common with the Romish Church, we must reluctantly in-

clude a tendency to the use of ' pious frauds.' Let not the reader
be startled. We do not charge them with such wholesale for-

geries, such magnificent crimes, as those which were perpetrated
and justitied by some of their venerated Fathers. As their

whole system is Romanism in miniature, so is it in this respect
also. They do not, as the ancients did, write books, and inscribe

them at once with some venerable name to make them pass cur-

rent. They do not draw a bill of doctrines, and indorse it with
the name of Cranmer, Ridley, or Hooker. Neither do we
charge them with actual interpolations of ancient works. Such
things cannot well be managed in these days of ' unreserved
' communication of knowledge.* There is as much difference in

point of audacity between the ' pious frauds' of ancient days
and the humble imitations of Oxford, as between open burglary
and petty larceny—between forgery on a large scale and pass-

ing a bad sixpence. But with the little arts of fraudulent misre-

presentation, they do in our judgment stand chargeable. They
are well skilled, as Mr Taylor expresses it, ' in packing their
' evidence,' and ' in schooling their witnesses.' They can leave

out, if they do not put in—insulate a plausible sentence or two
from a qualifying or refractory context, and manage commas
and colons to admiration. Some ingenious examples of this

literaryjoineri/ may be found in M'llvaine's work, (p. 232.) For
instance, they cite a passage from the Homilies, which appears
not unfriendly to a doctrine they affirm; but on reference to the

original, it is found that they have taken only the beginning and
end of the paragraph, the intermediate part which they have
omitted^ being altogether against it ; but no breaks—asterisks

—

dots—or other indications—are employed, to suggest that there

has been any solution ' of continuity ' in the citation ; on the con-

trary, the disjecta membra are represented as so immediately
connected, that they are separated only by a semicolon ! Simi-

lar traces of unfairness are most conspicuous in their construc-

tion of those curious things they call the Cattncs Patrum,
by which they attempted to prove something like a catholic

consent of ' testimony, on the part of the writers in the later
' English Church,' to their peculiar doctrines. Some of these

citations are absolutely nothing to the purpose; others most
vague and indistinct ; others, rent from their context, are made
to convey a meaning never designed by their authors; others

may be confronted by citations from the very same writers

equally or more explicit the other way ; while the many divines

of opposing sentiments are passed by altogether. Snch is the

argument from consent. On the same principles it would be the

VOL. LXXVII, NO. CI.VI. 2 N
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easiest thing in the world to construct a Catena on the other side

—and in fact we have seen more than one equally conclusive.

But we need say no more on this point, Mr Goode having so

effectually exposed the attempt that even liis reviewer now aban-

dons it. ' In whatever way,' says Mr Goode, ' we may be en-
' abled to account for it, certain it is tliat truth has been sacrificed^

* and the authority of great names pleaded in behalf of a system
' in no respect entitled to such protection.'

Of the unscrupulous use by these writers of the vulgarest arts

of sophistry, we need say nothing. Enormous examples of petitio

principiiy suppressio veri, and almost every other species of logical

delinquency, have been given in preceding articles, or in the pre-

sent. But examples of all will be found in Number Ninety

itself; that singular monument—not cere perennius certainly, for

it is 'brass' itself—of logical pettifogging.

We question, however, whether these writers have not derived

still more service from that obscure, imposing, and truly Delphic

style, of which, as Archbishop Whately says, the ' effect is to con-
' vey at first to ordinary readers a striking impression, with an
' appearance of being perfectly intelligible at the first glance, but
* to become more obscure and doubtful at the second glance, and
* more and more so, the more attentively it is studied by a reader

* of clear understanding ; so as to leave him utterly in doubt, at

' the last, which of several meanings it is meant to convey, or whe-
' ther any at all.' * * * This is especially the case with the

tracts on ' Reserve' and * Mysticism,' of which it may be truly

said that they seem to have been written after preferring, and ob-

taining, a plenary answer to that prayer

—

* Of darkness visible so much be lent,

As half to show—half veil the deep intent.'

The one writer is most ' reserved on reserve,' and the other

most ' mystical on mysticism.' Seldom is any thing said plainly

and absolutely, but with a perpetually tortuous and guarded ex-

pression. Scarcely two sentences are found together without a

* so to speak,' or ' as it were,' or ' if so be,' or ' it may be after a

certain secret manner,' &c. Thus, endeavouring to prove our

Lord's systematic concealment of his miracles, the writer on * re-

serve ' says of the feeding of the five thousand, * even here it

* would appear as if there was somehow a sort of secret character

* about the miracle.' Another specimen. ' Notwithstanding that

' a spirit of true charity has a natural desire to communicate it-

* self, and is of all things the most expansive and extending, yet

* in all such cases [of good men] we may still perceive the in-

* dwelling of Christ in them, still seeking, as it were, to hide him-
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* self; for I think they are all marked by an inclination, as far

* as it is possible, of retiring and shrinking from public view.*

' The Fathers,' he tells us, * suppose that our blessed Lord is, as
' it were, throughout the inspired writings, hiding and concealing
' himself, and going about (?/' / mai/ so speak reverently) seeking
* to whom he may disclose himself.' There are numberless pas-

sages of this kind, which may mean any thing the interpreter is

pleased to imagine ; although in reality they contain nothing but

very pious-sounding nonsense, which would have been quite in

character in Jacob Bohmen or Emanuel Swedenborg.
Thus, ' so to speak,' and ' as it were,' the author often seems

to say something, when in reality, and without any ' so to speak

'

or * as it were,' he says nothing. His style perpetually r'eminds us

of Bardolph's explanation of the word accommodated. * Accom-
' modated ; that is, when a man is, as they say, accommodated ;

* or, when a man is—being—whereby—he may be thought
' to be accommodated ; which is an excellent thing.'

Should any be disposed to charge us with treating grave sub-

jects over-lightly, we have to reply,^r^^, that we sincerely believe

that this is just one of those cases in which the maxim of Horace
applies,

' Ridiculum acri

Fortius et melius magnas plerumque secat res ;'

secondly, that we recommend the objectors to a careful perusal ot

the Eleventh of Pascal's Lettres Provinciales, in which he shows,

Quon pent rej'uter par d«s railleries les erreurs ridicules ; third-

ly, that amongst the Christian privileges of which our opponents
would deprive us, we trust they do not intend to include what
Ben Jonson calls our ' Christian liberty of laughing' at what is

laughable ; fourthly, that if they would have us repress our mirth,

it must be by exhibiting a system of doctrines less irresistibly

comic ; and lastly, that we are perfectly aware that the artifice

of inculcating * an awful and reverential manner' of treating ab-

surdities such as those on which we have animadverted, is the

approved receipt, as the history of all superstition shows, of

sanctifying, in the estimation of the timid and the credulous, the

most enormous deviations from truth and common sense. Nor
is it amongst the least causes of the disgust we have felt in per-

using the writings of this School, that their authors, even while

propounding doctrines which are equally insulting to the Bible

and to human reason, and defending them by methods which are

disgraceful to morality, have yet been able to maintain that

sanctimonious air, that pious gravity, which distinguish certain

writers of the school of Loyola.

We must not conclude without pointing out to the reader the
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works which, in our judgment, furnish the best confutation of
the tenets of the Oxford School. These are, Archbishop Whate-
ly's Essays on the Kingdom of Christ, (a truly admirable work

;)
Goode's i?M/e of Faith, which is learned and full; M'llvaine's
Rome and Oxford, and Taylor's Ancient Christianity—oi both
of which we have already spoken ; and Mr Lindsay Alexander's
learned and able work, just published, entitled Anglo- Catholicism
not Apostolical.

Meantime we await the progress and issue of the great contest
without apprehension. Terrible as are these hurricanes of con-
troversy, pernicious as may be their immediate effects on the faith
of sonie and the temper of many—they serve from time to time
to purify the atmosphere, and render it salubrious. Let us but
be true to ourselves, and we have no fear lest we should be ' re-
* involved,' to use the strong language of Milton, ' in that pitchy
' cloud of infernal darkness, in which we shall never more see the
' sun of Divine Truth again, never hope for the cheerful dawn,
* never more hear the bird of morning sing.'

Let us never forget that Christianity was planted, and has
grown up, in storms. Discussion is always favourable to it, and
has ever been so. Let the wintry blast come. It will but scat-
ter the sere leaves, and snap off the withered branches ; the giant
tree will only strike its roots deeper into the soil, and in the com-
ing spring-time put forth a richer foliage and extend a more
grateful shade.

No. CL I II will be Published in July.

NOTE
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NOTE to the Article on Photogenic Drawing.

In our Article on this subject, published in No. 154, we
stated (p. 327) ' that Mr Henry Collen, a distinguished minia-
' ture-painter, has quitted his own beautiful art and devoted his
' whole time to the Calotype process.'

Although this statement is quite correct, yet, as Mr Collen
practises the art of Calotyping only under a temporary privilege

from the patentee ; and as, even now that he has overcome its

difficulties, it may occupy only a portion of his time, we are
desirous that our readers may not infer from our statement any
thing more than it really indicates,—namely, that Mr Collen had
only temporarily devoted himself to the new art.
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appointed by him, 29t-295—utter worthlessness of that report, 295-

296—course which they ought to have pursued, 296-299— little pro-

spect of beneficial results from Lord EUenborough's administration,

299-300.

Ecclesiastical Tnfallihility—doctrine of, 487-500—See Catholic Church.
Ellenborovgh., Lord—his Indian policy, 294-300.—See East.

England—Memoirs of the Courts of, 412—of James I., 414-425—of

Charles I., 425-429—of Oliver Cromwell, 429-430—of Charles II.,

429-434—of James II., 434-435—of William and Mary, 435-436

—of Anne, 436-437—of George I., 437-441—of George II., 441-

443.

England, Church of—want of unity in the views held by the clergy,

506-508.

Enthusiasm a necessary part of a traveller's character, 443-444.

Ethics—remarks upon the elementary principles of poetical, 57-58.

Eucharist—doctrines of the Oxford Tractarian School regarding, 521-

523.

Eyre, Lieut.—character of his work—inconsistent and misinformed on

some points, 272, &c.—See East.
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F
Faith—unreasoning—easily converted into unreasoning disbelief, 499
Fanaticism in Spain, 108-109.—See Borrow.
Fathers—traditions of the, examined, 528-348.

Father Clement—character of the work, 484 and 486.

Father Oswald—a Catholic story, 482—purpose of, to show the autho-

rity of the Church of Rome as opposed to Protestantism, 483—the

plan incapable of being impartial, 483—intended as an antidote to

'Father Clement,' 484-483—its spirit as uncharitable as its plan is

unskilful, 485-487—See Catholic Church.
Fellowess, Charles—excursions in Asia Minor, 443—his views of the

Turkish character, 468.—See Asia Minor.
FingaVs Cave—description of, 176-177.

France—foreign policy of, most disgraceful during the reign of Louis

XIV., 309-329—war of the Spanish succession, 329-830—conven-

tion of Pilnitz in favour of Louis XVI., 348—conduct pursued by the

executive council during the Revolution towards England, 349-353

—

has she any stable doctrine or international law ? 366.

G
George /.of England—character of his mistresses, 437 and 441—appear-

ance of, 437-438, and 440—anecdotes of his Court and courtiers, 438-
439—good sense of his wife Caroline—influence she possessed, 440-

441.

George II. of England—Court of, 441-442—punctuality of his habits,

443.

Germany—the changes of social life in, 138-170—monotony of life in,

161-162.— See Schopenhauer.

Giants^ Causeivay—description of, 174-173.

Gladstone's, W. P., church principles considered in their results, 501

—

quoted, on apostolic succession, 314—ib. 515—ib. 516— ib. on the

holy communion, 321.

Goethe and Jacobs—their youthful reading, 153-154.

Goode, William—the divine rule of faith and practice, 564.

Gould's publications on ornithology, 474.

Grecian edifices—remains of, in Asia Minor, 447-448—uniformity dis-

played in, 452.

Greeks—colonial policy of the ancient, 451-452—condition of the

Greeks in Asia Minor, 461.

Grotius—analysis of the meanings of the word Jus as used by, 314-320
—views of, as compared with those now held by the nations of Europe
on international law, 326-328.

H
Hamilton s, William J., travels in Asia Minor, &c., 443-460—his views

of the state of the Turkish population in Asia Minor considered, 460-
468—enumeration of the nomadic tribes in, 469-470 See Asia
Minor.
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Henry, Prince—son of James I. of England

—

sketch of his character,

419.

Hewitsons illustrations of Oolog-y, 472-473.

Highland Scenery—characteristics of, 95-98.

Hillocks—conical, formed by the operation of water in Armenia, 457.
Hol)j Alliance—its objects and conduct, 356-366.

Homerus, Archdeacon Williams's—history of early Greek literature

involved in obscurity, 44

—

Iliad and Odtjssey exclusively ascribed to

Homer—importance attached to them by the ancient Greeks, 44—fixing-

of their text by Pisistratus, 44-45— doubts entertained by the Chori-

zontes whether both poems are by the same author, 45-46—his-

torical interpretation of them among- the ancients, 46—among the

moderns on the revival of letters, 46-47 — rise and character of

Wolf's theory in reference to these poems, 47-48—reaction of late

years against that theory, 49—the desig-n of Williams in his Homerus
virtually the same as that of Croesius in his ' Hebrew Homer,' 49-

50— his objections to the Wolfian theory unfounded, 50-53—ex-

presses his contempt of the Alexandrian critics ;—yet frequently

avails themselves of their labours, 53-55—his new system of Homeric
interpretation, 55-56^—character of Hector, 56—of Agamemnon and

Achilles, 57—general remarks upon the elementary principles of poeti-

cal ethics, 57-58—his theory unestablished by any formal line of argu-

ment, 58-59—his views differ little from those of his predecessors on the

bare matter of fact of Homeric morality, 59— his theory leads him to

force the doctrines and exemplifications of Pagan morality into connexion

with revealed religion, 59-60—his views are to be lamented, as having

blinded him to many points both of the historical and the poetical value

of the Iliad, 60-61—his judgment of the individual characters of the

poem distorted or exaggerated to square with his theory, 60-67—shown
in the character of Priam and Hector, 61-62—his illustrations of cer-

tain Homeric phrases, as Ate, &c., 62—his misapprehension of the

character of Agamemnon, 62-64—of Achilles, 64-67—translations too

literal and rather prosaic, &c,, 67*70—passages which might have

been more accurately rendered. 70—acuteness displayed in his etymo-

logical researches—remarks on his derivation of arayjM, 70-71— his

volume apparently the commencement of a series of dissertations, 71.

Hook, Dr— quoted as to the office of a bishop, 510.

Humour—the employment of, and the union of the comic and serious

elements in the Recreations of Christopher North justified, 75-78.

I

India—its financial state, 287-294— See East.

Inscriptions still remaining in the cities of Asia Minor, 448-449.

Io7ia—description of the island of, 177-178.

Ireland—Mendicancy in, 391—three modes in which public assistance

can be atforded, 391—Parliamentary report on the Poor in 1828, 392

—

report of the Commissioners of Enquiry in 1835, 392—evidence proves

that the country is overrun with beggars, 392—evidence quoted, 393,

—means of relief proposed, 394-395—Mr Nicholls' repoit, 39o-39G

—
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1

heads of the first Poor-law l)ill of 1837, 39fJ—views of Mr NichoUs in

his second report, 397—Lord Jolm Russell quoted on, 397—debate on
the bills in both Houses of Parliament, 39b—the mendicancy clause

abandoned, 31)9—belief of the people that it is a religious duty to give

alms, 400—difference between the beggar of Ireland and of England,
400—a law for the suppression of mendicancy demanded by the

Guardians and Commissioners, 402-403—working of the Poor-law
Act, 403-404—notion among the rate-payers, that it is cheaper to

keep their own poor than pay for their support in the workhouse,
404-405—suggestions for the repressing of mendicancy, 40(j-408

—

liability to poor-rate of occupiers under L.5 rent, 408-410—three

modes proposed to relieve such occupiers, 410-411.

J
James I. of England — appearance of, 414—his in-door amusements

and those of his Court, 415-416— grossness which prevailed at his

Court, 416-417—contrasted with that of Queen Elizabeth's, 417

—

character of James, 418—of his Queen, Anne of Denmark, 419— of

Prince Henry, 419—of Elizabeth Queen of Bohemia, 419—of the

Duke of Buckingham, 419-420—Masques of Ben Jonson, 420-423.

James II. of England—court of, 434-435.

Jardine, Sir William—illustrations of British ornithology, 472— his

illustrations of the British Salmonidce, 473-474—editor of the

Naturalist's Library—his abilities for the task, 475-476—critique on
his style, and grammatical inaccuracy, 476-479.

Jesse, John Heneage—Memoirs of the Courts of England, 412-443.

Jews, Spanish—remarks on the history of, 123-124.

Jonson s, Ben—Masques performed at the Court of James I,, 420-425.
Joseph 11. of Austria—his treatment of his Belgian subjects from 1780

to 1790; 337-342.

Judgment—right of private—arguments used by the Catholic Church
against the use of, 489-500.—See Catholic Church.

Jus—meanings of, as applied by Grotius and other writers to the prin-

ciples on which the laws of nations are founded, 314-320.

Justification—views of the Puseyite school on, 548.

L
Law—meaning of, as defined by Locke, 304-306.—See Law of Nations.
Law of Nations—Wheaton's history of, 303-304— Locke's definition

of the word 'law,' 304-306—elementsof, 306—difference between mo-
rality of nations and individuals, 306-310—rules of international law

or conduct, 310-312—marked distinctions between international mo-
rality and international law, 312-314—causes which have retarded

the progress of moral science, 314—meanings of the word Jus, as applied

to this subject, 314-320—uncertainty of the sources from which these

laws are derived, 320-325—not allowed either by Greeks or Romans,
322—treaty between Prussia and the United Slates, 323—influence

of the opinions of the earlier jurists on those of later writers, 323-325
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—conduct of Britain in regard to international law, 325—progress of,

from the peace of Westphalia to the Congress of Vienna, 325—views
of Mr Wheaton, 325-326—international law of Europe compared
with those held by Grotius, 326-328—forcible intervention to pre-

serve the balance of power, 329 334— Russia's justification of the parti-

tion of Poland, 334-335—influence of sovereigns in the quarrels be-

tween kingdoms and states, 336-338—instanced in the Belgian revolu-

tion of 1789, 337-344—settlement of Belgium as an independent

kingdom, 344-345—erection of Greece into a kingdom, 345-346—in-

tervention of the King of Prussia with the United provinces in 1787,
346-348—Convention of Pilnitz in favour of the King of France, 348
—conduct of the French convention towards England in 1792-93,
349-353—interference of France and other powers against the people

of Spain, 353-355—with Naples, Sicily, and Piedmont, 355-356

—

treaty of the Holy Alliance, 356—Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle, 357
—resolutions of the Holy Alliance, 357-358—protested against by

Britain, 358—constitutional government crushed in Italy, 358-359
—conduct of the Holy Alliance and France towards Spain, 359-364
doctrines now prevalent in Europe as to the right of one country to

interfere between the sovereign and his subjects, 364-366—right of

confiscating debts, 367—are the usages of war sensibly softened? 366-

369—right of maritime search—negotiations for the suppression of

the slave-trade, 369-373.

Locke—his classification of the word * law,' 304-305.

London, Bishop of—his three sermons on the Church, 525-527—favour-

able to ceremonial observances, 652-553.

M
Macnaghten, Sir Wm.—his conduct in the Affghan war, 271, 272.

Manufacturing Districts—causes and remedies of the distress of the,

190—view of the last half century of European history, 190-191

—

exertions of England against Napoleon, 191—causes of her success,

191-192—advancement of liberty and commercial enterprise among
continental nations, 192-193—political struggles of England during

that period, 193-194—conflict between the agricultural and manufac-

turing classes, 194-195—present practical importance of the question,

196-197—sources of English wealth and industry, 197-198—the spirit

of commercial industry opposed from the earliest times, 198-199

—

objections against free trade considered, 199-200— political benefits of

the- commercial system, 200-201—principles of religion and education

most vigorous in commercial communities, 201-202—alleged greater

prevalence of crime in them, 202~to what past era would our

modern theorists wish us to return ? 203-204—nature and object of

the jealousy felt towards the manufacturing interests, 204—the evils

coincident with the extension of manufactures aggravated by our

restrictive laws, 204-205—evils with which English industry has had

to contend during late years, 206—late distresses and illegal pro-

ceedings in the manufacturing districts, 206-209—self-control and

forbearance of the rioters contrasted with the conduct displayed ia
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the agricultural riots in 1830—cause of the contrast, 209-212

—

absurdity of the suggestion that the stoppage of work originated with

the Anti-corn-law League, 212—our manufactures even under pre-

sent circumstances promote the well-being of the country, 212-213

—present suHerings attributable to our restrictive laws, 213—periods

of suffering not peculiar to the commercial system, 213-214—com-

parative mortality in manufacturing and agricultural districts, 214-

215—the manufacturing population more intelligent than the agricul-

tural, 215-216—sympathy of numbers, 216—comparison of the two

classes in relation to educational matters, 217-218—and in relation

to demand for literary productions, 218-219— and prevalence of

crime, 219 220—folly and crime of sacrificing the manufacturing on

the ground of preference for the agricultural interest, 220-221— mu-

tual influence of commerce and agriculture, 222-^23—the insuffi-

ciency of the measures adopted by Parliament in last session, 223-224

freedom of trade the proper remedy—colonization, 224-225—land-

lord and tenant, manufacturer and workman, should be bound to-

gether by closer ties, 223-226—a regular system of moral training

also required, 226-227—impartial legislation all that is pleaded for,

227.

M'Jlvaines, Bishop, Rome and Oxford divinity compared, 562.

Maritime search question, 369-372.

Melville, Mr—quoted as to Apostolic succession, 517.

Mendicancy in Ireland, 391.— See Ireland.

Mendizabal—sketch of, 125-126.

Metrical Reform—principles of, 228-260.—See Weights and Measures.

Mexican Temples—resemblance to the Cyclopean erections in Asia

Minor, 446.

iH/w/'s^erm/ misrepresentations regarding the East, 261-300.—See East.

Miracles—futility of, on which Catholics place their reliance, 488-489.

N
Naples—revolution at, in 1515, 355-356, and 358-359.

natural History—progress of its study, 471—publications on, 471-475.

Naturalist's Library (The) characterised, 474-482— illustrations of,

criticised, 479-482.

Newman, Mr, quoted on baptismal regeneration, 519.

Nicholls', Mr, reports on the state of the poor in Ireland, 395-397.

North— Recreations of Christopher—remarkable nature of the work, 72

—remarks on Christopher North, 72-73— double purpose served

by the employment of such an imaginary personage, 73-74—extent

of changes which have been made upon tbese essays—source of tbeir

peculiar charm, 74—rapid transitions and blending of different ele-

ments in them, 74-75—justi6cation of the employment of fancy and

humour, and of the union of the comic and serious elements in

these Recreations, 75-78—the author employs ridicule only where

it is useful, and ought to be employed, 78-80—his indulgence to every

germ and indication of true poetry, 80-81—absence of political feel-
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ing in these volumes, 81-82—the supposition that the criticism they
contain is exaggerated in its praise or censure, unaccompanied with
definite reasons, or leading; to no sufficiently tangible result, unfounded,
82—his exertions to lead the public mind to a just estimate of the
poetry of Wordsworth, 82-83—criticism on the poetry of Words-
worth—open to serious charges on the score of its religion, 83-86—remarks on the kind of criticism contained in these volumes,
and on the periodical oscillations observable in criticism in general,

86-87—criticism contrasting Thomson and Covvper, 87-90—home-
liness of some of the author's illustrations, 90—imitation of his style,

unless ably done, would be intolerable, 91—ruins, thoughts suggested
by, and their influence over the human spirit, 91-93—description of

Dartmoor prison. 93-95—sketch of Highland scenery, 95-98—extract

from ' Our Winter Quarters,' 98-100—strictures on the talents of

ladies for sketching, 100-101—extract from a 'Stroll to Grassmere,'

101-102—from ' L'Envoy,' 102-104.

O
Oxford (The) Tractarian School, 501 See Puseyites.

P
Peel, Sir Robert—examination of his statements in the House of Com-
mons in reference to AfFghanistan and the finances of the Indian

government, on which he partly founded his demand of an income-
tax, 267-294..

Photogenic Draioing—note on, regarding Mr Henry Collen, 563.'

Pichler, Caroline—sketch of German life by, 138—remarks on her

work, 139.

—

See Schopenhauer.

Pilnitz—convention of, 348.

Pisistratiis—his exertions in fixing the text of Homer, 45, &c.—See

Homerus.
Poland—grounds on which Russia and the other powers attempted to

justify the partition of, 334-335.

Poor-Laws—advantage of, 397.

Protestants— doctrines contrasted with those held by the Catholic

Church, 487-500.—See Catholic Church.

Puisant, M.—errors he discovered in the bases of the French decimal

metrical system, 256-259.

Pusey, Dr, quoted as to baptism, 519— ib. 520.

Puseijite School of Divinity, 501—origin of name, 501—impossible to

agree with them—examples of their statements, 502-504—their first

proceedings, 504—publication of the Oxford tracts—views held in

them, 504-506—want of unity in the Church of England, 506-508

—

office of the bishop hig:hly flattered, 508-509—the doctrine of aposto-

lic succession, 510-518—their extravagant view of the ordinance of

the sacraments—of baptism, 518-521—of the eucharist, 521-523—of

the Church of Christ, 523-527—their views that the Scriptures are

not the sole rule of faith, but that they are to be supplemented by the

traditions of the Fathers, examined, 528-548—on justification, 548-
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549—opinions and statements held by various supporters on the

atonement— Bibles, &c., 549-551—their zeal in behalf of ceremonials,

551-554—general characteristics and tendencies of this school ; 1.

to increase the power and glory of the Episcopal cier^^y, 554-555 ; 2.

tends to rob Christianity of its chief glory as a spiritual and moral in-

stitute, and to render it a system of mere formalism, 555-557 ; 3. its

disposition to vilify and traduce reason, 557-558—4. has a tendency to

use 'pious frauds,' 558-561—best works for the confutation of these

errors, 562.

Qwejarfa—death of, 126-127.
Q

R
Heason—disposition of the Puseyite school to vilify and traduce, 557-558.
JRecreations of Christopher North, 72-104.

—

^qq North.
Restrictive Laws—the source of the present commercial distress, 213.
Revelation—gives no support to the claims of the Catholic Church, 489.
Richardson's Novels—popularity of in Germany, 149-150.
Roman policy of colonization—contrasted with that of the Greeks, 451

452.

Ruins—thoughts suggested by, and their influence over the human
spirit, 91-93.

Russell, Lord John, on the advantages of a poor-law, 397-398.
Russia—aggressive encroachment of—stopped by the Triple Alliance,

331-332—her justification for the partition of Poland, 33-335.

S
Schopenhauer and Pichler on the changes of social life in Germany

—

eventful life of Madame Schopenhauer, 138-139—fragmental cha-
racter of her work, 139 — remarks on Madame Pichler's work,
139—social life not so much changed in Germany as in Eng-
land, 139-140 — imperial cities, Cologne and Niirnberg, 141-

143— the civic life of England, as such, extinct, 143-145— the

Familiengericht in Danzig, 145-146— Mad. Schopenhauer's intro-

duction to her ' RecoUectious,' 146-147—her birth, portrait of her
parents—change of behaviour towards the fair sex in Germany, Eng-
land, &c., 147-148—novel-reading in Germany—popularity of Rich-
ardson's novels, 149-150—rapid change in regard to literature in

Germany, 150—Mad. S.'s description of the family domestics, 150-
151—houses of Danzig, 151—her education, with general observations

on the subject, 151-153—youthful reading of Goethe and Jacobs, 153-
154—their pastor Dr Jameson, 154-155—her tutor Kuschel, and the
discipline then prevalent in the Lutheran Church, 155, 156—haughti-
ness of the burgher aristocracy of Danzig, 156-157—complete toleration

enjoyed in Germany—celebration of Christmas, 157-159—reverence
for Luther in Germany, 159-160—variety of costumes, and national
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characteristics presented by Danzig, 159-160—inoculation in Danzig,
160-161—Mad. S.'s description of the fashions of her early days,
161-162—monotony of German life depicted by Jacobs, Goethe, and
Mad. Pichler, 161-162—sumptuary laws enacted by the municipal
aristocracy of the free cities, 165-166—decline of drunkenness in

Germany, 166-167—progress of change in Austria, 167-168—changes
in relation to travelling, 168—republicanism of Mad. Schopenhauer,
168-169—her marriage, &c., 169.

Scotland and the Isles, voyage round, 170-190— See Wilsons Voyage.
Scriptures—the views held by the Puseyites that they are not the only

rule of faith, but that the traditions of the Fathers must be added,
examined, 528-548.

Selby's, Mr, illustrations of British ornithology, 472.
SewelVs Christian morals quoted (^note,') 520-521.

Slave Trade—negotiations for its suppression, 369-373.

Social Life—changes which have taken place on, in Germany, England,
&c., 139.—See Schopenhauer.

Soghla, Lake, Cappadocia—sudden drying up of, 458-459.

Staffa—description of, 176-177.

Standards of Weights and Measures—different plans which have been
laid down for their preservation, 229 232— See Weights and Mea-
sures.

St Kilda, Island of—method pursued by its inhabitants in bird- catch-

ing, 184-188.

Spain—its constitution of 1812, 354—attempt of the Holy Alliance to

crush its constitutional liberty, 359—affairs of, 360—views of France
towards, 360-362—proceedings of France against, 362-364.

Spain—Bible in, by Geo. Borrow, 105-138—remarks on the bigotry and

fanaticism of, 106-110—jealous of the conduct of travellers in, 115.

—See Borrow.
Subterranean passages existing in Asia Minor, 454-456.

Susan Hopley—adventures of—merits of, 483.

T
Taylor^s Ancient Christianity—erroi's and absurdities he has exposed,

538-545.

Tennyson's, Alfred, Poems, 373, 374—estimate of the minor poems,

with extracts, 375-383—analysis of the Palace of Art, 383-385—of
the St Simeon Stylites, 385-386—of the Two Voices, 386-388—of
the Vision of Sin, 388-391.

TAerwa/ springs in Asia Minor, 457-458.

Thirty Years War—calamitous period of, 317.

Thomson—contrasted with Cowper, 87-90.

Toleration—complete toleration the glory of Germany, 157-159-

Zrflc/*for the Times, 501— quoted (iiote,) 506— ib. on Apostolical Suc-

cession, 509—ib. 510, ib. 511, ib. 512, ib. 519—on the Church of

Christ, 523—on the traditions of the Fathers, 536-537—on the atone-

ment, 549.
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Traditions of the Fathers maintained by the Puseyites to be as neces-
sary as the Scriptures as a rule of faith, 528-548.

Triple Alliance stopped the ajjgreasions of Russia, 331-332 interven-
tion of, in the Belgian revolution of 1789, 337-345 — in erecting
Greece into a kingdom, 345-346.

Turkish inhabitants of Asia Minor—state of, 460-461—are not bigot-

ed, 461—hospitality of, 461-463, and 465—honesty of, 463-464
—intercourse between the governor and the people, 464—national

pride, 465—Mr Hamilton's summary of his views of their character,

466—proposes to displace them, and give Russia the possession of the

soil, 466-467—effects of the system of administration on their cha-

racter, 467-468— INIr Fellowes's view of their condition, 468.

V
Voice (The) of the Anglican Church, &c., 501.—See Puseyites.

W
Walpole, Sir Robert—influence he possessed, 441.

Weights and Measures—the lost standards of— principles of metrical

reform—commission on the subject, 228—the lost standards, 228-229
—two principal plans laid down for their preservation, 229-232

—

the avoirdupois pound recommended as the standard of weight, 232-
233—general principles of metrical reform, 234-239—changes founded
ondecimalsub-multiplesrecommended in our monetary system, 239-240
—metrical changes, 240-244—advantages which would result from
those proposed, 244-248—manner in which they ought to be introduced,

248-250—examination of the decimal metrical system which ori-

ginated in the French Revolution, 250—basis of that system, 250-252
—difficulties encountered by Delambre, when carrying on his measure-
ments, 252-253— completion of the undertaking, 253, 254—errors

in the measurements discovered by Puissant, &c., 256-259—new
system at first fails, but successfully introduced in 1837, 259-260

—

attempt to introduce the centesimal division of the quadrant unsuc-
cessful, 260.

Whately, Archbishop—the Kingdom of Christ delineated, 501—quoted
as to the traditions of the Fathers, 530.

Wheaton— History of the law of nations, 303—view of, 325,326.—See
Law of Nations.

William and Mary— anecdotes of, 435—character of William, 435-
436—of his mistress, the Countess of Orkney, 436.

Williams's Homerus, 44-71— See Homerus.
Wilson's, James, illustrations of the animal kingdom, 472.

Wilson s Voyage round Scotland and the Isles—interest attached to the

objects and institutions of Scotland, 170—scenes which it presents, 170
171—her institutions for religious, moral, and general education, 171-

172— a description of the islands and mainland of Scotland yet a desi-

deratum, 172-173—origin of Mr Wilson's voyage, 173— Kothsay,
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Campbelton, &c., 174—Giant's Causeway, 174, 173—StafFa—Fin-
gal's Cave, 176-177—description of loua, 177-178—Oban—Lady's

Rock, 178-179— Highland Castles— Strontian—Glenfinnan, 179-

180—Macalister's Cave, 180—Loch Corruisken, 180-181—Cave of

Eig, 182—Borrodale House—Loch Alsh, 182-183—Portsea, 183—
Lewis— Shiant Isles—Quiraing, 184—St Kilda—bird-catching, 184-

188—Holm of Noss, Shetland, 188-189—Unst, Balta Sound, 189—
style and interest of Mr Wilson's work.

Wolfs theory in reference to the Iliad and Odyssey, 47-48.

Wordsworth—criticism on the poetry of—open to serious charges on
the score of its religion, 83-86.

Wiseman's, Dr, opinion of the Oxford Tract writers, 505.
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